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ABSTRACT 

This study integrates three independent subjects-translation theory, Mandarin aspect, 

and Greek aspect-for the purpose of formulating a working theory applicable to 

translating the New Testament. Aspect is treated here as a grammatical category-as 

opposed to Aktionsart-and is described as the locutionary agent's subjective viewpoint 

expressed morphologically by a verb. The primary objectives are defined in terms of 

grammatical translation of Greek aspect into Mandarin aspect at the discourse level. 

However, major Bible translation issues pertaining to lexical, phonological, formal, and 

functional elements, as well as translating conditional statements and figurative speech, 

are also considered. A historical overview of the Chinese Bible is provided as a way of 

introducing major issues related to linguistic, conceptual, and logistical challenges. 

Porter's tripartite model of aspect in Greek, defined in terms of the binary oppositions 

[±perfective], and [+imperfective] vs. [+stative], is adopted. Aspect in Mandarin closely 

resembles that in Greek, except that the privative opposition [±remote] does not exist in 

Mandarin. Also, unlike the tense-forms in Greek, morphologically expressed aspect 

morphemes (e.g. -le, IDVCs) are largely optional in Mandarin. Thus, notions of 

markedness and grounding become pertinent when the 0 morpheme is used instead of 

morphologically expressed aspect morphemes to translate all five tense-forms in Greek: 

the more heavily marked disyllabic verbs are preferable in translating the present and 

imperfect, whereas the less heavily marked monosyllabic verbs are preferable to translate 

the aorist. The most heavily marked four-character set phrases are utilized to reflect both 
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the stative aspect and discourse function of the perfect and pluperfect as frontgrounding 

tense-forms. 

It is argued that morphologically expressed perfective and imperfective aspect 

morphemes are preferable to the 0 morpheme. The more heavily marked two-morpheme 

aspect compounds (e.g. zai ... -zhe) are employed to reflect the foregrounded prominence 

indicated by the present and imperfect tense-forms. The proposed theory provides the 

translator with a powerful tool, which is tested in the two sample passages in John 18-19 

and 1 Corinthians 15. Provided also are critical reviews of over sixty Chinese Bible 

versions, Nestorian, Manichaean, Catholic documents, and a translation written according 

to the proposed theory. 
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TYPOGRAPHICAL CONVENTIONS 

a. Chinese Characters, Punctuation, and Style 

The term "Chinese" generally refers to both the language and writing style. In the 

discussions of verbal aspect, it is used interchangeably for the most part with 

"Mandarin." Dialectical differences in Chinese are not considered. For the sake of 

consistency, Chinese characters are represented in traditional form as opposed to in 

simplified script, which has been implemented in China since 1956. Hanyu Pinyin il ~~ 

.t#--t is adopted here as the standard system for transcribing Chinese. To avoid confusion, 

the current study follows a modified system of style and punctuation: a full character

sized comma [ ' ] for a comma, a full character-sized semicolon [ ; ] for a semicolon, a 

stroke [ ' ] for connecting a series of words, a small circle [ 0 
] for a period, a full 

character-sized exclamation mark [ ! ] for an exclamation, a full character-sized question 

mark [ ? ] for a question mark, and two full character-sized vertical dots [ : ] for a colon. 

Emphasis is marked by a dot (e.g. ~YC.fif:i-Ji "ff l tit) or circle (e.g. ~$J!Jft-.ifft) 

above the character. Direct quotations are marked by the symbols [ I] and [J ], and [ W] 

and [di] for a quotation within a quotation. Parenthetical statements are enclosed by 

pointed brackets [ (]and[) ]. Textual variants and other notes are included in the text, 

and are indicated by square brackets [(]and [J ]. Notes are written in font half the size 

of a full Chinese character; for example, ;ff -.itt. A. G §t-!- ( ~~ J (1 Cor 15 :6). Proper 

names-with the exception of J1~.w,f.~ ii~ (Jesus Christ), ~f I J::. ~ (God), :Ir.~ (Holy 

Spirit)-are underlined (e.g. ~!] ~). Book titles are enclosed by double pointed brackets 

(e.g. ((il1J-&:- ~c,)) ). 
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Chapter and verse breaks in the translated text will follow conventional practice, for 

example, ((~~~~Ni it)) ~ -t /\ .. -ff: refers to John 18. Two spaces equivalent to two 

Chinese characters are inserted in front of the text to indicate the beginning of a new 

pericope. For the sake of convenience, all Chinese texts (in Chinese characters and 

transliteration) are represented in the western left-to-right, top-to-bottom format. Also, 

Chinese script is consistently presented in traditional characters. 

b. Tetragrammaton 

The so-called "term question,'' that is, whether to call God Shimgdi J:.. rt, Shen ::fif, or 

Tiiinzhii :k.i.., has persisted throughout the history of Chinese Bible translation. 1 The 

main issue seems to be related to the lack of uniqueness of these terms in Chinese. The 

challenge must have faced the translators of the Septuagint, for the existing Greek word 

8Eo<; has been used to refer to the pantheon of pagan deities. In fact, early Protestant 

translators of the Bible adopted a traditional practice known as tait6u .ft> jJl (lit. "lifting 

the head"), which is similar to the effect of capitalizing the first letter of the word "God" 

in English. One form of tait6u, called nu6tai ;f!J~.tt> (lit. "shifting"), is the practice of 

leaving a space equivalent to a Chinese character in front of the person's name so as to 

show respect. For example, Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek is often referred to as Xiiin 

z6ngt6ng Jiang gong Jt.~tM. i~~ (lit. "late President Chiang gong"). 2 Some Chinese 

versions (e.g. GU, SJ, BB, UVE, UVB, UV 1988, SYD, NCV)3 have taken advantage of 

nu6tai, but with exclusive reference to God. Nu6tai seems to provide a plausible remedy 

1 For summaries of the so-called the "term question," see Wyder, "Ubertragung," 473-81; Eber, 
"Interminable Term Question," 134-61. 
2 Gong denotes a respectful address to an elderly man. 
3 Only the Shen edition of UV 1988 uses nu6tai ;f11~4t>. See Holy Bible (Union Mandarin Version). 
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to the current terminological debate for God in Chinese, and hence will be adopted as a 

consistent form to refer to God, or Shen, in the study. 

c. Chinese Pronouns for the Divinity 

Besides nu6tai, another useful but controversial device that may amplify the 

uniqueness of God in Mandarin Chinese is the personal pronoun Ta t-1!!.. :?-1!!. is a relatively 

recent invention of a Mandarin third-person singular pronoun used exclusively with 

reference to God in the Christian Bible. It first appeared in Wang Hsiian-chen's Mandarin 

New Testament in 1933.4 The Mandarin divinity personal pronoun i-1!!. is a modification 

of three existing Chinese pronouns: ~(masculine singular, "he"), M!, (feminine singular, 

"she"), and 41f:. (neuter singular, "it" as in animals) all of which are pronounced ta. The 

radical 1 ("person") in the common masculine singular pronoun ~ has been replaced 

with the radical :f ("divinity") to form the new pronoun i-1!!.. 5 i-1!!. should not to be 

confused with 1~ which has the radical f meaning "clothing." While some versions use 

this pronoun exclusively for God (LU 1946, 1952, CPB),6 others have extended it to 

reference Jesus (WANG, BT, HS, CNT, CLB, CRV, SB), and even the Holy Spirit (CRV, 

SB, CLB). 7 The second-person singular pronoun ni ~i is formed in accordance with the 

4 Wang .I.. 'Ji. ·l;t, The New Testament. With the exception of CNT, the divinity pronoun ;ffl was not used in 
early Catholic versions prior to recent publication of the CPB and the electronic version of SB. See Chinese 
Pastoral Bible. Unfortunately, the online version of the SB grossly misrepresents ;ffl with#.. This 
negligence is unacceptable in Bible translation. See Dian zi shengjing. 
5 The two Mandarin pronouns ~ and 41!?. were also new characters, but both appeared in writing a few 
decades earlier than ;ffl. See, for example, Mathews, Chinese-English Dictionary, s.v; Mathews, Mathews' 
Chinese-English Dictionary, s.v. 
6 In his 1970 Bible edition, Lil Chen-Chung dropped ;ffl from use entirely. Lil & t1ffe- 'f, Holy Bible. 
7 E.g. Heb 10: 15 reads Sheng ling ye dui women zuo jianzheng, ylnwei Ta shuo-guo :it 1£ ~ 1t ~ 1ri 1t Jl 
~ ' 1tD I.ii ~~"t>i.:ilS · · • (CRV); the SB online version has Shengshen ye gei women zuozheng, ylnwei yi 
shuo-guo :Jt;ff~,*S-~11'Ht~ ' ltD I.ii~ (sic) ~:ilS; the CLB has Shenglfng ye xiang women zuozheng, Ta 
shouxian shuo :it 1£ ~ foJ ~ 1ri1t~ ' :re it J't.~. The UV (#IT~~ :!..!;:f"'f;-*-) does not use ~.e in the biblical 
text; only once in the subject heading Shen wei Tii erzi zuo de jianzheng ::i·o/ I.ii ;ffl 5l-T1t M1 JLi~ ("God's 
Testimony for His Son," 1 John 5:6). However, this is likely a typographical error, since the revised UV 
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same principle as i~, but is less commonly used. Only the CLB version has used ~t to 

refer exclusively to God and Jesus. One objection to the use of :it is that it is a word that 

already existed (variant form of TiifJ) and is used as a surname with the alternative 

pronunciation mi. 

However, despite the creative and inspiring efforts of these new Chinese pronouns, i'll?. 

and ~t, which emphasize the uniqueness of the Three Persons of the Holy Trinity, many 

oppose their use in Bible translation.8 The arguments are largely theologically motivated, 

but linguistically inspired. Most importantly, from the linguistic point of view, the use of 

the divinity pronouns in Mandarin is unwarranted by the Greek and Hebrew of the 

original biblical texts. For this reason, the personal pronouns i'll?. and ~t are not adopted in 

this dissertation. 

(RCUV) has 1tl!. instead. Early proponents of using newly invented personal pronouns for Chinese Bible 
translation include Wang and Liu. See Wang .£~·It., The New Testament; Liu ~1] .J;t, "Notes," 98, 107. 
8 See, for example, Chow, "Third-Person Pronouns." 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

Since its beginnings in the seventh century C.E. to the early twentieth century, the 

enterprise of Bible translation into the Chinese languages had been long dominated by 

western Christian missionaries. 1 Legacies of heavy western influence are still felt today, 

even though the task of translating the Bible into Chinese has been largely undertaken by 

native speakers. English, in particular, has become the single most important language in 

defining the essential character-as well as identifying the fundamental problems--of the 

Chinese Bible. In many instances, English serves not simply as a medium language to 

access reference materials (notably the KN), but as the source language from which the 

Bible is translated into Chinese, as has been the case since the first Chinese New 

Testament appeared in 1814. 

One of the most significant impacts of heavy reliance upon the English language in 

the Chinese New Testament may be identified in terms of the treatment of Greek verbs. 

To illustrate the extent of the problem, imagine a scientist who tries to study gorillas and 

pigs by examining jellyfish. The scientist is the translator, whereas gorillas, pigs, and 

jellyfish represent Greek, Chinese, and English, respectively. The jellyfish resembles the 

gorilla insofar as they both have ligaments for maneuvering their bodies. Both Greek and 

English have verb endings, but the former are used to grammaticalize aspect, whereas the 

latter are used to indicate temporal location, just as the ligaments of the jellyfish are 

meant to survive in water, not in land as the gorilla. On the other hand, gorillas and pigs 

are similar because they are both mammals whose limbs have been adapted to walk on 

1 This dissertation was written when the author used the name Liang-her Wu. Subsequent publications by 
the author are under the name Toshikazu S. Foley J:).ii 1t.ft:fo ( 7 '1" - 1) - • ~ L Irr). 



land, just as verb suffixes in Greek and Chinese are utilized to express aspect. Therefore, 

a Chinese Bible version based on the translator's knowledge of English and Greek verb 

systems is doomed to be, to say the least, problematic. This problem is especially 

apparent when translating the stative aspect in Greek by the Mandarin perfective aspect 

marker -le T . According to traditional grammarians (e.g. Burton, Gildersleeve, 

Robertson), the perfect tense-form in Greek is often translated by the perfect tenses (e.g. 

have + past participle) in English.2 

2 

In other words, a good Chinese Bible translation demands that the translator conduct a 

thorough study of aspect in both the target and the receptor languages. The obstacles in 

Chinese Bible translation persist today not because of a lack of interest in the subject, but 

rather because of a vacuum in the scholarship of direct interaction between Greek and 

Chinese. While not surprising, it is frustrating to observe that, while many newer Chinese 

versions (e.g. NCV, CRV) emphasize the importance of fidelity to the original languages, 

none of them incorporates modem linguistic research of aspect in either Greek or Chinese, 

not to mention aspect in relation to discourse analysis. 

The current dissertation integrates three independent subjects-translation theory, 

Mandarin verbal aspect, and Greek verbal aspect-for the purpose of formulating a 

working theory applicable to Bible translation. Aspect is defined here as the locutionary 

agent's (i.e. speaker's, writer's, or utterer's) subjective viewpoint (perfective, 

imperfective, or stative) expressed morphologically by a verb. The primary objectives 

and scope of the study are defined in terms of grammatical translation of New Testament 

Greek aspect into Mandarin aspect at the discourse level. However, it is necessary to also 

2 See 4.2.4, p. 201 below. 
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consider major Bible translation issues pertaining to lexical, phonological, formal, and 

functional elements. In order to demonstrate that the proposed theory can be successfully 

applied to actual Bible translation, two New Testament passages from different literary 

genres are chosen: the Passion narrative of the Gospel of John (John 18-19) and Paul's 

exposition on the resurrection of the dead (1 Corinthians 15). Over sixty Chinese 

(including twenty-two Mandarin) versions are critically reviewed. To my knowledge, this 

is the first monograph-length research into verbal aspect in Greek and in Chinese, with 

special reference to Bible translation. In addition to aspect, this dissertation attempts to 

contribute toward the understanding of general aspectual studies, the history of Bible 

translation and Christian missions in China, and the general practice of Bible translation. 

Chapter outlines of the dissertation are as follows: Chapter 1 provides an overall 

introduction to the subject of the dissertation, with the purpose and scope clearly stated. 

The chapter concludes with a brief outline of the content of each chapter. 

Chapter 2 divides into two parts. The first part provides a comprehensive account of 

the history of the Chinese Bible, from the arrival of the Nestorian missionaries in China 

in the seventh century C.E. to the present day. Major issues addressed here include those 

related to the linguistic, conceptual, and logistical challenges of translating the Bible into 

Chinese. The second part of the chapter surveys modem translation theories, including 

critical assessments of major approaches, in particular, by Nida and Catford. Chapter 2 

concludes with the methodology of translation theory used for the current study. 

Chapter 3 introduces general studies of verbal aspect and examines, in particular, 

aspect in Mandarin Chinese and New Testament Greek. Aspect is treated here as a 

grammatical category as opposed to a lexical category or Aktionsart. Porter's tripartite 
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model of aspect in Greek is adopted. Similarly, aspect in Mandarin is defined in terms of 

binary oppositions: [±perfective], and [+imperfective] vs. [+stative]. The difference 

between the two languages is that the privative oppositions [±remote] found in the 

imperfective and stative aspects in Greek do not exist in Mandarin. Also, unlike the 

tense-forms in Greek, morphologically expressed aspect morphemes (e.g. -le 1', zai :/1., 

-zhe ;i-, as opposed to the 0 morpheme) are largely optional in Mandarin. In addition to 

critical reviews of major approaches to Mandarin aspect, this chapter also surveys early 

Chinese grammars, especially those by Morrison and Edkins, who were directly engaged 

in translating the Bible into Chinese. For Greek aspect, the chapter reviews seven 

monographs published within the last two decades, including those by Porter, McKay, 

and Fanning. The chapter concludes with outlines of aspect in Mandarin and New 

Testament Greek, including a detailed treatment of aspect and its relationship to 

grounding and markedness at the discourse level. 

Chapters 4 and 5 primarily deal with the grammatical translation of Greek verbal 

aspect into Mandarin aspect. Chapter 4 treats five tense-forms (aorist, present, imperfect, 

perfect, pluperfect) in Greek in the indicative mood, while Chapter 5 treats those in the 

non-indicative (imperative, infinitive, subjunctive, optative, participles). Discourse 

considerations, such as the grounding and markedness of Greek tense-forms in relation to 

prominence and cohesion, are given special attention. It is argued here that, as a general 

rule, morphologically expressed perfective and imperfective aspect morphemes-either 

single or compound-are preferable to the 0 morpheme. The more heavily marked two

morpheme aspect compounds (e.g. zai. .. -zhe) are employed to reflect the foregrounded 

prominence indicated by the Greek present and imperfect tense-forms. On the other hand, 
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the most heavily marked Mandarin four-character set phrases with the 0 morpheme are 

utilized to represent the discourse function of the Greek perfect and pluperfect tense

forms as frontgrounding device. However, in contexts where the 0 morpheme is used (for 

example, due to stylistic considerations) the more heavily marked disyllabic verbs are 

preferable in translating the Greek present, whereas the less heavily marked monosyllabic 

verbs are preferable in translating the aorist. In addition to the grammatical translation of 

Greek verbal aspect into Mandarin aspect, syntactical issues, such as translating different 

types of Greek conditional statements and different uses of the participles (including 

periphrastic constructions), are also addressed. 

Chapters 6 and 7 provide platforms for testing the validity of the proposed theory of 

translating New Testament Greek verbal aspect into Mandarin verbal aspect. Two 

passages from different literary genres are chosen: the Passion narrative of the Gospel of 

John (John 18-19) and Paul's exposition on the resurrection of the dead (1 Corinthians 

15). Both chapters conduct a first-ever critical and comprehensive review of the writings 

of the Nestorian, Manichaean, and Catholic missionaries, as well as over sixty Chinese 

Bible versions. Although the current study primarily focuses on the grammatical 

translation of aspect, it also addresses several issues crucial to the practice of Bible 

translation, particularly those regarding phonetic transcription, the translation of key 

biblical terminology, and figurative speech. 

Chapter 7 also serves as the conclusion for the study. The current dissertation has 

sought to demonstrate that the proposed theory can be successfully applied to translating 

New Testament Greek aspect into Mandarin aspect. It is argued that Mandarin aspect 

morphemes not only reflect the corresponding aspect of Greek verb forms, but also 
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closely represent the discourse functions of the Greek. Provided in chapters 6 and 7 are 

two summary tables of Mandarin aspect morphemes that are used in five representative 

Mandarin versions and FOLEY (the author's own translation) to translate the Greek verb 

forms in John 18-19 and 1 Corinthians 15. These data provide empirical evidence that 

the translators of these sample versions have been unacquainted with the discourse 

functions performed by aspect in either Mandarin or Greek. 



CHAPTER 2 BIBLE IN CHINESE: ITS HISTORY, ISSUES, AND RELATION 

TO MODERN TRANSLATION THEORIES 

2.0. Introduction 
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The subject of Chinese Bible translation is immense and multifaceted. This chapter 

begins by first tackling the history of and major issues in Chinese Bible translation (2.1 ). 

The second section continues with a critical survey of literature in translation studies with 

special reference to translating the Bible (2.2). The section concludes with a proposed 

methodology of the translation approach for the rest of the study (2.2.4). 

2.1. History of and Major Issues in Chinese Bible Translation 

2.1.1. Introduction 

This section aims to address major issues related to linguistic, conceptual, and 

logistical challenges within the framework of a historical survey of Bible translation 

activities in and outside of China. Primary sources consulted in current investigations 

include manuscripts and printed versions of the Bible or parts of the Bible in Chinese 

from archives and libraries, both public and private, from around the world. A 

comprehensive chronology of the major Chinese versions of the Bible is included in the 

appendix. Critical reviews of the Chinese versions will be used for discussions and 

applications in later chapters. 
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2.1.2. Pioneering Work of the Nestorians and Their Contributions1 

2.1.2.1. The Nestorian Stele 

Bible translation into the Chinese languages began in the seventh century C.E. A 

reliable source that supports the evidence of the introduction of the Christian faith is the 

Nestorian Stele from the eighth century.2 Nestorians were members of a Christian sect 

that originated in Asia Minor and Syria, and who were later condemned as heretics by the 

Council of Ephesus in 431.3 This monument was erected in Chang'an (modem-day Xi'an) 

in 781 to commemorate the propagation of the Christian faith during the Tang Dynasty 

(618-906 C.E.). It was composed in Chinese but with a few lines in Syriac by a Nestorian 

monk named Adam (also known as Jlngjing). Adam recounts the arrival of Bishop 

Alopen in Chang'an in 635 with 530 religious documents in Syriac.4 Strong evidence 

suggests that early Nestorian missionaries probably had begun translating at least parts of 

the Bible into Chinese almost immediately upon their arrival in the mid seventh century. 

1 This section was originally presented at the SBL/ AAR/ ASOR 2007 Upper Midwest Regional Meeting 
held at Luther Seminary, St. Paul, MN, April 13-14, 2007. 
2 The Nestorian Stele is also referred to as the Nestorian Monument, Nestorian Stone, Nestorian Inscription, 
or in its original Chinese title Daqinjfngjiao liiaing Zhonggu6 bei :k.~l-'~ifit.1-T<f ~hll-, literally 
"Memorial of the Propagation in China of the Luminous Religion from Daqin." For monograph-length 
treatments of the Nestorian Stele, see Holm, Carus, and Wylie, The Nestorian Monument; Saeki, Nestorian 
Monument; P'an, Nestorian Tablet; Feng l.!!i~YJ, Nestorian Stele; Pelliot, L'inscription nestorienne. See 
also various essays in Drake, "Nestorian Literature," 609-14; Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 7, 11, 27-31, 
360-62; Kung, Christian Religion, 16-23. 
3 The original Nestorians were identified with the Assyrians. Some believe that their presence in China 
lasted from around the seventh to tenth centuries. In 1898 Modem Nestorians in Iraq were received in the 
communion of the Russian Orthodox Church. See Holm, Carus, and Wylie, Nestorian Monument, 35-38. 
4 Alopen is known only by his Chinese name "Aluoben" Jlu1 ~ ;f-.. Saeki suggests it might be the Chinese 
translation of"Abraham." See Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 258. 
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2.1.2.2. Evidence of the Nestorians' Biblical Translation Activities 

a. List of Biblical Books 

To support the claim that the Nestorians were actively involved in translating the 

Bible into Chinese, one has to examine the internal evidence from the Stele as well as 

ancient documents directly related to the Nestorian missionary work in China. First, the 

most apparent clues of possible existing translations of the Bible in Chinese can be found 

in the ancient Nestorian documents dated to the early eighth century. Although none of 

the biblical texts have been preserved from the Tang Dynasty, there are translated titles of 

canonical books into Chinese that had been discovered in the last century. In 1908, Paul 

Pelliot discovered over 11 Chinese documents and fragments at Dunhuang Stone Cave in 

Shazhou, an ancient town 100 miles off the present caravan road to Chang'an.5 Among 

these documents is an anonymous work of the early tenth century entitled the Zunjzng 

((.:f.¥£)) or the Diptychs.6 

The Diptychs mentions God, the Holy Trinity, and names of saints (including David, 

Hosea, the Four Gospel writers, Peter, and Paul). It also contains a list of several 

canonical writings as well as apostolic and early ecclesiastical/theological teachings, 

calledjzng or "sutras."7 The identification of these sutras remains highly conjectural; 

however, several of them, such as the Book of Moses (( 4- i!!:-11; .£ .~£)) , Zechariah (( .Jffilj iOf 

~f~£)), Epistle(s) of St. Paul ((f ~~} .£¥£)) ,8 and Revelation((~.)\.~£)) 9 are clearly 

5 Pelliot, Mission, 37-38; Saeki, Nestorian Monument, 65. 
6 According to Saeki, the Zunjing is "a list ofliving benefactors, as well as of the dead who were 
commemorated in the Divine Liturgy, and whose names were inscribed on the two-leaved ivory tablets." 
He suggests the English titles such as "Praise-sutra" or "Nestorian Book of Praise, dedicated to the Living 
and the Dead." See Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 258. 
7 For a comprehensive list ofNestorian documents, see Saeki, Catalogue. 
8 In Chinese there is no distinction between plural and singular nouns. 
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canonical. Other sutras appear to be early church rules and catechism. These may include 

the Apostles' Creed (( ~ ::f1J i/Jj:t$.)), 10 Ceremony and Rule Book (( 1lP-1J 1f: ,¥&)),Catechism 

((:i!~fg)) (the "Sutra of Definition"), Baptismal Hymn ((..=:..~~t&)) ~ 1 and Doctrine of 

the Cross ((~::f1J ii}&)) .12 

The total number of 27 books mentioned on the Nestorian Stele (1$. WI=-+~, v. 25) 

is likely to be merely coincidental to that of the New Testament writings. Both P.Y. Saeki 

and James Legge argue with great conviction that the twenty-seven books mentioned on 

the Stele are the canonical books in the New Testament. 13 If one accepts their conclusion, 

the question must be raised concerning the fact that Nestorian Christians only considered 

a total of twenty-two books of the New Testament writings as canonical. 

b. Evidence from the Nestorian Documents 

Second, supporting evidence for the Nestorians' involvement in Bible translation into 

Chinese came from the Stele where the actual activities were mentioned: fan jingjian si, 

cun-mo zhou hang ~H ,¥Jt ~ -:f" ' ,ff 99 ... J.J-+tft:. ("With the translation of the Scriptures and the 

building of convents, we see the living and the dead. All sailing in one Ship of Mercy"). 14 

9 Saeki, Nestorian Monument, 68-70; Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 274-75. See also Chiu, Tracing Bible 
Translation, 9-10. Chiu's list of biblical books in the Diptychs is derived from secondary sources, which 
often take great liberty and thus erroneously identify several sutras to be canonical. One example is 
Ephraim-siltra ((J&t;j;;f;f-~Jll.)), which Chiu erroneously identifies as Ephesians. See Saeki, Nestorian 
Monument, 70. 
10 Shllihai ~ ~1J )/iJ: is the Chinese transliteration of the Syriac word rG.i.......h, meaning "apostle." See Saeki, 
Nestorian Monument, 69. In ancient Chinese it may have been pronounced as [, ~i lji' cxai], as Karlgren 
suggests. Karlgren, Analytic Dictionary, s. v. 
11 Or "Three-baptismal-hymn." See Saeki, Nestorian Monument, 69-70. 
12 Cilipo ~~1] ),tis the transliteration of the Syriac word~ 1, meaning "cross." In ancient Chinese, it 
could have been pronounced as [, dz°i lji' ,pua]. Karlgren, Analytic Dictionary, s.v. See also Saeki, 
Nestorian Monument, 70; Legge, Nestorian Monument, 7, n. 10. For additional comments, see 2.2.3, p. 45 
below. 
13 Saeki, Nestorian Monument, 196. 
14 Nestorian Stele, verse 88. English translation is from Saeki. See Saeki, Nestorian Monument, 172. Saeki 
reports that J"mgjing has cooperated with the Kashmir monk Prajfia ~;¥-to prepare a Chinese translation of 
the Shatparamita Sutra ((it.!li W ~£)) in the late eighth century. See Saeki, Nestorian Monument, 72-75, 
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It is significant that the author of the Diptychs refers to the Gospel evangelists as 

fawang 11' ..£ ("catholicos," "saint," lit. "law-king") or fazhu 11' l.. ("law-lord"), the title 

reserved strictly for the chief priests of a Buddhist sect in China. 15 Nestorian missionaries 

in China also employ Buddhist terms such as seng 1'it ("Buddhist monk," e.g. on the 

Nestorian Stele) for Christian monks, sengjiii 1'if #v ("sangha") for Apostles, dade kit 

("bhadanta") for bishops, and si -:if ("Buddhist temple") for Christian congregations and 

monasteries. 16 With few exceptions, however, all subsequent Christian missionaries and 

Bible translators in China rejected the usage of Buddhist terms and other current religious 

terms (including those of Taoism and Confucianism) in Christian context. 17 An example 

of an exception would be Nestorian usage of the termjfng (lit. "text," "classics," or 

"sutra"), which is retained by Chinese Christians, both Catholic and Protestant, to refer to 

the Bible, Shengjfng « :r_ ~&)) ("sacred classics"). 18 

c. Further Evidence 

Third, the fact that Buddhist terms were employed on the Stele and other ancient 

Nestorian documents in Chinese suggests that the Assyrian missionaries may have begun 

from a very early stage upon their first arrival in Chang'an to translate Buddhist texts into 

135, 186. See also Drake, "Nestorian," 617. Drake, however, holds a conservative attitude towards the 
actual translation and literary work undertaken by the Nestorians. 
15 Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 278. Saeki prefers the term as "catholicos" forfawang instead of"saint." 
See Saeki, Nestorian Monument, 68. 
16 Sangha (samgha) refers to an assembly, company, or society in Sanskrit. In Buddhism, it denotes the 
corporate assembly of (at least four) priests. See Soothill et al., Dictionary, 420; Eitel and Takakuwa, 
Handbook, 142. Bhadanta denotes "most virtuous" in Sanskrit. In Hinayana Buddhism, it is a title of honor 
given to priests. See Soothill et al., Dictionary, 88; Eitel and Takakuwa, Handbook, 29. 
17 "Taoism" refers to "Daojiao" i!<tt in Chinese, and is more often spelled "Daoism" in literature 
appearing in the last twenty years. 
18 Ricci has used Tiiinzhujlng ;k.i3fil. ("Classics of the Lord of Heaven") to refer to the Bible. See Ricci, 
T'ien-chu Shih-i, 454, line 594. 
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Chinese. 19 Whether or not the Assyrians knew enough Sanskrit or Pali to complete the 

task is another matter, however it clearly indicates that the missionaries were at least well 

acquainted with Buddhist scriptures in Chinese translations. One could argue that this 

may also be indicative of their view of translating Buddhist texts as a starting point 

toward their ultimate goal of translating biblical texts.20 

2.1.2.3. Contextualizing the Christian Message in the Chinese Language 

Nestorian missionaries in China during the seventh and eighth centuries not only 

heavily employed terms from Buddhism, a foreign religion introduced to China in the 

early first century C.E., but also borrowed extensively from indigenous religious 

traditions in China, especially Taoism. This particularly open and tolerant attitude toward 

non-Christian religions with regard to biblical translation, as we shall see, is rarely shared 

by later missionary translators of the nineteenth century. Some of the examples of 

employing Buddhist and Taoist terms in Christian contexts are shown below. The most 

noticeable terms adopted are those that refer to the Three Persons in the Holy Trinity in 

Chinese. Unfortunately, with rare exceptions, the Nestorians' innovative efforts of 

indigenizing Christian concepts by means of employing existing religious terms in 

Chinese were altogether rejected by later missionaries and Bible translators. 

2.1.2.4. Naming the Three Persons of the Holy Trinity in Chinese 

The Nestorians explored many innovative ways to render the Holy Trinity in Chinese. 

The most commonly found Nestorian Christian terminologies are examined here: 

19 Saeki, Nestorian Monument, 74. 
20 Marshall Broomhall reasons with Saeki that "if the Assyrian monks could spare time to translate 
Buddhist works as well as their own literature, how much more time must they have given to Bible 
translation!" Broomhall, Bible in China, 20. 
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a. God 

• Huangfu Alu6he _t ~ ~~ ~ f.,T ("Imperial-Father Alaha"): Alu6he is the Chinese 

transliteration of r<allr<, the Syriac word to render God (C"i'.Tit,~). In ancient 

Chinese, fn1 f!i.1<r could have been pronounced as [. ·a . Ia .xa].21 It appeared on 

the Nestorian Stele and the Diptychs of the eighth century.22 Alu6he was used also 

to transliterate an essential figure in Buddhism, Arhat23 (or "Arhan"), meaning 

"the Fruit of Buddha" (foguo 1411*-).24 

• F6 1411 ("Buddha"): used exclusively by Bishop Alopen in the Hsii-T'ing Messiah 

Sutra or the Jesus-Messiah Sutra ((Jf~ti!1<l' ?1f ~£)) in the beginning of the 

seventh century.25 F6 is an indigenous word in Chinese meaning "to resemble" 

(e.g. as infangfu #14/1!~~ ~~,"similar to"). In Chinese Buddhism, however, it is 

generally understood as "completely conscious, enlightened."26 

It could be argued that the Buddhist missionaries deliberately picked this particular 

Chinese character to introduce the new concept of Buddha on the basis of its etymology. 

The character /6 1411 is formed by the radicals 1 ("man," "human") and 4j; ("not"), and 

therefore fits nicely with the Buddhist teaching of one's denying and dismissing human 

passions and desire. While this conclusion may seem possible and illuminating, many 

21 Karlgren, Analytic Dictionary, s.v. 
22 See Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 42. 
23 Arhat is more commonly referred to as "luohan" f.ii;l. in Chinese as well as Japanese. Eitel and 
Takakuwa define Arhat 11-1 f.fi;l. as "one who deserves oblations" which is "explained by 1**-."An arhat is 
someone who is exempt from birth :Z- ±. (i.e. from transmigration), or "conquers all passions" ~1:Jli\, or 
"deserves worship" J.i!/;1*'. See Eitel and Takakuwa, Handbook, 16. 
24 Saeki, Nestorian Monument, 133; Kung, Christian Religion, 54-57. 
25 Saeki, Nestorian Documents, I 19; Haneda, "Remarks on the Jesus-Messiah Sutra," 240-69; Haneda, 
"Jesus-Messiah Sittra," 433-56; Drake, "Nestorian," 677-81; Kung, Christian Religion, 54-55. The Jesus
Messiah Su tr a is in possession of Takakusu Junjiro (professor of Sanskrit and Pali, University of Tokyo), 
and is given the date 635-38 C.E. by Saeki. See Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 124; 114-24. 
26 Soothill et al., Dictionary, 225. 
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standard Chinese lexicons have supported the etymology that the character 417 is used 

simply to give the pronunciation of the word rather than anything else.27 

Alopen also uses the term zhuf6 ~1#1 ("Buddhas") to refer to the "saints and angels" 

in the Jesus-Messiah Sutra.28 In Buddhism, zhuf6 jia ~1#1 ~ ("all Buddhas' home") 

refers to the home of all Buddhas, that is, the "Pure Land."29 On the Nestorian Stele, on 

the other hand, the term miaozhongsheng -t;· Z. ~ ("mysteriously giving existence to 

multitudinous sages")30 was clearly an adoption of a Taoist term that frequently appeared 

in the I-Ching to refer to deified folk heroes, "all the gods."31 

• Tianzun k.:f. ("celestial being," "god," "heavenly-reverend"): a common Taoist 

term adopted by Bishop Alopen to refer to the Heavenly Father in the Discourse 

on the Oneness of the Ruler of the Universe ((-if i~)) in the beginning of the 

seventh century. 32 Today Chinese Christians prefer the term ti an fa :k :X:. 

("heavenly father"). 

• Zhenzhu ~ i ("true lord"): a Taoist term used by Adam on the Nestorian Stele. 33 

27 See for example, Duan and Xu, Shuo wen jie zi zhu, 370. 
28 Yang~ A 'ii, "Christianity," 48. For Chinese text with an English translation, see Saeki, Nestorian 
Monument, 125--46; Appendix 13-29. The Chinese text is also found in Kung, Christian Religion, 110-22. 
29 Soothill et al., Dictionary, 450. 
30 Saeki, Nestorian Monument, 187. 
31 Miao zhongsheng yi yuan zun zhe -*J $ ~ v::J. Jt-f-* 0 Saeki translates it "bestowing existence on all the 
Holy Ones." Saeki, Nestorian Monument, 187. Legge's translation reads "by His spirit to give existence to 
all the Holy ones, Himself the great adorable." Legge, Nestorian Monument, 3. 
32 For an English translation, see Saeki, Nestorian Monument, 174-93. For comments on Tiiinzun and its 
relationship to other tenns for God, see Haneda, "Jesus-Messiah Sutra," 441--44. The Discourse on the 
Oneness of the Ruler of the Universe is now in possession of the Japanese curator Tomeoka Kenzo 1; li1iJ 

"*~ (1871-1918) and is given the date 641 C.E. by Saeki. See Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 114, 21, 24. 
See also Haneda, "Remarks on the Discourse," 225-39. Tomeoka is also cited Tomioka, by Moule in 
Moule, Christians in China, 58 n. 67. See also Drake, "Nestorian," 681-85. 
33 00~ 0 ~jJi...\\<'f;; 0 ,ol:. 4'.=Ait..ff 0 ~jJi..oli;-~ 0 1f<.1f<.=1..J--f<- 0 qkJ-7;-~r.=·j),_1'1, 0 Ll-""Jf",;I - ~..lt- 0 it. 

"°?"" ''''"'~''"'- 7t...71....PIJ, .. ,,u liJ, .. ,.lJ!./Jll!. 1<i(.1'.l!..P•J'3f)''FJ ,.,,,:A11"'"'J~ L "317"1<:,;.JAJ(,4'""~ " 

~11~-=--*J ~fit, Jt il. l. 19' !Ji. for~ .f1J 0 (Behold! There is One who is true and finn, who is ever 
incomprehensible and Invisible, yet ever mysterious existing to the last of the lasts; who, holding the Secret 
Source of Origin, created all things, and who, bestowing existence on all the Holy ones, is the only 
unoriginated Lord of the Universe-is not this our Aloha the Tribune, mysterious Person, the unbegotten 
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b. Jesus/Messiah 

• Shizun -tlt-_:f. ("universal-reverend"): used by Bishop Alopen to refer to the Lord 

Jesus Christ in the Discourse on the Oneness of the Ruler of the Universe in the 

beginning of the seventh century.34 

Shizun is one of the ten and the last of the "epithets of the Buddha" Buddha-bhagavat 

or Lokanatha, meaning the "enlightened one who is honored by the people of the 

world."35 A similar term, puzun 1t .:f. ("universal-reverend"), appeared in Bishop 

Cyriacus' document of the early eighth century in China called the Nestorian Motwa 

Hymn in Adoration of Trinity ((:k.%!"~3..h\ ~J.t~)) .36 

• Yingshen huangzr Mishzhe ~~ %-T5m~f..T ("Incarnated-royal son-Messiah"): 

appeared in the Diptychs.37 Mishlhe is the Chinese transliteration for the 

Syriac rG,, . T :nor for the Hebrew i1r:J~rt- In ancient Chinese, 5~~"t<r could 

have been pronounced as [, mji~ , si~ , xa]. 38 Yin gs hen is a Buddhist term used to 

translate the Sanskrit nirmal}akiiya, meaning "any incarnation of Buddha."39 

The Nestorian Stele uses a similar expression to refer to Jesus: 

~~-~-·*~~*·~~~~·~AiliR•#k~··~*-~· 
i{'- k * * ~ % :f.f • ~Jt $Jj- !jf *lf VA *-~ • 
Wo san yI fenshen jlngziin Mishihe. Ji yin zhen wei. Tongren chii dai. Shen tian xuan qing. Shind 
dansheng. Yu Daqin jing su gao xiang. Bos I du yao yI lai gong. 

and true Lord?). Zaohua :it 11:'.. is a Taoist term adopted by Adam to refer to the act of creation by God. 
Saeki, Nestorian Monument, 162. See also Drake, "Nestorian," 614-17; Yang #i ~'ii, "Christianity,'' 45-
46. 
34 Saeki, Nestorian Monument, 162. 
35 Japanese-English Buddhist Dictionary, s.v. 
36 Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 258; text and trans.: 66-68. 
37 For the Chinese text, see Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 74. An alternative transliteration of Messiah in 
Chinese, it g,p1,-, also appears in the Jesus-Messiah Sutra. 
38 Karlgren, Analytic Dictionary, s.v. 
39 Soothill et al., Dictionary, 458. 
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Where one Person of our Trinity, the Messiah, who is the Luminous Lord of the Universe, folding 
up Himself and concealing His true Majesty, appeared upon the earth as a man. Angels proclaimed 
the Glad Tidings. A virgin gave birth to the Holy One in Ta'chin. A bright Star announced the 
blessed event. Persians saw the splendor and came forth with their tribute.40 

c. Holy Spirit 

• Yuanfeng .it.JR or xuanfong k JR (lit. "original/abstruse wind"): a Taoist term 

used by Bishop Alopen to refer to the Third Person of the Holy Trinity in the 

Discourse on the Oneness of the Ruler of the Universe. This term disappeared 

from Christian literature soon after the great persecution of the Nestorian missions 

in China in the mid ninth century. Today Chinese Christians prefer the term 

Shengling ~ ~ ("Holy Ghost"). 

• Jzngfeng it JR ("pure wind"): a Buddhist term that appeared on the Nestorian 

Stele. The adjective Jing was used to translate the Buddhist word vimala, which 

means clean and pure. As a noun it refers to "the place of cleansing, the latrine, 

etc."41 

An earlier term, liangfeng i;J: JR ("cool wind"), which was a neutral term unconnected 

to any religious tradition in China at the time, was used by Alopen in the early seventh 

century.42 An alternative term for the Holy Spirit also found in ancient Nestorian 

documents is luhe nfngjusha J.i i'f-*"1JU.:.!i, which in ancient Chinese would have been 

pronounced as [)uo ,xa ,nieng ,kiu ,~a]. 43 It is a transliteration of r6.JC1i:i rC1:iCUJ, 

the Syriac rendering of the Hebrew rDiii? 1J1i, meaning the "Holy Spirit." Its 

abbreviated form, luhe, appeared in Bishop Cyriacus' Sutra Aiming at Mysterious Rest 

and Joy «,t k ~,~U£)) in the beginning of the eighth century.44 

40 English translation is from Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 54--55. 
41 Soothill et al., Dictionary, s.v. 
42 Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 259. 
43 Karlgren, Analytic Dictionary, s.v. 
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2.1.2.5. Other Borrowed Religious Terms to Express Christian Concepts 

There are several key expressions that the Nestorians borrowed from indigenous 

Chinese religions. Bishop Cyriacus employed the Taoist term wuwii .9t.$i (lit. "non-

action") in his "the Sutra Aiming at Mysterious Rest and Joy" to refer to the virtue of 

performing charitable deeds in secret (e.g. Matt 6:4). Interestingly, early Buddhist 

missionaries in China also adopted it to explain the concept of Nirva(la. 45 As Buddhist 

missionaries later introduced the technique of transliteration, Nirvana (nirva(la, lit. 

"separation from life and death,'' i.e. exemption from transmigration or "extinction") 

became more commonly referred by its transliterated form niepanlnihuan ~.I~/~JUE..46 

2.1.2.6. New Technique of Transliteration 

In addition to borrowing from existing terms in China during the Tang Dynasty, the 

Nestorian missionaries also adopted the new technique of transliteration from their 

Buddhist predecessors in order to introduce new religious concepts to the Chinese in their 

native tongue. Examples include YishU/Yishu for "Jesus" :f~ iR.I ft it, Mis hf he 5m ~ "i'f for 

"Messiah" (see above), and shadan/shaduona ~~/~~fl~ for Satan, all of which 

appeared in Alopen's documents.47 Perhaps since the practice was still in an experimental 

stage, standard orthography of such transliterated words did not exist. "Apostle Paul,'' for 

example, was rendered Baoling f 1t (lit. "treasured spirit") on the Nestorian Stele but 

Baolu f ~ (lit. "treasured path") in the Diptychs. Inconsistency in transliterating proper 

names may have caused confusion among the new converts, and presented a challenge 

44 Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 8-9, 258-59. 
45 Wright, Buddhism in Chinese History, 36; Yang ;f$j ~ '&, "Christianity," 46. 
46 Eitel and Takakuwa, Handbook, 109; Soothill et al., Dictionary, s.v.; Japanese-English Buddhist 
Dictionary, s.v. 
47 For a survey of Chinese transliterations of Jesus, see Zetzsche, "Indigenizing," 141-55. 
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not just to the Nestorians, but also to the Manichaeans, who first arrived in China near the 

end of the seventh century, and to the Catholic and Protestant translators in the modem 

period.48 

2.1.2.7. End of the Nestorian Missions 

The Nestorians' Christian influences in China crune to an abrupt end after an Imperial 

Edict of 845 began to take effect to forcefully shut down all Christian missionary 

activities. Without the imperial protection of the Chinese court that it had enjoyed in the 

previous two centuries, Christianity in China practically disappeared by the end of the 

tenth century. As Saeki and others have pointed out, the Nestorians' failure was largely 

due to their lack of native Chinese leadership and their isolation from the mainstream 

Church.49 This was certainly not the case for the other foreign religions contemporary to 

the Nestorians' missionary activities in China, namely Buddhism, Islam, Manichaeism, 

and Zoroastrianism, which also endured a series of severe persecutions. 50 Buddhism, and 

to a certain extent Islam, not only survived the persecutions, but flourished and grew 

steadily with large numbers of native adherents throughout China. 

48 The Manichaeans are not treated in detail in this study mainly due to fact that none of the three extent 
texts dating from early ninth to tenth centuries, the Incomplete Religious Scripture of a Persian Religion 
«.Yt.JI.lf;fk.~.~£)), the Lower section: Hymnscroll ((""f ~it)) or the Compendium of the Doctrines and 

Styles of the Teaching of Mani, the Buddha of Light «J.J- Je. it 1~!'4U!-1.l ~)), contains any canonical 
biblical translations in Chinese. However, the Manichaean transliterations of biblical proper names such as 
the three persons of the Holy Trinity will be consulted here. The original Chinese texts can be found in Luo, 
ed., Lost Books, vol. 3; Luo, ed., Rare Treasures, vol. 2; Takakusu and Watanabe, Tripitaka, vol. 54, 1270-
86. For the Chinese texts with French translation, see Chavannes and Pelliot, "Deuxieme partie," 261-394; 
Chavannes and Pelliot, "Un traite Manicheen retrouve," (1911) 499--617; Chavannes and Pelliot, "Un traite 
Manicheen retrouve," (1913) 99-199. For studies ofManichaean terminology, see Yutaka, "Manichaean 
Aramaic," 326-331; Bryder, Chinese Transformation. For other subjects concerning Manichaeism in China, 
see my bibliography. 
49 Saeki, Nestorian Monument, 159. See also Zetzsche, Bible in China, 25; Spillett, Catalogue, x. 
5° For historical surveys ofManichaeism in China, see, for example, Chen F.f.. .ti!, "Study of the Entry of 
Manichaeism," 203-39; Lieu, Manichaeism in Central Asia and China; Lieu, Polemics against 
Manichaeism. On Zoroastrianism in China, see Chen ~ .tE., "Study of the Entry of Zoroastrianism," 27-
46. For a general introduction to Zoroastrianism, see Boyce, Zoroastrians. 
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2.1.3. Early Catholic Biblical Translation Activities 

It would take nearly three centuries before another Christian mission reached China 

and resumed the activities of Bible translation into the languages of China. In the late 

thirteenth century, Giovanni da Montecorvino (1247-1328) founded the first Catholic 

mission to China in Cambaluc (Peking), and allegedly had translated the New Testament 

and Psalms from the Vulgate and Greek editions into Mongolian, the official language of 

the Yuan Dynasty (1260-1368). 51 During the early sixteenth century, Matteo Ricci 

(1552-1610) and other Catholic missionaries were also involved in translating biblical 

texts (e.g. the Ten Commandments) and ecclesiastical writings into Chinese. 52 

The most significant and influential contributions by early Catholic translators were 

probably those made by Jean Basset (1662-1707). 53 Basset had translated the Gospels, 

Acts, Pauline Epistles, and parts of Hebrews from the Vulgate into Chinese. Since the 

eighteenth century, several revisions of Basset's translation had appeared in many 

Catholic liturgical writings. 54 Several of Basset's manuscripts have also survived (known 

as the Sloane Manuscript #3599) and subsequently were made available to pioneer 

Protestant translators, including John Marshman and Robert Morrison. 55 

51 No copies of this translation have survived. See, for example, Allegra, ''Translation," 99; Galik, Influence, 
Translation, and Parallels, 81. 
52 Gamier and Feng, "Chinese Versions," 156; Chiu, Tracing Bible Translation, 12. Among Catholic 
religious writings in Chinese in the seventeenth century, Ricci's T'ien-chu Shih-I, or The True Meaning of 
the Lord of Heaven, is of special interest to Chinese Bible translation. Ricci was born in the year when the 
great Jesuit missionary of Asia, Francis Xavier died. Ricci first arrived in China in 1582 and remained there 
until his death in 1610. For the original Chinese text of the T'ien-chu Shih-i together with an English 
translation and notes, as well as introductory essays ofRicci's life and work in China, see Ricci, T'ien-chu 
Shih-i. 
53 Basset belonged to Missions Etrangeres. See Zetzsche, Bible in China, 28-29. 
54 Spillett, Catalogue, xi. 
55 The Basset manuscripts were discovered by John Hodgson of East India Company in Canton in 1739, 
and were sent to Hans Sloane (1660-1753) of the Royal Society in London. See Moule, "Manuscript," 23-
33. Some MSS are now in Hong Kong University (Fung Ping Shan Library), and a copy of the MSS in the 
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Early efforts by Catholic missionaries had evidently influenced modem translators, 

but only to a limited extent. Some of the most apparent influences include the 

transliteration of biblical names (e.g. Yesu JI~.~* for "Jesus") and the rendering of 

religious terminologies into Chinese ( chuandao 1-t.it for "evangelism"). 56 Louis de 

Poirot (1735-1813) had reportedly translated almost the whole Bible from the Vulgate 

into Mandarin and Manchu.57 Unfortunately, de Poirot's Bible, extant only in 

manuscripts, was virtually inaccessible to later translators. 58 The Catholic Church would 

not see another version of the whole Bible in Chinese until 1968 when Gabriele M. 

Allegra and his committee published their translation at Studium Biblicum Franciscanum 

(SB). 59 This 150-year gap of inactivity was filled by the new vigorous forces of 

Protestant missionaries. Their combined efforts of translating the Bible into Chinese were 

marked by great creativity, devotion, and productivity, as well as lasting influence upon 

the Christian faith in China. 

library ofStudium Biblicum Franciscanum, Hong Kong. Morrison's 1806 transcript of the Sloane MSS is 
available online. See Ma lz xun bo shi Ieng ben; Zetzsche, Bible in China, 50, n. 126; 30, n. 29; Strandenaes, 
"Sloane MS #3599," 61-76. The Sloane MS #3599 is also identified as "Evangelia quatuor Sinice MSS" 
and bears the title Diatessaron ex evangeliis, cum actis apostolorum et B. Pauli Epistolis. See Moseley, 
Origin, 24-26; Moule, "Manuscript," 23-24; Strandenaes, Principles, 148. 
56 Ricci, T'ien-chu Shih-i, e.g. 448, line 580; 452, line 589. Other terms include shengdian ~~for 
"temple," tiiintimg .:k '.t for "heaven," diyu Ji!!,~ for "hell," andjiaohui <lx-t" for "church." See Ricci, 
T'ien-chu Shih-i, e.g. 410, lines 524, 322, 379; Ortiz, Commentary, 6. For a discussion of the rendering of 
Jesus into Chinese, see my chapter 6. 
57 Moule, "Manuscript," 33; Chiu, Tracing Bible Translation, 14-15. Moule cites de Poirot's death as 1814. 
58 The MSS were destroyed in 1949, but some copies of the MSS had survived and were made available by 
Gabriele M. Allegra for Studium Biblicum Franciscanum in Hong Kong. See Allegra, "Translation," 98; 
Zetzsche, Bible in China, 27. 
59 For a brief introduction to the SB, see Allegra, "Translation," 97-105; Camps, ''Father Gabriele M. 
Allegra," 55-76. 
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2.1.4. Protestant Translators and Their Proposed Solutions to Key Issues (Part I. 

Wenli Versions) 

2.1.4.1. Morrison/Milne (MOR) and Marshman/Lassar's (MAR) Versions 

The modem period in the history of Chinese Bible translation began when the first 

Protestant missionary, Robert Morrison (1782-1834) of the London Missionary Society 

(LMS), arrived in Canton in 1807.60 Morrison had initially worked independently, 

assisted by native Chinese. In 1810, he published his newly translated Book of Acts from 

the Greek into Chinese, and Luke in the following year. Around this time Baptist 

missionaries John Lassar (1781-ca. 1835) and Joshua Marshman (1768-1837) had also 

begun their translation work.61 In 1814, Morrison published the first-ever complete New 

Testament in Chinese.62 Less than a decade later, two different versions of the whole 

Bible in Chinese were published: one by Morrison and William Milne (1785-1822, also 

ofLMS) in Malacca, Malaysia (MOR, 1823), the other by Lassar and Marshman in 

Serampore, India (MAR, 1822).63 

It seems incredible that in such a short time with limited resources these missionaries, 

being gifted and devoted as they were, were capable and competent enough to engage the 

daunting task of translating the Bible into not the vernacular but the classical style of the 

6° For biographical accounts of Morrison, see Morrison, Memoirs; Townsend, Robert Morrison; Ride, 
Robert Morrison. 
61 See Chronology in the Appendix. Robert Morrison shares the honor of being the "Father of Chinese 
Bible" with Lassar and Marshman. Darlow and Moule, Historical Catalogue, §2454. Lassar and Marshman 
used Griesbach's Greek text of the New Testament to translate Matthew into Chinese. Broomhall, Bible in 
China, 50-59. See also Darlow and Moule, Historical Catalogue, vol. 2, part 1, 181; Zetzsche, Bible in 
China, 45-48; Strandenaes, Principles, 26. For Marshman's autobiographic account regarding his 
translation work, see Marshman, Clavis Sinica, i-iii. 
62 Morrison, New Testament in Wenli. Morrison used the Textus Receptus of the Greek New Testament and 
the Authorized Version of the English translation. Zetzsche, Bible in China, 38. 
63 Morrison and Milne, Holy Bible; Marshman and Lassar, Holy Bible. For a biographic sketch of 
Marshman, see Fenwick, Biographical Sketches. 
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Chinese language. One must bear in mind that the early Protestant missionaries did not 

work from scratch. Indeed, in translating the Bible into Chinese, they had built their 

efforts upon foundations laid by the Nestorian and Catholic missionaries centuries before. 

Both Morrison and Marshman, in particular, made their own translations based on 

B ' . 64 asset s version. 

2.1.4.2. Medhurst/Giitzlaff/Bridgman Version (GU) 

In 1836, the Chinese government prohibited the public distribution of Christian 

literature. This did not deter a zealous new generation of Bible translators, such as Karl 

Friedrich August Giltzlaff (1803-1851), Walter Henry Medhurst (1796-1857, LMS), and 

the American missionary to China Elijah Coleman Bridgman (1801-1861, ABCFM), 

from continuing their work.65 Together the three missionaries collaborated with the 

assistance of Robert Morrison's son, J.R. Morrison (1814-1843), to translate the entire 

Bible from the original languages into Chinese. The first edition of the New Testament 

was printed in Serampore, India in 1836, and was chiefly translated by Medhurst under 

the assumed name Shang de zhe rJfi it;M- ("one who esteems virtue"). 66 Less than two 

years later, the Gi.itzlaff/Medhurst/Bridgman version of the Chinese Old Testament was 

privately issued and circulated in the coastal cites of China. 

64 Darlow and Moule, Historical Catalogue, vol. 2, part 1, 188. See also Zetzsche, Bible in China, 51. 
65 Gutzlaff also translated John's Gospel and Epistles into Japanese, the first Protestant translator to do so in 
1837 (published in Singapore). According to Darlow and Moule, he also completed the New Testament and 
parts of the Old Testament. Darlow and Moule, Historical Catalogue, vol. 2, part 2, 840. Medhurst was 
Robert Morrison's chosen successor. Bridgman was the first American missionary to China who arrived in 
Canton in 1830. See Zetzsche, Bible in China, 59ff. 
66 This edition was again privately printed in Batavia (Jakarta) a year later. Subsequent revisions by 
Gtitzlaff also appeared in Singapore. See Darlow and Moule, Historical Catalogue, §2480; Zetzsche, Bible 
in China, 62; Wylie, Memorials, 31. Glitzlaffused the pseudonym "Philo-Sinensis" in his Notices on 
Chinese Grammar. For a review of this work, see 3.2.2.2.c, p. 88 below. 
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It was Gtitzlaff who saw the need to train native Christian leaders in order to 

evangelize China. 67 Unfortunately, this Prussian missionary's visions were not favorably 

welcomed by the majority of Protestant missionaries at the time. Not only this, the 

Medhurst-Gtitzlaff-Bridgman's version of the Bible was rejected by the Bible society on 

grounds of their "extremely lax" translation principles.68 Worse yet, Gtitzlaff s name and 

those of two other translators of the 1836 edition of the Chinese New Testament became 

linked with Hong Xiuquan (1813-64) and the Taiping Rebellion (1850-64).69 

2.1.4.3. Terminological Question 

Quite unlike the Nestorian translators more than ten centuries before, Morrison and 

Milne refer to the Bible as the Shen tian shengshii ((;fif k ~ :t)) (lit. "god-heavenly 

sacred book") as opposed to jlng ("classics," "sfitras"). Instead of using Huangfu Alu6he 

("Imperial-Father Alaha), Tianziin ("heavenly-reverend"), Zhenzhu ("true lord") or F6 

("Buddha"), Morrison and Milne introduced a monotheist Supreme God by the familiar 

Chinese term Shen ~if. Shen is used in different religious contexts in China, including 

Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism, with a wide range of meaning, however it comes 

close to the English word "god." The Chinese title of the Medhurst-Gtitzlaff-Bridgman 

editionofthe I836NewTestamentreadsXlnyizhaoShengshii ((#!f.1!"$~~-=t)) (lit. "The 

Sacred Book of the Newly Bequeathed Oracles"). 70 Like Morrison and Milne, the Bible 

67 Lutz and Lutz, "Karl Giitzlaff's Approach," 270-71. 
68 The Bible society had also pointed out their tendency to "substitute human paraphrase for the simple 
statements for the Word of God" and demanded that copies be withheld from circulation. See Zetzsche, 
Bible in China, 63. 
69 Hong converted to Christianity and claimed to receive a call in 1837 to be the "messiah." He led an open 
rebellion with strong native supporters to establish his visions of a Christian kingdom in China that lasted 
for fifteen years. According to Zetzsche, he had used Giitzlaff's edition of the Chinese Bible "as a basis for 
the first edition ofTaiping Bible," which appeared in 1853. See Zetzsche, Bible in China, 72. For an 
introductory essay on the subject, see Bohr, "Jesus, Christianity, and Rebellion," 613-61. 
70 This English translation is by Marshall Broomhall. See Broomhall, Bible in China, 74. 
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is called shu ~(a general term for "book") and notffng ~£.What makes it uniquely 

significant was that the term Shangdi J:. * ("supreme ruler," used in Taoism to refer to 

the mystical Emperor Jade, or Yuhuang Dadi/Yuhuang Shangdi .L. .I.*..* I .L. .I. J:. *) 

was first introduced by Medhurst to refer to God. This is the origin of the controversial 

debate that continues to this day. Today the Bible Societies continue the tradition that 

started in the nineteenth century to print two editions of the same version of the Chinese 

Bible: one uses Shangdi and the other Shen for God.71 

2.1.4.4. Delegates' Version (DV} 

Christian missions in China in the second half of the nineteenth century enjoyed 

protection by treaties. It was during this period that biblical translation in Chinese 

reached its peak: more than 300 editions were published in Mandarin between 1862 and 

1949.72 While the number of editions seems impressive, a great majority of them 

contained only parts of the Bible (especially the Psalms or parts of the New Testament), 

which were translated by one or a few individuals working independently. These 

individuals often represented western Protestant missions in the treaty ports of the coastal 

areas in China. 73 One notable exception was the Delegates' Version (DV) of the New 

71 For a summary of the debate, see Eber, "Interminable Term Question," 139--42. Eber's comment on 
Medhurst's original pioneering concept of Bible translation not being "bound to the letter of the basis text 
but to its meaning in a non-Christian culture" is not entirely true, for we have already seen the examples of 
Nestorian translators discussed above. 
72 Galik, Influence, 93. 
73 The Mandarin pronunciations of many transliterated biblical names such as "Christ" and "Luke" do not 
correspond to their actual sounds in the original Greek. This is a clear indication that most Protestant 
missionaries worked with Southern or coastal dialects. See Reinders, Borrowed Gods, 76. 
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Testament in classical Chinese (1852; Old Testament, 1854).74 The DV was the most 

frequently reprinted and widely circulated Chinese version in the nineteenth century. 75 

Five British and American representatives (including Medhurst, Bridgman, and later 

Milne) from different church affiliations and mission locations were appointed to produce 

a version intended for the use of all Protestant missionaries in China. 76 For more than half 

a century, the DV remained in print and was widely circulated even outside China.77 The 

DV also helped to standardize the transliterations of many biblical names from the 

Hebrew and Greek into Chinese. For their unprecedented attempt to resolve the 

terminological debate in Bible translation, these delegates ought be credited with the 

influence the DV brought on easing conflicts and divisions regarding ideology and 

nationality among the foreign missionaries in China.78 Zetzsche adds, 

... for the greatest part of the lines of ideological division coincided with those of nationality. For 
its role as a catalyst for conflict, therefore, the Delegates' Version was surely the most influential 
version ... no other translation of the last century was held in such high esteem by a greater part of 
the missionaries in China, and no other translation had such an influence on the perception of the 
missionaries in regard to stylistic needs of Bible translation. 79 

74 As a result of the split in the Anglo-American translation committee, the Old Testament portion of the 
DV was prepared by British missionaries only (LMS). See Zetzsche, Bible in China, 97-103. 
75 Strandenaes, Principles, 14. 
76 The five delegates were: W.H. Medhurst (LMS), Bishop W.J. Boone (AEMB), and W. M. Lowrie 
(APMB), represented Shanghai and Ningpo. Lowrie was replaced by W.C. Milne (LMS) after his death. 
John Stronach (LMS) represented Amoy. E.C. Bridgman (ABCFM) represented Canton and Hong Kong. 
See Darlow and Moule, Historical Catalogue, vol. 2, part 1, 188-9; Zetzsche, Bible in China, 77-110; 
Kramers, Chinese Bible Translation, 10. Together the delegates worked closely with Chinese assistants, 
including the famous scholar Wang Tao .I. #~(or "Wanglan-King," 1828-97); cited as .I. )@in 
Garnier and Feng, "Chinese Versions," 182. 
77 Hungarian-born missionary Bernard Jean Bettelheim used the DV's text as a basis for his Japanese 
edition (Luchu dialect i1t.:tj() of Luke in 1858. See St. Luke's Gospel in Luchu and Chinese; Harrington, 
"Bible in Japan," 66-75. 
78 Both Boone and Medhurst (and many others) have published short studies on the term question. See 
Medhurst, Inquiry; Boone, Essay; Legge, Notions. 
79 Zetzsche, Bible in China, 186. 
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2.1.4.5. An Account of the Plethora of Chinese Versions 

To account for the plethora of different Chinese versions that appeared in the 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, one must consider the conceptual as well as 

linguistic issues that confronted each translator. These issues are highly complex, 

involving Chinese writing styles, theological concerns (e.g. terms for baptism), 

translation principles, textual basis, and interdenominational cooperation. Some of these 

challenging issues still perplex translators today. These issues will be discussed within 

the framework of historical accounts of modem Chinese Bible translation. 

2.1.4.6. Questions about Writing Styles in the Chinese Bible 

From the mid nineteenth until the dawn of the first quarter of the twentieth century, 

the enterprise of Bible translation in Chinese was at its peak. More versions of the Bible 

(or parts of the Bible) had been translated into the Chinese languages (including those 

into regional dialects) during this period than all previous versions combined. It was also 

during this period that Protestant missionaries began to print Bibles translated into the 

regional dialects of China. For the purpose of this dissertation, issues of dialectical 

differences in translation will not be discussed. The discovery of the lingua franca by 

Protestant missionaries in the eighteenth century had critical implications in resolving the 

question of regional dialects in China. As a result, newly translated versions in Mandarin 

(Peking colloquial, or guiinhua 't if;, lit. "official tongue," or gu6yu !@"ti, lit. "national 

language") have since become increasingly popular and more widely circulated 

throughout China. 

However, before the official abolishment in 1905 of the Imperial Examination System 

(keju zhidu :H-*-"*1J Ji), which led to the rapid decline in the use of classical (shen wenll 
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iJit :st Jl?., "high wenli") or literary ( qiiin wenll i~ :st J.f., "easy wenli") style in Chinese 

writing, some missionaries still preferred this style of writing in their translation work. 80 

Until 1856, when the first Mandarin New Testament was published on the basis of the 

DV, all Chinese Bible versions were in either classical or literary style.81 Those 

translations in classical style include Josiah Goddard New Testament (GO, 1853), 

Bridgman and Culbertson's Bible (BCV, 1863),82 Chalmers and Schaub's New 

Testament (CSV, 1897), and Dean's Bible (1868), as well as the first (and only) Eastern 

Orthodox Chinese New Testament by Gury Karpov (GURY, 1864).83 Those in literary 

(easy wenli) style appeared later, which include Griffith John's New Testament (JOHN, 

1885) and part of the Old Testament (Gen-Song, 1905), Burdon and Blodget's New 

Testament (BB, 1889; based on the PK), and Schereschewsky's Bible (SJ, 1902).84 

Before the turn of the century, a committee of translators planned a new version, called 

the "Union Version" (UV), in three distinctive writing styles: high wenli (New Testament, 

80 Throughout this study, "'wenli versions" refers to Chinese Bible versions written in either high wenli 
(classical) or easy wenli (literary) style. 
81 This version was prepared by W.H. Medhurst and J. Stronach on basis of the DY in Nanking Mandarin 
(see 2.1.5.1.a, p. 30 below). See also Darlow and Moule, Historical Catalogue, §2745. 
82 Hykes notes that the BCV was published in 1862, the first version of the complete Bible translated for 
and published by the American Bible Society. He adds that the BCV "is more faithful and literal rendering 
of the original than the Delegates' Version, but of lower and less elegant style." See Hykes, American Bible 
Society in China, 7. 
83 For bibliographical reference to each publication, see Chronology in the Appendix. Archimandrite Gury 
Karpov's (d. 1882) name is cited M. Goury in Darlow and Moule, and Gowry (or Guo Sui .f~ :!!) in 
Broomhall, Gamier and Feng, and Kramer. See Darlow and Moule, Historical Catalogue, §2543; 
Broomhall, Chinese Empire, 382; Gamier and Feng, "Chinese Versions," 162; Kramers, Chinese Bible 
Translation, 4. 
84 John, New Testament in Easy Wenli; John, Old Testament in Easy Wenli; Burdon and Blodget, New 
Testament in Easy Wenli; Schereschewsky, Ho(y Bible in Easy Wenli. Schereschewsky's easy wenli Bible 
is sometimes referred to as the "two-finger version" (.::..{:fl Ji&.) or the "one-finger Bible" after an illness left 
him paralyzed in September 1881 save for the middle fingers of his hands. Hykes, American Bible Society 
in China, 27; Chiu, Tracing Bible Translation, 24; Muller, Apostle of China, 201--08, 63; Eber, Jewish 
Bishop, 147. 
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1907), easy wenli (New Testament, 1905), and Mandarin (Bible, 1919) (see 2.1.5.1.b. 

below). 

2.1.4.7. Chinese Translation for ~arrrit;w/~arrrtaµa 

The use of the Chinese word xi ("to wash") to translate ~arrTit;w or ~a rrnaµa can be 

dated as early as the eighth century. The Nestorian missionary Alopen had used the term 

in the baptism of Jesus by John (Mark 1 :9-11; Matt 3:13-17; Luke 3:21-22) in the Jesus-

MessiahSutra(vv.171-73): 

~~~·~~~~·Af0t~·~~*~'T•~*·~~~-·~~*·~~~
M•*~~~~i·4~t~~·~~~k~~·~~ffl~$~· ~·~~~~~·ffl 
k ht :$!-1it.1t -kt 0 

Dang ji Guhiin yi Mishihe. Ru Duonan zhong xf. Mish/he ru tang liilo hem chiishuI. Ji you 
liangreng. Cong tian qiu. Yan r6ng si b6 ge. Zuo xiang mi shI he shang. Xukong zhongjian dao. 
Mishihe shi wo er. Shijian suoyou zhongsheng. Jie qu Mishihe jin zhI. Suo shi chufen jie zuohao. 

And now John thought it proper to make the Messiah enter the Jordan. The Messiah, after 
finishing the washing, came out of the water, when the "Cool Wind" descended from the Heaven 
in appearance of a dove and sat upon the Messiah, whilst (a voice) sounded in empty-space, saying 
"The Messiah is my son; all the people in the world must do what is told by the Messiah, obeying 
His command to do good."85 

Alopen uses two different terms in reference to Jesus' baptism: xi and rutang.86 It is 

likely that Alopen uses rittang to refer to the movement into the baptismal font-in this 

case, the Jordan-and not the sacrament of baptism. However, rutting does suggest the 

idea of immersion into water. Morrison and Milne followed this tradition, as did Basset 

more than a century before them and all Catholic missionaries. Marshman and Lassar, 

both English Baptists, however, prefer zhan ~ ("dip into," e.g. John 1 :25, 1813 ed.) or 

cui )f ("dip into water/oil," e.g. 1 :26) or the verb compound zhancui (1 :33).87 These 

85 Verse division and English translation are provided by Saeki. See Saeki, Nestm·;an Documents, 141-42. 
For Chinese text, see Takakusu and Watanabe, Tripitaka, vol. 54, 1286-88; Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 
Appendix 25-26. 
86 Haneda, "Remarks on the Jesus-Messiah Sutra," 264-66. 
87 Zetzsche, Bible in China, 54, n. 140; Gamier, Chinese Versions, 31. 
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terms were adopted by Chalmers and Schaub for their New Testament version in 1897. In 

spite of that, later Chinese Baptists prefer the more common wordjin i.f ("immerse," 

"soak") as opposed to zhan or cui. One example can be seen in the Baptist edition of 

wenli New Testament (Union Version) printed in 1925.88 

Baptist missionaries' insistence on the term for baptism caused discordance with other 

translators from other Protestant missions. As a result, versions done by Baptist 

missionaries, such as Goddard's New Testament (GO, 1853) and Dean's Bible (1868), 

had relatively small circulation in China.89 When they were invited to join the translation 

committee for the Delegates' Version, the Baptist missionaries promptly rejected the 

invitation and decided to follow their own way of translating the Bible.90 

2.1.4.8. Interdenominational Cooperation 

One translator that best exemplified the conflicts involving interdenominational 

cooperation in Chinese Bible translation is Griffith John (1831-1912, LMS). John was 

well respected among the missionary communities in China where he had served for 

fifty-seven years. In 1890 he had declined the invitation to serve as the English chairman 

in the executive committee of the Union Version.91 John could not agree to the 

committee's decisions about the textual basis (Revised Version, 1885) and the translation 

principles. He also insisted that a common Chinese version should serve as a basis for the 

committee. 

It is a terrible loss in the history of the whole Bible translation enterprise in China that 

such a gifted and devoted translator chose not to be part of what was about to become the 

88 Wen-Ii New Testament, Union Version. 
89 Goddard, New Testament. 
90 See Zetzsche, Bible in China, 111-24. 
91 Zetzsche, Bible in China, 206-09. For John's biography, see Robson, Griffith John. 
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culmination and, arguably, the single most influential version of the Protestant Bible 

translation in China, the Union Mandarin Version (UV, 1919). John, however, was 

credited with being the first to translate the New Testament into easy wenli (JOHN, 

1885). 

2.1.5. Protestant Translators and Their Proposed Solutions to Key Issues (Part II. 

Mandarin Versions and Translations by Native Speakers) 

2.1.5.1. Mandarin Versions 

a. Early Mandarin Versions 

The first New Testament in vernacular Chinese appeared in 1856, when two members 

of the DV committee, Medhurst and Stronach, decided to introduce a Mandarin edition 

(called Nanking Version).92 Right around this time, William C. Bums (EPM) also 

published the Psalms in Mandarin (BURNS).93 In addition to his New Testament and 

parts of the Old Testament in easy wenli, Griffith John had also published the New 

Testament in Peking Mandarin (1889, JOHNM).94 Early in 1878, the first Mandarin Bible 

appeared. Its New Testament portion (1872, PK) was done by the Peking Committee,95 

which might explain why John did not want to be part of it.96 The Old Testament part 

(1874), however, was a one man version, translated from the Hebrew by S.l.J. 

92 Medhurst and Stronach, New Testament in Southern (Nanking) Mandarin. See also Darlow and Moule, 
Historical Catalogue, §§2744--45; Broomhall, Chinese Empire, 389. 
93 Bums, Psalms in Mandarin. Early Bible translators differentiated two Mandarin dialects, Northern 
(Peking and Shangtung) and Southern (Nanking). This distinction is no longer maintained today, at least in 
written form of the language. See Darlow and Moule, Historical Catalogue, vol. 1, part 2, 181. 
94 John translated the Old Testament as far as to the Song of Solomon. See Broomhall, Chinese Empire, 
384. 
95 The New Testament (Peking Version). The Peking Committee includes S.I.J. Schereschewsky, J. Edkins, 
W.A.P. Martin, J.S. Burdon, and H. Blodget. See Darlow and Moule, Historical Catalogue, §2676. 
96 J.S. Burdon and H. Blodget, who themselves were committee members of the Peking Mandarin New 
Testament (1872), also published a version in easy wenli on basis of their Mandarin New Testament in 
1889. 
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Schereschewsky.97 Interestingly, like John, Schereschewsky had also declined an 

invitation to serve on the UV committee, and went on to translate the entire Bible into 

easy wenli (1902).98 After the deaths of John and Schereschewsky, Mandarin 

increasingly became the writing style of choice in subsequent versions. These Mandarin 

versions include the UV (1919), Sydenstricker's New Testament (1929, SYD), and Wang 

Hsuan-chen's New Testament (1933, WANG). 

b. Union Mandarin Version (UV) 

Besides the DV, very few Chinese editions that appeared in the last centuries shared 

the same prestige and enjoyed such long lasting influence upon Chinese Christians as did 

the single version that came to be known as the Heheben «~P1;--,$..)), or its 1919 original 

title, the Union Mandarin Version. 99 

The UV was a product of a carefully planned translation committee that combined the 

efforts of dedicated missionaries and native workers. The mission committee of the 

British and Foreign Bible Society (BFBS) assembled in Shanghai in 1890 consisted of 

ten foreign missionaries and was chaired by Calvin W. Mateer (1836-1900) of the 

American Presbyterian Mission. 100 Their goal was to "give to China, not a one-man 

version, but the very best version that the united scholarship of the various Missions 

could produce."101 Three Union versions in different Chinese literary styles were planned 

97 Darlow and Moule, Historical Catalogue, §2683. For brief introductory comments on Schereschewsky's 
translation of Genesis into Mandarin, see Eber, "Translating," 219-233. 
98 Eber, Jewish Bishop, 152. 
99 In this study, the UV refers to the Union Mandarin Version. 
100 The names are: Calvin W. Mateer (chair), J.L. Nevius, H. Blodget, Chauncey Goodrich (chair after 

Mateer's death), George S. Owen, J.R. Hykes, T. Bramfitt, Frederick W. Baller, Spencer Lewis, and S. R. 
Clarke. See Broomhall, Bible in China, 187; Hykes, American Bible Society in China, 17-18, 35-38. 
101 This is a quotation from William Wright, editorial secretary of the British and Foreign Bible Society at 
the Shanghai Missionary Conference in 1890. Broomhall, Bible in China, 88. 
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(high wenli, easy wenli, Mandarin), however, only the high wenli and Mandarin versions 

include the complete Bible. In the end, the Mandarin version enjoyed far greater success 

achieving its aims than the two wenli versions. 

The translation principles of the UV were revolutionary and helped set the guidelines 

for a quality Chinese Bible version for the next generation. These guidelines included the 

preference for a standardized "universal" language rather than local dialects to ensure a 

wider audience. The most important decision was their insistence on the literal rendering 

of biblical metaphors and figures of speech rather than paraphrasing the concepts into 

equivalent Chinese, which had become a normal practice among previous translators. 102 

In 1919, the UV translation committee presented the complete Bible with a revised New 

Testament in Mandarin Chinese. In the next eighty plus years, the UV was to become the 

most popular Bible ever published in the Chinese language, and its lasting influence upon 

Chinese Christians could, to some degree, be comparable to that of the King James 

Version on English-speaking Christians. 103 

Since the first edition of the UV appeared in 1919, less than a dozen completely new 

versions of the Chinese Bible have been produced. It is fair to say that none has actually 

equaled the unprecedented undertakings of the UV translation committee. This explains 

why the UV still remains the most popular version of the Bible in the Chinese-speaking 

world today. Undoubtedly, frequent political unrest and war had a drastic impact upon 

the Chinese way of life-especially after the Chinese Communist Party took over the 

nation and expelled all western missionaries in 1949-throughout the twentieth century. 

wz Broomhall, Bible in China, 93; Zetzsche, Bible in China, 325. 
IOJ This is a popular opinion shared by many Chinese Christians today. The UV, however, has not had the 
same degree of impact upon Mandarin as the KN has upon the English language. 
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History has repeated itself. As with the Nestorian predecessors, the whole enterprise of 

Chinese Bible translation depended upon western missionaries. Therefore, after the 

Chinese Communist Revolution, translators had to work outside of Mainland China. 

2.1.5.2. Bible Versions by Native Speakers 

a. Friedrich Wilhelm Asseng and Ho Chin-Shan 

The earliest native Chinese translator of a biblical book is credited to be Friedrich 

Wilhelm Asseng ( 1792-ca. 1829). 104 Asseng had left his native Canton to go to England 

in 1821. Three years later he moved to Halle, Germany, where he taught Chinese and 

became a Christian. In 1828 he translated Luther's Kleiner Katechismus as well as Mark 

and Luke from Luther's Bible into Chinese. Another fellow Cantonese named Ho Chin-

Shan (1817-71) had also translated and published his versions of Matthew (1854) and 

Mark (1856) with revisions by his teacher James Legge. 105 

b. Yan Fu and His Translation Theory 

Asseng's translation exists only in manuscripts, and, along with Ho's version, it has 

very little value because of its poor literary quality. The case was completely different for 

Yan Fu (1853-1921 ), who was encouraged by the BFBS to produce a translated version 

of the Bible that would eventually become a great classic in Chinese literature. Yan had 

established himself as one of the greatest Chinese scholars at the tum of the twentieth 

century and had studied in England before serving as a first class advisor to the Board of 

Education in Peking. His previous translations of English work on political economy and 

ethics had become the standard texts in Chinese on the subject. Unfortunately, Yan had 

104 Zetzsche, Bible in China, 125-27. 
105 Darlow and Moule, Historical Catalogue, §§2558-59. 
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Version. Furthermore, he translated only the first four chapters of Mark (1908). 106 

As a non-Christian scholar, however, Yan made some significant contributions to 

Chinese Bible translation. From his previous experience translating English scholarly 
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texts to the literary Chinese, Yan formulated a translation theory on the basis of the three 

criteria: xin 1t ("faithfulness" [of basis text]), da it ("conveyance" [of meaning]) and ya 

$.("elegance" [of style]). 107 Yan's criteria are frequently used by Chinese authors today, 

Christians and non-Christians alike, in their discussions of translation. 108 

c. Zhu Baohui 

One of the most prominent native translators in the early twentieth century was Zhu 

Baohui. 109 Zhu had received theological education at Nanking Theological Seminary and 

had been the key Chinese assistant to the American Southern Presbyterian missionary 

Absalom Sydenstricker (1852-1931) in his translation of the New Testament into 

Mandarin (1929). 110 After Sydenstricker's death, Zhu published his own independent 

translation of the New Testament in 1936, with financial support by Sydenstricker' s 

daughter, the American author and Nobel Prize-winner, Pearl S. Buck (1892-1973). 

106 Yan's version is in Chinese classical writing style. Spillett, Catalogue, §223; Yan, Mark 1-4. 
107 English terms for Yan's criteria are from Zctzsche. Zetzsche had pointed out that Yan's translation of 
Huxley's Evolution and Ethics had "formed the basis of a Chinese translation theory which is used up to 
the present day to judge translations, including Bible translation." See Zetzsche, Bible in China, 129. Yan's 
discussion on the three criteria for translation can be found in the preface to his translation Huxley's book. 
See Huxley, Tian yan fun, Preface to the translation, 1. 
108 See, for example, Chiu, Tracing Bible Translation; Kramers, "Future Prospects," 150--60. 
109 Besides Zhu, early native translators also included the aforementioned Wang Hsi.ian-chen (1933, 
WANG). Wang was an assistatnt to Mateer, and, although he was credited with being the first Chinese to 
translate the entire New Testament into Mandarin, his version undoubtedly was based upon the UV. For 
this reason, Wang's version is not treated here. See Wang.£ 'Ji·i:Jc, New Testament (Wang Hsuan-chen 's 
Version). 
110 See the Preface in Zhu *- f .t-, New Testament Translated from the Original. See also Zetzsche, Bible 
in China, 311-14; Sydenstricker, New Testament. 
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Zhu's Mandarin version departs from Sydenstricker's at several points. Unlike his 

former mentor, who relies on von Soden (1913) and James Moffatt (1922), Zhu uses a 

number of critical Greek editions as basis texts and consults many versions. 111 Also, 

Zhu' s chief aim for the translation is to provide supplementary material for his Greek 

students. Therefore, his version has been noted by some for its fidelity to the Greek 

original, and has been more recently reprinted (Hong Kong, 1993, 2007). 112 

d. Catholic and Other Protestant Translators 

Due to political and social instability in China from the 1930s until the 1950s, several 

native translation projects were either delayed or forced to be abandoned. "The Bible 

Treasury New Testament in Mandarin" (1941, BT), for example, never published its final 

revisions. 113 Some translation projects were carried on to Taiwan or Hong Kong after the 

Chinese Communists took over China in 1949. These include four Catholic versions (two 

of which are by native speakers) by Litvanyi et al. (CNT, 1949), St. Ignatius Monastery 

(Gospels, IG, 1954), Joseph Hsiao (NT, HSC, 1960), and John C.H. Wu (Psalms [1946] 

and the NT [1949] in high wenli, WV) 114 as well as two Protestant versions by Theodore 

111 Zetzsche, Bible in China, 339-43. Zhu's version was reprinted twice by the Found Treasure Publisher 
(#:-.¢-ti:: Ji&.~±). See Zhu *- f .t., New Testament Translated from the Original; New Testament (Six-in-One 
Version). The Six-in-One Version, in which six Mandarin versions (UV, BT, ZHU, CNT, HSC, "1959 
Version") are presented in six columns, must be used with caution as editorial modifications of the original 
publications were made without informing the reader. These include the transliteration of proper names, 
and the alteration (or omission) of punctuation marks, verse divisions, footnotes, and titles of New 
Testament books. More importantly, since no introductory remarks are given to any of the versions, it is 
unclear what exactly is referred to by the "1959 Version (-JLJi.)L~1f ;.f...)." 
112 See, for example, Zetzsche, Bible in China, 343. 
113 See Bible Treasury New Testament in Mandarin. 
114 Litvanyi et al., Catholic New Testament; Four Gospels (St. Ignatius Monastery's Version); Hsiao j-1¥
ili, New Testament; Wu *Ml.,$~, New Testament; Wu*·~£.$.~, Psalms. Wu (1899-1986) was able to secure 
his patronage from Chiang Kai-shek to continue working as an independent translator in the 1940s. He was 
also appointed by the Generalissimo as the Chinese Minister Plenipotentiary to the Vatican (1946-49), 
during which time he completed his version of the New Testament in wenli. See Galik, Influence, 84; 
Gemet, China and the Christian Impact, 239. See also the official website of the Embassy of the Republic 
of China (Taiwan) to the Holy See. 
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E. Hsiao (NT, HS, 1967) and Lil Chen-chung (Bible, LU, 1970). 115 Among these versions, 

Lil's Bible has especially stood the test of time and has been reprinted recently (Hong 

Kong, 2004 ). 

e. Post-1970s Versions 

Since the 1970s, several newer versions of the Chinese Bible appeared with financial 

sponsorship by the Bible Societies. With very few exceptions, these versions have been 

criticized for their heavy reliance on English versions as a textual basis, examples of 

which include the Today's Chinese Version (1979, TCV) from the TEV (1976) and the 

Chinese Living Bible (1979, CLB) from the Living Bible (1971, LB). 116 As China 

reopened her doors, new committee versions that have appeared since 1980 have 

specifically targeted the Mainland Chinese audience. These include the New Chinese 

Version (NCV, 1992), the Dynamic Chinese Translation (DCT, 2006), and a new 

Catholic edition, the Chinese Pastoral Bible (CPB, 1999). 117 Several revision projects 

(e.g. CLB, UV) as well as new Mandarin versions, including the Chinese Contemporary 

Version (CCV) and Chinese Standard Bible (CSB), are currently under way. 118 

115 Hsiao :l~ ~,New Testament; Lil g #- tf, Holy Bible. 
116 Holy Bible: Today's Chinese Version; Chinese Living Bible. Marian Galik has pointed out that the 
Today's Chinese Version was not translated according to the principle of Eugene A. Nida's dynamic 
equivalence as he had in mind for the "original." Galik, Influence, 84. See Bratcher, Good News Bible; 
Taylor, The Living Bible, Paraphrased. 
117 The CPB is a Chinese version of the Christian Community Bible. See Christian Community Bible; 
Chinese Pastoral Bible. The DCT is based on the NIV (1984) and NASB (1977). Unlike the CPB and DCV, 
the NCV is a new Mandarin translation from the original Greek and Hebrew. 
118 The New Testament portion of the revised UV (RCUV) has been published. New Testament (Revised 
Chinese Union Version). Parts of the New Testament of the CCV and CSB have also appeared. Christian 
Community Bible; Holy Bible (Chinese Contemporary Version); Gospel of John (Chinese Standard Bible); 
Paul's Letter to the Romans (Chinese Standard Bible). 
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2.1.5.3. Canon of Chinese Versions 

Chinese Bible versions translated by Protestant missionaries and native Christians 

contain sixty-six canonical books. The first complete Catholic Bible in Mandarin Chinese 

by Studium Biblicum Franciscanum (SB) contains seventy-three books, including the 

additional seven titles known as the Apocrypha or Deuterocanonical books. These 

include Baruch, Tobit, Judith, 1-2 Maccabees, Wisdom of Solomon and Ecclesiasticus. 

The Chinese Anglican Church has also published Cifing Quanshu «;x1&±-t")) in a 

separate volume with a total of fifteen books commonly known as the Old Testament 

Apocrypha. 119 

2.1.6. Conclusion 

This section begins with a chronological survey of the Chinese Bible from the 

Nestorians of the eight century to the present day. Major issues related to linguistic, 

conceptual, and logistical complexities are addressed through critical evaluations and 

reflections within the framework of historical narratives of missionary translation 

activities in and outside China. The insights gathered in the process of the historical 

survey will be used to support further investigations of translation theories in the 

following section. 

2.2. Translation Studies 

2.2.1. Introduction 

The theory and practice of translating from one language to another has probably 

existed since God confused the language of humans at the Tower of the Babel (Gen 11: 1-

119 Most of the apocryphal books in this volume are translated into wenli Chinese by Throop and Waung, 
based on R.H. Charles' 1913 edition Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha. Other books are translated into 
Mandarin by H.F. Lei and others. See Throop and Waung, Apocrypha. 
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9). It is an ancient practice that predates the invention of any writing system. The 

translation of the Christian Bible from the original Hebrew/ Aramaic and Greek into other 

languages, however, presents a daunting task and remains as controversial and 

challenging today as it was in the third century B.C.E when the Septuagint appeared. 

This section provides a critical overview of modem approaches to translation studies 

with a particular focus on verbal syntax and discourse considerations applicable to 

translating the Bible into Chinese. Beginning with the theory proposed by Nida, this 

section also covers recent contributions by scholars from major schools in translation 

d. 120 stu ies. 

2.2.2. Eugene Nida and Dynamic/Functional Equivalence 

2.2.2.1. Introduction 

Translation studies only began to receive modem scientific treatment after the Second 

World War. Unfortunately this means that, as pointed out above, most existing Chinese 

versions of the Bible translated prior to the end of WWII would not have benefited from 

modem linguistic insights in the field of translation. Nida, an American linguist and a 

representative of modem translation theorists, on the other hand, has made a fruitful and 

lasting impact on the translation principles of many new versions of the Bible in English 

as well as in other major and minority languages around the world. 

In his 1964 publication, Toward a Science of Translating: with Special Reference to 

Principles and Procedures Involved in Bible Translating, Nida sets out to formulate his 

120 Overviews of modem approaches to translation are numerous. See, for example, Catford, "Translating: 
Overview," 4738--47. For general theories in translating the Bible, see Porter "Some Issues in Modem 
Translation Theory," 350--82. Also, Wendland and Mojola, "Scripture Translation," 1-25. For a brief 
history of translation, see Kelly, "Translation: History," 69-80. 
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theory, which he coined the principle of "dynamic equivalence." 121 This book, together 

with the co-authored title The Theory and Practice of Translation, became the seminal 

volumes for several equally influential works, including the UBS Monograph Series and 

the Translator's Handbook series, both of which utilize Nida's translation theory. 122 Nida 

argues for a binary opposition between two fundamentally different translation principles: 

formal equivalence vs. dynamic equivalence. He defines the former in these terms: 

Formal equivalence focuses attention on the message itself, in both fonn and content. In such a 
translation one is concerned with such correspondences as poetry to poetry, sentence to sentence, 
and concept to concept. Viewed from this formal orientation, one is concerned that the message in 
the receptor language should match as closely as possible the different elements in the source 
language. This means, for example, that the message in the receptor culture is constantly 
compared with the message in the source culture to determine standards of accuracy and 
correctness. 123 

For the latter he states: 

A translation of dynamic equivalence aims at complete naturalness of expression, and tries to 
relate the receptor to modes of behavior relevant within the context of his own culture; it does not 
insist that he understand the cultural patterns of the source-language context in order to 
comprehend the message. 124 

According to Nida, the principle of dynamic equivalence, or functional equivalence as he 

later renamed it, 125 is specified by the three key elements that would define a good 

translation: equivalence (with respect to the source language, SL), naturalness (with 

respect to the receptor language, RL ), and closeness ("which binds the two orientations 

together on the basis of the highest degree of approximation"). 126 

Nida's approach to translation can be understood and perhaps best appreciated by his 

orientation in the Evangelical faith. He favors functional equivalence because he thinks it 

121 Nida, Toward a Science. 
122 Nida and Taber, Theory and Practice. 
123 Nida, Toward a Science, 159. 
124 Nida, Toward a Science, 159. 
125 See Preface in Nida and de Waard, Functional Equivalence. 
126 Nida, Toward a Science, 166-67. 
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provides the best chance to reach people who have little or no exposure to the Christian 

faith. His overarching concerns are getting the biblical message understood in the 

language of such groups of people. Thus, he sees the role of the translator as a "pioneer, 

midwife or teammate."127 This statement is later modified in terms of "a secondary or 

immediate source involves primarily communicating the intentions of the original 

author."128 

2.2.2.2. Semantics Domains 

The strength ofNida's functional equivalence theory that can be of potential help in 

Chinese Bible translation lies in his analysis of the relationship between surface structure 

and kernel sentences of the SL. 129 Reducing or transforming the message of a SL into 

simple kernel sentences can guide translators to make practical decisions in realizing 

Nida's theory of translation. In fact, kernel sentence analysis can be understood by Nida's 

views on lexical semantics. Correct meaning of a lexical unit in any context, he argues, 

"is that which fits the context best."130 He continues, 

In any one context a lexical unit is likely to have only one meaning rather than several - except for 
"marked" lexical unit called "double entendre" (e.g. living water); The literal or unmarked 
meaning of a lexical unit should be assumed correct unless the context points to some other 
meaning ... Signs (verbal and nonverbal) are always defined by other Signs ... in all language there 
are a strictly limited number of verbal Signs to cover an infinite variety of objects, events, and 
abstracts. This means that, except for proper names, the meaning of a verbal sign cannot be a point 
but an area of meaning. 131 

Nida has extended his understanding of the semantic structure of New Testament 

Greek into his Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament: Based on Semantic 

127 Nida, Toward a Science, 153. 
128 Nida and de Waard, Functional Equivalence, 32. 
129 Nida, Toward a Science, 66. Nida and Taber, Theory and Practice, 51. For a review ofNida's 
transformational analysis of Mark 1 :4, see Porter, "Mark 1 :4," 81-98. 
130 Nida and de Waard, Functional Equivalence, 139. 
131 Nida and de Waard, Functional Equivalence, 140. 
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Domains. 132 This reference work is the first of its kind in Greek lexicography and has 

tremendous value in Bible translation. The challenge remains, however, as to how exactly 

does the translator compare and contrast semantic domains of the SL and RL, and then 

determine the closest natural equivalents in the RL. 

2.2.2.3. Translating Figurative Expressions 

Functional equivalence theory has received criticism from translation specialists as 

well as biblical scholars, especially in its handling of figurative speech of the SL. 133 

According to Nida, figurative expressions are semantic extensions that are purely 

conventional and arbitrary, and "almost always specific to the particular culture and 

language." 134 Others disagree. Ernst-August Gutt, for example, uses relevance theory, a 

cognitive approach to human communication, to explain that these extended meanings 

actually come from information stored in the encyclopedic entry in the human mind. 135 

So, in Nida's example "He is a fox," our understanding of the concept of a fox in English 

is not derived from its linguistic component meaning "deceptively clever," but rather 

people come to associate the word "fox" with this particular characteristic due to a 

132 Nida and Louw, Greek-English Lexicon. 
133 Leading representatives ofNida's critics include Carson, Nichols, Gutt, Van Leeuwen, and Ryken. 
See Carson, "Limits," (1985) 200-13; Carson, "Limits," (2003) 65-113; Nichols, "Translating." Nichols 
has criticized Nida for imposing modem western preoccupation with the reader's response on non-western 
readers (e.g. Indonesians), who may not have recourse to formal correspondence translation in order to 
evaluate the received tradition. For Gutt and Ryken's responses, see below. See also Van Leeuwen, "We 
Really Do Need," 28-35. For other reactions to Nida's approach, see Venuti, who sees Bible translation as 
a vehicle to "strengthen the ideological consistency and institutional stability of the church." Pushing the 
theory of functional equivalence to extreme practice will ultimately result in what he calls "domesticating" 
effects of the translated text. Venuti, Scandals, 78-79; 182. Van Leeuwen shares similar concerns. See Van 
Leeuwen, "We Really Do Need," 30. 
134 Nida and Taber, Theory and Practice, 87-88. See also Nida, Toward a Science, 95-96. 
135 Gutt, Translation and Relevance, 83, 141--42. Gutt's approach to translation is based on relevance 
theory developed by Wilson and Sperber in 1986. See Sperber and Wilson, Relevance. 
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popular belief among English speakers. 136 In relevance theoretic terms, this "popular 

belief' is understood as the contextual information. 

Leland Ryken has joined many others to criticize the theory of functional equivalence. 

In his recent book, The Word of God in English: Criteria for Excellence in Bible 

Translation, Ryken argues that Bible versions that utilize Nida's principles emphasize the 

readability or communicability of the translated text to the reader as their ultimate goal, 

and as a result they tend to destabilize the Bible as well as obscure the world of the 

original text. 137 Not only so, in translating figurative speech into plain language, versions 

such as the TEV destroy the beauty and possible multiple meanings of the biblical text. 138 

Carson shares Ryken's concerns with the limitations ofNida's theory. Besides ignoring 

the literary qualities of the Bible, Carson adds that potential abuse of the functional 

equivalence translation principle may lead to "overriding the Bible's historical 

particularity as well as ignoring salvation-historical changes within the Bible."139 

Although most Chinese translations tend to render figurative expressions literally, 

only a few would go as far to use, for example, the phrase "bowels of mercy" for the 

Greek word arrAayxvov as illustrated in Phil 1 :8 " .. .I long after you all in the bowels of 

Jesus Christ" (KJV). :ErrAayxvov means the inward parts of a body or entails, but the 

figurative expression EV arrAayxv01<; is associated with feeling itself and, thus, can also 

denote love or affection, the meaning most Chinese versions have adopted (e.g. GO, DV, 

SB, SJ, NCV, CLB). 140 The UV, however, follows the example of the KJV and reads W6 

136 Gutt, Translation and Relevance, 83. 
137 Ryken, Criteria, 188. See also Carson, "Limits," (1985) 205. 
138 Ryken, Criteria, 284-93. 
139 Carson, "Limits," (1985) 200. 
140 BDAG, s.v. 
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tlhui Jzdu Yesu de xinchang ~ft 1t ~~~JI~ .!ffe* ag 1~ A~ • • • ("I appreciate Christ Jesus' 

xznchang). Two Chinese versions in wenli, BCV and MAR, also employ xfnchang, as 

does the other Mandarin version LU (re xznchang -M- 1 -:.;A~, "warm xznchang"). The KJV's 

literal translation of Ev arr A.a yxvot~ makes no sense in English in such a context because 

the word "intestines" or "bowels" is not normally associated with love or compassion in 

current usage. In Chinese, however, the UV and the three other versions' literal 

translation of Ev arrA.ayxv01~ is not unjustified. Xfnchang is made up of two characters, 

xzn ("heart") and chang ("intestines"). Together xznchang generally means heart. In 

Chinese one can say ta xznchang hao, meaning "he has a good heart" or "he is merciful 

and kind." Therefore in this case, a literal translation of the Greek word into Chinese is 

actually consistent with Nida's principles of functional equivalence, thereby creating the 

closest approximation both in form and in response as intended by the original author. 

The TCV on the other hand uses aixfn '.t 1-:.; ("loving heart") and, therefore, should be 

deemed merely partially compliant with the theory. 

Here is an example that illustrates the difference between translation theory and 

practice. The TEV's translation of Phil 1:8 " .. .I tell you the truth when I say that my deep 

feeling for you all comes from the heart of Christ Jesus himself' clearly presents the 

"message" of the figurative expression Ev arrA.ayxvot~, and renders it in its English 

figurative equivalent, namely, "heart." Unfortunately, the Chinese edition of the TEV (i.e. 

TCV) merely literally translates the English word "heart" without considering the 

figurative expression in the original Greek. This is a serious problem that translators of 

the TEV do not translate the Bible in accordance with functional equivalence theory. 



They acknowledge the theory's merits in getting the message from the originals, but do 

not apply it to actual practice. 

2.2.2.4. Conclusion 
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The crux of the problem with functional equivalence, however, is not limited to the 

difficulty in reckoning the difference between theory and practice. The real issue is that 

Nida introduces mutually exclusive categories of formal and functional equivalence and 

by so doing exaggerates the traditional dichotomy between literal versus free translation, 

a problem that is most conspicuous in his handling of figurative speech as illustrated 

above. This is not to say that Nida's theory offers no assistance in Chinese Bible 

translation. Functional equivalence can in many ways guide translators to make crucial 

decisions in rendering the Bible into Chinese more accurately and meaningfully while at 

the same time preserving the unique character of the biblical text. The challenge remains 

to be the realization of the theory's full potential in the actual practice of translation. 

Ironically, one simply cannot do justice to the theory itself by implementing the 

guidelines of functional equivalence that Nida offers, since translating figurative 

expressions literally can in fact fulfill the rules required by the theory, as seen in the 

example of Phil 1 :8 above. Having brought these limitations to the forefront, the 

translation principles adopted for the current study (2.2.4) will be based on an attempt to 

ease the existing tension between theory and practice in Chinese Bible translation in light 

ofNida's contributions. 
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2.2.3. Other Modern Translation Theories 

2.2.3.1. J.C. Catford 

Catford, Nida's contemporary, offers a brief but impressive treatment of translation 

from a linguistic perspective. Many of his approaches have been influenced by 

functionalist linguists such as Halliday and Firth. 141 Catford classifies three general types 

of translation in terms of its extent, levels, and ranks. 142 The second and the third types 

deserve our attention. Translation can be either "total" or "restricted" depending on the 

levels oflanguage involved. In total translation, all levels of the SL text are replaced by 

RL material. These levels include grammar, lexis, phonology, and graphology. If only 

one level is replaced, it would be considered a "restricted" translation. Also, translation 

can be either "rank-bound" or "unbounded," in terms of the rank in a grammatical or 

phonological hierarchy. In English, for example, these ranks include sentence, clause, 

group, word, and morpheme. 

2.2.3.2. Shizijia for m:aup6~ 

Since the arrival ofNestorian missionaries in China as early as the eighth century, 

almost all Bible translators have consistently used the Chinese word shizijia f- .'.f *- to 

translate the New Testament word maupo~. 143 The only exception is found among the 

Christian titles listed in the early tenth-century document named the Diptychs (see 2.1.2.). 

The Doctrine of the Cross or, literally, Cilipo Sutra, contains in its title a different way of 

rendering the cross in a Christian context. 144 According to Catford, both cilipo and 

141 For related works, see Halliday, et al. Linguistic Sciences; Firth, Selected Papers. 
142 Catford, Linguistic Theory, 20-21. 
143 The word shizi has appeared on the Nestorian Stele to refer to the Christian cross. On the subject of the 
Christian cross used by the Nestorians, see Maule, "Use of the cross," 78-86; Maule, Nestorians in China, 
21-43. 
144 In the Pinyin, "c" is pronounced as a "tsu" sound. 
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shizijia are examples of restricted translation. Shizijia is a translation of the object cross 

only at the lexical level because its three characters, shi ("ten"), zi ("word"), andjia 

("stand" or "frame"), form the equivalent lexis, meaning "ten-shaped stand" in Chinese. 

Cilipo on the other hand renders the object into Chinese at the phonological level, since it 

merely transliterates in this case not the Greek word but the 

Syriac~ \ ("cross"). 145 

2.2.3.3. Beekman and Callow 

a. Introduction 

In their Translating the Word of God, John Beekman and John Callow state their goal 

of translation as "so rich in vocabulary, so idiomatic in phrase, so correct in construction, 

so smooth in flow of thought, so clear in meaning, so elegant in style, that it does not 

appear to be a translation at all." 146 Following Nida, they stress that in translating the 

Bible, the linguistic form should be natural, and the message meaningful. 147 They have 

added an analysis of the components of meaning of a word, which is lacking in Nida and 

Tabor, and an extended treatment of figurative expressions. 148 Unlike Catford, who 

largely deals with translation by comparing and contrasting language systems, Beekman 

and Callow consider especially pertinent issues involving intercultural communication. 

They argue that the translator needs not only analytical skill but also flexibility and 

sensitivity in order to handle semantic features of the biblical text. Such features include 

multiple senses (e.g. figurative senses found in metonymy, synecdoche, hyperbole, 

145 ~ 1 is used in the Peshitta to which the Nestorians would have access. See Smith, Compendious 
Syriac Dictionary, s.v.; Thackston, Introduction to Syriac, 201. 
146 Beekman and Callow, Translating, 32. 
147 Beekman and Callow, Translating, 40. 
148 See Beekman and Callow, Translating, 73-74, 124-36. 
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metaphor and simile, idioms, symbolic actions, etc.) that could be preserved by 

substituting equivalents in the RL. 149 This optimism sounds quite simple and 

straightforward, but the actual tasks are often enormous and difficult. Naturally, Beekman 

and Callow do not utilize Ryken's "essentially literal" methods to accomplish their goal. 

They offer the following guidelines: 

I) The sense of the word may be translated directly 
2) The word used in the original can be retained along with a direct translation of its sense 
3) The original figure can be replaced by a figure of the RL with the same meaning. 150 

Beekman and Callow's suggested guidelines in translating figurative speech may 

assist Chinese Bible translators. In the example ofrendering &v cnrA.6yxv01~ (Phil 1 :8) 

into the equivalent Chinese expression, at least some of these guidelines obviously would 

work. Point three, however, needs further attention. It is highly doubtful that the original 

figure can be easily replaced by a figure of the RL with the absolute same meaning. A 

close approximation of such replacement might be possible, but realistically it rarely 

occurs, if at all, since two different language systems operate on two entirely different 

sets of semantic structures. 

b. Lexical Equivalence 

Beekman and Callow' s treatment of lexical equivalence deserves some notice. Let us 

take the example of Paul's speech to the Athenians in front of the Areopagus in Acts 

17 :22-31. According to Beekman and Callow, semantically complex words of the SL 

such as "praise" or "confess" can be substituted with "A says: B is good" or "A says: I 

did something bad" respectively. 151 When Paul uses the word bEt<rnSaiµwv, he seems to 

149 Beekman and Callow, Translating, 104-23. 
150 Beekman and Callow, Translating, 104. 
151 Beekman and Callow, Translating, 179. 
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recognize that the Athenians are religious people. The form bEtcn8mµovEmEpov~ is a 

comparative adjective, meaning extremely religious. In Chinese one can use the modifier 

tai ("too") or taiguo ("excessively") as several early versions have done (e.g. MOR, 

MAR, GU, PK, JOHNM). The inherent meaning of the Greek word 8Ewt8aiµwv 

involves a deity or an object of worship. In Beekman and Callow's theory, it could be 

rephrased as "fearing the gods." 

Morrison has rendered the verse as Cong qianch6ng Pusa taiguo, literally "revering 

the Pusa (Bodhisattva) too much." The Buddhist term Pusa also appears in GU but is 

used to translate Ta aE~aaµaTa ("objects of worship") in the following verse. The 

choice of using Pus a in this context is problematic, since it is used in Chinese Buddhism 

to specifically refer to Bodhisattva, a saintly figure who provides guidance to the path of 

enlightenment. 152 Bodhisattva is never worshipped as a god in a way that a god or deity is 

worshipped in the western concept. In this passage Paul clearly refers to the practice of 

worshipping pagan gods involving religious objects. Also, Paul never identifies the 

names of the gods. Morrison and Medhurst put words in Paul's mouth by their explicit 

reference to Bodhisattva, thereby violating the principle of historical fidelity. 153 Therefore, 

the two Chinese versions MOR and GU are to be deemed inappropriate and misleading. 

Several other Chinese versions (Table 2.1) prefer the word guishen (gui, "ghost" and 

shen, "god"). Unlike Pusa, which is used exclusively in Buddhism, guishen has profound 

religious meanings widely used in Taoism and Confucianism. In other words, guishen is 

152 Bodhisattvas belong to the third class of saints who have to pass only once more through human life 
before becoming Buddhas, including also those who have not yet entered Nirvana. See Eitel and Takakuwa, 
Handbook, 32. 
153 See, for example, Beekman and Callow's discussion on cultural substitution. Beekman and Callow, 
Translating, 201-11. 
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a relatively neutral term that denotes "supernatural beings" or "spirits" in indigenous 

Chinese religions, including dozens of folk traditions. Also, because the inclusiveness of 

the term does not identify specific names of spirits, guzshen maintains historical fidelity 

to the original text. In line with Beekman and Callow's theory, gu[shen seems to be a 

good fit in this context. 

Table 2.1 provides a comparative survey of different translations of the verse in Acts 

17:22b found in several major Chinese versions. 

~~ft..:f f;f;J~f,U!*%Mkil& 
MOR I see that in everything you revere the Bodhisattva too much. 

-fr~ f;f;J 1ri ft.. :f ,t,tf! * ;fif k ii& 
MAR I see that you in everything revere the gods too much. 

-fr:;tik~' -4-:f%,;fifkil&-lk.(v.23~ik!f%i'i · . . ) 
GU I see you all, revere the gods too much (v. 23 I see you worship the 

Bodhisattva ... ) 

f' ~ f;f;J ~ !tJi ~ *<tUhif 
WV I see you are rather rel!gious. 

~~ f;f;j t ' *%,;fif-!~ 
DV I see _x_ou all, fear the _g_ods v~ much. 

~:;t1t-11'i Jt..:f4R;!Ji *%,;ftji 
UV I see you in everything revere the gods very much. 

~ :;t 1t 1ri _/i. ~ }f 00 :i)I ~ ;!}t {ft ;ff S}) 
SB I see that you in every aspect revere the gods even more. 

~ :;t 17- 11', ,/£ ~ 7r tlO :ill :ff 'f ;!Ji* %,;fif 
NCV I see that you in every aspect revere the gods very much. 

~:;t*~~~~Q*%,#~A·+~a~ 
CLB I can see that you are people who revere the gods, with much sincerity. 

~ :;t 17- 11'i ft.. :f :ill 4R a* %,;ftji 
CRV I see that_you in ev~thi~ revere the_g_ods very much. 

~:;t1t11'i Jt..:f ;!Ji tft%,;fo/ ki!& T 
PK,JOHNM I see that you in everythi~ revere the_g_ods too much. 

1t11'i Jt..:f ;!Ji~ *<Yi 
WANG You revere religion in everything. 

~~-~~,/i.~7rtl0$·~~~4~*-•* 
TCV I know that_you in every aspect demonstrate strong relig_ious fervor. 

Table 2.1. Acts 17:22b 
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c. Discourse Considerations 

Kathleen Callow, who has worked with the Wycliffe Bible Translators in Brazil and 

Ghana with her husband John, has contributed a short but valuable companion work to 

Beekman and Callow on discourse considerations in translation. 154 Callow's work was 

groundbreaking at the time of its publication more than three decades ago, and is still 

highly applicable to Chinese Bible translation despite the limitations of its main focus on 

the RL. Four categories are discussed here: grouping, cohesion, information structure, 

and prominence. 

Callow's work has built on preliminary discussions of discourse analysis in Beekman 

and Callow. Some of these comments are rather brief and introductory, but they offer 

potential insight to the practice of translating the Bible into Chinese. Criteria for 

delineating discourse units, boundaries, and types, for example, are especially helpful. 155 

Early Chinese versions divide the New Testament books into different groups according 

to their discourse geme. Medhurst divides his 1837 edition of the New Testament into 

two hen ;f.. or "volumes": vol. 1 contains the Gospels and vol. 2 the rest of the New 

Testament. In its 1840s revision by Giitzlaffthere is no such division, but the first five 

books of the New Testament are bound in onejuim % or "scroll." The titles of the 

Gospels are referred to as Chudnfuyzn shu 1-t~-&-t-t:" or "Book of the Evangelists" and 

the Epistles simply as shu, the same word used for Gospels, which can also mean letters 

in Chinese. In modem versions, however, shu is reserved for epistolary or Old Testament 

prophetic books. For Old Testament historical narratives,ji ~C. (lit. "records" or 

154 Callow, Discourse Considerations. 
155 Beekman and Callow, Translating, 178-79; Callow, Discourse Considerations, 13. 
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"recollections") is preferred by most translators. Zhuan 1-t (lit. "accounts") is often used 

in historical or biographical titles, for example, the Acts of the Apostles, and in some 

versions, the Gospels (DV) or Revelation (GU). The lack of consensus among early 

translators makes these Chinese words very confusing and misleading. Today, however, 

the Chinese words used to divide biblical titles according to their discourse types are 

relatively uniformly fixed, with only slight variations in the Catholic Bible. 

There are different ways to delineate discourse units in the Chinese Bible. Early 

versions such as GU, MAR, and MOR use the word zhong to indicate the end of each 

book. For example, Gi.itzlaff includes Matai Chuanfuyzn shu zhong .~ k 1-t~~-t-t" ~ 

("the ending of Matthew's Gospel") in a separate line at the left margin of the text, just as 

ancient scribes of the Greek manuscripts have often done. Early versions contain several 

other editorial features with respect to discourse features of the Bible. In traditional 

Chinese printed books, text runs from top to bottom, right to left. There are no word 

divisions, as in the ancient Greek MSS. Punctuation is added on the right margin between 

columns, and therefore is not considered part of the text. As with the Chinese words used 

in biblical titles, there was no general consensus among translators with respect to the use 

of punctuation marks or discourse markers. GU uses an ordinary Chinese stroke for 

comma [ ' ], a dot[·] for semicolon or a short break, and a small circle [ 0 
] for period. 

The first editions of the Union Versions employ three different punctuation marks: a dot 

[·] for comma and semicolon, a small circle [ 0 
] for period, and a large circle [0] to 

divide paragraphs. The practice of punctuation and discourse markers in the Chinese 

Bible has been a matter of convention and hence subject to confusion and frustration to 

its readers, for even today there is no uniformity in the system. 
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In her treatment of cohesion in translation, Callow considers various levels or kinds of 

cohesiveness relating to le.xis, participants, and events in a discourse. The section on 

cohesion of participants offers some insights into the current discussion of Chinese 

pronouns. When tracing a participant through a discourse, she suggests that 

In many languages a useful rule-of-thumb is to use a pronoun, after the first introduction is 
completed, unless at some point confusion would result ... is this [confusion] resolved by the use of 
a proper name, a demonstrative, a generic term, or possibly a descriptive noun phrase? There is no 
way to discover the natural usage except by careful analysis of spontaneous text in the RL. By 
tracing different participants through the narrative in tum it is possible to discover the normal 
method of referring to a previously-mentioned participant. Then the less usual forms of reference 
may be studied to see in what contexts they are found, whether to resolve ambiguity, to start a new 
paragraph, to provide contrast, or whatever. 156 

2.2.3.4. Relevance Theory 

Relevance theory, a cognitive approach to human communication designed by Sperber 

and Wilson in 1986, has lent itself to translation studies since 1991, when Ernst-August 

Gutt published his Translation and Relevance: Cognition and Context. Gutt's work, 

while ground-breaking in its perspective and promising in its potential, has received 

mixed responses from scholars of many different interests. The full extent of Gutt' s 

attempt to utilize relevance theory to account for translation does not need to be repeated 

here, but some of his insights could be used to increase the translator's competence and 

chance for success in Chinese Bible translation. 

Gutt's application of relevance theory to translation studies, as noted by Timothy Wilt, 

"marks the transition from an era in which it was assumed that the psychological 

processes involved in translation would 'simply have to [be taken] for granted."' 157 

Principles of relevance suggest that human beings are naturally "wired" to achieve the 

156 Callow, Discourse Considerations, 33-34. 
157 Nida, Toward a Science, 146; Wilt, Bible Translation, 44, n. 21. 
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most contextual effects possible for the least processing effort. 158 In other words, all 

human beings, without exception, aim at an "optimal relevance" in every verbal utterance 

and non-verbal communication (including pointing and winking). 

Based on this framework, Gutt has argued for some significant implications in 

translation, which he understands as an "interpretive" use of language. These 

implications are gathered primarily from pragmatics. Gutt's contribution is limited, 

however, to the extent that relevance theory can assist Bible translators only at the macro 

level. It is ill-equipped, for example, to be utilized as an exegetical tool of the SL. 

Conceivable benefits of relevance theory are probably related to quality control, which 

includes checking the final stages of translation. One could argue that in accordance with 

relevance theory, Mandarin is currently preferable to the wenli style of Chinese writing or 

to other regional dialects of China, since it requires the least effort from the great 

majority of Chinese readers. For the same reason, Bible versions printed in simplified 

rather than traditional characters are far more likely to enjoy wider circulation in 

Mainland China. Retaining the conventional Chinese renderings of Christian concepts or 

transliterations of proper names of the Bible in a new version, again in compliance with 

relevance theory, produces better contextual effects with minimum costs (both for the 

translator and the reader) than creating an entirely different system of translation. 

2.2.4. Translation Methodology 

2.2.4.1. Introduction 

This section provides an outline of the proposed translation methodology for the 

current study. Its scope is largely limited to a linguistic investigation of major Bible 

158 Sperber and Wilson, Relevance, 260. 
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translation issues, with special reference to grammatical representation of Greek verbal 

aspect into Mandarin verbal aspect. The outline divides into five areas: grammatical, 

lexical, phonological, formal, and functional translation. It also includes a discussion of 

the proper handling of disputed texts. It concludes with the role and responsibilities of the 

Bible translator. 

2.2.4.2. Grammatical Translation 

Grammatical translation is of critical importance for Chinese Bible translation. The 

primary focus of this dissertation, namely translating Greek aspect into Mandarin aspect, 

deals directly with grammatical translation. Existing versions of the New Testament in 

Mandarin fail to render Greek aspect correctly because of the translators' serious 

misconceptions of both Greek and Mandarin aspect. As a result, many translators rely 

heavily on lexical means for the translation of Greek aspect into Mandarin. It is argued 

here that Greek aspect can be translated into Mandarin solely by grammatical means. 

Greek and Mandarin both grammaticalize three aspects: perfective, imperfect, and 

stative aspects. Aspect in the two languages will be discussed in detail in the following 

chapters. Generally, Greek tense-forms that realize the three aspects may be consistently 

rendered by the corresponding Mandarin aspect morphemes. (1) illustrates: 159 

(1) 'Iriaov~ o0v ei8w~ TIOVTO TO epxoµeva err' OUTOV E~~:X.0ev Kat :x.Eyet OVTOt~· TlVO 

~flTElTE; (John 18:4) 

~~~-~~~*~~~·*~-~,~kt~~~~~~~= r~~!A 

11~ -1.?L ? J (FOLEY)160 

159 Note the English translation is from the Chinese. See also the commentary on John I 8:4 in my chapter 6. 
16° FOLEY refers to the author's translation done according to the proposed translation theory. 



C!ke Yesu dong-cha-qi-jian ta suo mianlin-zhe de yiqie, jiu zouchuqu gaosu tamen 

shu6, "Nlmen zai zhao na yI wei?" 

Then Jesus, having understood everything that he was soon facing, went out to tell 

them, "For whom are you looking?" 
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Here, the stative aspect, which is realized by the perfect tense-form (Ei8w~) in Greek, 

may be translated by a four-character set phrase (dong-cha-qf-jian, "know well") with the 

0 morpheme (formally unmarked), which signals the corresponding stative aspect in 

Mandarin. The imperfective aspect, which is signaled by the present tense-forms 

(&pxoµEva, A.EyE1, sflTE'lTE), may be conveyed in one of the following three ways (see 

Table 4.2 below): a disyllabic verb with the 0 morpheme, a single imperfective aspect 

morpheme, or an imperfective aspect compound. The perfective aspect, which is signaled 

by the aorist tense-form (E~~A.8Ev), may be conveyed in Mandarin by either the 0 

morpheme or by a morphologically expressed perfective morpheme (see Table 4.1). 

Here, Catford's theory, especially his commentary on translation shifts and 

grammatical and lexical translation, may be extended to the level of discourse. 161 In (1 ), 

the four-character set phrase with the 0 morpheme not only closely represents the stative 

aspect in Greek, but its heavily marked feature in Mandarin discourse also adequately 

translates the frontgrounding device in Greek discourse. Likewise, the more heavily 

marked disyllabic verb with -zhe not only translates the Greek imperfective aspect, but 

also translates the discourse function of the present tense-form as a foregrounding device. 

The perfective aspect in Greek deserves special notice. Consider the following example: 

(2) 'Eyw yap Etµ1 0 &A.ax1CTTO~ TWV OlTOCTTOA.wv o~ OUK Etµl. tKavo~ KaA.Eta8m 

161 Catford, Linguistic Theory, 71-72. 
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CxlTOCJTOAos-, foon e8iw;a T~V EKKAf]CJlaV TOV 8rnv· 

m- lli1 fl~ 1± $.1t ,fk .i. ~ ~ it~, J, a~ ' 11- .i. :1' r=1eAil-fti 1t ik ' lli1 fei ~JI. t ~ iif 

a~$._1{ 0 (1Cor15:9, FOLEY) 

Yuany1n shi wo zai zhong shitu zh1 zhong shu zui weixiao de, shenzhi bupei 

chengwei shitu, y1nwei wo pohai-guo Shen de jiaohui. 

For I am the least among the apostles, not even worthy of being an 

apostle, because I persecuted the church of God. 

Here, the aorist (e8icu~a) is translated by the perfective aspect marker -guo. However, 

other perfective morphemes, including -le and the 0 morpheme, are also an option. It 

should be emphasized that, unlike Greek, Mandarin aspect morphemes are not obligatory, 

thus explaining the dominance of the unmarked or 0 morpheme in Mandarin discourse. 

Hence, when pohai-guo-le ("persecuted") is used instead of pohai-guo ("persecuted") in 

(2), it results in a shift in discourse function. The two-morpheme aspect compound -guo 

-le is considered inappropriate here because it marks foregrounded prominence in 

Mandarin, which clearly misrepresents the aorist as the backgrounding tense-form in 

Greek discourse. Generally, discourse considerations exclude the use of two-morpheme 

aspect compounds for translating the aorist, unless emphasis is added syntactically (e.g. 

the repetition of the exact verb form). 162 In addition to the three tense-forms already 

mentioned, the imperfect and pluperfect tense-forms, which realize the imperfective and 

stative aspects in Greek respectively, are translated into Mandarin through grammatical 

rather than lexical means. 

162 See the commentary on CTTClVpwaov mavpwaov (John 19:6) in chapter 6 below. 
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2.2.4.3. Lexical Translation 

There are certain syntactical nuances in Greek that are expressed lexically in 

Mandarin. For example, different types of conditional statements in Greek cannot be 

expressed grammatically in Mandarin, instead they must be expressed lexically (e.g. 

using carefully chosen words such as wanyf ~ - ("if by any chance") or babude E ~11-

("earnestly wish") to reflect the nuances of contingency in the fourth conditional). 163 Also, 

adverbial or circumstantial uses of the Greek participle, including those of concession, 

cause, purpose/result, instrument, condition, and command, can only be expressed 

lexically in Mandarin. 164 

Another criterion of lexical translation pertains to the issue of consistency in the use of 

lexis. Generally, the same word/phrase in Greek may consistently be translated by the 

same word/phrase or expression in Mandarin. For example, the perfect form yEypmnm, 

which is used as a formulaic phrase to introduce a direct quotation from the Old 

Testament, should be consistently translated asjfng shangji-zhe shuo f@.J:..~C.;f~t ("it 

stands written in the scriptures"), with the stative aspect marker -zhe. Furthermore, in the 

case of two or more synonyms or closely-related words in the Greek New Testament, 

such as EyEtpw and avicnriµ1/avacrraa1~, both may be translated asfohu61!~ ("come 

back to life"). 165 More frequently, however, largely due to complex semantic, pragmatic, 

163 See also 5.4.5, p. 291 below. 
164 See 5.3.2.2, p. 265 for further discussions. 
165 Compare Graves, who regards EyEipw and avimriµt as "practically the same in significance in N.T." 
and prefers faqf .fi~ ("rise again") for the latter, although he "would acceptfahu6 .ft n, if a distinction is 
to be made" in the two Greek words. See Graves, "Uniform Names," 120-22. In practice, however, no such 
distinction is made (see UVW). Graves (1834-1912, ASBM) served as the secretary of the easy wenli UV 
committee as well as an active member who ensured uniform translations of proper names in the UV. See 
Zetzsche, Bible in China, 224. Graves served a total of fifty-six years in China, the longest in the record of 
Protestant missions. Similar inconsistencies in translating these two Greek verbs are also found in English 
Bible versions. As O'Donnell argues, this is largely due to the inadequate treatement of the voice system in 
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or stylistic considerations in discourse, the same Greek word/phrase may not be 

translated by the same Mandarin word/phrase occurring in different contexts. For 

example, A.1\w may be translated by various words in Mandarin, including shuo it 

("say"), wen r09 ("ask"), gaosit %-"Wf ("speak"), or huijulhuida @1 {'i/@1 $ ("respond"), 

depending on the given context. 

2.2.4.4. Phonological Translation 

Phonological translation, according to Catford, is "restricted translation in which the 

SL phonology of a text is replaced by equivalent TL phonology."166 Phonological 

translation in the Greek New Testament is often done at the phrase or word level (e.g. 

1\KEAOaµax Acts 1: 19), and to a lesser extent at the sentence level (e.g. fJAt fJAt AEµa 

aa~ax8av1; Matt 27:46). Around the eighth and ninth centuries, three hymns written in 

Middle Iranian dialects were transliterated into Chinese and later collected into a 

document that became known as the Manichaean Hymnscroll. 167 In the Chinese Bible, 

however, phonological translation is mostly confined to the transliteration of proper 

names. Among early translators, Oury is espeically noted for his creativity in devising a 

unique and elaborate system of transliteration for the New Testament in Chinese. For 

example, Jesus is transcribed as ITyzsas111'11'.it-J!JJ- from the Russian l1Hcyc, which of 

Greek. In his collocational analysis of these two Greek verbs, O'Donnell notes that EyEipw is used more 
frequently in the New Testament to refer to resurrection than aviarriµ1. He also calls for a re-evaluation of 
the voice system in Greek, suggesting that it should be studied in terms of ergativity as opposed to 
deponency and transitivity. See O'Donnell, "Resurrection," 136-63. For further comments, see my chapter 
7 below. 
166 Catford, Linguistic Theory, 56. 
167 For the Chinese text of the Hymnscroll, see Takakusu and Watanabe, Tripitaka, vol. 54, 1270-79. It was 
also considered a common practice to transliterate rather than translate Buddhist sutras into Chinese. For 
discussions of the Manichaean hymns, see Tsui Chi, "Mo Ni Chiao Hsia Pu Tsan," 174-219; Yoshida, 
"Manichaean Aramaic," 326-31; Bryder, Chinese Transformation, 47-62; Sundermann, "Iranian 
Manichaean Texts in Chinese Remake," vol. 1, 515-32. 
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course is a transliteration itself from the Greek 'Iriaov~. Apart from the first three 

characters used for phonetic transcription, Gury adds a fourth, sf, which he renders 

slightly smaller than normal size so as to represent the aspiration [ s] at the ending. 

Furthermore, he adds a small circle to the top of the character su to mark the accent of the 

Greek original. While his attempt to accurately transcribe every nuance of a biblical name 

into Chinese is commendable, the awkwardness of its appearance and the foreignness of 

the Greek accent have perhaps hindered Gury's system from being adopted by another 

translator or being accepted by the Chinese public. 168 Therefore, Gury's system is not 

suitable for the modem practice of phonological translation of the Bible. 

Another issue of phonological translation involves the marking of proper names that 

have been transliterated into Chinese discourse. Since editorial marks are nonexistent in 

conventional Chinese writing (e.g. capitalization or italics as in English) to distinguish 

proper names from other nouns, many translators have experimented to compensate for 

this void. Morrison and Marshman, for example, found a solution to distinguish place 

names from personal names by enclosing the characters for the former, for example, 

I J!~~JKUt I (Jerusalem), and by underlining the characters for the latter, for example, ~ifil 

k. (Judas). Others use double underlining to mark place names, for example, J!~~J~;t-

(Jerusalem, GU, followed by DV, GO, GURY, BCV, PK, JOHN, JOHNM, SJ, BB, 

UVW, UVE, YAN, SYD, WANG, ZHU, CSB). In addition to underlining, Graves 

suggests that phonological translation may be indicated by inserting the radical k6 o to 

168 As Graves notes, since many words like Yesu 11~.if_ ("Jesus") have already become a part of the accepted 
Christian nomenclature of China, alternative forms such as the Russian transliteration mentioned here 
would not be accepted, even though they reflect closer phonetic representations of the Greek. See Graves, 
"Principles," 582. 
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the left of the characters (e.g. "li- 11.f1J 11i!l for Pharisee, MOR, MAR). 169 These distinctions 

are unnecessary, since they are not warranted by the original. Therefore, the marking of 

biblical proper names will follow today's conventions, that is, simply by single 

underlining (CNT, WV, IG, HSC, SB, LU, UV, TCV, NCV). 

2.2.4.5. Formal Translation 

Generally, the word order of the Mandarin translation in this dissertation closely 

follows that of the Greek New Testament. There are contexts where Mandarin syntax 

does not permit the formal translation of the original. For example, unlike Greek, the 

protasis of a Mandarin conditional statement must be placed before the apodosis (e.g. 

Acts 24: 19). 17° For the Greek text, including word divisions and punctuation marks (but 

not paragraph breaks), the Mandarin translation of the current study follows Nestle-

Aland's Novum Testamentum Graece (27th ed.). 171 

Figurative expressions are generally rendered by formal translation. Consider the 

following example (Prov 5:15-19): 

(3) 1f-~1t §I G a9-t-T .t, jf , -W- •\.; '.t#. · · · fo}f v:Z , 1t~ v:Z §I G a9 i:-T Pi~~ A. , 

~jR1tfoJf ~a9-k-T ~ $.·t~~ 0 (TCV) 

NI yao dui zijY de qizi zhongshi, zhuanxin ai ta ... suoyY, nY yao yY zijY de qizi wei 

manzli, yao gen Ill suo qii de nilzr t6ngxiang kuaile. 

You should be faithful to your own wife; love her wholeheartedly ... Therefore, 

you should be satisfied with your own wife; you should share happiness with 

the girl you marry. 

169 Graves, "Uniform Names," 122. Unfortunately, however, Graves' suggestion was not accepted. Graves 
follows GD and others for the markings of proper names in the Chinese Bible. 
170 See example (35) in chapter 5 for further discussion. 
171 Aland et al., Novum Testamentum Graece. 
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According to Nida, functional equivalence requires that figurative expressions of the SL 

be translated into their equivalent in the RL. The TCV, represented in (3), closely follows 

the wording of the TEV, which is the first English version of the Bible to employ Nida's 

theory. Rather than literally translating, "Drink water from your own cistern, flowing 

water from your own well ... Let your fountain be blessed, and rejoice in the wife of your 

youth," as in the NRSV, the TEV renders Hebrew poetry in plain English: "Be faithful to 

your own wife and give your love to her alone ... so be happy with your wife and find 

your joy with the girl you married." 

Most Chinese versions, however, translate the Hebrew figurative expressions literally 

(e.g. MAR, GU, BCV, DV, SJ, UV, LU, SB, NCV, CRV). (4) illustrates: 

(4) 1t-l- 11EJ1t it Gk,~£ag1j<.., 1Jdt it G#-'f ag~1j<.. · · · -l-1~1ta91]<..~~fx,~&; 

-l-t.·t;t1t '.Jt'lt-foJT ~ag-!- 0 (LU) 

NI yao he n1 zij1 chi lI de shu1, yin n1 zij1jing zhongdi hu6shuL .. yao sh1 nl' de 

shuryuan meng zhufil; yao xryue Ill shaonian suo qi:i de qI. 

You should drink the water from your own pool [and] drink the running water 

from your own well .. .let your fountain be blessed; rejoice with the wife of 

your youth. 

Even paraphrased versions, such as the CLB, preserve the original figurative form: 

(5) ~-T-11 , 1,r- '$ 11Ei m G ,~ 'f a!J 1J<.. , ~ rn m G 1tf£a9 ~7~ • • • 1t-l-1~ ~~ ~ 

~& ' ifJL-l- .t-:6,Ht ag ]t .t- 0 

Haizi a, n1 dang he zij1 chi zhongdi shur, yinyong zij1jing1I de hu6quan ... ni 

yao sh1 jiatfng meng fil, jiuyao zhongyti n1 de :IaqI. 

Children, you should drink the water from your own pool; drink the living 



spring from your well .. .if you would like your family to be blessed, be 

faithful to your first wife. 
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In modem Chinese, figurative speech such as this is quite common in everyday speech. 

Besides, even ifthe objects mentioned here were uncommon or unheard of in Chinese 

culture, there is no reason why the passage in Prov 5: 15-19 could not be represented in 

the equivalent figurative speech in Chinese. Hence, formal translation is adopted here as 

the general approach in translating biblical figurative expressions into Chinese. 

2.2.4.6. Functional Translation 

Functional translation is necessary in contexts where grammatical forms in Greek 

cannot possibly be represented formally in Mandarin. For example, periphrasis does not 

exist as a grammatical construction in Mandarin, therefore, it can only be translated by 

lexical means, or more precisely, only its function can be translated. (6) illustrates: 172 

(6) El EV TlJ t;wij TOVTlJ EV Xptm0 ~ATrtl<OTE~ eaµev µ6vov, EAEEtVOTEpot TrOVTWV 

avepciirrwv EaµEv. (1Cor15 :19) 

~*~~~~~~±~~fktt~A~,~~K~~~~AL~~~T 0 

Ruguo womenj1njin zai cI sheng dui Jidu shi zhong-wang-suo-gui de, women qi 

bu jiu bi zhongren gengjia kebei le. 

If we only had hope for Christ in this life, are we not more pitiful than all people? 

Here, the phrase fiA.rrtKOTE~ Eaµev is a periphrastic construction, formed by the 

present of Etµi +perfect participle. It is argued here (see 5.3.2.1 b) that although the 

periphrastic construction in Greek does not differ semantically from the monolectic verb 

form, it clearly adds emphasis to the participle and its modifiers. It is this function of 

172 See discussions on the periphrastic construction in 5.3.2. 
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denoting emphasis that may be translated into Mandarin. The shi ... de construction 

performs the equivalent function as the Greek periphrasis, as seen in (6). 

2.2.4.7. Unclear or Disputed Texts (Isa 7:14) 

As a rule, unclear or disputed texts of the Bible are translated into Mandarin with the 

intention of preserving the ambiguities of the original. At the same time, such translations 

should be made intelligible to the reader. Translators frequently encounter such 

problematic texts. For example, Greek grammarians have great difficulty treating the 

conditional sentence in Acts 24: 19 .173 In this passage, the optative in the protasis clearly 

belongs to the fourth class conditional, whereas the imperfect in the apodosis seems to 

belong to either the first or second class conditionals. However, the decision of 

determining the exact conditional type should be left to the reader. The scale of the 

challenge to the translator in this passage is relatively small, especially compared to that 

of the controversial so-called "virgin text" oflsa 7: 14. 

The translation of the Hebrew i1rt~~ in Isa 7: 14 has stirred up much controversy 

among Christian churches around the world. In the Old Testament, i1~~~ is used broadly 

to refer to a woman who has not yet borne a child (e.g. Song 6:8). 174 In some contexts, 

such as Gen 24:43, the word is used to refer to Rebecca, who may be described as young, 

unmarried, marriageable, and a virgin. 175 The problem arises when the Septuagint 

translators use the Greek word rrap8Evo~ to render i11t~~ in Isa 7:14. Unlike the Hebrew 

word, rrap8Evo~ is an exclusive term, meaning "virgin." In the prophecy of the coming 

173 See discussions of example (35) in chapter 5. 
174 VanGemeren, New International Dictionary, s.v. 
175 VanGemeren, New International Dictionary, s.v. 
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Messiah, Matthew quotes from the Septuagint, stating that the "virgin shall conceive and 

bear a son." 

Most Chinese versions have followed the reading "virgin" for Isa 7: 14 and used the 

same word for Matthew 1 :23. The most frequently used Chinese terms are t6ngnu i:-k 

(GU, BCV, JOHN, JOHNM, SJM, UV, NCV, CLB, SJ) and chimu liz.-k (e.g. MAR, DV, 

SJ). Although t6ngnu is used less than chimu in secular contexts, they are synonymous. 

Chimu is the most widely used term to encompass the exclusive meaning of the English 

term "virgin." Like English, it can also be used metaphorically, as in chunu hang liz.-k-itt 

("virgin voyage"). The term t6ngnu may be a better translation of ii??~li' because it 

contains the word tong, meaning "child." The rarity of the word in colloquial discourse in 

Mandarin could be an advantage because the emphasis is now on the youthfulness of the 

woman, not her lack of any sexual experience. T6ngnu is therefore a preferable 

translation for ii~~l7. 
T : -

Other translations use different Chinese words to translate ii??~li' and TTap8Evo~. SB 

uses zhennu ~ -k (lit. "virtuous woman") for both passages in Isaiah and Matthew. LU 

uses shaofo '.Jt'itt in Isaiah but t6ngnu in Matthew. SJ uses t6ngnu in Isaiah but chimu in 

Matthew. The TCV also uses two different words for the two passages: gufnu F:t'j-k in Isa 

7: 14 and ton gnu in Matthew 1 :23. 176 According to relevance theory, referring to both 

passages with the same Chinese word would have the advantage of demanding less effort 

from the reader. Also, choosing the most common word, in this case, chunu, would also 

promote comprehension. Nonetheless, t6ngnu is the more meaningful and better choice 

of translation for both ii??~li' and TTap8Evo~. It fulfills Nida's principles of functional 

176 Gulnil denotes "unmarried woman" or "daughter" in colloquial Mandarin. 



equivalence while maintaining the standards of formal translation that call for accuracy 

and preservation of multiple senses, which Ryken advocates. 

2.2.4.8. Role and Responsibility of the Bible Translator 
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The task of Bible translation goes beyond Catford and Nida's definitions of translation 

in terms of "a process of substituting a text in one language for a text in another," or 

simply matching equivalence in the SL with the equivalence in the RL. 177 The role of the 

Bible translator resembles that of a spokesperson of ancient authority, whose voice can 

only be heard through faithful and diligent study of the biblical texts. The Bible translator 

is responsible for ensuring that biblical texts are accurately translated, with respect to its 

grammatical structure, and lexical, formal and functional representations in the RL. It is 

also the Bible translator's job to preserve the characteristics of the Bible, including 

figurative expressions and textual ambiguities. These challenges continue to face the 

Chinese Bible translator. 

2.2.5. Conclusion 

The ultimate goal of this survey of translation theories is to provide the basis of 

translation approaches adopted for this study. Although the primary focus of the study is 

concentrated on translating Greek verbal aspect into Mandarin verbal aspect, the daunting 

challenge of translating the Bible demands the formulation of a translation theory that is 

solidly based on modem linguistic research and scholarship. The following chapters will 

integrate the critical insights presented in this section and continue to develop the 

author's translation theory to its fullest potential for subsequent application. 

177 Catford, Linguistic Theory, 1. 



2.3. Conclusion 

This chapter addresses crucial issues involved in translating the Bible into Chinese 

and offers critical reviews of current translation theories and their applications to the 

practice of Chinese Bible translation. A historical overview of the Chinese Bible is 

provided as a way of introducing major issues related to linguistic, conceptual, and 

logistical challenges. In the following chapters, these surveyed Chinese Bible versions, 

which number over sixty, along with Nestorian, Manichaean, and Catholic documents, 

will be critically evaluated with special emphasis on their translation of Greek verbal 

aspect. Finally, the translation theory proposed in the second half of this chapter will be 

applied to the translation of two sample passages in John 18-19 and 1 Corinthians 15. 

66 
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CHAPTER 3 VERBAL ASPECT IN MANDARIN CHINESE AND NEW 

TESTAMENT GREEK 

3.0. Introduction 

The current chapter begins with an introduction to general studies of aspect (3 .1 ). The 

chapter then divides into two main parts, focusing on Mandarin Chinese aspect (3.2) and 

New Testament Greek aspect (3.3). The purpose of the chapter is two-fold: to provide 

critical reviews of previous studies on the subjects in discussion, and to supply outlines of 

methodology needed for translating the Bible from Greek into Mandarin. 

3.1. General Theories of Aspect 

3.1.1. Introduction 

Over the last sixty years, general studies of aspect have received much scholarly 

attention. The term "aspect" was first used by the French linguist C.P. Reiff in the early 

nineteenth century to translate the Russian word BH.LJ:, which refers to the perfective and 

imperfective aspects ( coBepI1IeHHOCT1:1 1:1 HecoBepI1IeHHOCT1:1), as well as to Aktionsarten 

( crroco6h1 .n:elicTBmI or "modes of action"). 1 It was not until the 1930s that it became the 

accepted term for the study of aspect. Jens Holt coined the classic definition of aspect as 

"les manieres diverses de concevoir l'ecoulement du prod~s meme."2 In the second half 

1 "Les verbes russes, qui n'ont que ces trios temps, ont d'autres inflexions pour designer diverses 
circonstances qui accompagnent !'action, comme la dun~e, l'accomplissement, la reiteration. Ces diverses 
nuances, auxquelles des grammairiens russes donnent le nom d' aspects ou de degres, s'expriment par des 
desinences ou par des prepositions." See Reiff, Grammaire fram;:ois-russe, 86. For discussions of Russian 
aspect and Aktionsart, see, for example, Maslov, 'Tnaroni.tti.rll: BH.z:r,," 158-59; Maslov, "Outline," 1 n. 1. 
Aktionsart is recognized as a distinct category from aspect by some aspectologists (e.g. Bache) but not by 
others (e.g. Comrie). See discussions below. 
2 Holt, Etudes d'aspect, 6. Comrie translates it "different ways of viewing the internal temporal 
constituency of a situation." Comrie, Aspect, 3 n. 1. A similar definition, "different ways of viewing a 
situation," is also found in Li and Thompson, Grammar, 184. 
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of the twentieth century, many aspectologists, such as Bernard Comrie, followed Holt to 

define aspect as "different ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a 

situation. "3 

3.1.2. Aspect and Aktionsart 

Aspect is often confused with Aktionsart (German for "kind of action"). The 

confusion, unfortunately, is not merely terminological but conceptual. Comrie describes 

their differences in two ways: 

The first distinction is between aspect as grammaticalisation of the relevant semantic distinctions, 
while aktionsart [sic] represents lexicalisation of the distinctions, irrespective of how these 
distinctions are lexicalized; this use of aktionsart [sic] is similar to the notion of inherent 
meaning ... The second distinction ... is between aspect as grammaticalisation of the semantic 
distinction, and aktionsart [sic] as lexicalisation of the distinction provided that the lexicalisation 
is by means of derivational morphology.4 

Since derivative morphological studies (e.g. prefixed verbs) done mostly by 

aspectologists of Slavic languages are no longer prevalent, the second distinction that 

Comrie highlights does not apply here. 5 Comrie's first distinction remains important 

because it is the most common view of the fundamental differences between aspect and 

Aktionsart. For this reason, aspect is often referred to as grammatical aspect, whereas 

Aktionsart is referred to as lexical aspect. Comrie is mistaken, however, when he replaces 

Aktionsart with "inherent meaning" and groups it together with grammaticalized aspect 

to form one general category of aspect in order to avoid possible "confusion" caused by 

3 Comrie, Aspect, 3, n. 1. Throughout the current study the term "aspectology" is used as an umbrella term 
to refer to general studies of aspect, whereas "aspectuality" refers to the specific aspectual system of a 
language. 
4 Comrie, Aspect, 6-7, n. 4. 
5 See, for example, Maslov, "Outline," 40. 
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the two senses of Aktionsart he identified. 6 Comrie' s conflation of aspect and Aktionsart 

is built upon by John Lyons, who substitutes "aspectual character" for Aktionsart.7 

Aspect belongs to subjective categories involving the locutionary agent's (i.e. 

speaker's, writer's, or utterer's) particular viewpoint (perfective, imperfective, or stative) 

expressed morphologically by a verb. Aktionsart, on the other hand, is often described as 

relating to objective categories concerning the procedural characteristics (i.e. manner in 

which action proceeds) of the presented situation. 8 In other words, while aspect is 

manifested at the grammatical level, Aktionsart is manifested at the lexical level. Bache 

argues that the relationship between the two categories should be regarded as "quasi-

objective" rather than "quasi-subjective" because inherent meaning is psychological in 

nature and the typology of situation is defined only in the projected world, not the real 

one.9 

The exact relationship between aspect and Aktionsart continues to be a matter of 

scholarly contention. While many aspectologists continue to use the term Aktionsart, 

there are those such as Comrie and Lyons who have introduced alternative terms that they 

have incorporated into the broad categories of aspect. Others, including Bache, and 

Bertinetto and Delfitto, have used "action" or "actionality" to designate Aktionsart, and 

6 Comrie, Aspect, 6-7, n. 4. 
7 Lyons, Semantics, vol. 2, 706. 
8 See, for example, Forsyth, Grammar, 29-31, 356. Forsyth's mentioning of procedurals is based on 
Maslov's discussion (cnoco6h1 .neH.cTBHH) in Maslov, "EomapcKOM," 160, 165. Bache follows Forsyth and 
defines Aktionsart in terms of"the procedural characteristics (i.e. the 'phasal structure', 'time extension' 
and 'manner of development') ascribed to a given situation referred to by a verb phrase, whereas aspect 
reflects the situation focus with which a situation is represented." Bache, "Aspect and Aktionsart," 70; 
Bache, Study, 218. Bache sees aspect as metalinguistic categories, that is, categories that are operated in 
universal grammar, and that are used to describe language. 
9 Bache, "Aspect and Aktionsart," 62, 71; Bache, Basb0ll, and Lindberg, Tense, Aspect, and Action, 217. 
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advocate treating it separately from the study of aspect. 10 Those who follow Comrie and 

Lyons, notably Carlota Smith and her followers (e.g. Michaelis, Xiao and McEnery, 

Fanning, Olsen), have equated "situation aspect," or "lexical aspect," with Aktionsart. 

3.1.3. Universal Grammar vs. Language Typology 

The study of aspect can be divided into two groups according to their different 

fundamental assumptions. The first group assumes all languages operate within the 

framework of universal grammar proposed by Chomsky, Greenberg, and Montague. 11 

The second group assumes that languages function according to their typological 

variations. The former approach is advocated by aspectologists that include Dowty, 

Comrie, Verkuyl, Bache, and Smith, whereas the latter is represented by Forsyth, Dahl, 

and Santos. 12 With very few exceptions (e.g. Bache), those who accept universal 

grammar as their guiding principle almost always include Aktionsart as part of their 

treatment of aspect. 13 

3.1.4. Aspectual Oppositions 

Many aspectologists treat aspect in terms of binary oppositions between the perfective 

and the imperfective. The notion of binary oppositions, introduced by early writers of the 

Prague school, is extremely important. Some (e.g. Forsyth, Ruiperez, Olsen) describe the 

10 Bache, Basb0ll, and Lindberg, Aspect, Tense, and Action, 217. See also Bertinetto and Delfitto, "Aspect 
vs. Actionality." 
11 Key contributions include Chomsky's early work on generative grammar: Chomsky, Syntactic Structures; 
Chomsky, Lectures. See also Greenberg, Language Universals. For a helpful introduction to universals and 
typology, see Croft, Typology and Universals, 1-30. 
12 Dowty, "Towards a Semantic Analysis," 45-77; Dowty, Word Meaning and Montague Grammar; Dahl, 
Tense and Aspect Systems; Santos, Translation-Based Corpus Studies. Montague, "Contributions." 
13 Bache often includes Aktionsart as a separate category (i.e. "action") in his discussions on tense and 
aspect. See, for example, Bache, Aspect, Tense, and Action. 
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oppositions as privative; 14 others (e.g. Gao, Porter) as equipollent. 15 The concept of 

privative and equipollent oppositions was first introduced by Trubetzkoy in his 

classification of phonic oppositions. According to Trubetzkoy, 

Privative Oppositionen sind solche, bei denen das eine Oppositionsglied dur das Vorhandensein, 
das andere <lurch das Nichtvorhandensein eines Merkrnales gekennzeichnet sind, z. B. 
,stimmhalft' - ,stimmlos' ,nasaliert' - ,unnasaliert', ,gerundet' - ,ungerundet' usw ... 
Aquipollente Oppositionen sind solche, deren beide Glieder logisch gleichberechtigt sind, d. i. 
Weder als zwei Stufen einer Eigenschaft noch als Vemeinung und Bejahung einer Eigenschaft 
gewertet werden, z. B. deutsch p-t,fk usw. Die aquipollenten Oppositionen sind in jedem System 
die allerhaufigsten. 16 

In the nineteenth century, L. Razmusen provided the classic description of aspectual 

oppositions, defining the perfective aspect as "an action considered as a single whole 

( O.JJ:HO uenoe )," while expressing the imperfective as "an action considered only from the 

point of view of its concrete, denotative features (Ber.u;ecrneHHhIX [ 3HaMeHaTeJThHhIX] 

CBOHX rrpH3HaKoB) without reference to its totality."17 Comrie follows this definition but 

adds that the perfective does not distinguish between the various separate phases that 

make up that situation, while the imperfective focuses on the internal structure of the 

situation. 18 Concerning aspectual meaning, Bache states that the perfective aspect carries 

the meaning of situational completeness, whereas the imperfective denotes a sense of 

situational progression. 19 

14 Those who describe aspect in terms of privative oppositions include Ruiperez, Estructura; Forsyth, 
Grammar; Olsen, Semantic and Pragmatic Model. 
15 Lyons defines the equipollent oppositions in terms of"a relation in which each of the contrasting 
lexemes denotes a positive property." Lyons, Semantics, vol. 1, 279. Those who describe aspect in terms of 
equipollent oppositions include, for example, Gao and Porter. See Gao, Grammar, 186-99; Porter, Verbal 
Aspect. 
16 Trubetzkoy, Grundziige der Phonologie, 67; 66-75. Punctuation marks are the same as in the original. 
See also Forsyth, Grammar, 6-15. Lyons, Semantics, vol. 1, 279. 
17 Razmusen, "O rnaronhHhIX speMeHax," 275 (1891) 379. Cited in Forsyth, Grammar, 8. See also Maslov, 
"EonrapCKOM," 158, 310. 
18 Comrie, Aspect, 16. 
19 Bache, Aspect, Tense, and Action, 260. 
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In his aspectual hierarchy, Comrie divides the imperfective into habitual and 

continuous (either nonprogressive or progressive), and the perfective into four 

subcategories (result, experiential, persistent, and recent past).20 It should be noted that 

Comrie's subcategories of the perfective are not to be accepted as genuine aspectual 

oppositions, as Bache has pointed out, because they are merely definable in terms of 

inherent meanings.21 

3.1.5. Carlota Smith's Two-Component Theory 

3.1.5.1. Introduction 

Although clear distinctions have been made between aspect and Aktionsart in this 

chapter, the plethora of current literature (especially those devoted to the study of 

Chinese aspect) necessitates the introduction of the role Aktionsart plays in the study of 

aspect. In The Parameter of Aspect, Carlota Smith develops her two-component theory 

on the basis of several key linguistic principles defined by universal grammar 

(Chomsky's) and by the Prague School (notions of markedness).22 She also implements 

Discourse Representation Theory to analyze the aspectual systems of five different 

languages (English, French, Russian, Chinese, and Navajo). 23 Her two-component theory 

20 Comrie, Aspect, 25, 58-64. 
21 Bache, "Aspect and Aktionsart." This has also been cited by Porter in Porter, Verbal Aspect, 46. 
22 The notion of"markedness" derives from the early works of the Prague School linguists. John Lyons 
provides a helpful summary of the three key senses ofmarkedness in lexical structure: formal, 
distributional, and semantic markedness. Lyons, Semantics, vol. 1, 305-11. See discussions in 3.2.5, p. 116 
below. For a recent review of Smith's theory, see Klein, Li, and Hendriks, "Aspect and Assertion," 735-39. 
Klein et al. posit an alternative framework of analysis of the four aspect marks (-le, -guo, -zhe, and zai). 
Their analysis, being largely built upon the works of Smith and Mangione and Li, is concerned with time 
intervals and temporal relations that these aspect markers situate and assert. It is essentially a model of 
Aktionsart. See Mangione and Li, "Compositional Analysis," 65-122. 
23 Discourse Representation theory is a kind of semantic algebra useful for analyzing small discourse. It 
was developed by Kamp and Heim. It should be pointed out that Smith's application of the theory is limited 
to analyses at the sentential level. See Kamp, "Theory of Truth," 277-322; Kamp, "Evenements, 
Representations Discursives," 39-64. See also Heim, "Semantics." 
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of aspect consists of "viewpoint aspect" (i.e. grammatical aspect) and "situation aspect" 

(Aktionsart). She claims that the theory also allows integration of aspect with other 

semantic features of sentences, such as temporal location. 24 The influence of Smith's 

two-component theory on the study of aspect is evident in more than a dozen recent 

publications and doctoral theses on Chinese aspect (e.g. Xiao and McEnery, Kang).25 

Like Comrie, Smith is concerned with providing a universal linguistic account of a theory 

of aspect. Smith argues that aspectual meanings are grammaticalized through these two 

types of categories: 

The categories of viewpoint aspect are overt, whereas situation aspect is expressed in covert 
categories ... viewpoint is generally indicated morphologically, with affixes or other designated 
morphemes. Situation type is conveyed more abstractly, by the verb and its arguments, or verb 
constellation [according to Henk Verkuyl 1972). The forms that specify each aspectual component 
co-exist in a sentence. 26 

3.1.5.2. Situation Aspect 

Situation aspect is often equated with lexical aspect, or Aktionsart, for it focuses on 

the inherent meaning of the verb at the lexical level. Situation aspect was proposed by 

Zeno Vendler, a professor of philosophy, in 1967.27 In addition to the binary oppositions 

between the perfective and imperfective aspect, three sets of aspectual oppositions can be 

observed here: [±dynamic], [±durative], and [±telic]. 

Vendler's four categories of aspectual situations in English are: 

24 Smith, Parameter, xvi. 
25 Xiao and McEnery, Aspect; Kang, "Composition." For an early work of conflating Aktionsart and aspect 
in the study of Mandarin aspect based on the framework of transformational grammar, see Teng, "Negation 
and Aspect," 14-37; Rohsenow, "Unified Treatment," 523-32; Rohsenow, "Syntax and Semantics." 
26 Smith, Parameter, xiv, 5. Xiao and McEnery's definition, "the study of linguistic devices that enables a 
speaker to direct the hearer's attention to the temporality of a situation, either intrinsic [inherent] or viewed 
from a certain perspective," is basically derived from Smith's understanding of aspect. Xiao and McEnery, 
Aspect, I. 
27 Vendler, "Verbs and Times," 97-121. 
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• Activities [+dynamic], [+durative], [-telic] 

e.g. run, walk, swim, push, pull, etc. 

• Accomplishments [+dynamic], [+durative], [+telic] 

e.g. run a mile, paint a picture, draw a circle, write a letter, kill, walk to school, 

attend a class, recover from illness, get ready for something, etc. 

• Achievements [+dynamic], [-durative], [+telic] 

e.g. win a race, find the treasure, reach the top, recognize, find, lose, spot, 

identify, cross the border, start, stop, resume, be born, die, etc. 

• States [-dynamic], [+durative], [-telic] 

e.g. have, think, know, believe, love, hate, be tall, own, desire, rule, 

dominate, etc. 

Vendler's model is most convincing in his own words: 

... the concept of activities calls for periods of time that are not unique or definite. 
Accomplishments, on the other hand, imply the notion ofunique and definite time periods. In an 
analogous way, while achievements involve unique and definite time instants, states involve time 
instants in an indefinite and nonunique (sic) sense.28 

A few years before Vendler put forth his classification, Anthony Kenny had in fact 

come up with his own version nearly identical to Vendler' s except that he collapsed the 

accomplishments and achievements into "performances."29 Because he has pointed out 

the similarities between his and Aristotle's categories, Kenny's taxonomy of verbs is 

referred to by some as "Aristotelian aspect."30 Vendler and Kenny's classifications are 

sometimes called "Vendler-Kenny" categories of verbs. 

28 Vendler, "Verbs and Times," 106--07. 
29 Kenny, Action, Emotion and Will, 172-86. 
30 See, for example, Binnick, Time and the Verb, 139-49, 170-78. Binnick sees aspect, Aktionsart, and 
Aristotelian aspect as three distinct categories. To avoid confusion, this distinction is not maintained here. 
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Later aspectologists (e.g. Comrie and Smith) have added a fifth situation, semelfactive, 

to establish atelic punctiliar dynamic verbs (e.g. knock, tap, cough).31 Chart 3.1 below 

illustrates the five aspectual situations according to Smith.32 Aspectual meanings found in 

these situations are discussed differently by others (e.g. Maslov has different terms for 

each set of aspectual situations).33 

State 
[-dynamic] 
[ +durative] 

[-telic] 

[ +durative] 

Accomplishment 
[ +telic] 

Event 
[+dynamic] 

[-durative] 

Activity 
[-telic] 

Achievement 
[+telic] 

Chart 3.1. Smith's situation types 

Semelfactive 
[-telic] 

Recently, Xiao and McEnery have extended Smith's two-component theory to 

develop a two-level model of situation aspect.34 They use the labels [±telic] and 

[±bounded] to distinguish between temporal and spatial endpoints. They also add 

[±results] for each situation type (e.g. accomplishments are the only situation type labeled 

with a plus).35 Furthermore, statives are divided into "individual-level" and "stage-level" 

states. The strength of their argument undoubtedly is that the study is corpus-based, as 

31 Semelfactive derives from the Russian MrHOBeHHbiii, meaning "momentary." Comrie defines it as "a 
situation that takes place once and once only (e.g. one single cough)." Comrie, Aspect, 43, n. 2. 
32 Chart 3. I is based on Carlota Smith's temporal features of the situation types summarized in Smith, 
Parameter, 20. Here Smith, however, uses [±Static] instead of[±dynamic]. 
33 Maslov prefers npe.n:eJihHbIB or "limited" (or "terminative") as opposed to telic situation types. Maslov, 
"Outline," 7 n. 19; 6--13. 
34 Xiao and McEnery, "Corpus-Based," 325--63. This same article is reprinted in a summary form in Xiao 
and McEnery, "Situation Aspect," 185-200. 
35 See Xiao and McEnery, "Situation Aspect," 339. 
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opposed to that of Smith, whom they claim, "focuses her aspectual classification directly 

on idealized situations at the sentential level."36 The Chinese corpus that Xiao and 

McEnery have used, however, is a rather small journalistic one that does not include the 

Bible. It does not represent writings of mixed genres, which may include religious, 

philosophical, or historical content.37 Xiao and McEnery's two-level model of situation 

aspect (basic and derived categories) may be considered superfluous, since Smith has 

already discussed some of the observations it presents. 

3.1.5.3. Smith's Viewpoint Types 

Since the purpose of the current study is translating New Testament Greek aspect into 

Chinese aspect, a full review of Smith's two-component theory is not needed. It is 

necessary, however, to evaluate in more detail her treatment of what she calls the 

"viewpoint types" of aspect. Smith compares aspectual viewpoints with the focus of a 

camera lens, which presents situations from a particular perspective.38 She identifies not 

b hr 
. . 39 

two ut t ee v1ewpomt types: 

• Perfective: a situation in its entirety, including both initial (I) and final (F) 

endpoints [I F] 

//////// 

• Imperfective: part of a situation, including neither initial nor final endpoints 

[I..////// .. F] 

36 Xiao and McEnery, "Situation Aspect," 330. The same accusation is repeated on the next page. Smith is 
aware of this limitation as she herself has noted in Smith, Parameter, 86. 
37 The Weekly Corpus is drawn from post-1949 secular Mainland Mandarin texts. Xiao and McEnery, 
"Situation," 332-33. 
38 Smith, Parameter, 2. Similar analogy is also found in Hewson and Bubenik, Tense and Aspect, 3-4. 
39 Smith, Parameter, 3. 
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• Neutral: flexible, including the initial endpoint of a situation and at least one 

internal state [I. ]40 

Smith does not follow Comrie's subcategories of perfective and imperfective aspects, 

rather, she emphasizes the contrastive viewpoints between a closed (i.e. perfective) and 

an open (i.e. imperfective) situation in conceptual or narrative time. In Smith's two-

component theory, the perfective aspect generally presents situations as punctual and 

does not apply to stative situations, which have no endpoints in the temporal schema. 

They have no duration semantically unless they are specifically marked with duration, as 

in(l).41 

(1) The king reigned for thirty years. 

Smith argues that viewpoint types are realized in many languages by means of verb 

inflection. For example, the English perfective viewpoint is signaled by the simple form 

of the main verb. In Japanese, it is signaled by attaching the auxiliary verb ta t:. to the 

main verb.42 In Mandarin, where there is no verb inflection, the perfective viewpoint is 

expressed by the morphemes -le T and experiential -guo ~, and by resultative verb 

complements (RVCs). The imperfective viewpoint, on the other hand, is signaled by the 

auxiliary be + ing in English and by attaching the auxiliary verb te iru -C "\ .; to the 

main verb in Japanese. 

40 General temporal schemas and explanations are from Smith, Parameter, 66, 73, 81. 
41 Smith, Parameter, 72. 
42 The example of Japanese is mine. For discussions on Japanese verbal aspect, see, for example, 

Yoshimoto, Tense and Aspect; Suzuki ~ * ~. Kodai Nihongo dos hi; Suzuki ~ *1¥ :;t., "Fifty Years," 
1-13. 
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3.1.5.4. Smith's Neutral Viewpoint Type 

While traditional aspectologists deal with only the perfective and imperfective 

viewpoint types, Smith includes a third type, the neutral viewpoint, which was initially 

proposed by Carr and Halliday.43 The neutral viewpoint presents a situation that is 

aspectually vague because it lacks a viewpoint morpheme.44 She describes it as "a default 

with a positive semantic value" that allows both closed and open readings.45 She claims 

that the neutral viewpoint is realized in some languages (e.g. French and Mandarin) but 

not in others (e.g. English). 

Smith's third viewpoint type has not been accepted by most of her peers. Among those 

who have rejected it are Xiao and McEnery, who follow Smith's two-component theory 

in their recent corpus-based treatment of Mandarin aspect.46 The problem with Smith's 

proposal is that it is not a global theory of aspect. The neutral viewpoint is only realized 

in those few selected languages that Smith analyzes. In the case of Mandarin, the neutral 

aspect may appear to offer insights into the semantics of Chinese verbs; however, upon 

closer examination it turns out not to be the case. Consider the following example: 

Ruo kou ren Yesu weizhii, xin xin Shangdi sii zhI, ze dejiu. 

If you acknowledge with mouth Jesus as Lord, and believe in the heart that God 

revived him, you will be saved. 

43 Carr, '"Characterization," 78-81; Halliday, "Grammatical Categories," 193-95; Halliday, Language, 82-
85. A few others also treat the neutral aspect as an independent type of Mandarin aspect lacking aspect 
morpheme. See Chen Gwang-tsai, "Aspect Markers," 43. 
44 Smith, Parameter, 77-81. 
45 Smith, Parameter, 77-78. 
46 Xiao and McEnery, Aspect. 
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(2) is the DV' s rendering of EOV TTtITTEVCTlJ<; EV Tij Kap8i~ CTOV on 0 8Eo<; QUTOV 

~yEtpEv EK VEKpwv, aw8~a1J in wenli style. In Smith's terms, all of the Chinese verbs 

convey the neutral aspect: ren ("acknowledge"), xin ("believe"), su ("revive"), and dejiu 

("be saved"). Each verb has both a closed and an open reading. Classical Chinese lacks 

the aspect morphemes -le, -guo, zai, and -zhe found in Mandarin.47 Even in Mandarin, 

aspect morphemes are optional and often omitted in both spoken and written discourse. In 

(2) the verbs used in Rom 10:10 all lack viewpoint morphemes in most Mandarin 

versions (e.g. UV, LU, TCV, NCV, CLB). Although Mandarin is equipped with clearly 

identifiable aspect markers, diachronic evidence suggests that it retains linguistic features 

derived directly from classical Chinese.48 Therefore, it is a serious mistake to assume that 

any Mandarin verb with no aspect morpheme belongs to the neutral aspect. 

Smith is correct, however, when she points out that aspect morphemes are optional in 

Mandarin. She observes: 

Viewpoint morphemes are syntactically optional, making the neutral viewpoint always available in 
principle. The presence of an explicit viewpoint morpheme therefore carries a certain emphasis not 
available in languages for which viewpoint is syntactically obligatory.49 

47 Robert Morrison, however, has used -guo (e.g. Mark 2: 12, Luke 14: 18-20) and -le (e.g. John 18:30, 33) 
to translate the Greek aorist tense-form in his wenli New Testament. These must be ruled out as exceptions. 
It needs to be noted that particles such as qi .:ft., Jue lfx., ye ~. yf * used in Early and Late Archaic Chinese 
are not genuine aspect morphemes as Egerod has claimed. See Egerod, "Aspect," 278-86. 
48 Classical Chinese employs verb complements to express aspect. For example, the RVC jun ("complete") 
is used to convey the perfective aspect in Shangdi gong jun J:..-t l.Jil ("God finished working," Gen 2:2, 
DV). For this reason, wenli versions of the Chinese Bible are considered in this dissertation. Some argue 
that RVCs (as well as IDVCs) are frequently attested in historical and literary writings of classical Chinese 
(e.g. (t.iC.)), <Cl-t")), @-t"li.}&) as early as in the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.E.-220 C.E.). See Yu '*1iitf, 
"On the Origin and Development," 114-26; Wang.£. fJ, History, vol. 2, 301-04; Yang~~~, 
"Notes," 29-48; Xu ii- ff, Typological Change, 161, 146-88. It is worth noting that the classical texts 
throughout Xu's monograph are cited erroneously in a mixture of simplified and traditional characters. This 
is an unacceptable practice for any scholarly writing on classical Chinese. Others opinions vary, but most 
agree that RVCs were fully developed no later than the Tang Dynasty (618-906 C.E). See Ota, Historical 
Grammar, 204-22; Ota, Historical Study, 173-76; Jiang, "Genesis," 367-81; Antonian, "Diachronic 
Analysis," 383-403; Wang.£.~~, Diachronic Analysis, 57-104. 
49 Smith, Parameter, 263. 
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Unfortunately, Smith does not elaborate on the sort of emphasis there is in situations 

marked with aspect morphemes. She is correct, though, as far as seeing the problem in 

terms of conventions of use that are "pragmatic in nature and therefore cannot be stated at 

the level of syntactic or semantic structure. "50 In addition to pragmatics, discourse factors 

also play a crucial role. Chang has observed that the perfective morpheme -le, for 

example, is often omitted and reserved for the peak event in narrative discourse.51 In 

Bible translation, these considerations must be included and taken seriously. The problem 

of Smith's neutral viewpoint will receive further examination in 3.2.5. 

3.1.5.5. Contrastive Aspectual Studies 

a. Yuriy Maslov 

Recent works on contrasting aspectual systems between languages are numerous. The 

languages that enjoy well-received attention are Slavic, Germanic, Romance, Nordic, 

Sanskrit, and Baltic languages (including ancient Greek).52 Several contrastive aspectual 

studies of non ludo-European languages such as Japanese and Mandarin have also 

appeared in recent decades.53 Maslov's 1985 essay on contrastive aspectology has 

become a classic and some of his insights will serve as guidelines for the current study in 

working with both Greek and Mandarin aspectual systems. 

50 Smith, Parameter, 280. 
51 See the unpublished thesis by Chang in Chang, "Particle Le," l 09. See also Hu $: 1"R~ and Chang, 
"Discourse Function," 309-34; Ross, "Temporal," 93. 
52 See, for example, Maslov's article on aspect in the contemporary Bulgarian literary language, Maslov, 
"EonrapcKOM," 157-312. See also Maslov, Forsyth, and Forsyth, Contrastive Studies. For contrastive 
studies of Russian (including Old Slavonic) and ancient Greek aspect, see, for example, Navratil, Beitrag; 
Shafranov, "I1ccJie~oBam1e," 25-30, 107-36. For Sanskrit and ancient Greek, see, for example, Gonda, 
Character; Banerjee, Inda-European Tense and Aspect. For Modem Greek and ancient Greek, see, for 
example, Humbert, "Verbal Aspect," 21-28; Bubenik, "From Ancient to Modem Greek," 249-64; Lallot, 
"Aspects contrastes," 247-65. 
53 For a contrastive aspectual study of Japanese and English, see, for example, Yoshimoto, Tense and 
Aspect. See reviews on Mandarin below. 
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Two of Maslov's ideas are particularly pertinent. One concerns his emphasis on giving 

priority to functional-semantic similarities and differences between languages before 

considering external structure. 54 The other relates to his comment that "the distribution of 

particular aspectual meanings in one language is not isomorphic with their distribution in 

another."55 This is an especially welcome confirmation of the observations made above 

concerning the neutral viewpoint type in Mandarin. Quite obviously, the Greek perfective 

aspect would not necessarily correspond exactly to the Mandarin perfective in every 

detail of semantic and syntactic significance. 

Some additional comments Maslov makes on the analysis of translation in contrastive 

studies deserve further notice. He suggests taking several translations of the same work 

made by different translators in order to achieve greater objectivity. 56 This supports the 

use of more than sixty Chinese Bible versions with different writing styles in the current 

study to assist in analysis. Maslov's advice on carrying out bidirectional analysis of 

translated texts, however, is not applicable here, since the aim of Bible translation is 

limited to only one direction (i.e. from Greek to Mandarin). 

This realization with respect to Maslov' s advocacy of bidirectional analysis also 

underlines the purpose of the current study, of which the scope is not limited to merely 

contrasting aspectual systems of Greek and Mandarin. The primary concern is Bible 

translation, and discovering how Greek and Mandarin aspectuality can assist the 

translator to achieve the goal ofrendering the Bible more accurately, elegantly, and 

meaningfully. 

54 Maslov, "Outline," 39--41. 
55 Maslov, "Outline," 42. 
56 Maslov, "Outline," 43. 
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b. Zhang Lihua 

Previous studies on contrastive aspectology of Mandarin and other languages are few 

and unsatisfactory. Apart from Xiao and McEnery's work on Mandarin and English, 

recent works include Lihua Zhang's A Contrastive Study of Aspectuality in German, 

English. and Chinese. 57 Zhang's work is defective and flawed in many fundamental areas, 

and thus is not reviewed here in full. The most serious mistakes in this study undermine 

her understanding of aspect. For example, she disregards Maslov's warning not to 

confuse prefixed verbs with aspect. 58 Along with prefixed verbs, she also treats 

postverbial particles, both of which should be categorized under Aktionsart. Furthermore, 

her work is filled with confused terminology and awkward English expressions. Although 

Zhang has followed the bidirectional analysis of translated texts between languages 

suggested by Maslov, it is unclear whether or not the Chinese translation is based on the 

English translation or the German original. 59 

3.1.5.6. Conclusion 

This section covers major discussions of general theories of aspect. Aspect is treated 

here as the locutionary's choice of viewing a situation, either as perfective or 

imperfective, expressed by means of verbal morphology. Perfective aspect views the 

situation as a whole, whereas imperfective aspect views it as an ongoing process. It 

should be emphasized that aspect and Aktionsart are two separate categories, and that 

57 Zhang, Contrastive Study. 
58 Maslov, "Outline," 40--41. Shafranov, for example, has conducted a detailed comparative analysis of the 
prefixes in Russian and in ancient Greek from Xenophon's Anabasis. See Shafranov, "PyccKoM 11 

rpeqecKOM rnarone," 25-30, 107-36. 
59 Maslov, "Outline," 43. The German work chosen as the basis for her contrastive study is Heinrich Boll's 
Der Mann mit den Messern. In Gesammelte Erzahlungen I, 27-37. The Chinese trans. Dai dao zi de ren 

(( ~ 7J T 6-9 A)) (trans. by He Xin) appeared a year after the English translation (by Vennewitz) in 1987. 
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only aspect will be the focus here. The next two sections deal with two typologically 

different aspectual systems, Mandarin Chinese (3.2) and New Testament Greek (3.3). 

3.2. Verbal Aspect in Mandarin Chinese 

3.2.1. Introduction 

Since the early studies on aspect began more than sixty years ago, considerable 

attention has been focused on verbal aspect in the Chinese language. Many western 

scholars (including those from the Russian school, such as Jaxontov and Maslov) 

frequently refer to the Chinese verbal system in their studies of aspect. Notable western 

scholars include Maspero, Dragunov, Jaxontov, Smith, J. Charles Thompson, and Sandra 

Thompson. Since the late 1960s, some native Chinese speakers have also begun to work 

on Mandarin aspect. Most of these are western-trained linguists (e.g. Li, Tai, Xiao), 

however, a few others are native scholars from Mainland China (e.g. Lil, Wang, Gao). 

Sections 3 .2.2-3 .2.4 include critical reviews of major theoretical approaches and 

discussions of Chinese aspect. 60 These previous studies share a common deficiency in 

that they lack a powerful linguistic model needed to satisfactorily treat the 0 morpheme. 

Section 3.2 concludes with an outline of methodology for treating Chinese aspect 

applicable for the purpose of Bible translation (3.2.5). 

6° For a summary in tabular form of major proposed models of Mandarin aspect, see the Japanese 
translator's Preface in Jaxontov, Chugokugo doshi, 6-7. For outlines of the history of the study of Chinese 
grammar, see, for example, Wang, History; Gong, History. Wang covers from pre-Qin (7'i:.-~"-, before 221 
B.C.E.) to 1949, with emphasis on phonetics, whereas Gong primarily surveys publications of the modem 
period. Gong only includes publications by native speakers in Chinese, and, unfortunately, offers no critical 
review regarding verbal aspect in Chinese. See also Fang '7i it Ii., Collected Essays, 225-51. Fang 
mentions a few names of publications in the 1950s by Russian sinologists. For a survey of early Chinese 
grammatical treatises by western authors, see Summers, Handbook, v-xv. 
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3.2.2. Early Approaches 

3.2.2.1. Francisco Varo'sArte de la Lengua Mandarina compuesto 

The feat of first publishing a Chinese grammar is credited to the Spanish Dominican 

missionary Francisco Varo (1627-87). His Arte de la Lengua Mandarina compuesto 

appeared in Canton in 1703.61 Several subsequent Chinese grammars, such as T.S. 

Bayer's Museum Sinicum, and Etienne Fourmont's Linguae Sinarum Mandarinicae, also 

began circulating in the eighteenth century, however, Varo's grammar deserves special 

notice not only because it was the first of its kind, but also because it was the first attempt 

to systematically treat a spoken language of China, in this case, southern (Nanking) 

Mandarin. 62 

V aro divides his discussion of verbs into indicative and non-indicative moods. 63 The 

indicative further divides into six subcategories: present indicative (0 morpheme), 

imperfect preterit (marked by shi Bf), preterit perfect (liiio j, yf e.. ), pluperfect preterit 

(-guole it!! j, -wanle 7t. j ), future imperfect (Jiang ~ff, hui it), and future perfect (-liiio 

j, -wan 7t., -cheng A). The non-indicative moods include the imperative, optative and 

subjunctive (biibude E :f.11-, yuan ,J.!iJI), infinitive (qu -!-, giii "i~, lai *-,etc.), and even 

participles ( ... de(ren) fr.J(.A.), . .. zhe ;t). In addition to these two categories, Varo also 

introduces the category of passive voice, which he observes as grammatically marked by 

particles, such as shi JC, su6 ?Jt, wei $; and bei ~.Interestingly, these grammatical 

61 Varo, Arte. Varo's biography with an introduction to his grammar can be found in Varo, Francisco 
Varo's Grammar, ix-liii. 
62 Other eighteenth century Chinese grammatical treatises include Bayer et al., Museum Sinicum; Fourmont, 
Linguae Sinarum Mandarinicae. Southern or Nanking Mandarin was distinguished from Northern or 
Peking Mandarin, upon which today's standard Mandarin is based. For introductory comments by 
nineteenth century Chinese grammarians, see, for example, Bazin, Memoire, 6--7. The first Mandarin 
version of the New Testament (1856) was translated into Nanking Mandarin. See 2.1.5, p. 30 above. 
63 Varo, Arte, 49-58. 
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markers remain virtually unchanged even today, and, despite the apparent problems 

related to his dependence on the tense-based system of Latin, V aro' s basic approach to 

the treatment of Mandarin verbs has been deeply imprinted upon future generations of 

grammarians. 

3.2.2.2. Morrison, Marshman, Giitzlaff, Edkins, and Mateer 

In the century following the first publication of Varo's Mandarin grammar, more than 

a dozen Chinese grammars sprang up in different European languages. Among them were 

Robert Morrison's A Grammar of the Chinese Language, Joshua Marshman's Clavis 

Sinica, Karl Friedrich August Giltzlaff's Notices on Chinese Grammar, Joseph Edkins' A 

Grammar of the Chinese Colloquial Language, and Calvin Mateer'sA Course of 

Mandarin Lessons.64 These five grammars deserve special treatment here because they 

were written by those who had been actively involved with translating the Bible from the 

original languages into Chinese. 

a. Robert Morrison 

It is now certain that, as Morrison himself claims, his Grammar of 1816 was the first 

of its kind in English, although it was published a year after Marshman's grammar.65 It is 

64 Marshman, Clavis Sinica; Morrison, Grammar; Giitzlaff, Notices; Edkins, Grammar; Mateer, Course. 
Chinese grammars written by Protestant missionaries are either not treated altogether or not received 
favorably. See, for example, Peyraube who refers to both grammars by Morrison and Marshman as "less 
important" because they are not real grammars but simply a type of language textbook, which introduces 
the language by translated examples. Peyraube, "Some Reflections," 345. Other Chinese grammars 
published in the nineteenth century include Remusat, Elements; Gorn;:alves, Arte China; Summers, 
Handbook; de Premare and Remusat, Notitia Lingure Sinicre; Remusat and de Rosny, Elemens. De 
Premare's Notitia Lingure Sinicre was first completed in 1729 but was not published until 1831. Lobscheid, 
Grammar; Julien, Syntaxe; Bazin, Memoire; Bazin, Grammaire Mandarine; von der Gabelentz, 
Chinesische Grammatik; Imbault-Huart, Manuel. 
65 Morrison, Grammar, iii. Key evidence strongly suggests that Morrsion had finished his grammar in the 
spring of 1811. First, the date in the Preface reads April 2, 1811. Second, by 1815 he took on new projects 
compiling a Chinese-English/English-Chinese dictionary and translating the Bible into wenli Chinese. See 
Morrison, Dictionary. Third, Morrison's widow and Townsend both report that "for some unknown cause," 
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quite possible that the two English missionaries knew each other's work. Although 

Morrison's treatment of Mandarin verbs was rudimentary, it was a revolutionary 

undertaking, not only because it was the first of its kind in English, but also because 

Mandarin had never been used officially in writing and would remain strictly in 

colloquial use for at least another century. 

Morrison clearly anticipated that his work would satisfy the need of (Protestant) 

missionaries working in China for a Mandarin primer.66 Following Varo, Morrison treats 

Mandarin verbs within the traditional western tense and mood categories, however, he 

illustrates the verb system through paradigms, such as "to have" (you ;ff), "to be" (shi 

JC), "to advise" (quan lh), and auxiliary verbs that are "conjugated" in the present, 

imperfect, perfect, pluperfect, and future tenses.67 Again, Morrison follows Varo closely 

by listing five kinds of moods: the indicative, potential, subjunctive, infinitive, and 

participle. The perfect and pluperfect tenses are denoted by the suffix -guo, and are 

differentiated by the adverbs yij'fng t:..f.!~ ("already") and cengj'fng t f.!~ ("once," "ever"). 

Unlike V aro, -le is treated as a post-sentential modal particle, not as an aspect marker 

Morrison had finished his grammar for nearly three years before it was finally printed at the Serampore 
Press in 1815 at the expense of the East India Company for which Morrsion worked as the official 
translator of Chinese. See Morrison, Memoirs of the Life and Labours of Robert Morrison, 298-99; 
Townsend, Robert Morrison, 53, 58. Fourth, Zetzsche has noted an incident in which Morrison accused 
Marshman of plagiarizing his grammar. Marshman responded with the accusation that Morrison was guilty 
of plagiarizing Basset's MSS in his translation of the New Testament. See Zetzsche, Bible in China, 51. 
Finally, Samuel Kidd, professor of Chinese in University College in Malacca, Malaysia, notes that 
Morrison's grammar is "not only the first production of the author, but the first in the English language, on 
Chinese philology." Morrison, Memoirs of the Life and Labours of Robert Morrison, vol. 2, 75. 
66 Varo also had the same goal in mind. 
67 Morrison, Grammar, 113-200. The same word was used by Varo. See Varo, Arte, 51. 
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expressing perfectivity.68 Following Varo, Morrison excludes imperfective markers, such 

as zai and -zhe. 

b. Joshua Marshman 

Joshua Marshman's grammar shares some similarities with Morrison's as both follow 

Varo's basic framework of treating Chinese verbs. For the classifications of moods, 

Marshman follows Morrison closely but adds a brief discussion on the imperative and 

optative moods.69 In reality, however, the two have significantly different approaches to 

treating the Chinese verbal system. For example, Marshman argues that verb inflection is 

irrelevant in Chinese because Chinese verbs do not conjugate in the same way as Indo-

European languages. 70 Hence, unlike Morrison, who uses conjugations of paradigm verbs, 

Marshman discusses verbal syntax with illustrations of wenli Chinese from the classics 

(e.g. Confucian texts) and illustrations of Mandarin from informal discourse and 

conversation. Oddly, even though both had already published at least parts of the New 

Testament by the time their grammars appeared, neither Marshman nor Morrison 

includes illustrations from the Bible. Most importantly, Marshman treats the Chinese 

verbal system in the context of its relation to other languages, such as English, Sanskrit, 

Hebrew, and Greek. For this reason, Marshman's Chinese grammar is perhaps more 

useful for Bible translation than that of Morrison. 

Marshman posits five tenses in Chinese: indefinite/aorist, present, perfect, "past 

connected with time" (or "past time"), and future. 71 According to Marshman, the Chinese 

68 For the term "modal particle," I follow Li and Takahashi. See Li *ft A, Beitrage, 278; Takahashi, "On 
the Use," 220. 
69 Joshua Marshman, Grammar, 405-30. 
70 Marshman, Clavis Sinica, 390. 
71 Marshman, Clavis Sinica, 431---48. 
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aorist corresponds to the Greek aorist tense-form, which expresses the present, past, and 

future time. In contrast to V aro, Marshman asserts that the "simple verb" (i.e. verb 

marked with the 0 morpheme) realizes not the present indicative but the "aorist tense" in 

Chinese, which can be used to render the Greek aorist. 72 The other four tenses are 

signaled by temporal deictic indicators, verbal suffixes, and auxiliary verbs. For example, 

the adverb ffn q.. ("now") expresses the present, shl -Mi ("begin") expresses the "past 

time," and the auxiliary verb jiiing conveys the future. 73 The perfect tense, Marshman 

argues, is signaled by several different morphemes, which include the adverbs yi' e., 

("already"),ji &!~("done"), and chang 'f ("taste," "try"), and aspect perfective 

morphemes -guo, wan ("finish"), and -le.74 Unlike Morrison, Marshman treats the post-

sentential le not as a modal particle but as a marker of the perfect tense. 

c. Karl Friedrich August Giitzlaff 

Gtitzlaffs Notices on Chinese Grammar was published in Batavia in 1842 under the 

pseudonym Philo-Sinensis. Although this volume has been criticized by the 

comtemporary grammarian James Summers for its limited contributions, 75 it is worth 

noting here because it is technically a collaboration between Giltzlaff and Walter H. 

72 Marshman, Clavis Sinica, 433. 
73 For examples of the temporal deixes used in the Analect, see von der Gabelentz, Chinesische Grammatik, 
462-68, 496-97; Ota, Descriptive Grammar, 79-85. 
74 Marshman, Clavis Sinica, 435--42; Marshman correctly notes that -guo, wan, and -le, are frequently 
found in conversation and vernacular discourse, but scarcely or never used in Chinese classical literature. 
Compare Brandt, who categorizes several other particles as the "particles of completed action":jlng ~£, 
Jing -Jt,fang ;if, yijzng, shi ~. cai !.1,, ceng, cengjzng, ye -t, yejlng -f ~.ffe_, yeyi -f e... See Brandt, "Wenli 
Particles," 8-9. 
75 Summers notes that "this work was prepared in haste, and consequently neither the author nor the editor 
did justice to his abilities and acquirements." See Summers, Handbook, ix. 
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Medhurst, both of whom were translators of the Medhurst/Gutzlaff/Bridgman's Version 

of the Chinese Bible (GU). 76 

Although Gutzlaff treats Chinese verbs according to western tense-based categories, 

his remarks on the 0 morpheme are significant. He argues that grammatical particles or 

auxiliaries such as wan '!L,jin '.£, cheng A, -guo, and bi -f-, which are "words 

descriptive of the past tense; as-done, finished" are optional in Chinese (including 

Mandarin). 77 He states, 

As the Chinese verb has not yet been exhibited in all its bearings, we shall be the more particular 
upon this subject. Thus it will be our object to show, how, though devoid of moods and tenses, it is 
made to answer all the purposes of our conjugations and infections; while we must always bear in 
mind, that unless the distinction become necessary, none of the grammatical particles or 
auxiliaries are employed.78 

Unfortunately, Giltzlaff does not elaborate on the conditions in which such distinction 

becomes necessary. Also, lacking the modem linguistic concept of aspect, Gutzlaff 

adopts Morrison's system of tense and mood in Chinese to discuss the 0 morpheme and 

common verbal suffixes. It is these considerations that have limited Gutzlaff s 

contribution to the study of Chinese verbs. Gutzlaff does, however, include a few 

important grammatical particles that had not been treated previously. For example, he 

was the first author to recognize the particle zhengzai iE..,tE. as a marker of imperfect 

tense.79 

76 The title page of this volume identifies Medhurst as the translator. While Giitzlaffpresumably wrote this 
grammar in German, there is no evidence that he ever published it in a language other than English. As 
mentioned above, Summers refers to Medhurst as Giltzlaff's editor. See Summers, Handbook, ix. For the 
discussions of GU, see 2.1.4.2, p. 22 above. In addition to GU, Medhurst also took part in the translation of 
the DV. See 2.1.4.4, p. 24 above. 
77 Giitzlaff, Notices, 86-87. 
78 Giitzlaff, Notices, 77-78; 97. 
79 Giitzlaff, Notices, 98. 
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d. Joseph Edkins 

In the year that the Taiping Rebellion ended in China (1864), Joseph Edkins published 

his second edition of A Grammar of the Chinese Colloquial Language.80 Edkins, who 

was also a prominent English missionary (LMS) actively involved in Bible translation, 

was one of the five original members of the Peking Committee, which published a 

Mandarin version of the New Testament (PK) in 1872.81 Until his death in 1907, Edkins 

served on the committee translating the high wenli Union Version (UVW).82 

Edkins' approach to analyzing Chinese diverges sharply from that of Morrison, 

Marshman, and other grammarians before him. He was aware of the dominant influence 

of the comparative philology of his time in Europe, and quick to point out the 

shortcomings of its application to the study of Chinese. 83 He states, 

Comparative philology has hitherto directed its efforts too exclusively, to languages whose words 
consist of a root and some addition to or modification of the root. The Chinese must be regarded 
as the best type of those languages, which do not admit any modifications of the root, but allow 
the appendage of auxiliary words under a strict law of limitation. 84 

Hence, according to Edkins, one should not be preoccupied with analyzing particles, 

which other grammarians believed could correspond to the verb inflections of Indo-

European languages. Rather, one should focus on the syntax and semantics of compounds 

and auxiliary words. One other distinction in Edkins' approach is that he follows Varo in 

focusing on the spoken language. Rather than the Confucian classics many of his 

8° First edition was published in 1857. 
81 See 2.1.5, p. 30 above. 
82 Edkins was responsible for translating Rev, Jude, and Acts. See Zetzsche, Bible in China, 241. The New 
Testament portion of the UVW was published two years after his death. 
83 Edkins specifically mentions de Premare's work for the heavy influence of the comparative philology 
movement in Europe. He also notes that the grammars by Morrison and Marshman, "fail to convey the 
mind of the student, the richness of its idioms, and the extended development of its peculiar principles." 
See "Preface to the First Edition, 1857'' in Edkins, Grammar, ii. 
84 "Preface to the First Edition, 1857'' in Edkins, Grammar, iii. 
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predecessors use as the basis for illustrations, Edkins chooses the Dream of the Red 

Chamber «~r-~i~)) (mid to late eighteenth century) and the Sacred Edict Colloquialized 

«if., :ft f ~)) (ca. 1849), both of which were written in the contemporary Mandarin 

colloquial and were unavailable during Varo or de Premare's time. 

Although Edkins does not appear to have the modern concept of Aktionsart or aspect, 

his analysis of Mandarin compounds and auxiliary words suggests an affinity towards a 

primitive idea of aspect. For example, -zhe is treated as an auxiliary verb that expresses 

"single action generally."85 He also notes that the "completion" or "non-completion" of 

action is expressed in the negative and affirmative forms by what later grammarians 

would call RVCs, cheng, wan, liao, bi, andjin.86 However, Edkins does not have a clear 

understanding of aspect conveyed by other morphemes, such as lai, qu, and qz1ai, which 

he describes in terms of giving direction to the action, or verb reduplication, which he 

defines as giving the "tentative sense."87 As for other aspect morphemes, such -guo, -le, 

and the 0 morpheme, Edkins follows his predecessors in construing them within the 

western tense-based categories. 

e. Calvin Mateer 

Around the turn of the twentieth century, the study of Chinese had assumed a more 

practical and pedagogical approach (i.e. grammatical lessons with exercises and readings) 

to the spoken language in order to serve a wider public interest. Representatives of 

85 Edkins, Grammar, 175. 
86 Edkins, Grammar, 183-84. This is also noted by James Summers (1829-91), Edkin's contemporary who 
also happened to be British. See Summers, Handbook, 69-75. Summer adds that RVCs are used as 
auxiliary verbs "to limit or perfect the notion of the primitive." Summers, Handbook, 70. For a list of 
common Mandarin RVCs, see Table 3.2, p. 123 below. 
87 Edkins, Grammar, 186. Compare Remusat, who discusses verb reduplication in the sense of 
indefiniteness conveyed by yl, as infiing-yI-fiing ~t..:_~t ("S'enquerir, s'informer"). See Remusat, Elemens, 
158. 
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Mandarin primers from this period include Camille Imbault-Huart's Manuel pratique de 

la langue chinoise parlee, Calvin Mateer's A Course of Mandarin Lessons, Baller's A 

Mandarin Primer, and JozefMullie's The Structural Principles of the Chinese 

Language.88 For the purpose of the current study, only Mateer's work will be reviewed 

here. 

Mateer was the first American to publish a Mandarin primer. Similar to the three 

aforementioned missionaries, Mateer (ABCFM) had the distinguished role of chairing the 

translation committee of the Mandarin Union Version.89 The second edition of his Course 

appeared in 1906, a year before the UV New Testament was published. Overall, Mateer 

follows previous grammatical treatises in his treatment of verbs, especially that of Edkins. 

For example, he recognizes -le as a past tense-marker and !di and qu as auxiliary verbs 

that give direction to the verb. There are several points, however, where Mateer departs 

from Edkins. Mateer identifies qi as an auxiliary verb that expresses a progressive action, 

whereas -zhe "gives the force of the present participle."90 He also adds that verb 

reduplication is used "partly for emphasis, partly to specialize the action expressed."91 

Following de Premare, Mateer also includes a discussion on Chinese four-character set 

phrases, which he calls "quadruplet phrases."92 Unfortunately, both Mateer and de 

88 Wade and Hillier, Progressive Course; Imbault-Huart, Manuel; Mateer, Course; Baller, Mandarin 
Primer; Baller, Idiom; Mullie, Structural Principles. Like Edkins, F.W. Baller (1852-1922; CIM) served 
on the translation committee of the UV (high wenli and Mandarin). 
89 Zetzsche, Bible in China, 255-59. Zetzsche also notes that Mateer's Chinese assistant (1903-08), Wang 
Hsiian-chen, had published his own New Testament in 1933 (WANG). Zetzsche, Bible in China, 262. 
90 Mateer, Course, vol. 1, 70--72; 55-53. 
91 Mateer, Course, vol. 1, 78-80, 319-22. 
92 De Premare, Notitia lingure sinicre, 227-34; Mateer, Course, vol. 1, 597-605. The term "four-character 
set phrase," which translates the Chinese chengyu A 1t ("set phrase") or the Japanese yojijukugo V9 '.f= 
~~("four-character idiomatic compounds") is my own. 
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Premare fail to provide any explanation whatsoever on the meaning or discourse function 

of the set phrases. 

3.2.2.3. Carr, Maspero, Frei, and Prusek 

a. Denzel Carr 

The first person to discuss Mandarin aspect as a modem linguistic category is Denzel 

Carr. With only slight modification, Carr applies Jespersen's scheme directly to 

Mandarin.93 Eleven aspects are categorized: aorist (-le), imperfect (0, -zhe), durative (-zhe, 

-zhu), punctual/momentary (0, -de), finished (verbal-le . .. la, -guo(le), -wan, -!ai, -qu), 

unfinished (0, -zhe, -laizhe ), unifactual ( .. . yf. .. ), frequentative/ iterative (-laizhe, -guo), 

stability (0, -zhe), change/inchoative/inceptive (sentence-le, -qi1ai, -shanglai), and 

implication of result/definite (-guo, -dao ). Carr is aware that the privative opposition 

between the perfective and imperfective in the Slavic languages cannot be applied to 

Mandarin aspect. He does note, however, that the opposition between stability and 

change closely resembles that opposition. Although his scheme has more to do with 

Aktionsart than to aspect, Carr makes several contributions that are influential, including 

his introduction of the "neuter" aspect (expressed by the 0 morpheme) and his 

recognition of the two morphemes of le, which he terms the "verbal le" (expresses the 

perfective aspect) and "sentence le" (denotes "change of state"). 94 

b. Henri Maspero 

Shortly after Carr in 1939, Henri Maspero published his own original scheme of 

Mandarin aspect. Maspero identifies two types of aspect based on frequency: the 

93 Jespersen's scheme is much closer to Aktionsart than to aspect. Jespersen, Philosophy, 287; Carr, 
"Characterization," 78-81. 
94 Carr, "Characterization," 79-81. 
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common and less common aspects.95 The common aspects include the determinative (-tai, 

-qit), accomplished (-le), durative (-zhe), and aoristic (-guo), whereas the less common 

aspects include the continuative (-zhit), ingressive (-qt), resultative (-zhao), and effective 

(-shang, -xia, -}in, -chu).96 In addition, the less common "pseudo-auxiliaries" (i.e. RVCs 

such as cheng, zhong, hao) also convey the nuances of the effective aspect. 97 Maspero 

does not treat the 0 morpheme, but his elaborate scheme makes several highly influential 

contributions, among which is his central claim that Mandarin grarnmaticalizes aspect, 

and that aspect in Mandarin is independent of time. 

c. Henri Frei 

Henri Frei's scheme differs significantly from those of Carr and Maspero. Frei asserts 

that Mandarin aspect may be categorized according to the binary oppositions between 

perfective (acheve, realized by the particle -le) and imperfective (inacheve, realized by 

-ne, -taizhe).98 The perfective aspect is also realized by resultative auxiliaries, such as 

jian, dao, and zhao, and by the adverbs kuai ·~Jc ("soon"), and yijzng ("already"). 99 The 

imperfective aspect is conveyed by the durative auxiliary -zhe and the continuative 

adverbs zhi i!L, zheng .iE., and hai :i!. Frei does not treat the perfective marker -guo, nor 

does he consider other imperfective morphemes, such as zai, or morphemes that are later 

classified by linguists as directional verb complements (DVCs; e.g. -qilai, -xiaqu). 

95 Maspero, "Langues," 1-40-2-1-40-6. 
96 Maspero's view of -guo being aoristic is followed by Jaxontov (see below). Iljic arrives at similar 
conclusions. See Iljic, "Verbal Suffix -guo," 301-26. 
97 Maspero's claim is followed by Prusek (see review below) and by some Mainland Chinese authors, for 
example, Li, who categoriezes DVCs and RVCs as zhun biaoti zhucf 4!*-ff Jl}J°t"] ("quasi-aspect particle") 
or ban biaotl zhuci -f "*-ff Jl}J"t"] ("half-aspect particle"). See Li*' ~Jt., Modern Chinese Verbs, 32-33. 
98 Frei, "Systeme chinois," 137-50. 
99 For a list of common Mandarin resultative auxiliaries (i.e. RVCs), see Table 3.2, p. 123 below. 
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d. Jaroslav Prusek 

In 1950, Frei's contemporary, Jaroslav Pnlsek, published an important article on 

verbal aspect in Mandarin with several critical remarks drawn chiefly from his analysis of 

the late Qing novel The Travels of Lao T'san ((~ ~~"ie.)) (1907). 100 Pnlsek criticizes 

Frei's overly simplified scheme of Mandarin aspect based on the privative oppositions 

between the perfect and the imperfect found primarily in Slavic languages, which, 

according Pnlsek, simply do not exist in Mandarin. 101 Building upon the argument of 

"pseudo-auxiliaries" put forth by Maspero, Pnlsek asserts that RVCs (and some DVCs) 

are not fully grammaticalized. RV Cs, therefore, are capable of expressing resultative 

aspect in Mandarin because their lexical content is still meaningful, whereas aspect 

particles, notably -zhe, no longer retaining their lexical meaning, have become totally 

grammaticalized as aspect markers. Although Pnlsek does not utilize the theory of 

markedness, his comments that aspect particles tend to be used more frequently in 

"simple verbs" (i.e. verbs with the 0 morpheme) than in "verb compounds" (i.e. verbs 

marked with RVCs or DVCs) support the argument, as presented later in this chapter, that 

verb forms marked with two or three aspect morphemes are more heavily marked (i.e. 

distributionally) than those with single aspect morphemes. 

3.2.2.4. Contributions from Native Speakers 

a. Ma Jianzhong 

The same year Mateer' s Mandarin primer appeared, Ma Jianzhong, a Catholic convert 

who had received education in France, became the first native speaker to publish a 

100 Prusek, "Quelques remarques," 408-30. 
101 This is followed by Kalouskova in Kalouskova, Etudes sur !es aspects des verbes, 145. Kalouskova 
recognizes only three grammatical verbal suffixes in Mandarin: -le, -guo, and -zhe. See Kalouskova, Etudes 
sur les aspects des verbes, 23-26. 
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comprehensive grammatical treatise on classical and literary Chinese. 102 Although he 

writes his grammar in literary style (easy wenli) and mainly addresses the formal written 

form of Chinese, Ma also includes Mandarin in his discussions (e.g. the modal particle le 

1 ). 103 Ma adopts the western framework of nineteenth century comparative philology 

and uses European grammatical categories to treat Chinese. The grammar broadly divides 

Chinese vocabulary into classes, shizi 1r" ~ (lit. "real word") and xuzi kt. ~ or particles 

(lit. "void word"). 104 The former further divides into four categories (noun, pronoun, verb, 

and adjective/adverb), while the latter divides into four (preposition, conjunctives, 

auxiliary verb, and modal particles). Ma's treatment of the verb only extends as far as 

classifying transitive/intransitive verbs, mood (including participles), and voice. 105 Tense 

and aspect are not discussed, except for some common modal particles (ye -Ii!., yf ~, er 

.If-, yf e.,) that are considered optional but capable of expressing perfective aspect. 106 

Ma's legacy to the study of Chinese is very limited, as suggested by the fact that most 

Chinese grammatical terms coined by Ma are no longer current. 

b. Lii Shuxiang and Zhu Dexi 

Representatives of the early native Chinese-speaking scholars include Lil Shuxiang, 

Zhu Dexi, Wang Li, and Gao Mingkai. 107 Their monographs on Mandarin grammar and 

102 Ma .~ 1{.t-, Grammar. For Ma's biography, see Fang -}[ f:, Biographical Accounts, vol. 3, 299-304. 
103 Ma .~1{.t-, Grammar, 341. 
104 This has been noted, for example, by Bazin in Bazin, Grammaire mandarine, 56-57. Shryock refers to 
shizi as "content-words" andxuzi as "particles." See Shryock, "Use," 159-160. 
105 Ma .~;t.i;t,, Grammar, 144-90. 
106 Jueshill yfran ik • J.!. e.. ?.~ (lit. "indicating matters already accomplished"). Ma .~ 1t .t-, Grammar, 341. 
107 LU g ;fx..~, Grammar; Wang .I.. :JJ, Grammar; Wang .I.. :JJ, Treatise; Wang .I.. :JJ, Outline; Zhu 
;f_,f.-$~, Composition; Gao, Grammar. Li's grammar, which went through 24 editions since its first 
publication in 1924, does not include any treatment of aspect at all. Li considers aspect morphemes as 
particles to specify temporal locations along with temporal deictic indicators. See Li *i* ~, Grammar, 
109-12, 229-36. 
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syntax show the influence of structural linguistics and comparative philology. 108 The four 

were immensely influential and respected scholars in China, who were instrumental in 

the modem linguistic development of Chinese, including the implementation of Script 

Reform in the 1950s and 1960s. 

These early modem Chinese grammarians all wrote in Mandarin, with their primary 

focus being the spoken language. Their approaches, however, differ to various degrees. 

Lu uses Aktionsart categories to treat the semantics of aspect morphemes -zhe, -le, verb 

reduplication, and DVCs. 109 Zhu does not recognize aspect as a separate domain and 

treats aspect morphemes according to western tense-based linguistic categories, with 

emphasis on their syntactic and pragmatic features. 110 Wang and Gao's models of 

Chinese aspect are more complete and original than those of Lil and Zhu, and hence 

deserve a fuller review here. 

c. Wang and Gao 

a. Wang Li 

According to Wang Li, the Mandarin aspectual situation generally occurs in narrative 

discourse and concerns the duration of the event, with its initial and final endpoints 

specified. 111 Wang identifies seven aspects (or rather, aspectual situations) of Mandarin, 

which can be divided into four groups: zero or without aspect morpheme (0), with aspect 

108 Lil and Wang, for example, both utilize Jespersen's theories of Rank and Nexus. See Jespersen and 
Haislund, Modern English Grammar; Jespersen, Philosophy. 
109 Lil g ~);fl'!, Grammar, 215-33. Lii contributed greatly to Chinese literary and linguistics scholarship. 
His treatment of Chinese verbs extends even to classical Chinese, a practice which is seldom equaled 
among newer generations of Mandarin scholars. 
110 Zhu ;f:.i't~, Grammar, 78-85. See also Goto, Indochina, 177-82. Goto posits three tenses in Peking 
Mandarin: present (-zhe), past (-le), and future (yao ~). 
111 Translation is my own. See Wang..£ fJ, Grammar, vol. 1, 311-12. 
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morpheme, with verb complements, and verb reduplication. 112 The 0 aspect (-ib!©t, lit. 

"common aspect") is similar to Carr, Halliday, and Smith's neutral aspect, however, it is 

unclear how it relates to the other six aspects Wang has proposed. Wang simply states 

that the 0 aspect does not specify temporal location for an event, thus it allows the 

audience or reader the freedom to make the determination themselves. The second group 

includes the progressive (:i!H©t signaled by -zhe), perfective (Jt.A©t signaled by -le), 

and perfective of recent past (:!!ii!! -k ©t signaled by -laizhe ). The third group is conveyed 

by two DVCs: the inchoative or inceptive ( r~ M3 ©t signaled by -qr1ai), and the successive 

C•#.l ©t signaled by -xiaqu). The final group includes the reduplication of verbs, or 

transitory aspect ( 4:ii at ©t ). 113 

Although it is difficult to pinpoint whether Wang equates Aktionsart with aspect, he 

certainly conflates Aktionsart with aspect categories. The fact that Wang uses qingmao 

1tt©t ("situation aspect") for aspect indicates that he makes no distinction between the 

two different categories. 114 Lil Shuxiang (and many later aspectologists), on the other 

hand, uses dongxiang 1JJ ~El ("verbal aspect") to refer to the study of aspect in Mandarin 

112 Wang .1. :!J, Grammar, vol. 1, 311-32. 
113 English translations are Wang's own. Wang .1. :!J, Treatise, vol. 1, 283-84. Wang's analysis of verb 
reduplications is followed by Dai in Dai ~5* a"'e1, Aspect, 75-79. A modified version of Wang's model is 
found in Zhang ~fr.. ~,"Tense and Aspect," 164-74. Zhang's model includes the general/zero (-A~ft/ 
~7fj ft), progressive (#it ft), and bounded (1'-~ft) aspects. The first aspect further divides into three 
categories of verbs according to their inherent meaning. The second aspect is realized by -zhe whereas the 
third aspect by RVCs, -xiaqu/-qrlai, -guo, -le. The third aspect further divides into five categories (e.g. 
ingressive, terminative, continuative, etc.). Zhang's model is clearly that of Aktionsart. 
114 Wang .1. :!J, Grammar, vol. 1, 311; Wang .1. :!J, Treatise, vol.I, 283. Chen Ping and many other 
Mainland Chinese authors use a very similar term, qingzhuimg ·rt#k. (lit. "situation") to refer to Aktionsart. 
Chen F"*- f', "On Tripartite Organization," 402; Gong, Phase, Tense, and Aspect, 6-31; Hu and Fan, 
Chinese Verb, 167; Dai jX.:tfl. a81'!, Aspect, 9-16. Lu, on the other hand, uses tai .1$ ("condition") to refer to 
Aktionsart. Lil g ~#!I, Grammar, 214-17; Lil g ;fx.;ffl, 800 Phrases, 16. 
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Chinese. 115 Unfortunately, Lil is only correct insofar as the terminology. He follows 

Wang's seven aspects almost exactly, with only slight variation in selected morphemes 

and terminology. 116 For example, Lil expanded the number of progressive morphemes to 

include the particle -ne, not only -zhe. 117 Like Wang, Lil uses Aktionsart categories (i.e. 

[±durative]) to discuss the reduplication of verbs, and adds the semelfactive (signaled by 

y'f - or y'fxiazi - r -T or verb reduplication). Neither Wang nor Lil has discussed the 

perfective morpheme -guo or any hierarchy structure in their model of Mandarin aspect. 

However, Wang and Lil (as well as Zhu) were the first Chinese scholars to follow Carr in 

differentiating the two usages of le, namely, as a perfective aspect marker (-le) and a 

sentence-final modal particle (le). This distinction of le is important, and will be 

examined further below. 

p. Gao Mingkai 

Gao's model of Chinese aspect is relatively elaborate, clearly defined, and well 

supported by illustrations from both Mandarin and classical texts. He defines aspect as 

that which "focuses on how action is perceived by its intervals of duration, irrespective to 

whether being present, past, or future." 118 Although Lil, Zhu, and Wang have all hinted 

115 See, for example, Shu, Aspect. At least four additional terms for aspect in Chinese are currently used in 
the literature: 1. Shitai a-f 1$ (lit. "temporal condition") in Chen fit -t, "On Tripartite Organization," 
401-22; Gong, Phase, Tense, and Aspect in Chinese; Li ~ foJ JI..., Temporal Location, 4-9. 2. Tl ff (lit. 
"system," "body") in Yu if.l- ~."Chinese Verb," 42-51; Zhang 5f<_ :/§-,"Tense & Aspect," 154-74; Gao, 
Grammar, 186-99; Li ~11.if,~, Modern Chinese Verbs, 31-55; Dai :ftU?ha"l, Aspect; Xiao and McEnery, 
Aspect. Gao has used tai 1$ for aspect and ti ff for voice in the first (1948) edition of his grammar. See 
Gao, Grammar, 371-90. 3. Dongmao 1Mt (lit. "verbal aspect") in Yang ;f~r! *·"Contemporary 
Aspectual Theories," 81-105. 4. Xiangwi!i!asupekuto ffl1ft!'Y A.~ 7 r ("aspect") in Ogaeri, 
"Characterization," 92-99. 
116 Lil &,J;x..#11, Grammar, 230-36. 
117 The particle -ne is not treated here as an aspectual marker. For those who discuss the aspectual meaning 
of-ne, see, for example, Zhang '1<. :/§-,"Tense & Aspect," 157-58; Lin, "Descriptive Semantic Analysis," 
33-79; Chan, "Temporal Reference," 33-79; Paris, Problemes, 380-417; King, "Ne-," 21-46. 
118 Translation is my own. See Gao, Grammar (rev. ed.), 188. 
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that Chinese aspect morphemes do not grammaticalize temporal references, Gao, being a 

former student of Maspero, was the first native speaking Chinese grammarian to 

recognize that Chinese does not have tense but aspect. Gao posits six aspects, and groups 

them into three pairs according to his understanding of aspectual oppositions. The first 

pair includes "accomplished" (-le, -guo, -hiio, -wan, -liiio) and resultative (-zhu, -dei, 

-di1.0, -zhong) aspects. The second pair includes progressive/durative 

(-zhe, zai, zhengzai, zhengzai ... -zhe) and "momentary" (cai -t' qia ·t~, gangcai JZJ1J-t) 

aspects. The third pair includes iterative (verb reduplication) and "intensive" (verb 

compound) aspects. 119 Gao clearly recognizes the equipollent contrasts between the first 

two pairs, however, he disregards the contrasts in binary oppositions between the 

perfective and imperfective aspects. Nonetheless, Gao was the first Chinese scholar to 

assert that (following Maspero), in additional to -le and -guo, RVCs can express the 

perfective aspect. More importantly, his model was the first attempt to exhibit a primitive 

structure of hierarchy as well as recognize aspectual oppositions in Chinese. Gao's 

tripartite model of Chinese aspect appears to be superior to those of Lu and Wang even 

though he also mixes Aktionsart categories with aspect (e.g. "momentary") and does not 

discuss the 0 morpheme. Nonetheless, similar to Lu, Wang, and Zhu, the gaps in Gao's 

model of Mandarin aspect and its inability to address certain problems make it less 

convincing. For example, Gao fails to explain the differences in aspectual meaning 

between the subcategories in each of the three aspects. Also, he makes no attempt to 

119 Gao, Grammar (rev. ed.), 186-99. The intensive aspect is realized by the addition ofa synonym to a 
(monosyllabic) verb, for example, guiin-kan .ftl~ ("watch"). 
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examine the factors that affect an individual's decision to choose one aspect morpheme 

over the other. 

3.2.2.5. Russian School 

a. A.A. Dragunov 

The Russian school of the study of Mandarin aspect is represented by two prominent 

grammarians, A.A. Dragunov and Sergej Jaxontov. Dragunov argues that Mandarin 

aspect is not an absolute grammatical category, and therefore is best treated within the 

framework of what he calls the modal-temporal system. 120 Based on the previous 

scholarship done on the two morphemes of le, Dragunov asserts that particles such as -le, 

-guo and -laizhe, which are used to grammaticalize past tense (rrporne.n;nrne BpeMetta), 

also perform modal functions (e.g. le is used to mark an emphatic wish). Likewise, modal 

particles, such as le, -zhene, and -ne, are used to express what he calls "preterit-present-

future" (rrporne.z:i;rnee-Hacrn.si:mee-6y.nymee) of the temporal system (i.e. le denotes the 

preterit, -zhene denotes the future, whereas -ne conveys habitual sense of the present). It 

should be pointed out, however, that as a result ofDragunov's claim that Mandarin verb 

forms do not exhibit a definite character with respect to time, genus (3aJior), and aspect, 

many of his observations appear to be contradictory. 121 For example, in his analysis of 

verb reduplication, he notes that it is used both to intensify and diminish the action at the 

. 122 same time. 

120 Dragunov, Studies, 127-58. 
121 Dragunov, Studies, 127. 
122 Dragunov, Studies, 115. 
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b. Sergej Jaxontov 

Sergej Jaxontov basically follows Dragunov in his understanding of Mandarin aspect 

as a mixed category. 123 Verbal suffixes are used to mark both tense and aspect. Jaxontov, 

however, admits that aspectual meaning may be conveyed by one of three ways: by 

modifying elements, such as RVCs (and certain DVCs, excluding the inchoative -qz1di, 

-kai, -xiaqu), in order to realize the resultative aspect (pe3yrrhTaTHBHhIH BH.ll); by verb 

reduplication, which realizes the momentary aspect (KpaTKOBpeMeHHhIH BH.ll); and by the 

0 morpheme, which is used to realize the general aspect ( o6rn;nii BH.ll). On the other hand, 

Jaxontov posits an elaborate tense-aspect system (BH.llO-BpeMeHHhie) consisting of six 

tenses: preterite perfect (-le), present progressive (-zhe, zed), aoristic preterite (-guo), 

instantative preterit( ... yf...), future perfect (verb reduplication), and present-future (0 

morpheme). 124 Following Dragunov, Jaxontov classifies verbs into action and non-action, 

and discusses the different kinds of action and their respective temporal meaning as 

expressed lexically. In other words, by asserting that grammatical and lexical categories 

in Mandarin are inseparably intertwined, Jaxontov not only conflates tense and aspect 

into one category, he also discusses the syntax and semantics of verbal suffixes and 

complements in terms of Aktionsart. 

123 Jaxontov, Verbal Category, 73-163. Gorelov, Jaxontov's comtempoary, offers similar, but much 
simpler treatment of the four select morphemes, -le, -guo, -zhe, and zai. See Gorelov, Practical Chinese 
Grammar, 67-72. Unlike Dragunov and Jaxontov, Gorelov does not have a linguistic model of Mandarin 
aspect. 
124 Jaxontov, Verbal Category, 107-54. 
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3.2.3. Recent Approaches 

3.2.3.1. Chao, J.C. Thompson, and Li and S.A.Thompson 

a. Chao Yuen Ren 

A new generation of linguists from the 1960s and 1970s, represented by Chao Yuen 

Ren, J. Charles Thompson, and Li and Sandra Thompson, continues the traditional focus 

on the spoken language in their studies of Mandarin aspect. Chao uses Wang as a starting 

point, and, like Lil, he follows Wang's seven aspects closely, including the 0 aspect, with 

slightly more elaborate explanations on its significance. 125 Chao's approaches differ from 

the previous works of traditional Chinese grammarians on several points. For example, 

rather than identifying the number of different aspects in Mandarin, Chao first lists verbal 

suffixes and then discusses each according to its aspectual meaning. He also adds the 

perfective marker -guo, which he defines as the "indefinite past aspect" that "happened at 

least once in the past,-ever (sic)."126 Chao correctly dismisses the perfective aspect of 

recent past, stating that -!aizhe is not a verbal suffix but rather "a double particle and 

occurs after an object ifthere is one."127 He also lists an additional morpheme,/a ~}, 

125 Chao, Grammar, 245-53. 
126 Chao, Grammar, 251. 
127 Chao, Grammar, 249. Egerod basically follows Wang, Lil, and Zhu and adds that -lciizhe is a 
"semiverbal expression, grammaticalized in the sense ofrecent progressive." Egerod, "Aspect," 301. 
Lciizhe has been studied by many: in addition to Carr, Dragunov, see Lin, "Aspect-Tense," 115-18; Zhu i_ 
~t~, Grammar, 235-37; Li$-~~' Grammar, 110; Gong, Aspect, 56-57; Sun, "On the Origin," 434--43; 
He, "Synchronic Account," 99-114. Recently, Chirkova has argued that in Peking Mandarin (as opposed to 
Standard Mandarin), -laizhe, along with its closely related morphemes, -/aide, denotes the "absolute recent 
past." Chirkova, In Search a/Time, 92-101. While her effort in focusing on spoken discourse with a 
corpus-linguistic approach to the Peking dialect is commendable, Chirkova 's treatment of aspect 
morphemes is either too brief (e.g. -guo, -zhe) or non-existent (e.g. verb reduplication, RVCs, DVCs). 
Therefore, Chirkova's contribution toward the study of aspect in Chinese is rather limited. Chirkova's 
study, however, supports Wang's comments of the dialectic characteristics of -laizhe, particular to speakers 
of Beijing and its surrounding areas. Wang .I. /J, Outline, 119-20. See also Zhang)[<. It-, "Tense & 
Aspect," 160. 
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however, it is unclear whether he considers it an aspect morpheme, since he does not 

comment on its aspectual meaning. 

b. J. Charles Thompson 

In the same year that Chao's Grammar first appeared, J. Charles Thompson published 

a short article in which he analyzes five Mandarin particles, namely, -le, -ne, -guo, -zhe, 

and -de, with respect to their aspectual meaning. 128 While many of Thompson's 

comments are too brief to draw any conclusive review, a few are worthy of note. 

Thompson points out that the 0 aspect is used "when the concept of the chain of events is 

not considered to apply."129 This statement is simply not true, and as the following 

sections will show, the 0 aspect is dictated by discourse factors, and its nature is far more 

complicated than Thompson purports. In addition, Thompson recognizes le as a single 

morpheme, whereas others before him (e.g. Carr, Jaxontov, Wang, Chao) traditionally 

separate it into two morphemes, that is, the aspect suffix -le and the modal particle (post-

sentential) le. According to Thompson, le is used to describe the boundary of the 

beginning of an event, whereas the opposite particle -ne denotes that the boundary has 

not been defined. 130 Without stating discourse factors, however, it is difficult to see how 

boundary can be marked by insisting on the one-morpheme approach of le. 

c. Charles Li and Sandra Thompson 

Charles Li and Sandra Thompson define aspect simply and broadly as "different ways 

of viewing a situation" and identify four types of Mandarin aspect. 131 The first two of the 

four types are traditional binary oppositions, namely the perfective (expressed by -le) and 

128 Thompson, "Aspects," (1968) 70-76; Thompson, "Aspects," (1970) 63-65. 
129 Thompson, "Aspects," 71. 
130 Thompson, "Aspects," 73-74. 
131 Li and Thompson, Grammar, 184. 
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imperfective or durative (expressed by zai and -zhe). 132 The other two types include the 

experiential (expressed by -guo) and delimitative (expressed by reduplication of verb). As 

in previous studies on Mandarin aspect, Li and Thompson incorporate Aktionsart 

categories to account for the usage of aspect morphemes and their aspectual meaning. For 

example, -le is said to be "bounded" (temporally, spatially, or conceptually) according to 

the following four criteria: qualified event, definite or specific event, inherently bounded, 

and first event in a sequence. 133 The notions of boundedness and its criteria are in fact 

discussed by Wang when he argues that the perfective -le can express temporal location 

but occurs only in factual statements (ill i!li Ii] lit. "descriptive sentences") and 

subordinate clauses or the protasis of conditional sentences. 134 

In Li and Thompson's aspect system of Mandarin, there is no zero viewpoint type that 

constitutes an independent aspect. Instead, in perfective contexts where -le could have 

been used but is not, it is due to the "inherent meaning" of the "perfectivizing 

expressions." 135 In other words, Li and Thompson argue for a perfective 0, and not an 

independent 0 aspect. 

They give the following examples: 

Wo ba sh6ubiao fang zai chouti lL 

I put the watch in the drawer. 

132 Li and Thompson, Grammar, 184-236; Li and Thompson, "Perfectivity," 310-19. 
133 Li and Thompson, Grammar, 195-202. 
134 Wang .l. :/J, Grammar, vol. 1, 335-36; Chang, "Discourse," 146. Chang adds that "in general, -le is 
not used in cases where factual statements are asserted, specifically when its presence would result in an 
undesirable 'change of state' reading." 
135 Li and Thompson, "Perfectivity," 319-20. 
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Ta c6ng fangzi 11 ZOU dao Zhang San nar. 

He walked from his/her house over to Zhangsan's place. 

According to Li and Thompson, the underlined elements in (3a) and (3b) specify 

spatial limits (bounded) and therefore express perfectivity. It seems that the perfective -le 

in either sentence would be redundant, although it can still be used. In reality, however, 

perfectivity is not the only interpretation of (3a) because it is expressed with the 0 

morpheme that may convey the stative aspect. 136 Consider the following example: 

Wo t6ngchang ba sh6ubiao fang zai chouti IL 

I usually put the watch in the drawer. 

If "in the drawer" conveyed perfectivity, as Li and Thompson claim, it would contradict 

the adverb tongchang ("usually") and, as a result, the sentence would not make sense. 

Therefore, the 0 morpheme in (4) conveys the stative aspect, whereas in (3a) it conveys 

the perfective aspect. On the other hand, (3b) has only the perfective interpretation, not 

because it specifies the spatial location but because the RVC dao ("arrive") attached to 

the verb expresses result and completion. 137 Therefore (3b) can be translated as "He 

arrived at Zhangsan's place from his place." 

3.2.3.2. James Tai's Application of Vendler's Categories 

In his application of Vendler's categories to Mandarin verbs, James Tai includes 

RV Cs in the discussion of Mandarin aspect. 138 Tai's taxonomy differs significantly from 

136 Many consider that the 0 morpheme expresses the stative aspect. See, for example, Chan, "On the 
Theory," 212-13; Shu, Aspect, 26-28. 
137 See, for example, Consuelo Martinez, "El aspecto perfecto resultative," 12-13. 
138 Vendler's four categories have been adopted unaltered by many Mainland Chinese authors. See, for 
example, Hu and Fan, Verbs, 174; Gong, Aspect, 10-11; Liu, "Verb-Copying Construction," 1-13. Chen's 
modified version consists of five situation types: state, activity, accomplishment, complex change (realized 
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Smith's. Tai identifies three categories of Mandarin aspectual situations (Chart 3.2). The 

first two categories, statives and activities, correspond closely to two of Vendler' s 

categories. The results category serves double duty by corresponding to the 

accomplishments and achievements categories of English verbs: 

Statives Activities 

Simple 

Results 

Compound 
(+RVC) 

Chart 3.2. Tai's taxonomy of Mandarin verbs 

Tai argues that Vendler' s examples of accomplishment verbs, such as "to paint a 

picture" and "to write a letter," do not necessarily imply the attainment of a goal in 

Mandarin. 139 Accomplishment verbs in English are conveyed by RVCs in Mandarin. He 

observes that unlike an accomplishment verb in English, which has both action and result 

aspects, a resultative verb compound in Chinese has only the result aspect. He gives the 

following examples: 

Zhangsan jihii hua-wan-le yI zhang hua. 

Zhangsan almost painted a picture. 

Zhangsan jihii hua-le yI zhang hua. 

Zhangsan almost painted a picture. 140 

by "verbs of change," DVCs, and verb-adj. compounds), and simple change (realized by RVCs and 
semelfactive verbs). Chen F.f. .if-, "Tripartite," 407-14. 
139 Tai, "Verbs," 291. 
140 Tai, "Verbs," 293. 
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As opposed to the English accomplishment verb, hua-wan (lit. "paint-finish") has 

only the resultative meaning (5a). In contrast, the simple activity verb, hua ("paint"), 

refers only to the activity of painting (5b). In other words, Tai argues that Vendler's 

accomplishment verbs, such as "learn" and "kill" in English, do not exist in Chinese, but 

instead are represented by attaching RV Cs to simple verbs, as in xue-hui (lit. "learn-

know" or "learn-able") and sha-s[ (lit. "kill-die"). 141 Here, Tai seems to suggest that 

simple verbs, xue and shii, refer only to the actions of learning and killing. According to 

Tai, RVCs are never used to express action but are instead limited to only expressing 

results. Consider the following examples: 

Wo zai xue Zhongwen. 

I am learning Chinese. 

Wo zai xue-hui Zhongwen. 

I am learning Chinese. 

Wo zai sha Zhangsan. 

I am killing Zhangsan. 

Wo zai sha-si Zhangsan. 

I am killing Zhangsan. 143 

141 Tai, "Verbs," 291. 
142 The asterisks mark the sentences that are ungrammatical or unacceptable in natural Chinese speech. 
143 Tai, "Verbs," 292. In Tai's examples, Zhangsan in (5) and (6) is rendered "John." 
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"Simple verb" here refers to a Chinese verb that is not affixed to a verb complement. It 

does not mean that the verb contains only one syllable, nor does it mean that the verb 

lacks the aspect morpheme. 

In fact, (6b) and (6d) are both ungrammatical sentences that can be explained not by 

Aktionsart, but by the aspect morpheme zai. The imperfective zai presents the situation as 

progressive (6c), therefore it contradicts the perfective aspect marked by the RVCs hui 

and sf. Unlike Smith and her followers, Tai does not integrate his findings of RV Cs with 

other aspect morphemes, such as perfective or imperfective aspect markers, or 

reduplication of verbs, etc. After all, Aktionsart deals with the inherent meaning or lexical 

semantics of verbs, not with the aspectual meaning of verb inflection or morphology. In 

this case, RV Cs should not be considered an Aktionsart category, but rather viewed as 

belonging to aspect proper. 

3.2.3.3. Smith, Her Followers, and Other Approaches 

a. Carlota Smith 

Smith set the current stage of the study of Mandarin aspect in 1991, when she 

published the first edition of The Parameter of Aspect. 144 She has proposed a two

component theory of aspect based on the principle of universal grammar and within the 

framework of Discourse Representation Theory. Her general theoretical approach to 

aspect was examined in 3 .1, and her Mandarin aspectual system ("viewpoint types") will 

be reviewed here. 

Smith has developed her tripartite aspectual system of Mandarin largely from Li and 

Thompson and she shares many of their assumptions regarding the functions of aspect 

144 Smith, Parameter. The second edition was published in 1997. 
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morphemes and their relationship to Aktionsart. Her system includes the perfective 

(expressed by -le, -guo), imperfective (zai, -zhe), and neutral viewpoint types ("lacking 

viewpoint morpheme"). 145 In addition to the aspect markers already mentioned, Smith 

also treats RV Cs and verb reduplication as capable of expressing the perfective aspect. 

Smith says nothing, however, regarding the aspectual meaning of DVCs. 

Smith's "family of viewpoints" includes an additional aspect, namely, the neutral 

aspect, which "arises by a compositional default rule" and has no aspect morpheme. 146 

She correctly points out that, in Mandarin, aspect morphemes are syntactically optional 

and that, in discourse, sentences often appear without them. 147 The neutral aspect, 

according to Smith, has both closed and open readings, and "focuses a single endpoint 

and a single stage of durative events."148 She gives the following example: 149 

Zhangsan dao-jia de shfhou, Mali xie gongzuo baogao. 

Smith claims that (7) has two interpretations: 

(a) When Zhangsan arrived at home, Mali began to write the work report. 

(b) When Zhangsan arrived at home, Mali was writing the work report. 

According to Smith, (7) presents the situation as either "closed, inceptive" (7a) or "open, 

progressive" (7b ). 150 Because there are two possible readings, Smith categorizes it as 

145 Smith, Parameter, 243-96. See also Smith, "Notes," 95-114; Smith, "Aspectual Viewpoint," 110-29. 
146 Smith, Parameter, 279. See also Smith, "Aspectual Viewpoint," 125. 
147 Smith, Parameter, 277. 
148 Smith, Parameter, 278. 
149 Smith, Parameter, 278. Emphasis is mine. 
150 Smith, Parameter, 278. 
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belonging to the neutral aspect. The neutral aspect is needed because her two-component 

h . h h . . 151 t eory reqmres t at every sentence ave a v1ewpomt. 

For native speakers, however, (7) may or may not have the choices that Smith has 

offered. Although the main clause is not marked morphologically with zai, the sentence 

will sound more natural to native speakers if it is read as imperfective. This is due to the 

fact that additional temporal adverbs, such as yiffng ("already"), or perfective morphemes, 

such as -le or RVCs (e.g. wan, "complete"), are normally required here. However, this is 

not to say that (7a) is not a possible reading of (7). Perhaps the imperfective zai is deleted 

because of the context or discourse, but none of these considerations are specified in 

Smith's example. Since the main clause of the sentence expresses imperfectivity, there is 

no need for the neutral aspect to account for sentences lacking aspect morphemes. 

b. Xiao Zhonghua and Antony McEnery 

In recent years, Smith's two-component theory of aspect has been followed by many 

researchers, including Xiao and McEnery, Dai, Kang, and Chan. 152 Their works generally 

follow Smith's definitions of viewpoint types, however, they also add morphemes that 

Smith has not treated, such as DVCs. In general, the contributions of these new studies 

can be measured by how adept they handle the 0 morpheme. Xiao and McEnery separate 

themselves from the pack with their corpus-based analysis and more comprehensive 

treatment of Mandarin aspect. However, like all the others, Xiao and McEnery reject 

Smith's neutral aspect. 

151 Smith, "Aspectual Viewpoint," 125. 
152 Xiao and McEnery, Aspect; Wu, Grammaticalization; Dai ~;tf fl8EJ, Aspect. Unpublished theses include 
Kang, "Perfective"; Yang, "Aspectual System"; Chan, "Aspect"; Arin, "Aspect, Tense and Mood." 
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According to Xiao and McEnery, Mandarin aspect has two viewpoint types: the 

perfective aspect divides into actual (-le), experiential (-guo), delimitative (reduplicant), 

and completive (RVCs), and the imperfective divides into durative (-zhe), progressive 

(zai), inceptive (-qllai), and continuative (-xiaqu). 153 Classification according to mixed 

categories of Aktionsart and aspect is problematic. For example, it is incorrect to describe 

-zhe as durative, for the suffix is used to express the progressive as well as continuative 

aspect. It can also be used to convey stative aspect. Furthermore, zai is not distinguished 

here between aspect use and use of a locative preposition, and complex issues of their 

relationship are not discussed. Most importantly, Xiao and McEnery evade giving full 

treatment of the 0 morpheme. This is a clear indication that their system is deficient. In 

short, Xiao and McEnery's treatment of Mandarin aspect adds very little to what Wang, 

Li and Thompson, Smith, and others have already discussed. 

3.2.4. Discourse Considerations 

3.2.4.1. Introduction 

Verbal aspect in discourse has received considerable scholarly attention in recent 

decades. Many tend to focus on specific roles aspect plays in the temporal structures of 

discourse (e.g. Hopper, Vet, Thelin). 154 Naturally, these linguists include Aktionsart in 

their discussions and are proponents of universal grammar. The topic of aspect in Chinese 

discourse, on the other hand, has recently been explored by some in order to address the 

perplexing problems of the 0 morpheme. These problems concerning the 0 morpheme of 

Mandarin aspect are too often ignored by those such as Yang, who dismisses them as 

153 Xiao and McEnery,Aspect, 10. 
154 Hopper, "Aspect and Foregrounding," 213-41; Vet and Vetters, Tense and Aspect; Thelin, Verbal 
Aspect. For a helpful introduction to the subject, see Thelin, "Verbal Aspect in Discourse: On the State of 
the Art," 3-88. 
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simply a "topic for another dissertation."155 There are others, however, who attempt to 

explain Mandarin aspect through discourse analysis, including Andreasen, Chang, and 

Hsu. These linguists typically use -le to explain the 0 morpheme. 

3.2.4.2. Andrew Andreasen 

In his analysis of Chinese narrative discourse of the vernacular and modem periods, 

Andreasen observes that -le typically occurs in foreground (i.e. story line) clauses of the 

narrative discourse, though it is sometimes deemed unnecessary in the presence of "other 

perfectivizing devices" such as RVCs. 156 Andreasen uses this argument to account for the 

occurrence of the 0 morpheme. Following Li and Thompson's analysis of the two 

morphemes of -le, Andreasen further states that the perfective marker is used as a 

foregrounding device, whereas the post-sentential or modal particle le is used as a 

backgrounding device. 157 

3.2.4.3. Vincent Chang 

Many agree with Andreasen about the foregrounding function of the perfective -le in 

written or spoken discourse, however, not as many are convinced by his assertions on the 

discourse function of post-sentential le. Vincent Chang, for example, has argued that the 

perfective -le serves as an "overt morpheme for the peak event" in a segment of Chinese 

narrative discourse. 158 Chang claims that because only one peak is permitted in a 

discourse that is marked by -le, the "perfective 0 morpheme" is used instead. 159 

155 Yang, "The Aspectual System of Chinese," 138-9. 
156 Andreasen, "Backgrounding and Foregrounding," 98. See also Li, Thompson, and Thompson, 
"Discourse Motivation," 19--44; Li and Thompson, "Perfectivity," 319-20. 
157 Andreasen, "Backgrounding and Foregrounding," 57. See also Smith, Parameter, 278. 
158 Chang, "Discourse," 109. Chang's study is based on a corpus consisting of native speakers and literary 
samples from novels, short stories, and newspapers. 
159 See also Chan, "Aspect," 211--44; Huang, Aspect, 219. Chang, "Discourse," 144. 
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According to Chang, the post-sentential le functions as a "discourse-final particle," 

marking discourse boundaries, especially sub-topical units. 160 In addition to providing the 

linguistic grounds for the occurrence of the 0 morpheme in discourse, Chang observes 

that an undesirable "choppy" effect will result in narrative discourse in which every verb 

in the perfective situation is morphologically marked with -le. 161 Chang adds that the 

morpheme -le (as either aspect marker or modal particle) is not used "in cases where 

expressions of classical flavor are included."162 

3.2.4.4. Kylie Hsu 

More recently, Hsu has conducted a corpus-based discourse analysis of the 

imperfective morpheme zai and two other closely related particles, zhengzai .iEf;E.. and 

zheng ..iE. 163 According to Hsu, zheng focuses on the external reference time, zai focuses 

on the internal temporal structure, and zhengzai emphasizes both. Nevertheless, all three 

mark the ongoing situations in affirmative constructions and active voice. 164 She further 

points out that in both spoken and written discourse, zheng tends to mark ongoing 

situations involving inanimate subjects, nonvolitional participation on the part of the 

subject, and stativity, and is less likely to be used to mark internal temporal process than 

zhengzai and zai. 165 She argues that this accounts for fewer occurrences of zheng in 

ongoing situations in the news, which favors an insider's vantage point. This observation 

16° Chang, "Discourse," 125. 
161 Chang, "Discourse," 144. Others like Spanos, for example, utilize Grice's maxims and speech- act 
theory to explain the absence of -le and sentence-final particle le. Yi, on the other hand, observes that le 
rarely occurs in headlines of news reporting. See Spanos, "Contemporary Chinese Use," 64-73; Yin, 
"Survey," 70-80. 
161 Chang, "Discourse," 125. 
162 Chang, "Discourse," 145. 
163 Hsu, Discourse Analysis. The chosen corpus includes novels, autobiographies, and news. 
164 Hsu, Discourse, 84. 
165 Hsu, Discourse, 84. For its use in classical literature, see Dobson, Dictionary, 379-80. 
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confirms that zheng does not convey the imperfective aspect, which focuses on the 

internal constituents of an ongoing situation. 

Regarding the other two markers, Hsu notes that zai functions as a temporal marker as 

well as a locative preposition, and differs from zhengzai not simply because it is less 

formal, as is often thought. She explains: 

The so-called formal use is actually a consequence of the need to establish the external reference 
time in contexts where the reference time is not shared between the language producer and the 
recipient, as in the case of novel. In a novel, the author and the reader are not interacting in real 
time as interlocutors do in an oral exchange. Hence, it is important for writer to establish the 
reference time so that the reader can get a sense of time frame in the narrative ... this explains why 
zhengza1 occurs more frequently in written discourse (i.e. 'formal use') than zai. 166 

In other words, Hsu asserts that zhengzai and zai do not have identical functions in 

Mandarin discourse because zhengzai contains the zheng portion, which focuses on the 

external reference time. This assertion is unconvincing because it is based on the 

etymology of zhengzai as opposed to being based purely on linguistic grounds. Another 

problem has to do with her assumption that zhengzai and zai are two separate aspect 

markers. A more serious concern is the fact that she draws conclusions from isolated 

examples where the three markers occur, without considering cases where the 0 

morpheme is used instead. Therefore, while her research of zhengzai, zheng, and zai 

beyond the sentence level is the commendable, Hsu's conclusions are unconvincing. 

166 Hsu, Discourse, 146. For diachronic studies of zhengzai and zai, see, for example. Ota, Historical 
Grammar, 276; Xiao ~ if, '"Zai nali' ," 144-56. Ota notes that zai is the abbreviated form of zhengzai, 
while Xiao suggests that zhengzai is of a latter development due to the need to convey more explicitly the 
progressive aspect. According to Xiao, zhengzai did not become popular in writing until the 1920s. Both 
suggestions are possible. 
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3.2.5. Methodology: An Outline of Verbal Aspect in Mandarin Chinese 

3.2.5.1. Introduction 

In the last sixty years, studies of Chinese aspect have indeed yielded some fruitful 

results with interesting insights. There remains, however, a pressing need for a powerful, 

working linguistic model that would provide a more satisfactory account of Mandarin 

aspect, one that would address some of the most pertinent issues, particularly those 

regarding the 0 morpheme. Thus, an outline of a proposed model of Mandarin aspect is 

developed here with the specific goal of assisting in the practice of Bible translation. The 

following discussions are supported by examples drawn from Chinese versions of the 

Bible, including those in wenli and Mandarin. 

a. Binary Oppositions 

The proposed model of Mandarin aspect adopted for the purpose of translating New 

Testament Greek verbal aspect into Mandarin is summarized below in Chart 3.3. This 

proposal assumes that Mandarin does not have tense, but rather operates on a well-

developed system of aspect. 167 Aspectual oppositions in Mandarin have been recognized 

by scholars (each with unique variations) such as Carr, Frei, Li and Thompson, Gao, 

Halliday, Smith, Xiao and McEnery, and many others. Mandarin aspect divides into two 

sets of equipollent oppositions: the first set is represented by [+perfective] and 

[-perfective]; the second set divides the [-perfective] into [+imperfective] and [+stative]. 

167 Many, however, continue to insist that Mandarin has tense. See, for example, Halliday and Ellis, 
"Temporal Categories," 177-208; Melchert, "Some Aspects," 635-54; Lin, "Aspect-Tense"; Zhang, 
Contrastive Study; Li 4':11£%:, Modern Chinese Verbs, 10-30; Li 4':~.f!t, Tense; Lin, "On the Temporal 
Meaning," 109-33; Zuo, "Several Problems," 119-43; Liu J'H/J.'if, "Grammatical Meaning," 70-79; Lin, 
"Temporal Reference," 259-311. 
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+Perfective [0, -le, RVCs, -guo, verb reduplication] 

Aspectuality 
.---- +Imperfective [0, zai, IDVCs, 

-zhe] 

Chart 3.3. Mandarin aspect 

b. Markedness and Grounding 

The binary oppositions, represented here by the labels [±perfective], [+imperfective], 

and [+stative], explore the theory of markedness first introduced by the Prague School 

linguists. The theory of markedness extends to several distinct characteristics, such as 

those of formal, distributional, semantic, phonological, and syntactical markedness. 168 

Among these, the notions of lexical and grammatical markedness are pertinent to Bible 

translation. Markedness theory, as Battistella puts it, "posits that the terms of polar 

oppositions at any level of language are not mere opposites, but rather that they show an 

evaluative nonequivalence that is imposed on all oppositions."169 The polarities existing 

in all languages are organized in terms of hierarchy. Markedness theory is language-

specific, and its applications to aspect, tense, mood, and voice with special reference to 

grounding in discourse analysis have been made to English by Wallace, and to Hellenistic 

Greek by Porter, but not yet to Mandarin. 

168 Jakobson, "Zur Struktur," 3-15; Jakobson, "Beitrag zur allgemeinen Kasuslehre," 60-71; Lyons, 
Semantics, vol. 1, 305-11; Battistella, 23--67. 
169 Battistella, Markedness, 1. 
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Mandarin aspect differs greatly from the aspectual systems of other languages. The 

most important difference is that, in Mandarin, aspect morphemes may be optional, 

whereas in the majority of the world's languages they are obligatory. In other words, all 

Mandarin aspect morphemes are marked as opposed to unmarked (0 morpheme) in terms 

of morphology, distribution, and aspectual meaning. 

However, Mandarin aspect morphemes are not used invariantly to mark prominence 

or peak at the discourse level. In fact, prominence is more often achieved by lexical 

markedness in Mandarin rather than by grammatical markedness alone. Unlike Indo

European languages, a Mandarin verb allows more than one aspect morpheme to be used 

at the same time. In contexts where there is an option to add a second (or third) 

morpheme to a verb that is already marked with a single morpheme, that addition makes 

the verb more heavily marked. For example, shuo-wan-le (V-RVC-le) is more heavily 

marked than simply shuo-wan (V-RVC), because the former has -le added to the RVC 

wan, even though both expressions denote "finish saying." In other words, it is the bulk 

of the form, which is posited by the current dissertation as the two-morpheme aspect 

compound, that makes it more heavily marked, not the grammatical categorization of -le 

as more heavily marked than other perfective aspect morphemes. The perfective -le, 

therefore, is used as a foregrounding device in Mandarin discourse only when the verb 

form is already marked with other aspect morphemes. Similarly, a verb form is 

considered to be even more heavily marked when three aspect morphemes (e.g. zai, -zhe, 

verb reduplication) are used to achieve frontgrounded prominence (see example (26a) 

below). 
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Foregrounded and frontgrounded prominence are achieved by lexical markedness in 

Mandarin, especially when use of the 0 morpheme is obligatory. For reasons that will 

become evident below, four-character set phrases (or four-character idioms) are 

considered the most heavily marked verb form, and are used to mark frontgrounded 

prominence in Mandarin discourse. 170 As mentioned above, prominence is achieved 

grammatically by employing two- or three-morpheme aspect compounds. When the 0 

morpheme is used, monosyllabic and disyllabic verbs are generally used as 

backgrounding devices, although the latter is more heavily marked. 

For example, the verb "to die" may be expressed by three different lexical forms in 

Mandarin: the monosyllabic sf §t, git M:., wang -C, zu .f, shi itt; the disyllabic zuogu fp 

-F (lit. "be-ancient"), iinxi * .~ (lit. "peaceful-rest"), yiinhu .zt .~ (lit. "suddenly"); or 

four-character set phrases, such as zhu-huai-iin-xf .i.·t! 4:- .~ (lit. "Lord-bosom-peaceful-

rest"), si-jiiio-chao-tiiin 1!!J }]{ip_f}) k (lit. "four-feet-toward-heaven"), yf-ming-wu-hu -~ 

~.~ "f (lit. "one-life-alas!"), and ke-ran-chang-shi iii~ ffe:.itt (lit. "unexpectedly-gone-

forever"). 171 Although all these verb forms use the 0 morpheme, the disyllabic verbs are 

generally more heavily marked than the monosyllabic ones. This is due to the fact that, as 

Li Linding points out, disyllabic verbs are more contoured in meaning and less flexible in 

use with other grammatical elements, including aspect morphemes and verb-object 

compounds in Mandarin. 172 There are cases, however, where the option to use either one 

or two characters does not exist. For example,f6uren :§-~t.b ("deny," e.g. John 18:25) has 

170 Seep. 92 n. 92 above. 
171 For a survey of Chinese terms relating to death and burial, see Watters, Essays, 245-327. 
172 Li 4: !?.lf. :t, Modern Chinese Verbs, 133--40. Li, however, does not use the notions of markedness to 
explain the differences between monosyllabic and disyllabic verbs. 
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no monosyllabic equivalent available in Mandarin. Hence, in such cases, disyllabic verbs 

are no more heavily marked than monosyllabic ones. 

The four examples of four-character set phrases above, on the other hand, are the most 

heavily marked because of their morphological bulk, animated semantic content, rigid 

grammatical structure, and unique syntax. Table 3.1 summarizes markedness and aspect 

morphemes in Mandarin: 

0 morpheme Unmarked 

0 morpheme with monosyllabic verbs l 
0 morpheme with disyllabic verbs l 
Simple single aspect morphemes: 

l -le, RVCs, -guo, verb red~lication, IDVCs, zai, -zhe 
Complex single aspect morphemes: 

l V-laiV-_q_u, V-shangV-xia, V-:_g_uolaiV :g__uo!l_il, V-kailaiV-kaiqu 
Simple two-morpheme aspect compounds: 
RVC-le, -guo-le, RVC-guo, -le-RVC, V-/e-V, -/e-IDVCs, l 
verb reduplication-zhe, zai ... -zhe, zai .. .IDVCs 
Complex two-morpheme aspect compounds: 
zai ... V-laiV-qu, zai ... V-shangV-xia, zai ... V-guolciiV-guoqu l 
zai ... V-kailaiV-kaiqu 
Three-morpheme aspect compounds: 

l zai ... verb reduplication-zhe, zai ... V-zhe V-zhe 

0 morpheme with four-character set phrases Marked 

Table 3.1. Markedness and aspect morphemes in Mandarin 

3.2.5.2. Perfective Aspect 

The Mandarin perfective aspect is realized in four morphologically marked 

morphemes, -guo, RVCs, -le, and verb reduplication, and in one unmarked morpheme, 

the 0 morpheme. 

a. The Perfective -guo 

The marker -guo has been widely recognized as a perfective aspect morpheme by 

influential scholars such as Gao, Halliday, Gorelov, Cartier, Smith, Shu, Dai, and many 
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others. 173 It is derived from the verb guo ~'meaning "to pass" or "experience," hence it 

is commonly described as the "experiential guo." 174 However, such a description is based 

on the etymology and the assumption that -guo still retains its lexical meaning rather than 

a grammatical distinction. In fact, such "experience" has nothing to do with the inherent 

meaning of -guo. Rather, it is generally conveyed by you ("have")--or meiy6u ("have 

not") in negative sentences-and cengffng ("ever") either explicitly or implicitly in the 

context. Hence, like -le, -guo is best treated simply as a morpheme that is used only 

grammatically to express the perfective aspect in Mandarin. (8) illustrates: 

Women c6nglai meiy6u jian-guo zheyang de shi. 

We have never seen anything like it. 

The aspect marker -guo is also used as an RVC, which conveys the completed aspect 

of "through." The RVC guo is attached only directly at the end of certain verbs to form a 

compound that expresses the perfective aspect. These verbs include tong :i! ("pass") and 

chuan ("pierce"), as the following example illustrates. 

Yao ba na liang tiao ning cheng de jin lian zi, chuan-guo xiong pai liangt6u de 

huanzi. 

You should pierce the two gold cords into the two rings of the breastplate. 

173 Gorelov, Practical Chinese Grammar, 69-70; Halliday, "Grammatical Categories," 193-94; Cartier, 
Verbes resultatifs, 120-21; Marco Martinez, "Aspecto," 5-18, Li .'.f: ~A, Beitrdge, 217-34; Dai .X,;ti'HEJ1 , 

Aspect, 57-67; Xiao and McEnery, Aspect, 138-49. For references by the aforementioned authors, see 
discussions in 3.2.2-3.2.3, pp. 84-112 above. 
174 See, for example, Li and Thompson, Grammar, 230; Smith, Parameter, 266-70; Ma .!Iiif-·t.9-, "Some 
Aspects," 16-17; Hu and Fan, Verbs, 100; Cao, Particles, 37-46; Dai ~;tll'l\, Aspect, 63-67; Zhang~{<.~ 
~r., "Study,'' 247-71. 
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Since the aspect marker -guo and the RVC guo both express the perfective aspect, they 

normally do not appear together in the same verb. While one might find the expressions 

chuiinguo-guo xiong pai or chuiinguo xiong pai -guo acceptable, the redundancy makes 

them sound rather awkward. 

b.RVCs 

Resultative verb complements (RVCs) have been treated in the discussion of 

Mandarin aspect morphemes ever since Varo (followed by Gtitzlaff, Edkins, Summers, 

Mullie, Carr, Maspero, Prusek, Jaxontov, Tai), and, furthermore, leading scholars such as 

Gao, Frei, Chao, Cartier, Smith, and others have all recognized RVCs as morphemes that 

grammaticalize the perfective aspect in Mandarin. 175 RVCs differ significantly from the 

perfective aspect marker -guo. As Prusek has pointed out, RVCs retain lexical meanings 

that specify the result or natural consequence of a complete action. 176 Also, RVCs are a 

rare example of recognizable aspect morphemes in classical Chinese, and consequently 

are also one of the oldest. For this reason, wenli versions of the Bible are consulted in this 

study. For example, Eirrwv in John 18:1 (also v. 38) is translated asyan-bi (lit. "speak

end," MOR, GU, GO) or yan-jing ~ t (lit. "speak-complete," DV, SJ, GURY, UVB) in 

several wenli versions. The following examples of the use of RV Cs are from the wenli 

(lOa) and Mandarin versions (I Ob). 

(10) (a) Jl~.~.f. i * , ~H~~ ri 1.v.t-£A~~.:Zil · (John 18:1, GU) 

Yesu yan-bi, ze xie mensheng du Jidelun zhI XL 

Jesus finished saying, he crossed the Kidron valley with his disciples. 

175 Chao, Grammar, 446-52; Cartier, Verbes resultatifs; Marco Martinez, "Aspecto," 5-18; Xiao and 
McEnery, Aspect, 159-71. For the forementioned authors, see discussions in 3.2.2-3.2.3, pp. 84-112 above. 
176 See discussions in 3.2.2.3.d, p. 95 above. 
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Wo de Shangdi, wo de Shangdi, n1 wei hegu jiang wo diii-qi? 

My God, my God, why have you forsaken me? 

The compound diu-qi in (lOb) is made up of diu, meaning "to throw," and the 

RVC qi, meaning "discard," thus, it effectively conveys the perfectiveness of the action. 

An exhaustive list of Mandarin RV Cs is not possible. Table 3.2 includes some of the 

most commonly used Mandarin RVCs: 177 

RVC PiJ!Yin En~ish Translation RVC Pil!I.in EJ!g_lish Translation 
i8 bao be full, satisfied ~ kong empty 

* bi complete, end " lei be tired 

~ bian flatten J liao finish 

!! bi an all over )~ man full 

A cheng succeed Jll\ ni be bored 
';f chuan penetrate ;;,t po break 
1Jr] dao fall J:_ shang succeed 
.f1J dao reach, succeed, arrive ffe:. sh I lose 

1.fl- de reach 1~ sh6u npen 

4-f- diao fall/throw off, away §1:. Sl die 
4; diU discard ii tong connect 
f}] dong move ~ tau through 

i1- du an cut off .ft: wai crook 
;0 gou enough ?.:> wan complete, end /L 

ii& guo pass ~ ying wm 

M- hao complete )£ zai exist 
~!. huai rum ~ zhao be on target 

Jl jian see 1i zhU hold on 

'.£ jin exhaust tf zhOng hit (a target) 

rii-i kai open k ZOU leave 

Table 3.2. Common Mandarin RVCs 

177 Cartier lists over a hundred common Mandarin RVCs, which she classifies according to either 
dissociable (total of 12) or indissociable (93) meanings. She also lists common verbs that can be combined 
with RVCs. Cartier, Verbes resultatifs, 152-233. See also Mullie, Structural Principles, vol. 2, 113-72; 
Marco Martinez, "Aspecto," 5-18. 
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c. The Perfective -le 

Since Varo, the marker -le has been treated in the discussion of Mandarin aspect 

morphemes, and is widely recognized as a morpheme that grammaticalizes the perfective 

aspect in Mandarin by influential scholars such as Carr, Maspero, Frei, Wang Li, Gao, 

Gorelov, Jaxontov, Ota, Chao, Li and Thompson, Shimura, Smith, and many others. 178 

Like -guo and RVCs, -le views the event as a whole and is not concerned with its internal 

constituents. (11) illustrates: 

Ruguo n1men ting-guo ta de dao, ling-le ta de jiao, xue-le ta de zhenlL ... 

If you have ever heard him preaching, and received his teaching, and learned 

his truth .... 

The marker -guo and -le in (11) both express the perfective aspect. The two perfective 

morphemes may be used interchangeably. In other words, there is no apparent difference 

between tzng-guo and ting-le with respect to aspect, markedness, meaning, or discourse 

function. However, when -guo and -le are combined to modify the same verb, ting 

("hear"), the two aspect markers grammaticalize the same perfective aspect but become 

more heavily marked (see example (17) below). 

a. -le and the Modal Particle le 

The imperfective aspect marker -le is to be distinguished from the modal le and the 

RVC liao. Morphologically, the three are written exactly the same way ( 1" ). All three are 

derived from the verb liao, meaning "to finish." The aspect marker -le and the modal le 

178 Yu 1f.t $.,"Chinese Verb," 49; Gorelov, Practical Chinese Grammar, 67-69; Ota, Historical 
Grammar, 225-228; Chao, Grammar, 246-48; Shimura, Historical Grammar, 66; Li ~~A, Beitriige, 
150-217; Chirkova, In Search of Time, 23-24. For reviews of other authors, see discussions in 3.2.2-3.2.3, 
pp. 84-112 above. 
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are both written and pronounced the same way, but they are found in different positions 

in the sentence. The aspect marker -le (also called the verbal -le) functions as a suffix that 

attaches immediately to the end of the verb. The modal particle le (also called the post-

sentential or sentence-final le), on the other hand, occurs at the end of the sentence (12). 

Yuanlai jie zhe shen jI yI-hao de na ren you sishi duo sui le. 

As a matter a fact, the man who recovered through the miracle is already forty-

something years old. 

The modal particle le is a Mandarin equivalent to the classical modal particle yf ~' 

which expresses the speaker's determination, volition, and prediction, as well as conveys 

his or her perception. 179 It is traditionally treated as a particle capable of expressing 

"change of state." 180 

(13) 1.f-M11t;J-i T 1.f- t 0 (Mark 10:52; Luke 17:19, 18:42, UV) 

N1 de xin jiu-le nr le. 

Your faith has saved you. 

In (13), the first le is the perfective aspect marker, whereas the second one (in italics), 

which appears at the end of the sentence, is the modal particle le. The aspect marker -le is 

typically used in three different places: factual statements, subordinate clauses, and the 

179 Ma had already pointed this out in the late nineteenth century. Ma .~~.'&,Grammar, 341. See also, for 
example, Wang ..I.. }] , Grammar, vol. 1, 332; Wang, Outline, 113-14; Zhu ;f_~~. Composition, 114; 
Dragunov, Grammatik, 140, n. 1; Li *-i* ~'Grammar, 229; Hu and Fan, Verbs, 80-84; Takahashi, "Use 
of Two le," 165-228. Liu recently argues that the modal particle le functions as past tense similar to the 
temporal de ix is yf ("already"). This assertion must be rejected. See Liu .f•J ji}J :if, "Modal Particle," 7 5-77. 
180 See, for example, Thompson, "Aspects," 73; Chao, Grammar, 798-800; Xiao and McEnery, Aspect, 90-
113, 31-38; Chang, "Discourse," 145; Lin, "Aspect-Tense," 180; Robert Iljic, "Les Deux [l;'.}]," 24-26; Liu 
~1] Ji)J*-, Grammatical Meaning," 80-87; Liu ~·J ji)J'.f, "Modal Particle," 70-79; Li~']' fl., "Further 
Discussion," 207-09. Recently Yip and Rimmington have reworded this function of le in terms of 
''summing up after a series of actions." Yip and Rimmington, Chinese, 320-21. 
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protasis of conditional sentences. 181 Therefore, (13) could be rephrased as "it is your faith 

that has saved you." The post-sentential le has the effect of making the assertion more 

firmly. The aspect marker -le (in bold) appears in the protases of (14): 

15:27, NCV) 

Jiran shuo wanwil dou fu-Ie ta, xifurran na sh! wanwil fil ta de jiu bu baokuo 

zainei le. 

Since it says all things are subjected to him, obviously it does not include the 

one who put all things in subjection under him. 

The second le (in italics) in the apodosis in (14) is a modal particle not only because of its 

position at the end of the sentence, but also because -le, quite naturally, cannot express 

the perfective aspect in negative sentences that are signaled by adverbs bu ("not") or 

miiyou ("have not") in non-interrogative sentences. 182 

The aspect marker -le often appears in imperative sentences, whereas -guo, on the 

other hand, cannot be used in such sentences. (15a-b) illustrate this use: 

(15) (a) * t 11t ! (Act 10:13, UV, TCV, SB, NCV, CLB) 

Zai-Ie chI! 

Kill and eat! 

(b) ~~.t, t JfJ :t•-:..{i-~-f A 0 (Heb 13:2, NCV) 

Buyao wang-le yong aixinjiedai ren. 

Do not forget to welcome people with love. 

181 Wang.£ :}] , Grammar, vol. 1, 335-36; Chang, "Discourse," 146. 
182 See, for example, Lil g .1~),ffl, 800 Phrases, 356-58. 
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~· Foregrounding in Mandarin Discourse 

As mentioned in the introduction (3.2.5.1.b), foregrounded prominence in Mandarin 

discourse is achieved by utilizing two-morpheme aspect compounds. Two-morpheme 

aspect compounds, such as -guo-le, RVC-le, -le-RVC, -le-IDVC, are mainly formed by 

adding -le to a verb that is already marked with an aspect morpheme. Other aspect 

morphemes, including -guo, verb reduplication, and zai, are used to form aspect 

compounds, but to a lesser extent. 183 The following examples illustrate that the two-

morpheme aspect compounds, RVC-le and -guo-le, are used to build foregrounded 

prominence in (16) and (17): 

Yesii shuo-wan-le zhexie hua. 

Jesus finished saying these words. 

Zhe fUyin nimen ting-guo-le, ye chuangei le tianxia wanmin. 

The gospel that you have heard has been passed on to all people in the world. 

d. Verb Reduplication 

Verb reduplication is treated in the discussion of aspect in Mandarin by leading 

scholars such as Edkins, Mateer, Lil Shuxiang, Wang Li, Gao, Ota, Chao, Jaxontov, and 

183 For a study of the discourse function of-guo, see B. Wang, "Aspect," 61-76. Wang argues that, within 
the framework of Aktionsart, the discourse motivation of -guo is to "end the situation that -guo co-occurs 
with and then directs the hearer's attention to the next situation." Wang, "Aspect," 61. While his study of 
aspect morphemes beyond sentence-level is commendable, it is not without problems. For example, the 
corpus he chooses for analysis is limited to informal conversations of a few select individuals and, therefore, 
is not representative of different genres to support his theory. More importantly, he discusses the discourse 
motivation strictly in terms of Aktionsart and says nothing about other pertinent issues, such as prominence 
or cohesion. 
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Li and Thompson. 184 Similar to -le, -guo, and RVCs, reduplicating verbs (formally 

unmarked with any aspect morpheme)185 also express the perfective aspect (following 

Smith). 186 However, the function and meaning of verb reduplication are more specifically 

defined. It is formed with the reduplication of the main verb, sometimes with yf ("one") 

inserted between the two. For example, wen-wen in (19a) is used interchangeably with 

wen-yf-wen. Many, including Smith, define both forms in terms of Aktionsart, that is, 

they specify an event as short in terms of duration, and as small or little in terms of 

activity and importance. 187 However, like other single aspect morphemes, verb 

reduplication is not used to build prominence in Mandarin discourse. It is best described 

simply as a perfective aspect morpheme. (18) illustrates: 188 

(18) ii.~~~ ' fl~~k_k_ (Prov 7:12, TCV) 

Zhe 11 zhan-zhan, na 11 zou-zou. 

184 Some prefer the term "verb copying." See, for example, Li and Thompson, Paris, and some Mainland 
Chinese authors. Li and Thompson, Grammar, 442-50; Paris, "Durational Complements," 423-39; Li * 'f: 
6JJ, "Verb Copying," 18-37; Chu, "Sequence," 227-41. Following Edkins, Chao calls verb reduplication 
"tentative aspect," meaning that it conveys the sense of trying (to do something). Chao, Grammar, 252; 
Edkins, Grammar, 186. See also Maeth-Ch., "Aspectos," 55. For reviews of authors, see discussions in 
3.2.2-3.2.3, pp. 84-112 above. 
185 The two-morpheme aspect compound V-zheV-zhe (i.e. verb reduplication+ -zhe) express not the 
perfective, but rather the imperfective aspect in Mandarin (see 3.2.5.3.a.~, p. 133 below). Throughout this 
dissertation, the terms "form" and "morphology" are used interchangeably. 
186 Those who treat verb reduplication as a perfective morpheme include Smith, Dai, and Xiao and 
McEnery. See Smith, Parameter, 271; Dai ~;.tfi J'EJ, Aspect, 67-79; Xiao and McEnery, Aspect, 149-59. 
187 Lu g ,f.;t),ffl, Grammar, 235-36; Wang.£ :}] , Grammar, 326; Gao, Grammar (rev. ed.), 198-99; Li 
and Thompson, Grammar, 233-36; Zhu *-~~.Grammar, 34-35, 78-81; Zhang, Contrastive Study, 175; 
Hu and Fan, Verbs, 95. Smith identifies verb reduplication as a lexical perfective in Mandarin. Smith, 
Parameter, 271. 
188 Carr suggests that verb reduplication can usually be rendered by the verb take in English (e.g. -kiln-kiln 
;;fil-;;fil- "take a look." Carr, "Characterization," 80. Wang has recently compared Mandarin reduplicated 
forms -kan-kan and -shishi -b\-JA. ("give a try") with Japanese "' L -C .h. ; and concludes that verb 
reduplication has two basic aspectual meanings: indefinite and partial perfectiveness. Her findings 
contradict Li and Thompson and others who see verb reduplication as "delimitive" aspect. Wang seems to 
be unaware of previous discussions (e.g. Li and Thompson, Smith). She confuses Aktionsart with aspect 
and discusses the problems in terms of volitional and non-volitional verbs making her theory weak and 
unconvincing. See Wang ..£ ;t ~.Imperative Constructions, 49-106. 
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(She) stood here for a moment, and strolled there for a moment. 

Verb reduplication often appears in imperative or hortatory sentences, as (20a-b) 

illustrate: 

Wen-wen naxie fing guo WO jianghua de ren ba. 

Ask those people who have heard me speak. 

Deng-yi-deng, kan yr Ii ya lai jiu Ta bu lai. 

Wait awhile and see if Elijah comes to rescue Him or not. 

In (19a), the reduplicated form wen-wen denotes "ask," whereas deng-y'f-deng in (19b) 

has the sense of "wait for awhile." Verb reduplication also allows for two sets of 

reduplicated verbs, as (20) illustrates: 189 

Women jiu chi-chi he-he ba, yinwei women mingtianjiuyao si le. 

Let us eat and drink, because tomorrow we will die. 

Verb reduplication more often appears in its variant form in non-imperative sentences, 

as in the case of deng-y'f-deng in (20b). Deng-y'f-deng is not to be confused withy'f-deng 

(lit. "one-wait"), which is marked with the 0 morpheme and is also used to convey the 

perfective aspect. Lil, for examples, calls this "single event aspect" (- :f~m), which 

specifies that the completed action has a single and short duration. 190 This is, again, an 

observation of its Aktionsart. In other words, the meaning of having short duration is 

189 Chu argues that the reduplicated form AABB denotes both the perfective and imperfective aspect in 
Mandarin. This assertion is problematic since it is based upon whether the reduplicated verb can take the 
perfective aspect marker -le. Chu, "Sequence," 238. 
190 Lil g $t),ffi, Grammar, 235-36. 
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expressed lexically by yf ("one," "once") and not by an aspect morpheme, as (21) 

illustrates: 

Zhu ling yi-fa, bfng jiu xiaohua, nuan:feng yi-chui, daochu shulliu. 

As soon as the Lord commanded, the ice melted; as soon as the warm wind 

blew, water flowed everywhere. 

e. The o Morpheme 

a. Introduction 

The 0 morpheme is the unmarked indicator of Mandarin aspect. Rather than treating it 

as the "perfective 0" (e.g. Chang), it is better to say that when the 0 morpheme is used, 

the verb form may be construed as the perfective aspect. 192 As the next section 

demonstrates, several key factors are involved when the 0 morpheme is used. 

p. Preference of the o Morpheme over Other Aspect Morphemes 

Three key factors may account for the decision to use the 0 morpheme instead of the 

other perfective morphemes. First, as pointed out above, discourse factors dictate the 

choice the author or speaker makes between, for example, the 0 morpheme (unmarked) 

and other perfective aspect morphemes (marked). Generally, the 0 morpheme is 

preferable when there is no shift in tense-forms in the Greek. When a verb form is 

accompanied by two perfective morphemes (e.g. -le and RVC) instead of the 0 

morpheme, it marks foregrounded prominence in Mandarin discourse (see 3.2.5.2.c.~). 

Second, it can be explained in terms of style. Since classical Chinese does not employ 

191 The character ;J)<. is printed as *in the original publication. See Bums, Psalms in Mandarin, 125. 
192 Chang, "Discourse," 144. See also 3.2.4.3, p. 113 above. 
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most of the Mandarin aspect morphemes, more frequent use of the 0 morpheme would 

create the impression of classical tone. 193 Third, temporal deixes such as yijzng 

("already"), ceng ("ever"), xianzai JJLtf. ("now"), zhengzai ("in the process of'), zheng 

("just now"), and giinggiing jil)ij jil)ij ("just now"), are capable of expressing aspect and 

specifying temporal location. The 0 morphemes are used to avoid redundancy. 

The use of the 0 morpheme may not be a matter of preference. As pointed out above 

(3.2.5.2.c.a), since -le cannot express the perfective aspect in negative sentences that 

contain bu (or meiy6u in non-interrogative sentences), the 0 morpheme is used instead. 

(22) illustrates: 

Saolu6 que meiyou gaosu shushu. 

But Saul did not tell his uncle. 

In interrogative sentence, however, -le can be used with meiy6u, as (23) illustrates: 

(23) ll~J-311 i!~'.!i t ~.t;fr? (1 Sam 10:22, LU) 

Na ren dao zhell lai-le meiy6u? 

Did that person arrive here yet? 

3.2.5.3. Imperfective and Stative Aspects 

The imperfective aspect is realized by three morphologically marked morphemes: zai, 

-zhe, and IDVCs. The marker -zhe also grammaticalizes the stative aspect in Mandarin. 

The 0 morpheme is also used in contexts where verbal aspect may be construed as either 

imperfective or stative. 

193 Norman predicts that like Latin and Greek, which have immense influence upon modem western 
languages, classical Chinese will continue to play an important role in future Chinese linguistic 
development. Norman, Chinese, 110. 
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a. Imperfective Aspect 

a. The Imperfective zai 

Zai has been widely recognized by scholars (e.g. Gao, Halliday, Jaxontov, Gorelov, Li 

and Thompson, Smith, Shu and many others) as the aspect marker that grammaticalizes 

the imperfective aspect in Mandarin. 194 Zai has two main functions: the locative zai is 

used as a preposition, and the aspect marker zai is used to express the imperfective, as 

(24a) illustrates. This dissertation calculates that while zai occurrs 3,104 times in the UV 

New Testament, it is used as an aspect marker only once (24a). 

Ni ruo neng xin, zai xin de ren, fanshi dou neng. 

If only you can believe, he who believes, all things are possible. 

(b) 1~A.1'f itlt-? (Eccl 8:4, LU) 

Ni zai zuo shen me? 

What are you doing? 

The zai in (24a-b) both specify that the action is perceived to be ongoing. The two 

closely related terms, zhengzai and zheng ("now," ''just"), also occur in contexts where 

the aspect of a given action may be construed as imperfective. However, zhengzai is 

treated here as a variant form of the aspect marker zai, with no significant difference in 

meaning or discourse function between the two. Zheng, however, is treated as an adverb 

that does not grammatically express imperfectivity. Zai zuo in (24b) is interchangeable 

194 Xiao :l ff, "'Zai nali'," 150-56; Gorelov, Practical Chinese Grammar, 71-72; Li :t~A, Beitrdge, 
257-77; Shu, Aspect, 40-60; Xiao and McEnery, Aspect, 205-16. For references from the aforementioned 
authors, see discussions in 3.2.2-3.2.3, pp. 84-112 above. 
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with zhengzai zuo. On the other hand, Nf zheng zuo shin me? may be construed as either 

"What are you doing now?" (imperfective), or "What have you just done?" (perfective). 

p. The Imperfective -zhe 

The marker -zhe has been widely treated as the aspect morpheme that grammaticalizes 

the imperfective aspect in Mandarin (e.g. Carr, Frei, Wang Li, Gao, Jaxontov, Ota Chao, 

Shimura, Li and Thompson, Smith, Paris, Hu and Fan, and many others). 195 The suffix -

zhe does not differ aspectually from zai. As (25) illustrates, -zhe and zai may be used 

interchangeably. 

Lishi de, ta hai shuo-zhe hua de shihou, jI jiu jiao le. 

Immediately, as he was still speaking, the rooster crowed. 

(26a) presents a complex situation in which a three-morpheme aspect compound 

occurs. The main verb, kan-zhe, expresses the imperfective aspect, "he was watching." 

As Lil rightly points out, reduplicated verbs that appear in the form V -zhe V -zhe (in this 

case, z6u-zhe zou-zhe) express not the perfective but rather the imperfective aspect. 196 

The presence of zai in front of the reduplicated verb also makes it clear that the verb form 

signals the imperfective aspect. The three-morpheme aspect compound-zai, -zhe, and 

verb reduplication--is more heavily marked than the verb zou ("walk") with the 0 

morpheme, and marks frontgrounded prominence in the narrative of John's encounter 

195 Ota, Historical Grammar, 223-25; Chao, Grammar, 248; Shimura, Historical Grammar, 283-84; Yue
Hashimoto, Mandarin Syntactic Structures, l l; Chen Gwang-tsai, "Aspect Markers," 42-43; Paris, 
Problemes, 119-235; Zhang, Contrastive Study, 20; Fang -Ji" :#t, "Imperfective Aspect," 38-SS. Shu 
recognizes only -zhe as the imperfective marker and treats zai as part of the same category as zheng JE and 
-ne. He claims that zai focuses on the "external condition" of the progressive viewpoint, whereas the -zhe 
focuses on the "internal condition" of the progressive viewpoint. Shu, Aspect, 59. For reviews of the 
aforementioned authors, see discussions in 3.2.2-3.2.3, pp. 84-112 above. 
196 Lu g ,f.x..#EJ, 800 Phrases, 666. 
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with Jesus as presented in Lil's Mandarin translation. The expression zai z6u-zhe z6u-zhe 

creates the effect of Jesus walking slowly right in front of John's eyes, with each stride 

clearly in view. 

Yue han kan-zhe Yesu zai z6u-zhe z6u-zhe. 

John notices that Jesus is taking a walk. 

Wo zhengzai deng-zhe ta he dixiongmen yit6ng lai. 

I am waiting right now for him to join the brothers and come here. 

(26b) illustrates that zhengzai (or zai) and -zhe are used together as a two-morpheme 

aspect compound to express the imperfective aspect of the verb deng ("wait"). 197 As a 

result of the combination, the verb form becomes more heavily marked, hence, it is used 

to build foregrounded prominence in Mandarin discourse: Paul is indeed still waiting for 

Timothy and the brothers to arrive. 

Less frequently, -zhe may occur with reduplicated verbs, such as rang-rang ("shout") 

in Dajiii zheng rang-rang-zhe k ~.iE. 111. it- ("People were shouting"). 198 In this 

example, the verb phrase riing-rang-zhe expresses not the perfective aspect but the 

imperfective aspect signaled by -zhe. 

197 Gao has noted that various forms, zhengzai, zai, zhengzai ... -zhe share the meaning of the progressive 
aspect. Gao, Grammar (rev. ed.), 191. 
198 Ma terms this type of verb phrase "onomatopoeic verb reduplication-zhe." See Ma .~~HE., Study, 83-
89. Song, on the other hand, suggests that the verb phrase expresses the stative aspect, although he does not 
use the term "aspect" but simply zhuangtai #k.11& ("state of affairs"). See Song, "Two Usages of zhe," 27. 
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y. DVCs and IDVCs 

Directional verb complements (DVCs), notably qflai and xiaqu, are treated by many 

(e.g. Carr, Lil, Wang Li, Ota, Chao, Liu Yuehua et al., Li Lingding, Dai, Xiao and 

McEnery) as an aspect morpheme. 199 While DVCs are primarily used to specify spatial 

direction of the verb, they are also used grammatically to signify imperfective (as well as 

perfective) aspect in Mandarin. Table 3.3 is a complete list ofDVCs and their basic 

meanings: 

* lai, coming ~ qu, going 

J:shimg, up J:..*- shanglai, coming up J:..-i- shangqu, going up 

r xia, down T *- xialai, coming down T -i- xiaqu, going down 
Jljin, entering :ii!*- jinlai, coming in :ii! -i- jinqu, going in200 

W chu, exiting tB *- chillai, coming out tB -i- chuqu, going out 
lfil hui, returning @1 *- huilai, coming back @1-;i- huiqu, going back 
Vi guo, passing 11! *- guolai, passing by 11! -i- guoqu, passing through 
m qi, rising ~*- qz1ai, coming up * ~-i- qiqu, coming up201 

BB kiii, opening Fif] *- kiiilai, opening up * fl~ -i- kii" ' . 202 Jt: iqu, openmg up 
~J dao, arriving .f1J ... *- dao ... ltii, coming to .f1J. .. -i- dao ... qu, going to 

Table 3.3. The 29 Mandarin DVCs 

DVCs that are grammaticalized to express the imperfective aspect in Mandarin are 

referred to in this study as imperfective DVCs (IDVCs). Building upon the analysis 

conducted by Liu et al., common IDVCs include qi, qz1ai, lai, shang, shanglai, xia, xialai, 

199 Ota, Historical Grammar, 223-25; Li ;f:!fli.Jt, Modern Chinese Verbs, 33-34; Dai ixA?iJ'EJ, Aspect, 94-
105. For reviews of other authors, see discussions in 3.2.2-3.2.3, pp. 84-112 above. Summers was the first 
to use the term "inceptive" to describe qrlai as an indicator of"the beginning of an action." See Summers, 
Handbook, 75. 
200 Jinqu is not included in the 26 DVCs listed in Meng .l: 5* et al., Dictionary, 12-20. 
201 Qiqil is rare in Standard Mandarin. Ota notes that it has the same meaning as qi/ai. For examples from 
vernacular writings, see Ota, Historical Grammar, 212. 
202 In addition to qfqu, kiiiqu occurs least frequently among other DVCs in Standard Mandarin. Liu et al. 
cite a few examples in which kiiiqu is used with verbs such as z6u k ("walk"), piao tJj, ("flutter"), yi ;f.; 
("move"), and pao #!. ("throw"), etc. See Liu 11] Jl -* et al., Directional Verb Complements, 396-99. It is 
not included in Lil's 800 Phrases. 
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xiaqu, kai, and kailai. 203 In addition, other DVCs are also used to denote imperfectivity, 

especially when they appear in phrases such as V-guolaiV-guoqu, V-lciiV-qu, V-kailaiV-

kaiqu, and in stereotyped phrases such as kan-shangqu ~ J:.-k ("looking"). 

IDVCs and the other two formal imperfective aspect markers, zai and -zhe, may be 

used interchangeably. However, just like RV Cs, IDVCs still retain their relative lexical 

meaning even though they are used grammatically to give rise to imperfective aspectual 

interpretations. This is why the IDVCs xiaqu ("going down") and xia ("down"), for 

example, are frequently described as continuative aspect morphemes. (27) illustrates:204 

Nimenjinguan zuo-xiaqu, qu wancheng rumen ztizong de baoxing ba! 

Continue to do what you are doing and complete your ancestors' savage act. 

However, these nuances between IDVCs and other imperfective aspect morphemes are 

lexical rather than grammatical distinctions. Therefore, IDVCs are best treated simply as 

suffixes that grammaticalize the imperfective aspect in Mandarin. 

(28) illustrates a complex case in which IDVCs occur with -le as a two-morpheme 

aspect compound: 

(28) J:.-t W 11~ ~,f;t§tA tf 1% J ki (Rom 10:9, LU) 

Shangdi ceng jiao ta c6ng siren zhong hu6-le-qllai. 

God has raised him from the dead. 

203 The DVC kiiilai and lai are not treated as IDVCs in Liu et al. See Liu ~1] Jl -if et al., Directional Verb 
Complements, 25-32. Li includes it as an alternative form to kiii, which has the inchoative and continuative 
meaning ( rlf-j M; JE fl.if). See Li ~ ~ Jt, Modern Chinese Verbs, 34. Similarly, LU notes that lai may be 
used interchangeably with qilcii. See Lil g :k).ffl, 800 Phrases, 346. 
204 For discussions of common DVCs and their aspectual meanings, see Liu ~1] Jl -if et al., Directional Verb 
Complements, 25-32; Mullie, Structural Principles, vol. 2, 117-19, 172-204. 
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The two-morpheme compound /e-IDVC (or IDVC-/e) conveys not the perfective but 

rather the imperfective aspect in Mandarin. This is due to the fact that, for the purpose of 

building prominence in discourse, -le is added to the IDVC qz1ai, which signals the 

imperfective aspect (cf. 3.2.5.2.c.p above). However, the two-morpheme aspect 

compound /e-IDVC differs from other single imperfective aspect morphemes (i.e. zai, 

zhe, IDVCs) with regards to markedness. For example, in (28), hu6-le-qz1ai is formally 

more heavily marked than hu6-le (V-le) or hu6-quai (V-IDVC) because of the 

morphological bulk. Some Mandarin Chinese scholars argue that -le in this compound 

does not express perfectivity but rather "reality."205 Such assertions are unconvincing 

because they offer no meaningful explanation of Mandarin aspect. Therefore, it is better 

to say that, like other two-morpheme aspect compounds, the /e-IDVC compound is more 

heavily marked than single imperfective aspect morphemes and, thus, is used to build 

foregrounded prominence in Mandarin discourse. 

o. The o Morpheme 

There are contexts in which the 0 morpheme is preferable to other imperfective aspect 

morphemes for reasons (e.g. to create an impression of classical tone) similar to those 

explained in the discussions of the perfective aspect above (3.2.5.2.e.p). (29) illustrates 

the discourse motivation for the use of the 0 morpheme in sentences where the 

imperfective aspect of an action is clearly intended: 

(29) ~1i~~:fP41J €Jg Jlif, M * 0 (1Cor16:11, JOHNM) 

205 Liu argues that DVCs can only denote the imperfective aspect. Since these two morphemes of different 
aspects would contradict each other, he concludes that-le does not convey completion but "reality" (JJL 1\; 
English trans. mine). See Liu ~i]J!}J~, "Semantics," 323. Liu's analysis is followed by Xiao and McEnery, 
who call the compound V-le-qflai "actual inceptive" aspect. See Xiao and McEnery, Aspect, IO, 219-24. 
See also Dai jX,;tfiEJ8fl, Aspect, 99-101, 104-05. 
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Wo hou ta he bie de xiongdi t6nglai. 

I am waiting here for him and the other brothers to arrive. 

(29) and (26b) are taken from the same New Testament passage but from different 

translations. Here, the earlier Mandarin version, JOHMN, has hou ("wait") with the 0 

morpheme, whereas the NCV has zhengzai deng-zhe with two imperfective morphemes. 

(26b) is more heavily marked because the presence of zhengzai and -zhe (see 3.2.5.3.a.~ 

above) allows only the imperfective reading. On the other hand, (29) is unmarked 

because the 0 morpheme does not specify the aspect of the action. The context makes it 

clear, however, that the imperfective aspect is intended (i.e. Paul is still expecting 

Timothy and the brothers to arrive). The 0 morpheme is used instead because the 

Mandarin translator of JOHNM understands that Paul's waiting in Ephesus is meant to 

serve as a piece of background information in the letter closing (1Cor16:1-24). 

The 0 morpheme is used in places where zai functions as a preposition, and the 

insertion of the aspect marker zai will result in redundancy.206 In (30), zai serves as the 

preposition as well as the imperfective marker. Sentences such as Ta zai shufchi Ir zai 

y6uy6ng or Ta shufchf Ir zai y6uy6ng are unacceptable.207 In such cases, the 0 morpheme 

is used instead of zai in contexts where the imperfective aspect is clearly intended. 

Ta zai shu1chi 11 y6uyong. 

He is swimming in the pool. 

206 See, for example, Chen Ff. 1:" ~. "Aspectual Features," 76-103. 
207 For discussions on the progressive aspect marker zai and its relation to the locative zai, see Xiao iff Jf, 
"'Zai nali'," 144-56; Chao, Grammar, 333; Teng, "Progressive Aspect," 1-12; Xu qt H-, "On Zai and 
zhe," 453--61. 
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b. Stative Aspect 

Mandarin offers only one morphologically marked aspect morpheme, -zhe, to 

grammaticalize the stative aspect. The 0 morpheme is also used in contexts where the 

action is perceived as stative. 

a. The Stative -zhe 

The marker -zhe is widely treated as an aspect morpheme that grammaticalizes the 

stative aspect in Mandarin by Gorelov, Jaxontov, Paris, Smith, Dai, Xiao and McEnery, 

and many others.208 The stative aspect marker -zhe is identical in form to the RVC zhao, 

and in both form and pronunciation to the imperfective aspect marker -zhe. Sentences 

marked with the stative -zhe suggest that events have entered a stable condition, and thus 

have stative aspect. (31 a-c) illustrate: 

Na siren jiu chiilai-le, shou-jiao guo-zhe bu, lianshang bao-zhe shoujin. 

That dead man came out, his hands and feet bound in cloths, his face 

wrapped in a handkerchief. 

Yesu daoliao bi de jiaH, jian bi de de yuemu hai rebing tang-zhe. 

Jesus came to Peter's house and saw Peter's mother-in-law lying in bed sick 

with fever. 

Yinwei jing shang ji-zhe shuo: "ta shi wanwil dou fil zai ta jiaoxia." 

208 Gorelov, Practical Chinese Grammar, 67-72; Jaxontov, "Resultative," 116-33; Paris, Problemes, 119-
235; Li 4=:~A, Beitrage, 236-57; Dai jX.5tff a8a, Aspect, 88-94. Smith calls it the "stative imperfective 
-zhe." Smith, Parameter, 273. 
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Because the Scripture is written, "He puts all things under his feet." 

p. The o Morpheme 

Examples (31a-c) are morphologically marked with -zhe, whereas (32a-c) are 

examples of the same verbs marked with the 0 morpheme. Some observations may be 

made regarding the aspectual meanings of the two different groups. In (31 a), the suffix 

-zhe in guo-zhe morphologically expresses the stative aspect. Without -zhe, the aspect 

realized by the 0 morpheme of the verb form guo in (32a) may be construed not only as 

stative but also as perfective or even imperfective. However, the context suggests that the 

action is described as the stative aspect, since, on one hand, the perfective reading 

normally requires the RVC shang, and, on the other hand, the imperfective reading 

demands the IDVC qf. In the same way, tang ("lie") in (32b) and (33b), andji ("record") 

in (31c) and (32c) may be treated similarly. 

As with the perfective and imperfective aspects, the preference of the 0 morpheme 

over -zhe may be explained by the author's intention to create an impression of classical 

tone. However, unlike the other two aspects in Mandarin, discourse motivation cannot 

account for the use of the 0 morpheme in verb forms where the stative aspect is intended. 

This is due to the restriction that the stative -zhe cannot be used alongside any other 

aspect morphemes for the same verb.209 As pointed out above, prominence in Mandarin 

discourse is built by utilizing two or three aspect morphemes in the same verb form. For 

this reason, even though the stative -zhe is considered more marked than the 0 morpheme, 

both morphemes are used as backgrounding devices in Mandarin discourse. 

(32) (a) 1~-:l-$i§.1~a!; Jt.-T-11 rJ:J;fe?,' Jllt.l1' i.j~ rf1 '$i~Mi '$i-tfk 0 (Exod 

209 See, for example, Lii g ,f.x.),ffi, 800 Phrases, 665-66. 



28:40, UV) 

Ni yao wei ya lun de erzi zuo nei pao, yaodai, guo t6ujin, wei r6ngyao, wei 

huamei. 
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For Aaron's sons you shall make tunic and belt and wear headdresses, for the 

sake of glory and magnificence. 

(b) iFoY ' ~MJ1{A~hit~~ '~Ji~~£' -!JC~% 0 (Matt 8:6, UV) 

Zhu a, WO de pliren hai tanhuanbing, tang zai jiall'., shenshi teng ku. 

0 Lord, my servant is paralyzed, lying at home in great pain. 

( c) f~ J:. ?Jf fe. : '~ "!J~ ' ~ 1:. :rt~ a11t $Ji 1.t iro fir ' ~ 0f.~ Ji 1t- fir$~ fJHi 1t- a1 i! 

~ 0 '(Matt 11:10, NCV) 

Jing shang suo ji: "kan na, WO chaiqian WO de sh1zhe zai Ill mianqian, ta bi 

zai Ill qiantou ylibei Ill de daolu." 

The Scripture has written, "Look, I am sending my messenger before you. 

He shall prepare your way before you." 

Like -le and verb reduplication, the stative marker -zhe often appears in imperative or 

hortatory sentences, as (33) illustrates: 

(33) ~e_;t. "lli:*-:t-6f ' Jli:.J::t.W-" 0 (1Cor15:33, CLB)210 

Ji-zhe "Jin-zhu-zhe-chi, jin-mo-zhe-hei." 

Remember, "You are whom you associate with." 

3.2.6. Conclusion 

This section begins with a survey of literature on the general study of aspect (3 .2.1 ), 

and continues with critical reviews of major approaches to Mandarin aspect (3.2.2-3.2.4). 

210 The CLB is from the 1998 revised edition. 
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Section 3.2.5 provides an outline of methodology for treating Mandarin aspect. The 

notions of markedness and grounding are explored here to add explanatory force to the 

treatment of each aspect morpheme in Mandarin. To support the proposed outline of the 

Mandarin aspectual system, illustrations are drawn from the wenli and Mandarin Bible 

versions. This outline will serve as the theoretical basis for translating the Bible, with 

special emphasis on translating New Testament Greek verbal aspect into Mandarin verbal 

aspect. In the next section, the focus will tum to New Testament Greek aspect (3.3). 

3.3. Verbal Aspect in New Testament Greek 

3.3.1. Introduction 

The purpose of this section is two-fold: to critically examine previous studies on 

Greek aspect, all of which are monographs, and to outline a methodology for treating 

New Testament Greek aspect necessary for engaging detailed discussions on Bible 

translation issues in the following chapters. The review has its primary focus on 

examining the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed Greek aspect systems, as 

opposed to disputing the soundness of each on syntax and pragmatic problems of aspect. 

Specific issues that arise from syntax and pragmatics of the Greek New Testament will 

receive detailed treatment in the following chapters. 

Grammatical studies of ancient Greek began as early as the second century B.C.E. and 

continue to receive rigorous contributions today. This is a stark contrast to classical 

Chinese in which no grammatical treatises existed until the eighteenth century C.E. In the 

late nineteenth century, Curtius introduced the terms Zeitstufe ("grade of time") to 

describe temporal locations and Zeitart ("kind of time"), which was later referred to by 
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many (e.g. Moulton and Robertson) as Aktionsart.211 It was not until the later editions of 

the Blass-Debrunner-Funk grammar that the term "aspect" appeared in connection with 

Aktionsart.212 However, major works that apply modem linguistic theories of aspect to 

Greek are relatively recent and few in number.213 This section primarily focuses on the 

theoretical contributions of seven authors on New Testament Greek aspect. All of the 

monographs reviewed here are revised doctoral dissertations published within the last 

two decades, except those by McKay and Mateos. The following reviews of Greek aspect 

models divide into two main groups: the first group, represented by McKay, Porter, 

Decker, and Evans, treats aspect as an independent category without conflating it with 

Aktionsart. The second group, represented by Mateos, Fanning, and Olsen, recognizes 

Aktionsart as a main component of aspect.214 

3.3.2. McKay, Porter, Decker, and Evans 

a. K.L. McKay 

McKay is credited as the first person to apply modem linguistic theories of aspect to 

ancient Greek, although his monograph on New Testament Greek aspect did not appear 

until 1994.215 McKay's model of Greek aspect is not formed according to binary or 

211 Curtius, Greek Verb, 2; Moulton, Prolegomena, 108-18; Robertson, Grammar, 828-35. 
212 BDF, §318. Akttonsart and aspect are not treated as distinct categories. This remains unchanged in the 
18th German edition. See BDR, §318. 
213 Porter offers the most thorough review of previous approaches to Greek aspect and related subjects. 
Porter, Verbal Aspect, 17-65. See also Rydbeck, "What Happened," 424--27; Porter and Reed, "Greek 
Grammar," 143-64; Decker, Temporal Deixis, 3-11. 
214 Banerjee has attempted to provide a contrastive study of Greek and Sanskrit aspectual systems. 
Unfortunately, he failed on several counts. For example, he confuses aspect with Aktionsart and appears to 
have no distinction between the two categories. More importantly, his comments on the Greek verbal 
system are almost entirely derived from secondary sources. In addition, there is very little treatment of 
contrasting the two different systems of aspect. In short, Banerjee contributes nothing to the theory of 
Greek aspect and, thus, his work deserves no further review here. See Banerjee, Tense and Aspect, 23. 
215 McKay, New Syntax. McKay published his first article on Greek aspect as early as 1965. See also 
McKay, "Use," 1-21. 
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privative oppositions. He maintains the traditional tense-based terminology mainly for 

pedagogical reasons and the sake of convenience.216 He defines aspect in terms of a 

"category of verb system by means of which an author (or speaker) shows how he views 

each event or activity he mentions in relations to its context."217 McKay sees Aktionsart 

as analogous and not identical to aspect. He thinks that while it is helpful to divide Greek 

verbs into activity and stative verbs, further divisions are unnecessary and can be 

misleading because classifications such as Vendler-Kenny's taxonomy are based on 

English.218 McKay identifies four Greek aspects (both classical and Koine):219 

1. Imperfective (present, imperfect): expressing an activity as in process (in 

progress) 

2. Aorist (aorist): expressing an activity as a whole action or simple event 

3. Perfect (perfect, pluperfect, future perfect): expressing the state consequent upon 

an action 

4. Future (future): expressing intention and consequently simple futurity220 

McKay emphasizes that his basic approach is a pragmatic one, and that contextual 

factors plays the key role in the understanding of Greek aspects. Still, his quadripartite 

model presents several problems.221 First, according to McKay, Greek tense-forms do not 

signal time except "by implication from their relationship to their context. "222 Yet he 

often uses temporal references (i.e. present, past, future) to explain the distributional 

216 McKay, Greek Grammar, ix. Others like Voelz, on the other hand, insist that "tense" should be replaced 
with "stem." Voelz, "Present," 156. 
217 McKay, New Syntax, 27. 
218 McKay, New Syntax, 29 n. 1. 
219 McKay, Grammar, 136; McKay, New Syntax, 8, 27-34; McKay, "On the Perfect," 290. 
220 McKay, Grammar, 140--41. 
221 McKay, New Syntax, xi. 
222 McKay, New Syntax, 39. 
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differences, for example, between present and imperfect tense-forms.223 Second, since he 

observes that the present, aorist, and imperfect tense-forms can all be interpreted as 

inceptive (which is essentially an Aktionsart category), he is unable to account for the 

significance in their particular semantic contributions.224 Third, McKay identifies no 

aspectual oppositions; as a result, he is unable to differentiate aspectual meanings within 

each aspect (e.g. perfect and pluperfect tense-forms). Finally, the future tense-form 

classified as a separate aspect is unconvincing. "Expressing intention" in fact belongs to 

the category of mood, whereas "futurity" to the category of tense, both of which fall 

outside of aspect proper. In short, without a powerful linguistic model to serve as a 

theoretical basis, the application of McKay's Greek aspect model to Bible translation is 

rather limited. 

b. Stanley Porter 

Stanley Porter's model of Greek aspect "exploits," as he says in the introduction of his 

monograph, a "functional linguistic model of fairly recent provenance, systemic 

linguistics."225 His approach is similar to that of McKay on several points, however, the 

two are also quite different. Both retain traditional terminology. Another apparent but 

important similarity is that both reject Aktionsart as a main component of aspect. Their 

classifications of tense-forms according to their corresponding aspects are basically the 

same, but not identical. One of their major differences is that Porter's approach lends 

itself to modem linguistic theories (especially those of the Prague School) to serve as a 

solid foundation for developing a Greek aspect model far superior to McKay's. 

223 McKay, New Syntax, 40, 42. 
224 McKay, New Syntax, 42--47. 
225 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 7. 
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Porter defines aspect in terms of "a synthetic semantic category (realized in the forms 

of verbs) used of meaningful oppositions in a network of tense systems to grarnmaticalize 

the author's reasoned subjective choice of conception of a process."226 He shares the 

same convictions with McKay that Greek verbal forms do not convey temporal reference, 

even in the indicative mood. Porter's tripartite model of Greek aspect is summarized 

below:227 

+Perfective [Aorist] 

Verbal aspect 

+Imperfective [Present] 

-Perfective 

+Stative [Perfect] 

Chart 3.4. Porter's model of Greek aspect 

Some key linguistic theories Porter utilizes include the concept of markedness 

introduced by the Prague School linguists in order to account for a range of different 

types of aspectual oppositions and contrasts in Greek tense-forms.228 According to Porter, 

the privative oppositions represented by the labels [-remoteness] and [+remoteness] are 

necessary to differentiate the present and imperfect tense-forms of the imperfective 

aspect, and perfect and pluperfect tense-forms of the stative aspect, respectively. 

Following Wallace, Porter believes that the present is primarily used in discourse as the 

foregrounding tense-form.229 Since he recognizes the [+stative] to be the most heavily 

226 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 88. 
227 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 90. Among those who adopt Porter's model include Young in Young, 
Intermediate New Testament Greek, chapters 7-8. 
228 For example, Porter presents several different types ofmarkedness, including material, implicational, 
distributional, and semantic markedness. Porter, Verbal Aspect, 178-81. 
229 Wallace, "Figure and Ground," 208, 212; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 92-93; Porter, Idioms, 302; Porter, 
"Date," 302-12. 
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marked aspect, the perfect and pluperfect are frontgrounding tense-forms, used to mark 

prominence in Greek discourse.230 The aorist, on the other hand, is less heavily marked 

against the tense-forms of the [-perfective] aspects; it is frequently used as means to 

mark cohesion in narrative discourse.231 

c. Rodney Decker 

Many have criticized Porter's nontraditional proposal for his apparent excessive 

reliance on exceptions of verb forms that are inconsistent with their temporal references 

(e.g. past-referring present tense-form).232 The problem with this objection is that there 

are many such "exceptions," for example, as Rodney Decker observes, in 518 total 

occurrences of aorist indicative forms in Mark, 58 aorists are not used to denote past 

time.233 Decker's corpus-based study is devoted to testing Porter's theory by application 

to Mark. His semantic-pragmatic approach explores various means employed in the 

Gospel to express temporal locations. Supported by evidence gathered from his analyses 

on deictic indicators, discourse, and contextual factors, Decker concurs with Porter that 

the Greek verb does not grammaticalize temporal reference. In his conclusion, however, 

he hesitates to fully embrace Porter's theory, fearing that such radical change would 

result in "far-reaching implications" beyond what people might feel comfortable.234 

230 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 245-51, 292-93; Porter, Idioms, 302-05. 
231 Porter, Idioms, 305. Porter adds that the present tense-form is used to mark cohesion in exposition. 
232 Fanning, "Approaches," 58; Schmidt, "Verbal Aspect," 72; Mateos, "Recension," 222. McKay has 
criticized Porter for ignoring or misapplying the contextual evidence. McKay, "Time and Aspect," 210, 225. 
Caragounis follows Jannaris' diachronic analysis and argues for the existence of tense and aspect in Koine 
Greek. He repudiates Porter for his disregard of what he thinks to be a critical role of Modem Greek in our 
understanding of the New Testament Greek aspect. Caragounis, however, does not present his own model 
of Greek aspect, nor does he appear to have one. See Caragounis, Development, 316-36; also 151-81. 
233 Decker, Temporal Deixis, 94-99, 151. 
234 Decker, Temporal Deixis, 153. 
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d. T.V. Evans 

T.V. Evans published his study on the Greek verbal syntax in the same year as Decker 

did his.235 In contrast to any of the above reviewed authors, Evans discusses Greek aspect 

in relation to "translation technique" of the Septuagint. He sets out to demonstrate that 

Septuagint syntax does not equate with Hebrew syntax. However, similar to other 

scholars, Evans treats aspect as "a viewpoint feature, indicating the way in which a 

speaker or writer views a verbal occurrence with respect to its internal temporal 

constituency" involving "a binary opposition, grammatically expressed, between 

perfective and imperfective aspects."236 Evans' model, however, diverges significantly 

from those of McKay and Porter. According to Evans, Greek realizes five "aspectual 

tenses" and two "non-aspectual tenses."237 The present, perfect, and imperfect tenses 

denote the imperfective aspect, whereas the aorist and pluperfect express the perfective 

aspect. The future and future perfect are the only non-aspectual tenses. Evans rejects 

Porter's thesis of a purely aspectual interpretation of the Greek verb even in the indicative 

as "untenable" and argues from a diachronic point of view:238 

The exceptional patterns of verbal usages which provide the basis for this theory are better taken 
as fossilized survivals of an older aspectual structure overlaid by the growing importance of 
temporal reference. The comparatively late appearance of the future tense form and the 
introduction of the augment are consistent with the notion of rising temporal reference in the 
indicative. 239 

On the other hand, Evans accepts Porter's view insofar as the perfect is grammatically 

stative, however, he considers (following Szemerenyi) it aspectually imperfective.240 The 

235 Evans, Verbal Syntax. 
236 Evans, Verbal Syntax, 50. 
237 Evans, Verbal Syntax, 51. 
238 Evans, Verbal Syntax, 45-50. 
239 Evans, Verbal Syntax, 51. 
240 Szemerenyi, "Origin," 10. Cited by Evans in Evans, Verbal Syntax, 30-31. 
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perfect has identical aspectual meaning with the present tense; the difference between 

them is the grammatically expressed stativity of the perfect. Hence, he does not 

categorize the stative as a separate aspect. 

The main thrust of Evans' argument lies in his structural comparison of the Hebrew 

and Greek verbal systems, not in providing a detailed analysis of Greek verb forms and 

their aspectual meanings. But even with such comparison there are many flaws in his 

approach. The most problematic one is that he claims to find consistent matches between 

Greek and Hebrew verb forms in the Pentateuch simply by overlaying his model of Greek 

aspect onto traditionally categorized Hebrew verb forms, with little consideration of 

modem discussions of Hebrew aspect and its related issues.241 In short, Evans contributes 

nothing original to our understanding of Hebrew aspect and very little to Greek aspect. 

3.3.3. Mateos, Fanning, Olsen 

a. Juan Mateos 

Before Porter and Fanning, the first monograph solely devoted to New Testament 

Greek aspect appeared in 1977 by Juan Mateos. He considers three key components 

("factores") of aspect: lexematic, morphematic, and syntagmatic. 242 He intends to show 

how these three components interact with each other, thereby discovering the aspectual 

function of the Greek verb. The lexematic component, which corresponds to Aktionsart 

or lexical aspect, divides into four classes: statives, instantatives, continuatives, and 

resultatives. Mateos follows Vendler-Kenny's taxonomy and uses the binary oppositions 

between the stative and dynamic verbs to classify New Testament Greek verbs and 

241 Evans includes no more than 3 pages on Hebrew aspect. Evans, Verbal Syntax, 58--60. 
242 Mateos, Aspecto Verbal, 20-27, 30-32. I follow Porter's English translation of the three Spanish terms. 
Porter, Verbal Aspect, 61. 
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discuss their aspectual and syntactical meanings. The morphematic part corresponds to 

grammatical aspect, which he treats with Aktionsart categories. For example, the present 

tense expresses the durative aspect, whereas the aorist the punctual.243 As Porter has 

pointed out, Mateos's model of Greek aspect is essentially a version of Aktionsart.244 

b. Buist Fanning 

Buist Fanning published his monograph on New Testament Greek aspect within a year 

of Porter's. Like Mateos, Fanning follows Vendler-Kenny's classification, but goes much 

further in his modification of the taxonomy.245 More importantly, he departs from Mateos 

by adding grammatical aspect to his model of Greek aspect. His definitions of Aktionsart 

and (grammatical) aspect are very similar to (if not basically in agreement with) 

Porter's.246 However, Fanning's model of Greek aspect differs from Porter's in several 

critical areas; most importantly, their differences are characterized by their 

methodological approaches. 

Fanning posits a two-component theory of Greek aspect similar to the one Smith 

would later propose, conflating Aktionsart with aspect categories. He argues that while 

aspect is often regarded as a rather subjective category, it is in fact not entirely true. He 

explains, 

[F]ully subjective choices between aspects are not common, since the nature of the action or the 
procedural character of the verb or verb-phrase can restrict the way an action is viewed by a 
speaker. In fact, aspect interacts so closely with such features and so significantly affected by them 
that no analysis of aspect can be fully meaningful without attention to these interactions. 247 

243 Mateos, Aspecto, 30-32. 
244 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 61. 
245 For the purpose of the current study, Fanning's further refinement ofVendler-Kenny taxonomy of verbs 
(i.e. the additional subcategories of"climaxes" and "punctuals") is not revelent. See Fanning, Verbal 
Aspect, 126-96. 
246 Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 31, 84-85. Porter has pointed out that he and Fanning have "very similar 
definitions of what verbal aspect is." Porter, "In Defence," 32. 
247 Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 85. 
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Fanning posits two Greek aspects in the New Testament:248 

1. Aorist: presents an occurrence in summary, viewed as a whole from the outside, 

without regard for the internal make-up of the occurrence 

2. Present: reflects an internal viewpoint concerning the occurrence which focuses 

on its development or progress and sees the occurrence in regard to its internal 

make-up, without beginning or end in view 

Fanning stresses the aorist and present aspects as the primary aspectual relationship, and, 

as a result, the perfect can be omitted since its aspectual value resembles that of the 

aorist. 249 Likewise, the imperfect has "virtually identical aspect-value" to the present 

tense-form so it, too, can be omitted from the discussion.250 He does add that the 

imperfect also indicates past tense in addition to conveying the progressive aspect. In 

contrast to Porter, Fanning only specifies equipollent oppositions between the aorist and 

the present aspects, and explains the differences between tense-forms (i.e. perfect and 

pluperfect, present and imperfect) according to their temporal references and Aktionsart 

categories. The stative aspect, therefore, is defined by both stative situation (not by 

perfect tense-form according to Porter) and by tense-feature of anteriority.251 

248 Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 97, 103. The explanations are direct quotations from Fanning; his emphases in 
italics are taken off. 
249 Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 124. 
25° Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 241. 
251 Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 112-14, 19-20. Fanning follows Friedrich's interpretation ofanteriority in the 
perfect form. Friedrich, "On Aspect Theory," Sl6--l9, 36. Friedrich's analysis of the Greek perfect in tum 
owes to an earlier study by Kurylowicz. See Kurylowicz, Inflectional Categories, 90-135. According to 
Friedrich, the perfect tense-form exists as "equivalent" (which he prefers to equipollent contrast) to the 
aorist and present tense-forms. Friedrich's model of Homeric Greek aspect is summarized below: 

__,- + DnrH\\'e ("pre,etH") 

----------~ __ +Realized ("pedecr'') 
-------- - D111.ir1\·e ~ 

·----------- - R e:dized ("aorist") 
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Fanning also holds views very different from Porter's regarding the roles of Greek 

aspect in discourse. He rejects the idea that aspect inherently conveys temporal sequence 

and marks prominence in discourse.252 Although the two share similar views concerning 

the future tense, Fanning sees it as a "non-aspectual tense-category" and excludes it from 

further discussions.253 Overall, Fanning's model of Greek aspect is too simplified and 

inadequate, for he relies heavily on Aktionsart and traditional Greek grammarians to 

. fl h. . . f G k b 254 m uence 1s mterpretat10n o ree ver s. 

c. Mari Olsen 

Following Fanning, Mari Olsen's model of Greek aspect represents the most recent 

effort to embrace Aktionsart. Olsen adopts Smith's two-component theory of viewpoint 

and situation aspect as the basis for her model of Koine Greek aspect, though she departs 

from Smith on several significant points.255 For example, Olsen follows Smith's tripartite 

grammatical aspect model, that is, imperfective, perfective, neutral (renamed "unmarked") 

aspects, but argues that English simple forms (past, present, and future) are aspectually 

unmarked (contra Smith).256 Olsen also weighs pragmatic factors (adopting Grice's 

Maxims) to determine the aspectual meaning of a verb more heavily than Smith.257 The 

The imperfect and pluperfect tense-forms are labeled [+past] under [+Durative] and [+Realized] in contrast 
to [-past] of the present and perfect tense-forms. Friedrich further divides [-Realized] into [±bounded] and 
three additional subcategories in his hierarchy of Homeric aspect. See Friedrich, "On Aspect," Sl2, 27, 37. 
252 Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 72-77, 85. 
253 Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 122-24. 
254 See, for example, Porter, "In Defence," 39-40; Olsen, Semantic and Pragmatic Model, 254. 
255 Olsen, Semantic and Pragmatic Model, 63, 77-81, 167-76. Another author Olsen frequently consults is 
Comrie. 
256 Olsen, Semantic and Pragmatic Model, 182-91. Louw, on the other hand, argues that the Greek present 
is aspectually neutral or unmarked, and a zero tense. Olsen does follow Louw in treating the future as 
aspectually neutral. Louw, "Verbale Aspek," 25-26; Louw, "Verbal Aspect," 102. Among others who 
recognize tense in ancient Greek is Lorente Fernandez. She adopts Porter's tripartite aspectual model in her 
recent corpus-linguistic study of Greek verbal aspect in Isocrates. See Fernandez, L 'aspect verbal. 
257 H. Paul Grice' s maxims of conversation are understood as sort of "agreements" or "terms of 
communication" that both the speaker and his or her audience respect and hence according to which they 
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plan of her study closely resembles that of Smith, except she focuses only on English and 

Greek aspects, and she adds a treatment of tense. Olsen exhibits serious deficiency in her 

knowledge of non-western languages. It becomes obvious that, for example, all 

illustrations in Mandarin derive from secondary sources (especially from Smith's). This 

deficiency will undermine the credibility as well as applicational value of her theory to 

general studies of aspect. 

Olsen's model ofKoine Greek tense and (grammatical) aspect is summarized 

below:258 

TENSE: Past Present Future Unmarked 
ASPECT: 

Im_p_erfective lm_Qerf ect Present 
Perfective Pluperfect Perfect Aorist 
Unmarked Future 

Table 3.4. Olsen's Greek indicative mixed tense and aspect system 

Olsen has followed Fanning in his interpretation of the perfect and pluperfect tense-forms 

as signaling the perfective aspect, both of which McKay and Porter consider to be stative 

aspect, whereas Evans considers the former imperfective and the latter perfective. 

According to Olsen, temporal reference is suggested by tense semantically and by 

implicature pragmatically. She argues for the existence of tense in Greek based on the 

assumptions of "cancelability" (deriving from the work by Grice), which states that 

"cooperate." "Grice's Maxims," fall under the following four categories: 1. Quantity. Make your 
contribution as informative as is required (for current purposes of the exchange). Do not make your 
contribution more informative than is required. 2. Quality. Do not say what you believe to be false. Do not 
say that for which you lack adequate evidence. 3. Relation. "Be relevant." 4. Manner. Avoid obscurity of 
expression. Avoid ambiguity. Be brief. Be orderly. Grice, "Logic and Conversation," 41-58. 
258 Olsen, Semantic and Pragmatic Model, 202, 44. Olsen's lexical aspect is based on Smith's viewpoint 
types, with an additional subdivision of temporary state [+telic] to differentiate from state [otelic] 
(following Carlson). Carlson, "Unified Analysis," 448. Olsen, Semantic and Pragmatic Model, 202-19. See 
also Xiao and McEnery, "Situation," 339--41. 
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semantic meanings "may not be canceled without contradiction or reinforced without 

redundancy."259 In other words, semantic meanings are uniform and uncancelable, 

whereas pragmatic meanings are variable and cancelable.260 The present and aorist forms, 

therefore, are unspecified for tense since their temporal references are expressed 

pragmatically and, hence, cancelable.261 

Decker has demonstrated evidence that effectively disproves Olsen's theory of 

cancelability. Consider the imperfect form in (34):262 

(34) il0eAov bE rrape'ivm rrpo~ uµa~ apn (Gal 4:20) 

I wish I were present with you now (NRSV). 

The imperfect ~8eA.ov clearly expresses the present time. This interpretation is supported 

by contextual information and temporal deictic apn.263 Similarly, the perfect can also 

denote future reference (e.g. Jas 5:1-3).264 Olsen's claim, therefore, about Greek tense 

according to her theory of cancelability will not hold true. The other objections to Olsen's 

mixed tense and aspect model have to do with the fact that she does not consider non-

indicative moods. 

259 Olsen, Semantic and Pragmatic Model, 219. See Grice, "Logic and Conversation," 41-58. 
260 Olsen, Semantic and Pragmatic Model, 219-20. 
261 Hewson and Duhoux both argue similarly for a co-existence of aspect and tense in ancient Greek. 
Hewson shares the same view with Olsen concerning the difference between the aorist and present as 
purely aspectual, but his Greek aspect model differs significantly from Olsen's. He posits a tripartite aspect 
model of Greek similar to Porter's but instead of stative aspect, he calls it the retrospective aspect. His 
"aspecto-temporal" system divides the indicative tense-forms into past (imperfect, aorist, pluperfect) and 
non-past (present, future, perfect). The key difference in Hewson's model is that he recognizes the future 
form as "non-past perfective" aspect. See Hewson, "Verbal System," 28-29. Duhoux, on the other hand, 
recognizes the present as present tense, aorist as past tense, and perfect as past and present tense. See 
Duhoux, verbe, §§ 124-30. Duhoux's Greek aspect model includes four aspects: progressive (imperfect), 
punctual (aorist), stative (perfect, future perfect, pluperfect), and neutral (present and future). 
262 Decker, Temporal Deixis, 46. 
263 Paul is describing not a past but rather present desire, as rraA.tv in the previous verse indicates. 
264 Decker, Temporal Deixis, 48. 
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3.3.4. Methodology and Procedures: An Outline of Verbal Aspect in New Testament 

Greek 

3.3.4.1. Introduction 

This section provides an outline of Greek aspect that is adopted as the principal 

methodology, along with Mandarin aspect outlined in 3.2.5, to be implemented in the 

discussions of translating New Testament Greek verb forms into Mandarin Chinese in the 

following chapters. Greek illustrations are primarily simple sentences in the active 

indicative mood from the New Testament that best describe the aspectual meaning of the 

verb. Special verbs (e.g. ol8a and yivwaKw ), complex sentences (e.g. conditional 

sentences) and especially those in the non-indicative moods or passive/middle voice, 

along with temporal locations and discourse considerations will receive full treatment in 

the following chapters. 

a. Binary Oppositions 

The Greek aspectual system closely resembles the Mandarin aspectual system, though 

the two are not identical. Greek realizes three aspects, which divide into three sets of 

binary oppositions. The first two sets are equipollent oppositions: the first set is 

represented by [+perfective] and [-perfective]; the second set divides the [-perfective] 

into [+imperfective] and [+stative]. The third set exists as parallel to the first equipollent 

oppositions. It is a privative opposition represented by [+remote] and [-remote]. Table 

3.5 summarizes the Greek tense-forms and their aspectual realizations. The proposed 

tripartite model of Greek aspect follows that of Porter, as Chart 3.5 and Table 3.5 

illustrate: 
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+Remote 

-Remote 

Aspectuality 

+Perfective 

-{ 

+Imperfective 

-Perfective 

+Stative 

Chart 3.5. Greek aspect 

+Perfective -Perfective 

+Imperfective +Stative 

+Remote 
Aorist 

lm..E_erfect Pluperfect 
-Remote Present Perfect 

Table 3.5. Greek tense-forms and their aspectual realizations 

b. Markedness and Grounding 

The current dissertation follows Porter in his application of the markedness theory to 

New Testament Greek aspect, especially the categorization of tense-forms according to 

grounding and discourse functions. 265 The aorist is the least heavily marked tense-form 

and, thus, it is used as the backgrounding device in discourse. Foregrounded prominence 

in Greek discourse is achieved by the more marked present and imperfect tense-forms. 

The perfect and pluperfect are the most marked tense-forms, and both are used to 

contribute frontgrounded prominence in discourse. Table 3.6 illustrates the five Greek 

tense-forms arranged in order from least to most marked:266 

265 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 92-93; Porter, Idioms, 22-23, 302-03; Porter and O'Donnell, Discourse Analysis. 
266 A similar table is presented in Westfall, Discourse Analysis, 57. 
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Aorist Unmarked 
Imperfect l 
Present l 
Perfect l 
Pluperfect Marked 

Table 3.6. Markedness and Greek aspect 

3.3.4.2. Perfective Aspect: The Aorist Tense-form 

Greek realizes a perfective aspect in the form of the aorist, as (35) illustrates: 

(35) ebaKpuaev o 'Iriaov~. (John 11 :35) 

Jesus wept (e.g. KJV, NAB, ESV, NIV, NLT). 

The perfective aspect focuses on the event as a complete whole, without specifying any 

internal stage or process.267 It is used in past, present, and future time, or omnitemporal 

(gnomic) references. The aorist in its regular form is normally augmented by an E, but 

only in the indicative mood. 

(36) eaiyT}aEV 8f. TTQV TO TTA~8o~, Kat ~KOUOV Bapva~a Kat TiavAou (Acts 15:12) 

And all the assembly fell silent, and they listened to Barnabas and Paul (ESV). 

McKay interprets eaiyriaev in (36) as inceptive or ingressive ("became silent").268 This 

reading of the aorist is not adopted here since the inceptiveness or ingressiveness belongs 

to the Aktionsart category. Some English translations (e.g. KJV, NASB, NRSV) render 

eaiyriaev as "kept silence," which reflects the perfective aspect of the Greek verb. 

Likewise, some render e8aKpuaEV in (35) as ingressive ("Jesus began to cry," e.g. NRSV, 

CEV).269 It, too, should be rejected here. 

267 See, for example, Moulton, Introduction, 123. 
268 McKay, New Syntax, 46. 
269 The CEV has "Jesus started crying." See also, for example, Robertson, Grammar, 834. 
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3.3.4.3. Imperfective and Stative Aspects 

a. Present and Imperfect Tense-Forms 

a. Present Tense-Form 

The present tense-form expresses the immediate ([-remote]) imperfective aspect, 

whereas the imperfect tense-form conveys the remote ([+remote]) imperfective aspect. 

Both tense-forms focus on the event as progressive, with their internal stage or process 

clearly specified. The present tense-form is used in past, present, and future time, 

timeless, or ornniternporal (gnomic) references. It does not have an augment. (37a-b) 

illustrate: 

(37) (a) OUK exw av8pa. (John 4:17) 

I do not have a husband. 

(b) 'HA.irn; µEv epxeTat Kat clTTOKaTaCJT~CTEl TTOVTa· (Matt 17:11) 

"Elijah is indeed corning and will restore all things." (NRSV) 

p. Imperfect Tense-Form 

The present form epxETm in (37b) stresses the immediacy of the imperfective aspect, or 

better, futurity. The imperfective, on the other hand, is limited to past or non-past 

(conative) uses, as illustrated in (38a-b).270 The imperfective tense-form is normally 

augmented by an e. 

(38) (a) oi 8E ~yvoovv To p~µa, Kat e<po~ovvTo avTov errepwT~am. (Mark 9:32) 

But they did not understand the saying, and were afraid to ask him (ESV). 

270 Porter has noted that the imperfective is "the closest that the Greek language comes to a form actually 
related to time." Porter, Idioms, 33-34. 
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(b) vuv e~~Touv aE A.18aam oi 'Iov8aio1(John11:8) 

The Jews are now seeking to stone you.271 

b. Perfect and Pluperfect Tense-Forms 

The perfect tense-form expresses the immediate ([-remote]) stative aspect whereas the 

pluperfect tense-form conveys the remote ([+remote]) stative aspect. Like the Mandarin 

aspect marker -zhe, both tense-forms denote that an event has entered a stable condition. 

The perfect tense-form is used in past, present, future time, omnitemporal (gnomic), and 

timeless references, whereas the pluperfect has more restricted use in past-time 

references. 272 The perfect and pluperfect in their regular form have the reduplication of 

the first syllable in front of the verb. (39a-b) illustrate: 

(39) (a) yeyparrtm yap· Kvpwv rov 8Eov rJou rrporJKuvljrJEif(Matt 4:10) 

For it is written, "You shall worship the Lord your God" (ESV) 

(b) ij8Ewav m'.mSv (Mark 1:34) 

They knew him. 

3.3.4.4. The Future Tense-Form 

The future tense-form is not treated as an independent aspect nor is it included in 

current models of Greek aspect. As EPXETat in (37b) illustrates, the present form (as well 

as aorist and perfect) can express futurity. The interpretation of the future tense-form will 

follow Porter's suggestion of expressing expectation.273 The future tense-form is treated 

under the future conditional in 5.4.6. 

271 Example and translation are from Porter. Porter, Idioms, 35. Eugene Peterson has "The Jews are out to 
kill you." Peterson, Message. 
272 Porter has noted several non-past-referring examples (e.g. Matt 24:43). Porter, Verbal Aspect, 288. 
273 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 414, 438. 
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3.3.5. Conclusion 

This section (3.3) contains critical reviews of seven monographs on the study of Greek 

aspect. The methodology outlined in 3.3.4 will be used to interpret New Testament Greek 

aspect for the purpose of translating it into Mandarin. 

3.4. Conclusion 

The aim of the current chapter is two-fold: first, to offer critical reviews of previous 

studies on Mandarin and Greek aspects; second, to provide an outline of a methodology 

for approaching each of the aspectual systems. In the next two chapters, all three Greek 

aspects will receive detailed analyses followed by discussions on how they may be 

translated into Mandarin aspects. 
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CHAPTER 4 TRANSLATING THE GREEK PERFECTIVE, IMPERFECTIVE, 

AND STATIVE ASPECTS IN THE INDICATIVE MOOD INTO MANDARIN 

4.0. Introduction 

4.0.1. Greek Grammatical References in Chinese 

Grammatical references of New Testament Greek first became available in Mandarin 

in 191 7, when the American missionary John Leighton Stuart ( APMB) translated 

Huddilston's The Essentials of New Testament Greek. 1 Basing his translation on 

nineteenth century European comparative philology, Stuart merely outlined Greek 

grammar; nevertheless, his objective to train native Christian preachers in China was 

unprecedented. Stuart is also credited with his innovation in coining several Greek 

grammatical terminologies in Chinese.2 

The current selection of Greek grammars available in Mandarin is limited mostly to 

translations of beginner-level English titles. Commonly adopted as textbooks in Christian 

seminaries (Catholic and Protestant) in Hong Kong and Taiwan, they include beginning 

1 Stuart, Essentials, 260-65. See Huddilston, Essentials. Stuart (1876-1962) taught Greek at Nanking 
Theological Seminary before being appointed president ofYenching University in 1919. He later became 
the fust U.S. ambassador to China (1946--49). Stuart, Fifty Years in China, 40-42, 160-76. Stuart also 
published a Greek-Chinese-English lexicon. For over fifty years his lexicon remained the standard and only 
available Greek-Chinese lexicon. Stuart, Greek-Chinese-English Dictionary. Stuart's fonner student at 
Nanking Theological Seminary, Zhu Baohui, had thoroughly revised Sydenstricker's translation (SYD, 
1929) of the New Testament from Greek to Mandarin (ZHU, 1936). 
2 For example, the names of several cases (zhuge 1-~, "nominative," shUge ~~"genitive," huge uf-~, 
"vocative") and grammatical categories (weiyu zhiwei i]l~Z 1ii:. for the predicate position, xingr6ng zhi 
wei 1fj $.Z 1ii:. for the attribute position,jiwitdongzi &.4h ff]~ for the transitive verb) are still in use today. 
Other tenns are obsolete: e.g. the names of Greek moods (qingtf +ttt: zhishi .:t~ 1f for the indicative, 
xuanni ~'~for the subjunctive, qiwang Ji}] 1: for the optative, shiling R 4'- for the imperative,jianming !: 
..t for the infinitive,jianzhuang !:~for the participle) and tenses (shill Btft: yiwang e.Ai for the aorist, 
finheng 4-·t.i for the present, xiheng {f ·t.i for the imperfect,fincheng 4-A for the perfect, xicheng 1f A 
for the pluperfect,jianglai ~~ *- for the future). See also Stuart, Greek-Chinese-English Dictionary, xii. 
Some of Stuart's renderings of certain categories, e.g. dongzi ff]~ for verb and zhuangzi ~ ~ for 
adjective, are clear indications of direct influences by the works of Morrison, Giitzlaff, and Ma. See 
Morrison, Grammar; Giitzlaff, Notices; Ma ·~1t.t, Grammar. 
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Greek grammars by Machen and Mounce, and an intermediate grammar by Greenlee. 3 

While there have been a few Greek grammars by native speakers in recent decades (e.g. 

Wong), not only do they lack originality, these new titles continue to treat Greek and 

Chinese in terms of tense-based categories and Aktionsart.4 Hence, they offer little insight 

into either our understanding of Greek verbal syntax and semantics or the practice of 

Chinese Bible translation. A comparative or contrastive study on verbal aspect in ancient 

Greek and Mandarin Chinese simply does not exist in any language. 

4.0.2. Nishiwaki's Comparative Phonological Study 

The only linguistic study available to connect Greek and Chinese is Nishiwaki 

Junzaburo's Notes on Comparative Studies of Greek and Chinese. 5 Although Nishiwaki's 

thesis may appear unfounded, his work is nevertheless unprecedented and, thus, deserves 

special notice here. 6 In this volume, Nishiwaki seeks to discover a missing link between 

Chinese and Western civilizations. He argues that such a connection could possibly be 

established by means of comparative phonology between Greek and Chinese. After 

examining over two thousand selected Greek and Chinese words, Nishiwaki concludes 

that ancient Chinese and Indo-European languages do unmistakably share a common root. 

The current scope of this study does not warrant a full review ofNishiwaki's analysis, 

however, one example can illustrate Nishiwaki's basic approach. For the Chinese verb 

Jing ~1. ("respect"), he first gives the Japanese readings kei 7 1 and kyau ..:t- -\' r'J, along 

with the Mandarin reading ching, followed by three Greek words aiaxvvw 

3 Greenlee, Gao Ji xin yue Xi la wen; Machen, Xin yue Xi la wen; Mounce, Sheng Jing Xi la wen Ji chu. 
4 See, for example, Wong, Complete Guide; Wong, Introduction; Wang i£&ii1.::., Beginning Greek; Xu -it 
'.t Jt, Grammar. 
5 Nishiwaki, Notes. 
6 To my knowledge, Nishiwaki's Notes has never been reviewed. 



[kiin-tUn-tin-ching] (or the alternative [kiin-kon-ko-ke-kei]), nµciw 

[tin-t1n-ching], and aioxvv11 [ktin-kon-kon-ko-ke-kei] (or the alternative 

[kiin-tiin-tin-ching]).7 According to Nishiwaki, the underlined syllables in these 
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three Greek verbs correspond closely to the ancient readings of the same Chinese verb, 

thereby establishing a link between the two languages. The various pronunciations, each 

followed by an arrow in square brackets, supposedly illustrate the pronunciation of ~1. in 

different periods of history.8 Throughout Nishiwaki's work, these pronunciations are 

based on the assumption that ancient pronunciations of Chinese characters are largely 

preserved in Japanese. 9 The accuracy of ancient Chinese readings given by Nishiwaki is 

highly questionable; therefore, the phonetic connection between Greek and Chinese still 

cannot be established. However, it is true that it is more than just mere coincidence that a 

few historically documented Chinese and Greek words exhibit great phonetic affinity. 

These words include x'fgua g, J!.\ ("watermelon") Lsiei ,kawa]10 from atKva/aiKvo<;, 

lu6bo j ft.? ("turnip") [,Ia bcugk] from paq>f), and putao ~ ~ ("grapes") [, bcuo , dcau] 

from ~6Tpv<; .11 

7 Nishiwaki, Notes, 156. Compare Karlgren, who gives the reading [kiimg']. See Karlgren, Analytic 
Dictionary, s.v. 
8 Nishiwaki uses an endash [-]to separate different conjectured archaic Chinese pronunciations in the 
square bracket. Here, in order to make his intention clear, an arrow[-+] is used instead. 
9 This is a common assumption held by many Japanese scholars, including P.Y. Saeki. 
1° Compare Nishiwaki, who provides an alternative term, hugua ifj ,/(\ [kuo-+ko] [ko-+kuo-+kua] for 
aiKuo~/atKuo~. See Nishiwaki, Notes, 193. 
11 The readings in square brackets are from Karlgren. See Karlgren, Analytic Dictionary, s.v. According to 
the Chinese Chronicles (Shiji « ;t. -te.))) grapes were introduced to China from Feghana together with fine 
horses from Arabia in 91 B.C.E. (Putao yu liangma you zi yaliib6 shiiru Zhonggu6 zhe ~ ~ ~ ~.~;ff §J 51 
'*111a t:.J- A 'f !@if). See Watters, Essays, 332; Saeki, Nestorian Monument, 45; Stuart, Greek-Chinese
English Dictionary, iii, ix. 
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4.0.3. Use of Temporal Categories 

The plan of the current chapter generally follows Porter's treatment of the five major 

Greek tense-forms (i.e. aorist, present, imperfect, perfect, pluperfect) in Jdioms. 12 Two 

considerations justify the use of temporal categories. First, temporal categories are 

adopted because English-a non-aspectual, tense-based language-is used as the 

intermediate language to discuss verbal aspect in Mandarin and Greek. Furthermore, as 

English-speakers are the target audience of this dissertation, using grammatical categories 

that also apply to English will enable them to grasp the arguments of the proposed theory 

more easily. Second, both Mandarin and Greek verbs have traditionally been treated 

according to tense-based categories. By relating aspect to time, readers who are not 

familiar with verbal aspect in either language will be in a better position to engage the 

subject. 

4.0.4. Use of Wenli Versions 

Wenli versions of the Chinese Bible are utilized in the illustrated examples as well as 

throughout this dissertation primarily because of their close relation to and great 

influence upon Mandarin versions. 13 As already pointed out in 3.1.5.4 and 3.2.5.2.b 

above, RVCs-and to a lesser extent, IDVCs-are employed grammatically in classical 

Chinese as aspect morphemes in the same way they are used in Mandarin. Also, the use 

of wenli versions is justified because they address pertinent issues in Chinese Bible 

translation, including those pertaining to lexical, phonological, formal, and functional 

translation. 

12 Porter, Idioms, 28-42. 
13 See also 2.1.4.6, p. 26 above. 
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4.0.5. Conclusion 

The goal of this chapter is to formulate a system of consistent rendering of Greek 

tense-forms in the indicative mood with Mandarin aspect morphemes. The chief 

emphasis of analysis will be on translating the tense-forms according to the three aspect 

categories (perfective, imperfect, stative )-with special attention to discourse 

considerations-rather than on representing their temporal values (past, present, future). 

Following the conventional treatment of Greek verbs, five tense-forms in the indicative 

are investigated here: the aorist, present, imperfect, perfect, and pluperfect. The future 

form is not treated until the next chapter under conditional clauses because it is concerned 

more with mood than with aspect. In order to contrast the aspect systems of Greek and 

Mandarin, examples taken from more than sixty Chinese versions (both wenli and 

Mandarin) are critically examined and serve as a starting point to illustrate how the 

various uses of the Greek aspect in the indicative are translated into Mandarin. 

4.1. The Perfective Aspect in the Indicative Mood 

4.1.1. Introduction 

In both New Testament Greek and Mandarin, the perfective aspect views an event as a 

complete whole, without focusing on its internal constituents. The Greek perfective 

aspect offers only one choice of tense-form. The Mandarin perfective aspect, on the other 

hand, is realized by four morphologically expressed (single) morphemes and one 

morphologically unmarked form, the 0 morpheme, as shown in Table 4.1: 



Greek [+Perfective] Mandarin [+Perfective] 

Single aspect morpheme: 

Aorist 
-le, -guo, RVCs, verb reduplication, 0 

Two-morpheme aspect compounds: 
RVC-le, -guo-le, RVC-guo, -le-RVC, V-le-V 

Table 4.1. The Greek perfective aorist and its corresponding 

Mandarin perfective morphemes 

4.1.2. Past-Referring Aorist Indicative 

The Greek aorist is less heavily marked than other tense-forms (e.g. imperfect, 

perfect). 14 The aorist indicative form used in past reference is frequently rendered in 

Mandarin by the perfective marker -le, as (le) illustrates:15 

(1) ebaKpUO'EV O 'lr}O'OV<;. (John 11 :35) 

(a) Jl~.lli*~ T 0 (e.g. UV, NCV, CRV, WANG) 

Yesu kti-le. 

Jesus wept. 

(b) Jl~.~ilrUi t 0 (SB, CSB) 

Yesu liulei le. 

14 For a statistical analysis of the distribution of Greek tense-fonns in different moods used by Greek 
authors in classical and Hellenistic periods, see Duhoux, Verbe grec ancien, §§351--457. 
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15 Some Greek grammarians use labels such as "historical," "constative" ("complexive"), "narrative," or 
"ingressive" ("inceptive") aorist. These tenns are defmed in tenns ofAktionsart of the Greek verb and, 
therefore, will not be adopted here. See Burton, Syntax, §§38--40; Moulton, Prolegomena, 115-18; 
Robertson, Grammar, 835-36; Mayser, Grammatik, vol. 2, part 1, 141-143; Chamberlain, Exegetical 
Grammar, 75-77; Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 255--61; McKay, New Syntax, 46--47; Rijksbaron, Syntax (1st 
ed.), 28. Beet posits that the Greek aorist is an "unlimited" or "a matter-of-fact" past tense, therefore, it 
closely resembles the English preterit. Beet, "Greek Aorist," 191-201, 296-308, 372-85. The aorist tense
fonn is also frequently described according to its Aktionsart by traditional grammarians as "punctiliar." See 
Moulton, Prolegomena, 109-11, 129-31; Robertson, Grammar, 831--64; Dubrovina, "06 O.llHOM nrne 
yrIO'rpe6neHID1 .upeBHerpeqecKoro aopwcrn," 86-88; BDF, §318; Duhoux, Verbe grec ancien, §§ 122-23, 
337-38. Contra Stagg, "Abused Aorist," 222-31; Smith, "Errant Aorist Interpreters," 205-26. 
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Jesus shed tears. 

Yesu liulei ku le. 

Jesus shed tears and cried. 

Yesu liu-xia Iei-lai. 

Jesus shed tears. 

Yesu liu-Ie lei. 

Jesus wept. 

Yesu ku-jin yanlei. 

Jesus wept until his tears ran dry. 

Yesii ku-jin-le yanlei. 

Jesus wept until his tears ran dry. 

The two less frequently used Mandarin perfective morphemes, -guo and verb 

reduplication, cannot substitute for -le because the expressions liu-guo lei and ku-ku are 

unacceptable in this context. 16 Note that the DVC xialai in (ld) is not used to express the 

imperfective aspect, but rather to indicate the downward motion of the tears. 

16 Armstrong posits the hypothesis that the classical Greek aorist is the "tense of countable action" and of 
"event predication." He follows the traditional binary oppositions between the perfective and imperfective, 
but treats only their realizations in the aorist and present stems. His hypothesis is rejected here because he 
conflates Greek aspect with Aktionsart, and because the reduplication of verbs in Mandarin cannot be used 
to render all occurrences of the Greek aorist tense-form. See Armstrong, "Ancient Greek Aorist," 1-12. 
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a. Discourse Function of -le 

It should be noted that the le in (la-c) are modal particles, and therefore do not 

express the perfective aspect. 17 RVCs, such asjin ("exhaust"), also reflect the perfective 

aspect of the aorist tense-form in Greek, therefore, they may be used interchangeably 

with the perfective aspect marker -le, as (le-f) illustrate. The difference between the two 

morphemes is that -le serves as a foregrounding device in spoken and written discourse 

when coupled with RVCs (or -guo) to form a two-morpheme aspect compound. (lg) 

illustrates that the two-morpheme aspect compound jin-le is used to build foregrounded 

prominence. In this context, however, two-morpheme aspect compounds are not 

preferable, since the aorist tense-form &8aKpvaEv is not used to add any prominence to 

the discourse. 

b. The Aorist Tense-Form and the Mandarin Perfective Morphemes 

The aorist indicative tense-form may be translated by the perfective aspect marker 

-guo in Mandarin. (2a) illustrates: 

(2) TIOVTE~ yap eaxov m'JT~V (Matt 22:28) 

(a) 1&$i~1ri~i-~M 0 (NCV, LU, UV, WANG, SB, CRY) 

Yinwei tamen dou qu-guo ta. 

Because they all had married her. 

(b) I& $i ..C >l.~~*R#.t.~:k~ 1 ° (CLB) 

Yinwei qixiongdi dou gen ta jiehun le. 

Because seven brothers were all married to her. 

(c) I& $i..C >l.~~*R#.t.~ t :k~ 1 ° (FOLEY) 

17 The modal particle le is equivalent to the classicalyan, e.g. as in Yesii qi yan 11~.\\S,f.ii.~ (WV). 
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Yinwei qixiongdi dou gen ta jie-le hun le. 

Because seven brothers were all married to her. 

The expression foxov auTfiv is understood as "had her" in the sense of having had a 

close relationship with her, in this case, as a wife. 18 The majority of Mandarin versions 

(2a) use the perfective morpheme -guo, which is preferable to the 0 morpheme used in 

the CLB (2b), because it morphologically reflects the perfective aspect signaled by 

Eoxov. 19 Here, -guo and the aspect marker -le may be used interchangeably. Jiehun le in 

(2b) could be rephrased asjie-le hun le, in which the addition of the aspect marker -le 

expresses the perfective aspect, as (2c) illustrates. 

The aspect marker -guo is frequently used in negative sentences signaled by particles 

such as miiy6u ("have not"), mei ("not [yet]"), or wei ("not yet"). Since the perfective 

marker -le generally does not occur in negative sentences or clauses, any one of the three 

perfective morphemes-the 0 morpheme, RVCs, -guO--can be used in its place.20 

Consider the following examples (English translation is provided below): 

(3) a CHp8a~µo~ OUK ei8ev KOl oi~ OUK ~KOUOEV KOl ETTl Kap8iav av8pwTTOU OUK 

OVE~fl, a ~Toiµaaev 0 8eo~ TOl~ ayaTIWatV OUTOV (1Cor2:9) 

(a) J:.*~~~MJA..?Jf-i11tMJ ';l!:H!l!Jk~,t;ff j- _ti{&, .lf-~~1.;ffllt.lif&' A_,;:_; 

~1. ;ff .t ~if& Mi 0 (LU) 

Shangdi gei ai ta de ren suo yubei de, shi yanjing meiyou kan-jian-guo, 

erduo meiyou ting-jian-guo, renxin meiyou sixiang-guo de. 

18 BDAG, s.v. Many English versions (e.g. NRSV, NIV, NAB) support this reading of foxov mh~v. 
19 Gildersleeve calls this use of the aorist an "empirical aorist." Gildersleeve, Syntax, §259. Burton calls it 
the "English perfect of experience." Burton, Syntax, §46. For a dissenting opinion, see, for example, 
Robertson, Grammar, 843--44. 
20 Wang.£± .it, "Two Aspect Markers," 457-70; L. Mangione and Li, "Compositional Analysis," 65-122. 



(SB; UV, CLB, CPB)21 

Tianzhu wei ai ta de ren suo zhunbei de, shi yan suo wei jian, er suo wei wen, 

xin suo wei xiang-dao de. 

( c) if $.i :t 1\1!. MJ AfoJf fJl 1\ 1!f MJ ' k H~ * ~~Af t l§ , -11"- ~iUt ~lit l§ ' ·~ iiJUt 

~ ~.f1J MJ 0 (FOLEY) 

Shen wei ai ta de ren suo yubei-hao de, shi yanjing meiyou jian-guo, 

erduo meiyou ting-goo, xint6u meiyou xiang-dao de. 
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(3a-b) render the aorist form in the subordinate clause 0 ~TotpOCJEV 0 0Eo~ with the 0 

morphemes yubei ("arrange beforehand") and zhunbei ("prepare"), which are acceptable, 

but not preferable to the RVC hiio ("ready," "well," "finished") in (3c ), which 

morphologically conveys the perfective aspect of the aorist. As for Ei8Ev and ~KOVCJEV, 

LU uses -guo and the RVC jian ("see") for the verbs kiln ("see"; kiln-jian, "have seen") 

and tfng ("hear"; tfng-jian, "have heard"), whereas (3b) uses the 0 morpheme for both 

verbs. The combination of -guo and RVC is not preferable here, since it marks the 

foregrounded prominence that is uncalled for in the Greek. As for avE~fJ, LU in (3a) uses 

-guo, whereas several Mandarin versions (e.g. SB, UV, CLB, TCV, NCV) prefer the 

RVC dao ("arrive") for the verbs sfxiang ("consider," "think") and xiang ("think"). 22 

Xiiing-dao is a better translation of ETTt Kap8iav ... avE~ll because the context of the 

passage (1 Cor 2:6-16) suggests that the emphasis is on the fact that people have not yet 

21 The CPB uses the verb liao :iff ("expect") with the 0 morpheme instead of xiang-dao. 
22 The BDAG identifies ave~f] as a Semitic expression(= :::i'? ?~ii'{~) that often appears with Ent 
Kap8iav, meaning "entering one's mind." Other examples are also noted (Isa 65:16, Luke 24:38). See 
BDAG, s.v. Compare Louw and Nida, who have "what no one ever thought could happen." Louw and Nida, 
Greek-English Lexicon, vol. I, 352. 
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truly comprehended God's wisdom (v. 8), not that they lack such experience.23 In 

summary, (3c) presents a better translation of the aorist tense-forms in 1 Cor 2:9: "What 

God has prepared for those he loves, is what eyes have not seen, ears have not heard, and 

hearts have not yet arrived at full comprehension." 

4.1.3. Non Past-Referring Aorist Indicative 

The examples in (1)-(3) above illustrate the most frequent past-referring uses of the 

aorist indicative in the Greek New Testament. The Greek aorist tense-form is also 

commonly used to refer to non past action. As Peristerakis observes, the non past-

referring use of the aorist has been frequently attested in classical Greek writings.24 

Although Greek verbs do not grammaticalize temporal reference, they often occur in 

situations where temporal location is specified by pragmatic and contextual factors. For 

example, e8aKpuaEv in (1) refers to an event that takes place in the past as it is conveyed 

by the sequence of events in the narration. 

4.1.3.1. Present-Referring Aorist 

The aorist can be used in an event that takes place in the present time, as ( 4) 

illustrates.25 The present use of the aorist is referred to by some grammarians as 

"dramatic aorist," which always occurs in the first person singular. Burton, for example, 

points out that the dramatic aorist has the effect of conveying "greater vividness than is 

23 Hence, Louw and Nida include the definition "begin to think about something" for ava~aivw. Louw 
and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 352. 
24 See Peristerakis, Essai. Peristerakis posits a non-temporal (intemporel) use of the ancient Greek aorist on 
the basis of three considerations: context, synonymous expressions, and verbal aspect. The weakness of his 
theory, as Porter points out, lies in his explanation of the different aspects that the aorist and present 
express (i.e. accomplishment vs. process in evolution). A detailed and critical review of Peristerakis has 
already been done by Porter and, therefore, need not be repeated here. See Porter, Verbal Aspect, 211-16. 
25 Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, § 1937; Porter, Idioms, 36-37. 
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given by the more usual Present."26 However, this assertion must be dismissed, since the 

aorist tense-form is construed as less heavily marked, unless emphasis is added 

syntactically (e.g. the repetition of the exact verb form). 27 (4) illustrates: 

(4) vuv -r~v Ka-raA.A.ay~v EAa~OjlEV (Rom 5:11) 

(a) ~ 1ri · · · 1'tf • • • :fi:r-flt (UV, PK)28 

Women .. . de .. . hehao. 

We may reconcile. 

Women yffing deyf ... hehao. 

We may have already reconciled. 

Women .. . hehao. 

We reconcile. 

Women xianzai yij'fng .. . fuhe. 

26 Burton, Syntax, §45. Similarly, Smyth adds that the dramatic aorist is used "in the dialogue part of 

tragedy and comedy to denote a state of mind or an act expressing a state of mind (especially approval or 

disapproval) occurring to the speaker in the moment just passed." Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, 
§ 1937. See also Kiihner and Gerth, Ausfiihrliche Grammatik, vol. 1, 163--65; Goodwin, Syntax, §60; 
Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, vol. 2, 281-82; Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, 198-200; 
Rijksbaron, Syntax (1st ed.), 28-29; Black, Intermediate Greek, 105. Compare Cooper and Krilger, who 
argue that the ''past time reference of the aorist indicative is strictly maintained." See Cooper and Krilger, 

Greek Syntax, vol. 3, 2379-80. Ruiperez, however, describes the dramatic aorist and the present in terms of 

neutralization of the two tense-forms in the indicative in which the privative oppositions between the two 

aspects (i.e. durativeness or momentariness) and temporal values (past and present) no longer exist. 

Ruiperez, "Neutralization," 241-52; Ruiperez, Estructura, 72. Ruiperez's hypothesis is unconvincing since 
his argument is largely based on Aktionsart, and, as Porter points out, his reliance on semantic 

transformation and non-transformation distinctions is problematic. See Porter, Verbal Aspect, 43. 
27 See the commentary on aTaupwaov aTavpwaov (John 19:6) in chapter 6 below. 
28 PK has xiiinghe ~m ~<' ("reconciliation") instead of hehao. 
29 JOHNM uses rufin -!zo-4'- ("today") instead ofxianzai. 



We have now already reconciled. 

(e) ~1rHJL4- · · · ((1ff-t ,fp-Jif (SB, LU)30 

Women xianjfn .. . huode-le hehao. 

We have now achieved reconciliation. 

women xianzai ... hehao-le. 

We now have reconciled. 
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The aorist tense-form is translated by the 0 morpheme in (4a-d), and by -le in (4-f). 

The perfective aspect marker -le is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it 

morphologically reflects the perfective aspect signaled by aorist in Greek. The temporal 

deixis vuv clearly indicates the present time, and should be translated into Mandarin by 

the adverb xianzai ("now") or xianjzn ("now," "today"), as in examples ( 4d-f). The 

auxiliary verb de/dey[ used in ( 4a-b) is not suitable here because it conveys contingency 

that does not reflect the indicative mood in Greek. ( 4b) and ( 4d) add the temporal deictic 

indicator yfjzng ("already"), which is not preferable because the aorist is not 

grammaticalized to express past-time reference. In summary, the present-referring aorist 

may be translated by the perfective aspect marker -le with the temporal deixis that 

indicates the present time, as ( e-f) illustrate. 

4.1.3.2. Epistolary Aorist 

A classic example of the epistolary aorist is from the passage in 1John2:12-14. Here, 

John repeats the verb "I write" three times both in the present (ypaq>w) as well as in the 

aorist (E'ypmpa). Several grammarians (especially those comparing it with Latin) explain 

30 LU has women rujln 1Ingsh0u-le.fi1he le 4\ 1ri-Izu-t-4Ji-i: t -{!:fP T ("now we received reconciliation"). 
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the use of epistolary aorist by identifying the shift in viewpoint from the author to the 

audience, that is, the author now looks at the letter from the audience's perspective (i.e. 

already written in the past).31 In fact, the epistolary aorist is better understood, as Porter 

argues, in terms of discourse. All three aorist tenses refer to the whole, simple 

undifferentiated process of letter writing. 32 "Rather than using the more heavily marked 

Present to re-introduce his repeated assertions," Porter explains, "the author uses the less 

heavily marked Aorist in the second set so as not to detract emphasis from the message 

itself."33 

Expressing the nuances of the shift from ypa<pw to Eypmpa is as difficult for Chinese 

translators as it is for Greek grammarians and English translators. Mandarin versions 

generally render the present and aorist tenses into the equivalent Mandarin aspect 

morphemes using one of three options. These three options all render the three present 

tense-forms with the same 0 morpheme, however, each offers a different way to render 

the aorist. The first option reflects the influence of the literal translation of the KJV ("I 

write" vs. ''I have written"), that is, using the 0 morpheme for the verb xiexin :g; 1t 

("write a letter") to render ypa<pw, and adding deictic indicators ceng ("ever"), yi 

("already"), or giing ("just now") to the front of xiexin (hence, "have written") for 

Eypmpa in order to indicate past-time reference. This choice is by far the most frequently 

adopted by translators of Chinese versions, both in wenli and in Mandarin (e.g. JOHNM, 

31 Winer, Treatise, 347-48; Green, Handbook, 304; Burton, Syntax, §44; Robertson, Grammar, 845-46; 
Mayser, Grammatik, vol. 2, part 1, 143-44; Nunn, Short Syntax, §95; Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, 
§ 1942; Moule, Idiom Book, 12; Mandilaras, Studies, 44; Cooper and Kruger, Attic Greek Prose Syntax, vol. 
1, 667. 
32 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 228-30. 
33 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 230. See also Porter, Idioms, 36--37. 
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PK, UV, GURY, WANG, SJ, GU, CRV).34 The second option, represented by several 

Mandarin and wenli versions (e.g. NCV, TCV, LU, DV), uses the 0 morpheme for the 

verb xiexin to render both ypa<pw and eypmya in all six occurrences in the passage.35 

The third option has the verb compound xie shuo ~it (lit. "write saying") with the 0 

morpheme to render ypa<pw, but uses -guo (xie-guo) to render the three repetitions of 

eypmya (e.g. SB). 

Following the interpretation of the shift in tense-forms by Porter, the epistolary aorist, 

eypmya in 1 John 2:14 may be rendered by the verb laixin ("write a letter" or as a noun, 

"correspondence") in Mandarin, as (Sb) illustrates. Laixin is a better translation than 

xiexin because it denotes the letter-writing as a whole (i.e. simple, undifferentiated 

process) as opposed to stressing the mere action itself. Laixin is used with the 0 

morpheme because it is unmarked in relation to the other perfective morphemes, which 

correspond closely to the markedness feature of the Greek aorist tense-form and its 

function in discourse. The addition of the temporal deictic indicator ceng, as well as the 

use of the perfective marker -guo, convey the past-time reference and the sense of 

experience that eypmya does not call for, hence, they must be rejected. Since the present 

tense-form is more heavily marked in Greek discourse than the aorist, ypa<pw may be 

34 GURY hasjln ("now"; jin shuyi er 4---fi:i!: faii) in front of the verb shu only for the first ypa<pw, and 
uses the 0 morpheme for the next three occurrences ofypa<pw and Eypa'Jla. GURY and PK add ceng (wo 
ceng shiiyu er~ t-t*"faii and w6 ceng xiexin gei nimen) in front of shii and xiexin for the last two 
addressees, i.e. rran~pE~ and vmviaKot. Similarly, SJ uses the 0 morpheme for the verb shii ("write"; ~ft 
-ff*" taii) in the first four occurrences and adds ceng ( wo zhi ceng sh ii yu er ~ft t-t *" taii) to the front of 
shii for the last two addressees in v. 14. GO hasji ("send";yu ji ru shU i;-,if i'-k-fi) with the 0 morpheme 
and adds yi (yu yr shii er i;- l-t" faii) to the front of shii for the last two addressees. The CRY adds gang 
("just now"; wo gang xiexin gei nimen) to the front of xiexin for the last two addressees. 
35 The CLB closely adheres to the first option but adds the deictic indicator xianzai ("now") to the front of 
xiexin for the addressees rran~pE~ to render the second ypa<pw (wo xianzai xiexin gei nl). Such an addition 
appears to be random and unfounded, therefore it is not considered here. 
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represented by xie-xialai ("write down"). Here, the IDVC xialai expresses the 

imperfective aspect, as (Sa) illustrates:36 

Wo xie-xialai cI rengxin de mudi shi yao gaosu nimen .... 

The reason that I am writing this down is to tell you .... 

W 6 gei nimen laixin .... 

This letter I am writing to you .... 

4.1.3.3. Aorist of Future Reference 

The aorist can also be used in an event that takes place in the future, as ( 6) 

illustrates:37 

(6) i8ov ~XHev Kvp10~ EV ayim~ µup1aa1v OVTOV (Jude 14) 

Kan, zhu bi tong ta de qianwan shengzhe jianglin. 

Behold, the Lord shall come with his ten thousand saints. 

(b) · · • f$-!1£ (UV, CRV) 

... jianglin. 

36 Many define the meaning of xialai in terms of its Aktionsart. Lil, for example, treats it in terms of a DVC 
specifying dongzuo c6ng guoqu chixu dao xianzai f}Jf~ ~ft.3! -}{~~ f 1J JJ{,,(£ ("an action that continues 
from the past to the present" [my translation]). See LU $ ~ita, 800 Phrases, 570. Others argue that it 
signals an entering into a new state, from active to stative situations. See, for example, Liu ~1] fl :f et al., 
Directional Verb Complements, 174-80. 
37 See, for example, Jelf, Grammar, vol. 2, §403; Goodwin, Syntax, §61; Babbitt, Grammar, §531; Moulton, 
Prolegomena, 120, 149, 240; Robertson, Grammar, 846-47; Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, vol. 2, 
282-83; Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, §1934; BDF, §333; Mandilaras, Verb, §350; McKay, New 
Syntax, 48; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 232-33; Porter, Idioms, 37-38; Brooks and Winbery, Syntax, 94. 
Compare Winer, who thinks that the aorist may stand for the future "only in appearance." Winer, Treatise, 
345-46. 
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... came (or is coming). 

(c) · • • 1** (SB) 

... jianglai . 

. . . came (or is coming) here this way. 

(d) • • · ·tk* l' (FOLEY) 

.. . kuai lai-le . 

. . . will come soon. 

Neither verb reduplication nor -guo can be used here with the verbs jianglin or 

jianglai; the available options are the 0 morpheme, -le, and RVCs. 38 (6a) and (6b) both 

render ~A8Ev with the 0 morpheme forjianglin ("arrive"); the difference is that (6a) uses 

the auxiliary verb bi, which clearly suggests that the Lord's coming with his ten 

thousands is a future event. (6b) and (6c) are similar in that neither is morphologically 

marked with auxiliary verbs, such as bi,yao (e.g. CLB), orjicmg, to denote futurity or 

expectation. Both use the 0 morpheme (unmarked), which allows for either perfective or 

imperfective readings. Although both (6b) and (6c) are considered acceptable translations, 

the disyllabic verbsjianglin andjianglai are not preferable because they are more marked 

than monosyllabic verbs. 

The temporal deixis kuai ("soon") is preferable to auxiliary verbs (e.g. bi) because it 

better reflects the aorist indicative mood in Greek, which is not used to convey volition. 

Therefore, the future-referring aorist may be translated by the perfective aspect marker 

-le, as (6d) illustrates. 

38 Reduplicatingjianglfn andjiangl<ii or adding -guo to the verbs will result in an ungrammatical sentence 
in Mandarin, because one does not make much sense when he says that, e.g. "he is trying to arrive for 
awhile" or "he has experienced arriving." 
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4.1.3.4. Omnitemporal Aorist 

The aorist can also be used for an event that can take place at any time ( omnitemporal 

aorist), as (7) illustrates.39 The omnitemporal use of the aorist is time-bound, but 

temporally unrestricted. 40 

(7) E~T)pav0ri 0 xopTo~, Kat TO av8o~ E~ETIEUEV (1 Pet 1 :24) 

(a) $•sldtft, ,ft,.s[..;ftl~ 0 (PK, BB, JOHNM, UV, WANG, NCV, CRV) 

Cao bi kiigan, hua bi diaoxie. 

The grass will wither; the flower will fall. 

(b) $&dt 0 1t&.-f!. 0 (GO, CPB)41 

Cao bi ku. hua bi luo. 

The grass will wither; the flower will fall. 

Cao kuwei-le, hua yejiu diaoxie le. 

The grass withered and the flower also fell. 

(d) $~;!;,ft,~ (WV, CLB, GU, DV, JOHN, UVW)42 

Cao-ku hua-wei. 

The grass withers; the flowers fall. 

39 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 217-25; Porter, Idioms, 38-39. Several grammarians discuss this use of the aorist 
under the term "gnomic" aorist. See Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, 436; Goodwin, Syntax,§§ 154-
55, 157; Nunn, Short Syntax, §95; Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 77-78; Smyth and Messing, Greek 
Grammar, §§1931, 2338, 2567; Bornemann and Risch, Griechische Grammatik, 218-19; Gildersleeve, 
Syntax, 255; Robertson, Grammar, 836-37; Rijksbaron, Syntax (1st ed.), 30-32. 
40 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 217-18. Porter follows Lyons' analysis on the timeless and omnitemporal 
propositions. See Lyons, Semantics, vol. 2, 677-90. 
41 The CPB uses another auxiliary verb, hui, instead of bi. 
42 GO has cao-kil hua-diao .:¥:# ,ft,;ft]; the DV and UVW have cao-kil hua-xie .:¥:#-It~; JOHN has cao-kil 
hua-1uo $#.ft.it-. 
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(7a-b) employ the auxiliary verb bi to convey futurity as well as expectation, that is, 

"The grass will wither; the flower will fall" or "The grass is expected to wither, and the 

flower to fall." The SB in (7c) renders the two aorist tense-forms with the perfective -le. 

Peter is making a general observation about the nature of the grass and the flower, 

without specifying a particular time when they wither and fall. Therefore, (7c) is not a 

preferable translation. In English, such general statements are often expressed in simple 

present tense; for example, the NRSV has "The grass withers, and the flower falls."43 In 

Chinese, general statements about nature normally take on the form of set phrases (e.g. 

maxims, proverbs, idioms, aphorisms). Set phrases in Mandarin are often derived from 

ancient literary classics or formed in imitation of the classical style, meaning that these 

phrases are most frequently expressed with the 0 morpheme. However, four-character (or 

quadruplet) set phrases are normally reserved for the Mandarin translation of the stative 

aspect in Greek (see discussions below). Here, the set phrase ciio-ku-huii-wei is 

appropriate because the phrase is expressed by two aorists in Greek as opposed to one. 

The 0 morpheme reflects not only the perfective aspect of the Greek aorist, but also its 

less heavily marked feature in Mandarin. It should be noted that the auxiliary verb bi (or 

hui) in (7a-b) does not reflect either the perfective aspect or the indicative mood of the 

aorist. Hence, the 0 morpheme in (7d) is the preferred translation of the Greek 

omnitemporal aorist into Mandarin. 

43 Lyons, Semantics, vol. 2, 680. 



4.1.3.5. Timeless Aorist 

Similarly, the aorist can also be used in events that take place as timeless temporal 

references, as (8) illustrates:44 

(8) Kai e8tKmw8ri ~ cro<.pia arro rravTwv Twv TeKvwv avT~<; (Luke 7:35) 

Dan zhihui zhiz!, dou yf zhihui wei shi. 

But the children of wisdom are all reckoned to be righteous by wisdom. 

Dan yiqie zhihui zhiz1, bi zhangxian zhihui de zhengyi. 

But every child of wisdom shall proclaim the righteousness of wisdom. 

Dan zhihui z6ng shi c6ng ta suoy6u de er-nil dezheng wei dui de. 

But wisdom is always proven right by all her sons and daughters. 

Wei zhizhe yf qi zhiiz! biaoyi yL 

Only the wise man manifests righteousness in his children. 

The timeless use of the aorist is similar to the omni temporal use of the aorist in the 

sense that both express general truths or statements of habitual activities, as in similes, 

proverbs, or aphorisms.47 Unlike the omnitemporal aorist, the timeless aorist is, as its 

44 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 234-37. See also Lyons, Semantics, vol. 2, 679-81. 
45 The WV has Shi wei zhide zhlzf, neng shi zhide zh"i yim er k•tii t' ~-Z -T • ~~~}'!cl -ftz ;i,.-!f
("Therefore only the child of wisdom is able to understand the contents of wisdom"). 
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46 Similar to LO, the CRY has Dan zhihui c6ng ta su6y6u de er-nil de chengwei yi 1.!!.t' %1:!t:M!.>'Jf 41 !fJ Jl 
-k1~;f~j, A ("But wisdom is declared righteous by all her sons and daughters"). 
47 The timeless use of the aorist is prevalent in classical Greek. See, for example, McKay, "Aspectual 
Usage," 207; McKay, New Syntax, 47-48; Goodwin, Syntax, 547-59; Rijksbaron, Syntax (1st ed.), 31. 
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name suggests, unbound by time; and because it is timeless, the Greek aorist cannot be 

translated with perfective morphemes, such as -guo and verb reduplication. All the 

versions represented in (8a-d) use the 0 morpheme to render the timeless aorist. (8b) can 

be ruled out as a good translation because it uses the auxiliary verb bi, which expresses 

both futurity and expectation. Both (8a) and (8c) use the passive constructions yl... wei 

and shi ... Wei to render the aorist passive indicative EbtKatW8fl ("is vindicated," e.g. 

NRSV).48 The UV in (8a), however, has taken rravTwv TWV TEKvwv to be the subject. 

(8d) and (8c) are also very similar. Although Morrison uses the active voice biiioyi with 

the 0 morpheme and Lu instead uses the passive voice, both insert a modal particle, yf 

and de respectively, to express certainty. In this case, (8d) and (8c) are both natural and 

acceptable translations for the passive construction of the Greek timeless aorist. 

4.1.4. Conclusion 

In summary, the Mandarin aspect system offers the locutionary agent five different 

(single) morphemes to express the perfective aspect, whereas the Greek aspect system 

has only the aorist tense-form. Examples taken from Chinese versions are critically 

examined and used to illustrate how the various uses of the Greek aorist indicative are 

actually translated into Mandarin. These examples primarily serve as starting points for 

discussion on contrasting the two aspect systems. This section concludes that the past-

referring Greek aorist in the indicative mood may be rendered interchangeably by -le, 

RVCs, -guo, verb reduplication, and the 0 morpheme in most contexts. The first four 

48 In his recent study, George argues that the fact that Greek passive constructions (expressed by um) or 
O.n6) occur with a greater frequency in the Septuagint and New Testament than in other ancient Greek texts 
is due to Hebraism, i.e. translating the Hebrew preposition -17~. See George, Expressions, 232-46. 
Unfortunately, George addresses only certain pragamtic issues of Greek passive constructions, and leaves 
out discussions of syntactic or semantic problems, especially their relationship to active constructions. 
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aspect morphemes may be preferable, however, because they morphologically reflect the 

perfective aspect of the aorist. 

In addition to aspect, discourse factors also play a decisive role in translating. For 

example, two-morpheme aspect compounds (e.g. -guo-le, RVC-le) are used to build 

foregrounded prominence in Mandarin discourse. Since the aorist tense-form does not 

serve as a foregrounding device in Greek discourse, two-morpheme aspect compounds in 

most cases are not used for translation into Mandarin, except when prominence in the 

Greek text is indicated by syntactic or pragmatic features.49 In order to reflect the non 

past-referring uses of the aorist, temporal deictic indicators, such as xianzai ("now") and 

kuai ("soon"), may be added. In rendering the omnitemporal and timeless references as 

well as the epistolary aorist, the 0 morpheme is preferred to other morphemes due to its 

correspondence to the less heavily marked feature of the aorist tense-form in Greek. 

4.2. The Imperfective and Stative Aspects 

4.2.1. Introduction 

The Greek imperfective and stative aspects ([-perfective]) are realized by four 

morphologically expressed tense-forms. In addition to the 0 morpheme, the Mandarin 

aspect also realizes four different morphologically expressed (single) morphemes. The 

notable difference between the two languages is that the notions of remoteness or 

immediacy grammaticalized by Greek tense-forms in the indicative mood do not apply to 

Mandarin. 50 Tables 4.2-4.3 summarize the two aspect systems with their tense-forms and 

morphemes: 

49 These features include the repetition of the exact verb form (e.g. John 19:6). See chapter 6 below. 
5° Conceptual distance ([+remoteness]) grammaticalized by the imperfect and pluperfect tense-forms in the 
Greek indicative mood may be rendered in Mandarin by lexical means (i.e. by adding extra words such as 
liio, ziio, na, qu). This is not treated until chapter 6 for two reasons: first, the primary focus of the present 
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Greek [-Perfective] Mandarin [-Perfective] 

+Imperfective +Imperfective 

Simple single aspect morpheme: 
-zhe, zai, IDVCs, 0 

Complex single aspect morpheme: 
+Remote Imperfect V-laiV-qu, V-shangV-xia, 

V-guolaiV-guoqu, V-kailaiV-kiiiqu 
Simple two-morpheme aspect compounds: 

-/e-IDVCs, verb reduplication-zhe, 
zai ... -zhe, zai .. .IDVCs 

Complex two-morpheme aspect compounds: 
zai . .. V -laiV-qu, zai . .. V -shang V -xia, 
zai ... V-guolaiV-guoqu, 

-Remote Present zai ... V -kiiilaiV -kiiiqu 
Three-morpheme aspect compounds: 
zai ... verb reduplication-zhe, 
zai . .. v -zhe v -zhe 

Table 4.2. The Greek imperfective tense-forms and their corresponding 

Mandarin morphemes 

Greek [-Perfective] Mandarin [-Perfective] 

+Stative +Stative 

+Remote Pluperfect -zhe, 0 with four-character 
-Remote Perfect set phrases 

Table 4.3. The Greek stative tense-forms and their corresponding 

Mandarin morphemes 

4.2.2. The Present Tense-Form 

The Greek present tense-form expresses the immediate ([-remote]) imperfective 

aspect, focusing on the event as progressive, with internal stages or processes clearly 

specified. As Table 4.2 illustrates, Mandarin aspect offers the locutionary agent more 

study is grammatical translation of Greek verbal aspect; second, the format of this section limits the 
discussion because the location of words added to express remoteness may occur elsewhere in the discourse 
rather than be confined to the example sentences presented in this section. 
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than a dozen formally expressed aspect morphemes and compounds, as well as the 0 

morpheme to render the Greek present. The present tense-form is used in past, present, 

future, and timeless (omnitemporal) references. 

4.2.2.1 Present for Present Reference 

The present tense-form commonly refers to an event that takes place in the present 

time, as (9) illustrates: 

(9) ov8e Aoyi~ea0e on avµq>EpEt vµ1v 'Lva ei~ av8pw1TO~ OTio8avu VTIEP TOV Aaov 

Kai µ~ oAov TO E8vo~ arroAf)Tat (John 11 :50) 

W~~~~,-~A.~M~,~~~~~~,~~~~~A· 0 ~R~ 

.. 51 
LU,SB,NCV,CLB,CPB,CSB) 

Ye bu xiang-xiang, yige ren ti baixing si, miande quanmin miewang, jiushi 

nimen de yichu. 

You never considered that it is for your good that one man dies for the people 

in order to avoid annihilation of the whole nation. 

(b) ~§lj~~- • • • (UV, WANG) 

Du bu xiang .... 

You just do not think .... 

(c) 1.fti!i ~ ~ · · · (TCV) 

Nandao kan-bu-chu .... 

You have not yet figured it out that .... 

( d) ~ ~g_ ;ff 1£ ::t" J.t · · · (FOLEY) 

51 The CPB phrases it positively: Xiang-xiang kan: x'isheng y'ige ren, qf bU shi bf kan-jian zhengge minzu 
sangwangyao hao de duo? 55:! : ~~i-100.A.' t_;r-;ti:t.;:t Jl.~100 ~~ ~ -C-~#-~ i ? 
("Consider this: isn't it much better to sacrifice one man than the entire nation?"). The CSB has xiiing-yl
xiiing instead of xiiing-xiiing. 
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Ye meiyou zai kaolii .. .. 

You are not considering .... 

Several versions, represented by (9a), use the verb reduplicated form xiiing-xiiing 

("consider,'' "give it a thought") to render A.oyi(;Ea8E. This translation is not preferable 

because verb reduplication signals the perfective aspect in Mandarin. For the same reason, 

(9c) is not preferable because the RVC chu ("out") conveys the perfective aspect. (9b) 

uses the 0 morpheme, which is considered acceptable but not without problems. The 0 

morpheme, as noted above, allows both the perfective and imperfective readings, 

although the context suggests the latter. Hence, an aspect morpheme is needed here in 

order to differentiate the two aspects. Since the present tense-form is considered more 

heavily marked than the aorist, a dissyllabic verb with the 0 morpheme and/or the 

imperfective marker zai would be quite fitting to render A.oyi(;Ea8E because of its heavier 

morphological bulk, as (9d) illustrates. 

4.2.2.2 Present for Future Reference 

In addition to its common use in the present, the Greek present tense-form also 

appears in future references, as (10) illustrates:52 

(10) 'HA.ta<; µEv EPXETat Kat arroKaTam~aEt rraVTa· (Matt 17: 11) 

Yiliya lai, yao filxing wanshi. 

Elijah is coming, and restoring all things! 

52 Robertson calls this futuristic present (following Karl Brugmann) that is "generally punctiliar or 
aoristic." Robertson, Grammar, 869, 69-70, 81-82, 91. See also Moulton, Prolegomena, 119-20; Mayser, 
Grammatik, vol. 2, part 1, 131-32; BDF, §323; Greenlee, Concise Exegetical Grammar, 48. 
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EHya shi lai ch6ng zheng zhixu. 

Elijah comes in order to reset order. 

Yiliya dangran yao Iai.. .. 

Indeed Elijah wants to come .... 

(d) ¥).:f 1
] §. 00 t.~Jc.*- · · · (e.g. UV, SB, TCV, WANG, SJ, MOR; cf. DV)53 

Yiliya guran xian lai .... 

No doubt that Elijah is coming first .... 

YI11ai gu XU xian zhi . ... 

Indeed Elijah must come first .... 

Yiliya queshi qianlai. . .. 

Elijah is indeed coming .... 

The present form EPXETat in (10) stresses the immediacy of the imperfective aspect, or 

better, futurity, as expressed in the NRSV, for example: "Elijah is indeed coming and will 

restore all things." While (1 Oa-f) all use the 0 morpheme to translate the imperfective 

aspect of EPXETat, there are slight differences in approach. ( 1 Oc) and ( 1 Oe) use auxiliary 

verbs, yao and xu, to express futurity and volition. (IOa) and (IOf), on the other hand, 

have no such addition; therefore they may be interpreted as either the perfective or 

imperfective aspect. (1 Ob) uses two verbs, shi ("be") and ldi ("come") for EPXETat, in an 

53 WANG has queshi ("really") instead of gimin. MOR has Yilaizhe gu xiiin diw 1-'A !R.;:f 00 Jtj1J • • • 
("Elijah is indeed coming first"). The DV does not translate µEv: Yiliyii xian zhi ("Elijah is coming first 
to ... "). 
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apparent attempt to translate the English verb phrase, "is coming." In fact, the 

construction shi +verb is not suitable in this context because it does not express futurity 

in Mandarin. 

Unlike the simple progressive be+ ing in English, which signals both futurity and the 

imperfective aspect, zai signals only the imperfective aspect. To express futurity in 

Mandarin, one would normally (though it is not obligatory) employ auxiliary verbs, such 

asyao, bi (bixulxu),jiiing, or hui, as in (lOc) and (lOe).54 In translation, however, the 

future use of the present tense-form (as the future-referring aorist noted above) should be 

distinguished from the future form. The adverb xiiin alone used in (lOd--e) does not 

express futurity, but rather it indicates the sequence of the actions, which is absent in the 

Greek. Therefore, the 0 morpheme without auxiliary verbs or xiiin is preferable to those 

with such additions for the rendering of the future-referring present tense-form, as (lOa) 

and (lOf) illustrate. Still, (lOf) is preferable to (lOa) because disyllabic verbs better 

correspond to the more heavily marked Greek present tense-form. 

4.2.2.3 Present for Past Reference (Narrative or Historic Present) 

A commonly held explanation of the so-called historic (or historical) or narrative 

present by many Greek grammarians is that it has the same Aktionsart as the aorist 

("punctiliar") but with an added sense of vividness or vivacity that typically occurs in 

narratives. 55 Another commonly held explanation credits Aramaic influence. 56 Neither of 

s4 Other common auxiliary verbs that express futurity include keneng, keyf, nenggou, hiio, mianbuliao, deyi, 
r6ngyi, leyi, yuanyi, xiang, xlwang, qitu, lede, ken. Mandarin auxiliary verbs (~~lf.Ji fJJ~aJ or JJ}J fJJ~aJ) have 
been studied by many. See, for example, Wang .I. :h, Treatise, vol. 1, 140-53; Hong, Auxiliary, 1-20; 
Ma .~,t#., Chinese Verbal Structure, 47-74; Fan, Du, and Chen, Introduction, 92-106; Li~~$!*, 
Grammar, 102-09. For English translations of these auxiliary verbs, see Table 5.1, p. 231 below. 
ss Along this line of interpretation, see, for example, Green, Handbook, 297; Jelf, Grammar, vol. 2, §359; 
Winer, Treatise, 333-34; Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, § 1835; Goodwin, Syntax, §33; Babbitt, 
Grammar, §525; Gildersleeve, Syntax, §§199-201; Robertson, Grammar, 866-Q9; Rose, Durative, 27-30; 
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these two approaches, however, is satisfactory. The narrative present is better explained 

by verbal aspect. As Porter argues, the narrative present is a thoroughly Greek 

phenomenon that is used "whenever one wishes to draw added attention to a given 

event."57 

4.2.2.4. Discourse Function of the Narrative Present 

The narrative present maintains its full force as a more heavily marked tense-form at 

the discourse level. Rijksbaron, for example, has suggested that the narrative present is 

used to mark "state of affairs that are of decisive importance for the story."58 Similarly, 

Young states that it is used to mark prominence. 59 Also, Black concludes from her 

analysis of the narrative present in Matthew that the tense-form serves a variety of 

different functions in discourse, including creating a dramatic effect, indicating the 

development to a climax, and distinguishing between two interwoven storylines.60 These 

Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, vol. 2, 271-2; Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, 185; BDF, §321; 
Turner, Syntax, 60-62; Bornemann and Risch, Griechische Grammatik, 219; Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 226--
39. In addition, Smyth and others include "annalistic" (or "enumerating") present, which is used to 
"register historical facts or to note incidents." Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, §§ 1883-84; Schwyzer, 
Griechische Grammatik, 272-73; Rijksbaron, Syntax (lst ed.), 24-25. For critical reviews, see Porter, 
Verbal Aspect, 134-36; Porter, Idioms, 30-31; Decker, Temporal Deixis, 101-4. 
56 This approach is represented by Black and Sanders. See Black, Aramaic Approach, 130; Sanders, 
Tendencies, 253-4. 
57 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 135; Porter, Idioms, 3 I. See also McKay, "Further Remarks," 247-51. McKay 
refutes Kiparsky for overlooking the role of context and for seeing the historical present in terms of time 
reference, which left him to conclude that it normally alternates with preterite forms in rapid succession and 
is never sustained over longer passages. Kilparsky, "Tense and Mood," 30-57. 
58 Rijksbaron, Syntax (3d ed.), 22-24. This is an amended statement of the first edition, in which he argues 
that the historic present not only marks decisive actions but also highlights turning points in the narrative. 
Rijksbaron, Syntax (1st ed.), 22-24. 
59 Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, 263. 
60 Black, "Historic Present," 120-39. Buijs arrives at similar conclusions by noting two major discourse 
functions: first, to highlight "the relative importance of the actions as related to the specific aims of the 
speaker" and second, to mark the boundary between two larger thematic strnctures. See Buijs, Clause 
Combining, 6 n. 10; 182 n. 30; 168, 186. 
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remarks are consistent with the critical assumption, as noted previously in chapter 3, that 

the Greek present tense-form is used in discourse as a foregrounding device. 

In Mandarin, the foregrounding function of the narrative present may be represented 

morphologically by two-morpheme aspect compounds (e.g. zai ... -zhe, zai .. .IDVCs, -le-

IDVCs). 61 Consider the following example from the passage in Mark 1 :21, 30: 

(11) KOl eimropeuoVTm ei~ Kmpapvaouµ ... KQl eu8u~ A.eyouatv avT0 TTEpl OUT~~ 

(a) lJ!:ite Ef Jt · · · ~ Y~-!JJ~.~vf. (DV, MOR, MAR, GU, GO, BCV, GURY, 

SJ, YAN, JOHN, BB, UVW, WV)62 

Jin Jiabain6ng ... huo yr gao Yesu. 

(They) entered (or were entering) Capemaum ... and told (or were telling) Jesus at 

once. 

(b) / 1j t :ite Ef Jt · · · "8JG;f=f A-!-;VfJJ~.~vf. 0 (UV, JOHNM, WANG, CLB, 

CPB)63 

Dao-le Jiabain6ng ... jiu youren gaosu Yesu. 

(They) arrived in Capemaum ... someone told (or was telling) Jesus. 

Tamen zou-dao Jiabain6ng ... youren like xiang Yesu shuo-dao ta. 

They walked to Capemaum ... someone immediately told Jesus about her. 

Tamen lai-dao Jiabain6ng cheng ... tamenjiu ba ta de bingqing gaosu Yesu. 

61 For a helpful essay on major issues of foregrounding and translation, see Martin-Asensio, 
"Foregrounding," 189-223. 
62 BB has lai gao * * ("came-telling") instead of gao. GU adds Ji i!p ("at once"). JOHN has zhi... you ren 
gao Yesu _l · · · :fi" A-%-JJ~.!f,f. ("came ... and someone told Jesus"). 
63 The NCV adds like .i.irj ("at once," v. 30); PK has Iai gaosu **lif ("came-telling," v. 30) instead of 
gaosu; the CPB hasjin-le :i! T ("entered") in v. 21 and adds mlishang ,!f.i.J:.. ("right away") in v. 30. 



They came to Capemaum ... someone immediately told Jesus about her illness. 

(e) il!.1ri31! t "!iiii-~ · · ·;ff A.Wl.~Jl~.\17*-tlk~* (SB) 

Tamen jin-le Geraweng ... yourenjiu xiang Yesu ti-qi ta -lai. 

They entered Capemaum ... someone was immediately telling Jesus about her. 

(f) il!.1rtli1!:0!/Jo ,t · · · A.fiit!r1iJl~.l17*-tJt.k~a~ f= 0 (LU) 

Tamen zoujin Jiajian6ng ... ren suiji dui Yesu sbuo-qi ta de shi. 

They walked into Capemaum ... people at once were telling Jesus about her. 

(g) il!.1ri kt -t-!- , .f1J :0!/Jo ,t · · · 1i Jl~.\11,f.-tJt.k t ~ M; f= 0 (FOLEY) 

Tamen zou-/e-xiaqu, dao Jiajian6ng ... dui Yesu shuo-qi-/e ta de shi. 

They were walking into Capemaum ... were talking about her. 
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The Chinese wenli versions, represented by (1 la), use the 0 morpheme for both 

occurrences of the present tense-form. (1 lb) has the perfective aspect marker -le for the 

first present but not the second. (1 le) also uses -le to render EiarropEVOVTat, however, it 

changes to the IDVC qz1ai for AEyovatv. (l lc) uses the RVC dao ("arrive") for both 

present tense-forms. Similarly, (1 ld) uses the same RVC for the first present tense-form 

but the 0 morpheme for the second. Although the 0 morpheme is considered an 

acceptable translation of the Greek present, it does not render the added emphasis of the 

narrative present. Examples (11 b, d-f) are not preferable because they do not render the 

narrative present with the same aspect morphemes. As for (1 lc), the two RVCs do not 

reflect the imperfective aspect signaled by the present tense-forms in Greek. The aspect 

morpheme used in zoujin in (1 lf) must be glossed as the 0 morpheme rather than as an 

RVC sincejin ("into") represents the lexical meaning of EiarropEuovTat Ei<; ("going 

into"). Therefore, the two-morpheme aspect compounds, -le-IDVC and IDVC-le, in (1 lg) 
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most adequately render the Greek imperfective aspect expressed by the narrative present, 

with an added attention to the narrative, in this case, indicating a change of setting. 

4.2.2.5. Omnitemporal and Timeless Present 

a. Omnitemporal Present 

The present tense-form is used for an action occurring at any time. Some traditional 

grammarians refer to this use of the present as gnomic or general present (e.g. Burton, 

Goodwin, Smyth, Robertson), while others refer to it as universal present (e.g. 

Gildersleeve).64 These grammarians typically define it, as Robertson does, in terms of 

"timeless in reality, true of all time."65 Two types of gnomic presents are differentiated 

here: the omnitemporal present, which refers to an action that occurs at any time, and the 

timeless present, which has no temporal relevance. As Porter observes, the distinction 

between the omni temporal aorist and present is not temporal reference but use of verbal 

aspect, with the aorist "grammaticalizing the omnitemporal process as complete and the 

Present grammaticalizing the omnitemporal process as in progress."66 (12) illustrates: 

(12) To rrvEvµa orrov 0eN;1 rrvEi (John 3:8) 

(a) JR1f-!~~ (GO, MOR, DV, GURY, BCV, JOHN, JOHNM, SJ, BB, 

UVW, WV, NCV)67 

Feng renyi er chui. 

64 Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, § 1832; Burton, Syntax, § 12; Goodwin, Syntax, § 1253, § 1292; 
Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, § 1877; Robertson, Grammar, 866; Moule, Idiom Book, 8; 
Gildersleeve, Syntax, § 189. Fanning explains it in terms of Aktionsart, arguing that the gnomic present is 
"usually an absolute statement of what each one does once, not a statement of the individual's customary or 
habitual activity." He adds that this is true when the verb is a "bounded action (an accomplishment, climax 
or punctual)." See Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 217. 
65 Robertson, Grammar, 866. 
66 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 222. See also Porter, Verbal Aspect, 222-25; Porter, Idioms, 32-33. 
67 JOHNM has sufyi instead ofrenyi; the WV has Tiii.nfeng xiaoran er zuo ~.!1t1i l~ ~11 ("The wind in 
the sky blows according to its wishes"). 
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The wind does as it wishes and blows. 

Feng suiyi de chui. 

The wind blows voluntarily. 

mit:\~...!-w,. (c) .l!l\"11!!.~ .&·~ 11A. (PK, UV, WANG, CRV, CSB) 

Feng suizhe yisi chui. 

The wind blows according to its wishes. 

(d) Ji.M i;vk~ (TCV, CPB)68 

Feng suiyi chui-dong. 

The wind blows according as it wishes. 

( e) JRMJt 11kk 0 (FOLEY) 

Feng sui chu chui-qi. 

The wind blows in anywhere it wishes. 

(12a) uses the 0 morpheme for both 8EAEt and rrve'l, but adds a conjuctinve er.69 (12b) 

translates the clause orrov 8EAEt by an adverb, suiyi de ("voluntarily"). (12c) on the other 

hand renders the clause by a prepositional phrase, suizhe yisi ("according to its wishes"). 

Finally, the TCV in (12d) uses suiyi ("as it wishes") with the 0 morpheme to translate 

8EAEt, but chu'f-dong with the RVC dong ("move") to translate rrve'l. RVCs express the 

perfective aspect in Mandarin, therefore, they do not reflect the imperfective aspect of the 

Greek present tense-form. It is also not preferable to translate onov 8EAEt either by an 

adverb or a prepositional phrase, as in (12b) and (12c). 70 

68 The CPB has Feng suiyi chuI xiimg niili .. Iii.I\\ !Pk f.;]"'1~~'.'f ("The wind blows to where it pleases"). 
69 LU l. ;)'-x.#iJ, Grammar, 331-56, 83-85, 406--08. 
70 Sufzhe (or imzhe) is normally used as a preposition ("according to"). It is not to be confused with a verb 
that is marked with the remote imperfective morpheme -zhe. 
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While the 0 morpheme is considered an acceptable rendering of the imperfective 

aspect, it is not adedqute to render the omnitemporal present of 8EAEt and TTVEl. The 

clause OTTov 8eAEt is better translated by sui chu (lit. "in whichever place"), which 

focuses on the direction where the wind blows, than by renyi or suiyi (lit. "whatever its 

wishes"), a general term which merely describes the volition of the wind. In this case, the 

Mandarin syntax permits only the 0 morpheme for sui chu because it is immediately 

followed by another verb. The IDVC qf is a good fit for the imperfective aspect expressed 

by the present tense-form, as (12e) illustrates. Therefore, it is preferable to render the use 

of the omnitemporal present in Greek by IDVCs. IDVCs also have the advantage of 

differentiating the omnitemporal present from the omnitemporal aorist, which is indicated 

by the 0 morpheme. 

b. Timeless Present 

The timeless present is used to refer to situations where temporal information is 

irrelevant, as (13) illustrates (English translation is provided below): 71 

(13) iA.apov ... 86-c11v ayam~ 0 8Eo~ (2 Cor 9:7) 

(a) J:..-tf.JT-t;:t' ~JI}J-lt (DV, JOHNM, WV)72 

Shangdi suo ai zhe, lezhu ye. 

(b) J:..-ttrtt·~~~a94~~;:t 0 (LU, PK, BCV, BB, UVW, SB, TCV, CRV, 

CPB)73 

71 Porter, Idioms, 33. See also Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, vol. 2, 270; Bornemann and Risch, 
Griechische Grammatik, 219. 
72 JOHNM has the same wordings as the DV but in Mandarin: Shangdi suo ai de, shi leyu shishe de ren J:. * flj- t flJ ' k ~#-~.ftfr.J A ("He who is loved by God is someone who gives generously"); the WV 
switches the word order: yf zhu ren weile, nai wei TiiinzhU zhi suo lezhU er v::l.JJ/J A~~ • J] ~ k.i..ZfJj
t»h.Jf- ("He who takes pleasure in helping others, is also someone whom God takes pleasure in helping"). 
73 

The BCV has Shen, ai le shl zhe ye :fi/1 ' t ~~;f .tJ!. ("God loves generous givers"); BB has Shen aixi 
leyu shlshe zhl ren :fi/1 t ·t~ ~#-~.ft .ZA ("God loves those who enjoy alms giving"); the UVW has 
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Shangdi ai huanxin leyi de juanxian zhe. 

(c) t~qi-~~MJA.;;'C ~iff,Jf tiMJ 0 (UV, WANG, CLB, NCV, GURY, SJ)74 

Juan de leyi de ren shi Shen suo xi'ai de. 

Kangkai fengxian zhe shi zai tao Shen xi'ai. 

The first three examples (13a-c) all use the 0 morpheme to translate the imperfecive 

aspect of c'xyanq., however, there are slight differences in syntax. (13a) breaks the 

sentence into two independent clauses separated by a comma: "The one whom God loves, 

is indeed the one who loves to give." The modal particle ye accents the certainty of the 

statement. (13b) and (13c), on the other hand, have no such emphasis. (13b) places the 

cheerful giver as the direct object ofloving: "God loves a happy and generous giver." 

(13c) makes the cheerful giver the subject of the sentence: "He who gives generously is 

loved by God." 

In Chinese, where expressions oflove and affection (especially the word ai) are not 

normally verbally communicated, it is unnatural to place the agent of these expressions as 

the direct subject of the verb. In other words, while (13b) is considered acceptable 

grammatically, it is unnatural to Mandarin native speakers. The passive construction 

expressed by su6 ... de in (13c) is therefore a more appropriate translation. However, 

because of its unmarked feature as in the case of omnitemporal present, the 0 morpheme 

Shimgdi ai fa leshl zhe ye J:..-t t *.. ~~;:M-~ ("God loves one who gives generously"); SB has Tianzhu ai 
lejuiin de ren .k.i.i ~4n av A ("God loves those who give freely"); the CPB has Tiiinzhu ai na kangkiii 
dafang, leyifengxian de ren .k.i.i~·l:t·~.k~ ' ~;t;f.i!:;:a!]A. ("God loves those who are generous 
and are willing to offer"). 
74 GURY and SJ have the same wording but in wenli style: Gan shiji zhe, niii Ticmzhu suo xl it:at*'::M- ' 
75 .k.i.f.!f-i- ("He who gives generously is loved by God") andLeshizhe, Shen suo aiye ~:at;:M-' #f.!fi 
~("Generous givers are loved by God"), respectively. 
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is not the best choice for the rendering of the imperfective aspect of the timeless present. 

The difficulty is that the verb ai does not normally take on any imperfective aspect 

morphemes, especially the imperfective marker zai. This problem can be solved by 

opting for a different verb for ayam~ in Mandarin. Zai can be added to the idiomatic 

phrase tao ... xi'ai ("loved by ... "), as (13d) illustrates ("A generous giver is loved by God" 

or "A generous giver pleases God"). In summary, the imperfective marker zai renders the 

timeless present most appropriately in Mandarin. 

4.2.3. The Imperfect Tense-Form 

The imperfect tense-form is closely connected with events that have taken place in the 

past, thus, it is considered by some to be the "past tense par excellence of Greek" and 

treated by others as past tense. 75 Almost all Greek grammarians regard the imperfect as 

the tense-form denoting a repeated (or iterative) action occurring in the past or 

continuance of that action in the past. 76 Many also describe its Aktionsart as inchoative 

(inceptive or ingressive ). 77 The imperfect denotes the same imperfective aspect as the 

present and shares very similar functions with the narrative present. 78 The distinction 

75 Rijksbaron, "Discourse Function," 237. Miller calls it the "narrative tense par excellence." Miller, 
"Imperfect," 141. Olsen and Duhoux treat the imperfect, along with the pluperfect, as the past tense. Olsen, 
Semantic and Pragmatic Model, 227-32; Duhoux, Verbe grec ancien, 144-47, 154-55, 188-200. In 
addition, Duhoux also recognizes the aorist and perfect as past tenses. Still, Sedgwick puts forward a theory 
that the imperfect expresses "the abiding result ofa single past act." Sedgwick, "Some Uses," 118. See also 
Sedgwick, "Use," 113-17. 
76 Representatives of this position include Kiihner and Gerth, Ausfiihrliche Grammatik, vol. I, 142; 
Goodwin, Syntax, §35; Burton, Syntax, §24; Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, § 1847; Winer, Treatise, 
335-36; Gildersleeve, Syntax, §205; Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, §§1893-94, 1889; Goodwin 
and Gulick, Greek Grammar, § 1253b; Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, vol. 2, 275-80; Robertson, 
Grammar, 884; Rijksbaron, Syntax (lst ed.), 15-16; Greenlee, Concise Exegetical Grammar, 49; Fanning, 
Verbal Aspect, 315. 
77 Green, Handbook, 300; Goodwin, Syntax, §402; Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, 277; Robertson, 
Grammar, 885; Rose, Durative, 11-13; BDF, §331; Greenlee, Concise Exegetical Grammar, 49; Black, 
Intermediate Greek, I 06. 
78 Porter, Idioms, 34. Porter has noted that both the historical present and the imperfect are used to render 
Aramaic participles. See Porter, Verbal Aspect, 134-36. 
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between the two imperfective tense-forms is made by the notions of remoteness. The 

imperfect conveys the remote ([+remote]) imperfective aspect, whereas the present 

conveys the immediate ([-remote]) aspect.79 The following discussion divides into the 

past and non-past use of the imperfect tense-form. 

4.2.3.1. Past Use 

The past use of the imperfect accounts for the most frequent occurrences. It is often 

considered to be progressive, descriptive, or iterative in past-time references, as (14) 

illustrates:80 

(14) EKAfltOV 8E rravTE~ Kat EKOTTTOVTO m'JT~v (Luke 8:52) 

Wunei de ren, kii-kii ti-ti. 

Those inside the house bawled. 

Zhongren dou zai tongkii aidiao nilhaizi. 

The crowd was mourning for the girl. 

Na 11 de ren dou zai wei zhe nilhaizi haotao daku. 

79 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 207-11. 
80 See, for example, Burton, Syntax, §21; Robertson, Grammar, 883; Gildersleeve, Syntax, §207; Smyth 
and Messing, Greek Grammar, §1898; Moule, Idiom Book, 8-9; Turner, Syntax, 65--66; Fanning, Verbal 
Aspect, 241-44; Duhoux, Verbe grec ancien, §154. Miller observes that the imperfect is found frequently in 
descriptions of battles, sieges, and military operations by classical Greek historians. Miller, "Imperfect," 
147, 54. Rijksbaron adds that it is "inherently connected with the narrative, i.e. the reporting of past 
events." Rijksbaron, "Discourse," 237. Recently, Hooker posits the "timeless" use of the imperfect in 
classical Greek. See Hooker, "Some Uses," 47--65. Hooker's argument is supported by isolated examples 
irrespective of the discourse function of the imperfect tense-form (see 4.2.3.3, p. 199 below). 
81 The CPB has Zhongren dou zai na/fkiiqi beishang $. A.;§']l,/f. IJ~~£j't 0. ~-1~ ("The crowd is mourning 
there"). Here, zai functions as both a preposition and aspect marker. 
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People there were weeping loudly for the girl. 

Zhongren dou wei nilhaizi kii.qi chuixiong. 

The crowd cried and beat their breasts for the girl. 

Zhongren dou zcti wei nilhaizi chui-zhe xiong dasheng haoku-le qilai. 

The crowd were beating their breasts and weeping loudly for the girl. 

(14a) uses the reduplicated verbs ku-kil ti-ti (lit. "cry-cry weep-weep") to translate 

both imperfectives, EKAmov and EKOTITOVTO. This rendering is not preferable because 

verb reduplication expresses the perfective aspect in Mandarin. (14lrc) on the other hand 

use zai to reflect the imperfective aspect signaled by both imperfect tense-forms, which is 

preferable to the 0 morpheme in (14d) because zai morphologically expresses the 

imperfective aspect. However, (14b) does not sound natural in Mandarin because the verb 

phrase timgkil aidiao ("weep and mourn") is not normally used in the transitive sense. 

Still, (14c) is not necessarily the best translation because zai alone does not reflect the 

more heavily marked imperfect tense-form in Greek, especially in this case where one 

has the option to add a second imperfective aspect morpheme. As (13e) illustrates, the 

two-morpheme aspect compounds, zai ... -zhe and -le-IDVC, mark foregrounded 

prominence at the discourse level, thereby closely reflecting not only the aspect but the 

discourse function of the more heavily marked imperfect tense-form in Greek. 83 

82 PK has Zhongren wei zhe nuhair aikii -* A..$iii. -k1~ >l.:!X ("The crowd wept for the girl"); JOHNM 
has Zhongren wei zhe ni1'er kiiqi aishang -* A...fo.j :ii -k Jl t 11,R 1~ ("The crowd cried and mourned for the 
girl"). 
83 See 4.2.3.3, p. 199 below for a discussion of the discourse function of the imperfect tense-form. 
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4.2.3.2. Non-Past Use (Conative) 

The so-called conative use of the imperfect tense-form expresses volition and refers to, 

as Porter puts it, "contemplated but unbegun or unaccomplished action."84 The non-past 

use of the imperfective also occurs in second class (contrary to fact) conditional clauses, 

however, this will be discussed in chapter 5. (15) illustrates the conative imperfect: 

(15) vvv e~11-rouv aE A.18aa01 oi 'Iov8afo1 (John 11: 8) 

(a)~~ *.Aili*-i:t .-ti jffe,4r1t- (UV, WANG, PK, JOHNM, BCV, NCV, CRV, 

CPB, CSB)85 

Y 6utairen jinlai yao na shit6u da nL 

The Jews will stone you one of these days. 

Jin jin lai Y 6utairen zheng xiang fazi yao yong shit6u da n1 ne. 

Recently the Jews were just devising to stone you. 

Jinlai Y 6utairen tumou za-sL 

Recently the Jews plotted to stone you to death. 

C1ke Y 6utairen zai xiang-zhe banfa yao yong shit6u da n1 ne. 

The Jews are now seeking to stone you. 

84 Porter, Idioms, 34-35. See also Kiihner and Gerth, Ausfuhrliche Grammatik, vol 1, 145; Jelf, Grammar, 
vol. 2, 59; Burton, Syntax, §23; Mayser, Grammatik, vol. 2, part 1, 136; Nunn, Short Syntax, §90; Rose, 
Durative, 8-10; Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, §1895; BDF, §326; McKay, New Syntax, 44; 
Rijksbaron, Syntax (lst ed.), 16-17. Turner calls it "desiderative." Turner, Syntax, 65. Robertson prefers the 
term "potential" use of the imperfect. Robertson, Grammar, 885-7. 
85 The BCV uses yu ("desire," i!i.fil:l';,(,b-¥' fir) instead of yao; the CRV has xiiingyao nci ("wanted to take"); 
the CPB and CSB have xiiing yang ("wanted to take"). 
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All Chinese versions represented in ( 15a-c) use the 0 morpheme to express the 

imperfect &S:tjTovv, however, each conveys different nuances. (15a) has the auxiliary verb 

yiw to convey not only volition but also futurity. (15b) uses xiiingfiizi ("devise means") 

with the 0 morpheme to render &S:tjTovv. Similarly, (15c) uses tum6u ("plot") with the 0 

morpheme. In (I Sb), yao is connected not to the first but rather to the second verb (i.e. 

stoning) in order to form an infinitive construction in Mandarin. 86 The 0 morpheme is not 

preferable here because it does not reflect the more heavily marked imperfect tense-form 

in Greek. Therefore, as ( l 5d) illustrates, the two-morpheme aspect compound zai ... -zhe 

(or zhengzai ... -zhe) may be utilized to reflect the foregrounded prominence in the 

pericope marked by the conative imperfect in Greek. 

4.2.3.3. Discourse Function of the Imperfect 

Some observations may be made regarding how to render the discourse function of the 

imperfect tense-form into Mandarin. In contrast to the aorist, the imperfect is 

semantically more heavily marked and, therefore, is used as a foregrounding device in 

narrative discourse. 87 Based on his observation of historical narratives in Herodotus, 

Rijksbaron argues that unlike the aorist indicative, the imperfect "unequivocally locates 

the state of affairs in the past." He states, 

On the level of small-scale narrative units it serves as the time anchor for other states of affairs; on 
the level of large-scale narrative units it establishes cohesion between different and, more 
specifically, distant parts of a given narrative, if, for some reason or other, this is split up.88 

86 See, for example, Lti &-;f..x.~, 800 Phrases, 592. 
87 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 199, 206. McKay has suggested an opposite view, seeing the imperfect as 
providing the background to the activities of an event. McKay, New Syntax, 42, 43. From this standpoint 
many argue that the aorist is capable of moving the narrative forward, whereas the imperfect does not make 
progress in the storyline. See, for example, Sedgwick, "Some Uses," 116-17; Bakker, "Remark," 26-27; 
Rijksbaron, "Discourse," 249; Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 243. 
88 Rijksbaron, "Discourse," 254. 
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This statement is true if one considers only the past use of the imperfect, and not conative 

or other uses such as contrary to fact conditional clauses. His comment on textual 

cohesion, however, is worth noting. Porter has also pointed this out but noted further that 

the imperfect serves as a means to mark cohesion less frequently than the aorist in the 

narrative of the New Testament.89 Generally speaking, the function of cohesion signaled 

by the imperfect in Greek may be represented accordingly with consistent imperfective 

aspect morphemes and compounds in Mandarin, as illustrated in (14e) and (15d). For 

example, in the story of Jesus casting out demons and healing a boy in Luke 9:45, the 

imperfects may be rendered by two-morpheme imperfective aspect compounds. This 

provides cohesion with the story of raising a girl in the previous chapter, where 

imperfects are also found, as in (14). (16) illustrates: 

(16) oi 8£ ~yv6ovv TO p~µa TOVTO ... Kat E<J>O~OUVTO epc.:>T~O"at OUTOV rrEpt TOU 

p~µaTo~ TOVTOV. (Luke 9:45) 

(a) ~1rita)] ait"if; · · · ~1rl~tiilr0iit-tf;MJ~.W. 0 (UV, NCV, WANG, 

TCV, CLB, CRV, DV, SJ, BCV, WV, GO, PK, JOHNM, CPB)90 

Tamen bu mingbai zhe hua ... tamen ye bu gan wen zhe hua de yisi. 

They neither understood this ... nor were they brave enough to ask its 

meaning. 

Tamen bu mingbai zhe hua ... tamen ye pa jiang zhe hua wen ta. 

89 Porter, Idioms, 304-05. 
90 The BCV has mentu wei da ci yan ... ran bugan wen ci yan ri .tt i:il iJ:t § · · · i~ ;f-~ r.,, iJ:t § ("the 
disciples did not understand these words ... but dared not to inquire about these words"). The WV has gu 
weijie yan zhf,ran yi buganyiwen -tti!W § 'S' ' .~ ?J; ;f-~ ";.{ r.,i ("[they] did not understand the meaning 
of the words, but dared not to ask"). 
91 MOR uses ju ·tl ("fear") for pa. 
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They did not understood this ... they were also afraid to ask him about it. 

Tamen dui zhe xi hua de yisi zai biaolu-zhe wuzhi .. . tan'er haipa-/e-qilai. 

They were showing no comprehension of the words .. .in fact they were in fear. 

All Chinese versions examined here use the 0 morpheme. The two-morpheme aspect 

compounds, zai ... -zhe and -/e-IDVC in (16c), are preferable to the 0 morpheme because 

they morphologically reflect the imperfective aspect signaled by the two imperfect tense-

forms (~yvoouv and E<po~ovvTo). More importantly, the two aspect compounds in Luke 

9:45 establish textual cohesion to the previous narrative discourse, which is also heavily 

marked with the same imperfective aspect compounds, zai ... -zhe and-/e-IDVC, as shown 

in (14e). 

4.2.4. The Perfect Tense-Form 

4.2.4.1. Introduction 

The perfect is one of the most studied tense-forms in ancient Greek. The chief aim of 

this section is not to add a new theory or explanation to previous studies of the Greek 

perfect, but rather to discover the most suitable equivalence to render the Greek perfect 

into Mandarin, especially at the discourse level. 

Previous discussions of the Greek perfect tense-form have involved the so-called 

subjective (intransitive) vs. objective (resultative/transitive/intensive) perfects. 92 The 

theory proposed by Wackemagel and Chantraine argues that, in the evolution of Greek, 

the perfect changed its original subjective or stative use into a more objective or transitive 

92 Goodwin, Syntax, 18; Moulton, Prolegomena, 141; Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, vol. 2, 286-87; 
Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, § 1947; BDF, §340; Zerwick, Biblical Greek, §285; Turner, Syntax, 
81-8; McKay, "Use," 1-21; McKay, "Perfect and Other Aspects," 309-14; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 251-56; 
Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 105-06; Sauge, Degres, 33. 
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use in late classical and Hellenistic periods. 93 This theory supports the traditional belief 

that the Greek perfect in the New Testament period conveys both stative aspect and 

continuance of a completed action.94 

Studies by McKay and Porter offer a more attractive and convincing theory of the 

Greek perfect. The Greek perfect tense-form expresses the immediate ([-remote]) stative 

aspect. In Mandarin, on the other hand, the aspect marker -zhe is the only formally 

expressed aspect morpheme available in Mandarin that grammaticalizes the stative aspect. 

Unlike the perfect tense-form in Greek, -zhe does not differentiate between the immediate 

and remote stative aspect. Also, because the stative aspect marker -zhe is identical in 

form to the RVC zhao, and in both form and pronunciation to the imperfective aspect 

marker -zhe, it cannot be used consistently to translate every occurrence of the perfect 

tense-form in Greek. Furthermore, -zhe is not used to build frontgrounded prominence in 

Mandarin discourse since there are simply no two- or three-morpheme aspect compounds 

available to express stative aspect in Mandarin. 

The solution to this problem is sought by utilizing the heavily marked Chinese four-

character set phrases with the 0 morpheme, especially in cases where the use of the 0 

morpheme is no longer an option but a necessity. The following sections divide the 

93 Wackemagel, "Studien," vol. 2, 1000-21; Chantraine, Historie. 
94 See, for example, Burton, Syntax, §74; Babbitt, Grammar, §534; Gildersleeve, Syntax, §§226--27; 
Robertson, Grammar, 893; Nunn, Short Syntax, §97; BDF, §340; Mandilaras, Studies, 46--49; Bornemann 
and Risch, Griechische Grammatik, 222; Brooks and Winbery, Syntax, 94; Greenlee, Concise Exegetical 
Grammar, 50; Duhoux, Verbe grec ancien, 142--43. This view is disproved by McKay, who argues that the 
state signaled by the perfect aspect is "properly and always that of the subject: this is necessarily true in the 
case of intransitive and passive verbs, is logically the only possibility for some transitive uses, and for the 
remainder yields a meaning that is either as satisfactory in its context as the object-state possibility or 
preferable to it." McKay, "Perfect and Other Aspects," 310, 289-329. See also McKay, "Use," 17; Louw, 
"Semantiese waarde," 23-32. 
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discussion into pragmatic uses of the Greek perfect tense-form in past, present, future 

time, omni temporal (gnomic), and timeless references. 

4.2.4.2. Present-Referring Perfect 

The most common use of the Greek perfect tense-form occurs in the present reference, 

as (17) illustrates:95 

c 17) yeypaTITm yap· (Matt 4: 1 O) 

(a) !El ffii1f 1l:!-tt (LU, BCV)96 

Yinwei you ji-zhe shuo. 

Because there exists a written record that says .... 

(b) 1l1f :Z (DV, GO, UVW, UVB, UVE)97 

Jiy6u zhI. 

It has been recorded .... 

Yinwei jing shang ji-zhe shuo. 

Because it is recorded in the scriptures saying .... 

(d) Ji~£1x,-£;; (SJ, JOHN)99 

Gai jing zai yun. 

Therefore the scriptures have recorded saying .... 

(e) :t}£-tJi. (TCV, GU, GURY, BB, WV)100 

95 Burton, Syntax, §§74-76; Goodwin, Syntax, §49a; Robertson, Grammar, 892, 894; Porter, Idioms, 41. 
96 This is expressed in the wenli style: e.g. gai Ju you yun .1.£~1[ -i: (BCV). 
97 GO has ji yi you zhf ie.;;}; 1f Z ("it has also been recorded"). 
98 WANG, NVC, CRV omit shui5 ("saying"). 
99 JOHN omits ziii. 
100 This expression is found also in the wenli style: e.g. gai shii yun .1. "t"-i. (GO),fing yun ~£ -i. (GURY, 
BB, WV), gai lit yiln A.it.£. (MOR). 
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Shengjing shuo. 

The Bible says .... 

(f) 1£-t° J:.-tJf. (JOHNM, PK)101 

Jingshii shang shuo. 

The scriptures read .... 

Yinwei jing shang jizai. 

Because the scriptures read .... 

Yinwei jing shang zheyang xie de. 

Because the scriptures are written that .... 

All translations except (17a) and (l 7d) use the 0 morpheme to express the stative 

aspect, but each with slightly different nuances. The verb you ("have") in (l 7a-b) is often 

used in passive constructions where the agent of the activity is unspecified. Here, you is 

not obligatory, however, it emphasizes the statement ("There does exist a written 

record ... "). (17a, c-f) include shuo ("say") or yun ("say") at the end of the sentence to 

introduce a direct quotation. This addition is not considered inappropriate in Mandarin 

translation, even though the participle AEywv is absent in the original. The addition of 

"scriptures" expressed in various terms (e.g.ffng,ffngshu) is optional but preferable for 

clarifying that Jesus is quoting the Old Testament. Shengffng, on the other hand, is not 

preferable because the term exclusively refers to the "Bible." The particle de attached to 

the end of xie ("write") in (17d) functions as the modal particle and does not necessarily 

101 PK hasjlng shang shuo ~£J:.-ft ("the scripture says"). 
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convey the stative aspect. While the 0 morpheme is acceptable, it is formally unmarked 

and does not reflect the heavily marked perfect tense-form in Greek. Therefore, the 

stative marker -zhe is preferable to the 0 morpheme for the translation of the Greek 

present-referring perfect. 

4.2.4.3. Future-Referring Perfect 

The perfect also occurs with future reference, but is infrequent in the New 

Testament. 102 (18) illustrates (English translation is provided below): 

(18) 0Afj8w~ EV TOVTC{> ~ ayarrfj TOU 8eou TETEAElWTat (1 John 2:5) 

(a)§: ;:fifM1 1 -:..',tf.1~lt_rir'f ,tf.~.Jti-a9 ° (UV, PK, CLB) 103 

Ai Shen de xin zai ta li mian shizai shi wanquan de. 

Shangdi de ai zai taxin H, shizai shi wanquan de. 

Ai Shangdi de xinjiu zhen de zai zhe ren li mian de wanquan le. 

Ta ai Shen de xinjiu dique zai ta Hmian wanquan le. 

Shen de ai zai zhe ren Hmian shizai shi de-le chengquan. 

102 Porter, Idioms, 41. Future perfect is rare in the New Testament Greek and in non-literary papyri. It 
occurs more often in the form of periphrastic construction (future of Etf.it with the perfect participle), for 
example, fooVTat 01Clf.1Ef.1Eptaµevot in Luke 12:52. See Robertson, Grammar, 906-07; Mandilaras, Verb, 
§525. 
103 The CLB has Tiimen na ke a is hang di de x/n, shizai keyi shuoshi wanquan de ~11', Ii~ '1J! :t J:. -t MJ •\.;.' ' 
'ff,{£. "l"" v:l. -tt .ft. 7t. k- ag 0 (lit. "Indeed it can be said that their God-loving heart is complete"). 
104 BB phrases it in wenli style: Ai Shen zhf xln zai qizhong, shi wei wanquan zhe :t :fif z ·~ ,{£. Jt 'f ' 'f 
$i .lt.i-:t- 0 
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Ta dui Shangdi de aijiu da-dao wanquan. 

Tianzhu de ai zai ta neijiu neng da-dao wanquan yuanman le. 

Tianzhu de ai zai ta nei cai de-yi-yuan-man. 

(i) • . • itk.. ml '~:it A (FOLEY) 

... jiu yuan-man-da-cheng. 

(18a-b) both translate TETEAElWTat as an adjective, the difference being that the 

former reads "The God-loving heart inside him is indeed complete," whereas the latter 

reads "God's love in his heart, is indeed complete." Similar to (18a), (18c-d) also render 

EV TOUT<{) ~ ayarrfl TOU 8rnu with "His God-loving heart," and use the 0 morpheme to 

render the Greek perfect ("has been completed"). The modal particle jiu ("indeed") used 

in (18c-d) and (18f-g) is a good translation for OAfl8w~ because it conveys the sense of 

certainly. 105 However, the perfective morphemes -le and the RVC dew ("arrive") in (18e-

g) express the perfective aspect in Mandarin ("attain completion") and, therefore, are not 

preferable for the future-referring Greek perfect. 106 On the other hand, the auxiliary verb 

neng and de/dey{ in (l 8c, g-h) are not suitable additions because they convey 

contingency that does not reflect the indicative mood in Greek (see also example (4) 

above). Here, the stative aspect marker -zhe cannot be used due to the fact that the 

expressions wanquan and chengquan contain the words wan ("end"), quan ("complete," 

"perfect") and cheng ("complete") that are frequently used as RVCs. Therefore, the four-

105 Lil asserts that jiu expresses "firm determination" (!;.t ~ik). Lil & J"st#ll, 800 Phrases, 316. 
106 The TCV has "His love for God is completed," which is directly influenced by the GNB (cf. also TNIV). 
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character set phrase with the 0 morpheme, yuan-man-da-cheng ("complete with 

satisfaction"), is preferable because it reflects both the aspect and the discourse function 

of the heavily marked future-referring perfect tense-form in Greek as the frontgrounding 

device, as (18i) illustrates. 

4.2.4.4. Discourse Function of the Perfect 

As noted previously in chapter 3, due to its heavily marked feature, the Greek perfect 

(as well as pluperfect) tense-form is used as a frontgrounding device in discourse. 107 In 

Mandarin, however, both -zhe and the 0 morpheme are used to translate the stative aspect 

signaled by the perfect tense-form in Greek. In ( 1 7), while -zhe is used to translate the 

perfect tense-form, it does not effectively mark frontgrounded prominence in discourse. 

Here, a four-character set phrase with the 0 morpheme would be an excellent alternative 

to -zhe except for the fact that it is not always available to the translator. 108 In such cases, 

the translator may utilize a commonly used four-character phrase, such as yuan-miin-da-

cheng ("complete with satisfaction") in (18i), or take two disyllabic words to form a four-

character unit, as qfn-yiin kim-jian in (19f) illustrates. 

4.2.4.5. Past-Referring Perfect 

The past use of the perfect is often found in narrative contexts, as (19) illustrates: 109 

(19) Kat 1\~paa1-1 ewpaKa~; (John 8:57) 

107 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 92-93; Porter, Idioms, 302-03; Porter, "Verbal Aspect and Discourse Function," 
6-12; Hatina, "Perfect Tense-Form in Recent Debate," 13-15; Reed and Reese, "Verbal Aspect," 188-90; 
Westfall, Discourse Analysis, 56-58. 
108 Four-character set phrases, as noted in chapter 3, are the most heavily marked verb forms in Mandarin 
because they are mainly derived from classical literature. Four character phrases, on the other hand, are 
usually either formed by two sets of disyllabic verbs or simply by a verb phrase/idiom that is made up of 
four characters. 
109 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 260-{)5; Porter, Idioms, 40-41. Burton calls this the "aoristic perfect." Burton, 
Syntax, §§80-82. 



.,_, ~ .Jf. 1 .j.' = ~ .. )110 (a) _a x.,;u:.·1Eh!L.-f-+ (DV, MOR, MAR, GU, GO, BCV, UVW, UVB 

Qr jian Yab6lahan hii. 

How could you see Abraham? 

(b) l Jl§.1a .f.i~-f- (SJ) 

Yr jian Yab6lahan hu. 

You have already seen Abraham? 

(c) Kt Jl§.1a.t.i~-f- (BB, WV)111 

Qr ceng jian Yab6lahan hu. 

How have you ever seen Abraham? 

(d) 1..1~ Jl~k~:fl. (GURY)112 

Qr de jian wo taizu. 

How could you possibly have seen my ancestor? 

(e) :ttli&§.1a.t.i~Jt? (LU, SB, UV, NCV, CLB, CRV, TCV, WANG, 

JOHNM, PK, CPB, CSB)113 

Jing jiiln-guo Yab6lahan me? 

You have actually seen Abraham? 

(f) 1f, /tH~:t Jl§.1a .f.i~? (FOLEY) 

NI qin-yan-kan-jian Yab6lahan? 

110 The BCV has Er er jian Yiib6lahan hu iTfi ~ .l5l.1a#:'f-t ("And you have you seen Abraham?"). 
Abraham is transliterated as Yiibiiilahan Sl.1i #:'f (MOR, MAR), Yiib6/ahan Sl.1a 1tJ :'f (GU), and 
Yab6han Sl.1a :'f (GO). 
111 The WV has Er cengjian Yiib6hanye? iTfi t .l5l.1a i1l1~? ("And you have seen Abraham?") 
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112 The particle de conveys possibility in both classical and Mandarin Chinese. See Lil g ~);ffl, Grammar, 
251-52. 
113 PK uses both RVC and-guo: Qikan-jian-guo Yab6lahiin ne? .Kk tli!r5l.1a#:'f~ ("How is it possible 
that you have seen Abraham?"); the CSB adds the auxiliary verb hui: Zenme huijian-guo Yab6lahan? .t-Jf 
-t' tli!!SZ.1a ~.i:'f? ("How could you have seen Abraham?"); the CPB adds the second person singular 
pronoun nf and uses its own transliteration Yab6/<ing Sl.1a t~ for Abraham. 
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You have seen Abraham with your own eyes? 

The cited wenli versions in (19a-d) all use the 0 morpheme for the verb jiim ("see"). 

( 19b-c) both add the temporal deictic indicators yi ("already") and ceng ("ever") to refer 

to the past. The Mandarin versions, on the other hand, render the stative aspect in Greek 

signaled by the perfect tense-form with the perfective aspect marker -guo. In this instance, 

it is not possible to express the stative aspect in Mandarin by using -zhe, because, when 

used with the verb jian ("see"), this character is always read as the RVC zhao, which 

conveys the perfective aspect. 

As (19f) illustrates, the four-character set phrase, qfn-yrin-kan-jian, with the 0 

morpheme is the most fitting translation for the past-referring perfect because it reflects 

the aspect and the discourse function as the frontgrounding device. 

4.2.4.6. Omnitemporal and Timeless Perfect 

a. Omnitemporal (Gnomic) Perfect 

Like the aorist and present tense-forms, the perfect is also used in ornnitemporal 

(gnomic) contexts, as (20) illustrates: 114 

(20) aAAa Kat ai TPlXE~ TR~ KE<paA.R~ vµwv m:Xam ~pi0µT]VTat. (Luke 12:7) 

(a) :¥k.k1t1ri MJ j}l it-1!!.:frs:fift~ 1 ° (UV, SB, LU, NCV, TCV, CLB, CRY, 

JOHNM, BB, WANG) 115 

Jiushi nimen de t6ura ye dou bei shu-guo le. 

All your hair has been counted. 

114 Robertson, Grammar, 897; Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 73; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 267-68; 
Porter, Idioms, 41. 
115 LO uses the modal particle ne instead of the post-sentential le. JOHNM does not have a modal particle 
at the end of the sentence. BB has Ji er shou zhifa, yijie shii-guo yi I!;{. filiJ il .Z~ ' ;ff. ~ft~#.: ("Even all 
hair on your head has already been numbered"). 
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(b) i!JC.j]-Jl ~t. lJtft (DV, SJ, MOR, MAR, JOHN, GURY, BCV, UVW, UVB)116 

Ji er Ia jie yl jian shu. 

All your hair has already been numbered. 

Wei er shou :fa, jie yl shu-ming. 

All your hair has been counted. 

Even all your hair has been counted carefully. 

Jiushi nrmen de t6u:fa, ye dou shu-guo le. 

Jiushi nimen de t6ura, ye dou li-li-ke-shu. 

Even all your hair is numbered. 

Most Mandarin versions, represented in (20a) and (20d), use the perfective aspect 

marker -guo to render ~pi8pf)vTat. The difference between (20a) and (20d) is that the 

former is phrased in the passive construction signaled by the particle bei, whereas the 

latter is phrased in the active voice and has a comma before the predicate. The particles 

bei andjian used to signal passive voice in (20a-b) are unnecessary additions since 

Mandarin syntax does not require them here. 118 As for the comma, its presence or 

116 MAR has Zhi er sh6u zhl fa jie yI shU .f. fiJ it .Z-Jl. ~ lit ("Even all the hair on your head has already 
been numbered"). JOHN has Ji er shou zhl fa yi jie bei shii f!,t fl1ii' it .Z-Jl. #- ~ :ffi.it ("All the hair on your 
head has also already been numbered"). GURY and BCV omit yi. The UVW and UVB have Ji er shou zhi 
fa, yi jie jian shii ~ fiJ it .Z-Jl. ' #- Ffl flit ("All the hair on your head has also already been numbered"). 
117 The CPB has Jiu liim nimen t6ushang de toufa tii dou shii-guo le WE.it1f-1n 3JiJ:. 69 3Ji-Jl. ~:f!iit~ 1 

("He has already counted even the hair on your head"). 
118 The particle bei used in passive construction in Mandarin is not obligatory, although modem influence 
of European languages has increased its use, as Wang and others have pointed out. See Wang 
.I. }] , Treatise, vol. 2, 294-98; Wang .I. }] , Outline, 128-33; Lil and Zhu, Syntax, 82-85; Ota, "Some 
Remarks," 139-40. For further discussions of the passive construction in Chinese, see chapter 6 below. 
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absence is immaterial to the meaning of the sentence. The wenli versions in (20b-c ), on 

the other hand, add the temporal adverbial yi ("already") to indicate past-time reference. 

The two, however, differ with respect to the aspect morphemes they use. (20b) has the 0 

morpheme, whereas (20c) has the RVC ming ("clear") to express perfective aspect. 

Hence, the first four examples are not preferable because (20a), (20c ), and (20d) convey 

the perfective aspect, whereas yi in (20b) indicates past-time reference. 

The stative aspect marker -zhe might be an option here (e.g. shu-zhe t6ufa, "at the 

state of counting the hair"). However, as (20e) illustrates, the four-character set phrase 

with the 0 morpheme li-li-ki-shu ("that which can be numbered") is preferable because it 

performs the same function as the Greek perfect tense-form in marking frontgrounding 

prominence at the discourse level. Four-character set phrases also differentiate from the 0 

morpheme used to render Greek omnitemporal aorist into Mandarin. 

b. Timeless Perfect 

The perfect tense-form is used in contexts where the temporal reference is considered 

irrelevant, as (21) illustrates: 119 

(21) 8Eov ovbEl~ ewpaKEV TIWTIOTE" (John 1: 18) 

(a) ,f;t~~.t;tf A.;fr _l ff 0 (UV, JOHNM, CRV) 

C6nglai meiyou ren kan-jian Shen. 

No one has ever seen God. 

(b) *-;ff A.,lJ:.* (DV, GO, GU, GURY, BCV, UVW, UVB, UVE, SJ, CSV, BB, 

WV)120 

119 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 268-70; Porter, Idioms, 42. 
120 GO has wuren ("no one") instead ofweiyou ren. GO, GURY, BCV and SJ have Cong weiyou renjian 
Shen!TiiinzhU ,f}ti,.;tf JdL {f/:k.i. ("Never before had anyone seen God"). The UVW, UVB, and UVE 
add zhe ::i- at the end of the clause; the CSV has Wei chang you ren jian Shangdi i,. t ;ff A JLJ:. * 
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Wei you ren jian Shangdi. 

Never had anyone seen God. 

(c) 1JtjfU.t;ff A.}Ul!J:.~ (LU, SB, CPB, CSB)121 

C6nglai meiyou ren jian-guo Shangdi. 

No one has ever had the experience of seeing God. 

(d) ~if k~.t;ff A.! Jt~a9 (PK, SYD, WANG)122 

Shen shi meiyou ren kan-jian-guo de. 

God has never been seen by anyone. 

(e) ~A.1~Bf"rn7 JlA'f (MOR, MAR) 

Wuren heshf er jian Shen. 

No one has at any time seen God. 

C6ngwei youren zai renhe shihou qin-yan-mu-dii Shen. 

No one has ever at any time seen God with his or her own eyes. 

Most Mandarin versions use the perfective morphemes to translate the stative aspect 

of the perfect tense-form. (21a) uses the RVC jian ("see"), whereas (2lc) uses -guo. 

(21d) has the combination of an RVC and -guo. Most wenli versions represented in (21b) 

and (21 e) use the monosyllabic verb jian ("see") with the 0 morpheme, which is not 

preferable to render the Greek perfect tense-form for the same reason pointed out above 

with respect to markedness and discourse considerations. In this example, it is not 

("Never had anyone seen God before"); the WV has Ren wei youjian TianzhU zhe A..~;,ff JL~.i.::lt- ("One 
has not yet seen God"). 
121 TianzhU (SB) and Shen (CSB) are used instead of Shangdi to refer to God. 
122 WANG has C6nglai meiyou ren kan-jian-guo ShCtngdi -Vt*'-ii;.ff A;t JL:lt&L.-t ("Never had anyone 
ever seen God"). 
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possible to express the stative aspect in Mandarin by using -zhe. As noted in example ( 19) 

above, when used with the verbjian ("see"), the character ;if is always read as the RVC 

zhao, which conveys the perfective aspect. Therefore, the perfect is best translated by a 

four-character set phrase with the 0 morpheme, as (21f) illustrates. The sense of 

timelessness may be conveyed lexically in Mandarin by zai renhe shihou ("at any time"). 

4.2.5. Pluperfect Tense-Form 

The pluperfect is the least frequently used tense-form in the New Testament. Many 

traditional grammarians interpret its origin as being along the lines of "a perfect provided 

with an augment, the preterite or a verb of state. " 123 However, the pluperfect is best 

described as a heavily marked tense-form that grammaticalizes the remote [+remote] 

stative aspect in Greek. 124 Like the perfect tense-form, the pluperfect also serves as a 

frontgrounding device in discourse. The pluperfect not only occurs in past-referring 

contexts, but also in non-past contexts, as in protases of conditional constructions. The 

non-past referring pluperfect will be discussed along with conditional sentences in the 

next chapter. 

Because aspect in Mandarin does not differentiate between remoteness and immediacy, 

the stative aspect marker -zhe and four-character set phrases with the 0 morpheme are 

used not only to render the perfect but also pluperfect tense-forms in Greek. (22) 

illustrates: 

(22) ijc5e1aav avTov (Mark 1 :34) 

123 Kurylowicz, Inflectional Categories, 91. See also Kiihner and Gerth, Ausfiihr/iche Grammatik, vol. 1, 
151 f; Gildersleeve, Syntax, §§235-37; Goodwin, Syntax, §43; Burton, Syntax, §§89-90; Nunn, Short 
Syntax, §97; Stahl, Kritisch-historische Syntax, 119-23; Moulton, Prolegomena, 148; BDF, §347; Turner, 
Syntax, 86; Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 308-9. 
124 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 287-90; Porter, Idioms, 42. 



(a) ~1r9itl;i~f.e 0 (WANG, LU, UV, NCV, SB, CRV, JOHNM) 

Tfunen renshi Ta. 

They know Him. 

(b) ~1r9i11ik4.k~'.fi 0 (TCV) 

Tfunen zhidao ta shi shei. 

They know who he is. 

(c) ~1r9tt~1f.~~~-tt 0 (FOLEY) 

Tamen dui ta er-shou-neng-xiang. 

They know him well. 
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Most Mandarin versions represented in (22a) render the pluperfect ~8Etcrav with the 0 

morpheme for the verb renshi ("know [a person]"). (22b) also uses the 0 morpheme, but 

rephrases the original with a subordinate clause. This is an unnecessary change because 

the Greek is phrased in a simple sentence. With the perfect tense-form, the stative aspect 

signaled by the pluperfect may be reflected in Mandarin transition by employing the 

stative aspect marker -zhe and four-character set phrases with the 0 morpheme. In (22), 

however, -zhe cannot possibly be used to realize the stative aspect in Mandarin because 

the same character is used mainly as the RVC, especially in the expression ren-zhao i~;i 

("recognize"). As (22c) illustrates, the four-character set phrase er-sh6u-neng-xiang (lit. 

"have heard something many times that one can make a detailed explanation of it") 125 

with the 0 morpheme, on the other hand, reflects the aspect and performs the same 

function as the pluperfect tense-form in building frontgrounded prominence at the 

discourse level. 

125 See also the commentary on oi'.8aatv in John 18:21 in chapter 6 of this dissertation below. 
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4.2.6. Conclusion 

In summary, when used in contexts with different temporal references, the present, 

imperfect, perfect, and pluperfect tense-forms in Greek may be consistently rendered by 

the imperfective and stative morphemes in Mandarin. Because aspect in Mandarin does 

not differentiate between remoteness and immediacy, the morphologically expressed 

(single) aspect morphemes, zcti, -zhe, and IDVCs, may be used interchangeably to 

translate both the present and imperfect tense-forms in Greek. For the same reason, -zhe 

is used to translate both the perfect and pluperfect tense-forms in Greek. 

It is argued here that when the translator has the option to choose between the 0 

morpheme and the morphologically expressed imperfective aspect morphemes, the latter 

is preferable because they are formally and semantically marked. In order to reflect the 

discourse functions of the present and imperfect tense-forms in Greek, two-morpheme 

aspect compounds (e.g. zai ... -zhe, zai ... IDVCs, -/e-IDVCs) may be utilized. However, in 

contexts where morphologically expressed imperfective aspect morphemes are 

unavailable, a disyllabic verb with the 0 morpheme may be used in order to represent the 

more heavily marked present and imperfective tense-forms in Greek. 

Similarly, the translator may use -zhe to translate the perfect and pluperfect tense

forms in Greek as it morphologically reflects the stative aspect in Mandarin. However, 

for reasons discussed earlier in this section, -zhe cannot be consistently used to translate 

each occurrence of the perfect or pluperfect tense-forms, and, more importantly, it does 

not serve as a frontgrounding device in Mandarin discourse. Four-character set phrases 

with the 0 morpheme are utilized in order to reflect the stative aspect in Greek and 



perform the same function as the Greek perfect and pluperfect tense-forms in building 

frontgrounded prominence at the discourse level. 

4.3. Conclusion 
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The primary task of this chapter is to devise a system of consistently translating the 

Greek tense-forms in the indicative mood into Mandarin. In formulating the system, key 

criteria include the consistent matching of aspect in Greek and Mandarin, discourse 

considerations, and notions of markedness. The result is encouraging and promising; the 

tripartite model of Greek aspect outlined in the previous chapter can be closely 

represented by equivalent aspect morphemes in Mandarin with a high degree of 

morphological consistency. In the next chapter, the focus will turn to the translation of 

the Greek verbal syntax in the non-indicative moods into Mandarin. 
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CHAPTER 5 THE NON-INDICATIVE MOODS AND CONDITIONAL CLAUSES 

5.0. Introduction 

This chapter builds upon the findings of the previous chapter on New Testament 

Greek aspect in the indicative mood and applies them directly to the non-indicative 

moods. As in the previous chapter, the primary objective is to formulate a consistent 

system of grammatical translation of Greek tense-forms with Mandarin aspect 

morphemes. This chapter also addresses pertinent translation issues concerning the 

syntax of clauses and sentences, as well as larger discourse units. It is argued here that 

many of the grammatical constructions and syntactical nuances in Greek discourse (e.g. 

periphrasis) can only be translated into Mandarin by lexical means. Over sixty Chinese 

Bible versions are reviewed in the example sentences. The discussion divides into four 

parts: Imperative (5.1), Subjunctive and Optative Moods (5.2), Infinitives and Participles 

(5.3), and Conditional Clauses (5.4). 

5.1. Imperative 

The imperative mood is used to express command, entreaty, or prohibition in Greek. 1 

Unlike Greek, Mandarin does not grammaticalize the perfective, imperfective, or stative 

aspects in the imperative mood by morphemes different from those in the indicative 

mood. 

1 For a theory concerning the historical origins of the imperative mood, see Gonda, Character, 51-52; see 
also 47-67. For general discussions on the imperative, see Robertson, Grammar, 941-50; Schwyzer, 
Griechische Grammatik, vol. 2, 339-44; Moule, Idiom Book, 20-21; BDF, §§335-37; Thorley, 
"Aktionsart," 304-15. For discussions in connection with aspect, see Bakker, Greek Imperative; McKay, 
"Aspect in Imperatival Constructions," 201-26; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 336-47; Porter, Idioms, 53-56, 221-
22; Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 325-88; Matthewson, "Verbal Aspect," 21-35. 
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5.1.1. Aorist Imperative 

The aorist imperative is frequently used to express commands in the New Testament, 

as ( 1 ) illustrates: 

(1) rropEU8EvTE~ 8€ µa0ETE Tt em1v· EAEo~ 8£A.w Kai ou 8uaiav· (Matt 9:13) 

(a) 1t 1ri *Aijr- t Aijr- t Ii~~ '.t ·ti-'H~i , :f ~ '.t ~~~e, JJ kit-Jf ~ ,1& 0 (LU) 

Nlmen qu yanjiu-yanjiu "wo x!'ai liarunin, bu xl'ai jisi" shi shenme yisi. 

Go figure out what "I love mercy; I do not love sacrifice" means. 

(b) 1r-1ri*m_:_m ... (Nev) 

Nlmen qu xiang-yi-xiang .... 

Go think about. ... 

(c) 1r-1ri*AijrJE • •• (CRV, CPB, TCV) 

Nrmen qu yanjiu .... 

Go study .... 

(d) 1t-1riil-*.:fMslf · · · (UV, PK, JOHNM, WANG) 

Nrmen qie qu chuaimo .. .. 

Just go figure out also .. .. 

(e) 1t-1ri*Aijr-Jt~i" · · · (SB) 

Nrmen qu yanjiu yfxia ... . 

Go study for a while .. .. 

(f) 1r-1ri:f~@7*~m·~ 11i 11lii6J"it- ... (CLB) 

Nrmen burn huiqu xi-xin-ju-jue zhe ju hua. 

Why don't you go back and chew on these words more carefully .... 
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(la-b) both use reduplicated verbs to convey the perfective aspect of the aorist 

imperative. (lc-e) use the 0 morpheme to express perfectivity, providing an appealing 

translation, except that the adverb yfxia in (le) is an unnecessary addition because it 

suggests a short duration, anAktionsart-based concept of the aorist imperative held by 

many traditional grammarians.2 The four-character phrase xi-xfn-ju-jue combined with 

the 0 morpheme in (1 f) is a less appealing translation, since it is reserved specifically for 

rendering the Greek stative aspect into Mandarin. While verb reduplication and the 0 

morpheme are considered good translations of the aorist imperative, the latter is 

preferable since its unmarked feature corresponds more closely to the less heavily marked 

aorist tense-form.3 More importantly, the 0 morpheme serves as a backgrounding device 

in Mandarin discourse, marking cohesion of the narrative text in the same way as the 

Greek aorist.4 Conversely, however, verb reduplication is preferable to the 0 morpheme 

because it morphologically reflects the perfective aspect signaled by the aorist tense-form 

in Greek. Therefore, both the 0 morpheme and verb reduplication are considered 

preferable for the rendering of the aorist imperative, as (la, c-d) illustrate. 

5.1.2. Present Imperative 

The present imperative expresses imperfective aspect in Greek. Command or entreaty 

expressed in the Greek present imperative should be rendered by imperfect morphemes in 

2 Winer, Treatise, 390-99; Kretschmer, "Griechische Imperativus Aorist Activ," 112-22; Robertson, 
Grammar, 941-50; Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, 339-44; BDF, §§335-37. 
3 For a different opinion on notions ofmarkedness of Greek tense-forms in the imperative mood, see 
McKay, "Aspects," 41-58. McKay endorses the Aktionsart theory of classifying Greek verbs according to 
state and action (or activity): the present imperative is the "residual, or unmarked, aspect of a stative verb, 
most readily chosen in a neutral context where is no contrast of other feature which points positively to a 
particular realisation of the imperative," whereas the aorist imperative is the "residual, or unmarked, aspect 
of an action verb" (italics added). McKay, "Aspects," 55. 
4 Porter, Idioms, 305. 
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Mandarin. Except for zai, the 0 morpheme and the imperfective morphemes (IDVCs, -zhe) 

may be used to translate the present imperative. Discourse consideration remains the 

primary criterion for choosing aspect morphemes in Mandarin. (2) illustrates: 

(2) aKOVETE (Mark 4:3) 

(a) 1:t1ri~l\ ! (LU, CRV, BB)5 

Nimen yao ting! 

You should listen! 

(b) 1t-1FH~4r ! (UV, WANG, TCV)6 

Nim en ting a! 

Hey! Listen! 

(c) 1t-1ri~ (SB) 

Nimen ting. 

You listen. 

(d) 1Llt (GU) 

Yi fing. 

You should listen. 

(e) ~.ii:lt ! (CPB) 

Zhuyi fing! 

Listen up! 

(f) ~.ii: (CLB) 

Zhuyi. 

5 BB has Er xii ting ~Hi a ("You ought to listen"). 
6 The TCV adds lizlxfn fa,::_; ("attentively") in front of ting. 
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Pay attention. 

(g) 1t-1rH\i=- (PK, JOHNM, NCV) 

Nimen ting-zhe! 

You listen up! 

While most Mandarin versions render the present imperative with the 0 morpheme, as 

represented in (2a-e ), there are still slight nuances. With the exception of (2f), the above 

examples all use the verb tfng ("hear," "listen"). The addition of auxiliary verbs, such as 

yiw in (2a) and yi in (2d), is not ideal for translating the imperative mood in Greek 

because auxiliary verbs in Chinese are used to express volition or contingency. 7 

Exclamative particles, on the other hand, such as a ("ah," "hey") in (2b), ziii (DV, SJ, GO, 

BCV, GURY, Tfng zhz ziii lt.Z.~, "Listen to it!"), ye (MOR, MAR, Er trng ye rfaUt~, 

"You listen!"), and hu if (YAN), are preferable additions here.8 (2c) uses the 

monosyllabic verb tfng ("hear") with the 0 morpheme. (2e) and (2f) both use zhuyi, the 

difference being that in the former it is used as an adverb ("Listen carefully!"), whereas 

in the latter it is used as a verb ("Pay attention!"). While the 0 morpheme used in (2a-e) 

is a good translation of the Greek present imperative, it does not render the more heavily 

marked features of aKouETE. 

The imperfective aspect morpheme -zhe in (2g) is preferable to the 0 morpheme 

because it is formally and semantically marked. However, as pointed out in the previous 

chapters, a single aspect morpheme alone does not effectively mark foregrounded 

prominence in Mandarin. Furthermore, since zai is never used in imperative sentences, 

7 For a list of commonly used Mandarin auxiliary verbs, see Table 5.1, p. 231 below. 
8 For a summary of the usage of various Chinese exclamation particles, see Lil g '1'.x..#11, Grammar, 315-23. 
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the translator may choose disyllabic verbs such as lingtfng instead of the monosyllabic 

verb tfng in order to build more prominence in discourse. For example, (2g) may be 

rephrased as Nfmen lingtfng-zhe! 1t-1ri1fN!.t:i'. 

5.1.3. Aorist vs. Present Imperative 

Many grammarians explain the difference between the aorist and present imperatives 

by means of Aktionsart, that is, the former expresses a punctiliar or instantaneous action, 

whereas the latter expresses linear or durative action.9 Still many others continue to 

recognize the distinction between the two tense-forms in the imperative mood in terms of 

general versus definite. 10 

These traditional views are no longer convincing. The difference between these two 

tense-forms in the imperative mood is best explained by verbal aspect, which means that 

the present imperative is a more heavily marked form than the aorist imperative. As 

Porter notes, the use of the present imperative represents the author's self-conscious 

choice to "draw attention to the theme that is pursued in the following material." 11 The 

two versions of the Lord's Prayer recorded by Matthew and Luke illustrate this nuance:12 

9 Burton, Syntax,§ 165; Stahl, Kritisch-historische Syntax, 74; Moulton, Prolegomena, 122-26; Hermann, 
"Objektive," 207-08; Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 86-87; Ruiperez, Estructura; Goetchius, 
Language, 262-63; BDF, §335; Turner, Syntax, 74-78; Bakker, Imperative, 19-30; Mateos, Aspecto, 73; 
Hoffmann and von Siebenthal, Griechische Grammatik, §212. 
10 Mozley, "Notes," 279-82; BDF, §335. Rijksbaron follows the tradition by stating that the aorist 
imperative refers to a single and well-defined action, whereas the present imperative supplies unspecified 
information. Rijksbaron, Syntax (1st ed.), 43--47; Rijksbaron, Syntax (3d ed.), 45--47. Along this line of 
interpretation, Sicking argues that the aorist performs an "independent informative function" and marks 
"incisions and 'paragraphs'" in discourse, whereas the present marks cohesion and continuity. Sicking, 
"Distribution," 37-39. See also Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 327-79; Orea!, "Determination," 285-302. Basset 
adds that the present is the "unmarked term" in the privative opposition between the two tense-forms. See 
Basset, "Correlations," 233--45; Basset, "Etude," 305-16. Contra McKay, "lmperatival Constructions," 
201-26. 
11 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 350. 
12 In the context of prayers to God, the aorist imperative occurs more frequently than the present imperative 
or subjunctive. See Mozley, "Notes," 280; Bakker, Imperative, 128-41; Voelz, "Use," 45--48; Pulleyn, 
Prayer, 221. 
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(3) TOY apTOY ~µwy TOY ETTtoVCJlOY 80~ ~µtY a~µEpoY· (Matt 6:11) 

Women riyong de shiwli, jintiiin ci gei women. 

Our food we need daily, give to us today. 

Ci gei women jintiiin suoxu de y!nshi. 

Give to us the food and drink we need today. 

Women meitiiin suoxu de shiwli, qiu nl jintiiin ci gei women. 

Our food we need daily, we ask you to give to us today. 

(4) TOY apTOY ~µwy TOY ETTtoVGtoY 8i8ou ~µtY TO Ka8' ~µepaY· (Luke 11 :3) 

Women riyong de shiwli, tiiintiiin ci gei women. 

Our daily food, give to us everyday. 

Ci gei women meitiiin xuyao de ylnshi. 

Give us food and drink we need everyday. 

Women xuyong de shiwli, qiu nl meitiiin gei women. 

Our food we need, we ask you to give to us daily. 

13 The CPB has Qiu nl fintiiin shang gei women riyong de shi/iang ¥ 1T-4-- k f $f;-~ 1l'i El JfJ 69-1£-Jfi ("We 
ask you today to give to us daily food"); the CLB has Qiu Ni cl womenfintiiin suoxii de yinshi ¥~t~}h (sic) 
~ 1l'i 4-- *-.foJt ff; M1*1t ("We ask You to give to us the food we need today"). 
14 PK has rirl ciyii women El El Jllb~~ 1l'i ("give to us everyday"). 
15 The CPB has Qiu ni meitiiin gei women suoxii de shiliang *-1T-4.i-*-.M;-~ 11'VJT ff; 691t!fi ("We ask you 
to give us the food we need"). 
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Women riyong de yl'.nshi, tiantian shangci-xialai gei women. 

Our daily food and drink, give to us everyday. 

The Chinese versions cited above do not differentiate the aorist 8oc; in (3) from the 

present imperative 8i8ov in (4), all of which use the 0 morpheme for the verb "give" (ci 

(3a-c, 4a-b), gei (4c)). The construction that begins with qiu nz("we ask you") in (3c) 

and ( 4c ), however, is not preferable because it renders the Greek imperatives as though 

they were in the indicative mood. For the aorist imperative, the monosyllabic verb ci with 

the 0 morpheme is preferable because it reflects the aspect and the less heavily marked 

aorist tense-form in Greek. The present imperative, on the other hand, may be rendered 

by the disyllabic verb shiingci ("give") with the IDVC xialai, expressing the imperfective 

aspect. 

5.1.4. Perfect Imperative 

The perfect imperative, as Cooper and Kriiger have observed, has intensive and 

peremptory force in classical Greek. 16 It is, however, very rare in the New Testament. 

The perfect imperative grammaticalizes the same stative aspect as it does in the indicative 

mood. 17 (5) illustrates a salutatory term used in Hellenistic letter closing: 18 

(5) Eppwcr8E (Acts 15:29) 

16 Cooper and Krilger note that it is almost offensively strong as a form of address to persons but it is 
sometimes used "precisely for shock value" in certain verbs (e.g. cnwnaw ). Cooper and Krilger, Attic 
Greek Prose Syntax, vol. 1, 629-31. 
17 Porter, Idioms, 54. Goodwin observes that, in classical Greek, the perfect imperative occurs most 
frequently in the third person singular of the passive, where it expresses "a command that something just 
done or about to be done shall be decisive andfinaf' (italics original). Goodwin, Syntax, §105. See also 
Gildersleeve, Syntax, §§408-13. 
18 ''Eppwa8e (second person singular eppwao does not occur in the New Testament) has widespread 
attestation in papyri. See Mayser, Grammatik, vol. 2, part 1, 185; Mandilaras, Verb, §691. 
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(a) 1~311 ;it f~ (D V) 

Fu wei wanfU. 

Blessings! 

(b) 6Jif1L1*:~ 0 (WV) 

Jingzhu kangtai. 

Wish you health and safety. 

Xingshen, bing hem ping'an. 

[May you find] true happiness! Peace be with you! 

(d) -tit' 1:k.~fi* 0 (GURY) 19 

Xingshen, fU wei huo an. 

[May you find] true happiness! Peace be with you! 

(e) -tit (MOR, MAR) 

Xingshen. 

[May you find] true happiness! 

(f) JJi1f-1ri-t* 0 (PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, TCV, BCV, BB, SJ)20 

Yuan nimen ping'an. 

Peace be with you. 

Yuan nYmen ankang. 

19 GURY uses the character wei $i for wei ·lit. 
20 The BCV, BB, and SJ have Yuan er ping'an ~ t;lii" f 4; ("Peace to you!"). 
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Wish you all good health! 

(h) fk1~1r~.!£-~f ! (SB, CLB, NCV)21 

Zhu nimen fulhao. 

Safe and sound to you all! 

(i) •.. ~1~t 

f; .!£- (FOLEY) 

Jing-qing-tai-'an. 

May you find happiness and peace. 

The above are examples of epistolary conventions used to conclude a letter in Chinese 

writing. These examples all render the perfect passive imperative Eppwa8E with the 0 

morpheme, nevertheless some are more fitting than others are. The phrases xingshen,fu-

wei-wan-fu,jingzhu kangtai, and xingshen, bing-hou-ping-'iin used in several wenli 

versions are still used in modem formal correspondence. The combination of xingshen 

and the four-character phrase in (5c-d), however, is redundant. Several Mandarin 

versions render the perfect imperative with constructions that begin with the particles 

yuan ("wish," "hope" (5f-g)) or zhu ("may you" (5h)). In these instances, the 

constructions are inappropriate because they are unmarked in both written and spoken 

discourse. 

The four-character phrases with the 0 morpheme in (5a-b) and (5i), thus, best translate 

the perfect imperative Eppwa8E in letter closing. According to the conventions of 

21 The CLB has Zhu ping'iin :f:iL-'l'-4:- ("Peace"); the NCV has Zhu nlmen ping'iin :f:iL1t1ri f-4:- ! ("Peace to 
you!") 
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Chinese letter-writing, the last two characters of the four-character phrases used in the 

closing must be written at the top of the letter, as (Si) illustrates.22 

5.2. Subjunctive and Optative Moods 

5.2.1. Subjunctive 

5.2.1.1. Aorist and Present Subjunctives 

The subjunctive mood has well-defined roles in the Greek New Testament. Two tense-

forms, the present and aorist, grammaticalize the perfective and imperfective aspects in 

the subjunctive mood.23 The subjunctive mood is often used in contexts where volition or 

potential is intended.24 When translating into Mandarin, the two tense-forms in the 

subjective must be represented by equivalent aspect morphemes, as (6) illustrates. 

(6) d bE TIOlW, KOV Eµo1 ~l~ TilO'TEU11TE, TOl~ epym~ TilO'TEUETE, 1va yvwTE Kat 

yivwm<TJTE on EV Eµo10 TiaT~P Kayw EV T0 rraTpi. (John 10:38) 

W*~tt~•,~~-~~~~,~~~~·,~~~~~A~,£~~· 

oo ' ~,(£ Y:.a oo (JOHNM, PK)25 

Ruo wo xing zhe shi, nimen suiran bu xin wo, ye dang xin zhe shi, jiao nimen 

22 Chinese is written from top to bottom. For an introduction to Chinese letter-writing, see, for example, 
Comaby, Chinese Letter-Writing. Comaby further points out that four-character phrases are preceded by 
words such as zhuancf 4-ilt ("just this much"). Comaby, Chinese Letter-Writing, 13-14. 
23 Perfect subjunctive is rare in the New Testament (e.g. Etb~TE, 1 John 5: 13). As Robertson observes, it is 
more often expressed by means of periphrastic construction (e.g. ti rrerrA.ripwµEvf], Jas 5: 15). Future 
subjunctive does not occur in the New Testament. Robertson, Grammar, 360, 876; Harry, "Perfect 
Subjunctive," 347-54; Sonnenschein, "Perfect Subjunctive," 439-40; Harry, "Perfect Subjunctive," 100-03. 
On the question of origins of the subjunctive, see Hahn, Subjunctive and Optative. See also Gonda, Moods, 
68-116. 
24 Porter argues that the subjunctive mood grammaticalizes [+projection]. Porter, Verbal Aspect, 322. 
Greenlee, on the other hand, calls it the "mood of contingency." Greenlee, Concise Exegetical Grammar, 
47. Many grammarians discuss the subjunctive mood according to its threefold usage: futuristic 
(prospective), volitive (voluntative), and deliberative. Brugmann, Cohn, and Thumb, Griechische 
Grammatik, §§563-65; Moulton, Prolegomena, 184-86; Robertson, Grammar, 928-35; Chamberlain, 
Exegetical Grammar, 82-83. Schwyzer classifies its usage into prospective, voluntative, adhortative, and 
oblique subjunctive. Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, 309-19. 
25 PK has jiao nfmen you zhidao you xin ("so that you know and also believe"). 



zhi erqie xin, fu zai WO 11 mian, WO zai fu 11 mian. 

If you do these deeds, even though you do not believe me, you should 

believe these deeds, in order that you know and believe, that the Father is 

in me, and I am in the Father. 

(UV, WANG, LU, CSB) 

.... jiao n1men you zhidao, you mingbai. ... 

. . . to let you know and understand .... 

(c) • · • -ftf1t1t1r1;;,7it9k~ · · · (NCV, TCV, CPB)26 

... haosh1 n1men queshi zhidao .. . . 

. . . to make sure that you know ... . 

(d) .. · 1t1r1YJL.-t~tJia)Ja ... (CLB) 

... n1men jiu hui qingchii mingbai. ... 

.. . you will be able to understand clearly .... 

(e) ... 11~1t1r1~J;:,Zjk~' il~!9k~··· (CRV) 

... jiao n1men keyf zhidao, qie yfzhi zhidao .... 

. . . so that you can understand, and continuously understand .... 

(f) · · · -kvJt1t1F1~-Jt-i~~ · · · (SB) 

... rud n1men biding ren-chfi .... 

.. . so that you will certainly recognize .... 

(g) • • • lf~1t1r1~~~3Ei14~i'-t · · · (FOLEY) 

. .. hiio rang n1men ren-chfi bingqie linghui-zhe .. .. 

. . . so that you may recognize and be figuring it out. ... 

26 The CPB uses liaojie ~ Af ("comprehend") instead of zhldao. 
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Here, two subjunctives occur in the apodosis of the conditional clause, yvwTE (aorist) 

and y1vwaKTJTE (present). Most Mandarin versions, as represented in (6a-e), render both 

tense-forms with the 0 morpheme. The fact that (6a) has xin ("believe") instead of 

mingbai ("understand") is unmistakably due to the influence of the Vulgate and KJV, 

which have the variant reading TilCJTEVCJfJTE instead of y1vwaKTJTE.27 

However, the textual issue is not the only concern. The 0 morpheme used in (6a-e) is 

not preferable because it does not morphologically reflect the different aspects signaled 

by the present and aorist subjunctives in Greek. (6c) uses only one verb, zhfdao ("know"), 

to render both yvwTE and y1vwCJKfJTE, but adds the adverb queshi ("certainly") to denote 

the emphasis of the repeated Greek verbs. Similarly, (6d) uses only one verb, mingbai, 

however, not only does it add an adverb, qfngchu ("clearly"), it also employs an auxiliary 

verb, hui. (6e) reflects the traditional grammarians' interpretation of the two tense-forms 

in the subjunctive in terms of Aktionsart, that is, by adding the adverb yizhi 

("continuously") in front of zhfdao to convey durative or continuative meaning of the 

present imperative. (6f) stands out from the rest of the Mandarin versions for it uses the 

RVC chu, however, because ren-chu ("recognize") alone reflects only the perfective 

aspect signaled by yvwTE and not the imperfective aspect signaled by ytvwaKTJTE, this 

version is also less than ideal. 

In order to differentiate the aorist and present tense-forms in the subjunctive mood, it 

is necessary to use the RVC chu to reflect the perfective aspect signaled by the former, 

27 The reading TttCTTEVOTlTE is supported by AK~ II'¥ f 3 (~ TTtaTEVf]TE). All wenli versions and early 
Mandarin versions (e.g. JOHNM, PK) adopt this reading. Metzger points out that this variant is closer to 
the original reading than the pleonastic expression yvC:nE Kat ytvwaKf]TE. Metzger, Textual Commentary, 
198. 



and the imperfective aspect marker -zhe (with a disyllabic verb) to reflect the more 

heavily marked imperfective aspect signaled by the latter, as (6g) illustrates. 
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Auxiliary verbs are often employed to express volition and contingency in Mandarin, 

and therefore are appropriate additions to translate the subjective mood in Greek. Table 

5.1 contains a list of commonly used auxiliary verbs in Mandarin. 
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Chinese Pin_I_in En~ish Translation 
e.~11- biibude earnestly wish 

·!£I .;k SJ: I·!£ ffd .;k 't. bilbiyao!bixwbinenglbiding must 

11-/11- YA de!deyi be able to 

11- dei must 

lit gem dare 

-!tf/#1(/-!tf"i! haolhaoshllhaorang may, so that 

·rR~11-l·ri~ ~E henbude/henbuneng earnestly wish 

1r hui will, can 

~~/~~SJ: j iiinglj iiingyao will 

tl~ Jiao let 

if ken be willing to 

Pf~E keneng can, be possible to 

Pf /Pf y:J, ke/keyi can 

~ lid let, come 

~11- tede be only too glad to 

~;t leyi be willing to 

~~T miiinbuliiio be unavoidable to 

~E/~EJ4J neng/nenggou can 

klil qi tu attempt 

"it rang let, allow 

%: Di r6ngyi be likely to 

1( shi let, make, can 

~~~E wangbuneng earnestly wish 

iJl:f: wziyao must 

~ xiang suppose, want 
~ ·p ~ xfwang wish 

$;/ .Jl':f:/.;l' yaol biyaolbi want, will, must 

1L yi should 
f!}. If!}. rJ!> I ;Jf. If!}. .. /-"- . ~ ·~ :Ji & l~ 1~ J~ yfnglyfngdiingldiinglyfnggiii/giii should 
,.).. 
:tiJ... yit desire, wish 

&,~/&,~ ;t yuanlyuanyi want 
)tyJ, z(tyi be sufficient 

Table 5.1. List of commonly used auxiliary verbs in Mandarin 

5.2.1.2. Negated Subjunctive and Prohibitions 

While prohibitions in Greek occur in all moods, they occur more often in the present 

imperative and aorist subjunctive. Traditional grammarians explain the difference 

between the present imperative and aorist subjunctive by Aktionsart: the former denotes 
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the stopping of an action already in process, whereas the latter conveys a sense of "do not 

start" performing an action.28 As Jannaris has pointed out, the imperative in prohibitions 

eventually disappeared from current use in the later development of Greek.29 Although 

translations of negated imperatives and negative subjunctives used as prohibitions "can 

be virtually identical" in English, as Porter notes, they need not be so in Mandarin. 30 The 

present tense-form is more heavily marked than the aorist in the subjunctive mood, thus, 

it should be rendered with the equivalent aspect morpheme in Mandarin. (7) and (8) 

illustrate: 

(7) jl~TE EV -rij KE(j>aAij crou OjlOCT1J~ (Matt 5:36) 

f... -l-1'. ' ~ "-~ }ff.. .. 31 
(a) {/J 1l'l Rt "' '7'K .s (DV, GO, GU, BB, SJ, DVB) 

Wu zhI qin shou lashi. 

Do not point to your head and swear. 

(b) -#-.t~ ~itm7.f- (WV, GURY, BCV, UVW, UVB, UVE)32 

Wu zhI er shou er shi. 

28 Humphreys, "On Negative Commands," 48; Goodwin, Syntax, §259; Burton, Syntax, §§ 163-65; 
Moulton, Prolegomena, 122-6, 78; Nunn, Short Syntax, § 126; Post, "Dramatic Uses," 31-59; Heidt, 
"Translating," 253-56; Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, §1841; Turner, Syntax, 74-78; Bornemann 
and Risch, Griechische Grammatik, 233, 235; Voelz, "Use," 41; Brooks and Winbery, Syntax, 108, 16; 
Thorley, "Subjunctive Aktionsart," 193-211; Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, 140; Duhoux, 
Verbe grec ancien, 215-17. Contra McKay, "Imperatival Constructions," 216--19. See also Boyer, 
"Classification oflmperatives," 35-54. Although Boyer disproves the traditional understanding of the 
present imperative, his interpretation of the different tense-forms of the imperatives is essentially that of 
Aktionsart. For example, he argues that the aorist imperative is "more urgent" than the present imperative, 
for "it might be demanding first attention, 'right now,' or 'as soon as possible."' See Boyer, "Classification 
of Imperatives," 45-46. 
29 Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, §§1918-19. 
30 Porter, Idioms, 221. 
31 GU has wit shi zhi sh6u ?;; ~{:fl it ("do not swear by pointing your head"); BB has wit zhi er zhi sh6u er 
shi 5l ?lJ {:fl Iii' Zit r7i1 .:f- ("also, do not point your head and swear"). 
32 GURY has wu zhi jI sh6u shi #{:ft lit .f- ("do not point to your own head and swear"); the BCV has 
you wu zhi er sh6u er shi >l -#F {:fl Iii' it r7i1 ~ ("also, do not point to your head and swear"); the UVB and 
UVE have wu ?;; ("not") instead ofwu #. 



Do not point to your head and swear. 

(c) x..ttif-l~~1t-MJjJur~.kt- (LU, UV, JOHNM, WANG, NCV, TCV, CLB, 

SB, CRV, MOR)33 

You buke zh1-zhe n1 de t6u lai qishi. 

Do not point to your head and swear. 

You buxu zh1-zhe n1 de t6u qishi. 

You are not permitted to point to your head and swear. 

NI geng bityao zh1-zhe n1 de t6u fiishi. 

You will not point to your head and swear. 

(8) µ~ oµvuETE (Jas 5:12) 

~.;. 1."'= J.· A !iJ;.. •• (a) .. ,~ ?YHtx. ,_,;;- e. (GU) 

Zong xu Jie fiishi. 

You must restrain from swearing at all times. 

(b) GJ1}-f- 0 (GO, BCV, UVW)34 

Wit fiishi. 

Do not swear. 

(c) t~ · · · k.f: 0 (CPB) 

Bityao ... qishi. 

Do not swear. 

33 The NCV, TCV, and SB have fas hi ("swear") instead of qishi. MOR has you er bU keyi zhi er sh6u er 
fas hi X. filii ~ ~ v:.J.(sic).f~ filii it r7iJ #-.:f- ("neither can you [point] to your head and swear"). 
34 The UVW has wu zhi zh1 er shi -ijJ: .t~ Z r7iJ .f- ("do not point to it and swear"). 
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( d) -tJJ jt -ir -t (WV) 

Qie mo xuanshi. 

Do not ever make an oath. 

(e) Jt:&~z• G; ~-t (MAR) 

Fan zui jin zhI shi wit shishi. 

The most important thing is not to swear. 

(f) .f.~;:M-75-#J:-t-t (GURY) 

Zhiyao zhe nai WU fiishi. 

The most important thing is not to swear. 

(g) :&~~€Jg ' :}C;f ~ k-t (PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, NCV, SB, CRV, BB, 

TCV)35 

Zui yaojin de, shi bitke qishi. 

The most important thing is not to swear. 

Bie qishi le. 

Stop swearing. 

(i) +;t;t~k-t (CLB) 

Qicm-wan-bit-ke qishi. 

Never ever swear. 

Bityao zai zheyang fiishi-xiaqu le. 

35 BB has it in the wenli style: zui yaozh{, bitke qfshi :il.~::t- ' ~ ~ ~'f- ("most important is not to 
swear"). 
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Do not go on swearing. 

The Chinese versions in (7a-e) all render the aorist subjective 6µ6au~ in Matt 5:36 

with the 0 morpheme. They differ only in the choice of words for negation (italics) and 

for the act of swearing (highlighted in bold). In the case of the present subjunctive 

6µ YVETE in Jas 5: 12, Chinese versions in (8a-i), without exception, render it with the 0 

morpheme. Here, the difference between versions is not limited to merely the choice of 

words. (8a) and (8e-g) are not preferable because they do not translate oµvvETE as a 

prohibition in Chinese. McKay has pointed out that the aorist subjunctive in Matthew's 

account denotes that Jesus is "dramatizing a new command, not just to limit swearing, but 

not to swear at all," as opposed to the present subjunctive in the James passage, where the 

apostle is "giving without contrast a mild series of exhortations to a8EA.q>oi µou 'my 

brother, don't be in the habit of swearing. "'36 McKay's assertion reflects the traditional 

understanding of the difference between the aorist and present subjective in terms of "do 

not start swearing" versus "stop swearing." In fact, the present tense-form in the 

subjunctive mood, as Porter notes, indicates the conscious aspectual choice of 

emphasizing the importance of not swearing.37 

The foregrounding use of the present tense-form in Greek applies to the subjunctive 

mood. However, such use cannot be reflected in Mandarin by a two-morpheme aspect 

compound since zai cannot be used in commands. The translator does have the option of 

choosing between the formally unmarked (0 morpheme) and marked (IDVCs), as xiaqu 

36 McKay, "Syntax in Exegesis," 50; McKay, "Imperatival Constructions," 216-17. Contra Turner, Syntax, 
75. 
37 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 353. 
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in (8j) illustrates. The latter choice is preferable because it morphologically differentiates 

the present and aorist subjunctive forms in Greek. 

5.2.2. Optative 

The optative mood, as Gonda remarks, "enables the speaker to introduce elements of 

visualization and contingency, the latter being ... the main character of this mood."38 In 

addition to contingency, Moule adds that the optative mood conveys a sense of "remoter, 

vaguer, less assured in tone."39 In independent clauses, the Greek optative mood occurs 

less frequently than other moods in the New Testament, however, its primary use of 

expressing volition (e.g. mild or modest assertion of command) and potentiality4° is 

found in stereotyped phrases, such asp~ yEvono in (9).41 The optative mood is often 

translated by auxiliary verbs in Chinese.42 Its functions in subordinate clauses will be 

discussed in 5 .4. 

38 Gonda continues, "he visualizes this process as non-actual: it is possible, or it is wished for, or desirable, 
or generally advisable or recommended." Gonda, Moods, 51-52; see also 47-67. Porter follows Gonda, 
labeling the optative mood as [+contingency] in addition to [+projection]. Porter, Verbal Aspect, 322; 
Porter, Idioms, 60. 
39 Moule, Idiom Book, 23. The idea ofremoteness was noted earlier by Babbitt, that the optative mood may 
be characterized "as a more remote subjunctive." Babbitt, Grammar, §557. 
40 Goodwin, Greek Grammar, § 13; Burton, Syntax, §§ 174-79; Radermacher, Neutestamentliche 
Grammatik, 160-61; Sonnenschein, Syntax, §340; BDF, §§384-85; Turner, Syntax, 118-24; Mandilaras, 
Verb, §§627-37; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 334; Porter, Idioms, 59-61, 222-23; Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 404-
06; Evans, "Comparative Optative," 487-504. Robertson and many others categorize three uses of the 
optative: potential (futuristic), volitive (voluntative), and deliberative. Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, 
§§1923-25; Robertson, Grammar, 937-40; 854-55, 889-90, 876; Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 83-
85; Brooks and Winbery, Syntax, 113-14. 
41 Mandilaras observes that, in papyri, yevono is utilized in the closing of a prayer or a charm to express 
volition, whereas (o) fl~ yevmrn and o fl~ Elf] are used parenthetically in a "formula of wish or prayer to 
avert disaster." See Mandilaras, Verb, §629, §632. 
42 See, e.g. Wang .£ :JJ, Treatise, vol. 1, 140--53. 



5.2.2.1. Volitive 

a. Aorist Optative43 

(9) µ~ yevono· (Rom 3:4) 

(a) .?F~ (MAR, GU, DV, BCV, GO, OURY, JOHN, SJ) 

Fei ye. 

No! 

(b) ~kJ!.~ ! (WV) 

Wu shi 11 ye! 

There is no such thing! 

(c) if-f ~~~(PK, JOHNM, BB, UV, WANG, LU, SB) 

Duan-hu-bu-neng. 

Absolutely not. 

(d) ~~"I"~~ ! (NCV, CRV)44 

Jue bu keneng! 

Absolutely impossible. 

(e) ~:tt~'ft ! (CSB) 

Juedui bu hui! 

Definitely not! 

(f) ii fr}!,,~ 'ft ! (CLB, TCV, CPB)45 

Dangran bu hui ! 

Of course not! 

43 For another example of the aorist optative, see the discussion on Ei TVXot in 1 Cor 15:37. 
44 The CRY hasjuidui bimeng .~11 :f ~~ l ("Absolutely impossible!") 
45 The TCV omits hui. 
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(g) ti]""~~~ k ! (FOLEY) 

Keneng bu shi ! 

Probably not! 

The set phrase µ~ y€vono in (9) accounts for fifteen occurrences of the optative mood 

in the New Testament, fourteen of which are found in the Pauline Epistles. This 

expression has in fact survived in Modem Greek.46 Many traditional grammarians believe 

that the best translation ofµ~ y€votTO is found in the sense described by the KJV: "God 

forbid!"47 Other grammarians, however, have also suggested, "let it not happen" or "may 

it not happen" or "may it never be."48 Considering the less heavily marked aorist tense-

form, it is clear thatµ~ y€votTo does not have added emphasis, at least grammatically 

speaking. 

Back in the early eighteenth century, V aro noted that auxiliary verbs, such as babude 

("earnestly wish") or yuan ("wish"), are used to express the optative mood in Mandarin.49 

Obviously, babude would not work in (9), whereas yuan or danyuan might be appropriate. 

A century before Varo published his Mandarin grammar, Ricci used the expression wit yf 

46 Mandilaras, Verb, §629. Pring gives the definition "God forbids!" See Pring, Pocket Oxford Greek 
Dictionary, s.v. 
47 See, for example, Green, Handbook, 313; Burton, Syntax, §177; Robertson, Grammar, 939; Machen, 
New Testament Greek, §550; Machen and McCartney, New Testament Greek (2d ed.), §592; BDF, §384; 
Boyer, "Classification of Optatives," 130---31; Zerwick and Grosvenor, Grammatica/ Analysis, 464; Young, 
Intermediate New Testament Greek, 141. 
48 Goodwin, Greek Grammar, § 1322; Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 211; Porter, Idioms, 60. 
49 Varo, Arte, 121. Varo is followed by many other Chinese grammarians of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, who add henbude, henbuneng, and wangbuneng to the list of auxiliaries used to express the 
optative mood in Mandarin. See Bayer et al., Museum Sinicum, 27-28; Giitzlaff, Notices, 78-79; de 
Premare and Remusat, Notitia Linguae Sinicae, 42, 46, 49; Remusat, Elements, 138-39; Bazin, Grammaire 
Mandarine, 46; Mateer, Course, vol. 2, 387-90; Edkins, Grammar, 194; Lobscheid, Grammar, vol. 1, 75; 
Courant, Grammaire, 300. 
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~~("Wrong!") as a rhetorical question in his apologetic work T'ien-chu Shih-i. 50 

Interestingly, a very similar term,fei ye, is used in most of the wenli versions (9a). 

All the examples render the aorist optative with the 0 morpheme. Most of the wenli 

versions render it simply with the negative particlefei with the post-sentential modal 

particle ye. (9a) is inappropriate because fei alone does not express the contingency called 

for by the optative mood. (9b ), on the other hand, uses shi ("be"), which corresponds to 

the lexical meaning of yivoµm, but not to that of the optative mood. (9c-f) are better 

translations because they employ auxiliary verbs such as neng, keneng, and hui. However, 

the forceful tones added by adverbs such as duanhu ("certainly"),jueij"uedui 

("absolutely"), and diingran ("surely") as well as the modal particle ye in (9a-f) are 

inappropriate to render the less heavily marked feature of the aorist tense-form. The 

solution may be found by using the auxiliary verb keneng without the added expressions 

of emphasis in order to express contingency and the less heavily marked feature of the 

aorist optative, as (9g) illustrates. 

b. Present Optative 

The present optative is less common in the New Testament; most examples are from 

Acts. Here, the present tense-form in the optative expresses the imperfective aspect as it 

does in the indicative, imperative, and subjunctive moods. (10) illustrates: 

(10) Tl av 0e>..o1 0 <JTrepµoAoyo~ oDTo~ Aeyetv; (Acts 17:18) 

(a) it 100 i}] ~L~.i4.il:. f0 ~-!~~ Jt? (LU, CRV)51 

Zhege huluan !ache de xiangyao shuo shenme? 

50 Ricci, T'ien-chu Shih-i, 436, line 564. Wuhu! Zi yi shi wh ping shi hu? Wu yI. ~.~ uf- ! -T v:l. ~I.ii f-i.!!:
-t? ~l 0 ("Alas! Do you think that we are living in the time of peace? Wrong!" [my translation)). 
51 The CRY has Zhe huyanluanyu de xiiingyao shuo shenme? it.~ ~ 'L~a!J m~~!-.Jt-? ("This 
babbler-what does [he] want to say?"). 
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What does this babbler wish to say? 

(b) :iii5}] ii ~L~iMJA' .!~.£,If (PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, NCV)52 

Zhe huyanluanyii de ren, yao shuo shenme. 

This babbler-what does [he] want to say? 

(c) :ii.100~~ ~ii agA' ~-gt1tJf? (SB, CPB)53 

Zhege raoshe duoyan de ren, xiang shuo shenme? 

This chatterbox-what does [he] want to say? 

Zhege ZOU jianghu de zai huchui xie shenme? 

What is this vagrant babbling about? 

(e) • • . x..1±.fr $.t-1t Jf #dt? (FOLEY) 

... you zai dasuan-zhe shenme hua shuo? 

... what is he trying to say now? 

(10) is an example of the Greek catenative construction (6EAW + infinitive). 54 As 

represented in (1 Oa-c ), most Mandarin versions use the auxiliary verbs xiangyao, xiang, 

or yao with the 0 morpheme to translate the present optative 6EAOL (1 Od), on the other 

hand, uses the imperfective aspect marker zai, but without an auxiliary verb; huchul 

("babble") alone does not convey the contingency of the optative mood. It is difficult to 

translate the more heavily marked feature of the present tense-form because auxiliary 

52 The UV and WANG lack ren A ("person"); the NCV adds the interrogative particle ne i;J(. (Zhege 
shirenyahui de ren yao shuo shenme ne? ii 100 % At ! MJ A.i--jt .£ lt ~ ? lit. "What does this one who 
steals others' ideas wish to say?"). 
53 The CPB has Zhege zoujianghu de xiAng shuo shenme? ii 100;k~ii'J}l €1-J m-jt1t ,If-? ("What is this 
vagrant wish to say?"). 
54 See, for example, Porter, Idioms, 197-98. 
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verbs in Chinese cannot take the imperfective aspect morphemes. 55 A possible solution-

in this case-is to use a Chinese verb that is not an auxiliary verb, as dasuan ("intend") in 

(lOe) illustrates. 56 In (lOe), the two-morpheme aspect compound zai ... -zhe is used in 

order to reflect the more heavily marked present tense-form in Greek. Because the verb 

dasuan semantically overlaps with auxiliary verbs such as xiiingyao, xiiing, or yao, it 

does not need an auxiliary verb for expressing volition or contingency. However, in 

contexts where diisuan cannot be used for stylisic reasons, auxiliary verbs may be used 

instead. 

5.2.2.2. Potential 

The potential use of the optative mood often occurs with the particle av.57 (11) 

illustrates: 

(11) euf;atjJ'lV av T0 8e0 (Acts 26:29) 

(a) .t~Aif-i- J:. * (LU) 

w o daogao Shangdi. 

I pray to God. 

(b) ~faJ{if.PJt ¥a9 (UV, WANG, TCV, NCV, CRV) 

Wo xiang Shen suo qiu de. 

What I am asking of God is .... 

(c) ~¥J:.• (PK, JOHNM, CLB)58 

55 See, for example, Hong, Auxiliary, 5. For discussions of the optative mood in Chinese, see Lii and Zhu, 
Syntax, 79-81; Li and Thompson, Grammar, 173. 
56 Lii notes that dasuan can take aspect morphemes such as -le, -zhe, -guo, and verb reduplication. Lii 
lr>f.x.™, 800 Phrases, 139. 

57 
This usage accounts for 43% of all occurrences in the New Testament. Porter, Idioms, 60. For examples 

used in papyri, see Mayser, Grammatik, vol. 2, part 1, 292; Mandilaras, Verb, §§638--47. 
58 The CLB adds dou ~("also") in front of the verb qiu. 
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wo qiu Shangdi. 

I ask God. 

(d) ~J.t{Jl-i ~_i. (SB, CPB)59 

Wo zong qiwang Tifulzhu. 

I always pray that God .... 

Yu xiang Tifulzhu xin-xiang-dao-zhu zhe. 

I pray earnestly to God .... 

(f) -if;- 1*J ;ff ti~ (MOR, MAR)60 

Yu xiang shen shiyuan. 

I pray to God. 

Wo deyl qiwang Shen. 

I might pray to God .... 

The Chinese versions cited in (1 la-f) share two features: they do not use auxiliary 

verbs to render the potential use of the optative mood in Greek, and they use the 0 

morpheme for the aorist tense-form. They differ in their choice of words for the Greek 

verb EVXOf.iat ("to pray"). (I la) employs the word most commonly used in Chinese 

Christian contexts, diiogao ("pray"). It should be noted, however, that the syntax of the 

expression wo diiogao Shangdi does not sound natural to native speakers. It may be 

rephrased as wo xiang Shangdi diiogao, with the additional preposition xiang ("toward") 

59 The CPB has zhf Y- ("only") instead of zong. 
60 MAR uses the first person singular pronoun wu ..g.. instead ofyu. 
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as in ( 11 b) and ( 11 e ). In the case of qiwimg ("hope earnestly") in ( 11 d), however, the 

preposition xiimg is not necessary. Furthermore, the verbs qiwang and shiyuan are 

synonymous with diiogao, however, the same does not extend to qiu and xfn-xiiing-diio-

zhu. Qiu ("ask") is not preferable for the translation of Evxoµm since it does not 

necessarily express the idea of praying. Also, the addition of the particle de to the end of 

qiu in (I lb) does not express the contingency of the Greek optative mood. As for xfn-

xiiing-diio-zhu, it is a four-character set phrase used metaphorically to mean "to long 

anxiously" in secular contexts. The problem with this idiomatic expression lies in its 

literal meaning, "bum incense and pray [to the gods]," which connotes pagan worship. 

The potential use of the Greek aorist optative may be rendered by the auxiliary verb deyi 

and the more neutral word qiwang with the 0 morpheme, as ( 11 g) illustrates. 

5.3. Infinitives and Participles 

5.3.1. Infinitives 

5.3.1.1. Substantive Use 

The Greek infinitive is often called a verbal substantive or verbal noun (nominal verb 

form), similar to the participle (see discussions in 5.4 below).61 This section discusses the 

three main uses of the infinitive: substantive (5.3.1.1-5.3.1.4), modifier (5.3.1.5-5.3.1.6), 

and predicate (5.3.1.7). When used as a substantive, the infinitive may appear either with 

61 See Curtius, Greek Verb, 338; Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, §2063; Goodwin, Syntax, §§741-42; 
Moulton, Prolegomena, 202-03; Gildersleeve, Syntax, §§313-26; Robertson, Grammar, 1051-95; Nunn, 
Short Syntax, 12-13; Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 104-09; Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, 
§358; Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, 208, 217-20; Brooks and Winbery, Syntax, 120; Rijksbaron, 
Syntax (1st ed.), 97; Porter, Idioms, 194-203; Caragounis, Development, 169. Goodwin and many others 
also add that the infinitive was originally the dative (or the locative) of a noun, however, later on it came to 
be used for the accusative. Gildersleeve, "Contributions to the History," 6--9; Gildersleeve, "Articular 
Infinitive," 195-97; Goodwin, Syntax, §742; Burton, Syntax, §361; Moulton, Prolegomena, 202; 
Sonnenschein, Syntax, §525. 
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(articular) or without an article (anarthrous).62 As (12) illustrates, a substantive infinitive 

frequently functions as the subject of the sentence:63 

(12) TO ~~v Xp1mo~ Kat TO cnro0aveiv KEpbo~ (Phil 1:21) 

w*t~k£f'k~~kA* 0 ~m 

Huo-zhe jiushi Jidu, si-qu yeshi yingde. 

To live is Christ; to die is gain. 

Wo ruo huo-zhe, shiwei Jfdu. Wo ruo si-le, ye yu WO youyi. 

If I live, I live for Christ. If I die, it is for my benefit. 

(c) ~1%t~Jt£f' ~kt ~;ff jiht 0 (UV, WANG, TCV, NCV, CRV, 

CPB) 

Wo hu6-zhe jiushi Jidu, wo si-le jiu you yichu. 

I live for Christ; there is benefit when I die. 

Wo hu6-zhe shiwei Jidu. Si ye yu WO youyi. 

I live for Christ. Death is beneficial to me. 

Shenghu6 yminshi Jidu, siwang naishi liyi. 

62 Most grammarians believe that the anarthrous infinitive does not differ in meaning from the articular 
infinitive. Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, §2071; Gildersleeve, Syntax, §§327-28; Robertson, 
Grammar, 1063; Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, 211-14; Turner, Syntax, 140; Porter, Idioms, 194. 
Others note the functional distinction between the two infinitives. Winer, for example, observes that the 
article makes the infinitive more prominent. Winer, Treatise, 406. Burton also notes that "the prefixing of 
the article to the infinitive tends to the (sic) obscuring of its original dative force, while it emphasizes its 
new substantive character as a noun which can be used in any case." Burton, Syntax, §392. See also Burk, 
who identifies the article as a function marker. Burk, Articular Infinitives, 27-46. 
63 For treatment of substantive infinitives as the object of the sentence, see 5.3.1.2-5.3.1.3, pp. 245-50 
below. 
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Life is Christ; death is gain. 

(12a-d) render the present infinitive TO s~v by hu6-zhe with the aspect marker 

-zhe, which reflects the imperfective aspect of the Greek present tense-form. (12b), 

however, renders the infinitive construction with a conditional clause indicated by the 

particle ruo ("if'). This is not preferable because the original Greek does not necessarily 

warrant such conditional interpretation. The second verbal construction, To arro8avE1v, 

is translated as sf-qu in (12a) and sf-le in (12b-c). Both are good translations because they 

morphologically reflect the perfective aspect signaled by the Greek aorist infinitive. 

Although the 0 morpheme in (12d) is an acceptable translation of the aorist tense-form, 

the two Mandarin verbs, hu6-zhe and sf, are asymmetrical and do not render adequately 

the parallel construction of the two Greek infinitives. (12e), on the other hand, renders 

both infinitives with the 0 morpheme, yet it does not translate the more heavily marked 

present tense-form of the Greek verb saw. In summary, -zhe is the most appropriate 

translation for the present infinitive, whereas RVCs or -le are the most preferable 

translation for the aorist infinitive, as (12a) and (12c) illustrate. 

5.3.1.2. Complements 

The Greek infinitive may occur as the complement of a verb. 64 The aorist infinitive in 

(13), 80K1µaam, functions as the completive (or object) of the previous verb, 

, 
rropEvoµm: 

(13) SEVYfJ ~owv ~y6paaa rreVTE Kai rropeuoµm 80K1µaam avTa (Luke 14:19) 

(a)~ JY T .E..1t4- ' -!-!-A.A_ (LU, JOHNM, SB, CLB)65 

64 Radermacher, Neutestamentliche Grammatik, 183-85; BDF, §392; Mandilaras, Verb, §793; Porter, 
Idioms, 196-97. 
65 SB adds tiimen 4tl?.11'i ("them"). 



Wo mai-le wli dui niu, yao qu shi-shi. 

I bought five yoke of oxen, and I am going to try [them] out. 

(b) • · • ~-!-i\-i\ (PK, UV, CRV) 

... yao qu shi-yI-shi. 

.. .I am going to give them a try. 

(c) · · · j1$] 1J~-i;-i\;.-i\;. (TCV) 

... gang yao qu shi-yI-shi. 

.. .I was just about to go and try them out. 

(d) · • • &.·}Ji-!-~~ (WANG) 

... bixu qu kan-kan . 

. . .I must go and take a look. 

(e) • • • $,.7'c:.~-i-A:A (FOLEY) 

... Wo xian guoqii shi-shi . 

. . . I am going there to try them out. 
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All cited Mandarin versions use verb reduplication to express the perfective aspect of 

the aorist infinitive. As noted in chapter 3, shi-shi ("give a try," lit. "try-try") does not 

differ from shi-y'f-shi (lit. "try-one-try") in meaning. Examples (13a--c) employ an 

auxiliary verb, yao, to indicate a future event, but not without problem. Yao is also used 

to convey volition of a locutionary agent and to translate the Greek optative mood. 

Similarly, the auxiliary verb bixu in (13d) is not a preferable translation for the present 

indicative rropEuoµat. It is, therefore, more appropriate to leave out the auxiliary verb 

yao in order to avoid possible confusion with the Mandarin translation of the Greek 
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optative mood. When used as a complement of a verb, the aorist infinitive may be 

translated by verb reduplication, as (13e) illustrates. 

5.3.1.3. Indirect Discourse 

The infinitive frequently occurs as the object of a verb of perception to convey 

indirect speech, as ( 14) illustrates: 66 

(14) TIOAAOKt~ rrpoE8eµriv EA0eiv rrpo~ uµa~ (Rom 1:13) 

(a) ~,t:;kj:_,-f..~11Ht1rin~l{-i- (PK, JOHNM, LU, SB, NCV)67 

Wo lilci lizhiyaa dao nimen na H qu. 

Several times I am determined to come to you. 

(b) • • · 1i.1t1rin~l{-i- (UV, WANG, CLB, CRV, CSB) 

... wang n1men na 11 qu . 

. . . to go to you . 

. . . fangwen n1men . 

. . . to visit you . 

. . . lai baifang n1men . 

. . . to come visit you. 

(14b) uses the monosyllabic verb qu ("go") with the 0 morpheme, which is preferable 

to the disyllabic verbs used in (14c-d) for the perfective aspect of the aorist infinitive. 

66 Porter, Idioms, 197, 270-71. Stork and others recognize that the infinitive conveys temporal references 
when used in indirect discourse. Stork, Aspectual Usage, 11-19; Robertson, Grammar, 1091-92; Smyth 
and Messing, Greek Grammar, §§ 1866--67. For a critique of this position, see Porter, Verbal Aspect, 388-
89. 
67 LU and SB have yao wang nimen na Ii qu ("I want to go to you"). 
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The addition of yao in (14a) detracts from the translation since auxiliary verbs are largely 

reserved for the translation of Greek subjunctive or optative moods into Mandarin. (14d) 

adds the verb lai ("come") to the disyllabic verb baifang ("visit") for EA8E'i v. This 

translation is also not preferable as such an addition does not reflect the less heavily 

marked feature of the Greek aorist tense-form. 

The perfect infinitive occurring in direct discourse deserves special attention, 

particularly with respect to its discourse function as a frontgrounding device. (15) 

illustrates: 

(15) boKij n~ E~ v11wv UITTEPflKEvm (Heb 4:1) 

(a) 1r-1ri 9=1 r~i :tr A~~~ A~tl.M1 ° (LU) 

N1men zhongjian youren bei duan wei gan-bu-shang de. 

Perhaps some among you are thought to be those who are unable to catch up. 

(b) · · • 1i?J--f-k~tl. T 0 (UV, WANG, CRV) 

... sihu shi gan-bu-shang le . 

. . . seem not to be catching up. 

(c) ... 1tk•inl T 0 (NCV) 

... xiangshi bei taotai le . 

. . . seem to be eliminated. 

(d) ... ~~ii WIT*- 0 (CPB) 

.. . bei yiliu-xialai . 

. . . were left behind. 

(e) · • • •-t~ffiik~Jll T 

.. . bei renwei shi shibai-le .. .. 

• (TCV) 
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... were regarded as if [they] failed .... 

-i:;-/.b • * J.. (f) • · • /fJ 1-<t ::f ~ a'J A. 0 (PK, JOHNM) 

... you de-bu-zhao de ren . 

. . . there are people who did not receive. 

'"' • ·1 ' h (g) · · · 1-<t ::f J 1 !§; ,& (SB) 

.. . de-bu-dao anxi. 

... cannot attain rest. 

.. . shiqu ta de fllfen . 

. . . he missed out on his blessings. 

(i) · • · 1~-f kJmtJmt'*-J! 1' 0 (FOLEY) 

... sihu shi shan-shan-lai-chi le . 

. .. seem to be coming too late. 

The perfect infinitive, umEpflKEVat ("come too late," "fail to reach"), serves as a 

complement or an object of the verb boKij ("seem").68 While (15a) and (15b) both use 

giin-bu-shang ("can not catch up"), the former employs the substantive particle de, 

whereas the latter uses the sentential-final particle le. The perfective morpheme, namely 

the RVC shang in (15a-b), is not preferable because it does not reflect the stative aspect 

of the Greek. For the same reason, the RVCs used in examples (15d) and (15f-h) as well 

as the perfective aspect marker -le in (15e) are also less than ideal translations. The 

passive construction signaled by bei in (15c) and (15d) does not correspond to the active 

68 Kittel, Friedrich, and Bromiley, Theological Dictionary, vol. 8, 596--97; BDAG, s.v. BDAG notes that 
OoKt\ in Heb 4: 1 is used "as an expression serving to moderate a statement." BDAG, 255. 
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voice of the Greek, a representation of which is imperative when translating into 

Mandarin. A four-character set phrase with the 0 morpheme, shcm-shcm-lai-chi, closely 

corresponds to the stative aspect and discourse role of frontgrounding performed by the 

Greek perfect infinitive, as (15i) illustrates.69 

5.3.1.4. Catenative Constructions 

An example of catenative construction of the infinitive has already been observed in 

(10), where the present infinitive A.EyEtv is used as a complement or object of the verb 

e,, 70 
E/\Ol. 

5.3.1.5. Appositional/Epexegetical 

As Robertson has observed, there exists no essential difference between the so-called 

appositional and epexegetical uses of the infinitive.71 Both exemplify the use of the 

infinitive as a modifier, as Porter states, "specifying or defining the modified element."72 

(16) illustrates this use of the infinitive with Tov: 73 

(16) Oq>ElAETat ECJjlEV OU TU crapKi TOU KOTO crapKa Z:~v· (Rom 8:12) 

Women bing bu shi qian routl de zhai, qu shilnc6ng routl hu6-zhe. 

We are not indebted to the flesh, to live according to the flesh. 

69 See Porter, Verbal Aspect, 394; Westfall, Discourse Analysis, 119-20, 128, 130-33. 
70 For other examples of catenative constructions, see John 18:32; 1 Cor 15:25, 51, 53. 
71 Robertson, Grammar, 1086--87. See also Radennacher, Neutestamentliche Grammatik, 183; 
Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 107; Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, 213; BDF, §394; Turner, 
Syntax, 78, 139; Brooks and Winbery, Syntax, 129; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 389; Porter, Idioms, 198-99. 
Moule identifies the appositional and epexegetical as two different uses of the infinitive. Moule, Idiom 
Book, 127, 129. 
72 Porter, Idioms, 198. 
73 For an example of the use of the infinitive as modifier of the substantive, see the discussion on John 
19:40 in my chapter 6. 
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... qu shunzhe routl hu6 de . 

. . . living according to the flesh . 

. . . qi ke shunc6ng qingyli zuoshi . 

. .. how could [we] act according to sexual passion? 

... y1zhi gai suic6ng rou xing shenghu6 . 

. . . so that [we] should live according to the flesh. 

(e) · • • ~t: ~ft'.~ ii> 0 (NCV, CLB, CSB)75 

... suizhe rout! er hu6 . 

. . . to live according to the flesh . 

. . . buyao shou rouxing zhI yU de kongzhi. 

... do not be dictated by lust. 

... ye jiushi shuo, qu shunc6ng routl er hu6-zhe . 

... that is to say, to live according to the flesh. 

The construction qu ... hu6-zhe (lit. "go .. .live") in (16a) translates the present infinitive, 

but does not adequately render TOV i;~v as the modifier of the verb Eo}lEV in the same 

sentence. (16b) renders the infinitive the same way, except it uses the substantive particle 

74 JOHNM rearranges the word order to add emphasis to the verb zuoshi: zuoshi qf dang shimc6ng qingyu 
11 :f A.~ J111Uft:tt~ (" ... how could [we] act according to sexual passion?"). 
75 The CLB has ylc6ng zui'e de benxing er hu6 W..fJt if.. .t ~ ..t·ti iTfJ ~ (" ••. to live according to sinful 
nature"). 
76 The TCV has dei shOu benxing de zhipei ~l-i: ,f..•ti ~ .l & ("might be governed by natural instinct"). 
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de and the 0 morpheme instead of the imperfective aspect marker -zhe. The use of de in 

(16b) is preferable, for it indicates qu ... hu6 as the modifier of the previous verb. The 

problem in (l 6b ), as well as in (16c--e ), is the 0 morpheme, which does not convey the 

more heavily marked feature of the present infinitive. Other examples are unsuitable for 

syntactic considerations. (16c) and (16d) are not recommended because the former 

renders the infinitive with a rhetorical question, whereas the latter renders the infinitive 

with a result clause. Similarly, (16£) is to be rejected for it inappropriately turns the 

infinitive construction into a command. All these problems can be solved by adding a 

clarifying phrase, ye jiushi shuo ("that is to say"), in order to convey the appositional or 

epexegetical use of the infinitive. As for the present infinitive, the imperfective aspect 

marker -zhe should be insisted upon for the verb hu6 ("live"), and the construction qu ... er 

should be employed for the sake of style and clarity, ( 16g) illustrates. 

5.3.1.6. Purpose or Result 

The Greek infinitive is quite commonly used to express purpose (final) or result in the 

New Testament.77 It is frequently, though not always, introduced by WITTE, as (17) 

illustrates: 

(17) WITTE KaTaKpf111viam avTov (Luke 4:29) 

(a) v:.i..th-.z -t *(MOR, MAR) 

Yr tou zhI-xialai. 

In order that [they] might throw him down. 

(b) i'k.tli.:Z -t (DV, GO, BCV, GURY, BB, SJ, UVW, WV)78 

77 Green, Handbook, 328-29; Goodwin, Syntax, §§770-75; Burton, Syntax, §§366-67, 369-71; Nunn, 
Short Syntax, §§200-01, 231; Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, §§2008-11; Porter, Idioms, 199-200. 
This use of the infinitive is also widespread in papyri. See Mayser, Grammatik, vol. 2, part I, 299. 
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Yu tui zhI-xia. 

[They] want to throw him down. 

Shuai-dao xialai. 

[They] caused [him] to fall down. 

(d) .iJ1t~ -f-} (PK, JOHNM) 

Yao tui ta xiaqu. 

[They] want to throw him down. 

(e) -!.fr.~41t-f-} (UV, WANG, LU, SB, TCV, CLB, NCV, CRV, CPB)79 

Yao ba ta tui xiaqu. 

[They] want to throw him down. 

(f) JfJ j;;}t.fr.~J)i t -f-} (FOLEY) 

y ongyi shi ba ta tui-le xiaqu. 

In order that [they] might throw him down. 

The distinction between purpose and result expressed by the infinitive is difficult to 

make. 80 While one wonders if such a distinction is necessary, (17) is clearly a purpose 

clause since the intended result was never realized. The two wenli versions in (17a) 

closely correspond to the purpose clause expressed by the infinitive. The suffix xialai 

must be construed as simply an indication of downward movement as opposed to an 

IDVC. The same goes for the wenli versions in (17b-c). (l 7a) and (17b) both employ 

78 The BCV and UVW haveyit t6u zhfxia ~.-&z T ("they wanted to toss him down [the cliff]"); GURY 
reverses the word order (yit tul xia zhf); WV adds yai ii ("cliff') in front of xia. 
79 The CPB uses xiiing instead ofyao. 
80 Burton construes the infinitive in Luke 4:29 as "purpose, i.e. intended result": "that they might throw him 
down headlong." Burton, Syntax, §371. See also Porter, Idioms, 200. 
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auxiliary verbs, yet the former is preferable because yi communicates the intention of 

performing the action whereas yu expresses volition. For the same reason, (l 7d) and (17e) 

are also not preferable since these two examples are Mandarin equivalents of the wenli 

translation in (17b).81 (17c) differs from the other examples in its use of the RVC dew, 

which reflects the perfective aspect conveyed by the aorist infinitive KaTaKpf)µviam. It 

does not, however, express purpose. The purpose may be made explicit by adding the 

phrase yongyi shi ("for the purpose that"), as (17f) illustrates. The perfective aspect 

marker -le is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it morphologically reflects the 

perfective aspect signaled by the aorist infinitive. 

5.3.1.7. Command 

Finally, the infinitive is also used independently to command, though this particular 

usage occurs less frequently in the New Testament.82 (18) illustrates xaipEtv, a standard 

word of epistolary greeting in the Hellenistic period:83 

(18) xaipetv (Jas 1:1) 

(a) · • • ~(SJ) 

... an. 

Greetings to .... 

(b) it · · · 69~ (UV, MOR)84 

Qrng ... de an. 

81 The expression with ba construction in (l 7e) is stylistically preferable to the one without it in (17d). 
82 Green, Handbook, 329; Goodwin, Syntax, §184; Nunn, Short Syntax,§ 137; Moule, Idiom Book, 126; 
Turner, Syntax, 18; Brooks and Winbery, Syntax, 125-26; McKay, "Imperatival Constructions," 222-23; 
Porter, Idioms, 202; BDR, §389. 
83 Mandilaras notes that, in papyri, xaipHv often occurs after nAEtaa, noU6., EV xvpiqi, Ev 0Ecfi, or Ev 
xvpiqi 0Ec{:i. Mandilaras, Verb, §161. 
84 MOR has zhl Z instead of de. 



Wish ... best of health. 

(c) ~~~t.!£- (GU) 

ZI q1ng'an. 

Greetings. 

(d) ~t · · · .!£- (DV, GO, BCV, BB, PK, JOHNM, UVW, UVB, WANG) 

Qlng ... an. 

Wish ... best of health. 

(e) r"i · · · .!£- (GURY) 

Wen ... an. 

Greetings to .... 

(f) ~ • • • foi.!£- (MAR) 

Yu ... wen'an. 

Greetings to .... 

(g) ~ · · • fo, .!£- (N CV) 

Xiang ... wen'an. 

Greetings to .... 

(h) ,#;- • • • ~t.!£- (LU) 

Gei ... q1ng'an. 

Greetings to .... 

(i) f1L • • • .!£-# (SB) 

Zhu ... anhao. 

Wish ... safe and sound! 
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(j) if;; • • • f,,911~ (CPB) 

Xiang ... wenhou. 

Greetings to .... 

(k) ~r0i11~ (TCV, CLB) 

Wowenhou. 

I greet you. 

(1) J.t~1~1ri.3-~ (CRV) 

Yuan n1men xlle. 

Peace and joy to you all. 

(m) lfJi flli] 1*: ~ (WV) 

Yuan er kangle. 

Peace and joy be with you! 
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With slight variations in form and meaning, (18a-i) share one distinctive feature: each 

example contains the word an, which means "peace" or "well-being," spiritually and 

physically. While all the examples are acceptable, only zl qzng'an in (18c) is frequently 

used in Chinese traditional epistolary greetings. The remaining four examples, (18j-m), 

are clearly translations of the English "greetings," and therefore are less preferable 

renderings of xaipE1 v. In this case, where the present infinitive occurs in the stereotyped 

phrase for a designated purpose, it is not appropriate to add imperfective aspect markers 

in Mandarin. Therefore, zl qzng'iin with the 0 morpheme is the most fitting translation of 

the Greek infinitive xaipElV in epistolary greetings. 
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5.3.2. Participles 

The participle plays a key role in the Greek verbal system. It is sometimes called a 

verbal adjective, analogous to the infinitive that is referred to by grammarians as a verbal 

noun.85 However, the participle also frequently functions as a substantive, adverb, and 

even as a verb. The differences in tense-forms of the participle are explained by aspect. 86 

In translation, it is necessary to discuss the different uses of Greek participles, even 

though their syntactic nuances can only be expressed by lexical means in Mandarin. This 

section discusses the two grammatical constructions of the participles (5.3.2.1) and 

syntactical uses of the participles (5.3.2.2), which includes substantive, modifier of 

substantive, modifier of verb, commanding, and circumstantial/adverbial uses. 

5.3.2.1. Grammatical Constructions of the Participles 

a. Genitive Absolute 

The participle may function as a finite verb when it occurs in the genitive absolute. 

The genitive absolute in Greek is a grammatical construction, formed by participial 

phrases in the genitive case. "Absolute" refers to its characteristic loose connection to the 

main verb. 87 In the New Testament (as well as in Greek non-literary papyri), such 

absolute constructions also occur in the nominative (e.g. 0 VlKWV 8waw avT0, Rev 3:21) 

85 Gildersleeve, Syntax, §329; Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, 385; Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 
96-97; Porter, Idioms, 181. 
86 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 370, 78; Porter, Idioms, 187. 
87 Nunn, Short Syntax, §35; Porter, Idioms, 183-84. Rijksbaron notes that the genitive absolute has no 
relation syntactically to a constituent of the main verb. Rijksbaron, Syntax (3d ed.), 116-17. See also 
Robertson, Grammar, 512-14, 1131-32; Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, 80-81. Chamberlain 
recognizes the use of the participle as a finite verb but does not include the genitive absolute. Chamberlain, 
Exegetical Grammar, 103-04. For reviews of previous studies, see Healey and Healey, "Greek 
Circumstantial Participles," 182-89; Fuller, "'Genitive Absolute'," 146-51. 
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and accusative (e.g. TVXOV, 1 Cor 16:6) cases. 88 Recently, Fuller presented a discourse 

analytic approach to the genitive absolute. She argues that the genitive absolute often 

serves as 

a grammatical strategy for bringing an element of background information into prominence as a 
piece of necessary prior knowledge, and alerting the reader that this information is important for 
understanding the impact of the rest of the sentence or even the paragraph or discourse.89 

Fuller does not consider tense-forms of the genitive absolute, however, her argument 

concerning prominence in discourse is convincing. If one applies the notion of 

markedness of the Greek tense-forms to Fuller's thesis, the perfect and present participles 

in genitive absolute constructions may signal even greater prominence than the aorist 

participle. (19) illustrates: 

(19) <JOU be TIOlOUVTO~ EAcTJf.!OmlVTJV fl~ yvwn.u ~ ap1mEpa <JOU Tl TIOlEl ~ 8E~1a 

CJOV (Matt 6:3) 

(a) 1~~~a9 B~1i~ ' ~~(1~ li.-f1-11i!;G-f fo1f11 ag 0 (UV, WANG, LU, NCV, 

CRV, CPB)90 

Ni shishe de shihou, buyao jiao zuoshou zhidao youshou suo zuo de. 

88 Ktihner and Gerth, Ausfuhrliche Grammatik, 105-07; Robertson, Grammar, 1130; McKay, New Syntax, 
64; BDR §§424, 466. Some grammarians recognize only the genitive and accusative absolute constructions. 
See, for example, Babbitt, Grammar, §§657-48; Stahl, Kritisch-historische Syntax, 714; Smyth and 
Messing, Greek Grammar, §2059; Duhoux, Verbe grec ancien, 308-10. Mandilaras notes that, in the 
papyri, the nominative absolute occurs more frequently than the genitive absolute. Mandilaras, Verb, §911. 
He also notes that the phrase 8rnv 8EAovrn<; occurred frequently in Christian papyri and pagan 
compositions. Mandilaras, Verb, §907. 
89 Fuller, '"Genitive Absolute'," 152. Contra Boyer, who thinks that the genitive absolute is used arbitrarily; 
the construction "precedes the main clause, thus the word to which the participle refers would not yet be 
obvious to the hearer or reader." Boyer, "Classification of Participles," 170. Young, on the other hand, 
argues that the genitive absolute has "a discourse function at the beginning of paragraphs (or subparagraphs) 
to indicate a change in setting." Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, 159. Compare Buijs, who 
claims that in order to secure textual coherence (sic), the genitive absolute may be "inserted at the point 
where the speaker/narrator wishes to provide a hinge between two parts of his text without articulating a 
thematic boundary." Buijs, Clause Combining, 182. Although the two positions can be seen as the two 
sides of a coin, I find Buijs' conclusion more convincing than Young's. 
90 WANG and the CRV add dim 1!!. ("but") at the beginning of the clause; CPB has shi at" instead shihou. 
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When you give alms, do not let your left hand know what your right hand 

does. 

(b) 't1i~;fi-B;j- · • · (SB) 

Dang nr shishe shi ... 

When you give alms .... 

(c) PJf v:l.1-F~-ti-a~ B;f-11~ • • • (PK, JOHNM)91 

Suoy1 n1 srushe de shihou ... 

Therefore, when you give alms .... 

Dang n1 zai ciji-bushf de shihou ... 

When you give alms .... 

The first three examples, (20a-c ), are very similar. All render the genitive absolute 

construction with a relative clause, signaled by di'mg ... de shf (hou) ("at times when ... "). 

The relative pronoun dang is not obligatory and is often omitted for stylistic reasons, as 

in (20a) and (20c ). The conjunctive su6yi ("therefore") in (20c) is unnecessary because it 

is absent in the Greek. Also, the 0 morpheme, used in (20a-c ), is a poor translation of the 

present participle in the genitive absolute construction because it is incapable of marking 

prominence in Mandarin discourse. 

In order to represent the more heavily marked present tense-form in Greek, the 

imperfective aspect marker zai is needed. However, zai cannot be added to sentences in 

which the locative zai (zai ... de shfhou, "at the time when ... ") is present.92 To remedy this, 

91 JOHNM uses similar term shiji ~~ ("give alms") for shfshe. 
92 See example (30) in chapter 3. 
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a four-character phrase may be used to reflect the discourse prominence indicated by the 

markedness of the present tense-form and by the genitive absolute. As (20d) illustrates, 

the phrase cfji-bushf, which is formed out of two synonymous expressions of alms giving, 

closely resembles the more stereotyped four-character set phrases in their critical function 

of building frontgrounded prominence in Mandarin discourse. Cfji-bushf is chosen here 

because cfji and bushf are both currently used in religious contexts. Bushf, in particular, 

appeared in the early seventh century Nestorian document called the Lord of the 

Universe's Discourse on Almsgiving, by Bishop Alopen.93 

b. Periphrasis 

Periphrastic constructions in Greek are formed grammatically by the copula (the 

auxiliary verb Eiµi.) and a participle.94 Grammarians are divided over the meaning and 

motivation behind the use of participial periphrases. The once popular assertion (although 

it still persists) of Semitic or Aramaic interference no longer holds true.95 However, most 

grammarians believe that periphrasis generally does not differ semantically from the 

monolectic verb form. The question that is pertinent to Bible translation is whether there 

93 For the Chinese text and an English translation with notes, see Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 206-47, 
Appendix 51-70. See chapter 2 of this dissertation above. 
94 Periphrasis should not be confused with catenative constructions (µEAAw/8EAW + infinitive; see 5 .3 .1.4 ). 
In addition to Eiµi, many Greek grammarians also treat yivoµat, EXW, and vmipxw as parts of periphrasis. 
See, for example, Alexander, "Participial Periphrases," 291-308; Robertson, Grammar, 374-76; Cooper 
and Krilger, Attic Greek Prose Syntax, vol. 1, 807-10; Rijksbaron, Syntax (3d ed.), 126-31. Caragounis 
even identifies 8tOTEAW with the aorist participle in Acts 27:33 as a periphrasis, aatrnt 8tOTEAElTE µT]8Ev 
rrpoaAa~oµEvot. Caragounis, Development, 176-78. For extensive treatment of periphrasis, see Porter, 
Verbal Aspect, 447-78. For examples in papyri, see Mayser, Grammatik, vol. 2, part 1, 223-226. 
95 See, for example, Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, 231-33; Moule, Idiom Book, 16; BDF, §353; 
Zerwick, Biblical Greek, §§360-62; Aerts, Periphrastica, 60-69; Turner, Syntax, 87-89; Fanning, Verbal 
Aspect, 316-17. Contra Moulton 225-27; Gildersleeve, Syntax, § 191; Bjorck, HN AILJAIKQN, 67-69; 
Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 100; Porter, Idioms, 46; Rijksbaron, Syntax (3d ed.), 126-31. Compare 
Evans, who concludes from evidence of the Pentateuch in the Septuagint that Greek periphrases are used to 
translate the Hebrew periphrases il.,il with participle, but does not rule out other possible motives of the 
Greek periphrases used independently from the literal representation of the Hebrew original. Evans, Verbal 
Syntax, 220-57. 
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is a clear distinction between periphrastic constructions and monolectic verb forms. 

Jannaris notes that Greek periphrasis has arisen from the need for "perspicuity, but partly 

also in phonopathic causes."96 Several other grammarians follow Jannaris and have made 

similar remarks.97 However, not all periphrases are construed as emphatic or as mere 

substitutes for the monolectic verb forms, or, as some have asserted, alternatives to the 

adjective. 98 As Porter argues, Greek periphrasis may not necessarily draw any attention to 

the participle and its modifiers. He states, 

In those places in the verbal paradigm where simple forms have passed out of use (because of 
unwieldy morphological bulk, such as reduplication, long connecting vowels, secondary endings, 
large stems, etc.) the periphrastic could be called a substitute form. It is unmarked, since there is 
no other formal choice available ... although choice of verbal aspect is still meaningful.99 

In Mandarin, periphrastic constructions do not exist as a grammatical category. 

However, in order to translate Greek periphrasis into Mandarin, a particular construction 

formed by the verb "to be" shi and the particle de might provide a good alternative. 

Chinese grammarians, such as Lu and Wang, have pointed out that shi is often used in 

determinative sentences ( .f1J Ji!f' 6J) to add emphasis to the verb phrase. 100 This observation 

has been reworked by Li and Thompson, who argue that the shi ... de construction "serves 

96 Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, §687. 
97 See, for example, Zerwick, who notes that the Greek periphrasis offers "stronger, more picturesque 
expression." Zerwick, Biblical Greek, §360; Gonda, "to give more vivid or graphic description," Gonda, 
"Remark on 'Periphrastic' Constructions," 112; BDF, "rhetorically more forceful expression," BDF, 
§§352-5; Caragounis, "essentially an attempt to emphasize the linearity of the action by using two words, 
rather than one," Development, 375. Similarly, Black notes that periphrasis is "often used to highlight 
verbal aspect." Black, Intermediate Greek, 109. See also Gildersleeve, Syntax, §287; McKay, New Syntax, 
8-9. Contra Kahn, who asserts that the Greek periphrasis is "always formally and syntactically equivalent 
to monolectic verb form." Kahn, Verb "Be," 128. 
98 See, for example, Alexander, "Participial Periphrases," 307-08; Gildersleeve, Syntax, §§ 191, 285-93; 
Bjorck, HN L11L1Al:KQN, 17-40. For a critique of this position, see Porter, Verbal Aspect, 454. 
99 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 453. 
100 Lil g,r~;,ffl, Grammar, 60--63, 113-14, 266--67, 438-39; LU g~),ffi, 800 Phrases, 498-99; Wang 
.I.. jJ, Treatise, vol. 1, 95, 106, 108-10; Wang .I.. jJ, Outline, 149-50. See also Chao, Grammar, 296-
96, 693, 719. 
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to characterize or explain a situation by affirming or denying some supposition, as 

opposed to simply reporting an event."101 

The following examples, (20) and (21 ), determine whether the shi ... de construction 

would be suitable for rendering the Greek periphrasis. For the primary focus of the 

current study, only periphrases with eiµi +present and perfect participles are examined. 

Other periphrases, including eiµi +aorist participle and the future and subjunctive forms 

of dµi, are not discussed, not only because they are less commonly used in the New 

Testament but also because their translation into Mandarin does not warrant separate 

discussions. 102 There is one exception, namely the imperative form of eiµi in fo81 

E~ouaiav EXWV (Luke 19: 17). As Chao has pointed out, the shi ... de construction does 

not occur in commands. 103 In such cases, the periphrasis is best translated into Mandarin 

as a command, qu zhangquan ("go have authority"; see 5.1 above). 

a. Present Participle in Periphrasis 

(20) µovov bE Cxl<OUOVTE~ ~O'OV on O btWKWV ~µa~ TIOTE VVV EvayyeAtl;ETat T~V 

rrianv ~v rroTE Errop8e1 (Gal 1 :23) 

(a) ;r: ~ lt jt ' fl~ ,fX_ ~ !! i! ~ 1ri MJ ' JJU± 1-t-t~ ~J.~Ut ?Jf ~ ~ ag Jt. it 0 (UV' 

WANG, LU, NCV, CRV) 

Buguo ting shuo, na c6ngqian bipo women de, xianzai chuanyang ta 

yuanxian suo canhai de zhen dao. 

But we hear that he who persecuted us before, now preaching the true 

gospel, which he had previously tried to destroy. 

101 Italics are original. Li and Thompson, Grammar, 589. 
102 For other forms of periphrasis in the New Testament, see, for example, Robertson, Grammar, 374-376; 
Porter, Idioms, 46-49. 
103 Chao, Grammar, 669. 
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(b) 1E-JA Ml · · · (PK) 

Dan rengwen .... 

But we hear .... 

(c) ;f~ltl · · · (JOHNM, TCV, CLB) 

Buguo ting-jian .. .. 

But we have heard .... 

(d) J; klt"tt~ · · · (SB, CPB) 

Zhlshi tingshuo-guo .. .. 

Only we have heard .... 

· • (FOLEY) 

Zhl buguo shi ting-lai de xiaoxi shuo .... 

But only there are the news we are hearing saying that .... 

(20a) and (20b) reflect the imperfective aspect of the present participle aKouovTE~ 

with the 0 morpheme, yet they do not consider the periphrasis in Greek. (20c) and (20d), 

on the other hand, use perfective morphemes, the RVC jian and the perfective -guo, 

perhaps in an attempt to render the imperfect tense-form of Ei~1l. (20e) is the most 

appropriate translation of (20) because it employs the shi ... de construction that captures 

the added emphasis of the Greek periphrasis and closely reflects the imperfective aspect 

of aKovovTE~ by using the IDVC tai. 

It Perfect Participle in Periphrasis 

(21) oubfrrcu OVbEt~ ~V TE8Et~EVO~ (John 19:41) 

(a) kit~U.t;ff .$~A.a~ (PK, UV, WANG, SYD, ZHU, BT, NCV, CRV) 

Shi c6nglai meiyou ren zang-guo ren de. 
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It was where no one has ever been buried. 

(b) 1JE~Ul1f ~~Aii?i (JOHNM, TCV)104 

C6nglai meiyou zang-guo ren de. 

No one has ever been buried (there). 

(c) lt uo~l;tf J.f.~~A. (CNT, HSC, HS, SB, CLB, CPB)105 

u mian meiyou maizang-guo ren. 

No one has ever been buried inside. 

(d) 1Jt.~4(.~l~A. (IG, CSB)106 

C6ngwei anfang-guo ren. 

No one has ever been laid (there). 

u mian meiyou ren anfang-guo. 

No one has been laid inside. 

Shi c6ngwei youren an-zang-ru-lian de. 

It was where no one has ever been buried. 

(21a) renders the Greek periphrasis with the shi ... de construction, but its use of the 

perfective aspect marker -guo does not reflect the stative aspect of the perfect passive 

participle TE6ElµEvo~. (21 b--e) follow the majority of Mandarin versions by using the 

same perfective -guo, but without the shi ... de construction. It seems that (21b) might be 

104 The TCV has If mian you ylge meiy6u zang guoren de xln mitxue !. tlO ;/!j"-100 i1.;/!j" ~~A fl-J-81T .¥. *. 
("inside there was a new tomb in which no one has ever buried"). 
105 Intead of mciizang, other verbs are used: tingzang ff~ (HSC), zang ~ (HS), iinzang * ~ (SB, CLB, 
CPB). 
106 The CSB uses mhy6u instead of c6ngwei. 
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considered acceptable because, as Lil has noted, the particle shi in the shi ... de 

construction is sometimes omitted. 107 However, Lil also notes that when shi is omitted in 

determinative sentences, the added emphasis of the verb phrase is no longer present. 

Hence, (21) is best translated into Mandarin by employing the shi ... de construction, with 

the four-character set phrase to express the stative aspect of the Greek perfect participle, 

as (21 f) illustrates. 

5.3.2.2. Syntactical Uses of the Participles 

a. Substantive 

The participle is sometimes used in place of a noun or substantive. 108 Some 

grammarians treat this as the attributive use of the participle. 109 Substantival use of the 

participle may appear with (articular) or without (anarthrous) an article. (22) illustrates 

the substantival use of the anarthrous participle: 110 

(22) ~wv~ ~owvTo~ EV TU Ep~µcp (Mark 1:3) 

(a) t st-i-{ll'fJ~~1'. 11}"ffi.t~t (LU) 

Youshengyin zai yedi 11 htihan-zhe shuo. 

A voice in the wild country is calling out, saying .... 

(b) {i~l'f;fj- A.st~,,·~~t (PK, JOHNM, WANG) 

Zai kuangye youren sheng hanjiao shuo. 

In the wilderness, someone's voice crying out, saying .... 

107 LU &.J'~),ffi, 800 Phrases, 499. 
108 Stevens, "On the Substantive Use," 45-55; Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, §2053; BDF, §413; 
Mandilaras, Verb, §889; Brooks and Winbery, Syntax, 130-31; Porter, Idioms, 182-83. 
109 Robertson, Grammar, 1105-06; Rijksbaron, Syntax (3d ed.), 131-33. 
110 For examples of the substantival use of articular participles, see, John 18:2, 14 in my chapter 6. 
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Zai kuangye youren sheng han-zhe shuo. 

In the wilderness, someone's voice crying out, saying .... 

Zai kuangye zhong you huhao zhe de shengyin. 

In the wilderness, there is a voice of a caller. 

Zai kuangye 11 you shengyin hiihan. 

In the wilderness, there is a voice calling. 

Zai kuangye youren huhan. 

In the wilderness, someone called out. 

Ta zai huangye dasheng hiihan. 

He called out loudly in the deserted field. 

The present participle ~owvrn~ functions here as a noun meaning "herald."113 All 

cited Mandarin versions, with the exception of (22d), translate it as a finite verb. While 

the notion of remoteness signaled by Mandarin aspect morphemes is irrelevant to the 

participle, it is still important to consider the discourse functions of the aspect morphemes. 

The aspect marker -zhe used in (22a) and (22c) is more fitting than the 0 morpheme in 

(22b) and (22e-g) because it better corresponds to the more heavily marked Greek 

111 The CRY omits shui5 at the end of the clause. 
112 The NCV has Zai kuangyeyou hiihan zhe de shengyln ,(±. ~Jf :tf4-~~69~~ ("In the desert there is 
a voice of a caller"). 
113 Turner, Syntax, 151; Zerwick and Grosvenor, Grammatical Analysis, 100. 
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present tense-form. Since the colon ( : ) introduces a direct quotation, the verb shuo 

("say") used in (22a-c) is redundant. While (22a) and (22c) are acceptable translations, 

they do not translate the substantival use of the participle. Hence, it is preferable to render 

~owvTo<; with a noun, huhao zhe ("caller"), as (22d) illustrates. 

b. Modifier of Substantive 

The participle may be used as a modifier of substantives. Grammarians refer to this 

type as adjectival, substantive, or restrictive use of the participle. 114 (23) illustrates: 

(23) Tov Ko1nwvra yecupyov (2 Tim 2:6) 

(a) % l..k;t (GU) 

Lao n6ngfil zhe. 

Hardworking farmers .... 

(b) iJJ%zt. (BCV, UVW) 

Qinlao zhi n6ng. 

Hardworking farmers. 

(c) % }Jag l_k (UV, WANG, NCV, CRV) 

Laoli de n6ngfil. 

Hardworking farmers. 

114 Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, §§2103--05; Mandilaras, Verb, §886; Moule, Idiom Book, 104; 
Porter, Idioms, 186. Dana and Mantey differentiates two kinds of adjectival participles: ascriptive and 
restrictive uses. The former "ascribes some fact, quality, or characteristic directly to the substantive, or 
denotes the substantive as belonging to a general class," whereas the latter "denotes an affirmation that 
distinguishes the noun which it qualifies as in some way specially defined, or marked out in its particular 
identity." See Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, 224-25. As they themselves note, there is not much 
difference between the two types except the one is an "extension in use" of the other. This distinction, 
therefore, is unnecessary. 
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( d) % % ag Jl _k (PK, JOHNM, BB, SB) 

Laoku de n6ngfii. 

Hardworking farmers. 

Shi laoli de n6ngfii. 

It is the hardworking farmers who .... 

Zai tian 11 xinlao de n6ngren. 

Hardworking farmers in the field. 

(g) 4#-;M-&.,Je:.% (MAR, DV, GURY, 00) 116 

Geng zhe bi xian lao. 

Farmers must first toil. 

The first five examples, (23a-e ), translate KorrtwvTa as a modifier and differ only in 

their choice of expression for "hardworking" in Chinese. (23f) and (23g), on the other 

hand, both translate the present participle as a verb with the 0 morpheme. (23a-e) are 

preferable because they could also be construed as, "hardworking farmers in the field." 

To make this interpretation explicit, (23f) could be revised by moving the particle de in 

front of x'fnlcio (Zed tidn zr de xinlao n6ngren, "Hardworking farmers in the field"). The 

auxiliary verb bi in (23g) is not preferable because it indicates that the translators have 

taken the participle as a finite verb instead of the modifier of yEwpyov. 

\ls The TCV has XInqin gengzuo de nangren 4-:ih ~}1-1~ bry $.. k ("Farmer who labors hard [in the field]"). 
116 GO has Nang bi xi an lcio $.. •>l' it/ff; the DV has Nang bi xian Ii se $.. .P JtJHll (lit. "Farmers must first 
gather in the harvest"); GURY follows closely to the DV and uses the synonymjia ;ff ("sow grain," 
"agricultural work"). The termjiase ~f;f~ refers to "agriculture." Mathews, Dictionary, s.v. 
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c. Modifier of Verb 

The participle may also be used to modify verbs. Grammarians refer to this usage as 

adverbial, and some even treat it as the circumstantial use of the participle. 117 As Healey 

points out, circumstantial participles are always anarthrous. 118 (24) illustrates: 

(24) rrEptrraTWV bE rrapa T~V 8aAaCJCJQV T~~ faAtAaia~ ei8ev 8vo abeAq>ov~ (Matt 

4:18) 

W~-~~~~-•kk'~~~~~A~~ 

Yesu zai Jialili haibian ZOU-ZOU, kanjian dixiong liang ren. 

Jesus trolls [along] the seafront of Galilee, and sees two brothers. 

Yesu zai Jialili haibian xingzou .... 

Jesus walks [along] the seafront of Galilee .... 

Yesu yan Jialili hu bian zou-zhe .. .. 

Jesus is walking along the lakeshore of Galilee .... 

Yesu zai Jialili haibian xingzou de shihou .. .. 

As Jesus was walking along the seafront of Galilee .... 

117 Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, §§2141-64; Robertson, Grammar, 1124-32; Healey and Healey, 
"Greek Circumstantial Participles," 177-259; Porter, Idioms, 187; Turner, Syntax, 153-58; BDF, § §417-24. 
Many traditional grammarians treat the genitive absolute under this category. See, for example, Jannaris, 
Historical Greek Grammar, §2142; Goodwin, Syntax, §§847-50; Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, 
§§2070-75; BDF, §423; Turner, Syntax, 153, 322-23; Duhoux, Verbe grec ancien, 308-9. 
118 Healey and Healey, "Greek Circumstantial Participles," 179. 
119 SB has Yesii yan Jiiilileiyii hai xingzou shf ... Jl~.~i{} 7Jo .f.J!IJ .5Z iig:-fr k at · · · ("As Jesus was 
walking along the seafront of Galilee ... "). 
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(24a) is a less preferable translation because the reduplicated verb z6u-z6u ("take a walk") 

does not reflect the imperfective aspect of the present participle rreptrraTwv. The marker 

-zhe used in (24c) is preferable to the 0 morpheme in (24b) and (24d), because it formally 

reflects the imperfective aspect of the present tense-form. However, (24d) is a better 

translation because the construction, zai ... de shihou ("at the time when ... "), translates the 

participle rreptrraTwv as a modifier of the main verb e't8ev. 

d. Commanding 

The use of the participle in the context of commands in the New Testament is still a 

matter of scholarly contention. 120 Differences in interpretation of the so-called 

"imperatival participle" rest upon differing explanations of its usage. Daube, for example, 

argues for Semitic interference, while Moulton concludes from contemporary non-literary 

papyri that the specific function of the participle for commands had already been 

established during the Hellenistic period. 121 Still others, led by Winer, attribute it to 

anacoluthon. 122 Naturally, grammarians are divided over the question that emerges from 

these three positions, that is, whether it is possible that the participle has in fact become a 

12° For a concise but helpful summary of major interpretations, see Porter, Idioms, 185-86. 
121 Daube, "Participle and Imperative," 467-88. Daube's position is followed by many others. See, for 
example, Barrett, "Imperatival Participle," 165--66; Moule, Idiom Book, 179-80; Zerwick, Biblical Greek, 
§373; Kanjuparambil, "Imperatival Participles," 285-88; Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 386-88. For Moulton's 
theory and his supporters, see Moulton, Prolegomena, 180-83, 222-25; Robertson, Grammar, 944-46, 
1132-35; Meecham, "Use," 207-08; Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, 229; BDF, §468; Salom, 
"lmperatival Use," 41-49; Turner, Syntax, 150, 343; Brooks and Winbery, Syntax, 137-38; McKay, 
"Imperatival Constructions," 224-26; McKay, New Syntax, 82-84; Greenlee, Concise Exegetical Grammar, 
58; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 371-77; Young, Intermediate New Testament Greek, 160. 
122 Winer, Treatise, 440-2. Winer's position is followed by a few others. See Mayser, Grammatik, vol. 2, 
part I, 196-97; 340f; Boyer, "Classification of Participles," 173-74. Similarly, Mandalaras notes that the 
use of the participle in imperative sentences occurs only in stereotyped phrases and therefore it cannot be a 
substitute for the imperative. See Mandilaras, Verb, §§922-24. 
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substitute for the imperative. Those who follow Moulton favor the independent use of the 

participle, in this case, as an imperative. (25) illustrates: 

(25) oµoiw~ [ai] yvvatKE~ UTTOTaaaoµEvm TOl~ i8iot~ av8paatv (1Peter3:1) 

Nimen zuo ruren de, yfngdiing shimcong zijI de zhangfu. 

Being a (married) women, you should submit to your own husband . 

. . . yfngdiing fucong zijI de zhangfu . 

... should obey your own husband. 

(c) • • • ~11~Ulii it C. MJ .:tk (UV, WANG, LU, NCV, CRV)125 

.. . yao shimfU zijI de zhangfu . 

. . . should submit to your own husband. 

The present participle \moTaoooµEvm may be translated by a disyllabic verb, such as 

shimc6ng,fuc6ng, or shimfu, with the 0 morpheme, as in (25a-c ). Auxiliary verbs such as 

yfngdiing, yao, giii or yi are preferable additions to express commands in Mandarin. 

e. Circumstantial or Adverbial Uses 

a. Concessive 

The so-called circumstantial or adverbial use of the participle (cf. 5.3.2.2.c) is widely 

treated by grammarians. Circumstantial participles may be classified in terms of 

concessive, causal, purpose/result, instrumental, and conditional. 126 When translating into 

123 The TCV uses ylnggiii instead of ylngdiing. 
124 The CPB uses ylng instead of ylngdiing. 
125 WANG and CRY use fuc6ng ("obey") instead of shimfu. LU has nimen de ("yours") instead of ziji de. 
126 See, for example, Bornemann and Risch, Griechische Grammatik, 252-53; Hoffmann and von 
Siebenthal, Griechische Grammatik, §§231-32; Black, Intermediate Greek, 123; Duhoux, Verbe grec 
ancien, 305-07. 
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Mandarin, nuances between the different uses of the circumstantial participle must be 

reflected explicitly by morphology (as opposed to implicitly by implication). (26) 

illustrates a concessive use of the participle: 127 

(26) El oiv vµEt~ TIOVfjpOt OVTE~ o18aTE 8oµaTa ayaea 8i8ovat TOl~ TEKVOt~ vpwv 

(Matt 7:11) 

(a) 1~1riJ1tt.i t# ' ~ i.9;11 J!JJ:# ~?SJ~ Jl-k (PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, LU, 

CRV)12s 

Nimen sufran bil hao, shangqie zhidao na haodongxi gei er-nil. 

Although you are not good, yet you know to give good things to (your 

own) children. 

Nimen sufran xie'e, shangqie .... 

Although you are evil, yet. ... 

Nimen zimgran bilshan, shangqie .... 

Although you are not good .... 

Concessive use of the participle can sometimes be identified with particles such as 

KairrEp (Heb 5:8), Kai YE (Acts 17:27), or KatTOt (Heb 4:3), however, most of the time it 

occurs without them. 130 (26a-c) translate the concessive sense of the participle OVTE~ by 

127 Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, §§2155-56; Babbitt, Grammar, §653; Robertson, Grammar, 
1129-30; Nunn, Short Syntax, §248; Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 101--02; Smyth and Messing, 
Greek Grammar, §2066; Mandilaras, Verb, §906; Bornemann and Risch, Griechische Grammatik, 253; 
Brooks and Winbery, Syntax, 134-35; Greenlee, Concise Exegetical Grammar, 57-58. 
128 JOHMN has shim instead of hew. 
129 The CPB has hao instead of shim. 
130 Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, §§2155-56; Mayser, Grammatik, vol. 2, part 1, 351; Porter, 
Idioms, 191; Cooper and Kruger, Attic Greek Prose Syntax, vol. 1, 854-56. Chamberlain has noted that 
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employing the construction sufran ... shangqie and zongran ... shangqie. Other expressions, 

such as guran ... danshi m 1.-& • • • 1.§!.~, are also preferable for this particular use of the 

participle. 131 

p. Causal 

(27) illustrates the causal use of the participle: 132 

(27) ~µEt~ bE ~µEpa~ ovrE~ v~q>wµEv (1 Thess 5:8) 

(a) ~ 1ri i!l£ f ti :t: ' *JG~ '$'11 ~ (PK, TCV)133 

Women Ji shuhu baizhou,Jiu yingdang jinshou. 

Since we belong to the day, we should guard with care. 

Dan womenjiran shiihu baizhou,jiu .... 

Since we belong to the day .... 

Dan women ne, womenjishi shiiyu baizhou de,jiu .. .. 

But as for us, since we who belong to the day .... 

Dan women shiiyu baizhou .... 

these participles are meant for emphasis, used "when attention is called to something having been done in 
spite of unfavorable circumstances." Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 102. See also Moulton, 
Prolegomena, 230. 
131 See Lil g .f.it#!I, Grammar, 436-54; Chao, Grammar, 115; Li and Thompson, Grammar, 635--40. 
132 Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, §§2150-52; Mayser, Grammatik, vol. 2, part 1, 351; Stahl, 
Kritisch-historische Syntax, 686-878; Robertson, Grammar, 1128; Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 102; 
Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, §2064; Mandilaras, Verb, §904; Bornemann and Risch, Griechische 
Grammatik, 252; Brooks and Winbery, Syntax, 133-34; Porter, Idioms, 191; Duhoux, Verbe grec ancien, 
305-06; Rijksbaron, Syntax (3d ed.), 123-24. For another example of the causal use of the participle, see 1 
Cor 15:58 in my chapter 7. 
133 The TCV hasjiran women shuyu baizhou ("since we belong to the day"). 
134 The NCV and CRY have shiiyu instead of shilhu. 
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But we belong to the day .... 

Danshi women zuo bairi zhizi de .... 

But we who are sons of the day light .... 

(27a-c) use the construction Ji.. jiu and Jiran .. jiu to render the causal use of the 

participle. In Mandarin, one can also use the causal conjunctives y'fnwei ("because") or 

the construction y'fnwei ... de yuangu I!Sl $i · · · MJ ~ -tl ("due to the fact that") to 

express cause and effect. 135 (27d) and (27e) do not contain such causal conjunctives, 

therefore, they are not preferable. 

y. Purpose or Result 

The purpose (telic/final) or result use of the participle is sometimes introduced by w<;, 

however, it usually occurs without it. 136 (28) illustrates: 

(28) voµtKo<; n<; avECITf] eKTIEtpa~wv avTov (Luke 10:25) 

(a) ;f;f'-100~it'k~ ' *-A~JJ~.~.,f (PK, JOHNM, JOHN, BB, UV, WANG, SB, 

TCV, NCV, CRV, CPB) 137 

You yige jiaorashI, lai shitan Yesu. 

There was a lawyer, came to test Jesus. 

(b) • • · ~~A~ll~.~ (L-0, CLB)138 

135 Lil g .J'.x..),ffi, Grammar, 394-97, 406-09. Lil treats ji/jiran l!t!f!JC.i~ as a cause-effect relative pronoun ( J!;J 
*-Ml 1.~- ~~).Other conjunctives such as wei-le!wei-zhe $., TI$., ;it or y6uyu d7 *are also appropriate. See 
also Chao, Grammar, 115-16; Li and Thompson, Grammar, 635-38. 
136 Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, §§2157-59; Babbitt, Grammar, §653; Nunn, Short Syntax, §203; 
Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 99; Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, 226; Zerwick, Biblical 
Greek, §282; Bornemann and Risch, Griechische Grammatik, 253; Mandilaras, Verb, §899; Brooks and 
Winbery, Syntax, 133; Greenlee, Concise Exegetical Grammar, 64; Porter, Idioms, 192. 
137 BB has shi ls\ ("try," "test") instead of shitan. Instead of lcii, many Mandarin versions use qflai ~* 
("get up," JOHMN, JOHN, UV, WANG, SB, NCV), zhan-qflai j,5~* ("stand up," CRY), qianlai itJ * 
("come before," TCV) or guolcii ~*("come over," CPB). 
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.. . guyi shitan Yesu . 

. . . to test Jesus intentionally. 

In Mandarin, purpose or result clauses may be expressed in various ways, including 

using participles, such as lai *-or qu -k. 139 In (28a), lai (or qz1ai ~*-,"get up," guolai 

~*-,"come over," qianlai n:i *-,"come before") may have been used to express purpose 

(or result), or it may be interpreted as a verb to translate avEITTfl. This will give the 

translation" ... came in order to test Jesus." Another way to convey purpose or result is to 

use a different set of particles, such as hiio -{fy ("so that"), ylbian v:J.1t. ("so that," "in 

order to"), yfzhi v:l. ~ ("with the result that"), or simply yf v:l. ("so as to"). 140 The addition 

of guyi ("purposely") in (28b) also clearly expresses the sense of purpose. The disyllabic 

verb shitan ("test") with the 0 morpheme is preferable for the present participle, as (28a-

b) illustrate. 

«>. Instrumental 

(29) illustrates the instrumental use of the participle: 141 

(29) OAAa EOVTOV EKEVWCJEV µop(j>~V 8ovA.ov Aa~WV, EV oµoiwµan av0pwrrwv 

yevoµevo~ (Phil 2:7) 

(a) R1l1J;I G , J(x. t k1tM1:1fJ1f, AAA.a~1t.t( (UV, WANG, LU, NCV, 

CRV, CPB, UVW, UVB)142 

138 The CLB has gityi wen nan Yesu M:. ~ r,,, ~fill~ .~,f. ("intentionally ask Jesus a hard question"). 
139 Chao, Grammar, 479-80. 
140 Stuart, Essentials, 87; Wang .I. )J, Outline, 183-85; Wang .I. )J, Grammar, vol. l, 409-11; Lil 
g,r-.t;ffl, 800 Phrases, 614, 621. 

141 Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, §§2160--63; Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, §2063; Dana 
and Mantey, Manual Grammar, 228; Brooks and Winbery, Syntax, 135-36; Porter, Idioms, 192; Cooper 
and Krtiger, Attic Greek Prose Syntax, vol. 1, 851. 
142 The CR V has xingzhuimg 1fj ;Jk ("shape") instead of xingxiang. The CPB has qu le nupu de xingtI, 
chengwei ren bing zai ren zhongjian JlX.. T :!&.1l av 1fJ B. • A.$.; A. it.ft. A. o/ rdi ("taking body of a slave, also 
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Fandao xuj1, qii-le nupu de xingxiang, chengwei ren de yangshi. 

Instead, (he) emptied himself, having taken the form of a slave, turning into 

the form of a human . 

. . . you nupu de yangshi, xfngzhuang chengwei shiren . 

. . . having a form of a slave, the shape turned into a human . 

. . . qii-le nupu de xfngtl, yii ren xiangsi. 

... having taken the body of a slave, in human likeness. 

(d) . • . AA-Zill ' rfi1l-1t.z~ (BCV, G0)144 

... cheng ren zhI zhuang, er ren pu zhI mao . 

. . . turning into the shape of a human, and assuming the appearance of a slave . 

. . . danjiang weiren, yi pu zichii . 

. . . descending as a human, finding himself as a slave . 

. . . qie yi ren zhI taidu er sheng, wei pu zhI yang . 

. . . still being born in the form of a slave in the manner of human. 

(g) · • · A'-1'.t-Zilk.' n\.~AAt (GU, GURY) 146 

becoming a man among people"). The UVW and UVB phrase it in wenli style: qu pu zhi zhuang, cheng ren 
zhixing .$.{(Zilk' Ji\A:Z11J. 
143 JOHNM has chengwei ren de xfngzhuang AA A 6g 1fj ilk ("turning into the shape of a human"). BB 
phrases it in wenli: qu nupu zhi zhuang, xingmao chengwei shiren .$..-J&.1t:Zilk ' 1fJ ~A/.fii!t-A 0 

144 GO has qu pu zhf mao .$..i(z~ ("taking the appearance of a slave") instead of er ren pu zhl mao. 
145 The WV reverses the word order gan zi weipu, er jiang sheng wei ren it~ J.\1t ' m ft 1-fo.iA 
("willing to become a slave and to be born [from above] as a human"). 
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.. jie pu zhI zhuang, cheng ru renyang . 

. . . assuming the form of a slave, becoming like a human. 

Jie qii nupu de xingxiang, y[ ren de yangshi er jiangsheng, er f'andao xujl. 

Instead, by taking the form of a slave, being born in the human likeness, he 

emptied himself. 

All of the above examples translate the two participles as modifiers of or in adverbial 

relation to the main verb EKEVWO'EV. While the 0 morpheme is acceptable, the perfective 

aspect marker -le in (29a) and (29c) is a better choice for the translation because it 

morphologically reflects the aspect expressed by the aorist participle X.a~wv. As for the 

aorist passive participle yEvoµEvo~, danjiang or jiangsheng in (29e) and (29h) are more 

fitting than chengwei or cheng, especially in the context of the Incarnation of Jesus. 147 

The instrumental use of the Greek participle may be reflected in Mandarin by utilizing 

verbs such as yang JfJ ("use"), yf v~ ("take"),jie/jiezhe ~I~ ;fi- ("use"), kaolkaozhe/ 

y"fkilo :l!:l?fi-11*$ ("rely on"),ping/pingzhe :~n~.;fi- ("on the basis of'), etc. 148 Also, as 

(29h) illustrates, the word order of the Greek must be rearranged since Mandarin syntax 

requires that the predicate be placed before the main clause. 

146 GURY hasjie pu xiang zi chu er wei ren ~1lff. ~ J,trti7 ~A ("assuming the form of a slave, and 
becoming human"). 
147 See, also, the commentary on yEyEvvT)µat (John 18:37) in my chapter 6, pp. 353-54 below. 
148 Chinese grammarians do not discuss at length the instrumental use of verbs. In fact, most of them do not 
treat it at all. For comments on the instrumental use ofyong, see Lil g rk);fo, 800 Phrases, 626-27; Li and 
Thompson, Grammar, 367; for yi, see Dragunov, Studies, 197. 
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E. Conditional 

Conditional clauses in Greek are usually introduced by particles such as ei or Eav (and 

also ~v, ETTEt, or ETTEOV in classical Greek) in the protasis. 149 As Cooper and Kruger have 

noted, since the conditional participle is not specifically marked by the usual conditional 

particles (i.e. "if' words), "it is arbitrary to insist that the participle represents a 

conditional subordinate and protasis rather than a temporal or some other kind of 

subordinate."150 Nevertheless, it is not uncommon to see a participle clearly being used as 

a conditional in the New Testament. (30) illustrates: 151 

(30) TTW<; ~µEt<; EK(j>EU~oµe8a Tf]AtKOVTf]<; aµeA.~o"OVTE<; CTWTf]pta<;; (Heb 2:3) 

(a) fJ~;t~1r1*fl~lilt¥tA.MJ :k.i! ... :tfi~i!~ '3t 0 (PK, JOHNM, CPB) 152 

Name women ruo qingkan zheyangjiirren de dadao, zenneng taozui ne. 

How then can we escape sin if we despise this great saving truth? 

(b) ~1r1*,t~ · · · (UV, WANG, TCV)153 

Women ruo hliliie .. .. 

Ifwe ignore .... 

(c) ~1r1*f1.t t · · · (LU, NCV, CRV)154 

149 See, for example, Green, Handbook, 333; Jelf, Grammar, vol. 2, §697; Jannaris, Historical Greek 
Grammar, §§2153-54; Babbitt, Grammar, §653; Robertson, Grammar, 1129; Mayser, Grammatik, vol. 2, 
part 1, 351; Bornemann and Risch, Griechische Grammatik, 253; Nunn, Short Syntax, §245; Duhoux, 
Verbe grec ancien, 306. For a recent monograph on Greek conditionals, see Wakker, Conditions and 
Conditionals. 
15° Cooper and Kriiger, Attic Greek Prose Syntax, vol. 2, 850. See also Cooper and Kriiger, Greek Syntax, 
vol. 3, 2582. 
151 Nunn, Short Syntax, §245; Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 101; Dana and Mantey, Manual 
Grammar, 227; Porter, Idioms, 192; McKay, New Syntax, 174. Other examples of conditional use of the 
participle include Matt 16:26, Luke 9:25, and Gal 6:9. 
152 The CPB uses qingshi ~AJL ("despise") instead of qingkan. 
153 The TCV uses rugu6 instead of ruo. 
154 The NCV and CRV have hUlue-le; the NCV uses ruguo instead of ruo. 
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Women ruo qinghii-le .... 

If we have neglected .... 

Ritgu6 women zhi-ruo-wang-wen, man-bu-jing-xin .... 

If we pay no heed to it and completely careless .... 

Women zhexie hushi .. .. 

We who ignore .... 

The modal auxiliaries or particles ruo and ritgu6 employed in (30a--d) translate the 

conditional participle Of.1E'A.~CJCXVTE<; in the protasis with various degrees of SUCCeSs. 155 

(30a) and (30b) use the 0 morpheme, which is an acceptable translation for the aorist 

participle. (30c ), on the other hand, uses -le, which is preferable to the 0 morpheme 

because it morphologically reflects the perfective aspect of the Greek. Also, -le is 

preferable because, as Wang Li has pointed out, it is frequently used in contexts that 

include subordinate clauses and the protasis of conditional sentences. 156 

The four-character set phrases in (30d), on the other hand, are not preferable, for, as I 

have argued in previous chapters, they convey the stative aspect and have the unique 

feature of frontgrounding in Mandarin discourse. Finally, (30e) is not preferable because 

it takes aµEA.~CJCXVTE<; not as a conditional but substantive or adjectival participle. With an 

adequate rendering of aspect and its role in discourse, the conditional use of the Greek 

participle may be translated as a conditional clause in Mandarin, as illustrated in (30a-c ). 

155 Heb 2:3 is an example of the first class conditional. See Boyer, "First Class Conditions," 109. See 5.4 
below for discussions on the conditional clauses. 
156 Wang .I.. :h, Grammar, vol. 1, 335-36; Chao, Grammar, 116. See 3.2.5.2.c.a, p. 124 above. 
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5.4. Conditional Clauses 

5.4.1. Introduction 

This section treats conditional clauses in the Greek New Testament with the intention 

of developing a consistent system of accurately translating the original into Mandarin. 

With this goal in mind, and for the sake of convenience, the discussion follows the 

Porter's five-part classifications of Greek conditional clauses according to protases. 157 

Before discussing the different types of Greek conditionals, it is necessary to mention 

some of the particularities regarding conditional constructions in Mandarin. First, similar 

to the conditional participles discussed in the previous section, particles ei or Eav in the 

protasis that introduce New Testament Greek conditional constructions may be 

represented by a number of different "if' words in Mandarin, including ruoshi (ruo, 

ruoshi) :t-k (:t-, :t-1~),jiari{ (jiaruo,jiash(, blru) 1¥J..itv (1¥l:t-, 1¥l1~, tt~), tangruo 1~ 

:t-, yaoshi (yao) ~ k ( ~ ), and rugu6 (guo, guo shl, gou, cheng) ~ *- ( *-, *- 1~, GJ, 

~). 158 Unlike Greek (and English), these words are generally not obligatory in Mandarin. 

Second, unlike Greek, verbal aspect plays no part in grammaticalizing various types of 

conditionals in Mandarin. 159 In other words, translating the nuances between different 

157 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 294-304; Porter, Idioms, 254-67. For treatment and other classifications of Greek 
conditionals, see, for example, Goodwin, "On the Classification of Conditional Sentences," 186-205; 
Robertson, Grammar, 1007-22; Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 195-200; Dana and Mantey, Manual 
Grammar, 289-91; Zerwick, Biblical Greek, §§299-334; Brooks and Winbery, Syntax, 163-65; Hoffmann 
and von Siebenthal, Griechische Grammatik, §§280-85; Greenlee, Concise Exegetical Grammar, 62-63; 
McKay, New Syntax, 163-74; Black, Intermediate Greek, 144-45; Cooper and K.rtiger, Attic Greek Prose 
Syntax, vol. 2, 1053-69; BDR, §§371-76. 
158 See, for example, Summers, Handbook, 167-68; Li*:$*!*, Grammar, 218-19; Lil ,g,j:x.),ffl, Grammar, 
413-35; Chao, Grammar, 116; Li and Thompson, Grammar, 646-51; Paris, "Subordination adverbiale," 
34-39. For a treatment of the use of ruo and ruin classical Chinese conditionals, see Dobson, Dictionary, 
571, 566-57. 
159 See Li and Thompson, Grammar, 647. Li and Thompson discuss three different types of conditionals: 
reality, imaginative hypothetical, imaginative counterfactual, all of which are possible interpretations for 
the Mandarin conditionals. Therefore, only context determines the proper reading. 
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classes of Greek conditional sentences into Mandarin is only possible by lexical means. 

Therefore, this section will limit its focus to translations into Mandarin of the aspectual 

meanings of the Greek verb forms in the five classes of conditionals. 

5.4.2. First Class Conditional 

The first class conditional, as Porter puts it, "makes an assertion for the sake of 

argument."160 This type of conditional occurs most frequently, appearing over 300 times 

in the New Testament. 161 It is normally introduced by El+ indicative in the protasis, 

although almost any verb form can be used in the apodosis. (31) illustrates: 162 

(31) ei yap VEKpo1 OUK eyeipovTm, ov8e Xp1mo~ ey~yepTat· (1Cor15:16) 

(a) -3) §t~~1i~ ' Jf1J~ii~*~1i~ (WV) 

Gou sizhe wli fuhuo, ze Jidii yi wei fuhuo. 

If the dead do not come back to life, then neither did Christ come back to 

life. 

Siren ruo bu fuhuo,jiushi Jidiiye meiyou fuhuo le. 

If the dead do not come back to life, that means Christ also did not come 

back to life. 

Siren ruo meiyou fuhuo, na dengyu shuo, Jidii meiyou fuhuo le. 

160 Porter, Idioms, 256. Greenlee calls it a "condition of fact," while Moule calls it "possible or actual." 
Moule, Idiom Book, 148; Greenlee, Concise Exegetical Grammar, 62. 
161 See Boyer, "Third (and Fourth) Class Conditions," 163 n. 1. Boyer counts 305 first class, 47 second 
class, 277 third class conditionals in the New Testament. 
162 For other examples of the first class conditional, see John 18 :8, 23; 19: 11; 1 Cor 15 :2, 12, 13-17, 19, 29, 
32, 44 in my chapters 6-7 below. 
163 ZHU has Siren ruo bu rusheng, Jiduyejiu miiyou rusheng le Jt.A:Z:<f1ii' ~1fk,;7bt;;ff 1ii T 
("If the dead were not raised, Christ was not raised"). 



If the dead do not come back to life, that is to say, Christ did not come back 

to life. 

Ruguo siren mei fuhuo, Jidii ye mei fuhuo. 

If the dead do not come back to life, neither did Christ come back to life. 

Yinwei sizhe dou bu fuhu6, Jidii yejiu meiyou fuhu6. 

Because (if) the dead do not come back to life, neither did Christ come back 

to life. 

(f) g] $i §t.A.~ ~ii* ' £. ,r~~~WG~l;;ff ii* t 0 (UV, WANG, BT, HSC, SB, 

NCV, CRV)164 

Yinwei siren ruo bu fuhuo, Jiduyejiu meiyou fuhuo le. 
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This is due to the fact that if the dead do not come back to life, neither did Christ 

come back to life. 

Siren ruguo buneng de siihuo-qilai, Jiduyejiu meiyou de siihuo-qilai le. 

If the dead cannot get to come back to life, neither (can) Christ get to come 

back to life. 

Gai s!zhe ruo bu fuhuo, ze Jidii ye weiceng bei fU-qi. 

164 BT and HSC omit the sentential-final particle le. SB has ylnwei ruguo siren bUfohu6, Jldu yejiu meiy6u 
fohu6 lt5l $.i-tlu *ft.A. :f.~~ • £1f .\J!..~ ~Vtf ~~("Because if the dead do not come back to life, neither 
did Christ come back to life"). The NCV hasylnwei rugu6 siren meiyoufohu6, Jlduyejiu meiyoufohu6 lt5l 
fei~ *-.~A.~l;/f-f!;'-6 ' £ if.\l!..~it;ff ~~("Because if the dead do not come back to life, neither did 
Christ come back to life"). 
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Therefore if the dead did not come back to life, then neither Christ had ever been 

raised. 

(i) §t.A.* :f:~l~ , £_~sr..~:¥1~t;ff §i:.ifi~l~ 1 ° (FOLEY) 

Siren ruo bu fuhu6, Jidu yejiu meiyou si-er-fu-so. le. 

If the dead do not come back to life, then Christ has not come back to life from 

from the dead. 

The two passive verbs in (31) present a difficult challenge to the translator. The first 

passive verb in the protasis is a present tense-form, whereas the second one in the 

apodosis is a perfect tense-form. The majority of Chinese versions represented in (3 la-f) 

use the 0 morpheme for both verbs. While the 0 morpheme is acceptable for rendering the 

imperfective aspect signaled by EyEipoVTat in the protasis, it is not preferable for the 

stative aspect signaled by EY~YEPTat in the apodosis. These examples, with the exception 

of (31 e ), introduce the conditional protasis with particles such as ruo and rugu6. As 

mentioned above, the conditional particles used here do not necessarily differentiate the 

nuances of different types of Greek conditionals. Also, these conditional particles may be 

omitted, especially with particles such as ze J!1J and jiu :¥JG (or bian 1t.), which one would 

expect to find in the apodosis of a conditional in Mandarin. 165 For the sake of clarity, 

however, it is better to use a conditional particle in the protasis. 

(31g) and (3lh) deserve special notice. In (31g), Lil uses the auxiliary verb neng in the 

protasis and another auxiliary verb de in both the protasis and apodosis. He also uses the 

same IDVC qz1ai, for both clauses. It would seem that Lil wanted to maintain the 

symmetry of the sentence by repeating the same verb and aspect morpheme. In doing so, 

165 See Lil g;f~;,ffi, Grammar, 416f. 
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he not only contributed to the awkwardness of the sentence because of the obvious 

tautology, but also translated the indicative (EyEipoVTat) with a subjunctive verb, and the 

stative aspect with the imperfective aspect morpheme. In (3 lh), Hsiao uses the 0 

morpheme for both verb forms and employs the passive construction formed by the 

particle bei. Here, bei is required because there is an implied agent of the transitive verb 

Ju ("help"). Nonetheless, one cannot simply add bei to the intransitive verbfahu6 in the 

rest of the examples to transform them into the passive. Indeed, even without bei, these 

examples could be construed as passive constructions. 

The preferable translation of (31) in Mandarin, therefore, is to use the conditional 

particle ruo to introduce the protasis and jiu in the apodosis. The verb suhu6 used in (31 g) 

is not preferable because it is not a common expression in Mandarin. A preferable 

translation of the verbs in this example would be to use the disyllabic verb fahu6 with the 

0 morpheme to represent the imperfective aspect of EyEipovTm, and the four-character 

set phrase si-er-fa-su to represent the stative aspect of EY~YEpTm, as (31 i) illustrates. 

5.4.3. Second Class Conditional 

The second class conditional is formed by Ei + indicative in the protasis, and with av 

in the apodosis (imperfect or aorist, and to a lesser extent, pluperfect tense-forms). 166 The 

imperfect tense-form in the apodosis is an example of the non-past (conative) use of the 

imperfective (see 4.2.3.2 above). The second class conditional asserts a hypothetical 

statement that is contrary to fact. 167 The differences between tense-forms in this 

166 Goodwin, Syntax, §§ 172, 402, 41 O; Burton, Syntax, §§248-49; Robertson, Grammar, 1012-16; Nunn, 
Short Syntax, §239; Boyer, "Second Class Conditions," 81-88. 
167 Moule calls this "past or present conditions, only hypothetical." Moule, Idiom Book, 148--49. Porter 
calls it "assertion to the contrary" and "non-factive statement used contra-factively." See Porter, Verbal 
Aspect, 304-06; Idioms, 261. 
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conditional are best explained by verbal aspect. The traditional view that differentiates 

the imperfect and aorist by their reference to either present or past must be dismissed 

since Greek tense-forms grammaticalize not temporal reference but aspect. 168 (32) 

illustrates an example of the second class conditional: 169 

(32) ei ~~ ~v oDTo~ Kal<OV TIOlWV, OUK av aot rrapebwKa~ev OVTOV. (John 18:30) 

Zhe ren ruo bu shi fanzui de, women jiu bujitmg ta jie dao ni zhe lI lai. 

If this man were not someone who commits crime, we would not have sent 

him under guard to you here. 

SB, CRV, CSB)170 

Zhege ren ruo bu shi zuo'e de, women jiu bu bii ta jiaogei ni. 

If this man were not someone who does evil, we would not have sent him to you. 

Zhe ren ruo bu shi zuiren, womenjuebu jiesong gei ni. 

If this man were not a criminal, we would never have sent (him) under guard to 

you. 

Zhege ren ruo bu shi zuifan, women bu brl ta jiaofu ni. 

168 See, for example, Green, Handbook, 319; Moulton, Introduction, 135; Robertson, Grammar, 887; 
Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 196-97; Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, 289-90; Boyer, 
"Second Class Conditions," 81-88. 
169 For other examples of the second class conditional, see the discussion on John 18:36 (cf. John 19:11) in 
chapter 6 below. 
170 Lil has songjiiio i!Jt ("deliver to") instead ofjiiio. SB uses ruguo instead ofruo and bian bU hui ba {t_ 

~ 'tl .:le. instead of jiu bU ba. The CRY has bU hui ba instead of bu bii. 
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If this man is not a criminal, we do not send him to you. 

Ciren ruo fei daitu, women duanbu bii Ta jiaogei nL 

If this man were not a criminal, we would never send Him to you. 

Ta ruo bu shi huairen, women jiu bu hui dai ta lai n1 zhell le. 

Ifhe were not a bad guy, we would not have taken him to you here. 

Zhe ren ruo miiyou fanzui,jiu bu jie dao n1zhe11 lai. 

If this man did not commit crime, (he) would not have been sent to you 

here under guard. 

Rugu6 zhege ren meiyou zuo'e, women jiu bu hui bii ta jiaogei nL 

If this man did not do evil, we would not have sent him to you. 

Jiiishe ta bu shi zuo'e de, womenjiujuedui bu bii ta jiaogei-le nI le. 

If this he were not someone who does evil, we would certainly not have 

sent him to you. 

(32a) and (32b) both render the periphrasis with the shi ... de construction in the 

protasis. The 0 morpheme is also appropriate for the imperfective aspect of the present 

participle rro1wv. (32a-g) all use the 0 morphemes in the apodosis. (32c-f) differ 

171 The TCV has ruguo ta meiyou zuo huaish~ women bu hui ba tii daidao zhe II lai -9;v * ~ i1..;ff 1~.JJ! :f ' 
~ 11'9-1' t'".:te.~• 11J :1i.i.*- ("if he did not do evil, we would not have taken him here"). 
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significantly from the rest of the examples in their translation of the protasis. These four 

examples translate the periphrasis with a substantive, whereas (32g) and (32h) translate it 

with a finite verb. 

As mentioned above, verbal aspect plays no part in grammaticalizing Mandarin 

conditional sentences. In translation, nuances of Greek conditionals can only be 

expressed in Mandarin by means of le xis, which provides a number of options. For 

example, instead of rugu6 or ruo, one may employ jiashe, which is commonly used in 

making hypothetical statements. In addition, adverbs such as juebu, duanbu, and juedui 

used in (32c, e, i), as well as the sentence-final modal participle le in (32f) and (32i), add 

emphasis in the assertion to the contrary. 172 Auxiliary verbs such as hui in (32f) and (32h), 

however, are not preferable for rendering the indicative verb in the apodosis. (32i) 

illustrates the preferable rendering of (32). 

5.4.4. Third Class Conditional 

The third class conditional is formed by ea v + subjunctive in the protasis, with 

virtually every verb form in the apodosis. 173 Grammarians refer to this type of conditional 

as "future more vivid" (in contrast to the "future less vivid" or fourth class conditional 

with the optative) or simply future conditional. 174 This type of conditional occurs only 

slightly less frequently than the first class conditional in the New Testament. Here, the 

172 For discussions on the modal particle le and its relations to the perfective -le, see 3.2.4 and 3.2.5.2.c.a, 
pp. 112-14, 124-26 above. 
173 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 307-11; Porter, Idioms, 261-62. Greenlee calls this a "condition of contingency." 
Greenlee, Concise Exegetical Grammar, 62. In fact, this had been noted by Sewall earlier. See Sewall, "On 
the Distinction," 77-82. 
174 See, for example, Goodwin, Syntax, §444; Machen, New Testament Greek, §§288-90; Moule, Idiom 
Book, 148; BDF, §373; Boyer, "Third (and Fourth) Class Conditions," 163-75; Rijksbaron, Syntax (3d ed.), 
69-70; Machen and McCartney, New Testament Greek (2d ed.), §§311-13. Chamberlain notes an example 
from Phil 3: 12, where the protasis is introduced by EL See Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 198. 
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subjunctive mood together with &av expresses projection in a form of hypothetical 

statement. The nuances of the tense-forms are determined by verbal aspect, and must be 

translated accordingly into Mandarin. (33) illustrates: 175 

(33) Kat [yap] EOV aya0orrot~TE TOV~ aya0onotovVTa~ uµa~. TtOta uµ1v xapt~ 

E<JTtv; ... Kat EOV fuvt<JT}TE Trap' Z.w EATrlSETE Aa~ElV, TIOta uµ1v xapt~ 

[E<ITiv]; (Luke 6:33-34) 

W~~~~~~~#~~~A,t-l-•~-m~~?· · -~~~~~ 

A' ~~~.vt~~t@7 't-tt-•~~ma~~? (UV, PK, JOHMN, WANG, 

LU, CRV) 176 

Nimen ruo shandai na shandai n1men de ren, you shenme ke ch6uxie de 

ne? ... Nimen ruo jie gei ren, zh1wang c6ng ta shouhui, you shenme ke 

ch6uxie de ne? 

If you show kindness to those who show kindness to you, what is worthy of 

reward? ... if you lend to someone, expecting a return from him, what is 

worthy ofreward? 

NCV) 177 

Rugu6 n1men zhr shandai naxie dui n1men hao de ren, n1men you shenme 

gongde? . .. rugu6 n1men zh1 ken ba dongxI jie gei naxie hui changhuan 

n1men de ren, n1men you shenme gongde? 

175 For other examples of the third class conditional, see John 19:12 in chapter 6 below. 
176 Instead of ch6uxie, other disyllabic verbs shiingci ~ ~ ("bestow," PK, JOHNM) and giinxie ~ ~ ("be 
grateful," WANG) are used. 
177 The NCV has hiiochU -!it~ ("benefits") instead of gongde. 



If you only show kindness to those who are kind to you, what merits do you 

have? .. .if you are willing to lead things to those who is able to return to 

you, what merits do you have? 
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~~~~~R·~~~·#~~~A't••~-~?· · ·~~~~R 
·~~~·~-·~A,~t•~~-~?CTC~ 

Jiiiru nYmen zhY shandai naxie shandai nYmen de ren, you shenme gongde 

ne? .. jiiiru nimen zhr jieqian gei you xiwang changhuan de ren, you you 

shenme gongde ne? 

If you only show kindness to those who show kindness to you, what merits 

do you have? ... if you lend money only to those whom you hope will 

return, what merits do you have? 

~~~·~~·#~~~,4~~••tt~~-?·. ·~~~~~~~ 

~·~-·~,4~~••tt~~-?~~ 

Nimen shandai na shandai nimen de, wei nimen hai suan shenme 

gongde? ... nimen ruo jie gei naxie you xiwang changhuan de, wei 

nimen hai suan shenme gongde? 

(If) you show kindness to those who show kindness to you, what merits 

do you have? ... ifyou lend to those whom you wish to return, what 

merits do you have? 

~R·~~~·#~~~A't•~-~~?· · ·~~R~~~~h« 
•MJA' t ·~1!,/~~~MJ~? (CLB) 

Zhi shandai naxie shandai nimen de ren, you shenme xiqi ne? ... nimen zhi 

jieqian gei youli changhuan de ren, you shenme zhide kuayao de ne? 



(If) you only show kindness to those who show kindness to you, what is the 

big deal? ... (if) you lend money only to those who are able to return, 

what is worthy of praise? 
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OO~~~R··~*~·#~~~A't*•~~~?· · ·~~~R*• 
#;-;ff ~~ }J 1'J: J! MJ A ' t 1t * .:i:)J,tt ~ ? (FOLEY) 

Nimen ruo zhi yuan shandai-zhe na shandai nimen de ren, suan shenme 

gongde ne? ... nimen ruo zhi ken jie gei you nengli changhuan de ren, 

suan shenme gongde ne? 

If you are willing to extend kindness only to those who show kindness to you, 

what merits do you have? ... if you are willing to lend only to those who 

are able to return, what merits do you have? 

(33a-e) render the two Greek conditionals very similarly. All except (33d) and (33e) 

introduce the protases with conditional particles in both sentences. More important is that 

(33a-e) all employ the 0 morpheme to translate the two subjunctives, regardless of their 

tense-forms. (33b) is the only example that uses the auxiliary ken to express hypothetical 

projection of the subjunctive 8avt<Jf1TE. The Greek subjunctive mood, as discussed in 

5.2.1. above, may be represented by an auxililary verb in Mandarin. Therefore, in order to 

fully convey the sense of the third class conditional in (33), auxiliary verbs, such as yuan 

and ken, must be present in front of the verbs. In regards to the verb forms of the 

subjunctive, -zhe is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it is morphologically reflects 

the imperfective aspect expressed by the present tense-form aya8orrot~TE, as (33f) 

illustrates. The monosyllabic verb jie with the 0 morpheme is a satisfactory translation of 
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8aviaf]TE because it reflects the aspect and less heavily marked aorist tense-form in 

Greek. 

5.4.5. Fourth class conditional 

Traditional grammarians refer to the fourth class conditional as the "future less vivid" 

conditional because they believe that it expresses less vividness of futurity than the 

"future more vivid" (i.e. third class) conditional. 178 It is formed by Et+ optative verb in 

the protasis and av with an optative verb or imperfect in the apodosis. 179 Only partial 

forms of this type of conditional occur in the New Testament. 180 The optative mood, as 

noted in 5.2.2. above, grammaticalizes projection and contingency. 181 (34) illustrates: 182 

(34) ec5Et ETit (JOU rrapEtVat Kat KOTfJYOPElV El Tl exo1ev rrpo~ EµE (Acts 24:19) 

Tamen ruo you gao WO de shi,jiu yingdang dao Ill mianqian lai gao WO. 

If they have something to accuse me, (they) should come before you to 

178 Goodwin, "'Shall'," 87-107; Goodwin, Greek Grammar, §§1418-22, 1447; Burton, Syntax, §259; 
Babbitt, Grammar, §605; Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, §2566. 
179 Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 198-99; Moule, Idiom Book, 150; BDF, §§385-86; Boyer, 
"Classification of Optatives," 135-36; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 311-12; Porter, Idioms, 263-65; Rijksbaron, 
Syntax (3d ed.), 71-72. Greenlee calls it a "hesitant condition." See Greenlee, Concise Exegetical Grammar, 
62. 
180 Grammarians are divided about the fourth class conditional in the New Testament. Boyer, for example, 
thinks that there is not an example of it in the New Testament, while many others identifiy various passages 
(including Acts 17:27, 24:19, 27:39, 1Cor14:10, 15:37, and 1Pet3:14, 3:17) as at least partially fourth 
class conditionals. See Robertson, Grammar, 1022; Chamberlain, Exegetical Grammar, 198-99; Dana and 
Mantey, Manual Grammar, 290; Moule, Idiom Book, 150; BDF, §385; Turner, Syntax, 125-28; Brooks and 
Winbery, Syntax, 114-15, 65; Boyer, "Third (and Fourth) Class Conditions," 164 n. 3, 70-71; Porter, 
Idioms, 263-64. 
181 Compare Sewall, who asserts that the optative functions as a "supposition of conceived fact." Sewall, 
"Distinction," Similarly, Jelf, Grammar, vol. 2, §855. Compare also Green, who notes that the optative in 
this conditional expresses "entire uncertainty-a supposed case." See Green, Handbook, 318. 
See also Jelf, Grammar, vol. 2, §855. 
182 1 Cor 15 :3 7 contains an example of a partial (only the protasis) fourth class conditional Ei i:vxot. See my 
chapter 7. 
183 The PK has ruo you gao wo de hua * ~-%-~ 09 i* ("if they have words to say against me") instead of 
ruo you gao WO de shi. 
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accuse me. 

Ta.men ruo you gao WO de shi, ta.men yinggai dao ni mianqian konggao. 

If they have something to accuse me, they should come before you to bring 

charges. 

Ta.men ruo you shenme shi keyi gao wo,jiu yingdang dao zhe 11, zai ni 

mianqian gao WO. 

If they have something they might accuse me, (they) should come here, and 

accuse me before you. 

Wanyz tamen babude you shi yao gao wo, shi you biyao dao nin mianqian lai. 

If they really had something to accuse me, it was necessary to come before you. 

In (34), the optative in the protasis clearly belongs to the fourth class conditional, 

whereas the imperfect in the apodosis seems to belong to either the first or the second 

class conditionals. 185 In translation, however, sorting out which type of conditional the 

apodosis belongs to should be left open to the reader. 

Unlike the Greek conditional clause, the protasis of a Mandarin conditional must be 

placed before the apodosis, as seen in (34a-d). The translations in (34a--c) are almost 

184 The TCV has konggao #. %- ("charge") instead of gao in the protasis, and kongsu #.11f ("accuse") 
instead of konggao in the apodosis. 
185 Porter, Idioms, 264. Boyer, for example, is undetermined regarding the exact interpretation of the 
apodosis. He notes that while the second class conditional is possible, the imperfect could also be a "normal 
tense structure of the relative clause." See Boyer, "Other Conditional Elements," 174. See also Zerwick, 
Biblical Greek, §319. Compare Rijksbaron, who asserts that the optative in the protasis is an "iterative use 
of the optative," whereas the imperfect in the apodosis suggests that the conditional denotes "habitual states 
of affairs in the past ... repeatedly fulfilled in the past." Rijksbaron, Syntax (3d ed.), 72-73. 
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identical. All three use ruo to introduce the protasis, and the 0 morpheme to render the 

verbs EbEt and EXOtEv, irrespective of their difference in mood or tense-form. In order to 

express fully the contingency of the optative EXOtEv in the protasis, the auxiliary babude 

("earnestly wish") needs to be added before the verb you, as (34d) illustrates. 186 Also, 

since ylngdang and ylnggai are both auxiliary verbs in Mandarin, they are not suitable for 

translating an indicative verb. A better option would be using the verb phrase shi you 

biyao with the 0 morpheme to convey the imperfective aspect of EbEt. 

5.4.6. Future Conditional 

This type of conditional statement is formed by Et + future in the protasis with various 

verb forms in the apodosis. Many grammarians discuss this conditional under the first 

class conditional because they treat the future as an indicative form. 187 Goodwin 

(followed by Gildersleeve, Smyth, Burton and many others) argues that the future coveys 

a "strong likelihood of fulfillment, especially in appeals to the feelings and in threats and 

wamings."188 If this is the case, the future evidently conveys a special modal sense. 189 As 

Porter has argued, the future form is used to grammaticalize expectation. 190 In Mandarin, 

notions of expectation may be represented by auxiliary verbs. (35) illustrates: 

186 See 5.2.2.1, p. 237 above. 
187 See, for example, Morris, "On Some Forms," 44-53; Gildersleeve, "On Ei with the Future Indicative," 
5-23; Goodwin, Greek Grammar, § 1401; Smyth and Messing, Greek Grammar, §2563; Zerwick, Biblical 
Greek, §305. 
188 Goodwin, Greek Grammar, § 1415. Italics added. Gildersleeve notes that the future form adds a "stem, 
minatory, prophetic" tone and "monitory character to the conditional statement." See Gildersleeve, "Ei 
with the Future Indicative," 9-14. See also Clapp, "Conditional Sentences in Aischylos," 45-48; Clapp, 
"Conditional Sentences in the Greek Tragedians," 86-88; Burton, Syntax, §§254-55. Compare Turner, who 
notes "the feeling of definiteness and actual realization accompanied it. It is almost causal." Turner, Syntax, 
115. 
189 Gildersleeve, "Ei with the Future Indicative," 10; Sonnenschein, Syntax, §354; Wakker, Conditions, 
167-76. 
190 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 312-16; Porter, Idioms, 264-65. See also BDF §375. The future is closely related 
to the subjunctive mood and is often used in place of a subjunctive in conditional statements. See Winer, 
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(35) Ei TTclVTE<; m<av8aA.1a0~aOVTat EV aoi, &yw oubETTOTE m<av8aA.1aS~ao11ai. 

(Matt 26:33) 

(a) $ A.~ t~ 41t- 69 ~ ~9:.il 111 ' ~ {ip 7j<_ ~ il fi1 ° (UV) 

Zhongren su'fran wei ni de yuangu die-dao, WO que yongbu die-dao. 

Although people stumble on account of you, I will never stumble. 

Zhongren su'fran qijue ni, wo yongbu qijue nL 

Although people abandon you, I will never abandon you. 

Zhongren su'f hui yinzhe ni er bandie, WO zongbu bandie. 

"Although people will stumble because of you, I will never stumble." 

Jishi zhongren yin ni die-dao, WO que yongbu die-dao! 

Even if people stumble because of you, I will never stumble! 

Jiusuim suoyou de ren dou yin ni de yuangu houtui, WO que yongbu houtui. 

Even if all fall away on account of you, I will never fall away. 

Jiusuan renren quandou weile Ill er miiinbuliiio bandie, WO juedui yong bu 

Treatise, 374; Robertson, Grammar, 1017; Porter, Idioms, 264-65; Duhoux, Verbe grec ancien, 456-57. 
Contra Boyer, who thinks that the future "indicates a simple logical connection in future time." Boyer, 
"Third (and Fourth) Class Conditions," 172-73. 
191 JOHMN has yanqi ~ ;t ("foresake") instead of qijue. 
192 The TCV uses lfqi ~;t ("abandon") instead of die-drw; the CRY has bimdie $f >'!k with the 0 

morpheme instead of die-d{w. 
193 The CLB has beipan 11' JR.. ("betray") instead of houtui. 
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hui bandie. 

Even if all fall inevitably on account of you, I shall never fall! 

The conditional particles,jfshr andjiusuan in (35d--e), are preferable to the concessive 

conjunctive sufran ("although") used in (35a--c). Regarding the verb forms, (35b, c, d) 

translate the two future forms aKav8aA.1a8~aovTm and aKav8aA.ta8~aoµm with the 0 

morpheme. LU in (35c) uses the auxiliary verb hui for the future in the protasis, but not 

in the apodosis. The auxiliary verb hui is considered appropriate because it expresses the 

expectation of the speaker. (35a) and (35d), on the other hand, use the RVC dao ("fall"), 

which does not reflect the future forms of the original. In order to convey fully the sense 

of expectation signaled by the future form, auxiliary verbs mianbuliao and hui must 

accompany the verbs in both clauses of the conditional. Also, the 0 morpheme is the 

preferable translation of the Greek future form, as (35f) illustrates. 

5.5. Conclusion 

This chapter continues the effort begun in the previous chapter to conduct a thorough 

investigation of the New Testament Greek aspect in the non-indicative moods, with the 

objective of devising an applicable system of translating Greek aspect into Mandarin 

aspect. The results provide the translator with a powerful linguistic system of translating 

biblical passages, which will be applied and tested in the next two chapters. 
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CHAPTER 6 THE PASSION NARRATIVE OF JOHN 18-19 

6.1. Introduction 

6.1.1. Aim of the Chapter 

The aim of the current and following chapters is to apply the proposed translation 

theory outlined in chapters 2-5 to two selected New Testament passages, the Passion 

narrative of John's Gospel (John 18-19) and Paul's exposition on the resurrection of the 

body in I Corinthians (1 Corinthians 15). The translation provided here was written 

according to the principles of systematic rendering of the Greek verbal aspect into 

Mandarin verbal aspect developed in this dissertation. Over sixty Chinese (including 

twenty-two Mandarin) Bible versions are critically evaluated, along with several key 

Nestorian, Manichaean, and Catholic writings before the modem period. 1 Although 

primary attention is given to the grammatical translation of Greek aspect into Mandarin 

aspect in the New Testament, other linguistic issues pertaining to Bible translation will 

also be addressed. 

6.1.2. Discourse Structure of John 18-19 

The Passion narrative of John (John 18-19) is divided into seven discourse units: the 

arrest of Jesus (18:1-14), Peter's first denial (18:15-18), the trial before Annas (18:19-

24), Peter's denial of Jesus again (18:25-27), the trial before Pilate (18:28-19:16a), the 

crucifixion of Jesus (19:16b-37), and the burial of Jesus (19:38--42). Discourse 

1 Five Japanese versions (Catholic and Protestant), RAGUET, the TRNT, CBT, JCV, and JRV, are 
Consulted here specifically for non-verbal terms and expressions (e.g. apxtEpEV<;, xapt<;) because the 
Japanese writing system employs Chinese characters, and, more importantly, because the tradition of 
biblical translation in Japan has its roots in China. For introductory comments on the Japanese Bible and its 
relation to the history of Bible translation in China, see Clement, "Japanese Bible," 296-306; Harrington, 
"Bible in Japan," 66-75; Gulick, "Bible in Japan," 380-86. 
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boundaries are determined by shifts in tense-form and grammatical person.2 For example, 

the shift in tense-form from the aorist (18:27) to the present (18:28) marks the beginning 

of a new pericope of the trial before Pilate (18:28-19: 16a). The shift from the first person 

(17:4-26) to the third person (18:1) also signals the beginning of a new discourse unit, 

namely, the Passion narrative of Christ. Smaller discourse boundaries are marked by 

conjunctives, such as Kai (18:38b--40), 8e (18:2-11), oDv (18:12-14, 33-38a; 19:1-7, 8-

16a, 23-24, 25-27, 31-37), or f.lETa TOVTO (19:28-30).3 

The three verbal aspects in Greek (i.e. perfective, imperfective, stative) are 

characterized by their performance of specific functions in each of the discourse units. 

The perfective aspect is grarnrnaticalized by the aorist tense-forms and is used 186 times 

(62% of total verbs) in the Passion narrative of John.4 The perfective aspect in Greek is 

generally used to provide background information to the narrative. In the first discourse 

unit (18:1-14), for example, the author of the narrative uses three aorist tense-forms 

(ehrwv, E~~A.8ev, dcr~A.8ev) in v. 1 to depict the thematic backdrop to the narrative of 

Jesus' arrest. Because it is less heavily marked, the aorist does not emphasize the action 

in narrative discourse unless certain distinctive syntactic or pragmatic features, such as 

repetition (of the exact verb form; see 19:6, 15), warrant the marking of prominence.5 In 

2 Porter, Idioms, 301-02. 
3 Porter, Idioms, 301; Porter and O'Donnell, Discourse Analysis, chap. 3; Black, Sentence Conjunction, 
108-281; Westfall, Discourse Analysis, 46-47. 
4 There are a total of 300 verbs in the Passion narrative of John. The future form, although discussed in 
chapters 6-7, is not included in the statistics presented here. Also, verbs such as Etpi (including its 
derivatives, e.g. E~wnv) and q>T}flt are aspectually vague (i.e. lacking a perfective/imperfective opposition) 
and therefore are not counted here. In addition, verbs enclosed with square brackets (e.g. John 19:24) are 
also not counted. For a discussion of aspectually vague verbs found in the Greek New Testament, see 
Porter, Verbal Aspect, 441-47. 
5 See Porter and O'Donnell, Discourse Analysis, chap. 4; Porter, Idioms, 302-04; Westfall, Discourse 
Analysis, 74-75. There are other syntactic and pragmatic means to convey prominence in discourse (e.g. 
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such cases, two-morpheme aspect compounds (e.g. -guo-le or RVC-/e) may be used to 

reflect the discourse prominence expressed in the Greek. Apart from these exceptions, 

two-morpheme aspect compounds are not used in translating the aorist tense-form in 

Greek into Mandarin. 

The imperfective and stative aspects, on the other hand, are utilized to convey 

prominence in Greek discourse because they are more heavily marked. The imperfective 

aspect in Greek is grammaticalized by the present and imperfect tense-forms, accounting 

for a total of 80 occurrences (27% of total verbs) in the Passion narrative of John.6 The 

imperfective aspect in Greek provides cohesion and also marks foregrounded prominence 

in discourse. 

For example, in both 18:17 and 18:26, the author of the narrative intentionally uses the 

same present indicative AEYEt to introduce direct quotations, thereby providing cohesion 

to these two separate discourse units concerning Peter's denials of Jesus (18:15-18; 25-

27). Here, textual cohesion is especially pertinent because these two episodes of Peter's 

denials are separated by the pericope of Jesus' trial before Annas (18: 19-24). The 

translator has the option of using a two-morpheme aspect compound (e.g. -/e-IDVC) or a 

disyllabic verb with the 0 morpheme. The former is preferable not only because it 

morphologically reflects the imperfective aspect that is signaled by the present tense-

form in Greek, but also because it corresponds closely to the discourse function of the 

Greek as a foregrounding device, as well as providing textual cohesion to these two 

pericopes. 7 

clause structure, redundant pronouns), however, the current dissertation will focus on the discourse 
function of verbal aspect in Greek. 
6 The present tense-form accounts for 68 occurrences in John 18-19, whereas the imperfect has only 12. 
7 See further comments on AEyE1 (18:4), pp. 310-11 below. 
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The stative aspect is grammaticalized by the perfect and pluperfect tense-forms, which 

occur 34 times (11 % of total verbs) in the Passion narrative of John. 8 It is the most 

heavily marked aspect in Greek, and is generally used to frontground narrative discourse. 

The pericope of Jesus' crucifixion (19:16b-37), which accounts for 13 occurrences of the 

stative aspect, is the most prominent among the other discourse units of the Passion 

narrative of John. In order to reflect the discourse function of the Greek stative aspect in 

Mandarin, a four-character set phrase with the 0 morpheme, in general, is most suitable. 

For example, in the pericope of Jesus' burial (19:38-42), the two perfect participles, 

KEKpvµµevo~ (19:38) and TE8E1µevo~ (19:41 ), highlight the importance of Jesus burial in 

the brand new tomb of Joseph of Arimathea, who had secretly followed him. The perfect 

tense-forms are translated into Mandarin by two four-character set phrases with the 0 

morpheme. 

Other pragmatic and syntactic considerations, however, necessitate that in some 

instances the Greek perfect or pluperfect tense-forms may be better translated into 

Mandarin by the stative aspect morpheme -zhe rather than by a four-character set phrase 

with the 0 morpheme. For example, wei-zhe ("surround") is stylistically a more 

preferable translation of the pluperfect tense-form EtITT~KEtaav (18:18) than a four-

character set phrase with the 0 morpheme, which is also used to translate the perfect 

participle (of the same verb) EITTW~ in the same verse. 

6.1.3. Nestorian Records of the Passion Narrative of Christ 

Having outlined the discourse structure of John 18-19, the following examines the 

earliest known Chinese texts concerning the Passion narrative of Christ: the Jesus-

8 The perfect tense-form accounts for 29 occurrences, whereas the pluperfect has only 5 occurrences in 
John 18-19. 
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Messiah Sutra (also called the Hsu-T'ing Messiah Sutra) and the Lord of the Universe's 

Discourse on Almsgiving, both of which were Nestorian documents dated in the early 

seventh century. The Jesus-Messiah Sutra contains a brief harmonized account of the 

Passion narrative, reporting details such as Jesus being "over thirty-two years old" (v. 

190), being falsely accused by "followers of the wicked cause of existence," being tried 

by Pilate (Pilu6dusf 111t!:,!.{i.~.'&, vv. 190-97; John 18:28-19:16a), and being "bound upon 

the tree" (mit shangfa-zhe ~J:.J~~' vv. 203-204) between "two highway men" 

(liiingge jiedao ren rf.J MM i!A, v. 202) at Golgotha (Qijit ~t 6], v. 201; John 19:17) at 

the fifth hour on the Sabbath (liitri zhai i\ El jt, "six-day-feast," v. 203). Other events are 

also reported by the Sutra, including Pilate washing his hands (su6 shuf xfshou %' 1~i7t. + 
v. 196; Matt 27:24-25) to declare his innocence in the death of Jesus, the shaking of the 

earth, and the rising of the dead from their graves:" ... there was black darkness on every 

side, and the earth quaked and the mountains were rent, and all the gates of graves in the 

world were opened and the men got life" (Si.fang an hei. Di zhan shanbeng. Shijian 

su6y6u mitmen bing kai. Suoyou sfren bing xf de hu6 r!!1 -jj" Ml .W.. 0 J~~ w M 0 i!!: r~i ?Jf *" 

.£ri3E.rJJ 0 ?Jf*"ftt.A3E.~11-~ 0 v.204;Matt27:51-54).9 

The Discourse on Almsgiving provides interesting additional details to the Sutra 

concerning the one who betrays and the one who buries Jesus. It describes Judas Iscariot 

as "a Jew" (Shihu ren ;G .~A) and "at first a follower; but, afterward he raised his hand 

against (his Master) ... three days before He met His death, this man had already made an 

agreement (of betrayal)" (Chu c6ng qfshou xiang. Sf yit qian san ri. Ziio yue shit Jing {11 

9 The English translation is from Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 145-46. 
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1Jt~4- foJ 0 §t-ffl /lt 3- El 0 -f ~9 ~:t 0 vv. 119, 123; 66-67). 1° Furthermore, the 

Discourse reports that Joseph of Arimathea (Yaoxi -t&t f), described as a "man, observing 

the law of the country," "went to the house (of Pilate) and begged (the body of Jesus). 

(Joseph) wrapped the body (of Jesus) in a new clean cloth, and buried Him in a new 

graveyard, where there was a new tomb, which had recently been hewn out on the side of 

the broken-off hill" (Zhi zhuo fii c6ngjiii su6. Xiang xfn liang bull gu6. Yl yu xfn mutian 

li. Y 6u xfn chuiin chu shiin pf bolie tAt'UidJt ~ 't 0 foJ J!f #;f-~ lLt 0 # **!f £. l!1 t. 0 

;ff #,If'.# ht Jl ;ftt.~ ~ 0 vv. 115-117; John 19:38-42). 11 

6.2. Chinese Translation of John 18-19 

The Chinese translation provided in this section was written according to the 

principles of systematic rendering of the Greek verbal aspect into Mandarin verbal aspect 

developed in chapters 2-5 of this dissertation. The format of each section begins with a 

presentation of the Greek text, followed by my Chinese translation, a transliteration of the 

Chinese, an English rendering of the Chinese, and, finally, an in-depth treatment of 

selected verbs and key words. 12 The Greek text, including word divisions and punctuation 

marks (but not paragraph breaks), follows Nestle-Aland's Novum Testamentum Graece 

10 For the Chinese text, see Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 51-70; see also 206-247 for an English 
translation with notes. The Discourse on Almsgiving also records narratives of events following the burial 
of Jesus, including eyewitness accounts of the empty tomb, the resurrection, post-resurrection appearances, 
the Great Commission, the promise of the coming of the Holy Spirit, and the ascension to heaven (vv. 118-
51). 
11 The English translation is provided by Saeki in Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 216. The rarely used 
character ~$ is not found in any of the standard Chinese lexicons (e.g. Emperor Kangxi 's Lexicon ((~ ~ .'.f 
~)), Shuo wenjie zi zhu ((iJU.:.Af.'.f ~.i)), Gile's Dictionary, or Contemporary Chinese Dictionary). 

Although its precise meaning is unclear, Saeki gives the translation "clean," which probably stems from his 
assumption that~$ is derived from liang 8*, which denotes "to dry in the sun," a step in the process of 
making cloth. 
12 The discussions in this chapter (and throughout this dissertation) do not include vague verbs (seep. 297 n. 
4 above). 
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(27th ed.). 13 The English translation is provided for the convenience ofreaders with 

limited or no knowledge of Chinese. The English translation was written following the 

translation principles outlined in chapter 2 of this dissertation, and has special emphasis 

on reflecting the verbal aspect of the Chinese. 

6.2.1. Jesus Arrested (John 18:1-14) Jflt._;f,t:t;f 

This pericope may be divided into three sub-sections (18:1, 2-11, 12-14). The 

discourse boundaries of these sub-sections, as noted in 6.1.2, are marked by the 

conjunctives bE (18:2) and oDv (18:12), as well as shifts in tense-form (18:2, 12). The 

aorist tense-forms are used to set the scene (v. 1), carry the movement of the narrative (vv. 

3-13), and conclude the discourse unit (v. 14). The present tense-forms are employed to 

introduce the confrontation between Jesus and the arresting party (vv. 3-5) and draw 

special attention to a number of key events: the speeches of Jesus (vv. 4, 7-8) and 

Caiaphas (v. 14). The perfect and pluperfect tense-forms are reserved to mark 

frontgrounded prominence in the narrative. The perfect tense-forms are utilized to 

highlight Jesus' premonitions of what will soon transpire (v. 4) and God's gracious gifts 

(vv. 9, 11), while the pluperfect tense-forms are used to highlight Judas' role in betraying 

Jesus (vv. 2, 5). 

Ta\ha ElTTWV 'Irpov~ E~~A.8ev CJUV TOl~ µa8f]TOl~ QVTOV TIEpav TOV xe1µ6.ppov 

rnv Ke8pwv onov ~v K~rro~, ei~ ov eia~A.8ev avTo~ Kat oi µa8f)Ta1 avTou. (18:1) 

Jfis .if.-$t 7t. ii Jtt-t~ :zAt ' it Fl ~ ~ ri -fk m F~ ' A&i! i& ;it~~~ 0 ,/£ n~ ~;ff -100 tm 

-T' ~:f):jfl~~ ri-fk-FllI! t-l 0 

13 Aland et al., Novum Testamentum Graece. 
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Yesii shuo-wan zhexie hua zhThou, sui tong ta de mentu chiimen, yueguo Jilun xigu. 

Zai na Ir you yige yuanzi, ta jiu gen ta de mentu yit6ngjin-le qu. 

After Jesus has finished saying these, he went out with his disciples, and crossed the 

Kidron Valley. There was a garden, and then Jesus entered it with his disciples. 

ehrwv (cf. v. 38b) Most wenli versions use the RVC bi ("conclude," MOR, GU, DV, 

GO, BB, SJ, WV; also one Mandarin version, HS) orjing ~("complete," GURY, UVW, 

UVB) to denote the perfective aspect of ehrwv. In Mandarin, the aorist participle may be 

translated by shuo-wan with the RVC wan ("complete," CPB). The 0 morpheme (MAR, 

BCV, CSV, JOHN, TCV) is another option; however, it is not preferable here because it 

allows for the interpretation of aspects other than the perfective in Mandarin. Several 

Mandarin versions (SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, IG, HSC, LU, CRV, RCUV, CSB) use the 

perfective -le, which also reflects the aspect of the aorist tense-form and may be used 

interchangeably with RVCs. However, the two-morpheme aspect compound wan-le 

(RVC-le) used in some versions (MSV, PK, JOHNM, CNT, SB, DCT) is not preferable 

because it expresses foregrounded prominence that is absent in the Greek. 

'Iriaovs- Yesii, in its current and most common transliterated form, first appeared in 

Catholic writings before the sixteenth century. Ricci used the expression Yesiiji wei 

Jiuzhu ye JJ~.~.f.i!~ ~)q .tl..i.-tl!.. ("Jesus means 'savior"') in the T'ien-chu Shih-i and was 

followed by Basset, Morrison, and Marshman. 14 The alternative form JI~ .~i (same 

pronunciation) sometimes appears in the phrase Yesii Jflis'fdii wodeng Zhu JI~ .~i£:f1J M lil(. 

~ ~ .i. ("Jesus Christ our Lord"). 15 The Russian Orthodox translation of the New 

Testament in Chinese instead has Yly'fsflsl 1,.-1,.-.i.f.J!IT (see discussion in 2.2.4.4). 'Iriaous-

14 Ricci, T'ien-chu Shih-i, 448, line 580. 
15 Ortiz, Commentary, 4. 
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was transcribed into Chinese at least three different ways in the Nestorian and 

Manichaean documents dated between the seventh and tenth centuries: Yishu ~~ ~ ([, i~ 

csiwo] lit. "moving rat") from the Syriac ~C\...L..J in the Jesus-Messiah Sutra (vv. 156, 

160), Yishit ft-it ([ ·iei" c~iu"] lit. "screen-number") in the Discourse on Almsgiving (v. 

220), and Yishit ~it [, iiu c~iu"] in the Incomplete Religious Scripture of a Persian 

Religion. 16 Following the conventions of modem Chinese versions, JJ~.~.f. is not 

underlined throughout the New Testament. 

e!;~A..0ev (see also 18:29, 19:34) The 0 morpheme (e.g. PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, IG, 

HSC, LU, TCV, NCV, CPB, CSB) and the perfective aspect marker -le (CLB) are both 

good translations, although the former better reflects the less heavily marked aorist tense-

form. Also, since there is no shift in tense-form here, the 0 morpheme is preferable. 

eia~A.0ev Most Mandarin versions use eitherjinqit ("go into," SYD, WANG, CNT, 

HS, LU, TCV, CPB) with the 0 morpheme, or the same verb form with the modal particle 

le (PK, JOHNM, UV, ZHU, BT, IG, HSC, SB, CRV, NCV, RCUV, CSB) and the 0 

morpheme. The perfective aspect marker -le (CLB) is preferable to the 0 morpheme 

because it formally reflects the aspect of the Greek and marks the contrasts between the 

two aorists, e!;~A.8ev ("went out") and eia~A.8ev ("went in"). However, as argued in 

16 Pronunciations of ancient Chinese in square brackets are given by Karlgren. See Karlgren, Analytic 
Dictionary, s.v. For comments on Yfshu ;f~ ti... and Yishit .fttk., see Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 120-21, 
157, 246; Zetzsche, "Indigenizing," 144; Haneda, "Remarks on the Jesus-Messiah Sutra," 262. For 
comments on Yfshit ~ft, see Bryder, Chinese Transformation of Manichaeism, 48, 114; Zetzsche, 
"Indigenizing," 150. See also Haneda, "Remarks on the Jesus-Messiah Sutra," 262. Haneda and others 
identify the term Xutlng (or Hsli-t'ing) ff~, which appears in the Chinese title of the Jesus-Messiah Sutra, 
as a possible transliteration of Jesus. I have found their conclusion on the basis of the phonetic connection 
between the ancient Chinese pronunciation of ff~ ([czjwo , fieng'] according to Karlgren) and the Syriac 
~cu.._., to be problematic. Also, it is difficult to reconcile why Bishop Alopen would use a different 
Chinese term for Jesus when he has already used Yfshu i! ti... in the text. See Haneda, "Remarks on the 
Jesus-Messiah Sutra," 262-63; Moule, Christians in China, 59; Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 147; Kung, 
Christian Religion, 53. 
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chapter 3, the use of a single morphologically expressed perfective morpheme does not 

add emphasis in Mandarin discourse. 

''H18El bE Kat 'Iov8aS" 0 rrapa8i8ouS" OUTOV TOY TOTIOV, on TIOAAaKtS" avv~x811 

'I11aovS" EKEt µETa Twv µa811Twv avTov. (18:2) 

Ta de pantu Y 6uda ye zao dui cidi liao-ruo-zhI-zhang, yinwei Yesu lilci tong tade 

mentu zai nar juji. 

Judas his traitor also knew the place well beforehand, because Jesus and his disciples 

often gathered there. 

ij8E1 The four-character set phrase with the 0 morpheme liiio-ruo-zhr-zhiing ("know a 

place like the back of one's hand") is used to translate the stative aspect of the pluperfect 

tense-form in Greek. In order to distinguish between the pluperfect and perfect tense-

forms, ziio ("beforehand," "in advance") may be added here. This addition is necessary to 

convey the conceptual distance ([+remote]) that is grammaticalized by the Greek 

pluperfect tense-form. 17 By default, four-character set phrases that occur without such 

additions express the immediate ([-remote]) stative aspect. Table 6.1 below lists the 

adverbs and DVCs most commonly used to convey conceptual distance in Mandarin: 

17 The additional words presented in Table 6.1 are also used to render the conceptual distance ([+remote]) 
that is grammaticalized by the Greek imperfect tense-form. See the discussion on John 18: 15 below. 
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Chinese Pinyin English Translation 

till tll * chii/chuqit going out (DVC) 

!1J • ·-!- dao ... qu going to (DVC) 

:tr&-!- guoqit passing through, over (DVC); formerly 

El/EI-!- huilhuiqit qit going back (DVC) 

~ tao always, for a long time, often, very 
~/fl~it/fl~ $ na/nabian/nalf that, there 
fl~ I fl~ 100 I fl~ 1ft na/nage/nitwe i that, that one 
fl~/fl~ at na/nashi then, at that point 

* qu going(DVC) 
J::... . ·-!- shang ... qit going to (DVC) 
~ yuan far, distant, long, remote 
!f- zao beforehand, in advance 

Table 6.1. Adverbs and DVCs commonly used 

to express conceptual distance in Mandarin 

Almost all existing Chinese versions use zhfdao :1-11 i! ("know" UV, ZHU, WANG, 

CNT, IG, BT, HSC, HS, LU, SB, TCV, CRY, CPB, RCUV, CSB) with the 0 morpheme 

to translate ij8Et. Neither ren-de ~!JA:f/- (MSV, PK, JOHNM) nor xiiio-de aJtA:f/- (SYD) are 

preferable because the RVC de expresses perfectivity. 

'Iov8a~ Several different methods of transliteration are used in wenli versions: Ruda 

1t :it (SL-MOR), Rudashi ia * ± (MOR, MAR), Y6udashi ~iifi * ± (GU), Yiwflda 1?" Ii. 

:it (GURY), and Y6uda ~iifi k (DV, GO). Catholic versions had used Rudasf #;$.$,if (WV) 

andJiiiddsf ffe:i!Ji;f (IG) before adopting the standardized form Y6udasf ~ilfi:i!Ji;f (CNT, 

HSC, SB, CPB). Most Protestant Chinese versions (PK, JOHNM, SJ, UV, WANG, ZHU, 

BT, HS, LU, TCV, CLB, CRV, NCV, RCUV, CSB) follow the conventional form Y6uda 

~ilfi k first used by the DV. Like other biblical names, the conventional form Y6uda ~iifi k 

for 'Iov8a~ is preferable to other alternative forms. 
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itapafocSou~ (also v. 5) The expression o rrapacSicSou~ avTov, which literally means, 

"the one who betrays him," may be translated as ta de pantit ("his betrayer"). 18 Only HS 

and CLB recognize this as a substantive use of the participle. 

0 oiv 'IoucSa~ Aa~wv T~V CTTTEtpav Kat EK TWV apx1EpEWV Kat EK TWV <l>apiaaiwv 

urrripfra~ EPXETat EKEl µETa <pavwv Kat :Aaµrr6.c5wv Kat OTIAWV. (18:3) 

~-•ktt~·~~,~~~A~£~~~A~A~'+t•A,k~,~~ 

Ji. .,,._ ·a ;i;. ~ o 
'" ~1.!:i..><.t.~ 

Ranhou Y6uda dai-le wlizhuang bingdui, he jisizhang y!ji Falisai ren de chaiyi, shou na 

denglong, huoba, haiyou bingqi pojin-zhe. 

Then Judas led a company of soldiers, chief priests, and Pharisees' servants, and they 

were coming there with lanterns and torches in their hands. 

:Aa~wv (cf. 18:12, 31; 19:1, 6, 16b, 23, 27, 30, 40) Several versions have ling-le 4~ 1 

("take," MSV, UV, WANG, CNT, IG, BT, LU, SB, CRV, CPB, RCUV) forthe aorist 

participle. Like Eia~A8Ev in v. 1, -le is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it 

morphologically reflects the perfective aspect of the aorist tense-form. The aspect marker 

-zhe (PK, JOHNM, SYD, ZHU, HSC, HS, DCT) is not preferable because it does not 

reflect the perfective aspect of the Greek. 

apx1epewv Here is an example of a Greek word that may be translated by several 

different Chinese words. Inv. 3, as well as 18:35, 19:6, 15, 21, apx1EpEWV is meant as 

the "chief priests" as Opposed to the "high priest" ( apx1EpEu~) in 18: 10, 13, 15-16, 19, 22, 

24, 26. When it refers to the chief priests,jis'fzhiing is the most fitting translation, as 

found in the majority of Mandarin as well as Japanese versions (PK, JOHNM, BB, UV, 

18 See, for example, Zerwick and Grosvenor, Grammatical Analysis, 339; Zerwick, Biblical Greek, §371; 
Porter, Idioms, 182-83. See the discussion in 5.3.2.2.a, pp. 265--67 above. 
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WANG, BT, HS, LU, TCV, CLB, NCV, CRV, RCUV, CSB, JRV, JCV, CBT; cf. KJV, 

TEV, NRSV, TNIV, ESV). In the wenli versions, several phrases are used: du6de 1fi$ 

("priest," SL-MOR),jizhe sh6ubei '**11 ¥-("head worshippers," MOR, MAR, also v. 

35),jizhu '* _i_ ("head worshipper," GU),jis"i zhuzhiing '*a} ~ft. ("chief priests," DV, 

GO, BCV, SJ, UVW, UVB, UVE), and slji sh6u JJ ~~it ("head priest," GURY). The 

Catholic versions use sljizhiing JJ '*ft. ("chief priest," IG, CNT, HSC, WV, SB, CPB). 

When apXtEpewv refers to the High Priest, dajis"i is used ("chief priest," see v. 10). 

Certain versions, however, consistently use the same lexeme for all occurrences of 

apXtEpewv in the New Testament. These include four wenli versions (DV, GO, BCV, 

GURY) and three Mandarin versions (MSV,jis"i t6umu ~~a} j~ §J, "head priest"; SYD, 

dajis"i, "chief priest"; ZHU,jizhu '*.£,"head worshipper"). 

vrr11pE-ra~ The addition of the plural suffix men 1ri to the noun chaiyi ("servant," CSB) 

is unnecessary. See also vv. 12, 18. 

E'pxcrm (cf. &pxoµEva, v. 4) The shift from the aorist (A.a~wv) to the present tense

form would justify the use of a more heavily marked two-morpheme aspect compound. 

The problem here is that zai ... -zhe, while grammatical acceptable, is not preferable in this 

context because of the apparent tautology. However, the translator may use the single 

aspect morpheme -zhe instead to reflect the imperfective aspect of the present tense-form 

in Greek. Most Mandarin versions use lai-dao ("arrive," e.g. PK, UV, SB, LU, NCV, 

CRV, CPB, RCUV), which is not preferable because the RVC dao expresses the 

perfective aspect. 
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l)JTElTE; (18:4) 19 

~~$·~-~*~~~··~-~,~kt~~~~~~~= r~~AA~-

1lL? J 

Cike Yesu dong-cha-qi-jian ta suo mianlin-zhe de yiqie, jiu zou-le chuqu gaosu tamen 

shuo, "Nimen zai zhao na yI wei?" 

Then Jesus, having understood everything that he was soon facing, went out to tell them, 

"For whom are you looking?" 

Ei&w~ As in v. 2, almost all Chinese versions translate the perfect participle by zhfdao 

("know") with the 0 morpheme (e.g. UV, WANG, CNT, IG, BT, HSC, HS, LU, CRV, 

RCUV). ZHU, on the other hand, adds yijfng ("already") to the front of zhfdao, perhaps 

under the misconception that the perfect tense-form is used to grammaticalize past-time 

reference. The four-character set phrase dong-cha-qi-jiiin ("understand thoroughly") with 

the 0 morpheme is the ideal translation here because it reflects the Greek perfect tense-

form as a frontgrounding device. 

epxoµeva (cf. EPXETat, v. 3) Most Mandarin versions have lin-dao lfJi,jiJ ("come upon," 

PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, BT, IG, LU, SB, CLB, CRV, NCV, RCUV) with auxiliary 

verbs such asjiiing,jiiingyao, or yao, which are not suitable translations of the indicative 

mood in Greek. For reasons pointed out above in 4.2.2.2, these auxiliary verbs express 

not only futurity but also expectation.20 Therefore, expressions such asjiiingyao(ljijiiing) 

fasheng ~~~(/f!P~~)1f 1. ("will happen," TCV, CPB),yao ziioyu ~lt~ ("will meet 

19 See also example (1) in 2.2.4.2, pp. 54-55 above. 
20 See 4.2.2.2, pp. 185-87 above. 



with," ZHU, CNT), yao xingjiang dao-lai ~H ~~ J1J *- ("is going to arrive," HS), or 

jiangyao lai-dao ~~~*-J1J ("will arrive," HSC) are not preferable. 
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The translator can now choose between the 0 morpheme and the formally expressed 

imperfective morphemes. Here, the latter is preferable, because it better reflects the 

imperfective aspect signaled by the Greek present tense-form. However, it is best to use 

the single aspect marker -zhe as opposed to a two-morpheme aspect compound because 

zai mianlin-zhe makes the sentence rather heavy or even tautologous, especially with a 

four-character set phrase right in front of it. 

el;fiA.0ev (cf. v. 1) The shift in tense-form from to the present (epxopeva) to aorist 

justifies the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme (in this case, -le). 

A.Eye1 The more heavily marked present tense-form is used in the first verbal exchange 

between Jesus and the arresting party (see also v. 5). The disyllabic verb gaosu ("tell," 

"say") is preferable to monosyllabic verbs, such as wen ("ask," PK, SYD, ZHU, CNT, 

LU, SB, TCV, CPB) or shuo ("say," e.g. UV, BT, IG, NCV, RCUV, CSB), because it is 

more heavily marked in Mandarin narrative discourse. The aspect marker zai, which is 

generally used to translate the Greek present tense-form, cannot be added here because 

the expressions zai wen or zai shuo in this context are regarded as unacceptable in 

Mandarin. For this reason, the 0 morpheme better reflects the imperfective aspect of the 

Greek. 

With the exception of 19:35, in which the author inserted his personal comment 

regarding the credibility of the narrative, A.eyei is utilized frequently throughout the 

Passion narrative of John to introduce direct quotations of statements and questions 

(18:4-5, 17, 26, 38; 19:4-6, 9-10, 14-15, 26--28, 37). In most contexts where A.eyet 
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occurs, the translator does not have an option to choose between the 0 and formally 

expressed imperfective aspect morphemes, because expressions such as zai shuo-zhe 

("saying"), while grammatically acceptable, is not preferable because of the apparent 

tautology. The translator does have the option to choose between disyllabic verbs and 

monosyllabic ones. For each occurrence ofAfyEt, a disyllabic verb is employed with the 

0 morpheme to reflect the more heavily marked present tense-form in Greek as well as 

provide textual cohesion to the pericopes or smaller units of the narrative. However, as 

noted in 6.1.2 above, there are two exceptions (18: 17, 26) where the two-morpheme 

aspect compound -le-IDVC is used (see comments below). 

l;llTElTE (see also vv. 7, 8) Several Mandarin versions have "Nimen zhao shei?" (e.g. 

SYD, UV, BT, IG, LU, SB, RCUV), using the 0 morpheme for the verb zhao ("find"). 

The aspect marker zai is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it formally reflects the 

imperfective aspect of the present tense-form in Greek. 

QTTEKpi6riaav avTC}l· 'Iriaouv TOV Na~wpafov. A!\Et aUTOl<;"" E:yw Eiµt· ElITT~KEl bE 

Kat 'Iov8a<;" 0 rrapa818ov<;" aVTOV jlET' avTWV. W<;" oDv ElTTEV aUTOl<;"" E:yw Eiµt, 

arr~A.eov Ei<;" TO cmiaw Kat ETTECJaV xaµai. (18:5-6) 

~1ri:tt~*"it: r ~J1ii.¥JJA.JJ~.~* 0 J ~-i-WF~1fHt: r ~:f!k 0 J n~et~a9fi~ 

&k~~~~·-~j~i 0 #~~~~a~: r~~kJ'~~~~~~~~ 

1} 1i1J ~ J~J:_ 0 

Tamen dui ta da shuo, "Nasale ren Yesii." Ta gaosu tamen shuo, "Wo jiushi." Nashi ta de 

pantu Y6uda ye zai tamen pangbian bl-jian-'er-li. Dang ta dui tamen shuo-chii, "Wo 

jiushi," tam.en jiu xiang hem tui-xia you pfi-dao zai dishang. 
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They answered him, "Jesus the Nazarene." He said to them, "I am he." Judas the traitor 

was also standing among them. When Jesus said to them, "I am he," they withdrew and 

fell to the ground. 

aTTEKpiSf)aav (v. 5; cf. vv. 8, 20, 23, 30, 34-37; 19:7, 11, 15, 22) This aorist tense

form occurs 13 times in the narrative to introduce direct quotations of the participants. 

Most Mandarin versions (e.g. MSV, PK, UV, ZHU, CNT, SB, LU, TCV, NCV, CPB, 

CSB) use verbs such as huida @7 $. ("reply"), dafa $..!. ("respond"), da ("answer"), 

shuo ("tell"), or wen ("ask") with the 0 morpheme for all of these occurrences. Formally 

expressed perfective aspect morphemes, while grammatically acceptable, are not 

preferable here. The solution may be found by using the monosyllabic verb da with 0 

morpheme (and with shuo to introduce direct quotations) for all 13 occurences of the 

aorist. This provides textual cohesion to other pericopes where the verb form is used (cf. 

CxTT01<plV1J, V. 22). 

A.Eyet (v. 5) As in v. 4, the verb gaosu ("speak," "tell") with the 0 morpheme is again 

used to translate the Greek. This provides textual cohesion to the pericope (18:1-14).21 

eicm1Ket (cf. Eot~KaTE in 1 Cor 15: 1) Some versions use the 0 morpheme zhanli % iL 

("stand," PK) or simply zhan ("stand," UV, SYD, ZHU, RCUV) for the pluperfect tense

form, while others use -zhe (MSV, JOHNM, LU). Although both are acceptable, the four

character set phrase bi-jian-'er-li ("stand shoulder to shoulder") with the 0 morpheme is 

better because it closely reflects the stative aspect and the frontgrounding device signaled 

by the Greek. In order to convey the remoteness of the pluperfect tense-form, nashi 

("then," "at that point") may be added (see also v. 16). 

21 Most commentators fail to note this significant use ofAEYEt. 
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rrapm518ou~ See v. 2. 

eirrev (v. 6; cf. vv. 7-9) Some versions addyf or zheng ("as soon as," "at once") to the 

front of the verb shuo ("speak") (e.g. MSV, ZHU, IG, HS, RCUV), which is acceptable 

but not absolutely necessary here because the adverb is absent in the Greek. The RVC 

chu (e.g. HS) is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it better reflects the perfective 

aspect of the Greek. Also, the shift in tense-form from the present (rrapafo8ou~, v. 5) to 

aorist justifies the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. In addition, 

the RVC provides a better contrast to the imperfective aspect that is signaled by the 

present tense-form A€ye1 in v. 5. 

' N'e ,, OTTf]/\. OV ... ETTEO"OV The perfective aspect signaled by the two aorist tense-forms may 

be morphologically reflected by the RVCs xia and dao. Here, RVCs are preferable to the 

0 morpheme because they leave no ambiguity regarding the aspect in question. 

rraA.1v oDv errripwTfJO'EV m'JTou~· Tiva sfJTEtTE; oi bE e:irrav· 'Iriaouv TOY Nat;wpa'lov. 

clTTEKpi0ri 'Iriaov~· etrrov vµ'lv OTt eyw eiµ1. El oDv eµE SfJTElTE, aq>ETE TOUTOU~ 

{maye1v· 1va rrA.ripw8iJ o A.6yo~ ov eirrev on ov~ 8E8wKa~ µ01 ouK arrwA.eaa €~ 

OUTWV ou8Eva. (18:7-9) 

~ R 11~ .~-Pt ;x rd'j ~1r1-tt : r 1.r- 1r1A.A11~ -1.?L ? J ~1r1-tJL : r t-Jtt.¥h A. JI~.~* 0 J 

~-~~: r~~--~~~~r~~R~;~~~RA.A~,~~~~A.·~ 

~ 0 J <~~A·~~~~~~: r~~~*t*~·~-M~~~~~ 0 J) 

Yushi Yesu zaici wen Ulmen shuo, "Nimen zai zhao na yI wei?" Tamen shuo, "Nasale ren 

Yesu." Yesu da shuo, "Wo yijing gen nimen shuo-guo, 'Wo jiushi,' Nimen yaoshi zai 

zhao WO, jiu r6ng zhexie ren likai ba." (Zhe yao yingyan ta suo shuo-guo de hua, "NI suo 

en-chong-shang-ci de, WO yige ye meiyou shI-diao"). 
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Again Jesus asked them, "For whom are you looking?" They said, "Jesus the Nazarene." 

Jesus replied, "I already told you, "I am he"; if you are looking for me, let these people 

go." (This was to fulfill what he said before: "What you have graciously given, I have not 

lost one"). 

em1pwlT)aev (v. 7) The monosyllabic verb wen ("ask," e.g. UV, SB, NCV, CRV) with 

the 0 morpheme better reflects the less heavily marked aorist tense-form in Greek. 

~TJTEiTE (vv. 7, 8) See v. 4. 

einav (v. 7) As in v. 6, this aorist tense-form of AEycu is again used to introduce a 

direct quotation, so it may also be translated by a monosyllabic verb such as shuo ("say," 

e.g. UV, SB, NCV) with the 0 morpheme. Likewise, arreKpi8T] (v. 8), which is used to 

introduce another direct quotation of Jesus, may be translated the same way. 

aneKpi0T] (v. 8) See v. 5. 

einov (cf. v. 9) In contrast to eirrav in v. 7, the aorist is used here within the quoted 

speech of Jesus, which justifies the use of a morphologically expressed perfective 

morpheme (cf. arrWAEaa, v. 9). The majority of Mandarin versions employ the 0 

morpheme for the aorist: gaosu ("tell," MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, BT, CNT, LU, 

TCV, CRV, NCV, CPB, RCUV, CSB) and shuo ("say," CLB). Other versions, 

predominantly Catholic, have shuo-le (IG, HSC, SB) and gaosu-le (HS) with the 

perfective aspect marker -le. SYD and ZHU, on the other hand, use the aspect marker 

-guo. The perfective markers -le and -guo may be used interchangeably, and both are 

preferable to the 0 morpheme because they morphologically reflect the perfective aspect 

of the aorist tense-form. 
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a<pETE ••• UTiclYElV Almost all Chinese versions use the 0 morpheme for both tense-

forms: rimg ... z6u (ba) ta · · · k(~) ("let ... go," CNT, IG, HS, NCV, TCV, CLB, 

CRV, CPB, RCUV, CSB),fang ... z6u ~i · · · k ("release ... go," LU) and rimg ... qu 

ta · · · .:};; ("let ... go away," UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, SB). Auxiliary verbs such 

as yao (HSC) or kelkeyf (PK, JOHNM) are unnecessary additions since they are used to 

convey volition or contingency in Mandarin. Therefore, the monosyllabic verb rang 

("allow") with the 0 morpheme is suitable for the rendering of the aorist imperative, 

while the disyllabic likiii ("leave") is preferable for the present infinitive in Greek. 

TIAT}pc.u0ij (v. 9; see also v. 32; 19:24, 36) The auxiliary verb yao (JOHNM, UV, SYD, 

WANG, BT, LU, CRV, RCUV, CSB) adequately renders the sense of projection 

expressed by the Greek aorist subjunctive.22 Some versions use conjunctives such as wei 

~ ("for the sake of," HSC, SB) or weile ~ 1 (CNT), which express a similar idea. 

While the aspect marker -le (PK, HS, TCV, NCV, CPB) and the 0 morpheme (e.g. MSV, 

JOHNM, UV, SYD, CRV) are both acceptable, the latter is preferable because it helps to 

establish textual cohesion in the Mandarin translation.23 Therefore, in the other three 

occurrences (v. 32; 19:24, 36), TTAf1pc.u0ij is consistently translated by the disyllabic verb 

yingyan with the 0 morpheme. 

'I' 
EtlTEV (cf. vv. 6-8) Here, -guo is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it 

morphologically reflects the perfective aspect signaled by the aorist tense-form in Greek. 

Also, it is preferable because the aorist occurs in a direct quotation. 

22 For discussions on the subjunctive mood in Greek and its translation into Mandarin, see 5.2.1. 
23 Lil and Zhu argue that aspect morphemes such as -zhe and -le cannot be used when auxiliary verbs such 
as neng, ke, hui, andylnggai are present. This assertion must be dismissed. As Wang Li notes, expressions 
such as Zhe bit gai tau-le qu ii :r-i't. fff.r t -i- ("You should not steal this") or Ye ke sheng-le naxie huarjiang 
-I!!.~ :{it~ *1t.Jl Ii1 ("We can also avoid having to hire a gardener'') are common in Mandarin. See Lil 
and Zhu, Syntax, 79-80; Wang ..I. )] , Grammar, vol. 1, 139-141, 319; Wang ..I. )] , Outline, 112. 
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bEbwKa~ (see also v. 11) Most versions use cigei J%¥~ ("give") with the 0 morpheme 

(e.g. PK, JOHNM, UV, SB). The CNT has the disyllabic verb tuofa 4£1t ("entrust") with 

the 0 morpheme, which adds a slight emphasis to the verb form, though not enough to 

convey the heavily marked perfect tense-form in Greek. Therefore, the four-character set 

phrase en-ch6ng-shang-ci ("bestow upon graciously") works best here because its heavily 

marked feature corresponds to the perfect tense-form used as a frontgrounding device. 

cnrc:i>A.eaa Similar to EiTiov in v. 8, the aorist is used within the quoted speech of Jesus, 

which justifies the use of a morphologically expressed perfective morpheme, in this case, 

the RVC diao. 

I:iµwv oDv Tifrpo~ EXWV µaxmpav EtAKUUEV auT~V Kat ETiataEV TOV TOV apx1EpEw~ 

8ouA.ov Kat OTIEKO\jJEV aUTOU TO WTOptov TO 8E~16v· ~v bE ovoµa T0 8ovA.cp MaA.xo~. 

EiTIEV oDv 0 'Iriaou~ T0 Tifrpcp· ~aA.e T~V µaxmpav El~ T~V e~Kf]V• TO TIOT~ptov 0 

bEbWKEV µ01 0 TiaT~P OU µ~ TilW auT6; (18: 10-11) 

ttat~ r~1t11-t~-;te,JJ ' .tkJJ ;;kt k!r~JJ fl-J1tA. ' x..i,Jf #~a!J :t--1f- 0 f1~1tA.a!J 

~~~~~~* 0 *k~-~-~~: r~JJA~~!~~~~t*~fl-J~'

i!"t3fA~ ~ 11l1 T 't '!~ ? J 

Cishi XImen Bide dai-zhe yrba dao, ba dao kan-le dajisI de puren, you zhan-diao ta de 

you er. Na puren de mingzi jiaozuo Malegu. Yushi Yesu dui Bide shuo, "Shou dao ru 

qiao ba! Fuqin en-chong-shang-ci WO de bei, nandaoshuo WO bu he-xia ta ma?" 

Simon Peter, who was carrying a sword, drew it and struck the high priest's servant, and 

then cut off his right ear. That servant's name was Malchus. Then Jesus said to Peter, 

"Put the sword into its sheath! The cup which Father has graciously given me, should I 

not drink it?" 
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I:i11wv TIE-rpo~ (v. 10) Simon Peter was first transcribed as Cenwen sengjiii ~if.1W1/Ju 

(from the Syriac~~) in the early eighth century Nestorian document the Sutra 

Aiming at Mysterious Rest and Joy (vv. 5f).24 Haneda identifies sengjiii with the 

Sogdian sang, which means "stone."25 However, Saeki asserts convincingly that since 

sengjia represents samgha (i.e. sangha), Cenwen sengjiii means "Simon, the chief of 

priesthood" or "Deva of Priesthood."26 Various transliterations are also found: Slmiin 

B6duolu6 ?En~1a ~ !.fi. (SL-MOR), Slmen Biduolu6 ?EJ1f'Ht ~ !.fi. (MOR, MAR), Slmen 

Bidelu6 ?fJ ri-tt-1-lt !.fi. (GU), andXlmeng S~teer ?fJ Z:JiH<t ~ (GURY). Catholic versions 

have Slmiin B6duolu ?fJ i~ 1a ~ :fffe. (e.g. CNT, HSC, SB). Protestant versions in Mandarin 

now use Slmen Bide ?fJ ri-tt -1-lt (or ?fJ ri · -Pt -1-lt; e.g. RCUV), following the DV and 

other early wenli versions (BCV, GO). 

exwv (cf. 19:7, 10-11, 15) The aspect marker -zhe (dai-zhe, PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, 

ZHU, RCUV) is preferable to the 0 morpheme (you, "have," SB) because it 

morphologically reflects the imperfective aspect of the present tense-form in Greek. 

eiA.Kvaev miT~v Kai eTimaev Ba dao kan-le ("draw the sword [and] strike") works 

best here. The aspect marker -le (e.g. UV, ZHU, LU) is preferable to the 0 morpheme (e.g. 

PK, JOHNM, IG, HSC) because it formally reflects the perfective aspect signaled by the 

two aorists. 

aTIEl<O'f.IEV RVCs such as diao (ge-diao t 1J#, "cut off," MSV; xiiio-diao ~1J#, "slice 

off," PK, UV, CRV; kan-diao ;X.#, "chop off," LU), qu (xiiio-qu ~1J-}:;;, "cut off," 

JOHNM, SYD, ZHU), or xia (kan-xia ;x_ r, MOR, MAR) are preferable to the 0 

24 Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 261-62, 305-306; Kung, Christian Religion, 60-61. 
25 Haneda, "Sutra Aiming at Mysterious Rest and Joy," 280-82. 
26 Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 306. 
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morpheme used in most wenli versions (e.g. SL-MOR, GU, DV, GO, BCV, GURY, 

JOHN, CSV, SJ, UVW, WV) because they closely reflect the perfective aspect of the 

aorist tense-form. However, the combination of RV Cs and -le in some versions is not 

preferable because the two-morpheme aspect compounds employed in xiao-xia-le 

("sliced off," IG, SB), xiao-diao-le ("sliced off," RCUV), and xiiio-qit-le ("sliced off," 

HSC) foreground the discourse, a result that is clearly absent in the original. 

apx1Epew~ The term dajisz ("high priest"; see also vv. 13, 15 16, 19, 22, 24, 26) used 

in the majority of Chinese versions (JOHNM, SJ, UV, UVW, UVB, UVE, WANG, ZHU, 

IG, HS, WV, SB, CPB, JRV, CSB, JCV, CBT) serves here to differentiate it from the 

closely related termjisfzhang, which designates "chief priests" (see vv. 3, 35; 19:6, 15, 

21 ).27 Basset uses jiaoshou ~it ("head ofreligion," SL-MOR), whereas GU uses }isl 

yuankui Jfr~ aJ 7LM. ("head priest"). Morrison and Marshman are inconsistent with such 

distinctions: for example, here in v. 10,jizheshou Jfr~;fil ("head worshipper") is used, 

whereas ch6ngjish6u -!f:Jfr~il ("head of chief priests," v. 13) and ch6ngjizhe -!f:~:;:f 

("chief priest," vv. 15-16, 19, 22, 24, 26) are also used to refer to the high priest. Besides 

MOR and MAR, other versions, such as PK and BB, use jiszzhang ~a} -ffe_ ("head priest") 

here in v. 10, but use another term, dajisz ("chief priest") for vv. 13, 15-16, 19, 22, 24, 26 

to refer to the high priest. 

'I' 
EllTEV (v. 11) The 0 morpheme is used here because there is no shift in tense-form to 

justify the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

~aAf Several versions use the monosyllabic verb shou ("put back") with the 0 

morpheme (e.g. UV, ZHU, BT, HS, LU, RCUV), which is an excellent choice because it 

27 This distinction is supported by Graves. See Graves, "Uniform Names," 120. 



reflects the less heavily marked aorist tense-form in Greek. Also, there is no shift in 

tense-form to justify the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

cSecSc:.uKev See v. 9. 
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Tiic:.u Similar to EiTiov and aTiwAEaa in vv. 8-9, the aorist is used here within the 

quoted statement of Jesus, which justifies the use of a morphologically expressed 

perfective morpheme, in this case, the RVC xia. In addition, the shift in tense-form from 

the perfect (cSe8c.uKev) to aorist also justifies its use. 

~ oiv CJlTEtpa Kat 0 x1A.iapxo<; Kat oi urr11pfrm TWV 'Iov8aic:.uv CJVVEAa~ov TOV 

'I11aovv Kat E811aav avTov Kai ~yayov rrpo<; ''Avvav TIPWTov· ~v yap rrEv8Epo<; Tov 

Kdiaq>a, o<; ~v c'xpxtEpEv<; Tov EvtavTou EKEivov· ~v 8E Ka1ciq>a<; o avµ~ovAEvaa<; 
TOt<; 'Iov8aiot<; on avµq>EpEt EVO av8pwrrov c'xrro8avEtV VlTEp TOV Aaov. (18:12-14) 

~-~·A~'+*A~&kA~A&~~·-~#,~~~4,M~~·~~ 

~~~o~k~4~~~~·~~k~~~~~~*~o~~~~*k~ft~ 

~iiJJkA~"i*1!1r~t: 1-A4111iii7i7ft.' -1f.k;ff Aa°9 ° J 

Rinhou wlizhuang bingdui, qianfil zhang he Y 6utairen de chaiyi yit6ng daibu Yesii, ba ta 

kun-zhu, suiji you dai dao Yana mianqian; zhe shi yinwei Yana nai dangnian danren 

dajisI Gaiyara de yueru. Gaiyara ganghao shi nawei gei Y6utairenjianyi-guo shuo, "YI 

ren wei baixing er sr, suanshi youyi de." 

Then a company of soldiers, the captain, and servants of the Jews arrested Jesus. They 

tied him and took him before Annas. This was because Annas was the father-in-law of 

Caiaphas, the high priest that year. Caiaphas happened to be the person who advised the 

Jews that, "It is good for one person to die on behalf of all people." 
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'IovcSaiwv (v. 12) Jews were first referred to in Chinese as Shihuren ;G .~A. in the 

early seventh century Nestorian document, the Discourse on Almsgiving (vv. 119, 123). 

;G .~ might be pronounced [ ziak , yuo ], as Karlgren suggests, which is somewhat close to 

the Syriac original r<......:lcHrw.28 Three different names are used in the Chinese Bible: 

Rudaren -ko:i!A. (SL-MOR), Yfwudi'Jyaren 1P-&i:.5Z.A. (GURY), and Y6utairen ~iifi k 

A. (GU, DV, GO). 

x1A.iapxo~ Qianfa zhiing (lit. "thousand-man chief') is the most common term for 

x1A.iapxo~ (GO, BCV, GURY, DV, JOHN, JOHNM, BB, SJ, UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, 

LU, SB, NCV, RCUV, CSB, Stuart).29 Several other terms are also used, including da 

duizhiing k ft-f<_ ("chief commander," HS), duizhiing ft-f<_ ("leader," TCV, CLB, CPB ), 

Jiang~~ ("general," SL-MOR), guan ~("official," MOR, MAR), qiiinzong -T~i (lit. 

"thousand-(man) commander," GU, WV, MSV), blngguan-* ~("captain," HSC), and 

guiinzhiing ~ -f<- ("officer," CNT). Qiiinfa zhiing is adopted here because it better 

represents the Greek original, and because it has been used in most Chinese versions, not 

only the Protestant but also the Catholic and the Orthodox. 

avveA.a~ov (cf. 18:3, 31; 19:1, 6, 16b, 23, 27, 30, 40) Some versions use the RVC zhu 

(e.g. zhui5-zhu fl1i., "capture," MSV, HS; na-zhu :t:"-1.i., "seize," UV, WANG, BT, 

RCUV), but do not render the prefix avv-. The CNT has zhui5na-le fl ":t 1' ("arrested") 

with -le, which may be used interchangeably with RVCs or the 0 morpheme, although the 

0 morpheme is preferable here because it better reflects the less heavily marked aorist 

tense-form. Also, there is no shift in tense-form in justify the use of a formally marked 

perfective aspect morpheme. 

28 Karlgren, Analytic Dictionary, s.v. See also Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 238--41. 
29 See also Stuart, Greek-Chinese-English Dictionary, s.v. 
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e8riaav (cf. 19:40) The perfective aspect morphemes -le (PK, JOHNM, UV, BT, 

RCUV) and RVCs, such as zhu (LU) or qz1ai (MSV, WANG, HSC, HS, SB, CLB, NCV, 

DCT, CSB), are both preferable to the 0 morpheme (SYD, ZHU, CNT, IG) because they 

formally reflect the aspect of the aorist. Also, monosyllabic verbs such as kiin ("tie") or 

bang #~ ("bind") is not normally used without an aspect morpheme in this context. On 

the other hand, the two-morpheme aspect compound qz1ai-le (RVC-le) found in the TCV 

and CPB is not preferable because it does not reflect the less marked aorist tense-form in 

Greek. 

~yayov (v. 13; cf. 19:13) Monosyllabic verbs such as dai ("lead," UV, WANG, BT, 

LU, CRV, NCV, CPB, RCUV), la ~i. ("drag," MSV, PK, JOHNM) or song il ("send," 

SYD, ZHU) with the 0 morpheme is preferable to those with RVCs (e.g. zou, HS), since 

there is no shift in tense-form to justify the use of a formally marked perfective aspect 

morpheme. 

auµ~ouA.euaa~ (v. 14) Some Mandarin versions use the perfective aspect marker -guo 

(e.g. SB, LO, CLB, CRV, CPB), which is preferable to the 0 morpheme (e.g. UV, CSB) 

because it formally expresses the perfective aspect signaled by the aorist participle. Also, 

the aspect marker is justified because the aorist is used here to introduce a direct 

quotation of Caiaphas. 

auµ<pepet ... arro0aveiv Formally expressed morphemes are not an option for both 

verb forms. Most Mandarin versions use shi youyi(lli) de k ;ff' ~(/:f1J) {Jg ("it is 

profitable," PK, JOHMN, UV, ZHU, IG, HSC, SB, LO, CRV, RCUV) or shi hesuan de 

kf;-.Jt. €r~ ("it is reasonable," CPB) with the 0 morpheme for avµq>epet and sf ("die") 

with the 0 morpheme (PK, JOHNM, UV, ZHU, CNT, IG, SB, LO, CRV, CPB, RCUV) 



for cnro8avEt v. 30 The perfective aspect marker -le (MSV, HSC), while grammatically 

acceptable, is not preferable here for the aorist infinitive. 

6.2.2. Peter's First Denial (John 18:15-18) ~-f 7* ;f~lflt~ 
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As in the previous pericope, the aorist tense-forms are used here to set the scene (v. 

15b) and carry the movement of this narrative (vv. 16b). In addition to setting the scene, 

the imperfect tense-forms are employed to heighten Peter's activities, namely, following 

Jesus (v. 15) and warming himself (v.18). The present tense-forms are used in the 

introduction of the verbal exchange between the female gatekeeper and Peter (v. 17), and 

the description of Peter warming himself (v. 18). The perfect and pluperfect tense-forms 

are reserved to highlight a number of key events. The perfect is used to describe the 

making of the charcoal fire and Peter who stood near it ( v. 18). The pluperfect is used to 

emphasize that Peter stood among the servants and assistants (vv. 16, 18). 

'HKoAov8Et OE n{l 'Iriaou :Eiµcuv Ilfrpo~ KOl aA.A.o~ µa8riT~~- 0 OE µa8riT~~ 

EKEtVO~ ~v yvcumo~ Tc{) apxtEpEt, KOl (JUVEta~A8Ev Tc{) 'Iriaou Ei~ T~V avA~v TOU 

apxtEpECU~. 0 OE Ilfrpo~ ElITT~KEl npo~ TlJ Sup~ E:';cu. E~~A8Ev oiv 0 µa8riT~~ 0 

aA.A.o~ 0 yvcumo~ TOU apxtEpECU~ KOl EinEV TlJ 8upcup0 Kal Eia~yayEv TOY IlETpov. 

(18: 15-16) 

'1~ st~ rHt 1rtiRt-JJ~.wf. ' J!;tf J1 -100 ri'1k~fi.1ilfl:i 0 it 1.i ri,t;lklfl:k. ~~ JJ tm 

i~ M1 , ?1f v~ ~iRJJ~ .w,t- - lii1 !I!-:!-*~~ JJ MJ i*J »i 0 -tt 1rt1fr fi. '1~ ri 7r J;:'tj #ii }I. 0 J1 ;tr -

100 3fl :k. ~ JJ ~~ i~ M1 f i ,fk ' :it ,k t th -:!- ' 3E {.;] -k ~ -fr100 ~~ 11
} ' :it t ,ft ,ff Ji!-!- 0 

Nashi Xfmen Blde gen-zhe Yesu, haiyou ling y'fge mentu ye zai hem gen-zhe. Zhe wei 

mentu shi gen dajis'f xiangshi de, suoyY ta gen Yesu y'ft6ng jinqu dajis'f de neiting. Bide 

30 HSC has shi you yichu de ft.;ff liiAt D<i ("it is good"). 
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que zai na men wai bY-jian-'er-li. Lingyou yige gen dajisI shushi de mentu, jiu zou-le 

chuqu, bing xiang nilhun da ge zhaohu, jiu dai Bide jinqu. 

Simon Peter was following Jesus, so was another disciple. This disciple knew of the 

high priest, therefore he and Jesus entered the inner court of the high priest. Peter was 

standing outside. Another disciple who knew the high priest went out and greeted the 

female gatekeeper, and then took Peter inside. 

~K0Aov8e1 (v. 15) The imperfective marker -zhe (UV, SYD, IG, LU, RCUV) is the 

preferable morpheme for the imperfect tense-form because it closely reflects the 

imperfective aspect in Greek. The disyllabic verbs genc6ng N!l~ ("follow," MSV) or 

gensui N!lfit ("follow," JOHMN) may be acceptable, but only ifthe 0 morpheme is used 

instead of -le (CNT), since -le conveys the perfective aspect in Mandarin. 

In order to distinguish between the imperfect and present tense-forms, nashi ("then," 

"at that point") may be added here. This addition is necessary to convey the conceptual 

distance ([+remote]) that is grammaticalized by the Greek imperfect tense-form.31 By 

default, gen-zhe without such additions expresses the immediate ([-remote]) imperfective 

aspect. 

eicm1Ket (v. 16; see also v. 5.) Here, notions ofremoteness grammaticalized by the 

pluperfect tense-form may be conveyed by the addition of na ("that," "there") to the 

specified location where Peter stood. 

ef;~A.0ev (see also v. 4) The aspect marker -le is preferable here because the shift in 

tense-form from the pluperfect (eicrr~KEt) to aorist justifies the use of a formally 

expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

31 See Table 6.1, p. 306 above for a list of the adverbs and DVCs commonly used to express conceptual 
distance in Mandarin. 
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TU 0upwp0 There are several ways to refer to Tij 0vpwp0 in Chinese, all of which 

denote "the (slave)girl/woman who guards the gate" or "female gatekeeper": kanmen de 

shinu ~Fi MJ1-if-k (SB); kanmen de binu ~Fi €1-]-kf?-k (NCV); kanmen de nuhaizi ~Fi 

MJ-k1"t.-T (TCV); kanmen de shinu ~Fi MJ1t-k (UV, WANG, BT, IG, HSC, CRV, 

RCUV); kanmen de nuren ~Fi MJ -k A. (LU); sh6umenfa i:;f Fi *f (HS); kan(lsh6u)men 

de nupu ~(!i:;f) Fi ary -k1( (CPB, CNT, CSB); nusfmen -k ~Fi (DV); and menbi Fi11f 

(SL-MOR). PK and JOHNM have simply sh6umende i:;f Fi ary ("gatekeeper"). However, 

nuhun is the most fitting here because the character hun M contains the radical ri 

("door"; cf. sfhun nu JJ ~i-k, GURY).32 Nu suggests that the gatekeeper is female. 

r EtTIEV The 0 morpheme and -le are both acceptable here, although the former is 

preferable because there is no shift in tense-form in the Greek to justify the use of a 

formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. The expression shuo-le yf sheng -j>l T 

-&f ("spoke briefly," PK, UV, WANG, SYD, ZHU, BT, IG, SB, TCV, NCV, CRV, 

CPB, DCT, RCUV, CSB; cf. shuo yf sheng, LU) is not preferable, since Greek verb 

forms express not the duration of an action (i.e. Aktionsart) but aspect. On the other hand, 

shuo-le-shuo (verb reduplication+ -le, CNT), is not preferable because two-morpheme 

aspect compounds indicate prominence in discourse and do not correspond to the aorist, 

which is used as a backgrounding device in Greek discourse. 

elaiiyayev The 0 morpheme is preferable here since there is no shift in tense-form to 

justify the use of a formally marked perfective aspect morpheme. 

av0pwirov TOVTOV; AEYEl EKElVO~· OUK eiµi. ElCJT~KEtaav 8e oi 8ou:A01 Kat oi 

32 Stuart, Greek-Chinese-English Dictionary, s.v. 



vrrripfrm av8paK1av TIETIOlfJKOTE<;, on lJ.IVXO<; ~v, Kat EeepµaivoVTO· ~v bE Kato 

Dfrpo<; µn' avTwv EITTW<; Kat 8epµmv6µevo<;. (18:17-18) 
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rtSJ~tMi1¥:ttnfikt &1t*~t-11-1t: r1r-;r:~k:i!A.M1r,,fk1!~? J ~t-4.1!: r~ 

/Fk 0 J~*~-~A&rtSJ~~~-~'~k·~,~~~~··***o&~ 

~:li!l11t1rH°t.M ~1.J~eit-!r 0 

Yind hiinbi jiu kai-q1-le kou duizhe Bide shuo, "Nl bu yeshi zhe ren de mentu ma?" Ta 

darn shuo, "Wo bu shi." Nashi zhongpu he chaiyi yinwei Ieng de yuangu, sheng-huo-chi

tan, zai nar wei-zhe tanhuo qunuan. Bide ye shi gen tamen b1-jian-'er-li de, nuan-zhe shen. 

Therefore, the female gatekeeper said to Peter, "Are you not this man's disciple?" He 

responded "I am not." Meanwhile, the servants and assistants, because it was cold, made 

a charcoal fire and encircled the charcoal fire to keep warm. Peter also stood there, 

warming himself with them. 

A.Eyet (v. 17; cf. vv. 4-5) Most Mandarin versions use shuo ("speak," "say") with the 0 

morpheme (e.g. UV, SYD, CNT, LU, IG) for the present tense-form. As noted in 6.1.2 

above, the -/e-IDVC kiii-qz-le kou is an ideal translation not only because it better reflects 

the aspect of the Greek, but also because it closely corresponds to the discourse function 

of the Greek present tense-form as a foregrounding device. In addition, it provides textual 

cohesion to the second episode of Peter's denial of Jesus (vv. 25-27). 

~ rrmc5iUKT) ~ 0upwp6~ See V. 16. Compare kanmen de ytihuan :;fil- r, 69 '( J,! (PK), 

shoumen de shlnu ~ r, 6914: -k (JOHNM), and shoumen de nupu ~ r, 69 -k1( (CNT), all 

of which denote "the servant girl who guards the gate." 
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11~ Kai au ... TO\JTOU; (see also v. 25) Normally, when 11~ is present in interrogative 

statements, the answer "no" is expected.33 This interpretation is reflected in the MSV and 

WANG: n{ ye shi ("are you also"). However, as Brown argues, since it is clear that the 

third question addressed to Peter (v. 26) expects a positive answer, it may be best to 

translate the first two questions (vv. 17, 25) as also expecting a positive answer, 

especially since 11~ may have lost its original force in John's Gospel.34 Brown's claim is 

supported by Goodwin, who cites several examples from classical authors (e.g. Plato and 

Xenophon) in which 11~ is used to introduce a question that expects an affirmative 

answer. 35 Most Mandarin versions have nf bu ye shi ("are you not also,'' UV, SYD, ZHU, 

BT, CNT, SB, LU, HS, TCV, NCV, CRV, CPB, DCT, RCUV, CSB),36 nf qf bu shi 1;t :A_ 

:f. ft ("are you not," PK), or n{ bu shi ("are you not," JOHNM, IG, CLB), which all 

translate the question as expecting a positive answer. It should be noted that two of the 

three examples cited above, n{ qf bu shi and nf bu shi, are not preferable because Kai 

should be rendered as ye ("also").37 

eirrn1Ketaav (v. 18; see also 19:25; cf. v. 5) The stative aspect of the pluperfect form 

is translated by the 0 morpheme (PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, BT) and -zhe (MSV, SYD, 

ZHU, IG, HSC, HS, LU, CRV, CNT). While both morphemes are possible, the latter is a 

better choice because -zhe morphologically marks the stative aspect in Mandarin. 

33 See, for example, Burton, Syntax, §467; BDF, §440; Turner, Syntax, 283; Porter, Idioms, 277-78. 
Zerwick and Grosvenor note that this is how the interrogative is understood here. Zerwick and Grosvenor, 
Grammatical Analysis, 339. See also Morris, Gospel, 667. 
34 Brown, Gospel, 824; Newman and Nida, Handbook, 557. Goodwin, Greek Grammar, §293. 
35 For these examples from classical literature, see Goodwin, Greek Grammar, §293. 
36 HS adds the emphatic particle qi .ft_, which is often used in rhetorical questions or interrogatives in 
Chinese. See, for example, Wang ..I. :h, Grammar, vol. 1, 351-54; Lil & ;};t);fo, Grammar, 292; 
Contemporary Chinese Dictionary, s.v. 
37 Keener, Commentary, 1191. 
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Another option is using a four-character set phrase with the 0 morpheme, which closely 

reflects the heavily marked pluperfect tense-form. However, -zhe is used here instead to 

avoid redundancy due to the presence of the closely related form (but more marked 

because of the periphrasis) e<rrw<; in the same verse (see also 6.1.3 above). Finally, In 

order to convey the remoteness of the pluperfect tense-form, nashi ("then," "at that point") 

may be added to the beginning of the sentence. 

av0pa1<tav lTElTOtT]KOTE<; Some versions use the 0 morpheme (shaotan iJt..£, "burn 

charcoal," PK; chitan :J:~.£, "burn charcoal," DV, SJ), while others use -le (sheng-le 

tanhuo 1- T ffi..*.., "burned charcoal fire," UV, SYD, ZHU, WANG, IG, BT, LU, TCV, 

CRV, RCUV; sheng-le hu6 1- T *..,"made a fire," CPB; bei-le tanhuo 1fli T ...£ *.., 

"prepared a charcoal fire," HS). The MSV, on the other hand, uses the IDVC qr1ai, which 

is not preferable because it conveys the imperfective aspect in Mandarin. The four

character phrase sheng-hu6-chi-tan (with the 0 morpheme) works best here because it 

marks frontgrounded prominence in Mandarin discourse and also reflects the stative 

aspect realized by the Greek perfect participle. HSC does not translate this verb phrase. 

E8epµaivovTo/0epµmvc5µevo<; Most versions use one phrase with the 0 morpheme to 

cover the two verb forms: kiiohu6 :J:t *-("warm oneself by the fire," PK, UV, SYD, ZHU, 

BT, HSC, LU), xianghu6 {.;]*-("face the fire," JOHNM), qunuan JfX.1!(1B.i) ("keep 

warm," WANG, CNT, CPB, WV, RCUV), and kiio-huo-qu-nuan 1~ *..JfX-1! ("keep 

oneself warm by the fire," IG, CLB). There is only one exception: HS has zai qunuan for 

ESepµaivovTo and qunuan for 0epµmv6µevo<;. The marker -zhe expresses the 

imperfective aspect and therefore is a suitable Mandarin translation of the present 

participle 8epµmv6µevo<;. In order to differentiate the imperfect (Eeepµaivovrn) from 
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the present (8EpµmvoµEvoc;) tense-forms in Mandarin translation, zai nar ("there") may 

be added to the former. 

~v ... emw~ (see also v. 25) Most Mandarin versions have -zhe (PK, JOHNM, UV, 

SYD, WANG, IG, HSC, BT, LU, TCV, CLB, CRV, RCUV) for the perfect participle. 

Although -zhe reflects the stative aspect of EITTW<;, the four-character phrase bi-jiiin-'er-li 

("stand shoulder to shoulder") with the 0 morpheme is a better option because it 

frontgrounds the discourse. Shi ... de construction is utilized to represent the Greek 

periphrastic construction in Mandarin. In this case, de is preferably represented by the 

adverbial JI!!. as opposed to MJ because bi-jiiin- 'er-li is used here to modify the verb 

phrase nuiin-zhe shen ("warming the body").38 

6.2.3. Trial before Annas (John 18:19-24) ~ '*-;{£ *-*iJ it~ f. 
As in the previous pericopes, the aorist tense-forms are used to set the scene (v. 19), 

carry the movement of this narrative (vv. 20-23), and conclude the discourse unit (v. 24). 

The present tense-forms are used to describe the content of verbal exchanges between 

Jesus and Annas (vv. 20--21), as well as between Jesus and Annas' assistant (v. 22-23). 

The perfect tense-forms are reserved to highlight four key items: Jesus' comments 

regarding his speaking in public (v. 20), the extensive knowledge of those who heard him 

(reinforced by the emphatic discourse marker t8E; v. 21), the assistants who stood nearby 

(v. 22), and the condition under which Jesus was sent to Caiaphas (v. 24). 

38 Older Mandarin literature (pre-1949) did not use the character Ji!!, to formally distinguish between the 
adverbial and substantival use of de. See Chao, Grammar, 298--99. 
Stuart, Greek-Chinese-English Dictionary, s.v. 



navTOTE Ebtba~a EV avvaywyfj Kai EV T0 iEp0, onov TIOVTE~ oi 'Iovfufot 

avvEpxovTm, Kai EV Kpv1n0 EAclAf]CJa ov8Ev. Tl µE EpwTc'l~; EPWTf]CJOV TOV~ 

OKf]KOOTa~ Tl EAclAf]CJQ OVTOt~· lbE oDTOl o18aatv a EiTTov Eyw. (18:19-21) 
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Jt{i' :k.~.;J;?,tr.Jj t JJ~.~,t~Ml#-69 ri.fk&JtfoJf~ 0 JJ~.~tt#.$.~t: r~tt-tlt-A. 

k~~*,iit•;~~~~~•*A.*lb9•~&~•••~A.:~~~• 

~a~··~~tt• 0 ~Att•A~~~?~~~~~~ffl·~69~A4~A69 

A. 0 A~!~ffl~~69'~~A~4~i4°J 

Suihou, dajisI jiu wen-le Yesii youguan ta de mentu jiqi suo jiao. Yesii dui ta da shuo, 

"Wo dui shiren guang-ming-zheng-da, zhi-yan-bu-hui; WO ye shizhong zai Y6utairenjuji 

de huitang ji shengdian n jiaoxun ren; zai andi n bing meiyou tanlun-guo xie shenme. N1 

wei shenme zai wen WO ne? Wenwen naxie dui WO suo tan-guo de jie x1-'er-g6ng-fing de 

ren. Ting-hao! Wo suo shuo-guo de, zhexie renjie er-sh6u-neng-xiang. 

The high priest then asked Jesus about his disciples and his teachings. Jesus answered 

him, saying, "I spoke to people publicly without hindrance; I always taught in the Jewish 

gathering synagogues and the temple; I did not say anything in secret. Why are you 

asking me? Ask those who have listened attentively to what I said to them. Pay attention! 

These people know very well what I said. 

apxtEpEv~ (v. 19) See v. 10. 

~PWTfJCJEV The CLB adds zheng kaishl ("now began") before the verb shenxim :i-iR 

("interrogate") to indicate the ingressive Aktionsart. Normally, it is better to simply use 

wen ("ask," e.g. SL-MOR, MOR, MAR, GO, BCV) with the 0 morpheme, as opposed to 

panwen 4 f01 ("cross-examine," PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, HSC, TCV, 

CRV, RCUV, CSB), shenwen :i- f121 ("interrogate," GU, IG, CNT, SB), chawen :i- f,,1 
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("interrogate," NCV, CPB), or xunwen 16] r.,9 ("inquire," HS), because, in Mandarin 

narrative discourse, monosyllabic verbs reflect the unmarked feature of the aorist better 

than disyllabic verbs. However, the shift in tense-form from the present (8EpµmvoµEvo~) 

to aorist, which is employed here to mark discourse boundaries, justifies the use of a 

formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme (in this case, -le). 

c5t8axij~ Several Mandarin versions usejiaoxim ~~JI) ("teachings," JOHNM, UV, 

WANG, BT, LU, NCV, CRV). Stuart suggests that 8t8ax~~ can mean Jesus' "teaching 

methods" (jiaoshou zhf dao ~-t~-Zi!), as in daolf i!J.'f ("truth," PK, IG) or the "act of 

teaching," as injiangdao shfjiao de shi ~14-.i!~~ary ::f (CPB).39 Two Catholic versions 

havejiaoyi ~4' ("religious doctrine," CNT, SB). However,jiao ("teachings") would be 

sufficient here. 

CxTTEKpi011 (v. 20) See v. 5. 

TTapp11aitt The adverbial phrase guting-mfng-zheng-da ("just and honorable," lit. 

"bright and upright") works best here because it is a good contrast to andi If ("in the 

dark" or "secretly"). 

AeAaAf]Ka Several expressions to denote the idea of speaking are used, all of which 

use the 0 morpheme and differ only in word choice:fayan 1f-t ("make a statement," HS), 

shuo ("say," JOHNM),jianghua ~if; ("talk," IG, LU, SB, TCV, NCV, RCUV, CSB), 

and shuohua it-if; ("speak," UV, SYD, WANG, BT, CRV). PK hasjidngdao ~.i! 

("preach"). The MSV, on the other hand, has zhfdidn-chulai .f~ 1.6 tB *-("point out") with 

the RVC chUlai, which is not preferable because it conveys the perfective aspect in 

39 Stuart, Greek-Chinese-English Dictionary, 53. 
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Mandarin. 40 The four-character set phrase zhi-yan-bit-hui ("speak frankly") works best 

here because it marks frontgrounded prominence in Mandarin, and the 0 morpheme better 

reflects the stative aspect of the Greek perfect tense-form. This word is left untranslated 

in the CPB. 

e8i8al;a Most versions use disyllabic verbs with the 0 morpheme: shijiao ~~ 

("instruct," HS, SB, CRV),jiaoxitn ~i11J ("lecture," MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, 

BT, HSC, LU),jiaodiio ~~("teach," NCV, RCUV, CSB), xitnhui i11)~ ("instruct," 

CNT), shfxitn ~i11) ("lecture," IG), andjiangdao i~!! ("preach," CLB, CPB). SYD and 

its revision ZHU are the only two Mandarin versions that use the perfective -guo 

(jiaoxitn-guo ren, "have lectured people"). However, the 0 morpheme is stylistically 

preferable to -guo, and better reflects the less marked aorist tense-form in Greek. 

auvepxovrm Morphologically expressed imperfective aspect morphemes, while 

grammatically acceptable, are not preferable in this context. Most versions use the 

disyllabic verbjitji ("congregate") with the 0 morpheme (e.g. MSV, UV, IG, LU, SB, 

CRV), which reflects the aspect as well as the more heavily marked feature of the Greek 

present tense-form. 

eAaATJO'O (vv. 20-21) Most Mandarin versions use the 0 morpheme: Jiang ("speak," 

LU, TCV, NCV, RCUV), shuo ("say," PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, CRV, 

CPB), shui5hua ("speak," ZHU, HS, DCT), tanlitn i~~ ("discuss," CLB), and szhua ;ft>. 

if; ("speak privately," MSV) for the first occurrence of EAclATJO'O, while a few others use 

-guo (jiiing-guo, "have spoken," CNT, IG, HSC, SB, CSB). For the second occurrence of 

the verb in v. 21, several versions use the perfective aspect markers -guo (CNT, LU, CPB) 

4° Compare Brown, who argues that the perfect tense-form here functions in an aoristic sense ("I have 
spoken openly") because the subsequent verbs are aorists. See Brown, Gospel, 825. 
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or -le (IG, HS, SB, CSB), while others use the 0 morpheme (PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, 

ZHU, BT, HSC, CLB, TCV, NCV, DCT). The aspect markers -guo and -le are both 

preferable to the 0 morpheme because they formally reflect the perfective aspect of the 

two aorists. In this context, however, -guo works better for both occurrences of eA.ciA.riaa. 

Inv. 20, this use of -guo is justified by the shift in tense-form from the present 

( avvEpXoVTat, v. 20) to aorist. For second occurrence, it is justified by another shift in 

tense-form, from the perfect (aKTJKooTa~, v. 21) to aorist. 

epcuT<}~ (v. 21) The aspect marker zai is preferable to the 0 morpheme used in most 

Mandarin versions (e.g. PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, ZHU, BT, CNT, IG, HSC, LU, SB, 

TCV, CRV, NCV, RCUV, CSB) because it morphologically reflects the imperfective 

aspect of the present tense-form in Greek. The CPB adds the auxiliary verb yao to the 

verb shenwen '.I?- p.,9 ("interrogate"), which is not suitable for the translation of the 

indicative verb because yao expresses volition and futurity. 

epWTTJO'OV The reduplicated verb wen-wen expresses the perfective aspect of the aorist 

imperative, and fits well with the context (NCV). LU adds the auxiliary keyf to the 

reduplicated verb, which is unnecessary. More often key[ or ke is added to the verb wen 

("ask") with the 0 morpheme (MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, BT, CNT, CRV). Other 

auxiliary verbs are also used: yfngdiing (HS) and yao (SYD, ZHU), both of which denote 

"should" or "must." It is true that, in some contexts, Mandarin imperative sentences may 

be expressed by adding the verb qu -'};; ("go") to the front of the verb, as in qu wen-wen 

(CPB) or qu wen (TCV, RCUV). It is not necessary in this context. The two Catholic 

versions, IG and SB, simply have nf wen ("you ask"). The expression key[ qu wen ("you 

can go ask," CSB) is simply redundant. 
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' , 
Ol<T)l<OOTO~ Most Mandarin versions use the perfective morphemes -guo (IG, HS, SB, 

CLB, TCV, NCV, DCT, RCUV, CSB) and RVCs, such asjian (MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, 

WANG, BT, HSC, LU, CRV), which are not suitable because they do not reflect the 

stative aspect signaled by the perfect participle. A few others use the 0 morpheme (SYD, 

ZHU, CPB), which is acceptable insofar as it renders the stative aspect in Greek, but not 

in its discourse function as the frontgrounding device. Therefore, in order to mark 

frontgrounded prominence in Mandarin, the heavily marked four-character set phrase xr-

'er-gong-ting ("listen attentively") may be used here instead of the monosyllabic verb 

ting ("hear"). 

18e (also 19:4, 14, 26, 27; cf. i&ov 19:5, 1Cor15:51) Two aorist imperative forms, t8e 

and i8ov, are used as discourse markers to draw the attention of the listener or reader.41 

Most Greek grammarians and biblical commentators recognize them as interjective or 

exclamatory particles.42 While most Mandarin versions (MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, 

WANG, ZHU, CNT, IG, HSC, SB, TCV, NCV, CPB, RCUV) do not translate tbE, a few 

render it formally as nr kan ("you look!" LU, CSB), kiln na ("look!" BT, CRV), or qiao 

ba Hi~ ("look!" HS). The CLB has y'fnwei ("because," CLB), which is not preferable 

here. The expression ting-hao, which denotes "Listen up!" or "Pay attention!" is 

preferable to kiln or qiao with the 0 morpheme for two reasons: first, the RVC hao 

41 Nida and Louw call them "prompters of attention" (along with aye). Nida and Louw, Greek-English 
Lexicon, vol. 1, 812. See also Newman and Nida, Handbook, 576; BDAG, s.v. Van Otterloo argues that the 
translator should translate both meaning and impact of i8ovf18e, which, according to him, serves two major 
functions in discourse: first, to focus special attention on a major thematic participant, and second, to call 
something to the hearer/reader's special attention (because it is contrary to their expectation, etc). Van 
Otterloo, "Towards an Understanding," 34-64. 
42 See, for example, Winer, Treatise, 229 n.3; Robertson, Grammar, 302; Zerwick and Grosvenor, 
Grammatical Analysis, 339. Some point to the influence of the Hebrew demonstrative particle i1~i1. See, for 
example, Moulton, Prolegomena, 11; Robertson, Grammar, 1193; BDF, § 128; Schnackenburg, Gospel, 
256. 
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("good") morphologically expresses the perfective aspect in Mandarin; second, it 

highlights the statement that follows. 43 

o18acnv (cf. vv. 2, 4; 19:35) Regardless of its verb form, oi8a is almost always 

translated by zhzdao ("know") with the 0 morpheme in Mandarin versions (e.g. UV, SYD, 

IG, LU, SB). Here, a four-character set phrase such as er-sh6u-neng-xiang (lit. "be able 

to make a detailed explanation of what is frequently heard")44 or er-ru-mu-ran -If-i;W; ~ ~ 

("be unconsciously influenced by what one frequently hears and sees") with the 0 

morpheme may be used to reflect the stative aspect of the perfect tense-form in Greek, 

and to correspond to its discourse function as a frontgrounding device. 

9' 
Etrrov (see also vv. 8, 9, 32; 19:21) The most common translation is shuo ("say," MSV, 

JOHNM, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, HSC, HS, LU, SB, CLB, CRV, RCUV, CSB) or 

Jiang ("speak," PK, NCV) with the 0 morpheme. Other versions formally express aspect 

morphemes such as -le (IG, CPB, CNT, DCT) or -guo (TCV), both of which are 

preferable to the 0 morpheme. This is because, as noted in v. 8 above, Eirrov is used 

within the quoted speech of Jesus in the narrative, which justifies the use of a formally 

expressed perfective morpheme. In addition, the shift in tense-form from the perfect 

(o18aow) to aorist also justfifies its use. 

TavTa 8e avTov eimSvTo~ Et~ napemfJKW~ Twv vnfJpETwv Ebc.uKEv parrwµa Tc{> 

'Iriaov Eirrwv· OUTC.U~ arroKpivu Tc{> apxiEpEt; CxTTEKpi8ri avTc{> 'Iriaov~· Ei KaKW~ 

EAaA.riaa, µapn1priaov rrEpt Tov KaKov· Ei 8e KaAw~, Ti JlE bEpEt~; anEITTEtAEv oDv 

QUTOV 6 'Avva~ bEbEµEvov npo~ Ka"ia(j>OV TOV apxtEpEa. (18:22-24) 

43 Newman and Nida note that "listen" works better than "look." See Newman and Nida, Handbook, 576. 
Here, "listen" communicates the intention of the author (which is to draw attention to the statement that 
follows) better than "look" in Mandarin. See also the discussion on 1 Cor 15:51 in my chapter 7. 
44 See example (22) in my chapter 4, pp. 213-14 above. 
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~-~~~~'~t~~~*~-Mk&,~tt~--~~~ 0 ~~:r#~ 

~A~~·k~~~?J~~~~: r~*~~~t,•h~~-- 0 ~~~k 

~~~,#~ttM•h~~?Jft~M·~~~~~*~~k~~~ft~~- 0 

Ta yI shuo zhexie hua, qizhong zai pang zhan-zhe de yige chaiyi, jiu shang-le Yesu yiji 

erguang. Ta shu6, "NI zheyang zai huida-zhe dajisI ma?" Yesu da shuo, "Ruguo WO 

shuocuo-le, q1ng zh!-chu nall cuo. Dan wo yaoshi shuo de dui, ni ping shenme ouda wo 

ne?" Yana ranhou jiu ba ta kiinbang-zhe song dao dajisI Gaiyara na 11. 

As soon as he finished saying these, an assistant who was standing nearby, slapped Jesus 

in the face. He said, "Are you answering the high priest in this manner?" Jesus replied, 

"If in any case I said it wrong, please produce evidence about what went wrong. But if 

what I said is right, for what reason are you striking me?" Annas then sent him bound to 

the high priest Caiaphas. 

ehroVTOS- (v. 22) Some versions use the aspect marker -le (e.g. UV, SYD, LO, IG, 

RCUV) or the 0 morpheme (yz shuo, "as soon as one said," CNT). While RVCs, -le, and 

the 0 morpheme may be used interchangeably here, the 0 morpheme is preferable because 

there is no shift in tense-form to justify the use of a formally expressed aspect morpheme. 

rrapECTTT]KWS- (cf. rrapeITTwTa 19:26) The stative aspect marker -zhe (pangbiiin zhim

zhe ~if:M;f, "standing nearby," MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, ZHU, LU, RCUV, or 

shili-zhe ft" iL;f, "waiting upon," IG) closely reflects the stative aspect signaled by the 

perfect participle in Greek. The CPB uses the 0 morpheme (zhan, "stand"), whereas the 

TCV leaves it untranslated. A four-character set phrase such as bl-jiiin-'er-li (18:5, 16, 18, 

25) with the 0 morpheme, is also acceptable. For stylistic reasons, however, -zhe is a 

better choice here (see comments on Et<JT~KEtaav in v. 18 above). 
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ebuH<EV p6.n1aµa (cf. Ebl8oaav ... pmriaµaTa in 19:3) The perfective aspect of the 

aorist is translated by the 0 morpheme: da .tr ("strike," PK, JOHNM), yang shouzhang 

dii Jf] -t~.tr ("strike with a hand," UV, SYD, CRV; see also 19:3), zhiingji ~-f- ("strike 

with the palm of the hand," IG), or gei ... yfge erguiizi #!;- • • • -100.Jf-{1]-t- ("give one a 

slap in the face," LU). A few versions use -le (dii-le ... yf biizhanglerguiing .tr r . . . -

~ ~/Jf-jt, "slapped in the face," HSC, TCV, CPB, RCUV), which is preferable to the 0 

morpheme because it morphologically reflects the perfective aspect of the aorist. Also, 

the shift in tense-form from the perfect (rrapemfJKW~) to aorist justifies the use of a 

morphologically expressed aspect morpheme. 

cinoKpivlJ (cf. v. 5) Most Mandarin versions have huida @1 $(PK, JOHNM, UV, 

SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, CNT, HSC, HS, LU, CRV, CPB, DCT, RCUV, CSB), duida 1t 

$ (IG), or dafa $-tl. (SB) with 0 morpheme, all of which denote "answer." Three 

versions (TCV, CLB, NCV) add the auxiliary verb giin, which is not preferable for 

rendering the Greek indicative. On the other hand, the two-morpheme aspect compound 

zai ... -zhe is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it indicates foregrounded prominence 

in Mandarin and better reflects the imperfective aspect that is signaled by the present 

tense-form. It also provides a better contrast to the aorist ( CxTIEKpi0ri) that follows. 

cineKpi0ri (v. 23) See v. 5. 

eA.6.A.riaa (cf. 20-21) The aspect marker -le (e.g. NCV, CPB) is preferable to other 

perfective aspect morphemes or the 0 morpheme (e.g. MSV, JOHNM, UV, ZHU, BT, IG, 

HSC, SB, LU, CRV, RCUV) because it better reflects the aspect of the Greek. Also, -le is 
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suitable here because it is generally used in the protasis of Mandarin conditional 

sentences.45 

11aprup11aov The aorist imperative (see 5.1.1 above) is rendered by several earlier 

Mandarin versions with zhrzheng ;f~ii- ("testify," PK, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, IG, 

SB, LO, RCUV) or zhengming ij:-FJ}j ("testify," HSC) with the 0 morpheme. RVCs, such 

as chfilai ("out," CNT) and chu ("out," HS, TCV, CLB, CPB, CSB), are preferable to the 

0 morpheme because they morphologically reflect the perfective aspect of the Greek. 

Some versions add auxiliary verbs such as keyf (PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, BT, CNT, 

HS, LO, CLB, CRV, CSB) to indicate command (cf. v. 21), which, as pointed out in the 

previous chapter, are not ideal for translating the imperative mood in Greek.46 

8epe1~ The disyllabic verb oudii with the 0 morpheme is preferable to less marked 

monosyllabic verbs such as da ;fr (MSV, PK, JOHMN, UV, SYD, ZHU, LO, IG, RCUV), 

.:Wl gu6 (HS), andji -f- (IG), all of which denote "strike." The perfective -le (CNT) is not 

preferable because it does not reflect the imperfective aspect of the present tense-form in 

Greek. Although grammatically acceptable, stylistic considerations exclude the use of 

imperfective morphemes such as zai or -zhe. 

8e8e11evov (v. 24) The stative aspect may be represented in Mandarin by either -zhe 

(PK, JOHMN, UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, LO, TCV, CPB, RCUV) or the 0 morpheme 

(using a four-character phrase such as kun-bang-shu-fa ;fru #~ ;it~f, "bind and shackle"). 

Here, the two morphemes may be used interchangeably. The former is preferable because 

it morphologically marks the stative aspect. The latter is also preferable because it better 

45 See 3.2.5.2.c.a and 5.3.2.2.e.£, pp. 124-26, 278-79 above. For a treatment of the first class conditional 
sentences, see 5.4.2, pp. 281-84. 
46 See 5.1.2, pp. 219-22 above. 
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reflects the discourse function of the Greek perfect tense-form as a frontgrounding device. 

However, the final choice was made to employ -zhe because the four-character set phrase 

makes the sentence heavier than necessary. 

The MSV, on other hand, has yfjfng bei ren kiin-qllai-/e ("already been tied up"), 

using the heavily marked two-morpheme aspect compound qflai-le (RVC-le). The 

expression is not preferable because the compound does not reflect the stative aspect that 

is signaled by the Greek perfect participle. 

6.2.4. Peter Denies Jesus Again (John 18:25-27) ~5l * a ~ 11&$ ~ 

This pericope continues from Peter's first denial of Jesus (vv. 15-18). The aorist 

tense-forms are used to move the narrative forward (vv. 25-26) and conclude the 

discourse unit (v. 27). The present tense-forms are used to describe Peter warming 

himself (v. 25; the same verb form used in v. 18) and to introduce the question addressed 

to Peter by the servant of the high priest (v. 26). The perfect tense-form is used to 

highlight Peter as he stood by the charcoal fire (v. 25), a repetition of the periphrastic 

construction that appeared in v. 18. 

rHv bE Liµwv flETpo~ EITTW~ Kat 6Epµmv6µEvo~. Eirrov o0v aun~· µ~Kat au EK 

Twv µa611Twv avTov Ei; ~pv~aaTo EKE'lvo~ Kai EirrEv· ovK Eiµl. AEYEl Ei~ EK TWV 

8ovA.wv TOV apx1EpEw~, avyyEv~~ WV oD CxTTEKO'J.IEV nhpo~ TO WTloV' OUK EYW UE 

Ei8ov EV T0 K~rrcp µET' auTou; TTOAlV o0v ~pv~aaTo TIETpo~, Kai EU6Ew~ OAEKTWP 

EtpWVf)UEV. (18:25-27) 

Jti~ ~ ri-tt1f/-173kt't.filifi1-~elt~ 0 1f A.Ml t a tt1l!!;~Jt. : r 1.r- ~~k1l!!.a!J ri 

~~?J~~~~~: ra~k 0 J~-~*~~~«A.,~#k-ft~~~~* 
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C1ke XImen Bide reng shi b1-jian-'er-li de nuan-zhe shen. Youren kai-le kou dui ta 

shuo, "NI bu yeshi ta de mentu ma?" Taque :Iouren shuo, "Wo bu shi." Mou yige dajisI 

de puren, qiahao shi Bide xiao-diao erduo na ren de qinshu, jiu kai-qi-le kou shuo, "Wo 

bushi kan-jian n1 tong ta zai yuanzi 11 ma?" Blde you :Iouren. Suiji jI jiu ti le. 

Meanwhile, Simon Peter was standing and warming himself. Someone said to him, 

"Are you not his disciple?" But he denied, saying, "I am not." A certain servant of the 

high priest, who happened to be the relative of the man whose ear Peter had chopped off, 

said, "Did I see you with him in the garden?" Again Peter denied. At that moment the 

rooster crowed. 

' · , , e , c 5) fJV ••• e<JTw~ Kat epµmvoµevo~ v. 2 See v. 18. 

9' 9' 
Etrrov/enrev The monosyllabic verb shuo ("say") with the 0 morpheme is used in most 

Mandarin versions (e.g. JOHNM, UV, CNT, LU, SB, NCV, RCUV, CSB) for both Eirrov 

and ehrev. However, for eirrov, -le is preferable to the 0 morpheme because of the shift 

in tense-form from the present (8epµmv6µevo~) to aorist. On the other hand, the 0 

morpheme is preferable for eirrev since there is no shift in tense-form to justify the use of 

a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

fipv~aaTo (vv. 25, 27) As noted in chapter 3 above, the translator may not have the 

choice between using either monosyllabic or disyllabic verbs in Mandarin.47 One 

common Mandarin translation for ~pv~aarn isfouren ("deny"; e.g. IG, HS, SB, LU, 

47 See the discussion ofmarkedness and grounding in 3.2.5.1.b, pp. 117-20 above. In wenli style, however, 
translators do have the option to use monosyllabic verbs:/u •9J; ("oppose"; MOR, GO), hui 1* ("conceal," 
"avoid" GO 1840, SJ), wei it: ("evade," GURY), and.fei ;/f ("deny," CSV). 
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NCV, CPB, CSB), as presented in my translation. Here, the disyllabic verb is no more 

heavily marked than monosyllabic ones. However, the translator does have the option 

between using either the 0 morpheme or formally expressed perfective aspect morphemes 

(e.g. -le, RVCs). The former is preferable for both occurrences of the verb because it 

better reflects the less marked aorist tense-form in Greek. Also, there is no shift in tense

form to justify the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

A.Eyet (v. 26; see also v. 17. As noted in 6.1.2 above, the same verb kaikou with the two

morpheme aspect compound -le-IDVC is repeated here to provide textual cohesion to the 

previous episode of Peter's denial (vv. 15-18). 

aneKO'f'EV See v. 10. 

ei8ov Most Mandarin versions use kan-jian ("see," e.g. MSV, PK, UV, ZHU, CNT, IG, 

HSC, LU, SB, NCV, TCV, CLB, CRV, CPB, RCUV, CSB) with the RVCjian, which is 

suitable because it morphologically reflects the perfective aspect of the aorist tense-form. 

e<pwvriaev (v. 27; cf. v. 33) Most Mandarin versions use the monosyllabic verb jiao/ti 

le 11~/'t T ("crow," MSV, PK, UV, SYD, CNT, IG, HSC, SB, LU, TCV, CLB, NCV, 

CRV, CPB, RCUV, CSB) with the 0 morpheme. Because le is placed at the end of the 

sentence, it is used as a modal particle, as opposed to a perfective aspect marker.48 At the 

same time, one does not have the option to use the aspect marker -le here, since jiao-le le 

would be considered ungrammatical. However, the translator does have the option of 

using a monosyllabic or disyllabic verb----either with the 0 morpheme or an RVC. 

Utilizing the monosyllabic verb with the 0 morpheme is preferable because it better 

reflects the less heavily marked Greek aorist tense-form in Greek, which is used here to 

48 See the discussion of le in 3.2.5.2.c.a, pp.124-26 above. 
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conclude the episode (vv. 25-27). In addition, the 0 morpheme is preferable because 

there is no shift in tense-form to justify the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect 

morpheme. 

6.2.5. Trial before Pilate (18:28-19:16a) ~if.;(EAt{a. ~-At~• 

This pericope may be divided into six sub-sections (18:28-32, 33-38a, 38b-40; 19:1-

5, 6-7, 8-16a). Smaller discourse boundaries, as noted in 6.1.2, are marked by the 

conjunctives oDv (19:33-38a; 19:1-7, 8-16a) or Kai (18:38b-40). The aorist tense-forms 

are used to set the scene for each sub-section (18:28b, 33, 38b; 19:1, 6, 8), move the 

narrative forward (19:29-37, 39--40, 19:2, 4-5, 7, 9, 11-13, 15), and conclude the entire 

pericope (19: 16a). The imperfect tense-forms are used to depict the following: Jesus' 

attitude toward his own death (18:32), the disciples' intention to prevent Jesus' arrest 

(18:36), the soldiers' violence against Jesus (19:3), Jesus' comment regarding Pilate's 

earthly power (19:11), and Pilate's effort to release Jesus (19:12). 

The present tense-forms are used extensively in this pericope to draw special attention 

to the following key items: the opening of the new pericope (18:28), the verbal exchanges 

between Pilate and Jesus' accusers (18:29-31, 38-39; 19:4, 6-7, 12, 15) as well as 

between Pilate and Jesus (18:34, 37; 19: 10-11), Jesus' prediction of his own death 

(18:32), the introduction of Pilate's speeches (18:38a, 38b; 19:4-5, 9-10, 14-15), the 

soldiers' mock greetings to Jesus (19:3), the crown of thorns and purple robe that Jesus 

was wearing (19:5), the introduction of the direct statements made by Jesus' accusers 

(19:6, 12), and the location of Pilate's judgment seat (19:13). In addition, two discourse 

markers, 18E/i8ou (19:4-5; cf. 18:21), reinforce the significance of Pilate's statements at 

the presentation of Jesus to his accusers. 
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The perfect tense-forms are reserved to highlight three key items: Jesus' response to 

Pilate regarding his kingship (18:37), Pilate's disapproval at Jesus' refusal to answer his 

question (19:10), and Jesus' comments in response to Pilate's claim of power (19:11). 

'l\youow oDv Tov 'Iriaouv arro Tov Ka16.q>a Et~ TO rrpanwptov· ~v 8e rrpw·t· Kat 

OUTOt OUK Eta~A.8ov Ei~ TO rrpanwpwv, 1va µ~ µiav8watv aAAa q>6.ywatv TO 

rraaxa. E~~A8Ev oDv 0 IltAOTO~ ESW rrpo~ auTOV~ Kat <j>f]CJtv· Ttva KaTf]yopiav 

q>EpETE [KaTa] TOV av8pwrrou TOUTOV; OTIEKpi8riaav Kat Eirrav aun{1· Ei µ~ ~v ODTO~ 

KaKOV TiotWV, OUK av (Jot rrapEbwKaf1EV aUTOV. (18:28-30) 

~~~*~a•~~~~~~~·~••t~~ 0 ~*k~~ 0 ~~~~~ 

~~~~'~M--~~t•t,~~~~*~~~~$ 0 ~~§~~~tt*% 

i'f~1ri-tt: r1t1rif&1t~ld~~:iiA.~? J ~1ri:tt~$-tt: r1flit~~k1'f ,~ 

a°9 . ~1rHt.~1t~.re.~:t~ t 1-F r 0 J 

Tamen zailai jiu Ia-zhe Yesu c6ng Gaiyara nali dao zongdu guand1 nei. Nashi tian hai 

zao. Tamen ziji que bujin guand1, shenpa wanyI yaoshi shou ran-le, bu neng chI-dao 

yuyue jie de yanxi. Blladuo jiu dao waitou lai gaosu tamen shuo, "Nlmen ping shenme 

zai kongsu zhe ren ne?" Tamen dui ta da shuo, "Jiashe ta bu shi zuo'e de, women jiu 

juedui bu ba tajiaogei-le nr le." 

They brought Jesus from Caiaphas' place to the governor's headquarters. It was still 

early. They themselves did not enter the headquarters for fear that they might be defiled, 

so they could not enjoy the Passover meal. Pilate then went outside and spoke to them, 

"What charges are you bringing against this man?" They answered him, "If he is not 

someone who does evil, we would certainly not have sent him to you here." 
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ayouatv (v. 28) The shift in tense-form from the aorist to present marks the beginning 

of a new pericope. Here, most Mandarin versions use the 0 morpheme for the present 

tense-form (UV, SYD, ZHU, CNT, IG, HSC, BT, SB, LU, CLB, TCV, CRV, NCV, CPB, 

DCT, CSB), with only a few exceptions. HS has ling-chu 4ji ili ("lead out") using the 

RVC chu, which is not preferable because it expresses the perfective aspect in Mandarin. 

A few earlier versions have la-zhe ("bringing," lit. "dragging," MSV, PK, JOHNM) and 

dai-zhe • ~ ("carrying") with -zhe, which is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it 

morphologically expresses the imperfective aspect of the Greek present tense-form. 

eiofiA.0ov The 0 morpheme is used here because the translator does not have the option 

to use -le due to the restriction that -le cannot occur in negative sentences that are 

signaled by adverbs bu ("not") or meiy6u ("have not") in non-interrogative sentences.49 

Other perfective aspect morphemes such as RV Cs or -guo, while grammatically 

acceptable, are not suitable in this context. 

rrpalTwptov (see also v. 33, 19:9) The governor's headquarters (or praetorium) is 

translated into Chinese in no less than a dozen different ways. Some terms, such as 

gongtang /~T ("court," MOR, MAR, JOHN, JOHNM, BB), gongxie /~hff 

("government agency," DV, GURY, BCV, UVW, UVB, SJ), yamen ~t ri ("yamen," GU, 

PK, UV, WANG, BT),fangb6 yamen -7r 1a ~t Fi ("provincial official's yamen," SYD, 

ZHU), duyuan 'fu;i.# ("governor's yamen," WV), huangsheng zhiingfu/gongguiin .w._;ti· -k 

Jft!-0-#: ("imperial governor's residence"/"residence," LU), dushu 'fu;i.:i ("office of a 

viceroy," SL-MOR), duyuan 'fu;i.~ ("governor's court," HSC), and guanshu 't ::i 

("government office," GO), are no longer current in modem Chinese. Other terms, such 

49 See 3.2.5.2.c.a, p. 126 above. 
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as z6ngdu guandi ("governor general's official residence," JRV, CBT, NCV), guandi 

("official residence," JCV, TRNT), z6ngdufu ~tii~Hi- ("governor general's mansion," IG, 

CNT, SB, TCV, CLB, CRV, CPB, RCUV, CSB), and caipimsu6 ~.f1J fojf ("tribunal," HS), 

are preferable because they are still widely used today. 

11iav8wa1v The aspect marker-le (e.g. MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, 

BT, SB, CRV, NCV, RCUV) is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it morphologically 

reflects the perfective aspect of the aorist tense-form. Here, the passive construction 

formed by the particle shim is suitable for the translation of the passive voice in Greek. 50 

<paywmv The RVC dao (IG) is preferable to the 0 morpheme (PK, JOHNM, UV, 

SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, CNT, LU, SB, TCV, CRV, NCV, DCT, RCUV, CSB) because 

it morphologically expresses the perfective aspect of the aorist. Auxiliary verbs, such as 

neng (MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, ZHU, IG, SB, CRV, NCV, CPB, RCUV, CSB), 

yao (TCV), yuan yao ("wish," "want," BT), or hao (CNT, HSC, LU), are necessary 

additions to the verb chi ("eat") in order to convey the projection signaled by the 

b. . d. G k 51 su ~unctlve moo m ree . 

e~~A.Sev (v. 29; see also v.1) As in v. 1, the 0 morpheme is preferable here since there 

is no shift in tense-form in the Greek to justify the use of a formally marked perfective 

aspect morpheme. 

IltAcXTo~ As mentioned in the introduction, Pilate was transcribed as Pilu6dusf 111tl: i.:iJs 

,ig. in the Jesus-Messiah Sutra (v. l 90t), a close representation of the Syriac a:m\ \ . °'· 

50 See the discussion on arnvpw8iJ (19: l 6a), p. 376 below. See also example (20) in chapter 4, pp. 209-11. 
51 For discussions of the subjunctive mood in Greek and its translation into Mandarin, see 5.2.1, pp. 227-36. 
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Catholic missionaries use Buaduo ft.Mt J, (Ortiz, SL-MOR, WV), B6duolu 1a J, :ff?: (IG), 

and Buiiduo J;:t.;f..i J, (CNT, HSC, SB, CPB).52 The Orthodox Chinese New 

Testament has P1i/ite ¥t.t1~<t (OURY). Now Pilate is most commonly referred to as 

Buiiduo 1Jt.f_i J, (MOR, MAR, GU, DV, GO, BCV, MSV, PK, JOHN, JOHNM, CSV, 

BB, SJ, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, LU, TCV, NCV, RCUV), a closer phonetic 

representation of the Greek that has been adopted by major Protestant Chinese versions 

since the early nineteenth century. 

KaTT)yopiav <pepETE The majority of Mandarin versions use gao % ("accuse," e.g. 

MSV, PK, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, HSC, RCUV) or na *"("bring," LU, TCV, 

CRV) with the 0 morpheme, which is acceptable but not as good as the imperfective 

morphemes, namely, zai and RVCs (e.g. chu, SB, CSB). Zai is preferable to RVCs 

because it reflects the imperfective aspect signaled by the present tense-form in Greek. 

OTTEKpi0TJ (v. 30) See v. 5. 

' , r ?' ' , Et f.lTJ TJV ouTo<; ... aurov This is a contrary to fact conditional statement; see the 

discussion of example (32) in 5.4.3. 

~v ••• KaKov rrotwv (see also 5.3.2.1.b., 5.4.3 above) Some versions (including those in 

wenli) treat the periphrasis as a finite verb with the 0 morpheme, for example,fenzui 

(MAR, GU, BCV), zuo e (NCV, RCUV), and zuo huaishi (TCV), all of which denote 

"commit crime" or "do evil (matters)." Although his New Testament version was written 

in wenli, Morrison uses the Mandarin perfective aspect marker -le, which does not reflect 

the imperfective aspect of the present participle. Others render it as a substantive, such as 

52 Ortiz, Commentary. Catholic translation of the Apostle's Creed reads: W6 xin qi shounan. YU Biinqiao 
Biladuojuguiinshi. Beidingshizijia. -ll<.1t.ft:.-t1.ft 0 ~M:.1{J:1:.1*.~%'t* 0 :ftir-f-.'.f* 0 ("I believe 
that he suffered under Pontius Pilate, and was crucified"). See also comments on Emavpw811in19:20. 
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diiitu "ff ,fk (HS), elei .'&#Ji (WV), and eren .'&A. (GURY), all of which denote 

"evildoer." Some take it as an adjective, such as wuzui ~,n_ ("innocent," DV). Still 

others (SYD, ZHU, LU, SB) employ the construction shi ... de, which is preferable for 

translating Greek periphrastic constructions into Mandarin. 

Tiape8wKaµev (see also v. 35; 19:16a, 30) The aspect marker -le is preferable here 

mainly because it is used in the apodosis of a conditional sentence and in a direct 

quotation. 

ElTIEV oiv aVTOl<;" 0 TI1X.aT0<;" 0 X.ci~ETE OVTOV uµe1<;, l<Ol l<OTO TOV voµov uµwv KpivaTE 

avn5v. ElTiov avT~ oi 'Iov8a101· fiµ1v OUK E';Eanv clTIOl<TElVat ov8eva· 1va 0 X.oyo<; 

TOV 'Iriaov rrX.ripc.u6iJ ov drrev ariµaivc.uv TIOtcp 6avciTcp ~µex.A..ev aTio6vtjal<ElV. 

(18:31-32) 

~~f~~~~~a: r~~~ffk~tk~!#~~~~-~*~ 0 J8kA. 

~~a:r~~~••kA. 0 J <~~k~ri-A•~•~a~~~,~~k~ 

G ~f i-1±.1t lt ·ht iX. r ~ ~ -J!t- 0 
) 

Biladuo ran'er dui tamen shuo, "Nrmen zixing ba ta dai-zou ba! Anzhao nimen de lilra 

shen ta." Y6utairen dui ta shuo, "Women wliquan sha-si ren." (Zhe naishi weile yao 

yingyan Yesu suo shuo-guo dehua: yejiu shi ziji jiangyao zai shenrne qingkuang xia er 

shishi). 

Pilate, however, said to them, "Take him away yourselfl Judge him according to your 

law." The Jews responded, "We have no right to kill anyone." (This was to fulfill what 

Jesus has said: that is, under which condition he was going to die). 

r etTIEV (vv. 31-32) See v. 25. 
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Aa~ETE (v. 31; cf. 19:1, 6, 16b) The RVC z6u (TCV, CLB, CPB) is preferable to the 0 

morpheme (MSV, UV, SYD, LU, SB, NCV, CRV) because it morphologically reflects 

the perfective aspect of the Greek. Also, the aorist is used in a direct quotation of Pilate's 

speech. 

KpivaTE Most Mandarin versions employ the 0 morpheme to reflect the perfective 

aspect of the aorist imperative, for example shenwen .t-r,,i ("interrogate," MSV, UV, 

SYD, NCV), shenpan .t-.f1l ("try [a legal case]," LU), and chuzhi ~if_ ("dispose of," 

CPB). The CLB adds qu (qu chilli -k~Jl:, "go deal with"), which is an acceptable way 

to indicate commands in Mandarin (see comments on epwUJaov in v. 21). Here, 

monosyllabic verbs such as shen ("judge") are preferable to disyllabic ones, because they 

better reflect the least heavily marked aorist tense-form in Greek. The 0 morpheme is also 

preferable because there is no shift in tense-form here to justify the use of a formally 

expressed perfective aspect morpheme (cf. 19: 1, 6). 

airoKTEivat The RVC si ("die," chusi ~Jt, "sentence to death," BT, SB, CPB, CSB) 

is preferable to the 0 morpheme (e.g. MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, 

CNT, HSC, LU, CLB, TCV, NCV) because it morphologically reflects the perfective 

aspect of the aorist infinitive. 

TTATJpw0ij (v. 32) See v. 9. 

llJ.1EAAEV airo9v{laKE1V (cf. 19:7) This is a catenative construction (see 5.3.1.4 above). 

Here, formally expressed imperfective aspect morphemes are not available to the 

translator, because expressions such asjiiing zai si or hui si-zhe are ungrammatical. Most 

Mandarin versions use auxiliary verbs such asjiiing/jiiingyao (MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, 

WANG, BT, IG, HS, LU, TCV, NCV, CRV, CPB, RCUV, CSB), hui (CLB), biyao 
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(SYD, ZHU), or gai (HSC) for the imperfect (~f1EAX.Ev), and the monosyllabic verb sf 

("die") with the 0 morpheme for the present (cnro6v(laKEtv). The CNT, on the other 

hand, has yao ziioshou sfwang ~lt ~ §t-C ("will suffer death"), which is not 

recommended for translating a Greek present active infinitive verb. Still, SB uses the 

RVC qu for cmo6v(laKEtV, which is not preferable because it does not reflect the aspect 

of the Greek. Therefore, the disyllabic verb shishi ("die") with the 0 morpheme is a more 

suitable choice for translating the present infinitive in Greek. 

Eia~X.6Ev oDv rraX.tv Et~ TO rrpatTwptov 0 IltACXTO~ Kat E<J>WVf]aEV TOV 'Iriaouv 

Kat ElTIEV min{>· av d 0 ~aatAEv~ TWV 'loucSaiwv; CxTIEKpi6ri 'Iriaou~· OTTO aEOUTOU 

av TOVTO AEyEt~ H aX.X.ot Eirr6v aOt TIEpt &µou; CxTIEKpi6ri 0 IltX.cuo~· µ~n &yw 

'Iou8a16~ Etµt; TO Eevo~ TO aov Kat oi apxtEpEt~ rrapEbWKOV aE &µoi· Tl ETIOtf]aa~; 

(18:33-35) 

*k&~f~-*~~~ 0 ~~-~*'~~a: r#k~kak£?J~• 

~4:r~0~k#~~4a,•k~A~#a~~~a~•~?J&~f~ 

4: ra•k~akA~A?k#~M~~£~~l~#i~ta 0 #~t~~ 

• ? J 

Yushi BHaduo hui zongdii guandi qu. Ba Yesii jiao lai, wen ta shuo, "Ni shibushi 

Y 6utaiwang?" Yesii da shuo, "Zhe ju hua shi ni ziji zai shuo, haishi bieren dui ni shuo

guo youguan wo de shi ne?" BHaduo da shuo, "Wo haishige Y 6utairen bucheng? Shi ni 

de t6ngbao yiji jisizhang bani jiaogei-le wo. Ni gan-le shenme shi?" 

Again, Pilate went into the governor's headquarters. He called for Jesus, asking him, 

"Are you the King of the Jews?" Jesus answered, "Are you saying this yourself, or did 
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others talk about me?" Pilate said, "Am I a Jew? It was your people and chief priests who 

sent you to me. What did you do?" 

eioiiASev (v. 33; cf. v. 1.) Rather than you 5l ("again"), which is used in most 

Mandarin versions (MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, BT, IG, HSC, SB, LU, TCV, NCV, 

CRV, RCUV, CSB), eia~A.8ev ... rraA.1v should be rendered either by the verb hui @1 

("[Pilate] went back into") with DVCs such as qu or diw (SYD, ZHU, CNT, CLB), or by 

z6u k. ("walked back to," HS) with the DVC hui.53 

e<pwvriaev (cf. v. 26) The 0 morpheme is preferable here because there is no shift in 

tense-form to justify the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. For the 

same reason, the following verb ( ei rrev) is rendered by the 0 morpheme. 

~ 
ElTIEV The 0 morpheme is used here because there is no shift in tense-form to justify 

the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

aTIEKpi811 (vv. 34-35; also vv. 36-37) See v. 5. 

A.Eyeu; (v. 34) Most Mandarin versions translate the present form by either shuo 

("say," MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, BT, IG, HSC, HS, SB, LU, CRV, NCV, 

RCUV, CSB) or wen ("ask," SYD, ZHU, CNT) with the 0 morpheme. However, zai is 

preferable because it morphologically reflects the imperfective aspect of the present 

tense-form in Greek. 

eiTiov (cf. v. 8) In contrast to eirrev in v. 33 where the 0 morpheme is used, the aorist 

is used here within the quoted speech of Jesus, which justifies the use of a formally 

expressed perfective morpheme. Also, -guo provides a better contrast to the present 

tense-form (AEye1~) used in the same quotation of Jesus here. 

53 See Morris, Gospel, 679 n. 78. Morris also adds other examples in John 6: 15 and 10:40. 
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Tiape8wt<av (v. 35; cf. v. 30; 19:16a, 30) The aorist is used here in a direct quotation 

of Pilate's verbal exchanges with Jesus. Here, -le is preferable to the 0 morpheme 

because it formally reflects the perfective aspect of the Greek. 

oi apx1epei~ See v. 3. 

ETioi11aa~ (cf. 19:7, 23-24) Formally expressed perfective morphemes are preferable 

here, because the aorist is used here as part of a direct statement. The perfective aspect 

markers -guo (PK, JOHMN) and -le (UV, WANG, BT, CNT, IG, HSC, HS, LU, SB, 

TCV, CLB, CRV, NCV, CPB, DCT, RCUV, CSB) may be used interchangeably here, 

for they morphologically reflect the perfective aspect of the Greek. SYD and ZHU, 

apparently mistaking the aorist indicative for a participle, have Nf zuo de shi shenme shi 

ne? 1t-1lk a°!i k-l-Jf f: ~ ? ("What is it that you did?"), which is not preferable here 

because shi ... de is normally reserved for the translation of Greek periphrastic 

constructions in Mandarin. 54 

CxTIE1<pi811 'I11aov~· ~ ~aatAEia ~ eµ~ OUK EITTlV EK TOV Koaµou TOVTOU· Ei EK TOV 

Koaµou TOVTOU ~v ~ ~aatAEta ~ eµ~. oi VTiflPETQl oi Eµo1 ~ywvisovTo [av] 'lva 11~ 

Tiapa8o8w TOt~ 'Iou8ai01~· vvv bE ~ ~aa1A.eia ~ eµ~ OUK EITTlV EVTEv8ev. (18:36) 

$#~~: r~~Ll~~&*~M~~ 0 ~~il•tk~&~~~~~,~ 

~+TK~~~~T~~~~MkA·~~~At~~~?ffl~~,~~£1~ 

;Jp t!: * ~l:./t 0 J 

Yesii da shuo, "Wo de wanggu6 bingbu shuyli zhege shijie. Wo de wanggu6 jiashe shi 

zhishu zhe shijie dehua, WO de shouxia q!bujiu zao weile bimian WO zao Y6utairen dai

dao er d!kang-le-xiaqu ne? Suoyr shuo, WO de wanggu6 bingrei chiiyu clchu. 

54 Similarly, the MSV has Ni guoran shi zuo shenme de 1;t * .1?.'. k 1& 1+ ff 69 ("What exactly did you do?"). 
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Jesus replied, "My kingdom does not belong to this world. If my kingdom were to belong 

to this world, my subordinates would have been fighting to prevent me being captured by 

the Jews, wouldn't they? Therefore, my kingdom does not come from here." 

aneKpi011 (also v. 37) See v. 5. 

ei EK Tou .. :roi~ 'Iou8aiot~· Second class conditional clause (see 5.4.3 above). 55 

~ywvi~ovTo [av] Many Mandarin versions add an auxiliary verb such asyao/biyao/bi 

or hui to the verbs zhengzhan -f ~("fight," PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, BT, CRV), 

zhanzheng/zhandou ~-f/~r1l ("go to war," ZHU, LU, RCUV), zuozhim 11~ ("do 

battle," NCV), or drldmg/fankimg J~Jit! Ji.At ("resist," CNT, IG) with the 0 morpheme. 

As noted in 5.4.3 above, Mandarin auxiliary verbs are not preferable for the rendering of 

the indicative verb in Greek conditional clauses. Nevertheless, a few versions that do not 

use auxiliary verbs add adverbs such as ziioyi -f e.. ("already," SB) or yfding -It. 

("certainly," TCV), perhaps in an attempt to convey past-time reference or modal use of 

the imperfect tense-form in the protasis of the contrary to fact conditional statement (see 

5.4.3). HSC adds the perfective aspect marker -le, which does not reflect the imperfect 

aspect of the Greek. The two-morpheme aspect compound -le-IDVC (with no additional 

adverb or auxiliary verb) works best here because it morphologically reflects both the 

aspect and more heavily marked imperfect tense-form in Greek. The addition of the 

adverb ziio is necessary here in order to express conceptual distance in Mandarin. 

napa8o0w Some versions use the conjunctive zhiyu ~* ("as to") and the passive 

construction formed by the particle bei to render the aorist passive subjunctive (UV, LU, 

55 The particle av is supported by several major uncials, including~ A B2 D5 em L W \II. Interestingly, 
the original reading of the Codex Vaticanus (fourth century; B*) does not contain the particle. Aland et al., 
Novum Testamentum Graece, 310. 
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SB, NCV, CRV, RCUV). 56 The bei construction, although grammatically acceptable, 

makes the sentence sound unnatural and very awkward in Mandarin. The passive 

construction formed by the particle ziio, on the other hand, works much better here. 

However, a few other versions that render the verb phrase with active construction in 

Mandarin, for example, shf w6 bu zhiyu luo zai 1~ ~ :1' ~*ft.Ji. ("so that to prevent me 

from falling into ... ," TCV) or bu rang w6 luo dao :1'~~ftjij ("so that to prevent me 

from falling into ... ," CPB), are nevertheless considered acceptable. 

The RVC dao is preferable to the 0 morpheme used in most Mandarin versions (MSV, 

PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, CNT, IG, HSC, LU, SB, TCV, NCV, CPB, 

RCUV, CSB) for it morphologically reflects the perfective aspect signaled by the aorist 

subjunctive. In addition, the shift in tense-form from the imperfect (~yc.uvii;ovTo) to 

aorist also justifies the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

eiTTEV o0v avTc}> 0 n1X.cno~· OUK ovv ~aa1AEV~ et av; OTTEKpiSri 0 'Iriaov~· au AEYEl~ 

on ~aa1AEV~ e1µ1. EYW El~ TOVTO yeyEvvriµm Kat El~ TOVTO EA~Au8a El~ TOY Koaµov, 

avTc}> 0 D1AOTO~· Tl EaTlV aX.~8e1a; (18:37-38a) 

,ft ~.i j t.~ 1! r.,i ~ ~t : i!J~ Jt ' ~ft i! 1-F :it JC r@ J.. ~~ ? J JI~,\$* ffi1 $ ~t : I JC 1-F §J G ,/£ 

a~:~:itkr@J..o~~k~--~~t•~±'~~~·*~~,~~~*~ 

A~#~:~&A~~A'-~~··~~~ 0 J,f;t~jf~~-~: l~~A 

~? J 

Blladuo ranhou wen ta shuo, "Name, nandao NI jiushi gu6wang ma?" Yesii huida shuo, 

"Shi ni zijI zai shuo de: WO jiushi gu6wang. Wo zhengshi zhege yuangu er sheng-dan-

56 For further discussions of the passive construction in Mandarin, see the commentary on mavpw0iJ 
(19:16a), p. 376 below. 
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jiang-sheng, qin-zi-jiang-lin yu shishang, rucr WO hao wei zhenli zuozheng; fan shu 

zhenli de ren, yiqie dou fing-zhe WO dehua." Biladuo zhiwen Yesii shuo, "Hewei zhenli?" 

Pilate again asked him, saying, "So, are you the king?" Jesus replied, "This is what you 

said: I am the king. For this very reason I was born a holy child, personally coming into 

this world, so that I may testify to the truth; the one who belongs to the truth, listens to 

everything (I say)." Pilate asked Jesus, "What is truth?" 

'r e1rrev (v. 37) The 0 morpheme is preferable here because up to this point there is no 

shift in tense-form to justify the use of a formally expressed perfective morpheme. In vv. 

33-37, direct quotations are introduced by two aorists, eirrev and arreKpt8f). 

arreKpt0T] See v. 5. 

x.Eye1s- See v. 34. 

yeyevvf]µm The perfect passive indicative is translated as sheng 1.. ("to be born" 

MOR, MAR, GU, DV, GO, BCV, SJ, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, CNT, SB, CLB, 

TCV, NCV, CRV, RCUV, CSB), dansheng i~1.. ("coming into being," IG, CPB), 

chusheng ~ 1.. ("born," LU),jiangsheng r$.-1.. ("born," PK, JOHNM, BB, HSC), or 

tousheng .tt1.. ("conceived to be born," HS) with the 0 morpheme. Ricci has used the 

expression tuo-tai-jiang-sheng R.M; r$.-1.. (lit. "born a fetus"), a four-character set phrase 

commonly referring to the birth of the founder of a religion. 57 The expressions jiangdan 

fti~ ("born") and shinu dansheng 1: -ki~ ~ (lit. "born a holy child of a virgin") also 

appear on the Nestorian Stele, the former with reference to the birth of Tang Emperor 

Tai-Tsung (reigns from 763-79 C.E.) and the latter to that of Jesus. The four-character 

set phrase sheng-dan-jiimg-sheng ("born a holy child") with the 0 morpheme precisely 

57 Ricci, T'ien-chu Shih-i, 448, line 580. See also example (29) in chapter 5. 
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translates the aspect of the perfect tense-form in Greek. This verb is left untranslated in 

Basset's version (SL-MOR). 

EA~Au0a Closely related to yEyevvriµm, eX.~X.u8a is translated by verbs such as ru A 

("enter," MOR), lin !?£("arrive," DV, GO, JOHN, BB, SJ),jiang Ft ("descend," WV), 

and l<ii 3R. ("come," SL-MOR) with the 0 morpheme in several wenli versions.58 The 

majority of Mandarin versions use the 0 morpheme: tai dao 3R.j1J (UV, IG, BT, HSC, LU, 

SB, CLB, CRV, NCV, CPB, RCUV, CSB) and dao lai jij *-(PK, JOHNM, SYD, 

ZHU). 59 Again, when used with the 0 morpheme, the four-character phrase q'in-zi-jiang-

lin ("come in person'') is preferable because it corresponds to the discourse function of 

the perfect tense-form in Greek. 

aKOUEt Most Mandarin versions use the 0 morpheme: t'ing ("hear," e.g. MSV, UV, 

SYD, IG, LU, TCV, CRV, RCUV) and t'ingcong ltt:l ("obey," e.g. SB, CLB, CPB). The 

aspect marker -zhe is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it morphologically reflects 

the imperfective aspect of the present tense-form. Some versions add the auxiliary verb bi 

or biyao (PK, JOHNM, SYD, ZHU, HSC, HS), which is not preferable since aKovEt is in 

the indicative mood. 

AEyE1 (v. 38a) See vv. 4, 17. 

Kai TOVTO ElTTWV TTclAlV e!;RA.8Ev rrpo~ TOU~ 'Iou8aiou~ Kat AEYEl avToi'~· eyw 

ou8Eµiav EvpiaKW EV auTc}> ahiav. EITTlV DE auv~8Eta vµi'v 1va Eva OTTOAVCTW vµi'v 

EV Tc}> rrciaxa· ~OVAEa8E o0v clTTOAuaw vµ'iv TOY ~aatAEa TWV 'Iou8aiwv; 

58 Ricci has qin lcii jiu shi ;j}i,j)~ .. .4il ilt- ("come in person to save the world"). Ricci, T'ien-chu Shih-i, 448, line 
580. 
59 The DVCs dao and lai used here do not convey aspect but only give spatial directions to the action. 
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~~i!~~~,~~k~!,~~8kA~~~·j: r~~~·~~~*i 

~~o~~~~~~~~~,~~·~-~~~*~4-A-~A~~~o~if 

M~,~~k~kt~~4~Atrak£J~~~~?J~k~~~ii~ 

i-: r~~i!1001t1k ! ~e:A.iE ! J i!E~.iEffi*k1005~~ 0 

Shuo-wan zhe hua zhihou, ta you zouchu lai, duizhe Y 6utairen de mianqian :fayan, 

"Wo zai ta shenshang shangwei :fajue zuizhuang. Ran'er zhaozhe nimen de guiju, wo 

<laying zai Yuyuejie de shihou yao shifang yige ren gei nimen. Jiu zheme shuo, nimen 

shibushi you yisi yao wo fang-le 'Y6utaiwang' gei nimen ne?" Yushi tamen you rang

rang shuo-zhe, "Buyao zhege jiahuo! Yao Balaba!" Zhe Balaba yuanlai shi ge qiangdao. 

After finishing saying these, he came out again, and spoke to the Jews: "I find no 

crime in him. However, according to your custom, I promise to release one person during 

the Passover. So now, do you wish that I release the 'King of the Jews' to you?" Once 

again they cried out, saying, "We don't want this fellow! We want Barabbas!" This 

Barabbas was a robber. 

ehrwv (v. 38b) As in 18:1, the RVC wan ("finish") is preferable to the 0 morpheme 

because it better reflects the aspect of the Greek. Also, the shift in tense-form from the 

present (AEyEt, v. 38a) to the aorist also justifies the use of a formally expressed 

perfective aspect morpheme. 

e~~A.0ev See v. 1. 

Evpi<JKw (see also 19:4, 6) Most Mandarin versions render the present tense-form with 

RVCs such as chu/chulai (PK, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, HS, LU, SB, TCV, CLB, 
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NCV, CRV, DCT, RCUV, CSB), dao (IG), or chii (CNT), which do not reflect the 

imperfective aspect of the Greek. Interestingly, the author (presumably Bishop Alopen) 

of the Jesus-Messiah Sutra (v. 193) offers a better translation by usingjian with the 0 

morpheme for this verb: Qi ren bu dang sizui. W6 shi bu wen bu jian. Qi ren bu he dang 

sf .ft. A. :f.1; §t ~ 0 ~ 1t :f. f'i!.j :f. t 0 .ft. A. :f. ~ "$ §t ("This man does not deserve death. 

Indeed, I was not informed of such, nor did I find it. This man ought not to die.").60 

However, the disyllabic verb,fajue ("find") with the 0 morpheme, is preferable here 

because it reflects the aspect and the more heavily marked feature of the present tense-

form in Greek. 

aTioAvaw (v. 39) The auxiliary verbs such asyao (MSV, UV, WANG, ZHU, IG, LU, 

TCV, NCV, RCUV) or gai (SB, CPB) are necessary additions for expressing volition in 

Mandarin. Some versions simply use the 0 morpheme without the auxiliaries (e.g. HSC, 

CNT), which is not preferable for translating non-indicative moods in Greek. The aspect 

marker -le and the 0 morpheme are both suitable translations for the aorist, although the 

former is stylistically a better choice for the second occurrence of aTioAvaw. 

expauyaaav ... A.EyovTE~ (v. 40; see also 19:6, 12, 15) Several Mandarin versions 

render the perfective aspect in Greek with the imperfective morpheme: -zhe (rang-zhe 11! 

:$-,"be shouting," LU and han-zhe 11~:$-, "be yelling," UV, IG, CLB, CRV, CPB, RCUV) 

or qilai (%\ 11~ ~"*-,"be crying out," CNT). A few others use the 0 morpheme: dasheng 

han shuo .:k.~%\"tt ("shout loudly and say," SB), da han .:k.%\ ("shout," TCV), hanjiao 

shuo %\ 11~ "tt ("shout and say," PK, JOHNM, WANG, HSC), andjiaorang shuo ,,~".!-ti 

60 My translation. The Jesus-Messiah Sutra continues with the statement of Pilate, w6 shi buneng shii qi ren 
~ 1l ::f. ~~ ~ JtA ("I really cannot kill this man," v. 196; for the verse division, I follow Saeki). In his 
translation, Saeki provides the paraphrase "I discovered no cause to kill this man." This idea may be 
implied in the context but is absent in the Chinese text. See Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 145. 
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("clamor and say," HS), all of which correspond to the perfective aspect of the Greek. 

However, the verb forms riing-riing (lit. "shout-shout") and shuo-zhe ("be saying") are 

preferable to the 0 morpheme because they both morphologically reflect the aspect of the 

Greek: verb reduplication reflects the perfective aspect of EKpavyaaav, whereas -zhe 

reflects the imperfective aspect signaled by A.eyovTE<_;-. 

ToTE oDv EAa~Ev 6 TI1A.aTo<; Tov 'Iriaovv Kai EflamiywaEv. Kai oi mpanwTm 

rrA.e!;aVTE<; ITTEq>avov E!; aKav8wv ETIE8f]Kav aUTOV Tij KEq>aAij, Kai lf.10T10V 

rropq>vpovv rrEplE~aA.ov avTOV Kai ~PXOVTO rrpo<; aUTOV Kai EAEyov· xa'ipE 6 

~aCJlAfV<; TWV 'Iov8aiwv· Kai Ebtboaav avT0 parrtCJflaTa. (19:1-3) 

*k&~fM~•tk,~A·~~ 0 M~±Affl~-~A~~,A~~AA 

i,~~~~~~~,~~~~~,-~k~,-~a~: rmk£aA1J~ 

fi ~1rHJL. ~~ -11~Pf :71cAr t -t-!- 0 

Yushi Blladuo jiang Yesu dai-zou, bingqie bianda ta. Jlming shibing yongjingji bian

cheng guanmian, dai zai ta t6ushang, you gei ta pI-shang zipao, dao ta mianqian qu, 

yibian zou-zhe, yibian shuo-zhe: "Y6utaiwang wansui!" Ranhou tamenjiu gei ta yige 

erguang da-le-xiaqu. 

Then Pilate took Jesus away, and flogged him. Some soldiers used thorns to make a 

crown and put it on his head, and then dressed him in a purple robe. They walked toward 

him and said, "Long live the King of the Jews!" Then they slapped him in the face. 

EAa~Ev (v. 1; cf. 18:3, 12, 31; 19:6, 16b, 23, 27, 30, 40) The shift in tense-form from 

the present (A.eyovTE<;, 18:40) to aorist justifies the use of a formally expressed perfective 

aspect morpheme here (in this case, an RVC). Most Mandarin version use the 0 

morpheme (e.g. MSV, UV, IG, SB, LU, TCV, NCV, RCUV), with the a few exceptions 
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which use RV Cs (ju-zhit 4~ {i., BT, HSC "seized"; shou-xia ~ r "arrested," HS; dai-zou, 

"took way," CSB). 

e~acrriycuaev While -le may be an option, the 0 morpheme is preferable since there is 

no shift in tense-form here to justify the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect 

morpheme. 

irx.E~aVTE~ (v. 2) The perfective aspect of the aorist participle is translated by the 0 

morpheme (bianzuo ~+~,"weave," PK, UV, JOHNM, SYD, LU), the RVC cheng (biiin

cheng, TCV), and the perfective -le (biiin-le, CNT, HSC, RCUV), all of which are 

acceptable, although the RVC works best here because it morphologically reflects both 

the aspect and the less heavily marked feature of the aorist tense-form in Greek. 

Although there is no shift in tense-form here, formally expressed perfective tense

forms are preferable to the 0 morpheme because they provide those three aorist tense

forms in v. 2 a better contrast to the solider's actions which are described in three 

imperfect tense-forms in v. 3. 

eire011Kav Most Mandarin versions use dai ("wear," e.g. MSV, PK, UV, SYD, HSC, 

LO, CSB) with the 0 morpheme for the aorist. The TCV uses the stative aspect marker 

-zhe, which does not reflect perfective aspect of the Greek. 

irepte~aAov The RVC shang is preferable (e.g. chuan-shang # J:., "put on," PK, UV, 

RCUV,pz-shang, "throw on," LO, CSB) to the 0 morpheme because it morphologically 

reflects the perfective aspect of the aorist in Greek. 

~PXOVTO (v. 3) Most versions have the 0 morpheme for the imperfect tense-form: for 

example, iiijin 4tilt ("get close to," UV) and dao jiJ ("go," HSC). The expressions jiexit 
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de laidao 4-i-#.f J.t*-j1J ("continue to come," LU), y'izai --Pt ("again and again," DCT),61 

and buduan de laidao ;r:. Jiif" J.t*-j'J ("come ceaselessly," CSB) are obvious attempts to 

express the iterative sense of the Aktionsart, which must be dismissed here. The aspect 

marker -zhe is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it morphologically reflects the 

imperfective aspect signaled by the imperfect tense-form in Greek. The DVC qu ("away," 

"be at a distance of') may be added in order to convey conceptual remoteness 

grammaticalized by the two imperfect tense-forms in v. 3. 

wyov The aspect marker -zhe is preferable to the 0 morpheme (PK, UV, SYD, ZHU, 

CNT, IG, HS, SB, LO, TCV, CLB, CRV, NCV, RCUV, CSB) because it formally 

reflects the imperfective aspect of the imperfect tense-form in Greek. 

xmpe The present imperative is best translated as wansui ("long live (the king)!" or lit. 

"ten thousand years (added to your life)!" SYD, WANG, HS, SB, LO, CLB, TCV, NCV, 

CPB, DCT, RCUV, CSB; also in Japanese versions (in the same Chinese characters): 

banzai Lf Iv~-·"', JCV, JRV, "Ji° I;:. CBT). Some versions have yuan ... an J.t~ · · · .!}(-

(DV), qing ... de an ~t · · · ag-t{- (MSV, PK, JOHMN), or qinglin ~t-tf (HSC), which 

are in fact conventional terms used primarily for Chinese epistolary salutations (see also 

example (18) in chapter 5). Other terms may also be considered acceptable, including 

gongxilgonghe $.$-/$. jf ("Congratulations!" SL-MOR, MOR, UV, BT, CNT, ZHU) 

andyuannixz1e &JH-F-i-~ ("We wish you happiness!" CRV). 

e8i8oaav ... parriaµaTa (cf. EbWKEV pcnnaµa in 18:22) Most versions use the 0 

morpheme to translate the imperfect. LO has zhi gei ta ergulizi i:i#;-~.lf-~11-T ("kept on 

giving him slaps in the face"), which is a deliberate attempt to convey the iterative 

61 The word-for-word translation of the NIV. Similarly, Brown suggests, "time and time again they came 
up to him." See Brown, Gospel, 875. 
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Aktionsart of the imperfect tense-form in Greek. 62 Similarly, the verb phrase lianlian de 

gu6 Ta :!.! :!.! ti9 4~ ~11!. ("repeatedly slapped Him," CLB) expresses the same Aktionsart. 

These additions must be dismissed. Other versions simply use the 0 morpheme, such as 

yang sh6uzhiing da ta JfJ -t f: .fr~ ("struck him with the palms of their hands," UV, 

SYD, HSC), gei Tajlge bazhiing ~:fe~100 Ef: ("gave Him a few slaps in the face," IG), 

gu6 Ta • :fe ("slapped Him," CLB 1998), and da Ta de liiin .tr ~11!. a9 ~ ("struck His 

face," CNT). These are all acceptable translations of the imperfect, however, the more 

heavily marked two-morpheme aspect compound -le-IDVC is a much better choice than 

the 0 morpheme, for it closely reflects both the aspect and the discourse function of the 

imperfect tense-form as the foregrounding device in Greek. In addition, the use of the 

two-morpheme aspect compound is justified by the shift in tense-form, that is, from the 

present (xaipE) to the imperfect. Here, since conceptual remoteness has already been 

established by the DVC qu in v. 3, there is no need to make any more additions. 

Kat E~~A8Ev TTOAlV E~W 0 TitACXTO~ Kat AeyEt auTOt~· 18E ayw vpiv aUTOV E~W, 1va 

yvwTE on oufapiav ahiav EvpiaKW EV avT0. E~~A8Ev oDv 0 'Iriaou~ E~W, (j>Opwv 

TOY aKav81vov <JTE(j>aVOV Kat TO TTOp(j>upouv ipanov. Kat AeyEt auTOt~· 18ou 0 

av8pwrro~. (19:4-5) 

~T*~~j~*kt~*·~~~~~= r#~6h1att~~~~*~# 

~.k~&#~tt~·a~~~~~~•t~~ 0 JM~~•kt~*·AAA 

tM•~~·~~·~~ 0 ~~j~~~~~: r#~•h!~~A!J 

Jiexialai Blladuo zaici zou-le chiilai, gaosu tamen shuo, "Nimen fing-hao! WO dai-zhe ta 

dao waibian lai gei n1men, shi yao rang rumen tlhui-chu, WO zai ta shenshang shangwei 

62 See, for example, Keener, Commentary, 1120-21. 
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Pilate came out again and spoke to them, "Pay attention! I took him out to meet you, in 

order to let you know that I find no crime in him." Then Jesus went out, wearing the 

crown of thorns and the purple robe. Pilate spoke to them, "Here, look! The man!" 

ef;fJXHev (vv. 4-5; see also 18:4, 16; 19: 17) The aspect marker -le is preferable for both 

occurrences because the shifts in tense-form from the imperfect (E8i8oaav) to aorist (v. 

4), and from the present (EvpiaKc.v) to aorist (v. 5) justify the use of a formally expressed 

perfective aspect morpheme. 

i8e (v. 4) See 18:21. 

ayc.v See v. 28. 

yvwTE Most Mandarin versions add the auxiliary verbsjiao (MSV, PK, UV, SYD, 

WANG, ZHU, BT, HSC, LU, SB, CRY), yao (HS, CSB), rang (TCV, NCV, CPB, 

RCUV), or shi (JOHNM, CNT, IG) to the verbs zhfdao ("know"), xiaode 8!11-

("understand"), or mfngbai ("realize") to convey volition, which is appropriate here. 63 

The RVC chu is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it morphologically reflects the 

perfective aspect of the aorist. 

eupiaKc.v See 18:38. 

<popwv (v. 5) In Mandarin, depending on the direct object, there are several verbs that 

denote the action of wearing. Here, two different verbs must be used, dai ("wear [a hat]") 

and pf ("wear [clothes]"), to translate the same Greek word. The aspect marker -zhe (e.g. 

MSV, PK, UV, SYD, ZHU, IG, HSC, LU, CLB, NCV, CRY, RCUV, CSB) is preferable 

63 See also example (6) in chapter 5. 
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to the 0 morpheme because it morphologically reflects the imperfective aspect of the 

present participle. 

x.Eyet See 18:4, 5; 19:5. 

i8ou (see also 18e in 18:21, 19:4; 1Cor15:51) RVCs are preferable to the 0 morpheme 

for the same reason provided in the discussion on 18:21 above. While the verb form ting-

hiio ("Listen up!" 18:21, 19:4) may be used again here, kim-hiio ("Here, look!" "Pay 

attention!") is a better choice because Pilate is calling attention not only to what he is 

about to say but also to the person he is presenting in front of the crowd. Many Mandarin 

versions simply use a monosyllabic verb with the 0 morpheme, for example, qi<io !l1i 

("look," TCV), kiln (na) ("see," "look," IG, HSC, RCUV), Nfmen kiln (ba) ("You take a 

look!" PK, SYD, WANG, CNT, CLB), all of which denote "see" or "look."64 

''OTE oiv ei8ov avTOV oi apxtepei~ Kat oi vrrripfrat EKpavyaaav AEYOVTE~· 

mavpwaov mavpwaov. AEyet avrni~ 0 n1A.cno~· AO~ETE OVTOV vµei~ Kat 

maupwaaTE" EYW yap ovx evpiaKCU EV avT0 ahiav. OTIEKpi811aav avT0 oi 

'Iou8ai0t· ~µei~ v6µov Exoµev Kat KaTa TOV v6µov O<f>ElAEt arro8aveiv, on view Seou 

EaUTOV ETTOlflCJEV. (19:6-7) 

~~~~~&-·~~·~~~a•: r~~hk~~~*~!hkt~!J 

•~f*~~~d: r~~m~~k~tk·~~~~h~!~~-~~•~~ 

*~t~~-~~ 0 J 8kA~~~d: r~~~*#*'**~~~•ak, 

§1$i~~ m e.t A io/-Z -T 0 J 

64 Newman and Nida note that "listen" is better than "look." See Newman and Nida, Handbook, 576. In 
Mandarin, "listen" works better in exposition than narrative. See the discussion on 1 Cor 15 :51 in my 
chapter 7. 
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Jisizhang he chaiyi yI kan-jian ta, jiu rang-rang shuo-zhe, "Ba ta ding-s1 zai shizijia shang! 

Ding-s1-le ta!" Blladuo gaosu tamen shuo, "Nlmen ziger ba ta daizou, ninhou zai qu ding 

ba! Wo dique zai ta shenshang shangwei fiijue you shenme zuizhuang." Y6utairen dui ta 

da shuo, "Women ziyou hlra, yira er yan ta yinggai SI, yinwei ta ba zij1 dang-cheng Shen 

zhizL 

As soon as the chief priests and assistants saw him, they cried out loudly, "Crucify 

him! Crucify him!" Pilate answered them, "Take him away yourselves and then crucify 

him! Indeed I find no crime in him." The Jews replied to him, "We have a law; according 

to that law, he must die, because he claimed to be the Son of God." 

ei8ov (v. 6) See 18:26. 

oi apx1epei~ Kat oi VTITJpETat As Brown has pointed out, the repetition of the definite 

article oi before the second noun preserves the separation of the two groups. 65 The CPB 

fails to see this significance and translates the second definite article oi as tamen de 

("their"). 

eKpauyaaav A.Eyovre~ See 18:40. 

01uupcuaov maupcuaov The Jesus-Messiah Sutra uses the stative aspect marker -zhe 

(vv. 202--4) to record the event of Jesus being bound to a tree (mushimgfa-zhe *-J:.fef 

::i).66 The term shfzi (lit. "ten-word"), which first appeared with direct reference to the 

Crucifix on the Nestorian Stele, was used in all Chinese versions from Basset's New 

Testament onward. The majority of Chinese versions use the 0 morpheme to reflect the 

65 Brown, Gospel, 876. Brown adds that these two groups constitute "the Jews" mentioned in v. 7. 
66 The pronunciation given here is modem Mandarin. Karlgren gives the archaic reading [d'ciak] for -zhe. 
See Karlgren, Analytic Dictionary, 336. For a diachronic survey of the use of -zhe, see Ota, Historical 
Grammar, 223-25. cf. shang xuan giio J:. ~ ~ (the Discourse on Almsgiving, v. 113). For an historical 
survey of the use of the cross in ancient China, see A.C. Moule, "Use of the Cross," 78-86; Moule, 
Nestorians in China, 21 f. 
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perfective aspect of the aorist imperatives: Shiding zhl, shiding zhl -t ir Z ' -t iT Z 

(SL-MOR), Ding zhl shizijia, ding zhl shizijia (MOR, MAR, DV, GO, BCV, JOHN, SJ, 

G-0)67
, Ding zhl shijia, ding zhl shijia (UVW, UVB, UVE), Ding ta shizijia, ding ta 

shizijia (UV, CLB, CRV), Ding zhl ding zhl (GURY), Ding zhT yu shizijia, ding zhT yu 

shizijia (BB), Ding ta zai shizijia shang, ding ta zai shizijia shang (MSV, PK, JOHNM, 

WANG, SB),68 Ding ta shizijia shang! Ding ta shizijia shang! (HSC), Ding shizijia! Ding 

shizijia! (SYD, ZHU, BT, LU, RCUV), Ba ta ding shizijia! Ba ta ding shizijia! (TCV, 

NCV), and Ba ta ding zai shizijia shang! Ba ta ding zai shizijia shang! (CPB, DCT). All 

of these phrases contain the same verb, dfng ("nail"), which expresses the idea "Crucify 

him" or literally, "Nail him onto the cross!" with slight variations in wording and 

emphases. 

A few other versions, on the other hand, use the RVC sf ("die," WV, IG, CNT) and 

shang ("up," HS, CSB). Although the 0 morpheme is acceptable, ding-sf is preferable 

because it morphologically reflects the perfective aspect of the aorist tense-form in Greek. 

As Brown observes, the "double cry" reflects intensity, presenting the considerable 

hostility of the enemy.69 In Chinese, repetition of the exact verb form-especially when 

the repeated verb immediately follows the main verb--does not necessarily ensure added 

emphasis, rather it often has the opposite effect on the reader or listener. One could argue 

that this is in part due to the close morphological resemblance between the repetition of 

verb forms and verb reduplication in Mandarin. As treated in 3.2.5.2.d above, verb 

reduplication is composed of a verb and its reduplicant. Although verb reduplication is 

67 .. 
GU adds the modal particle ye to the end of each verb phrase. 

68 SB omits the pronoun ta for the first verb. 
69 Brown, Gospel, 876. 
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used to grammaticalize the perfective aspect in Mandarin, it often occurs in contexts 

where the action may be described as short or insignificant in terms of duration and 

importance. 7° For example, the verb yanjiu ,liJf- 1E denotes "research" or "examine," but its 

reduplicated formyanjiu-yanjiu usually means "take a look" or "worry about (later)." 

Therefore, here it is suitable to use a heavily marked two-morpheme aspect compound 

(e.g. RVC-le) for the second maupwaov and an RVC for the first, since the repetition of 

the exact Mandarin verb does not convey added emphasis (see also v. 15; cf. repetition of 

perfect tense-form in 19:22). 

Aa~ETe ... Kai mavpwaaTe (cf. 19:1, 6, 16b) As in v. 1, the RVC zou is preferable 

here because there is a shift in tense-form from the present (AEye1) to aorist. The aorist is 

used in a direct quotation, which also justify the use of a formally expressed perfective 

aspect morpheme. On the other hand, the 0 morpheme is preferable for the other aorist 

used in the same quotation (mavpwaaTe), because there is no shift in tense-form. 

eupi<JKw See 18:38. 

aneKpi0ri (v. 7) See 18:5. 

exoµev (cf. 18: 1 O; 19: 10-11, 15) Morphologically expressed imperfective aspect 

morphemes, while grammatically acceptable, are not preferable in this context. However, 

disyllabic verbs such as ziyou ("have," HS) with the 0 morpheme are preferable to 

monosyllabic ones with the 0 morpheme, which are found in most Mandarin versions (e.g. 

MSV, UV, ZHU, BT, CNT, HSC, SB, LU, TCV, NCV, CRV, RCUV, CSB). 

70 Lil g ,fx.);ffl, Grammar, 235-36; Wang .£ :h, Grammar, 326; Gao, Grammar (rev. ed.), 198-99; Li and 
Thompson, Grammar, 233-36; Zhu ;jt4.t1*, Grammar, 34-35, 78-81; Zhang, Contrastive Study, 175; Hu 
and Fan, Verbs, 95; Smith, Parameter, 271. 
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O<J>ElAel ano0ave'iv (cf. ~µeAAEV arro0viJaKElV, 18:32) Formally expressed aspect 

morphemes, while grammatically acceptable, are not preferable in this context. 

As in 18:32, most Mandarin versions use auxiliary verbs such asyfnggai/gai (CNT, HSC, 

SB, LU, CSB) or dang (JOHNM) for the present tense-form (oq>eiA.et) and sf ("die") or 

chusf ~§t ("sentence to die," CLB, CPB) with the 0 morpheme for the aorist 

(cmo8ave'i'.v).71 Several others, on the other hand, have shi dang sf de ("is to die," PK) or 

shi gai sf de ("is to die," UV, SYD, ZHU, BT, TCV, NCV, CRV, RCUV). This is not 

preferable, because shi ... de construction is not suitable for translating the infinitive but 

should be reserved for the periphrastic construction. 

enoiriaev (cf. 18:35; 19:23-24) The RVC cheng ("finish") is preferable to the 0 

morpheme (e.g. MSV, PK, UV, ZHU, CNT, HSC, SB, LU, TCV, NCV, CRV, CPB, 

RCUV) because it morphologically reflects the perfective aspect which is signaled by the 

aorist tense-form in Greek. 

''OTe oiv ~Kovaev o TI1A.arn<; TovTov Tov A.6yov, µaA.A.ov eq>o~~8TJ, Kat eia~A.8ev 

El<;" TO rrpatTwptov TIOAlV Kat A.eyet Tc}> 'Iriaou· rr68ev ei av; 0 bE 'Iriaov<; clTIOKpwtv 

OUK EbWKEV auTc}>. (19:8-9) 

~~~§At~~'~L~tt 0 *k~~~~~~~,f~~~~: r~~ 

~k~~-*~?J~k~-~~~~S$ 0 

Dang Blladuo ting-le zhe hua zhihou, jiu gengjia shoujing. Yushi ta zai ci jinru guandi, 

zhiwen Yesii shu6, "NI daodi shi c6ng na H lai de?" Danshi Yesii que buji ta huida. 

71 The MSV has dingzuo sizui Jt. #kft~ ("deserve the death penalty"); the CPB uses the passive 
construction bei chusi ("to be sentenced to death"). 
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When Pilate heard this, he became even more frightened. He entered the governor's 

headquarters again, and questioned Jesus, saying, "Where on earth are you from?" But 

Jesus gave him no answer. 

~Kovaev (v. 8) RVCs (e.g.jian, MSV, PK, UV, LU, HSC, NCV, CRV, RCUV; dao, 

DCT) and -le (SYD, IG, SB, CPB) are preferable to the 0 morpheme (CSB) because they 

morphologically reflect the perfective aspect of the aorist. Although the two aspect 

morphemes may be interchangeable, -le is preferable to RVCs because it accounts for 

more frequent use in subordinate clauses. 72 The aspect marker -le also marks the 

beginning of the discourse unit (vv. 8-16a). 

e<po~~efJ Here, the 0 morpheme is suitable for the aorist since there is no shift in tense

form to justify the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. The 

monosyllabic verb jf ng ("frighten") with the 0 morpheme is preferable to the 

monosyllabic verb haipa ':t •fa ("fear") (PK, IG, NCV, CPB, DCT) with the 0 morpheme 

because the former is less heavily marked than the latter. The expressionfa haipa 1i-':t·ra 

("become afraid," MSV, UV, LU, SB, CRV, RCUV) sounds awkward in Mandarin, 

apparently an attempt to capture the sense of "becoming." Again, this ingressive or 

inchoative meaning of the verb pertains to Aktionsart, thus it must be dismissed. The 

passive construction formed by the particle shou is suitable for the translation of the 

passive voice in Greek. 

eiof1A0ev (v. 9) See 18:1. 

A.Eye1 See 18:38a. 

72 Wang .£ !J, Grammar, vol. 1, 335-36. See 3.2.5.2.c.a, pp. 125-26 above. 
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AEYEl o0v aun~ 6 TitA.cno~· Epot OU AaAE'i~; OUK oi8a~ on ESOVCJtOV EXW c'xrroAvaai 

aE Kat f.sovaiav sxw a-ravpwaai aE; c'xrrEKpi6ri [aun~] 'Iriaov~· ovK EiXE~ &sovaiav 

KOT' EjJOV ou8Eµiav El µ~ ~v bEbOjJEYOV aot avw6Ev· 8ta TOVTO 6 rrapa8ou~ jJE aot 

jJEtsova aµapTiav EXEL (19:10-11) 

~~§~*~~~~~: r~~~~~b~?·~~~~t~~f-~A~~t 

tA~k~8b,#~tt~~hi+t~~-b~?J~#~~: r~~~~ 

*~*t*~~~,~~~~~t~M·~~8b1°~~~~k~i~~~~ 

100A' ~Ata~k~-£a~~ 1 ° J 

Blladuo zheshijiu gaosu ta shuo, "Ni bu dui wo kaikou ma? Nandao n1 zheme bu-zhI

hao-dai -benren ji chiyou-zhe fang n1 -zou de quanli, yi chiyou-zhe ba n1 ding-shang 

shizijia de quanli ma?" Yesu da shuo, "Yaobushi shangtian en-chong-shang-ci gei n1 de, 

Ill zao jiu mei chi-zhe renhe ban WO de quanli le. Yinci ba WO jiao-chUlai gei Ill de nage 

ren, ta fil-zhe de shi geng zhong de zui le." 

Pilate then said to him, "Are you not talking to me? Don't you know what's best for you 

that I have the power to release you and the power to crucify you?" Jesus replied, "If it 

was not bestowed to you from above, you would have no rights to judge me. Therefore, 

the one who handed me over to you, his holds a greater sin." 

A.Eyet (v. 10) See 18:17. 

AcxAEi~ Most Mandarin versions use disyllabic verbs such as hufda ("answer," PK, 

JOHNM, UV, CNT, LU, SB, TCV, CLB, NCV, CRV, CSB), shuohua ("speak," SYD, 

WANG, BT, HS, RCUV), kiiikou ("open mouth," ZHU) or gaosu ("tell," CPB) with the 0 

morpheme, which are preferable to monosyllabic verbs such as shuo ("speak," HSC) or 

da ("answer," MSV) because they better reflect the more heavily marked present tense-
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form in Greek. A few others add auxiliary verbs such as yuan (CPB) or gei ("give," HSC). 

Such additions are not preferable for the rendering of the indicative mood in Greek. 

' 'rt: OUK otua~ See 18:21(cf.18:2, 4, 19:35). 

excu (cf. 18:10; 19:7, 15) The aspect marker -zhe is preferable to the 0 morpheme 

because it formally reflects the imperfective aspect of the present tense-form. Most 

Mandarin versions use the monosyllabic verb you ("have," e.g. PK, JOHNM, UV, ZHU, 

BT, CNT, IG, HS, SB, LU, TCV, NCV, CPB, RCUV, CSB) with the 0 morpheme. 

CJTaupwaai See v. 6. 

OTIEKpteri (v. 11) See 18:5. 

• ' • , ' t: t: , ,, e c 11) OUK Et XE~ ••• Et µri riv OEUOJlEVOV (Jot avcu EV v. Many grammarians classify this 

as an example of the second class (contrary to fact; see 5.4.3) conditional without the 

particle av in the apodosis. 73 However, as Porter argues, it is the context of the 

argument-not the form of the conditional-that determines the conditional as unreal.74 It 

is best treated here as a first class conditional (see 5.4.2). 

The perfect participle (8E8oµevov) is most frequently translated by cigei ,flh#;-

("grant," e.g. PK, UV, CNT, HSC, SB, CRV, CSB) or simply ci ("grant," MSV) or gei 

("give," NCV, CPB) with the 0 morpheme. LU uses the aspect marker -le (gei-le), which 

does not reflect the stative aspect of the Greek. The stative aspect morpheme -zhe is not 

an option because the verb forms cigei-zhe and gei-zhe are ungrammatical in Mandarin. 

Therefore, the four-character set phrase en-ch6ng-shang-ci ("bestow upon graciously," 

see also 18:9, 11) works best here because the 0 morpheme is a suitable Mandarin 

73 These include Burton, Blass and Debrunner, Boyer, Zerwick and Grosvenor. See Burton, Syntax, §249; 
BDF, §360; Boyer, "Second Class Conditions," 88; Zerwick and Grosvenor, Grammatical Analysis, 341. 
74 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 306. 
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translation of the stative aspect of the perfect tense-form in Greek. Also, its heavily 

marked feature corresponds to the perfect tense-form used as a frontgrounding device, 

highlighting the fact that Pilate's power is a gift from God. The periphrastic construction, 

~v 8E8oµEvov, is translated by the construction shi ... de in Mandarin. 75 

The imperfective aspect signaled by the Greek imperfect EixE<; may be reflected 

formally by -zhe rather than by the 0 morpheme (e.g. MSV, IG, HSC, SB, CPB, DCT, 

CSB). The addition of the adverb zao is necessary here in order to express conceptual 

distance in Mandarin. 

TiapacSouc; The RVC chUlai is preferable here because the shift in tense-form from the 

perfect (8E8oµEvov) to aorist justifies the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect 

morpheme. Most Mandarin versions use the 0 morpheme (e.g. JOHNM, UV, SYD, ZHU, 

CNT, SB, LU, NCV, CRY, CPB, CSB). 

EXEt The aspect marker -zhe is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it formally 

reflects the imperfective aspect of the present tense-form. Some Mandarin versions use 

the monosyllabic verb you ("have," e.g. SYD, ZHU, BT) or fa ("carry," IG, SB) with the 

0 morpheme, while others do not translate the verb (e.g. MSV, JOHNM, UV, HSC, HS, 

TCV, NCV, CRY, CPB). Still, two versions use -le (fen-le~~ T, "committed," LU; you 

-le, "had," CNT), which is not recommended here because -le does not reflect the aspect 

of the Greek. 

EK TOUTou o TI1A.cho<; ES~TEt aTioAvam m'nov· oi 8E 'Iou8a'lot EKpavyaaav 

AEyovTE<;· EOY TOVTOV aTioAvalJ<;, ovK Ei q>iAo<; TOV Kaiaapo<;· TIO<; o ~aatAEa 
E.auTov Tiotwv avnAEyEt T0 Kaiaapt. o oDv TI tAcnoc; al<ouaac; TWV A.6ywv TOVTwv 

75 See discussions of periphrasis in 5 .3 .2. 
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~yayEv E~w Tov 'Iriaouv, Kat EKa8taEv &rrl. ~~µaTo~ Et~ Torrov AEyoµEvov 

A186aTpwTov, 'E~pataTt 8f; fa~~aea. (19:12-13) 

~~*~~,&~f~~~·~~-~Ak 0 •*8kAtt~t: r~~kA 

t~~A,~~~k•A•~t~T(~J 0 ~~-~£~,~~*kA~&t 

~- 0 J-~fAt~~,~~~-·ili'M~~~-~~~rM~~J~~~ 

(~~*~-r~~kJ) 'i~-~$i 0 

Cong na shihou qi, Biladuo jiu lao xiang-zhe ba Yesu gei fang-zou. Wunai Y 6utairen 

rang-rang shuo-zhe, "NI yaoshi fang-le zhege ren, ni jiu bu shi yii Kaisa yidang de le 

(yuanwen zuo pengyou). Fan zicheng wei wing de, ji dengyli shi zai d1ngzhuang-zhe 

Kaisa." Blladuo fing-le zhe hua, jiu ba Yesu dai chu, suihou jiu dao yige mingjiao 

"Pushitai" de difiing (XIb6laiyu cheng "Jiabada"), zuo zai caipanxi shang. 

From that point on, Pilate was thinking about releasing Jesus. Unfortunately, the Jews 

cried out and said, "If you free this man, you are not one (Greek reads "friend") of 

Caesar's party. Anyone who declares himself king opposes Caesar." When Pilate heard 

this, he took Jesus outside to a place called the ''Stone Pavement" (in Hebrew called 

"Gabbatha"), and sat on the judge's bench. 

E~~TEl arroA.uaa1 (v. 12) Several Mandarin versions have xiiingyao (or yaolxiiing, 

"wish") shifang ff;& ("release," MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, SB, 

LU, TCV, CLB, NCV, CRV, RCUV, CSB) with the 0 morpheme for &s~TEt arroA.uaat. 

The problem with this translation is that the verb xiiingyao is used as an auxiliary to 

express volition or futurity in Mandarin. More importantly, it is set aside specifically to 

translate the non-indicative moods in Greek, including the subjunctive, optative, and 
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future form. For this reason, it is better to use different verb forms, such as dasuan .:tr J. 

("plan," HS), xiangfa ~ ik ("devise," HSC), or shefa ~~ik ("try").76 

However, -zhe is preferable to the 0 morpheme since it morphologically reflects the 

imperfective aspect of the imperfect tense-form in Greek. As for o:rroA.vam, RVCs such 

as kiii (HSC) or zou are preferable to the 0 morpheme because they morphologically 

reflect the perfective aspect of the Greek aorist tense-form. The addition of the adverb lao 

is necessary here for the purpose of conveying remoteness in Mandarin. 77 

eKpauyaaav A.EyovTE~ See 18:40. 

cinoA.u01J~ Like anoA.vaat above, most versions (MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, 

BT, CNT, IG, LU, HS, SB, TCV, CLB, CRV, NCV, RCUV, CSB) use the 0 morpheme. 

As noted in the previous chapters, the perfective aspect marker -le is frequently used in 

contexts that include subordinate clauses and the protasis of conditional sentences. 78 

Therefore, -le (SYD, ZHU, CPB) is preferable to RVCs such as zou ("go") or kiii 

("open," HSC). 

<piA.o~ Most versions render it with zhongchen ,t, f:l. ("loyal subject," e.g. PK, JOHNM, 

UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, CNT, TCV, NCV). A few have pengyou ("friend," BT, IG, 

HSC, CRV, CSB). 

civnA.Eye1 Most Mandarin versions use the 0 morpheme (MSV, PK, JOHMN, UV, 

SYD, ZHU, BT, CNT, IG, HSC, HS, SB, CRV, DCT, RCUV, CSB). The only exception 

76 Compare the four Catholic versions, CNT, IG, SB, and CPB, which have shefii with the auxiliary yao. 
Similarly, LO has jiu xiang faziyao shifong it/N.il--f-.t-ff ;5i ("devise means to release"). 
77 Lao is extremely difficult to translate into English. As an adverb, it has a wide range of meanings which 
include: "always," "for a long time," "often," and "very." As an adjective, it denotes "old," "experienced," 
"original," and "overdone." See Contemporary Chinese Dictionary, s.v. 
78 See 3.2.5.2.c.a and 5.3.2.2.e.t::, pp. 125-26, 278-79 above. For a treatment of the third class conditional 
sentences, see 5.4.4, pp. 287-91. 
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is LU, which has dfngzhuang ("contradict," "clash") and employs -zhe, which is 

preferable to the 0 morpheme because it formally reflects the imperfective aspect of the 

present tense-form. However, the addition of the auxiliary verb yao in LU is not suitable 

for the translation of the indicative mood in Greek. Here, the two-morpheme aspect 

compound zai ... -zhe may be used to reflect the more heavily marked present tense-form 

in Greek. 

aKovaac; (v. 13) Most versions closely reflect the perfective aspect of the aorist. Some 

use -le (IG, LU, CLB, NCV, CSB), while others use RVCs such asjian (MSV, PK, 

JOHNM, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, CNT, HSC, TCV, CRV, CPB, RCUV) or dao 

(HS). The SB has the 0 morpheme (yzting, "as soon as he heard"). The perfective aspect 

marker -le is preferable to RVCs because, as noted above, it is used more frequently in 

subordinate clauses. 79 

~yayev See 18: 13. 

eKa8taev Three different morphemes are used in Mandarin versions: the 0 morpheme 

(zuotang ~ '.t, "sit on a case [of a magistrate]," PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, 

IG, HSC, RCUV; zuo, "sit," MSV, BT, CNT, SB, CRV), and the aspect markers -le (CSB) 

and -zhe (CPB). While both -le and the 0 morpheme are both considered good 

translations, the latter is preferable because it better reflects the less heavily marked aorist 

tense-form and the perfective aspect it signifies in Greek. Also, the 0 morpheme is 

preferable because there is no shift in tense-form to justify the use of a formally 

expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

A£yoµevov See v. 17. 

79 See the commentary on ~Kovaev (19:8), p. 367 above. 
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~v 8E Tmpa<JKEV~ TOV Ticmxa, wpa ~v w~ EKTf). Kat AEyEt TOl~ 'Iov8aim~· 18E 0 

~aatAEu~ v11wv. EKpavyaaav oDv EKEtvm· lxpov lxpov, mavpwaov avTov. AEyEt 

OUTOl~ 0 I11Acno~· TOV ~a<JtAEa Vf1WV mavpwaw; OTIEKpt8f)<JOV Ot apx1EpEt~· OUK 

EXOflEV ~aatAEa Ei 11~ Kaiaapa. TOTE oDv TiapEbWKEv avTov auTot~ 1va mavpw8ij. 

(19:14-16a) 

~k~*~-~~~·~8'~~~ 0 ~~f~~8kA~: r~~·~!·· 

zg ! J ~1r11ir".l 11.ift: r-ttJf. ! -ft-if- t ~ ! k~irfl./£-t~*J:. ! J ~~i.f f 

r,,i : r 1t 1r1p-tct~~;Je1t 1r1 Mrg .£ 1r *' ./±. -t ~ * J:. ~~ ? J Jffe- JJ -R $. ~t : r ~ 1r1 ~ 

~-z~,~•ti3.£ 0 J~~f*~;Je~t~t~~~h+$t 0 

Natian zheng haoshi Yuyuejie de Ch6ubanri, yue zhengwil. Blladuo gaosu Y 6utairen 

shuo, "Nimen kan-hao, guigu6 zhijlin!" Tamen que rang-rang shuo, "Gan-diao! Gan

diao-le ta! Ba ta ding-si zai shizijia shang!" Blladuo zhiwen, "Nimen queding yao WO ba 

nimen de junwang ding-si zai shizijia shang ma?" Jisizhang da shuo, "Women chu Kaisa 

zhiwai, mei yongyoujanwang." B'iladuo ylishi ba tajiaogei-le tamen qu ding shizijia. 

It was the day of Preparation for the Passover, around noon. Pilate said to the Jews, "Here, 

look! Pay attention! The King of your nation!" They cried out, "Get rid of him! Get rid of 

him! Crucify him!" Pilate asked, "Are you sure you want me to nail your King to the 

cross?" The chief priests replied, "We have no king but the Caesar." Then Pilate handed 

him over to them to be crucified. 

A€yEt (v. 14) See 18:4. 

tbE See 18:21, 19:4, 5. 

eKpavyaaav (v. 15) See 18:40. 
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lxpov lxpov (cf. v. 6) The MSV has Qu-le ta! Qu-le ta! -k 1 ~ ! -k 1 ~ ! ("Get rid 

of him! Get rid of him!") with -le, and a similar expression is found in the DCT, Shii-le tii! 

Shii-le tii! ff11 ~ ! ff1 1 ~ ! ("Kill him! Kill him!"). Most Mandarin versions use 

RVCs such as mie (PK), diao (e.g. UV, CNT, LU, SB, NCV, CRV, CPB, RCUV, CSB), 

and qu (HSC). SYD and ZHU, on the other hand have Shii! Shii! ff1 ! ff1 ! ("Kill! Kill!") 

with the 0 morpheme. The perfective aspect morphemes -le and RVCs are preferable to 

the 0 morpheme because they morphologically reflect the perfective aspect of the aorist 

tense-form. Here, the repetition of the two aorist imperatives in Greek indicates 

prominence. However, this prominence cannot be rendered by simply repeating the exact 

same verb form in Mandarin, since it does not convey such added emphasis (see the 

discussion on v. 6 above). Therefore, the solution is found by using an RVC for the first 

lxpov and using the two-morpheme aspect compound RVC-le for the second. 

maupc.law The form maupc.law is ambiguous: it could be either the future form or 

the aorist subjunctive. In Mandarin translation, however, it is not a major issue since 

auxiliary verbs are used to translate both forms in Greek. Most Mandarin versions seem 

to construe it as the aorist subjunctive. Most translate it by the verb dfng ("nail") with the 

0 morpheme, along with auxiliary verbs such as keyf/ke (e.g. PK, UV, HSC, NCV, CRV), 

yao (SYD, SB, RCUV) or giii (CPB). A few others, however, use the RV Cs shang (CSB) 

and sf (CNT) with auxiliaries, which are also acceptable translations of the perfective 

aspect of the aorist. 

arreKpi0ri See 18:5. 

exoµev See 19:7. 
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rrape8wKev (v. 16a; cf. 18:30, 35; 19:30) The shift in tense-form from the present 

(exoµev, v. 15) to aorist justifies the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect 

morpheme. The aspect marker -le is preferable to the 0 morpheme (e.g. PK, UV, ZHU, 

BT, CNT, HSC, HS, SB, LU, TCV, NCV, CSB) because it better reflects the perfective 

aspect of the aorist tense-form in Greek. 

crraupw0{j (see also vv. 18, 20) Explicit passive constructions may be possible in 

Mandarin translation here, but it is not absolutely necessary, since the passive action is 

already suggested by the context. However, as Mullie argues, passive verbs in Mandarin 

"always necessarily denote the suffering of an action, the undergoing of a treatment 

performed by a causal being on the subject, and so they are passive verbs in the most 

restricted meaning of the word."80 So, the use of passive contractions formed by particles 

such as shou (qu shou dfng shizijia de kU:cing-!- '*:fi;rf-!f. * MJ %-JftJ, "to endure the cruel 

penalty of being crucified," CNT) or yi bei (y1 bei dfng shizijia 1-tJ.~fi;rf-!f. * ("to be 

crucified," MOR) may be appropriate here. 

6.2.6. Jesus Crucified (John 19: 16b-37) :ij}{ ff.llt#-t ~ *-
This pericope may be divided into five sub-sections (vv. 16b-22, 23-24, 25-27, 28-

30, 31-3 7). Smaller discourse boundaries, as noted in 6.1.2, are marked by conjunctives, 

such as oiv (vv. 23-24, 25-27, 31-37) or µna TOVTO (vv. 28-30). The aorist tense

forms are used to set the scene of each sub-section (vv. 16b, 23, 26, 28, 31, 36), propel 

the narrative forward (vv. 17-22, 24, 27, 29-30, 32-34), and conclude the entire pericope 

(v. 37). The imperfect tense-forms are used for three specific items: the introduction of 

80 Mullie, Structural Principles, vol. 2, 44. 
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the chief priests' suggestion to Pilate (v. 21), the depiction of John standing beside Jesus' 

mother (v. 26), and the jar of sour wine at the scene of the crucifixion (v. 29). 

The present tense-forms are used to draw special attention to key items: the 

description of Jesus on his way to be crucified (v. 17), the site of the crucifixion and its 

name in Hebrew (v. 17), the suggestion of the chief priests to Pilate (v. 21), the 

introduction of Jesus' statements (vv. 26-28), the content of Jesus' statement (v. 28), the 

parenthetic statement of the author of the narrative (v. 35), and the introduction of the 

Old Testament quotation (v. 37). 

The perfect and pluperfect tense-forms are reserved to highlight several items of 

critical importance in the narrative: the introduction of the content of the inscription (v. 

19), the languages in which the inscription was written (v. 20), Pilate's response to the 

chief priests' request to reword the inscription (v. 22), the depiction of Jesus' mother and 

his beloved disciple at the scene of the crucifixion (v. 26), Jesus' premonitions of what 

will soon transpire (v. 28; cf.18:4), Jesus' final words on the cross (v. 30), the explanation 

behind why the soldiers did not break Jesus' legs (v. 33), and the testimony of the witness 

to the events (v. 35). The pluperfect tense-form is used to describe the people who were 

present at the scene of the crucifixion (v. 25). 

TiapeAa~ov oDv TOV 'I11aouv, KOl ~amascuv auTqi TOV maupov E~~A8Ev d<; TOV 

A.EyoµEvov Kpaviou Torrov, a A.eynm 'E~pa1m1 foA.yo8a, orrou avTov 

ECJTaupcuaav, Kat µn' OVTOV aUov<; 8uo EVTEU8Ev KOl EVTEU8Ev, µeaov bE TOV 

'I11aouv. EypalJJEV 8E Kat TtTAov o TI1AaTo<; Kat E811KEv err! Tov maupov· ~v 8E 

yEypaµµevov· 'I11aov<; o Nascupa'i'.o<; o ~aa1Aev<; TWV 'Iou8aicuv. (19: 16b-19) 
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~~,~~~k~•tk 0 ~*~-~~**+**'a~-~k~t-M~ 

~r••~kJ~~~<•~*~~#r~~~J) 0 ~~~M~~~~M~~~ 

+**o~~~~~~~~~;-~-~,~-~~~o~~j~*~-ff~ 

%'~~+**~ 0 ~~4**~: r8k£'*·~A~-J 0 

Suoy1, tfunenjiu ba Yesu dai-zou. Zheshi Yesu qinzi bei-zhe shizijia, wangwai yizhi 

zoudao-le yige jiaozuo "Dul6u zhI qiu" de di!ang (Xib6laiyu jiaozuo "Gegeta"). Jiu zai 

nage di!ang tamenjiang ta ding-shang shizijia. Lingwai zaichang de haiyou liang ming; 

yI zuo yI you, Yesu zai zhongjian. Blladu6 you xie-xia yihang g6nggao, an zai shizijia 

shang. Shi zheyang xie-zhe de: "Y 6utaiwang, Nasaleiren Yesu." 

Therefore, they took Jesus away. Jesus then carried the cross by himself, and went out 

to a place called the "Place of the Skull" ("Golgotha" in Hebrew). It was there where they 

crucified him. There were two other persons that were there, one on the left, the other on 

the right, and Jesus in the middle. Pilate then wrote a public notice to be put on the cross. 

It was written, "King of the Jews, Jesus of Nazareth." 

TTapeAa~ov (v. 16b; cf. 18:3, 12, 31; 19:1, 6, 23, 27, 30, 40) RVCs such as z6u (ling

z6u 4~ k., "led away," CNT; dai-z6u, "took away," HS, TCV, CSB) and the perfective 

aspect marker -le (PK, UV, BT, CRV, RCUV) are preferable to the 0 morpheme (e.g. 

JOHNM, SYD, WANG, ZHU, IG, HSC, SB, LU, NCV, CPB) because they 

morphologically reflect the perfective aspect of the aorist tense-form. The MSV, on the 

other hand, has la-zhe qit .f.i;f-!- ("dragging away") with the imperfective aspect marker 

-zhe, which does not reflect the aspect of the Greek. 

~aITTa~wv auT~ (v. 17) Most Mandarin versions use the aspect marker -zhe (PK, 

JOHNM, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, CNT, IG, BT, HSC, HS, LU, SB, CLB, TCV, NCV, 
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CRV, CPB, RCUV, CSB), which is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it 

morphologically reflects the imperfective aspect of the present participle in Greek. The 

MSV, on the other hand, uses the perfective aspect marker -le, which does not reflect the 

aspect of the Greek. Regarding avTc{l, q'fnzi ("personally") translates the dative pronoun 

in terms of "by himself' rather than "his own."81 

e!;~A.Sev (cf. 18:4, 16; 19:4) The shift in tense-form from to the present (~amaswv) to 

aorist justifies the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme (in this case, 

-le). 

Aeyoµevov, AfyETm (see also v. 13) Most versions, as in v. 13, use mfngjiao ~ 11~ (lit. 

"its name is called," e.g. MSV, UV, HSC, SB, CRV), ming~ ("name," PK),jiao 11~ 

("call,'' LU, BT, HS, CSB), orjiaozuo 11~ 1~1 (WANG) with the 0 morpheme. Here, none 

of the formal imperfective morphemes may be used. However, the disyllabic verbs 

jiaozuo and mfngjiao are preferable to monosyllabic ones for both Greek verbs because 

they better reflect the more heavily marked present tense-form. 

foAyo8a The chinese transliteration of foAyo8a appears in the Jesus-Messiah Sutra 

(v. 201) as Qiju it 5J, which, as Karlgren suggests, might have been pronounced in 

seventh century China as Lk;1U kjgt] or [kiuJ kjgt], apparently a closer representation to 

its Syriac original r<hl~82 Today it is standardized as Gegetii ~~1\t in Protestant 

versions, and Geergeda -t.lf--ti! in Catholic versions. 

emaupwaav (v. 18; see also v. 23) The RVC shang (HS, CSB) is preferable to the 0 

morpheme (MSV, PK, JOHNM, WANG, ZHU, CNT, IG, LU, CRV, CLB, TCV, NCV, 

81 Brown, Gospel, 898-99. The expression "by himself' is also found in some English translations (e.g. 
NRSV, NL T). Keener, on the other hand, recognizes avT0 as emphatic ("his own cross"). This 
interpretation is found in several English versions (e.g. NASB, NIV, ESV). See Keener, Commentary, 1133. 
82 Haneda, "Remarks on the Jesus-Messiah Sutra," 266---07; Karlgren, Analytic Dictionary, s.v. 
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CPB, RCUV) and -le (e.g. HSC) because it morphologically reflects both the aspect and 

discourse function of the aorist tense-form. Also, the shift in tense-form from to the 

present (AEyETat, v. 17) to aorist justifies the use of a formally expressed perfective 

aspect morpheme. For the discussions of other morphemes used to translate the aorist 

forms of o-raupocu, see vv. 6, 14. 

eypa\f.IEV (v. 19) RVCs such as xia ("down") and -le (xie-le, UV, SYD, HSC, LU, SB, 

NCV, CRV, CPB, RCUV, CSB) are both preferable to the 0 morpheme (xie, "write," PK) 

because they morphologically reflect the perfective aspect of the aorist tense-form in 

Greek. Here, although there is no shift in tense-form, the RVC provides a better contrast 

to the stative aspect that is signaled by the perfect tense-form (yeypaµµEvov) in the same 

verse. 

E0T]l<EV (see also v. 42) Most Mandarin versions use monosyllabic verbs with the 0 

morpheme to translate the aorist: tin ("place," PK, UV, SYD, HSC, LU, CRV), gua #r 
("hang," CPB, CSB), ding ("nail," RCUV), and fang ~i. ("put," SB, NCV). All of these 

are preferable, not only because the 0 morpheme is a suitable Mandarin rendering of the 

perfective aspect in Greek, but also because monosyllabic verbs correspond to the less 

heavily marked aorist tense-form and its discourse function as a backgrounding device. In 

addition, the 0 morpheme is a better choice because there is no shift in tense-form of the 

Greek here to justify the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

~v yeypaµµevov (see also v. 20) The aspect marker -zhe (CPB, DCT, CSB) is 

preferable to the 0 morpheme (xie, "write," e.g. PK, UV, SYD, CNT, HSC, LU, SB, 

NCV, CRV) because it morphologically reflects the stative aspect of the perfect tense

form. Periphrastic constructions in Greek, as treated in chapter 5, may be translated by 
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shi ... de construction in Mandarin. 83 The 0 morpheme might be an option here, but the 

translator has to utilize a four-character set phrase because it corresponds to the discourse 

function of the perfect tense-form as a frontgrounding device. 

TOVTOV oDv TOY TtTAOV TTOAAOl avf.yvwaav TWV 'Iov8aiwv, OTt Eyyu~ ~v 0 TOTTO~ 

T~~ noAEw~ onov Emavpw8ri o 'Iriaou~· Kat ~v yEypaµµf.vov 'E~pa"imi, 'Pwµa"imi, 

'EAATJVlITTt. EAEyov oDv T0 CTtAclTC}> Ot apx1EpEt~ TWV 'Iov8aiwv· µ~ ypa<pE• 0 

~aatAEV~ TWV 'Iov8aiwv, O.A.A.' on EKE'i'.vo~ EinEv· ~aatAEV~ Etµt TWV 'Iov8aiwv. 

anEKpi8ri o CTtAaTo~· o yf.ypa<pa, yf.ypa<pa. (19:20-22) 

A~·~~j8kAtt~M~~ 0 ~k~~~-·~+*t~~~·O~a 

~ 0 0CA~~ffl~~*~'~T~,~~~-~-~·~ 0 ~~8kA~~~ 

~·~~kb*~~~J~: r~~~r8k£JT 0 ~r~MA~~a~:a 

k~~ki 0 J J ~4.if $.~t: r ak**it, t~§.1~4~~* 0 J 

Zaid, you zhongduo Y 6utairen du-le zhege gonggao. Zhe shi yinwei Yesii bei ding 

shizijia de difang, li cheng henjin. Kuangqie nashi yong XIb6laiwen, Ladingwen, haiyou 

Xilawen biaobang-zhe de. Nashi Y 6utairen de jisizhang, jiu kai-qI kou-lai dui Blladuo 

shuo, "Bie shiixie 'Y6utaiwang' le. Xie 'Zhege ren zijI shuo-guo, Wo shi Y6utaiwang."' 

Biladuo da shuo, "Wo shi bing-bI-zhi-shii, btineng zeng-siln-yI-zi." 

Here, there were many Jews who read this public notice. This was due to the fact that the 

place where Jesus was crucified was close to the city. Also, it was written in Hebrew, 

Latin, and Greek. At that point, the chief priests of the Jews said to Pilate, "Do not write 

'King of the Jews.' Write 'This man said, I am King of the Jews."' Pilate responded, "I 

write down what stands; I cannot alter one word of it." 

83 See discussions of periphrasis in 5.3.2. 
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aveyvwuav (v. 20) The perfective aspect of the aorist is translated by kanlkiln-jian 

("see," PK, TCV), nian ~("read," UV, WANG, CRV, RCUV), and du ("read,'' MSV, 

JOHNM) with the 0 morpheme. The aspect marker -le (BT, LU, HSC, HS, SB, NCV, 

CPB, CSB) and RVCs (e.g. dao, DCT) are both preferable to the 0 morpheme because 

they morphologically reflect the perfective aspect of the Greek. Also, the shift in tense-

form from the perfect ( yEypaµµevov, v. 19) to aorist justifies the use of a formally 

expressed perfective aspect morpheme. On the other hand, auxiliary verbs such as neng 

(CLB) or keyi (CNT) are unnecessary additions for translating the Greel indicative mood 

into Mandarin. Similarly, SYD and ZHU add the verb !di~ ("come"), which is also 

unnecessary. 

ecrraupw0ri (see also VV. 16a, 41) The aorist passive is rendered by ding(shiziji) 

("crucify") with the 0 morpheme (e.g. DV, GURY, UVW, PK, LU, CLB, NCV, 

RCUV). 84 As mentioned in the comments on v. 16a, ecrraupw8ri may be translated by 

passive constructions in Mandarin formed by particles such as shiJU (e.g. shouxing 1: -Jf!J, 

"suffer penalty,'' HS) and bei. For example, Ortiz and other early Catholic missionaries 

use the passive construction to refer to Jesus' crucifixion in the Chinese translation of the 

Apostle's Creed: 

Wo xin qi shounan. Yu Banqiao Biladuo juguan shi. Bei ding shizijia. SI er nai yi. 

I believe that he suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified. He died and was buried. 

Elsewhere in Yao Jing lue jie ((~~£ l-M)) (="A Short Commentary on Key Passages of 

the Bible," 1705), Ortiz use the RVC sf in the same passive construction, Zi giinshou 

84 PK uses the RVC si instead of the 0 morpheme for the same form (Earnvpw8ri) in v. 41. 
85 Ortiz, Commentary, 5. 
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kunim. Bei ding shizijia sI §J it.X-%:1-fi 0 ~iir-t**k 0 ("He willingly endured 

suffering, being crucified to death"). 86 

The expression bei ding shizijia is found in many wenli and Mandarin versions (e.g. 

SL-MOR, MOR, MAR, GO, GU, SJ, WV; JOHNM, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, CNT, IG, 

BT, HSC, SB, TCV, CRV, RCUV, CSB). While the RVC si'may be used, the 0 

morpheme is preferable since there is no shift in tense-form here to justify the use of a 

formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

~v yeypa1111evov (see also v. 19) As in v. 19, the periphrasis formed by the imperfect 

form of Etjl i and the perfect passive participle is better translated by the shi ... de 

construction, using the stative aspect morpheme -zhe to render its stative aspect (PK). 

Several versions render the periphrasis using the shi ... de construction (UV, SYD, CNT, 

HSC, LU, SB, NCV, CRV, CPB, RCUV, CSB) but with the 0 morpheme. 

e'X.eyov (v. 21) The IDVC qllai is preferable to the 0 morpheme found in most 

Mandarin versions (MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, CNT, IG, BT, HSC, 

SB, LU, TCV, CLB, NCV, CPB, RCUV, CSB) because it morphologically reflects the 

imperfective aspect of the imperfect tense-form in Greek. In order to convey remoteness 

grarnmaticalized by the perfect tense-form, nashi ("then," "at that point") may be added 

(cf. 18:5, 15). 

ypa<pe Most Mandarin versions (e.g. PK, UV, ZHU, IG, CNT, HS, SB, LU, TCV, 

NCV, CSB) use the monosyllabic verb xie ("write") with the 0 morpheme. The disyllabic 

verb shilxie ("write") with the 0 morpheme works better here, since expressions such as 

86 Ortiz, Commentary, 19. The expression bei ding shizijia is also noted by Varo (% i..:fltr+!f t) and 
Mullie (:fl$r ,{i. + $ tJ:.). See Varo, Arte, 127; Mullie, Structural Principles, vol. 2, 45. 
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xie-qf (xie-IDVC) or xie-zhe, while grammatically acceptable, are not normally used in 

prohibitions. 

eirrev (see also 18:8, 9, 21, 32) The shift in tense-form from the present (ypa(j>E) to 

aorist justifies the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. The aorist 

also occurs in a quoted speech of the chief priests to Pilate. 

arrE1<pi011 (v. 22) See 18:5. 

o yeypa(j>a, yeypa(j>a87 Many wenli versions have Shu ze shii yf :t" J!1J :t" ~ (lit. 

"written is written," DV) or Shii zhe shu yf -t"%:-t" ~("what was written, it has been 

written," WV) with the 0 morpheme, both of which are acceptable translations of the verb 

phrase. Similarly, the CNT has W6 shi zheyang xie de jiu zheyang le ~kiiftj; a'?i:itii 

tt 1 ("this is the way I wrote it and that's it"). Basset, on the other hand, uses the 

temporal deixis yf ("already") to convey completion, Yu su6 ye, yI shu yf ~ folf t ' l-t 

~("what I have written, I have already written," SL-MOR). This addition of temporal 

adverbs is followed in many versions: for example, MOR and MAR use ceng ("ever") in 

the expression W 6 ceng su6 xie jiu xie zhf ~ t fo,lf :g; ~)(, j; .Z ("what I have once written, I 

wrote it"). Other expressions include W 6 yI shii zhl, zhe shii zhz yf ~ l-t .Z 0 J!1J -t .Z ~, 

GO), Wu zhz su6 shu, zhe yI shu zhlyf-f;-Zfolf-t ' J!1J l-t .Z~ (GU), W6 su6 shii zhe, yI 

shii zhlyf ~?1f-t%:' l-tz~ (BCV, SJ, UVW, UVB), shii zheyI shii -t%: l-t 

(GURY), and W6 su6 xie de, w6 yijing xie-le (NCV, CSB), all of which denote the idea 

"what I have once written, I have already written it." 

87 Unlike the cases in vv. 6, 15 where repetition of exact verb forms are aorist imperatives, here are two 
perfect tense-forms with in the indicative mood. The presence of the relative pronoun o also indicates that 
this is not a simple sentence. Therefore, the translation issues raised earlier do not apply here. 
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The majority of Mandarin versions, however, use the perfective morpheme -le and the 

RVC shimg, for example, W6 xie-le,jiu xie le ("[once] I wrote it, I write it," HSC, SB, 

DCT, RCUV).88 Most of these versions also use a temporal adverb, for example, Wo suo 

xie-le de, w6 yijfng xie shang le ("what I wrote, I already finished writing it," LU, CRV) 

and W6 su6 xie de, wo y1jing xie-shang le ("what I wrote, I already wrote it," PK, UV). 

The stative aspect realized by the two perfect forms is best translated by two four-

character set phrases with the 0 morpheme. The translation provided here, W6 shi bing-

b1-zhi-shii, buneng zeng-sun-yI-zi, closely reflects the aspect and the discourse function 

of the perfect forms as frontgrounding devices, highlighting that Pilate's written words 

stand firm. 

Oi oDv crrpanwTm OTE &crraupwaav Tov 'Iriaouv, €A.a~ov TO iµana auTou Ka\. 

btEµEpiaavTo TO iµana µou EaVTo1~ Kat &rrl. Tov iµanaµov µou E~aA.ov KA~pov. oi 

jlEV oDv crrpanwTm TaUTa &rroiriaav. (19:23-24) 

±A~~h~~~~~,t~~*·'~A~~,·A-~,~~~~-*~ 

~ 0 ~*•*£~~~,~~T~X~MA~ 0 ~~~~~~: r~~~~~' 

~~*A•~,~~•~t 0 J~B~~~A6~•<~~~~>: r~~~~ 

~~*·'~A~~•*Al 0 J~-~±A~~~~.~~T 0 

88 Compare Newman and Nida' s suggestions: "what I have written will remain just that way" or " ... will 
remain just as I have written it." Newman and Nida, Handbook, 586. It is clear that Newman and Nida 
follow the interpretation that the first perfect is aoristic whereas the second one is durative or continuative. 
See, for example, Robertson, Grammar, 895; BDF, §342; Brown, Gospel, 586. 
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Shibing chen zai ding-shang Yesu zhiji, mi ta de yifu, !en wei si fen, meiren yI fen, 

baokuo ta de lI yI zainei. Zhe jian llyI meiyou jiefeng, ji shangxia zhengpian suo zhicheng 

de. Ranhou you bk! shuo: "Xian bie sI-kai ta, women lai chouqian ba, kan shei hui chou

zhong." Zhe mudi shi yao yingyan shengjing (suo shuo dehua): "Tamen !en-diao WO de 

yifil, you weiwo de llyI chouqian." Zhe j! ming shibing jiu ba zhexie shi gei zuo le. 

While the soldiers crucified Jesus, they took his clothes and divided them into four 

parts, one for each person, including his tunic. This tunic had no seams, which was 

woven in one piece from top to bottom. So they discussed among themselves, saying "Let 

us not tear it apart; let us draw lots and see who will get it." This was to fulfill what the 

Bible (says), "They divided my clothes, and for my tunic they drew lots." So that is what 

these soldiers did. 

eITTaupwaav (v. 23; see also v. 18) In this sub-section (vv. 23-24), 10 aorist tense

forms were used to describe what the soliders did to Jesus' clothes. For the first aorist, the 

RVC shang or -le (e.g. MSV) is preferable to the 0 morpheme because the shift in tense

form from the perfect (yi§ypmpa, v. 22) to aorist justifies the use of a formally expressed 

perfective morpheme. The remaining aorists used in this sub-section will be treated 

individually. 

EAa~ov(cf.18:3, 12,31; 19:1,6, 16b,27,30,40) The0morpheme(e.g. UV, WANG, 

BT, HSC, TCV, CRV, RCUV) is preferable to -le (e.g. IG, SB, CSB) because there is no 

shift in tense-form to justify the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

Several Mandarin versions do not translate this verb (MSV, PK, JOHNM, ZHU, CLB, 

CPB, DCT). 
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ETioiriaav (cf. 18:35; 19:7, 24) For the same reason for i=A.a~ov provided above, the 0 

morpheme (MSV, UV, BT, HSC, HS, LU, TCV, CRV, RCUV) is preferable to -le (CNT) 

and the RVC cheng ("finish," PK, SYD, ZHU, IG, SB, NCV, CPB, CSB). 

r etTiav (v. 24) Again, the 0 morpheme which is used in most Mandarin versions (e.g. 

MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, ZHU, BT, IG, CNT, SB, LU, TCV, CLB, RCUV, CSB) is 

preferable for the same reason for i=A.a~ov provided above. 

qiawµev RVCs such as ktii ("split open," PK, UV, SYD, WANG, SYD, ZHU, BT, 

HSC, SB, TCV, NCV, CRV, RCUV, CSB) or lie ("split," MSV and LU) work best here 

for the translation of the perfective aspect signaled by the aorist subjunctive. The aspect 

marker -le (CPB) is also a good option. Since the aorist is used here in a direct quotation, 

a formally expressed perfective morpheme is preferable to the 0 morpheme (fenge 7J....._t1J, 

"divide," HS). 

Mxwµev The aorist subjunctive is translated by jifi 1J (DV, CSV, TRNT, RAGUET), 

nianlzhuiijii1 {i5/;flf-.IJ (MSV, PK, UV, SYD, CRV, HSC, LU, CPB, CNT), chouqiiin 

(NCV, RCUV, CSB), or zhisiii ~ft. (SB) with the 0 morpheme, all of which denote 

"cast lots" and reflect the perfective aspect of the Greek. The 0 morpheme is used here 

also because there is no shift in tense-form. Some versions add the auxiliary verbs rang 

(CSB) or lai (NCV) to express volition, which are also preferable here. 

TIAf}pwSij See 18:9. 

8teµepiaavro The RVC diao and the aspect marker -le (PK, UV, WANG, BT, CNT, 

IG, HSC, SB, LU, CLB, TCV, NCV, CRV, CPB, DCT, RCUV, CSB) are both preferable 

to the 0 morpheme (MSV, JOHNM, SYD, ZHU, HS) because they morphologically 

reflect the perfective aspect realized by the aorist tense-form. The fact that the aorist is 



used in an Old Testament quotation also justifies the use of a formally expressed 

perfective aspect morpheme. 
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e~aAov l<A~pov All Chinese versions use the same term for A.cixwµEv here, most of 

which have the 0 morpheme for the perfective aspect of the aorist (e.g. DV, PK, UV, 

MSV, SYD, CNT, LU, SB, CRV, NCV, CPB, RCUV, CSB). The 0 morpheme is 

preferable to -le (HSC) because there is no shift in tense-form to justify the use of a 

formally expressed aspect morpheme. The 0 morpheme also provides textual cohesion to 

the previous sentence in which the same verb form, chouqian with the 0 morpheme, is 

used to translate A.cixwµEv. 

hroiriaav (cf. 18:35; 19:7, 23) The 0 morpheme (PK, JOHNM, ZHU, CNT, SB, LU, 

CLB, NCV) is preferable to -le (UV, WANG, IG, BT, HSC, TCV, RCUV, CSB) because 

there is no shift in tense-form here to justify the use of a formally expressed aspect 

morpheme. Note that, because of its position at the end of the sentence, le is used here as 

a modal particle as opposed to the aspect marker -le. 

Eicrr~KElO'QV bE rrapa T0 crravp0 TOV 'Iriaov ~ ~l~TTJP OVTOV KOt ~ abEA<.p~ T~~ 

J.lfJTpo~ avTou, Mapia ~ Tov KA.wrra Kat Mapia ~ May8aA.riv~. 'Iriaov~ oDv i8wv 

T~v J.lfJTEpa Kat Tov ~ta8TJT~v rrapEcrrwTa ov ~ycirra, AEYEt Tij J.lfJTpi· yuvm, 18E o 
vio~ O'OV. Eha AEYEl T0 µa8f)Tij· 18E ~ µ~TTJP aou. l<Ot arr' EKElVTJ~ T~~ wpa~ EAa~EV 

avT~v o µa8TJT~~ Et~ TO 18ta. (19:25-27) 

~~-~+~-*~~·~,~~~~~&~~~~*#'~~~-E~~T 

~~~'~#k~~~~~ 0 ~~-·~~~~~~•tt~~~M~~-~~ 

t' Yii-WF~Rt~t: I *A.' 1~!# ! ii1iik1~a9>lT 0 J 4-il"-X..i-WFliFi~ 
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~o 

Zai Yesu de shizijia pangbian zhan-zhe de, you ta de muqinji ta muqin de jiemei, 

haiyou Gaoluoba de qizi Maliya, he Modala de Maliya. Dang Yesu kan-dao muqin he ta 

suo zhong'ai-zhe de na wei mentu zai yichu zhan-zhe, jiu gaosu muqin shuo, "Furen, nin 

kan-hao! Zhe wei shi nin de erzi." Jiezhe you gaosu zhe mentu shuo, "NI kan-hao! Zhe 

wei shi nY de muqin." C6ngcY zhihou, nawei mentu jiu ba ta jiehui-le ta zijY de jia. 

Standing alongside Jesus' cross were his mother, his mother's sister, and Clopas' wife 

Mary, as well as Mary Magdalene. When Jesus saw his mother and the disciple whom he 

loved standing there, he said to his mother, "Woman, look! Pay attention! Here is your 

son." Then he said to the disciple, "Pay attention! Look! Here is your mother." Since then, 

that disciple took her to his own house. 

eicrrftKetaav (v. 25) See 18:18. 

i8wv (v. 26) The aspect marker -le (CPB, CNT) and RVCs such asjian (PK, HSC, SB, 

CRV) and dao (CSB) are preferable to the 0 morpheme (UV, LU, ZHU, RCUV) because 

they morphologically reflect the perfective aspect realized by the aorist tense-form. Also, 

the shift in tense-form from the pluperfect (eio-r~Keiaav, v. 25) to aorist also justfifies its 

use. 

irapeo-rwTa (cf. irapeo-rf)KW~, 18:22) The stative aspect of the perfect participle is 

translated by -zhe (LU, HSC), and, more commonly, by the 0 morpheme (PK, UV, SYD, 

SB, NCV, CRV, RCUV, CSB). The marker -zhe is preferable to the 0 morpheme because 

it morphologically reflects the stative aspect in Greek signaled by the perfect tense-form. 

Here, the 0 morpheme might be an option, however, the verb form should be in a four-



character set phrase in order to reflect the heavily marked perfect tense-form in Greek. 

This verb is not translated in the CNT and CPB. 
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~ycnra Most Mandarin versions render this imperfect tense-form by ai ("love," PK, 

MSV, JOHNM, UV, BT, HSC, SB, LO, CLB, NCV, CRV, RCUV, CSB), zhong'ai 

("love," HS, TCV), te ai 4~ '.t (lit. "especially love," CNT), zui qfn'iii Jilii!'.t ("love the 

most," SYD), or ai zhong '.t 1: (lit. "deeply love," ZHU) with the 0 morpheme. However, 

-zhe is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it morphologically reflects the imperfective 

aspect that is signaled by the Greek. In order to establish remoteness in Mandarin, na wei 

("that one") may be added here. 

A€yet (vv. 26-27) See 18:4. 

18e See 18:21, 19:4-5, 14. 

eA.a~ev (v. 27; cf. 18:3, 12, 31; 19:1, 6, 16b, 23, 30, 40) RVCs (e.g. xia, HSC) and the 

aspect marker -le are both preferable to the 0 morpheme used in most Mandarin versions 

(PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, CNT, IG, HS, SB, LO, CLB, TCV, CRV, NCV, 

CPB, DCT, RCUV, CSB) because they morphologically reflect the perfective aspect of 

the aorist. On the other hand, SYD uses -zhe (dai-zhe, "bringing"), which is not 

preferable because it does not reflect the aspect of the Greek. The shift in tense-form 

from the present (X.Eyet) to aorist also justifies the use of a formally expressed perfective 

aspect morpheme. 

Mna TOVTO ei8w~ 0 'Iriaou~ on ~8ri TIOVTa TETEX.EITTat, 1va TeX.etw8ij ~ ypmp~. 

X.Eyet· 8npw. CJKEUO~ EKEtTO osov~ f.lEITTOV· arr6yyov o0v f.1EITTOV TOU osov~ 

vaawrrc.p rrept8EVTE~ rrpoa~veyKav QUTOU T0 ITTOf.lOTt. OTE o0v EAQ~EV TO oso~ [o] 
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'Iriaov~ EirrEv· TETEAEmat, Kat KAiva~ T~v KEtpaA.~v rrapEbwKEv TO rrvEvµa. (19:28-

30) 

~•,$•~*~~~~*~~A,~r~•••i~~,~~b~: r~~ 

~ 0 JA~i~AA*-~~~1·~~~;~~~~~~-~~-~~~~

$i'a~~~-~0~~~~t~•~ ,~~: rk~~A!J~-~~t 

$~ ' i th '.f i>tf. 0 

ZhThou, YesU dong-cha-yI-qie dou yI da-gong-gao-cheng, weile yao yingyanjing 

shang suo shuo, jiu kaikou shuo: "Wo ganke." Zai na 1I youren fang-zhe yige cheng man 

le suanjiii tanzi; tamenjiu ba zhan man suanjiii de haimian bang zai niuxicao shang, wang 

ta de zuI lI song. Dang YesU chang-le na suanjiii, jiu shuo, "Da-gong-gao-cheng!" 

Ranhou dixia-le t6u, jiao-chU linghun. 

After this, Jesus, knowing everything had already been accomplished, in order to 

fulfill what the Scripture says, said, "I am thirsty." Ajar full of sour wine was left 

standing there; so they put a sponge dipped with sour wine on a branch of hyssop, and 

held it to his mouth. As Jesus tasted that sour wine, he said, "It is accomplished!" and 

then bowed his head and gave up his spirit. 

ei8w~ (v. 28; see also 18:4) The stative aspect of the perfect participle is translated by 

the 0 morpheme in most Mandarin versions (e.g. PK, UV, CNT, HSC, LU, SB, CRV, 

CPB, CSB). However, rather than the disyllabic verb zhldao ("know"), ei8w~ is best 

translated by a four-character set phrase, dong-cha-y"f-qie ("see all clearly"), because it 

marks the frontgrounded prominence in Mandarin discourse, highlighting Jesus' 

knowledge that his earthly mission is finally accomplished. 
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TETEAccnm (see also v. 30) Many Mandarin versions (e.g. MSV, PK, UV, SYD, LU, 

CNT, HSC, SB, NCV, CPB, RCUV) use the perfective aspect marker -le, though there 

are a few exceptions that use the 0 morpheme (e.g. CRV, DCT). It is best here, and also 

in v. 30, to translate TETEAECJTm by the four-character set phrase da-gong-gao-cheng ("all 

is accomplished") with the 0 morpheme, because it reflects the discourse function of the 

perfective tense-form in Greek as the frontgrounding device. 

A.Eyet (see also vv. 26-27) The 0 morpheme is preferable to IDVCs because the same 

exact verb form is used in v. 27 to introduce a direct quotation of Jesus. More heavily 

marked disyllabic verbs such as kaik6u ("speak," lit. "open one's mouth") or shuodao 

(MSV; cf. 19:3 7) are preferable to the less heavily marked monosyllabic verb shuo ("say") 

used in most Mandarin versions (e.g. PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, ZHU, BT, CNT, HSC, SB, 

LU, TCV, NCV, CPB, RCUV, CSB). 

cSupw The 0 morpheme is the preferable choice for the present tense-form (e.g. MSV, 

PK, UV, CNT, HSC, LU, SB, CRV, RCUV, CSB). However, the disyllabic verb ganke is 

preferable to monosyllabic verbs such as ke because it reflects the more heavily marked 

present tense-form in Greek. 

eA.a~ev (v. 30; cf. 18:3, 12, 31; 19:1, 6, 16b, 23, 27, 40) Most Mandarin versions 

translate eA.a~ev by verbs such as chi 11t ("eat," MSV), chang 'f 1'1 ("taste," PK, UV, 

SYD, HS, SB, NCV, CPB, RCUV, CSB), shou {: ("receive," LU, CRV), yfn ~k 

("drink," CNT), or ke 11A ("crack," HSC) with the perfective -le, which are all good 

translations of the aorist. The DCT, however, has chang-guo-le with the heavily marked 

two-morpheme aspect compound -guo-le, which is not preferable because it does not 

reflect the discourse function of the aorist as the backgrounding device. 
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9' einev See 18:11, 25, 31-33, 37. 

TETEAeITTat (see also v. 28.) The same word used in v. 28 is now expressed as an 

exclamation of Jesus' last word on the cross. Basset has Fu cheng yi !i...A~ ("Father, it 

is accomplished!" SL-MOR) and most Chinese versions translate it with similar 

expressions, using either the modal particle yi or le: Cheng lei AT ! (PK, JOHNM, UV, 

BT, CLB, TCV, NCV, CRV, DCT, RCUV, CSB), Cheng yi A~ (BCV, GURY, BB, 

JOHN, SJ, UV, UVW, UVB, UVE, WV), Wanquan le! JL~ T ! (ZHU), 

(Dou)wancheng le! (~)JLA 1 ! (HS, LO, CNT, SB, CPB), Wan le JL 1 (MSV, IG, 

HSC),89 Biyi*~ (DV, GO), and Yi bi lee..* 1 (MOR, MAR, GO). All ofthese 

versions denote the idea that "It is done!" or "It is finished!" Interestingly, the four-

character set phrase da-gi5ng-gao-cheng, which is the most fitting translation of 

TETEAEITTat in Mandarin, is used as the subject heading of this passage in the 1998 

revised CLB. 

KAiva~ The shift in tense-form from to the perfect (TETEAEITTat) to aorist justifies the 

use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme (in this case, -le). 

napebwKev (cf. 18:30, 35; 19: 16a) Some versions use the aspect marker -le (MSV, 

CNT, HSC, SB, NCV, CPB, RCUV) or RVCs such as qi ("abandon," HS), qu ("depart," 

MOR, MAR), or chu ("out," IG, CSB),90 however, the majority of Chinese versions use 

the 0 morpheme (e.g. SL-MOR, GO, GO, BCV, DV, GURY, BB, SJ, PK, JOHN, 

JOHNM, UV, WANG, BT, WV, CLB, CRV). RVCs and -le are the most suitable 

because they morphologically reflect the perfective aspect realized by the aorist tense-

form. 

89 The MSV has Shiqing wan le :f 'it Jt. T ("Things are done"). 
90 The CSB has both the RVC and perfective -le. 
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Oi oDv 'Iov8atol, EITEl rrapaaKEV~ ~v, 1va µ~ µcivu Errt TOV mavpov TO awµaTa 

Ev T0 aa~~aT~, ~v yap µEyaA.ri ~ ~µEpa EKEivov Tov aa~~aTou, ~PWTTJaav Tov 

ITtAaTov 1va KaTEaywatv avTwv Tel aKEAfJ Kat O:p8wa1v. ~A.8ov oDv oi mpanwTm, 

Kat TOV f-!EV rrpWTOU KCXTEa~av Tel UKEATJ Kat TOV OAAOU TOV avmaupw8EVTO<; avT0· 

errt bE Tov 'Iriaovv eA.86vTE<;, w<; Ei8ov ~8ri avTov TE8vTJKOTa, ov KaTEa~av avTou Tel 

aKEATJ, O:U' El<; Twv mpanwTwv A.oyxu avTov T~v rrA.cupelv Efvv~Ev, Kat E~~A8Ev 

EU8U<; alpa Kat VbWp. (19:31-34) 

8kAM*k•~a~-~,~~-~-~~&8~~~•~+~*~;~~ 

~&8kt~~~- 0 8kA~~~~f~k~~~~~h*'~~~~ 0 *k 

M~±A~~*h*--MM~~+~*~A~~,~·~-~~-M 0 ~k~ 

~~t~•~*'t~~~·*~~,~~~k~~~h* 0 ~~~-~±Arn 

~~~~~~M~'~M~•~*~~* 0 

Y6utairenjieyl1 shi Ch6ubanri de yuangu, bu xiang rang shiti zai Anxiri dangtian reng 

liu zai shizijia shang; zaishuo Anxiri shi zhongyao de jieqing. Y 6utairen jiu qiu Blladuo 

xian ba tamen de tu! gei da-duan, y1bian shou shL Yushi j1 ming shibing jiu xian lai da

duan di yige tong ta ding shizijia de ren de tu!, jiezhe da-duan lingwai yige. Danshi tamen 

dao-le Yesu qian shi, jian ta y1jing ming-duan-qi-jue, jiu meiyou ba ta de tu! da-duan. 

Ran'er you yiming shibing yong changmao ci-ru ta de le pang, like you xie he shu1 liu 

chUlai. 

Since it was the day of Preparation, the Jews did not want the body still hanging on 

the cross on the Sabbath; also Sabbath is an important holiday. The Jews asked Pilate to 

have their legs broken and their body taken away. So the soldiers came and broke the legs 

of the first person who had been crucified with him, and then the other. But as they came 
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close to Jesus, they found that he was already dead, and so they did not break his legs. 

Instead, one soldier pricked his side with a spear, and immediately blood and water came 

out. 

f!ElVlJ (v. 31) The 0 morpheme, which is used in most Mandarin versions (e.g. JOHNM, 

UV, ZHU, BT, CNT, IG, SB, LU, TCV, NCV, CRV, CSB) is preferable here because 

there is no shift in tense-form to justify the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect 

morpheme. 

~pwTT}aav See 18:19. 

KaTeaywaiv (cf. v. 36) Most versions use RVCs such as duan ("break," MSV, UV, 

SYD, CNT, LU, SB, CRV, NCV, CPB, RCUV, CSB) or zhe .tJT- ("break," HSC), which 

closely reflect the perfective aspect that is signaled by the aorist subjunctive in Greek. 

Here, RVCs are stylistically preferable to the 0 morpheme, although there is no shift in 

tense-form. The bii ... gei construction used in some versions (e.g. CSB) conveys the idea 

that Pilate had ordered someone to complete these actions. A few versions add verb 

phrases such asjiao ren 11~ A (MSV, PK, JOHNM, LU, CRV) or pai ren *'-A (SYD, 

CNT, CPB), both of which express the same idea, while other versions (e.g. PK, UV, SB, 

NCV) do not use such constructions. 

c'xp0wa1v Some Mandarin versions use RVCs such as z6u ("away," IG, HS, CLB, 

TCV, CPB, RCUV), while the majority of others (e.g. MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, 

WANG, ZHU, BT, HSC, LU, SB, CRV, NCV) use the 0 morpheme. The 0 morpheme is 

preferable here because there is no shift in tense-form to justify the use of a formally 

expressed aspect morpheme. The conjunctive yzoian ("so that") expresses the sense of 

projection of the subjunctive mood in Greek. This verb is not translated in the CNT. 
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au<JTaupw0eVTo~ (v. 32; see also vv. 16a, 20, 41) The perfective aspect of the aorist 

passive participle is most commonly translated by the 0 morpheme (MSV, PK, UV, SYD, 

WANG, ZHU, IG, HSC, HS, SB, LU, TCV, CRV, NCV, RCUV, CSB). Here, the 

passive construction (e.g. formed by the particle bei) is optional and is used in only a few 

Mandarin versions (e.g. CNT, CPB, DCT, CSB). Such an addition sounds unnatural in 

Mandarin and, therefore, it is not recommended here. 

~A0ov (cf. v. 33) The monosyllabic verb !di ("come," UV, WANG, CRV, CSB) with 

the 0 morpheme is preferable to -le (CNT, IG, LU, NCV, CPB) because there is no shift 

in tense-form to justify the use of a formally expressed aspect morpheme. 

KaTea~av See v. 31. 

eA0oVTE~ (v. 33) The aspect marker -le (PK, CPB, ZHU) and RVCs such as dao 

("arrive," e.g. UV, WANG, BT, CNT, LU, SB, CLB, CSB) andjin ~("near," TCV) are 

preferable to the 0 morpheme (e.g. MSV) because they morphologically reflect the 

perfective aspect of the aorist tense-form. Stylically, -le is preferable to other formally 

expressed perfective morphemes because it accounts for more frequent use in subordinate 

clauses in Mandarin.91 

ei8ov The 0 morpheme is preferable because there is no shift in tense-form here to 

justify the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

Te0vT]KOTa Almost all Mandarin versions have si-le with the perfective -le (MSV, PK, 

UV, CNT, IG, HSC, LU, SB, NCV, CRV, DCT, RCUV, CSB), the exception being the 

CPB, which uses the 0 morpheme. The stative aspect, along with its frontgrounding 

function in discourse realized in the perfect participle, is best rendered here by the 

91 See 3.2.5.2.c.a, pp. 125-26 above. 
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departs") with the 0 morpheme. 
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evu;ev (v. 34; cf. ESEKEVTf]CJav in V. 37) The aspect marker -le (HS) and RVCs such as 

po ("penetrate," PK), chuiin ("through," DCT), kiii ("open," HSC), and rit A ("enter," 

CPB, CSB) are preferable to the 0 morpheme (MSV, JOHNM, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, 

BT, LU, TCV, CLB, CRV, NCV, RCUV) because they morphologically reflect the 

perfective aspect of the aorist. Conversely, the 0 morpheme is preferable to RV Cs and -le 

because there is no shift in tense-form here to justify the use of a formally expressed 

perfective aspect morpheme. The RVC rit is an ideal choice here because it establishes a 

better connection to the related term ESEKEVTfJCJav in v. 37 where an RVC is also used to 

render the aorist. 

Three Catholic versions use the two-morpheme aspect compound RVC-le, ci-tou-le 

(CNT, SB) and ci-kiii-le (IG). This is not preferable because it does not reflect the less 

heavily marked aorist tense-form in Greek. 

&;ffX.0ev (see also 18:1) The 0 morpheme (e.g. MSV, PK, UV, ZHU, BT, CNT, LU, 

TCV, CRV, RCUV) is preferable to -le (CPB, CSB) because there is no shift in tense

form to justify the use of a formally expressed aspect morpheme. 

Kat 0 EwpaKW<; f1Ef1apnlpf]KEV, Kat a:Ari6tv~ aUTOV ECJTtV ~ 11apTvpia, Kat EKEtVO<; 

oi8ev on a:Arie~ AEyEt, 'Lva Kat Vf1Et<; TTtCJTEUCJfJTE. EYEVETO yap TaUTa 'Lva ~ ypmp~ 

rr:Aripw6ij- OCJTOUV OU CJVVTpt~~CJETat aUTOU. Kat rraAtv hepa ypmp~ AEyet· Olj.IOVTat 

el<; ov ESEKEVTfJCJav. (19:35-37) 

(~-dA~a•~Abili~~,~~~~tkAT~;OCA~~~··~ffl~ 
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~~kf~,~~~~~ft~to)~~·#•it'~~~k~4~-~~~ 

~.~ : r ~ M111' .Uffi- ~ -t~~.fr if 0 J f£J:. n ;ff- 6J ~Ji.ii : r ~1ri #f ~l~l~1ri foJt ffi1J J! 

~fl~-1.i 0 J 

(Na yiwei qin-yan-mu-du de ren kou-chu-zheng-yan, er ta de jianzheng shi zhenshi de; 

kuangqie ta tOng-xiao-Hng-wti ta suo xushu de shi shihua, yinc1 nimen ye neng xin-zhao.) 

Zhexie shijian de fiisheng-le, qi mudi shi zai wei shengjing neng deyi yingyan: "ta de 

gut6u bu hui bei da-duan." Jing shang lingyou yiju shuodao: "Tamenjiang zhushi tamen 

suo ci-tou de na yiwei." 

(That person who saw it in his own eyes has testified, his testimony is true; and he 

thoroughly understands that he is telling the truth.) These things happened, so that the 

Scripture may be fulfilled: "His bones will not be broken." And elsewhere it says: "They 

will gaze upon the person they pierced." 

EwpaKw~ (v. 35) Most Mandarin versions use kan-jian ("see," e.g. MSV, PK, UV, IG, 

HSC, LU, SB, NCV, CRV, RCUV, CSB) with the RVCjian for the Greek perfect tense

form. A few others use four-character set phrases such as q1nyan kan-jian 5JLBll$ JL 

("see with one's own eyes," CPB) or q1nyiinjian-zhao ("see with one's own eyes," CNT) 

with the RVCsjian and zhao. However, the four-character set phrase, q1n-yan-mu-du 

("see with one's own eyes") works better here not only because it is more heavily marked 

than the other two, but also because the 0 morpheme closely reflects the stative aspect of 

the original. 

11e11aprupf]KEV The perfect form is translated most frequently by the verb phrase zuo 

(jian)zheng 11(JL)~ ("witness," e.g. MSV, PK, UV, HSC, SB, CRV, CPB),92 zuozheng 

92 The MSV and the CPB uses zuo fi:t instead of zuo 11'. 
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11-ii- (SB), or zhengming ii- aA ("prove," CNT) with the 0 morpheme. A few others use 

the perfective aspect marker -le (IG, LU, RCUV, CSB). The NCV adds the temporal 

deixis yijfng ("already"), apparently to convey past-time reference. Like the EcupaKw~. 

µEµapn)ptiKEV is best translated by a four-character set phrase with the 0 morpheme 

because it marks frontgrounded prominence in Mandarin discourse. 

oi8ev See 18:21. 

>i.Eyet See 18:4. 

TTtITTEV<JfJTE Most Mandarin versions render volition expressed by the aorist 

subjunctive by adding auxiliary verbs such as keyf (PK, UV, LU), yao (CSB), zuyf (CNT), 

jiao (SB), or hiiolhiioshf/hiiorang (IG, NCV, RCUV) to the verb xiiingxinlxin {§1-t/1-t 

("believe") with the 0 morpheme. RVCs such as zhao are preferable to the 0 morpheme 

because they morphologically reflect the perfective aspect of the aorist. Also, the shift in 

tense-form from the present (A.EyE1) to aorist justifies the use of a formally expressed 

perfective aspect morpheme. 

eyevETo (v. 36) The aspect marker -le (e.g. PK, UV, SYD, IG) is preferable to the 0 

morpheme (e.g. MSV, LU, SB, NCV, CRV, CSB), because it morphologically reflects 

the perfective aspect of the aorist. This verb is not translated in the CNT. 

auVTpt~~<JETat (cf. v. 31) Some versions use auxiliary verbs such as hui (PK, 

JOHNM, LU, CPB),yao (CNT, IG, HSC), ke (UV, NCV, CRV, RCUV), and dei (ZHU) 

to express the expectation of the future form, while a few others do not make such 

additions (e.g. MSV, CSB). The passive construction formed by the particle bei is 

appropriate here (see v. 16a). 
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MyEt (v. 37) See also 18:4. The disyllabic verb shuodao ("say") is preferable here to 

monosyllabic verbs such as shuo ("say," MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, ZHU, BT, IG, HSC, 

LU, SB, TCV, NCV, CRV, DCT) or yun ii; ("say," HS) found in most Mandarin 

versions because it is often used to introduce a direct quotation from a written text.93 

Several other versions (CNT, CLB, CPB, RCUV) do not translate AEYEt. 

OlJIOVTat A second future form is found here in the same Old Testament quotation and 

is expressed by similar auxiliary verbs in most Mandarin versions, for example biyao 

(PK), bi (LU), yao (UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, HSC, SB, TCV, CLB, NCV, CRV, 

RCUV), or neng (CNT). Another common auxiliary,jiang, is also used, especially in 

newer versions (e.g. CPB, CSB). The MSV and JOHNM use both auxiliary verbs,jitmg 

andyao, which is also acceptable. IG, on the other hand, has zhiinwang HJt1: ("look 

forward") without an auxiliary verb or aspect morpheme. 

e;EKEVTtlCJOV (cf. EVV!;Ev in v. 34) The monosyllabic verb ci ("stab") with the RVC tau 

("through," all Catholic Mandarin versions: IG, CNT, HSC, SB, CPB) is preferable to 

zha ;fL ("pierce," e.g. PK, UV, WANG, BT, HS, LU, CRV, RCUV), ci ("stab," e.g. 

JOHNM, CLB, NCV), or chuo :/l~ ("jab," MSV, ZHU) with the 0 morpheme. 

RVCs are preferable also because the aorist is used in an Old Testament quotation. The 

heavily marked two-morpheme aspect compound RVC-le (ci-le, TCV) is not preferable 

because it indicates foregrounded prominence in Mandarin discourse. 

6.2.7. Jesus Buried (John 19:3~2) Jfitif.lt.~ 

In this final pericope, the aorist tense-forms are used to set the scene (v. 38), propel 

the narrative forward (vv. 39-41), and conclude the entire Passion narrative of John (v. 

93 See, for example, Contemporary Chinese Dictionary, s.v. 
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42). The present tense-forms are used to draw special attention to the preparation of 

Jesus' burial by Nicodemus according to Jewish custom (v. 39-40), whereas the perfect 

tense-forms are reserved to highlight two items: Joseph of Arimathea, who was a secret 

disciple of Jesus (v. 38), and the description of the new tomb (v. 41). 

Mna 8E TavTa ~pwn1aEv Tov D1AaTov 'Iwa~q> [o] oTTo 'Ap1µa8aia~-, wv µa8tF~<; 

TOV 'Iriaov KEKpuµµevo<; bE 8ta TOV q>O~OV TWV 'Iou8aiwv, tva ap1J TO awµa TOV 

'Iriaov· Kat ETTETPE'J.IEV 0 DtAOTO<;. ~A8Ev o0v Kat ~pEv TO awµa aVTOV. (19:38) 

~~~~,~-~~~£~~~~kA~&~f '~~~~-~~-~k 0 

Jl:t.AJ} ;;ll1~.~MJ r~,f;l ' .t~ i7i1 lt5l fei-rt·tru~ kArn7 ril b ~ ! 0 &;J.i j ;Ii T 0 *;;l~Yf~ 

*~~~~•Jl'x.ko 

Zaid zhThou, you yige jiao Yuese de Yalimatairen qiu BHaduo, y1bian ba Yesu de 

shifi shou-zou. Clren naishi Yesu de mentu, ran'er yinwei weiju Y6utairen er bi-kou-

cang-she. BHaduo zhun le. Yushi ta jiu lai ba ta de shifi qu-zou. 

After this, a man named Joseph of Arimathea asked Pilate to remove the body of Jesus 

for burial. This man was a disciple of Jesus, but he kept it secret for fear of the Jews. 

Pilate permitted. So he came and took his body away. 

~PWTfl<JEV See 18:19. 

'Iw~<p [6] OTTO 'Aptµa0aia<; Joseph of Arimathea is mentioned in the Nestorian 

document the Lord of the Universe's Discourse on Almsgiving (vv. 115-117) as Yaoxi 

~t fl, which might have been pronounced [, iau zigp] in early seventh century China, a 

close phonetic representation of the Syriac ~ .. o:m.-J.94 At least a dozen different 

transliterations appear in Chinese versions: Limada zh'f Ruose :f1l .!; i!.Z;¥: £ (SL-MOR), 

94 See Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 243. Karlgren does not include the character il, however, he gives its 
closest form 1f the reading [zi;}p]. See Karlgren, Analytic Dictionary, s.v. 
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Yalimad[ya zhf Ruosefu I §.;f1J ·!Wi !&.52.I :Z.;¥: ~ 4j; (MOR, MAR), and Alier Ma/eiya ren, 

17wosifu itaTf1JjjJ.~ !.52.A. , {P-ik P!J#i (GURY), Yalimatai ren, mingjiao Yuese §.:f1J J.~ .k 

A. ' ,t 11~ ~9 £(PK, JOHNM),95 and the most common, Yalimatai ren Yuese .52.:f1J ·!Wi .k 

A.~9 £(e.g. DV, UV, WANG, BT, CRV).96 The Catholic versions are the most diverse: 

Yelimadi de Ruose J!~;f1] J.~ ~ a1 ;¥: ~- (CNT), Yalimada ren Ruose §.:f1J J.~ :k.A.;¥: £ 

(WV), Yalimadiya ren Ruose §.:f1J J.~ ~§.A.;¥:~ (HSC), Yalimateya ren Ruose itaT$-J.~ 

4if*A.*" £(SB), and Yalimatai ren Ruose 52.:f1l 0!Wi .kA.;¥: £ (CPB). 

KEKpuµµevo~ Here is an example of the participle used as a modifier of a 

substantive.97 Most Mandarin versions use expressions such as anan de zuo llfllf a111= 

(PK, UV, IG, NCV, CRV, CSB), anzhong zuo Bi} tf 11= (HSC), or yfnmi de r.i ;Hf J1!!, (LU) 

with the 0 morpheme, all of which denote "follow secretly." SB, on the other hand, uses 

the perfective -le, which does not reflect the stative aspect of the Greek. The stative 

aspect conveyed by the perfect participle may be better reflected by the four-character set 

phrase bi-k6u-cang-she ("keep one's mouth shut") with the 0 morpheme. 

aplJ (cf. v. 31) The shift in tense-form from the perfect (KEKpvµµevo~) to aorist 

justifies the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

ihrE-rpe'l'EV The 0 morpheme (e.g. PK, UV, WANG, BT, HSC, SB) is preferable to -le 

(MSV, ZHU, CNT, IG, LU, NCV, CRV, CSB) because there is no shift in tense-form to 

justify the use of a formally expressed aspect morpheme. 

~A8ev See v. 32. 

95 JOHNM has .§.of1J .!ti k instead of 5Z.of1J ~~ k. 
96 The DV omits ren. 
97 See the discussion of example (23) in chapter 5, pp. 267-68. 
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~pev RVCs such as z6u ("leave," e.g. CPB), qu ("go," PK, UV, SYD, LU, NCV, CSB), 

or hui ("return," IG) are preferable to the 0 morpheme because they morphologically 

reflect the perfective aspect of the aorist tense-form. Despite the fact that there is no shift 

in tense-form, RVCs are stylistically preferable to the 0 morpheme and establishes a 

better connection to aplJ where the same RVC is used to render the aorist tense-form in 

Greek. 

~A.8ev 8E Kat NtK68riµo~, o &A.8wv rrpo~ avTov vuKTo~ To rrpwTov, (j>Epwv µiyµa 

aµupvri~ Kat OAOTJ~ w~ AtTpa~ EKaTOV. EAa~ov oiv TO awµa TOV 'lfJCJOV Kat e8riaav 

aUTO 68oviot~ µen) TWV apwµaTWV, Ka8w~ Eeo~ ECJTtV TOl~ 'Iov8aiot~ EVTa(j>tcl('.EtV. 

(19:39-40) 

~~~4&~~~$~~~·~~'~*1°~·~~·'•*•~~·#'~ 

~-~~t(~J 0 ~~*~•**ta~'*t$•~~n,~m~•~~~ 

•;fti-M 0 

Xianqian zai ye lI baijian-guo Yesii de Niged1mu, ye lai le. Ta dai-zhe moyao, lUhui 

tiaohe de xiangliao, yue you yibai bang zhong (yue sanshi gongjin). Tamen yizhao 

Y 6utai binzang Hsu, qu-le Yesii de shitl, bing yong xi mabu jiashang xiangliao guo-hao. 

Nicodemus, who had visited Jesus before, also came. He was bringing a mixture of myrrh 

and aloes, weighing about a hundred pounds (or about 30 kilograms). They took Jesus' 

body and wrapped it with spices on the linen, according to the burial custom of the Jews. 

~A.8ev (v. 39; cf. v. 33) The 0 morpheme (MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, IG, HSC, 

TCV, CLB, CSB) is preferable to -le (BT, CNT, SB, LU, NCV, CPB, RCUV) and RVCs 

such as diw ("arrive," HS) because there is no shift in tense-form to justify the use of a 

formally expressed aspect morpheme. This verb is not translated in SYD and ZHU. 
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eA.0wv (see also v. 33) Despite the fact that there is no shift in tense-form, the 

perfective aspect marker -guo (MSV, CNT) is preferable to the 0 morpheme (HS, CLB, 

CRV) not only because it morphologically reflects the perfective aspect of the aorist 

tense-form in Greek, but also because it is stylistically better here. Most Mandarin 

versions use the verb phrase laijian *-YL ("come to visit," PK, JOHNM, WANG, BT, IG, 

HSC, LU, SB, TCV, NCV, CSB) or qujian -k JL ("go to visit," UV, SYD, ZHU, CPB, 

RCUV) with the 0 morpheme, which is not preferable since a single participle in Greek 

does not warrant such translation. 

cpepwv The aspect marker -zhe (PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, CNT, IG, 

HSC, HS, LU, SB, CLB, CRV, NCV, RCUV, CSB) is preferable to -le (MSV, TCV, 

CPB, DCT) because it reflects the imperfective aspect of the present tense-form in Greek. 

eA.a~ov (v. 40; cf. 18:3, 12, 31; 19:1, 6, 16b, 23, 27, 30) As in v. 23, the aspect marker 

-le (IG, SB, LU, CRV, NCV, CPB, CSB) is preferable to the 0 morpheme (SYD, ZHU, 

CNT) because it morphologically reflects the perfective aspect of the aorist. Also, the 

shift in tense-form from the present ( <pEpwv) to aorist justifies the use of a formally 

expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

E'c5riaav (cf. 18:12) Despite the fact that there is no shift in tense-form, RVCs such as 

hao ("good," MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, WANG, ZHU, BT, IG, LU, SB, TCV, NCV, 

CRV, CPB, DCT, RCUV) and quai ("up," HSC, CNT, CSB) are preferable to the 0 

morpheme (HS) because they morphologically reflect the perfective aspect of the aorist 

tense-form in Greek. RVCs also establish a possible connection to the same exact verb 

form used in the first pericope (18: 1-14) where it is mentioned that the arresting party 

"tied up" (kun-RVC) Jesus and brought him before Annas. 
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evrmpta~ElV The infinitive functions as a modifier of the substantive (Eeo~; see also 

5.3.1.5).98 Most Mandarin versions recognize this use of the infinitive: an(/bin)zimg de 

gulju 4i:-(17J:)~M11Jl*e ("burial custom," MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, WANG, BT, 

TCV, CRV), binzang (de) xi(/feng)su 7t ~(MJ)if (/ lR)-%- ("burial custom," IG, HSC, SB, 

CLB, CSB), rulian de fangfa AJkMJ -7J' 1};; ("burial method," HS), zangli de gufli ~it MJ 

1JL {§ij ("funeral rite," NCV), sangzang de gulju(lxisu) ~~a~ 1Jl*e(l 5W %-) ("burial 

custom," RCUV, CPB), or binlian Ii 7J: fkit ("burial rite," CNT). 99 The only exception is 

LU, which not only renders the present infinitive as a modifier of the substantive, but also 

adds the verb ban ("handle"; zhao Y6utairenyubei anzang de gulju ban .~~Mi :k..A..~14fl 

4C-~ MJ 1Jlf.e!hf (lit. "handle [the body] according to the Jewish custom of preparation for 

burial"). This is not preferable because of the apparent tautology and awkward syntax in 

Mandarin. 

eyyu~ ~v TO 11vriµefov, Eef)KOV TOV 'Iriaouv. (19:41-42) 

~~-·~+~*~~-jj',~-~00~:00~~4~·,~~~~A..~-~· 

~ 0 ~~~kk.:k..A..~•1hf8,~£~~~4~,~~~~~-l~~~T 0 

Zai Yesu bei dfng shfzijia de dirang, you yfge yuanzi; yuannei you zuo xfn mu, shi 

c6ngwei youren an-zang-ru-lian de. Yfnwei natian shi Y 6utairen de Ch6ubanri, fenmu 

youjin de yuangu, tamenjiu ba Yesu zhi zai nar le. 

98 See, for example, Robertson, Grammar, 1075-76; Brooks and Winbery, Syntax, 128-29; Porter, Idioms, 
198-99. 
99 SB has maizang de xisu .i.I.~ fl-J 1f %- ("burial custom"). For a comprehensive survey of Chinese terms 
relating to death and burial, see Watters, Essays, 245-327. 
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At the place where Jesus was crucified, there was a garden. In it there was a new tomb, 

where no one had ever been laid. Because it was the Jewish day of Preparation, and the 

tomb was nearby, they laid Jesus there. 

eCJTaupw011 (v. 41; see also v. 20) The same word also occurs in v. 20, but the 

Mandarin versions provide different translations. The PK uses the 0 morpheme in v. 20, 

while here it uses the RVC siinstead. Similarly, the UV uses the passive construction 

formed by the particle bei in v. 20, but here it simply has dfng shizijia. Also, this verb is 

left untranslated in WV and HS. The same phrase used to translate eCJTavpw811, bei dfng 

shizijia, should also be used here. In addition, there is no shift in tense-form to justify the 

use of a formally expressed aspect morpheme. 

9' e , 
fJV TE ElJ.lEVO~ The periphrastic construction may be translated by the four-character 

set phrase an-zang-ru-lian (lit. "prepare the body and place it in the coffin") with the 0 

morpheme expressed in the shi ... de construction. 100 The four-character set phrase reflects 

the discourse function of the perfect tense-form as a frontgrounding device. 

E8f)Kav See v. 19. 

6.3. Conclusion 

Table 6.2 is a compilation of all Mandarin aspect morphemes used in the five 

representative Mandarin versions (Protestant and Catholic, plus FOLEY, the author's 

own translation provided in this chapter) to translate the Greek verb forms in John 18-

19. 101 The table is divided into the five Greek tense-forms with corresponding Mandarin 

aspect morphemes that were chosen in concordance with the proposed translation theory. 

100 See example (21) in 5 .3 .2.1.b.~, pp. 263-65 above. 
101 All these sample New Testament versions (except LU) are prepared by committees. LU is chosen here 
on the basis of its literal approach to translating. 
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PERFECTIVE IMPERFECTIVE STATIVE 

Aorist Present Imperfect Perfect Pluperfect 

0 -le -guo Verb 0 zai -zhe 0 zai -zhe 0 -zhe 0 -zhe 

T ~ 
RVC 

Red pl 
2-MC 

,/£ t-
IDVC 2-MC 

,/£ t-
IDVC 2-MC t- t-M D M D M D MID SP MID SP 

PK 82 56 11 I 17 4 44 14 5 5 5 18 4 3 1 
44% 30% 6% 0.5% 9% 

-
2% 65% 

-
7% 

- -
42% 42% 

- - - -
62% 

-
14% 60% 

-
20% 20.5% 

UV 92 52 17 15 48 I 1 4 6 4 I 17 4 5 
28% 9% 

-
8% 

- -
71% 16% 

-
6% 

- -
50% 33% 

-
8% 

- -
59% 

-
14% 

- -
49.5% 100% 

SB 
70 59 29 3 18 4 43 16 3 7 2 1 18 1 3 2 

38% 32% 16% 2% 
-

2% 63% 
-

4% 
- -

58% 
-

8% 
- -

62% 
-

60% 
-

40% 10% 23.5% 17% 3% 

LU 78 62 19 3 17 1 48 11 4 6 4 l 11 5 l 4 
42% 33% 10% 2% 9% 0.5% 

-
71% 16% 

-
6% 

- -
50% 33% 

-
8% 

- -
38% 

-
17% 20% 

-
80% 

NCV 83 42 25 3 21 1 1 42 15 4 8 3 1 19 l 4 1 
45% 23% 13% 2% 11% 0.5% 0.5% 62% 22% 

-
6% 

- -
67% 25% 

-
8% 

- -
66% 

-
3% 80% 

-
20% 

FO 66 23 28 IO 52 5 2 40 7 17 4 2 7 1 2 24 5 3 2 
- - - - - -

LEY 35.5% 12% 15% 5.5% 28% 3% 1% 59% 10% 25% 6% 17% 58% 8% 17% 83% 17% 60% 40% 

Table 6.2. Summary of Greek tense-forms with their corresponding aspect morphemes used in John 18-19 in the representative 

Mandarin versions 
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The top number refers to the total occurrences of the Mandarin aspect morpheme 

employed to translate the given Greek tense-form. The bottom percentage refers to the 

total occurrences of the given morpheme divided by the total occurrences of that Greek 

tense-form. This table allows for an accurate measurement of these five versions in 

translating aspect in Greek into Mandarin. Take for example the aorist tense-form in 

Greek, which the current dissertation argues may be translated into Mandarin by the 0 

morpheme or by any of the perfective aspect morphemes (i.e. -le, -guo, RVCs, verb 

reduplication, two-morpheme aspect compounds ). 102 The first column of the first row 

indicates that the 0 morpheme (in monosyllabic verbs) was used a total of 82 times, or 

44% of the time, to translate the aorist tense-form in PK. 

At first glance, it would appear that, with the exception of the perfect tense-form, the 

numbers are relatively high: for the aorist, PK (91.5%), UV (94.5%), SB (100%), LU 

(96.5%), NCV (95%); for the present, PK (92.5%), UV (93%), SB (90.5%), LU (93%), 

NCV (90%); for the imperfect PK (83%), UV (91 %), SB (83%), LU (91 %), NCV (100%); 

for the perfect, PK (76%), UV (73%), SB (65%), LU (55%), NCV (69%); and for the 

pluperfect PK (80%), UV (100%), SB (100%), LU (100%), NCV (100%). A closer 

examination, however, indicates that these versions employ the morphologically 

expressed aspect morphemes far less frequently for translating the perfective and 

imperfective aspects in Greek: 17o/<r-30% for the aorist (vs. 52.5% in FOLEY), 4o/<r-7% 

for the present (vs. 41 % in FOLEY), and 8% for the imperfect tense-forms (vs. 83% in 

FOLEY). 

102 See Table 4.1, p. 166 above. 
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The average rates for accuracy in translating aspect in the five representative versions 

are as follows: PK (84.6%), UV (90.3%), SB (87.7%), L-0 (87.l %), and NCV (90.8%). 

However, these scores by no means suggest that these versions are good translations of 

the Greek tense-forms. The numbers shown in Table 6.2 indicate that these versions tend 

to use the less heavily marked monosyllabic verbs with the 0 morpheme more often than 

any other morpheme to translate the five tense-forms that grammaticalize the perfective, 

imperfective, and stative aspects in Greek. The imperfective aspect morphemes, 

including zai, IDVCs, and two-morpheme aspect compounds, are never used. None of 

these versions utilizes four-character set phrases for translating the most heavily marked 

perfective and pluperfect tense-forms. These observations demonstrate that the translators 

of these sample versions have either deliberately, or, more likely, inadvertently, ignored 

aspect in relationship to grounding and markedness--either Greek or Mandarin-and 

their critical functions at the discourse level. 

This chapter has served to demonstrate that the proposed theory of translating Greek 

aspect into Mandarin aspect can be successfully applied to the practice of Bible 

translation. Upon examining the Passion narrative of John, several points may be 

observed. First, with the exception of cases in which the marking of prominence is 

evident due to pragmatic or syntactic effects (e.g. the repetition of the exact verb form 

where the reduplicant follows immediately after the verb), two-morpheme aspect 

compounds are not used to translate the aorist tense-form in the Passion narrative of John, 

even though they morphologically reflect the perfective aspect in Greek. On the other 

hand, two-morpheme aspect compounds may be used to represent the more heavily 

marked present and imperfect tense-forms. However, because the contexts in which the 
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imperfective aspect compounds can be utilized in Mandarin are rather limited, the 

translator may compensate for this limitation by using the more heavily marked disyllabic 

verbs as opposed to the less heavily marked monosyllabic ones. 

Second, four-character set phrases with the 0 morpheme may be used consistently to 

render the stative aspect in Greek realized by both the perfective and pluperfect tense

forms. Four-character set phrases also reflect these two most heavily marked tense-forms 

and their function as frontgrounding devices in discourse. 

Third, formally expressed perfective aspect morphemes may be preferable to the 0 

morpheme, especially under any one (or more) of the following conditions: (1) There is a 

shift in tense-form in the Greek. (2) The aorist tense-form occurs in either a direct 

quotation or conditional clause. (3) The aorist is used to establish textual cohesion at the 

discourse level. Fourth, conceptual distance ([+remoteness]) grammaticalized by the 

imperfect and pluperfect tense-forms in the Greek indicative mood may be rendered in 

Mandarin by lexical means (i.e. by adding extra words such as liio, zao, na, qu). 

Fifth, although passive constructions are not obligatory in Mandarin, certain 

expressions in Greek (e.g. &maupw8ri) may be consistently rendered by the bei 

construction. Sixth, to avoid confusion, auxiliary verbs in Mandarin should be used for 

the sole purpose of translating non-indicative moods. Seventh, in terms of phonological 

translation, biblical transliteration should follow the conventions found in most existing 

Mandarin versions. Finally, Greek periphrastic constructions may be consistently 

rendered by shi ... de in Mandarin. In the next chapter, Paul's exposition of the 

resurrection of the dead in 1 Corinthians 15 provides a second sample passage to test the 

validity of the proposed translation theory. 
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CHAPTER 7 1 CORINTHIANS 15 

7.1. Introduction 

7.1.1. Aim of the Chapter 

Paul's exposition of the resurrection in 1 Corinthians 15 provides a second sample text 

to test the validity of the proposed translation theory. The translation provided here is 

written following the principles of systematic rendering of the Greek verbal aspect into 

Mandarin verbal aspect developed in this dissertation. As in chapter 6, this chapter 

conducts a critical and comprehensive review of the writings of the Nestorian, 

Manichaean, and Catholic missionaries, as well as over sixty Chinese Bible versions, 

twenty of which are in Mandarin. Although other linguistic issues pertaining to Bible 

translation (e.g. figurative speech) are also included, the primary focus is on addressing 

issues related to the grammatical translation of verbal aspect from Greek into Mandarin. 

This chapter serves as the conclusion to the current dissertation. 

7.1.2. Discourse Structure of 1 Corinthians 15 

Paul's exposition of the resurrection of the dead is divided into five discourse units (or 

pericopes): the resurrection of Christ (vv. 1-11), the resurrection of the dead (vv. 12-34), 

the resurrection of the body (vv. 35-49), the victory over death (vv. 50-57), and 

conclusion (v. 58). Discourse boundaries are marked by shifts in tense-form and in 

grammatical person. 1 The change in grammatical person from the first (KflpuaaoµEv) 

and second (ETitITTEuaaTE) in v. 11 to the third (A.eyouatv, v. 12), for example, as well as 

the shift in tense-form (from the aorist to the present), indicate the beginning of the 

second pericope (vv. 12-24). Likewise, the shift in tense-form from the present in the 

1 See 6.1.2, pp. 296-97 above. 
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first person (AaAw) in v. 34 to the future form in the third person (EpEt) in v. 35 marks 

the beginning of the third pericope (vv. 35-49). Once again, the tense-forms are switched 

from the future form (q>opEaoµEv, v. 49) back to the present (q>riµi, v. 50), thereby 

introducing the fourth pericope (vv. 50-57). In contrast to the Passion narrative of John, 

epistolary conventions such as salutations (abEA<J>Ol [µou ayarrf)Tot], VV. 1, 50, 58)2 and 

rhetorical questions (rrw<; AEyovatv EV uµ1v TtVE<_;, v. 12; OAAO EpEt Tl<_;, V. 35) are used 

to introduce new pericopes. Boundaries of smaller discourse units are determined by 

conjunctives such as yap (vv. 9-11), vvv1 bE (vv. 20-28), ETTEt (vv. 29-34), and ovTcv<; 

Kat (vv. 42-47). 

Excluding vague verbs (dµi and q>tiµi) and future forms, the total number of verbs 

used in 1 Corinthians 15 is 113. The aorist tense-form functions as the backgrounding 

device at the discourse level and occurs 45 times (40%) in the exposition. The present 

tense-form functions as the foregrounding device, and occurs 54 times (48%). The perfect 

tense-form serves as the frontgrounding device, and occurs 14 times (12%). 

7.1.3. Nestorian and Early Catholic Records Concerning Resurrection 

The earliest known Chinese source concerning the resurrection of the dead appears in 

an early seventh century Nestorian text called the Discourse on Almsgiving. Its author, 

Bishop Alopen, reports that "we remember that this Messiah said (whilst He was yet 

alive), 'in three days, I will rise again from the dead"' (San rinei yu si zhong yit qi 3. El 

J*J *§t. tf:1 ~~. v. 120).3 Adam (Atan 19"-it) is mentioned here as the first man to sin (vv. 

82-99), and "thereby all men without exception might be raised from the dead and 

ascend up to Heaven even as He" (Yfqie ren yuhou yit qi c6ng si. Yu shangtian qu --iJJ A. 

2 See, for example, Ellingworth and Hatton, Handbook, 290. 
3 For the Chinese text, English translation with notes, see Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 51-70; 206-247. 
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#-1~~~1ft§t 0 ~J:..k-!- 0 v. 68).4 A millennium later, Catholic missionaries also 

made explicit reference to the resurrection in Chinese. Ricci, for example, uses the 

expression.fu sheng gultiiin 1! .ft Hif k ("re-ascend into Heaven"), 5 whereas Ortiz's 

version of the Apostles' Creed reads disiin ri zi sizhe zhong filhu6 ... w6 xin roushen zhi 

fUhu6 ~ 3... El lU ft. :t- if 1i ~ · · · ~ 1t ~ ~ z1i ~ ("On the third day he came back 

to life from the dead .. .I believe in the resurrection of the body").6 Paul's exposition of 

the resurrection of the dead in 1 Corinthians 15 was first translated into Chinese (from the 

Vulgate) by Jean Basset around 1738.7 

7.2. Chinese Translation of 1Corinthians15 

The Chinese translation provided in this section was written according to the 

principles of systematic rendering of the Greek verbal aspect into Mandarin verbal aspect 

developed in chapters 2-5 of this dissertation. The presentation of the Greek text, the 

principles of English translation, and the format of each section follow the system 

outlined in chapter 6 (see 6.2). 

7.2.1. The Resurrection of Christ (vv. 1-11) 1t~'t-.fl.7t 

This pericope may be divided into two sub-sections (vv. 1-8, 9-11). The smaller 

discourse boundary, as noted in 7.1.2, can be determined by the conjunctive yap (v. 9). 

Paul uses the aorist tense-form to set the stage for arguments he presents later in the 

chapter. He uses it to lay down his assumption regarding the saving power of the Gospel 

(vv. 1-2), present an old creedal formula (vv. 3-5), recount Christ's post-resurrection 

4 English translation is by Saeki. See Saeki, Nestorian Documents, 211. 
5 Ricci's T'ien-chu Shih-i also contains a summary statement of Jesus' earthly ministry. See Ricci, T'ien
chu Shih-i, 448, line 580. 
6 Ortiz, Commentary, 5-(i. English translation is my own. 
7 Strandenaes, "Sloane MS #3599," 61-64. See 2.1.3, p. 19 above. For a general introduction to 1 
Corinthians, see, for example, Thiselton, Commentary, 1169-82. 
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appearances (vv. 6-8), explain why he is least worthy among the apostles (v. 9-10), and 

conclude his preliminary remarks (v. 11). He employs the present tense-forms to specify 

a number of significant details: to state the purpose of his address to the believers at 

Corinth (v. 1-2), to note the present condition of the five hundred witnesses to Christ's 

appearance (v. 6), and to describe his place among the apostles (vv. 9-11). He also 

utilizes two perfect tense-forms to focus on two critically important facts: the 

Corinthians' firm faith (v. 1) and Christ's resurrection (v. 4). 

rvwpisw 8£ vµ1v, abEA<poi, TO evayyEAlOV 0 ev11yyeA.1cn:iµ11v vµtv, 0 KOl 

rrapEAO~ETE, EV ~ KOl EO"T~KOTE, bt' oD KOl ac}>sea8e, TlVl A.oycp ev11yyeA.1aciµ11v 

vµl'.v ei KOTEXETE, EKTO~ ei µ~ eiKij ETilO"TEUCJOTE. (15:1-2) 

~~*~~·~~~~·k·~~~~~~~~*·~~k~~~t~,-~ 

±~•·,~A~~~4•·~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~4·~#~~~ 

t.~ M11i" 1 ° 

Dixiong jiemeimen, wo xiang rumen ti-qi, wo gei nimen chuan-guo de filyin, yejiu shi 

nimen suo shou de, kao ta li-ZU.-jiao-gen, bingqie yin ta er dejiu, yaoshi nimen reng 

jianshou-zhe wo gei n1men chuan-guo de dao, chutei n!men turan de xin le. 

Brothers and sisters, I bring to your attention, the gospel that I preached to you, that is, 

what you received, in which you stand firm, and through which you are saved, if you still 

hold firmly to the message I preached to you, unless you believe in vain. 

yvwpi~w (v. 1) Several versions add auxiliary verbs such asyao (ZHU, LU, HS, CRV, 

CPB, RCUV) or yuanyi ( CNT) to verbs such as zhfdao -1-11 4 ("know") or ch6ngwen "i' iA 

("remind," CLB) with the 0 morpheme, while a few versions use RVCs such as qzng (w6 

yuanyi nfmen ren-qing ~!~ !:1t1r1i~~t, "I wish you to realize," SB) or ming (w6 yao 
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ba ... jiang-ming ~~.:re, · · · i~aA, "I want to clarify," NCV), both of which denote 

"clear." Such additions are inappropriate, since auxiliary verbs in Mandarin are reserved 

for the translation of the non-indicative moods in Greek, including the future form, 

infinitive, subjunctive, and optative moods. The RVC ming ("clear," HSC), on the other 

hand, is not preferable because it expresses the perfective aspect. Earlier Mandarin 

versions (e.g. PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, BT) have gaosit nimen zhldao ("tell you so that 

you know") with the 0 morpheme, which is not preferable for the indicative mood in 

Greek.8 The IDVC qiis preferable to the 0 morpheme because it morphologically reflects 

the imperfective aspect of the present tense-form. 

eu11yyeA.1aaµ11v (cf. 2) The shift in tense-form from the present (yvwpi(:w) to aorist 

justifies the use of the aspect marker -guo instead of the 0 morpheme, which is found in 

most Mandarin versions. With the exception of the CNT, HS, and HSC, these versions 

add temporal adverbs such as xiiinqian 7t Wi ("previously," MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, 

WANG, ZHU, BT, SB, LU, CRV, RCUV), c6ngqian ~ WJ ("before," NCV), yiqian v:J. n~ 

("in the past," TCV), or cengjfng 'llf f£ ("once," CPB) as a way to establish past-time 

reference. This is not preferable because the aorist tense-form in Greek is not used to 

grammaticalize past-time reference. 

rrapeA.a~cre (cf. rrapEAa~ov, v. 3) Most Mandarin versions reflect the perfective 

aspect of the aorist by using -guo (PK), -le (UV, WANG, ZHU, CNT, HS, BT, TCV, 

CRV, NCV, RCUV), the RVC xia ("down," HSC), or the 0 morpheme (MSV, JOHNM, 

CLB). Here, the 0 morpheme is used instead of the formally expressed morphemes not 

only because it is stylistically preferable, but because it better reflects the less marked 

8 BT has shuo-ming gei nfmen zhidao ("tell you to let you know"). 
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aorist tense-form in Greek. In addition, the 0 morpheme works better because there is no 

shift in tense-form to justify the use of the formally expressed morphemes. 

ecm1KaTE (cf. eimtjKEt in John 18:5) Several version render the perfect indicative by 

an adjectival phrase, for example zhanli de zhu ~ }L,ff{l. (e.g. PK, JOHNM, UV, 

WANG, BT, RCUV) or zhanli de wen ~}L,ffit (ZHU, NCV), both of which denote 

"standing firm." A few versions translate it as a verb, others translate it with the RVCs 

wen ("firm," SB) or zhu ("firm," CRV), and still others translate it with the stative aspect 

marker -zhe (HSC). Although -zhe reflects the stative aspect of the perfect tense-form, the 

four-character set phrase li-zu-jiao-gen ("stand firm," lit. "have a strong footing") with 

the 0 morpheme is a better choice because its heavily marked feature conveys 

frontgrounded prominence in Mandarin discourse, which closely corresponds to the 

perfect tense-form in Greek. 

acf>~ea0e (v. 2) Most Chinese versions (SL-MOR, MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, 

CNT, BT, HSC, SB, CLB, NCV) use dejiu ("be saved") with the 0 morpheme. Here, 

morphologically expressed imperfective aspect morphemes are not an option, because 

expressions such as dejiit-zhe or zai dejiu are ungrammatical. The addition of auxiliary 

verbs such as biyao (CNT), bineng (PK), or hui (TCV, RCUV) is not preferable because 

such additions are reserved for translating the non-indicatives in Greek. HS uses the 

perfective -le, which is also not preferable because it does not reflect the imperfective 

aspect signaled by the present tense-form in Greek. The verb phrase zhujian dejiu ~;fi;T,ff 

tit ("begin to be saved" or "gradually to be saved," CRV) must be rejected because it 

expresses not aspect but the ingressive Aktionsart of the verb. 
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A.6ycp!A6yo~ Some versions usefuyfn ("good news," SL-MOR, MSV, HSC, CLB, 

TCV, SJ), while others render it formally: hua "if; (BT, LU, SB, CRV) andyan § (DV), 

both of which denote "word." Several Mandarin versions do not translate this word (e.g. 

PK, JOHNM, UV, ZHU, CNT). The most suitable term for A.6yo~ is dao ("way," 

"message," "sermon," "truth," "reason," "doctrine," etc., WANG, HS, NCV, CPB).9 

Ricci has used dao in the context of Jesus' earthly ministry (chuan dao zhf gong yi bi 1-t-

ilz.:i:)J e.. *, "[his] preaching ministry has been completed"). 10 

EUTJYYEAtaaµTJv (cf. v. 1) The repetition of this exact same verb in the same discourse 

unit (vv. 1-8) may be due to emphasis. However, this type of repetition is different from 

the examples found in John 19:6 and 19: 15, in which the repeated verb follows 

immediately after the other. 11 Here, the translator may formally translate the aorist, that is, 

use the same verb form, chuan, with the perfective aspect marker -guo. 

KOTEXETE The shift in tense-form from the aorist (EUTJYYEAtaaµTJv) to the present 

justifies the use of imperfective aspect markers such as zai (LU, HS), -zhe (MSV), or 

IDVCs (e.g. xiaqu). However, in order to avoid tautology, the translator might not want 

to use a heavily marked two-morpheme aspect compound here. Obviously, the perfective 

-le does not reflect the imperfective aspect of the Greek (chishou-le #~ T, SB). The 0 

morpheme may be acceptable if it is expressed by a disyllabic verb such as chishou 

("guard," ZHU, NCV) orjiiinsh6u ~~("stand fast," TCV, CRV, CPB), but not by a 

monosyllabic verb (e.g. sh6u, JOHNM) or a four-character set phrase (e.g.jin-shen-bao-

sh6u -t.i:l~1*- ~,"guard carefully," CNT). The addition of auxiliary verbs such as neng 

9 For introductory comments on the use of dao in Chinese Christian literature, see, Watters, Essays, 240-44. 
10 Ricci, T'ien-chu Shih-i, 452, line 589. 
11 See the discussions on these two verses in my chapter 6. 
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(PK, UV, WANG, HSC) andyao (CLB) is not preferable for translating the indicative 

mood in Greek into Mandarin because auxiliary verbs express volition as well as futurity. 

ETTtaTEVCJOTE (see also v. 11) The shift in tense-form from the present back to aorist 

may justify the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. However, the 

translator does not have a choice here, since when le occurs at the end of a sentence it 

must be interpreted as a modal particle and not a perfective aspect marker (see 3.2.5.2.c.a 

above). Other perfective morphemes such as -guo or RVCs, while grammatically 

acceptable, render the sentence rather awkward. 

Most Mandarin versions use the 0 morpheme for the aorist, however, some are better 

than others. The monosyllabic verb xin ("believe") with the 0 morpheme (e.g. MSV, 

JOHNM, HSC, SB, CPB) is preferable to the disyllabic verb xiiingxin ("believe") with 

the 0 morpheme (e.g. PK, LU) because it better reflects the less heavily marked aorist 

tense-form in Greek. Several other versions (e.g. UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, HS, CRV, 

NCV) add the verb shi ("be") to the front of the verb, which is not preferable because the 

shi ... (de) construction is reserved for the translation of periphrastic construction in Greek 

into Mandarin. The CNT, on the other hand, has xinxfn shi kongxu de 1t .::..; JC 'ff. ,W. ag 

("faith is void"), which is not a preferable choice because ETTtITTEVCJOTE is translated as a 

noun. 

rrapEbWKa yap vµ'iv EV rrpwrnu;, 0 KOl rrapEAO~OV, on XptUTO~ c':xrrE8avev UTTEp 

"" ' ""' t ,.., ' ' , ' ,, ' , ' ,,, ' , ,.., ' , ""' TWV aµapnwv riµwv KOTQ TO~ ypmpa~ Kat on ETO<pf] Kat on EYfJYEPTat TlJ riµepc;x TlJ 

TPlTlJ KOTO TO~ ypa<pa~ KOl on w<p8ri Kri<pq, eiTa TOt~ 8w8eKa· (vv. 3-5) 
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~~·~~~~~k~~t~=··~*'~k~f--L~i,4~~~~~ 

k*'~~~#;~--L~i'~~kk~~~;~A~*~*®WJ'~~* 

-t ..::..1.t,t;tz Wi ; 

Wo suo chuan gei nimen de yeshi wo suo shcm de: zui shouyao zhe, jiushi Jidu ying jing 

shang suo yan, wei women de zui er si-qu, bing bei zang-diao; you ying jing shang suo 

yan, disan tian si-'er-fil-su; bingqie xian yli JI!a mianqian, rcinhou yli shi'er shrtu zhiqian; 

What I preached to you is also what I received: most important is that Christ, in 

accordance with the scriptures, died for our sins, and was buried; also according to the 

scriptures, (Christ) had risen from the dead on the third day; and was seen by Cephas, and 

then by the twelve apostles. 

TiapebwKa (v. 3) Paul uses two aorists (rrapebwKa and TiapeA.a~ov) to introduce 

what he considers to be the cornerstones of Christian faith. The 0 morpheme is used here 

because there is no shift in tense-form to justify the use of the morphologically expressed 

perfective aspect morphemes. The monosyllabic chuan ("pass on," UV, ZHU, CNT, SB, 

LU, CRV, RCUV) is preferable to disyllabic verbs such as chuanshou 1f~:t (MSV, CPB) 

or chuanjiao 1f .3t ("deliver," NCV), because it better reflects the less heavily marked 

aorist tense-form in Greek. 

TiapeAa~ov As in v. 1, the 0 morpheme (MSV, JOHNM, UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, 

CNT, HSC, SB, LU, TCV, CLB, CRV, CPB, RCUV) is preferable to the formally 

expressed perfective morphemes, since there is no shift in tense-form to justify the use of 

-guo (PK) or -le (NCV). Also, as in v. 1, the monosyllabic shou ("receive") is preferable 

to disyllabic verbs (e.g. lingshou 4~ ~'UV, ZHU, SB, LU, RCUV, etc.) because it better 

reflects the less heavily marked aorist tense-form in Greek. 
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cnre8avEv Paul now states what many biblical commentators believe to be an early 

creedal formula, introduced by on, using two aorists (cnrESavEV, ETO<.f>fl, vv. 3--4) and a 

perfect (&y~yEpTat, v. 4).12 Although there are no shifts in tense-form in v. 3, the aspect 

marker -le (UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, HSC, HS, SB, LU, TCV, NCV, CRV, CPB, RCUV) 

and RVCs such as qu ("go") are both preferable to the 0 morpheme (e.g. sf, "die," MSV, 

PK, CLB; sfwang, "die," CNT) because they morphologically reflect the perfective 

aspect of the aorist tense-form. JOHNM and BB have sh(JU sf ("suffer death"), which 

does not reflect the active voice of the Greek, since the particle shou forms the passive 

construction in Mandarin. 13 

It needs to be emphasized here that the use of a single morphologically expressed 

aspect morpheme does not mark prominence in Mandarin discourse, but rather better 

reflects the perfective aspect that is signaled by the aorist in Greek. 

ha<.pT) (v. 4) Most Mandarin versions use the aspect marker -le (JOHNM, PK, JOHNM, 

UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, LU, NCV, CRV, RCUV) for the aorist, with the exception of the 

MSV and the three Catholic versions (CNT, HSC, CPB), which have the 0 morpheme. 

ha<.pri is best translated by bei zang-diao ("be buried") for two reasons: first, the 

construction formed by the particle bei (HS, SB, HSC, TCV, CPB) morphologically 

reflects the passive voice of the Greek, and, second, the RVC diao morphologically 

reflects the perfective aspect signaled by the aorist tense-form in Greek. Here, -le may be 

used interchangeably with RVCs. 

12 See, for example, Fee, First Epistle to the Corinthians, 722-23; Horsley, 1 Corinthians, 198; Collins and 
Harrington, First Corinthians, 528--40. 
13 See, also, example (20) in my chapter 4 and the commentary on mavpw0ij (John 19: l 6a) in my chapter 
6. 
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ey11yepTat (v. 4; see also vv. 12-14, 16-17, 20, 29, 32, 35, 42-44, 52) Paul now shifts 

from the aorist to perfect tense-form in order to highlight the risen Christ. Several 

versions havefahu61!.~ ("come back to life," PK, JOHNM, CNT, CPB, GURY) or 

fasheng 1!.1. ("come back to life," MSV, BCV) with the 0 morpheme. Other versions 

(UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, TCV, HS, SB, NCV, CRV, RCUV) use the perfective -le, 

which does not reflect the stative aspect of the perfect tense-form. The IDVC qz1ai used 

in HSC is not preferable because it expresses the imperfective aspect. Similarly, LU's 

translation, de su hu6-le-qz1ai 1l~i'-5- T ~i ("get to be raised"), is not preferable, either, 

for two reasons. First, the two-morpheme aspect compound -le-IDVC does not reflect the 

stative aspect of the Greek. Second, the auxiliary verb de is not a suitable addition for 

rendering the Greek indicative mood into Mandarin. The four-character set phrase si- 'er-

fa-su ("rise from the dead") with the 0 morpheme works best here because it marks 

frontgrounded prominence in Mandarin and reflects the stative aspect of the perfect 

tense-form in Greek. 

w<p0TJ (vv. 5-8) Several Greek grammatical references, lexicons, and biblical 

commentaries treat this passive form of opciw in the intransitive sense, "become visible" 

or "appear," although the verb form clearly denotes "he was seen."14 It is evident that 

Paul uses this exact same verb form four times in the same discourse unit for emphasis. 15 

Most versions reflect the perfective aspect of the aorist by using RV Cs such asjian 

("see," PK, L-0, HS, HSC) or the 0 morpheme (CNT, SB, TCV, CLB, NCV, CRV, CPB). 

14 See, for example, Winer, Treatise, 275; Turner, Syntax, 58; BDF, §313; BDAG, s.v.; Conzelmann; 
Commentary, 248; Collins and Harrington, First Corinthians, 535; Garland, 1Corinthians,687. 
15 See, for example, Fee, First Epistle to the Corinthians, 731 n. 87; Thiselton, Commentary, 1208. Collins 
and Harrington add that in the LXX, the verb is used for the appearances of God. He cites several Old 
Testament examples, which include Gen 12:7; Exod 6:3; I Kgs 3:5. See Collins and Harrington, First 
Corinthians, 531. 
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Some use the verb phrase xianlxian gei ... kan ~~nt.~~ · · · ~ (lit. "appear to ... see," 

MSV, JOHNM, UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, RCUV), which may be acceptable in this 

context where the indirect object is specified (in the dative case). Two other Mandarin 

versions have kan-jian ("see," with the RVCjian) expressed in passive constructions 

formed by the particles bei (PK) and gei (LU). Although these formally expressed passive 

constructions are grammatically acceptable in Mandarin, they sound rather unnatural to 

native speakers. The 0 morpheme is used here because it better reflects the less heavily 

marked aorist tense-form in Greek. In order to provide textual cohesion, the other three 

occurrences of w<p8ri will also be consistently translated by the monosyllabic verb xian 

with the 0 morpheme. 

ETTElTO W<p8ri ETTOVW TTEVTOKOO"lOt~ a8EA<J>Ol~ E<parras, ES l:>v Ol TTAEloVE~ µEVOVO"tV 

EW~ apn, TtVE~ bE EK0tµ~8riaav· ETTEtTa w<p8f] 'laKw~cp Eha TOl~ OTTOO"TOAOt~ 

m:Xatv· EO"XOTOV bE TTOVTWV WO"TTEPEl T0 EKTpwµan w<p8ri Kaµoi. (vv. 6-8) 

z~·%~*k~}~~~~~zWi·~~~-k+~~:I!~~.~~~~-~ 

A e..k-!- ( :~J T 0 * T ~' %X..Jl*ifi-~ooWi' :!!~ Jfl1~*zWi 0 jiJ Jilfi ' % 

-~:Jl*li100~M ~Jlf;~:lM1~zWi 0 

ZhThou, ta xian yli wiibai duo wei dixiong jiemei zhiqian, qizhong you yidaban zhijin hai 

hu6-zhe, danshi yeyou yixie ren yr s!-qt't (huo zuo shui-zhao) le. Jiexialai, ta you xian yu 

Yage mianqian, haiyou zhong shrtu zhiqian. Dao zuihou, ta jing xian yli zhege rut6ng 

duo-tai-er-sheng de wo zhiqian. 

After this, he appeared to more than five hundred brothers and sisters, most of them still 

living, but some already died (or fell asleep). Then he appeared to Jacob, and also to the 

apostles. At last, he even appeared to me, as though I were born of adoption. 
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J.1Evouatv (v. 6) Several versions have zai ("around," MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, 

ZHU, BT, HS, HSC, LU, NCV, CRV),jianzai 1tf;E ("still live in good health," CPB), or 

cunzai ff j;E ("exist," CNT) with the 0 morpheme. All of these translations reflect the 

imperfective aspect of the original, although disyllabic verbs are preferable for their 

closer representation of the more heavily marked Greek present tense-form. However, 

-zhe (SB, TCV, DCT) is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it morphologically 

reflects the imperfective aspect signaled by the present tense-form in Greek. Also, the use 

of -zhe is justified by the shift in tense-form (from the aorist to present). 

exo111tj811aav (see also vv. 18, 20, 51) A few Mandarin versions use the 0 morpheme 

to reflect the perfective aspect of the aorist (PK, CNT, SB, CPB, DCT), while most others 

use perfective morphemes such as RVCs (e.g. zhao, JOHNM; qu, HSC) and -le (MSV, 

UV, WANG, BT, ZHU, CLB, CRV, NCV). Two-morpheme aspect compounds such as 

RVC-le (xia-le, HS) and zai ... zhe (LU) are not preferable because they build 

foregrounded prominence in Mandarin. Also, the aspect compound zai ... zhe expresses 

the imperfective aspect. Therefore, the two single aspect morphemes, namely, RVCs and 

-le, are both preferable to the 0 morpheme and two-morpheme aspect compounds because 

they morphologically reflect the discourse function and the perfective aspect of the aorist. 

More importantly, RVCs or -le provide the grammatical contrast that Paul intended to 

bring out between those who are still living and those who have already died. 

arroOT6A.otc; (v. 7) The word shltu ("apostle") is used here to differentiate from a 

related term, men tu ("disciple"), which is commonly used for 11a811Ttj c; (see John 18: 1 ). 
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EKTpw11an (v. 8) Expressed in figurative speech, this word presents an extremely 

difficult challenge to the translator. 16 Some of the most common interpretations include 

"abnormally born," "untimely born," and other more specific terms for a premature birth 

such as abortion, stillbirth, or miscarriage. 17 Many earlier Chinese versions prefer these 

more specific terms such as tuosheng ml 1.. (SL-MOR, MOR), tuochiin mt.Ji (MAR), 

xiiio chiin'er 11' ;l Jl (GU), duotiii (er sheng) !! ,% ( r7fi 1..) (BT, HSC, ZHU), and liu 

chan'er ~Jii.;l Jl (SB), all of which denote an "aborted child." Interestingly, GURY 

employs huatiii sheng zhe ~ ,% 1.. ::t-, which refers specifically to one born of a woman 

who has experienced repeated (or habitual) miscarriages. 

Most versions, however, adopt a less formal translation. For example, in the 1840 

revision of GU, Medhurst compares Paul to xiiio quan +~or, literally, the "little ring 

through an animal's nose by which it is led," in order to emphasize Paul's own feelings 

of insignificance among the other apostles as expressed in the Greek. 18 The most 

common expression used in Chinese versions reflects the direct influence of the KN: bu 

dao chiinqi suo sheng :1'J1J;l$.Jlfo.1f 1.. (MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, LU, NCV, CPB, 

RCUV) in Mandarin or weiji qi er chiin 3f;;..J:lJi}) r7fi ;l (DV, GO, BCV, JOHN, CSV, 

UVW, SJ, BB, WV; cf. TRNT) in wenli, both of which closely resemble the KJV's 

rendering of "born out of due time." 19 

16 For a summary of discussions, see, for example, Conzelmann; Commentary, 259 n. 95; Garland, I 
Corinthians, 691-93; Fee, First Epistle to the Corinthians, 732-34; Thiselton, Commentary, 1208-10. 
17 Fee, First Epistle to the Corinthians, 733; Collins and Harrington, First Corinthians, 537; Ellingworth 
and Hatton, Handbook, 293-94; BDF, §433, Fee suggests that with the definite article, "freak" might 
provide another possible reading. See also Thiselton, Commentary, 1208. 
18 Giles, Chinese-English Dictionary, 386. See also Encyclopedic Dictionary, vol. 6, 124. 
19 The CPB has bU zuyue ::f ft... fl ("immature birth"); the RCUV has wei dao chanqi er sheng ~f1J J! JI}] ,?Ti 

1.. ("born out of due time"); the CSV and JOHN have weiji chanqi er sheng ~&.A. J!JJ ,?Ti 1.. ("born out of 
due time"); the WV has sheng bitji shi 1..::f&.Bt ("born short of its due time"). Similarly, the TRNT (also 
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More paraphrased expressions are also found in Mandarin versions: wuyong #t- JfJ 

("useless," CNT), bupei kan-jian Ta ~fie,~ JlA~ ("unworthy of seeing Him," CLB), and 

zai bu zhengchang de qingkuang xia chusheng ;/£. ~ .iE ~€Jg ·tt ~JL r ili 1. (TCV), the last 

example fully embraces English versions that have "abnormally born" (e.g. NIV, NAB, 

TEV).20 

The expression duo-tai-er-sheng ("born out of abortion") is preferable to other 

translations for two reasons. First, it more closely reflects the lexical meaning of the 

Greek. Second, the figure of speech introduced by warrEpEt ("as though") in the Greek 

text warrants the use of the four-character set phrase in Mandarin in order to convey 

prominence in the discourse (vv. 1-8). 

'Eyw yap Etµ1 0 EAclXlITTO~ TWV CxTTOITTOACUV o~ OUK Etµt lKOVO~ KOAE'ia8m 

EKOTTtaaa, OUK &yw bE CxAAO ~ xap1~ TOU emu [~] avv &µoi. ElTE oDv &yw ElTE 

EKE'ivo1, ouTcu~ KfJpuaaoµEv Kat ovTcu~ &rr1mEvaaTE. (15:9-11) 

!.¥- ltSJ k~;/£. Z 1~Ak.f. 9=7IJJil,f;tt 11' ag , -!- .f. ~ f!e.{¥t1'f $i 1t.fk , lt5J $i ~ifl 1; ~ f-if 

~-·oM~·•~4~~~~,~-~* #o~~~~~~*·~#.{kMo 

•T~·~~Z~.fkL~ft 0 ~k·~~k•~a~·~k• #~~*;/£.~ 

~~oltSJ~'~fJt~'~Jt~~,~~~-·~4,~~~~-~To 

other Japanese versions, CBT, JCV, JRV, RAGUET) has tsukita rane mono R Jl G h;;t" ("one born 
immaturely"). 
20 The expression "untimely born" is found in several English versions (e.g. NASB, NRSV, ESV). See also 
BDAG, s.v. The DCT has zai nanchiin de qingkuang zhlxia, chichi cai sheng chU!ai de ren ff.Jfi..i. MJ ·rt~JL 
Zr ' it it~± ~ *° ary A ("one born only after a long and difficult labor"). 
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Yuanyin shi wo zai zhong shitu zhi zhong shu zui weixiao de, shenzhi bupei chengzuo 

wei shitu, yinwei WO pohai-guo Shen de jiaohui. Ran' er, WO you jintiful de zaojiu, nai 

guigong yu Shen. Ta suo ci wo de enchong, bingrei turan. Shishishang, wo bi zhong shitu 

gengjia lao-lei. Danshi, zhe bu shi kao wozij1, daoshi kao Shen de enchong zai WO 

shenbian. Yinc1, buguan shi WO, huoshi tamen, women zheyang chuan-xiaqu, n1men ye 

zheyang xin le. 

Because of this, I am the least among the apostles, because I persecuted God's church. 

However, I give credit to God for my achievement today. The grace he has given me is 

not in vain. In fact, I toil much harder than the apostles. But, I do not rely on myself, but 

rather on God's grace at my side. So, whether it was I or they, this is the manner in which 

we preach, and also the manner in which you believe. 

KaX.Cia0m (v. 9) The disyllabic verb chengzuo ("call," PK) with the 0 morpheme is 

preferable to the monosyllabic verb cheng (''call") found in most Mandarin versions (e.g. 

UV, JOHMN, WANG, ZHU, CNT, BT, HS, HSC, LU, CLB, CRV, NCV) because it 

better reflects the more heavily marked feature of the present tense-form. 

e8iw~a (see also example (2) in chapter 2) Some versions use the perfective aspect 

morphemes -guo (CNT, HSC, SB, TCV, CLB, CRV, CPB, RCUV) and -le (HS, LU), 

while others use the 0 morpheme (MSV, PK, UV, WANG, ZHU, NCV). Here, -guo and 

-le are both preferable to the 0 morpheme because they morphologically reflect the 

perfective aspect of the aorist tense-form. The shift in tense-form from the present to the 

aorist also justifies the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

Temporal deictic indicators such as cengffng ("once," "ever," CNT) or ceng ("ever," 
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MSV, JOHNM, BT, RCUV) are unnecessary additions, since -guo alone expresses the 

perfective aspect in Mandarin. 

eKorriaaa (v. 10) Most Mandarin versions use disyllabic verbs such as laoku %-% 

("toil," MSV, PK, UV, ZHU, HSC, LU, NCV, CRV, RCUV), laolu #-~ft ("toil," SB), or 

gongzuo ..I.1'f ("work," CNT) with the 0 morpheme, which are less than ideal here. The 

RVC lei ("weary") is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it formally reflects the 

perfective aspect that is signaled by the aorist tense-form in Greek. 

xapntfxapis xapts is most frequently translated by enyou .~~ii ("kindness," SL-

MOR, MOR), en ,@.,("kindness," "favor," Ricci, MAR, GU, GO, BCV, GURY, SJ, PK, 

JOHNM, UV, WANG, ZHU, SYD, CSV, LU) or endiiin ,@.-~ ("grace," "favor," MSV, 

BT, TCV, CLB, NCV, RCUV).21 Other translations include ch6ngyou .f.1t; ("loving 

protection," WV, HSC), hui .t ("benevolent," JCV, CBT), and ench6ng ("imperial 

favor," CNT, SB, CPB, Ricci, RAGUET).22 All of these terms are current today in 

Chinese Christian contexts, and therefore they may be used interchangeably for the same 

Greek word. 

Nishiwaki asserts that the character ken ~ and the Greek word xa pis were closely 

related phonetically in ancient China. According to the Japanese scholar, the archaic 

pronunciation of~ is conjectured [xar], which supposedly corresponds to the first 

syllable of the Greek word xQ_p.1c;.23 In modem Chinese, however, ~denotes sincerity 

and therefore it is not preferable for the translation of xaptc;. 

21 Ricci uses en ,@., or enhui ,@.. .t ("favor") interchangeably. Ricci, T'ien-chu Shih-i, e.g. 94, line 61. 
22 GURY has zhuen j_,@. ("the Lord's grace"). GU has tianen ~.@,("heaven/God's grace"). Ricci, T'ien
chu Shih-i, e.g. 422, line 544. 
23 The underlining is present in the original. The archaic pronunciation of~ is conjectured [xar->k6->kon]. 
Nishiwaki, Notes, 212. Compare Karlgren, who gives the reading ["k"<m]. See Karlgren, Analytic 
Dictionary, s.v. 
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Etj.ll o ei111 The verb phrase that denotes "I am who I am" is extremely difficult to 

translate into Chinese.24 Notice that the difficulty lies not with the grammar, but with the 

lexical choice that must conform to natural syntax in contemporary Mandarin. Literal 

renderings, for example, wo de wei wo .f\~-1-fo.i .f\ (lit. "I become me"), while 

grammatically acceptable, sound rather awkward to native ears (GURY).25 Most formal 

translations add words such asjln(riltian) ("today," SL-MOR, GU, MSV, SJ, UV, HSC, 

SB, TCV, CLB, CRV, NCV, CPB) or xianzai ("now," ZHU, CNT, LU): wo chengwii 

ffnri de wo .f\~fo.iA, El MJ .f\ (lit. "I become today's me," SB). The expression wo you 

jfntian de zaojiu .f\;f[ A, 7'.. ag :it:it (lit. "I have today's accomplishment") is preferable 

because it sounds more natural to native speakers of Mandarin. 26 

KfJpuaao11ev (v. 11) The IDVC xiaqu is preferable to the 0 morpheme used in most 

Mandarin versions (e.g. MSV, PK, UV, ZHU, CNT, HS, LU, TCV, CRV, NCV, CPB, 

RCUV) because it morphologically reflects the imperfective aspect of the present tense-

form in Greek. SB uses -le, which is not suitable because it expresses the perfective 

aspect in Mandarin. 

EnicrreUcraTE See v. 2. 

7.2.2. The Resurrection of the Dead (vv. 12-34) 1t?tA-{l.j5-

This pericope may be divided into three sub-sections (vv. 12-19, 20-28, 29-34). 

Smaller discourse boundaries, as noted in 7.1.2, are marked by the conjunctives vvvi bE 

(v. 20) and ETTEi (v. 29). Paul uses the aorist tense-forms to state the consequences were 

24 Ellingworth and Hatton suggest less formal expressions such as "I have become an apostle," "But what I 
am today, I am by God's grace," or "But God's grace has made me what I am today, that is, an apostle." 
Ellingworth and Hatton, Handbook, 295. 
25 GO has w6 de wei su6wei yf ~Aft $i fo./f $i ~ ("I end up getting to be like this"). 
26 Compare MOR, yu de finri zhf Jing -;l;~f!-4- El .;t.)_t ("I am in such circumstance today"). 
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the dead not raised (vv. 15-19, 32, 34), foretell Christ's action at his second coming (v. 

24), and describe God's rule (v. 25-28). He employs the present tense-forms to draw 

attention to a number of significant details: to introduce his argument (v. 12), to nullify 

the false claim that denies the resurrection of the dead (vv. 13-19, 29-34), to describe 

human mortality (v. 20), and to describe God's sovereignty over the enemy (v. 24-26). 

He utilizes the perfect tense-forms to highlight several critically important facts: Christ's 

resurrection (vv. 12-14, 16-17, 20, 29, 32), the believer's hope in Christ (v. 19), the dead 

for which Christ became the firstfruits (v. 20), and submission of all things to God (v. 27). 

Ei bE Xp1mo<; KfJpvaanm on EK VEKpwv EY~YEPTm, TIW<; AEyova1v EV vµl'.v nvE<; 

on OVOOTO<Jl<; VEKpwv OUK EOTl v; Ei bE avamam<; VEKpwv OUK EOTl v' ou8E Xp1mo<; 

EµapTvp~aaµEv KOTO TOV emu on ~YElpEv TOY Xp1mov, ov OUK ~YElpEv EtTIEP apa 

VEKpoi ouK EyEipovTal. (vv. 12-15) 

~*~£fk~d~~·~~*'~~tM4~-~A~~kt£~k~d 

*~•~?~~k~k~d*~•,£f~~k~d~1°*£f£~k~d 

Ruguo shuo Jidu sI-'er-fil-su zai bei xuanyang-zhe, nimen zhongjian weishenme 

youren you shuo-qI-le meiyou siren filhu6 de shine? Yaobushi you siren filhu6 de shi, 

Jidujiu wti sI-'er-fil-su le. Ruo Jidu meiyou sI'erfilsu, women de xuanchuanjiu cheng 

baifei, nimen de xinyang ye luokong le. BujinrucI, guozhen siren bu filhu6 de hua, name 
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women jiu bei ren zh1-zhe shuoshi Shen de weizhengren, yinwei women ceng wei Shen 

zuo-guo jianzheng, shuo ta jiao ta suo meiyou ruhu6-guolai de Jidu ruhu6-guolai. 

If Christ is proclaimed as raised from the dead, why are some among you saying that 

there is no resurrection of the dead? If there is no resurrection of the dead, Christ has not 

been raised from the dead. If Christ has not been raised from the dead, our preaching is 

futile, and your faith comes to nothing. Not only this, if indeed the dead are not raised, 

we are regarded as God's false witnesses, because we have testified on God's behalf that 

he raised Christ whom he did not raise. 

Kflpuaae-ra1 (v. 12) Several versions use the 0 morpheme for the present passive: 

chuan 1-f:. ("pass on,'' e.g. PK, JOHNM, UV, ZHU, WANG, BT, TCV, NCV, CRV) or 

xuiinjiiing '§.. ~ ("preach," CNT). Two Catholic versions (SB, HS) use the aspect marker 

-le, which does not reflect the imperfective aspect of the Greek. The CPB has chuanbao 

1-f:.~ ("convey a message") with the 0 morpheme, but adds the temporal adverb yr 

("already") to indicate a past event. The aspect marker zai (CLB) is preferable to the 0 

morpheme because it morphologically reflects the imperfective aspect of the Greek 

present tense-form. Still, the two-morpheme aspect compound zai ... zhe is the ideal 

translation because it closely reflects the heavily marked present tense-form in Greek. In 

addition, the shift in tense-form from the aorist (ETTlCJTEVCJOTE, v. 11) to present also 

justifies the use of a two-morpheme aspect morpheme. Although the passive construction 

formed by the particle bei (bei xuiinchuan it.111.f:., "be preached," LU) is not obligatory, 

it is best to keep it here to better reflect the passive construction of the Greek. This verb is 

not translated in HSC. 
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ey~yEpTat (vv. 12-14, 16-17; cf. v. 4) In this sub-section (vv. 12-19), Paul again uses 

repetition for emphasis, but this time he does so by repeating a perfect tense-form five 

times. As in v. 4, &y~yepTat may be translated by the four-character set phrase s[-'er-fa-

su ("rise from the dead") with the 0 morpheme, because it marks frontgrounded 

prominence in Mandarin and reflects the stative aspect of the perfect tense-form in Greek. 

To establish textual cohesion to the other pericopes where the same verb form is used, 

each occurrence of &y~yEpTm may be consistently rendered by the same set phrase. 27 

A€youcnv The shift in tense-form from the perfect (ey~yEpn:n) to present justifies the 

use of a two-morpheme aspect compound. Here, the aspect compound IDVC-le is the 

ideal choice not only because it closely reflects the imperfective aspect that is expressed 

by the present tense-form in Greek, but also because it reflects the discourse function as a 

foregrounding device. 

avao-racns- (see also vv. 13, 21, 42)28 Most Chinese versions (e.g. SL-MOR, MOR, 

MAR, GURY, GO, GU, MSV, PK, JOHNM, BB, UV, WANG, BT, WV, CNT, HSC, 

LU, SB, TCV, CLB, NCV, CRV, RCUV) use the termfahu6 ("come back to life") or 

27 Ellingworth and Hatton have noted that, in certain languages, the repetition of various verb forms that 
Paul uses for emphasis might make the sentence "heavier." See Ellingworth and Hatton, Handbook, 298. 
This is mainly a stylistic concern, but in Mandarin, it applies to lexical as well as grammatical elements. 
For example, vv. 27-28, Paul uses the repetition of different verb forms ofvnoniaaw: four aorists 
(vnfrasEv, vnoTasavrn~, vnomyij, vnOTasavn), one perfect (vnoTEmKTat) and one future 
(vnorny~anm). The verb zhifu ("subdue") may be used consistently for the aorists and future, whereas 
the four-character set phrase giin-fu-xia-feng should be used for the perfect. The repetition of lexical 
content does not necessarily make the sentence appear "heavy" in Mandarin. The repetition of grammatical 
elements, on the other hand, would. This motivates the translator to substitute the aspect marker -le to an 
RVC in one of the aorists (see v. 27). 
28 It is interesting that Paul uses this word four times only here in 1 Corinthians 15 and not in any other 
chapters. The verb form avt<JTT]µt occurs only once in 1 Cor 10:7 (aVEaTT]CTO.V), where Paul cites an Old 
Testament quotation from Exod 32:6. When compared with €yEipw, as O'Donnell observes, the verb 
avtCTTT]j-11 is used less frequently to refer to resurrection. In this context, however, it is clear that the 
avaCTTam~ VEKpwv could not be interpreted other than as the resurrection of the dead, since Paul uses the 
verb phrase EK vEKpwv €y~yEpmi right before it. See O'Donnell, "Resurrection," 149-50. 
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fasheng ("come back to life," "regenerate," DV, BCV). A few other expressions are also 

found: huisheng El 1. ("bring back to life," ZHU), qz ~("get up," CSV), andfaqz ~t~ 

(UVW, UVB, UVE). Graves argues thatfaqz is preferable to fasheng not only because qz 

better reflects the sense of upward movement expressed by the prefix O.va-, but also 

because fasheng connotes mere temporary "resuscitation. "29 Although the 

aforementioned terms are all acceptable for the translation of O.vaa-raa1~,fahu6 andfaqz 

are preferable here. Furthermore, while these two terms do not differ significantly in 

meaning and may be used interchangeably, it is best to usefahu6 for all four occurrences 

in order to provide textual cohesion to other discourse units. 

eup1m<6µe0a (v. 15; cf. evptaKw, John 18:38, 19:4, 6) Most Mandarin versions use the 

0 morpheme for the present tense-form, with the particle bei to indicate passive voice. 

Some versions use disyllabic verbs such as gongren 1J;:;-iiJ; ("recognize in public," BT), or 

dangzuo '$ 11 (RCUV), which are preferable to monosyllabic ones such as zhl ("regard," 

LU) or shi ~JL ("view," SB) because they better reflect the more heavily marked present 

tense-form in Greek. Still, the translator may use -zhe, which is ideal here because it 

morphologically reflects the imperfective aspect that is signaled by the present tense

form in Greek. 

eµaprup~aaµev The shift in tense-form from the present to aorist justifies the use of a 

formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme here, such as -guo (NCV) or -le (CPB), 

either of which is preferable to the 0 morpheme that is used in most Mandarin versions 

(e.g. MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, SYD, ZHU, CNT, HSC, HS, TCV, CLB, CRY, DCT, 

RCUV). 

29 Graves, "Uniform Names," 120-21. See also chapter 2 of this dissertation. 
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~yetpev30 Here is another example of Paul repeating the exact same verb form for 

emphasis. It is obvious that verbal aspect plays a critical part in understanding the 

significance of Paul's argument. RV Cs such as guolcii (lit. "come over") or the aspect 

marker -le (WANG, SB, RSC, NCV) are both preferable to the 0 morpheme (MSV, PK, 

JOHNM, UV, ZHU, BT, CNT, HS, TCV, CRV, DCT, RCUV) for the first occurrence of 

~yetpev because they formally reflect the perfective aspect in Mandarin. LO, on the other 

hand, uses the IDVC qr1ai, which is not preferable because it expresses the imperfective 

aspect. The addition of shi 1t ("make," "let," JOHNM, CNT, SB, CLB, NCV, CPB, 

RCUV) orjiao 11~ ("call," "let," MSV, PK, UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, RSC, LO, CRV) is 

necessary here in order to convey the transitive sense of the verb. 

Similarly, for the second occurrence of ~yetpev, formally expressed aspect 

morphemes are preferable to the 0 morpheme that is found in most Mandarin versions 

(MSV, PK, JOHMN, UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, CNT, RSC, HS, SB, TCV, CRV, NCV, 

CPB, DCT, RCUV). LO uses the two-morpheme aspect compound-le-IDVC for the 

second occurrence of ~yetpev, which is not preferable because it expresses the 

imperfective aspect. Here, the translator has the option of using the same or different 

perfective aspect morphemes for the two occurrences of ~yetpev. As in vv. 1-2 where 

-guo is used for the two aorists (euriyyeA.iaciµriv), the RVC guolai may be used for both 

aorists here. 

3° For discussions of the first class conditional sentences in Greek, see 5.4.2, pp. 281-84 above. 
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EYEtpoVTat See example (31) in 5 .4.2. Paul uses this present verb form twice in vv. 

15-16. The 0 morpheme is used here for both occurrences in order to establish textual 

cohesion to the previous pericope where the same verb form is used. 31 

Ei yap VEKpot OUK EyEipoVTat, ov8e Xptmo~ EY~YEPTat· Ei 8e Xptmo~ OUK 

' ,, ,, ' , ' ,.., ,... ' ' ' ,.,, ' , ' ""' ,... ' ' EYfJYEPTat, µaTata fJ rrurrt~ vµc.uv, En EITTE Ev Tat~ aµapnat~ vµc.uv, apa Kat 01 

K01µ118EvTE~ Ev Xptm0 arrwA.ovTo. Ei Ev TU t;c.uij TOVTfJ Ev Xptm0 ~ATTtKOTE~ Eaµev 

µovov' EAEEl VOTE pot TTOVTC.UV av8pwrrc.uv ECTµEv. (15: 16-19) 

~A~~a~·~•~~~~~~a4r 0 ~f~k~~~~a4.~~~~~ 

I~k~~*•~T·~~~*lt~~~~~t 0 ~~~~~~fa•• 

(~1J a9A~1~-t:-r 0 -ko*-~1PH111~Jl:ti.-$"J-~~lt.kt tfJtB$-a9 ' ~1riI~~J;t. 

Siren ruo bu fuhu6, Jidu yejiu meiyou s!-'er-fu-su le. Jidu yaoshi meiyou s!-'er-fu-su, 

n!men de xinyang qr bu shi jiu tulaowilgong le, nimen ye yijiu shenchu ziji de zui zhong. 

Haiyou naxie zai Jidu H shui-zhao (huo zuo si-qu) de ren ye mie-wang le. Ruguo women 

jinjin zai dsheng dui Jidu shi zhong-wang-suo-guI de, women qi bu jiu bi zhongren 

gengjia kebei le. 

If the dead do not come back to life, then Christ has not come back to life from the dead. 

If Christ has not come back from the dead, your faith would have been in vain, and you 

would still be living in your sins. And those who already rested in Christ would also have 

perished. If only for this life we have hope in Christ, we are more pitiful than all people. 

eyEipoVTatlEy~yEpTat (v. 16) See example (31) in 5.4.2. 

Ko1µ118EVTE~ (v. 18) See v. 6. 

31 Porter notes that the present tense-form is used to mark textual cohesion in exposition. See Porter, Idioms, 
305. 
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aTIWAOVTo RVCs such as wang -C ("die," UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, CNT, HSC, SB, 

LU, TCV, NCV, CRY, CPB, RCUV), shi ("lose," MSV), or mo~! ("die," PK, JOHNM) 

are suitable because they formally reflect the perfective aspect of the aorist. Also, the 

frequent shifts in tense-form from the present to perfect, the perfect to aorist, and finally 

the aorist back to perfect (vv. 16-19) justify the use of formally expressed perfective 

morphemes for the two aorists in v. 18. 

~ATilKOTE~ eaµev (v. 19) See example (6) in chapter 2. 

Nvvt 8€ Xp1mo~ Ey~yepTm EK veKpwv aTiapx~ Twv KeK01µriµevwv. Ene18~ yap 

8t' av8pwTIOV 8civaTO~, Kat 81' av8pwTIOV avcimacn~ VEKpwv· W<JTIEP yap EV n{l 

l\8aµ TiavTe~ aTio8v(laKovat v, ovTw~ Kat EV Tc{l Xptmc{l TiclVTE~ (:cpoTIOtfJ8~aovTat. 

(15:20-22) 

~~£f~~k~a~,~~~~-~~*~~~*T 0 ~~kd,~-C~ 

~~-A,~A4~~M-~~-A 0 ~~,~MZA~ktal•t,M• 

M; '~£1JSl..aZA~~fi:~l1% 0 

Ran'er Jidu zaoy1 s1-'er-fu-su, bing chengwei zhu-huai-an-xi zhe chushu de guoshi. 

Yejiushishuo, s!wang ji chuzi yI ren, sfren fuhu6 ye t6ngyang chuzi yI ren. YincI, rut6ng 

zhongren zai Yadang 11 changshi-zhe, t6ngyang de, zai Jidu 11 zhongren ye jiang bei 

fuhu6. 

Now Christ has already been raised from the dead, and become the firstfruits for those 

who are already dead. That is to say, death came through a person, the resurrection of the 

dead has also come through a person. Therefore, just as in Adam all die, likewise, in 

Christ all will be made alive. 

ey~yepTat (v. 20) See V. 4. 
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KEKotµf)µevwv (see also vv. 6, 18, 51) The four-character set phrase zhu-hutii-iin-xi 

("rest in the Lord's side") with the 0 morpheme closely reflects the stative aspect and the 

heavily marked perfect tense-form in Greek. 

'A.8aµ (v. 22; see also v. 45) The first man in the Bible is referred to by various forms 

in Chinese: Atan FiiJ"i~ (from the Syriac ):l:'lr<) in the Nestorian document, the Discourse 

on Almsgiving (vv. 82-99), Yiidiing §.'.t in Ricci's T'ien-chu Shih-i, and Adling FiiJ '&' in 

Basset's New Testament (SL-MOR). 32 At least four other different forms are also used in 

Chinese versions: Yiidamai §.k.$-- (MOR, MAR), Yiitiin §.J}t (GU, GO), Adamit Fo1i!*

(GURY), and Yiidiing §.1; (DV, BCV, SJ). Today, both Catholic and Protestant 

Mandarin versions follow the DV's transliteration, Yadiing. 

cnro0v(Jm<ouatv Paul now shifts from the perfect (v. 20) to present tense-form. Some 

versions use -le (e.g. UV, LU, SB, TCV), which is not preferable because rather than the 

imperfective, it expresses the perfective aspect in Mandarin. On the other hand, -zhe is 

ideal here because it morphologically reflects the imperfective aspect that is signaled by 

the present tense-form in Greek. 

~<{)OTTotf)0~aovTat33 The future form may be translated by adding auxiliary verbs 

such as bi (e.g. JOHN, JOHNM, SJ, LU),yao (PK, UV, WANG, CNT, HSC, SB, CRV, 

NCV),jiiing (SL-MOR, MOR, MAR, GO, GURY, CPB), or ke (HS) to the verb with the 

0 morpheme. The added emphasis expressed by jiiingltii biyao fahu6 ("must be raised in 

the future," CLB) may be acceptable here. ZHU and BT, on the other hand, have yao 

cheng-le hu6 de -!-.$.. t ·;-{; MJ ("will become alive"), which is not preferable because -le 

32 Ricci, T'ien-chu Shih-i, 330, line 394. Eve is referred to as Ewa Ffe.;f#.. 
33 Fee notes that sC}>orron18~aovT0t is used here instead of &yEipw because "it offers the "proper contrast 
with cmo8vuaxw." Fee, First Epistle to the Corinthians, 751 n. 24. 
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indicate the passive voice in Mandarin, is preferable. 
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EKaCJTO~ bE EV TC~ icSicp niyµan· arrapx~ Xpto-r6~. ETTEtTa oi TOV XptaTOV EV TlJ 

rrapovaic;x auTov, Eha TO TEA.o~, OTav rrapa8t80 T~V ~aatA.Eiav T0 8E0 Kat rraTpi, 

OTav KaTapy~au rraaav apx~v Kat rraaav E!;ovaiav Kat 8uvaµtv. (15:23-24) 

•-MA~~*~«~:~f~~~~*T:~%k~~~·~*-~*~'& 

~·~o~~'~k*8°~*~·~~k-~~~'*•'•h~··~'~ 
;}e. ~ ~ i -t Y:. ;f'f 0 

Mei yige ren zhao qici XU fUhu6: Jidii nai chii shu de guoshi; jiezhe shi naxie Jidii zai 

jianglin de shihou, shu Jidii de. Zhihou,jiushi mori. Nashi Jidiijiuyao ba yiqie zhizheng, 

zhangquan, quanli quan gei huI-diao, jiu ba gu6 dijiao yu fU Shen. 

Every person is made alive according in his or her order: Christ is the firstfruits; and 

then followed by those who belong to Christ when Christ returns. After that is the end. At 

that time Christ will destroy every ruler, authority and power, and then hand over the 

kingdom to God the Father. 

TTapa8t80 (v. 24) Here, morphologically expressed imperfective aspect morphemes 

are not an option, because expressions such as jiiio-zhe or zai jiiio in this context are 

ungrammatical. Considering their more heavily marked features, disyllabic verbs such as 

jiiiofa 3t 1f ("hand over," ZHU),jiiiohuan 3t 1! ("return," TCV), or dijiiio ("hand over") 

with the 0 morpheme are preferable to monosyllabic verbs with the 0 morpheme for 

translating the Greek present tense-form, as found in most Chinese versions:jiiio ("turn 

in," PK, JOHNM, BB, UV, WANG, BT, CNT, LU, SB, CLB, NCV, CRV, CPB, RCUV), 

fa ("hand over," SL-MOR, MOR, MAR, UVW, UVB, UVE), rang ta ("yield," GV),fan 
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J3.. ("return," DV), huan l! ("return," GO, BCV, WV, MSV, HS), and guf "' ("return," 

GURY). 

KaTapy~au (cf. KaTapyEl'.Tot, v. 26) A few Mandarin versions use disyllabic verbs 

such as hufmie Yi~ ("destroy," JOHNM) or xiaomie ijlj ~("eliminate," CNT) with the 0 

morpheme, while several others use the perfective aspect marker -le (PK, UV, WANG, 

ZHU, BT, HSC, NCV, RCUV). Some versions also add auxiliary verbs such as hui 

(CLB),jiang (SB), yao (TCV), or biyao (LU). WV and CRV add the temporal adverb yf 

e, ("already"), apparently in an attempt to refer to the event having taken place in the 

past. Single aspect morphemes such as -le or RVCs (e.g. diao, LU) are preferable to the 0 

morpheme because they formally reflect the perfective aspect of the aorist. The shift in 

tense-form from the present (rrapafo80) to aorist also justifies the substitution of the 

aspect marker -guo for the 0 morpheme, which is found in most Mandarin versions. 

Finally, the addition of an auxiliary verb (e.g. yao) is necessary to convey the projection 

that is grammaticalized by the subjunctive verb form in Greek. 

bEt yap OVTOV ~mnAEVElV axp1 oD 8ij TIOVTa~ TOV~ Ex8pou~ VTIO TOU~ rr68a~ aUTOV. 

EGXOTO~ Ex8po~ l<aTapyEl'.Tot 0 86vaTo~· TIOVTa yap vrrfra!;Ev VTIO TOV~ rr68a~ 

auTOV. OTQV bE ElTIU on TTOVTa VTIOTETOKTot, 8~AOV on EKTO~ TOV VlTOTa!;avTo~ 

avT0 TO TTOVTO. OTQV bE VTIOTayij avT0 TO TIOVTa, TOTE [Kat] OVTO~ 0 viO~ 

VTTOTaytjaETot T0 VTTOTa!;avn avT0 TO TTOVTa, 1va ti 0 8Eo~ [Ta] TIOVTa EV TTQ(JlV. 

(15:25-28) 

~A~~~~~~4,&~~M-b~a~t~t~~~T 0 ·~~*~~~

~k~~0~Ar~4-~~~~At~~~T0J ~~a·~~~~~A'M 
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~~~~~~t•~~~~ 0 t•~~~~~~a~,~~ #~~~~A~~ 

~*~~~~t•~~'*• #AA•~z~ 0 

Yinwei ta bixu tongzhi-xiaqu, zhidao tajiang yiqie ch6udi dou zhi zai -le tade zuxia. 

Zuizhong suo jianmie de ch6udi bianshi siwang. Yinwei "ta shi wanwli jie zhifil zai -le 

tade zilxia." Jiran shuo wanwli dou gan-fil-xia-:feng, xianran bu baokuo zhifil-le wanwli 

de nawei. Dang wanwli dou bei ta zhifil-zhu shi, jiu lian Shenzi ziji ye jiang bei zhifil yu 

nawei zhifil-le wanwli de, hao rang Shen chengwei wanwli zhI zhu. 

For he must reign until he puts all enemies under his feet. The final enemy to annihilate is 

death. For "he has put all things in subjection under his feet." Since it said that all things 

are put in subjection, it is obvious that it does not include the one who has put all things 

in subjection. When all things are subjected to him, even God's Son himself will be 

subjected to the one who puts all things in subjection under him, so that God will be the 

Lord of all. 

5ei ... ~aatA.eue1v (v. 25) Paul now shifts tense-form from the aorist (KaTapy~crlJ) 

back to the present. Almost all existing Chinese versions, except MOR, employ auxiliary 

verbs such as bi (MAR, GU, DV, JOHN, SJ, UVE), bixu (PK, ZHU, LU, SB, TCV, 

RCUV), biyao (UV, w ANG, BT, NCV, CRV), biding (JOHNM), yao (CLB, CPB), 

y'fnggiii (CNT), or yi (GURY) with the 0 morpheme.34 HSC uses the awkward 

combination of two auxiliary verbs, bi and giii. HS hasfei t6ngzhi buke -1F #UG ~ "]"" 

("must reign," "have no other choices but reign"). The WV has gai .Jfdu zhl chengquan ye 

.l.£. 'fu;r. z!{f{.~ ("therefore it is Christ's reign"), rendering the verb phrase with a noun. 

34 MOR has gai qi dang wang A Jt- i; .I. ("hence he becomes king"). 
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Here, an auxiliary verb such as bi, yew or bixu is necessary to translate the Greek 

catenative construction, bEt +infinitive (see 5.3.1.4). The IDVC xiaqu is ideal here 

because it morphologically reflects the imperfective aspect and the more heavily marked 

present tense-form. 

Sij Many versions have bii(/sht) ... qufu k-(lft) · · · Atd:J( ("have ... subdued," BT, 

CNT, HSC, SB, TCV), while others have it more literally, bii ... fang(/chuzhi) k. · · · 

ik(lhtiI.) ("place," "put," PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, ZHU, LU, NCV, CRV, RCUV) or 

jiiing ... zhi ~~ · · · if_. ("put," HS). The shift in tense-form from the present 

(~acnAEVEtv) to aorist justifies the preference for the aspect marker -le instead of the 0 

morpheme, which is found in most Mandarin versions. The aspect marker -le better 

reflects the perfective aspect signaled by the aorist tense-form in Greek. 

Ka-rapyEiTat (v. 26; cf. v. 24) Here, morphologically expressed imperfective aspect 

morphemes are not an option, because expressions such as hufmie-zhe or zai hufmie are 

ungrammatical. Most versions use disyllabic verbs such as hufmie Y.V~ ("destroy," PK, 

JOHNM, UV, WANG, BT, HSC, SB, TCV, NCV, DCT), xiiiomie ijlj i~ ("eliminate," 

ZHU, CNT), qzngchu ~ff~ ("eliminate," HS),feichu At~ ("abolish," CRV), orjiiinmie 

("annihilate," CLB) with the 0 morpheme, which reflect the imperfective aspect of the 

Greek present tense-form. Some versions use passive construction formed by particles 

such as bei (SJ, WV, JOHNM, ZHU, LU, SB), su6 fo,Jf (PK, UV, WANG, BT, HSC), or 

jian JL (BCV), which are appropriate here.35 The addition of yao (TCV, NCV, CLB, 

CNT) is not preferable, since auxiliary verbs in Chinese are reserved for translating the 

Greek non-indicative moods. 

35 For discussions of the passive construction in Mandarin, see the commentary on mavpw8ij (John 19:16a) 
in chapter 6. 
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unfrasev (v. 27, cf. unoTasavTO<; below) The verb phrase, shr .. .fu 1t • • • 1:k. 

("subdue") orjiao .. .fu 11~ • • • All ("submit," JOHNM, UV, WANG, ZHU, NCV, CRV) 

with the 0 morpheme is preferable to more heavily marked disyllabic verbs such as 

shim/it 111JiJJll ("submit," LU), qufu ,,m1:k.(!All) (BT, CNT, HSC, SB, TCV), or guifu R~Jlll 

("surrender," MSV, PK) for the aorist. Some add temporal adverbs such as yi ("already," 

GO, HS) and ceng ("ever," BCV) to the verb as a way to convey a past event. A few 

other versions add auxiliary verbs such as yao (CLB) and bi (DV), which are not 

preferable for the translation of the indicative mood in Greek. Still, the shift in tense-form 

from the present ( KaTapyE1Tat, v. 26) to aorist justifies the use of the aspect marker -le 

instead of the 0 morpheme, which is found in most Mandarin versions. 

In vv. 27-28, Paul uses the repetition of different verb forms of VTIOTOCHJW to 

strengthen his argument: four aorists (vnfrasev, unoTasavTo<;, urroTayti. urroTasavn), 

one perfect (unoTETOKTat), and one future (vTioTay~aETat). See the discussions on each 

occurrence below. 

ElTilJ The aorist subjunctive is best translated by shuo ("say") with the 0 morpheme 

(e.g. MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, LU, SB, NCV, TCV, CLB, CRV, CPB), since there is no 

shift in tense-form to justify the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

Here, for stylistic reasons, an auxiliary verb may not be preferable. 

VTIOTETOKTat Some Mandarin versions use the perfective -le (UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, 

LU, SB, NCV, CRV, RCUV), while a few others use the 0 morpheme (MSV, PK, 

JOHNM, HS, CNT, CPB), RVCs (xiii, HSC), or simply omit it from the translation (TCV, 

CLB). The four-character set phrase giin-fu-xia-feng ("submit") is preferable here not 

only because the 0 morpheme reflects the stative aspect of the perfect tense-form, but 



also because it corresponds to the discourse function as the frontgrounding device in 

Greek. 
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urroTa~aVTo~/urroTa~avn (vv. 27-28) Like vrreTaE;Ev above, these two aorist 

participles may be translated by the same verb form zhifu-le in Mandarin because there 

are shifts in tense-form from the perfect ( urroTfraKTm) to aorist and from the future 

( urroTay~aETat) to aorist. 

urroTayij (v. 28) In contrast to the three aorists noted above, this verb form is a 

passive subjunctive. RVCs such as xia (HSC) and zhu are preferable to -le (UV, WANG, 

ZHU, BT, LU, NCV, CRV) mainly for stylistic reasons. The particle bei is used here to 

indicate passive voice in Mandarin. 

CLB and SB add the temporal adverb ylhou y::J. 1£ ("after") at the end of the clause to 

indicate a subsequent action, whereas the majority of Mandarin versions have shi et or 

de shi(hou) ag Bt(11~) ("at that time when," e.g. PK, UV, JOHNM, WANG, ZHU, BT, 

CNT, LU, NCV, TCV,CRV, CPB), denoting a simultaneous action. The context suggests 

that the latter is preferable. 

urroTay~aETm Auxiliary verbs such as bi (JOHNM, HS, LU, WV),jiang (CPB), or 

yao (MSV, PK, UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, CNT, HSC, SB, TCV, NCV, CRV, RCUV) are 

preferable additions to the verb to translate the Greek future form. Passive constructions 

formed by particles such as shou (WV, HS) are acceptable, but not absolutely necessary. 

'ErrEt Tl TIOl~<JOV<JtV Ot ~anni;:oµEvot UTIEP TWV VEKpwv; Ei oA.ws- VEKpot OUK 

EyEipoVTm, Ti Kat ~arrTisoVTm vrrEp auTwv; Ti Kat ~µEis- Ktv8uvEvoµEv m'."xaav 
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wpav; Ka8' ~f.!Epav c'xrro8v(JaKW, v~ T~V Vf.!ETEpav KOVXfJ<YlV, [abEA<poi],36 Hv exw EV 

XptaTc{> 'Iriaov Tc{> Kupi~ ~pwv. (15:29-31) 

~~,~~A~A~t~a~'M*~~~~?~A*A£~a*'A*~ 

•A~~~t~a~?~~~A~*MAt•~~? <~~##~) ,~kk 

~!tk1~~~·~~~~~·~-•,A~~~~~~•* 0 

Buran, naxie wei siren er shou xrn de, jianglai zenme ban ne? Siren guozhen meiyou 

filhu6, weishenme hai wei tfunen er shou xm ne? Women you weihe shike zai mao-zhe 

xian ne? (Dixiong jiemeimen), WO tiantian dou zai mao si! er ji WO kaozhe WO zai zhu 

Jidu Yesu 11, wei nimen suo kua de er rashi. 

Otherwise, what would happen to those who were baptized on behalf of the dead?37 If 

indeed the dead are not raised, why are people baptized on their behalf? Why are we 

endangering ourselves at every hour? (Brothers and sisters), I die everyday! This means 

that I swear by your boasting which I have in Christ Jesus. 

~arrnt;6pevot.l~aTTTit;ovTm (v. 29; see, also, discussions in chapter 2) 

Morphologically expressed imperfective aspect morphemes, while grammatically 

acceptable, are not preferable here. Most wenli and Mandarin versions have (lzng)shou 

xz(lf) (4Jl)~ i51:.(ii) ("receive the baptismal rite," e.g. MOR, GD, DV, BCV, MSV, PK, 

BB, JOHNM, SJ, UV, UVW, UVE, WANG, CNT, HS, HSC, LU, SB, CLB, TCV, NCV, 

RCUV) or lingxf 4]l iJt (lit. "get a wash," SL-MOR, MOR, GURY, WV, CPB) with the 0 

morpheme. The disyllabic xr1f is preferable to simply xf ("wash," "bathe") for the 

36 The word abEA'{>Ot is supported by several major uncials, including ~AB K P, but omitted in ;p46 D F \JI. 
Ellingworth and Hatton think that it is strange here because elsewhere Paul uses abEA'{>Ot to introduce a 
new theme. See Ellingworth and Hatton, Handbook, 309. 
37 Ellingworth and Hatton note that Tt rro1~aova1v might be understood in terms of"what possible reason 
can those people have." Ellingworth and Hatton, Handbook, 308. Compare Thiselton, who interprets the 
future as a "logical present," "what do people think they are dong." Thiselton, Commentary, 1241. 
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imperfective aspect of the Greek present participle. ZHU has sh1xf ~i31::. (lit. "give 

someone a wash"), which does not reflect the passive form of the Greek. Baptist versions 

use shoujin(lf) .Xi'.l:(~l) (lit. "receive the immersion rite," G-0 1840, BT, UVB, CRV) or 

shouzhan 1: AA (lit. "be dipped," MAR, CSV). 

eyeipoVTat See example (31) in 5.4.2. 

KtVbUVEVOJ.lEV (v. 30) Most Chinese versions have maoxiiin (SL-MOR, DV, GURY, 

MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, CNT, LU, SB, TCV, CRV, NCV, RCUV) 

with the 0 morpheme. To reflect the more heavily marked present tense-form in Greek, 

the two-morpheme aspect compound zai ... -zhe may be used. A few Mandarin versions, 

on the other hand, employ four-character set phrases with the 0 morpheme, for example, 

zi-t6u-wei-xiiin §J {~~ &t ("throw oneself into danger," HSC) and lin-wei-lu-xiiin ~ ~ 

Ai&t ("face deadly peril and meet with danger," HS). Similarly, the CPB has the 

paraphrased expression zhan-zhan-j1ng-j1ng shenghu6 JJi JJi M.M.1-. ·;.:{; ("live with extreme 

caution") with the heavily marked four-character set phrase zhan-zhan-j1ng-j1ng, denoting 

"trembling with fear." Four-character set phrases are not preferable here because they are 

reserved for translating the frontgrounding tense-forms (i.e. perfect and pluperfect) in 

Greek. 

ano8vtjm<w (v. 31) Most Chinese versions use disyllabic verbs such as maosf ("risk 

one's life," lit. "risk death," MSV, PK, JOHN, JOHNM, UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, HSC, 

SB, NCV, RCUV) or changsf 'f §t ("taste death," GURY) with the 0 morpheme, which 

are preferable to the less heavily marked monosyllabic verb sf ("die," SL-MOR, LU, 

CRV) for the Greek present tense-form. As Liu has pointed out, the addition of shi ("be") 
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to the front of maosf (UV, WANG, ZHU, BT) is redundant.38 Similarly, the shi ... de 

construction (HSC, SB, NCV) is not preferable here either, because the construction is 

reserved for translating periphrastic constructions in Greek. On the other hand, a few 

Mandarin versions use the aspect marker -zhe (CNT, TCV, CPB), which is preferable to 

the 0 morpheme because it formally reflects the imperfective aspect of the Greek. 

Another good option is zai, which may be used interchangeably with -zhe. For stylistic 

reasons, however, single aspect markers are preferable because the expression zai mao

zhe sf without the predicate sounds rather strange and repetitive in Mandarin, especially 

when the aspect compound has already been used in the previous sentence. 

Ei KOTa av8pwrrov EeriplOflclXfJaa EV 'E<pEacp, Tl flOl TO O<pEAo~; Ei VEKpol. OUK 

EyEipovTat, <J>OYWflEV KOl TTlWflEV, avp10v yap arro8v(laKOflEV. fl~ TTAavaa8E· 

<p8Eipouatv ~8ri XPfJITTa OfllAlat KaKai. EKV~\j.IOTE btKaiw~ KOl fl~ OflOpTOVETE, 

ayvwaiav yap 8rnv TlVE~ EXOVatv, rrpo~ EVTporr~v VfllV AaAw. (15:32-34) 

a~*~~$M~-tt~~~t•,~a~~A4~?~k~A~~a*t4 

;t ' I a 1ri 11t 4:, 11&,J 11&,J ~ ! lt5l $i aJJ :k :¥,t 1'f -];- 1 ° J 41] ~ .~ * 1 ° I ~Ja £ .~ ,l , Jlt}~ 

~~ 0 J~~a•:t~~~,~~kt,~fei~~A~4•-~~- #~~ 

:tl 0 a~-ttMJk~~1l1~1r1&&~1J~lf~ 0 

Wo ruguo zai Yffusuo rU yiban baixing dou-le shou, dui WO you he yichu ne? Yaoshi 

siren meiyou filhu6-le-qllai, "Women chI-chI he-he ba! Yinwei mingtianjiu zuogu le." 

Bie shcm ytinong le: "Umjiao e you, baihuai shande." Nimen gai xlng-lai er c6ngshan, 

buyao fanzui, yinwei youxie ren reng ctin-zhe yifil bu shi Shen de m6yang. Wo zai shuo 

de shi yao rang rumen gandao xiUchl. 

38 Liu i 1J X. ;t:_, "Notes," l 06. 
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If I fought with wild beasts like an ordinary man in Ephesus, what good is it to me? If the 

dead had not been raised, "Let us eat and drink! For tomorrow we will die." Do not be 

deceived: "Bad company corrupts good character." Wake up and do good; do not sin, 

because some still do not know God. I am saying this to your shame. 

Eeripwµaxriaa (v. 32) The verb doushou F£j ik ("fight with wild beast") with -le is 

preferable to the 0 morpheme found in most Mandarin versions (MSV, PK, JOHNM, UV, 

WANG, ZHU, CNT, BT, LU, HSC, HS, SB, CLB, TCV, CRV, NCV, CPB, DCT) 

because it morphologically reflects the perfective aspect of the aorist. The shift in tense

form from the present (EXW, v. 31) to the aorist also justifies the use of a formally 

expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

The term doushou chiing rJik.1~ ("court of beast-fighting") is commonly used to refer 

to the Roman Colosseum in Mandarin. Most Chinese versions use the verb phrase 

yu(/tong) yeshou zhandou ~(/~).ff ik1J. r\J (/ ~) with the 0 morpheme ("do battle with 

beasts," e.g. BCV, BB, PK, JOHN, JOHNM, WANG, ZHU, BT, CRV). The verb "do 

battle" is expressed in several different ways, for example, b6dou Mfr£j (CNT, SB, CLB, 

NCV, RCUV), gedou ~!1£](/~) (WV, HS, LU, TCV, CPB), dizhan iia~ (GU),jiiiozhan 

3t~ (GU 1840), dou ~ (MAR, GO, SJ, UVW, UVB, UVE), or di~ (MOR). The DV 

has giinshou doushou zh1 lanxing 1i"" ~ ~ ikz ~~ 7f1
] (lit. "endure willingly the abusive 

punishment of the beast-fighting") while GURY translates it similarly, ceng shou 

shoudou xing 'lW ~ik~ 1fl] ("have once been punished by beast-fighting"). 

eyEipoVTat (cf. vv. 15-16, 29) The two-morpheme aspect compound -/e-IDVC may be 

used here at the conclusion of the pericope (vv. 12-34) instead of the 0 morpheme, which 

has been used to translate the previous three occurrences of the present passive verb. This 
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decision is made out of the following considerations. First, the shift in tense-form from 

the aorist (E811p10µ6x11aa) to the present justifies the use of the aspect compound. 

Second, it better reflects the imperfective aspect that is signaled by the present tense-form 

in Greek. Third, the more marked present tense-form is used at a prominent place that 

introduces an Old Testament quotation from Isa 22: 13. Most Mandarin versions use the 0 

morpheme (e.g. PK, UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, CNT, HSC, HS, SB, TCV, CRV, NCV, 

CPB), with the exception of LU, which uses IDVCs. 

<payc:uµev Kat rric:uµev The two aorist subjunctives are best translated by the 

reduplicated verbs, chf-chf he-he .,,t .,,t(I"~ "~) 11li 11li (lit. "eat-eat drink-drink"), as many 

Mandarin versions have done (e.g. UV, WANG, BT, CNT, HS, LU, TCV, CRV, NCV, 

DCT, RCUV). The shift in tense-form from the present (&yeipovTm) to aorist also 

justifies the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. A few other 

versions, including most wenli versions, use the 0 morpheme (e.g. SL-MOR, GU, DV, 

GURY, MSV, PK, JOHNM, ZHU, HSC, SB, CPB). 

arro0v(JCJ1<oµev Here, morphologically expressed imperfective aspect morphemes are 

not an option, because expressions such as sf-zhe or zai sf are ungrammatical. Disyllabic 

verbs such as zuogii 11 -t" ("die") or sfwang §t-C ("die," CNT) are preferable to 

monosyllabic verbs sf ("die," ZHU, HSC, LU) or zhong ~ ("end," MAR) with the 0 

morpheme. Most versions add auxiliary verbs such as yao (MSV, JOHNM, UV, WANG, 

BT, CNT, SB, TCV, CRV, NCV, RCUV) orjicmg (SL-MOR, MOR, MAR, GU, SJ, HS). 

Because of avp10v, such additions may be acceptable here. However, the expression, shi 

yao sf de le (PK) is not preferable because the shi ... de construction is reserved for the 

translation of the Greek periphrastic construction. 
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11~ irkvaa0e (v. 33) Most Mandarin versions add auxiliary verbs such asyao (e.g. 

MSV, UV, WANG, BT, HSC, TCV, CLB, NCV, CRV) or ke (PK, JOHMN, SB) to the 

verb with the 0 morpheme. Such an addition is not absolutely necessary here. Disyllabic 

verbs such as ziqz §1 J!k ("deceive," PK, JOHMN, UV, WANG, BT, NCV), mihuo ~~ 

("confuse," CRV) or yunong ("fool," TCV) are preferable to monosyllabic verbs such as 

wu ~("mislead," SB). The expression, shou-pian-shang-dang {:,~J:..1; ("be made a 

fool of," CPB), is not preferable because four-character set phrases are reserved for 

translating the stative aspect in Greek. However, the passive construction formed by the 

particle shou is preferable for the passive voice of the Greek. 

<p0eipouow Morphologically expressed imperfective aspect morphemes, while 

grammatically acceptable, are not preferable in this context. The disyllabic verb baihuai 

("corrupt," e.g. PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, BT, CNT, LU, TCV, CRV) with the 0 

morpheme is preferable to monosyllabic verbs such as huai :i,f[ ("ruin," SL-MOR, MOR, 

BCV, GURY), bai J!t ("decay," MAR, GU, WV), or sang fl ("lose," DV, MSV) for the 

present tense-form in Greek. ZHU has shi baihuai shanxing de kJ!t:i!~4tMJ ("is what 

corrupts good deeds"), which is not preferable because the shi ... de construction is 

reserved for the translation of the Greek periphrastic construction. Similarly, the addition 

of shi ("be") to the verb, found in some early Mandarin versions (e.g. PK, JOHNM, UV, 

WANG, BT), and auxiliary verbs such as hui (NCV, CPB), bi (WV),yao ("will," MSV), 

or de ("get," GU 1840) do not correspond to the indicative mood in Greek. 

EKV~\jJO"IE (v. 34) The monosyllabic verb wu $/•t.fr ("awaken") with the 0 morpheme is 

preferable to disyllabic verbs such as xingwu M•t.fr ("come to realize," PK, JOHNM, UV, 

WANG, BT, SB, TCV) or xingwu ~- •t.fr ("come to realize," HSC). However, RVCs such 
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as guolai (LU, CLB, NCV, CRV) or lai are preferable to the 0 morpheme because they 

formally reflect the perfective aspect of the aorist. The shift in tense-form from the 

present ( tp8Eipovcn v) to aorist also justifies the use of a formally expressed perfective 

aspect morpheme. On the other hand, the aspect marker -zhe (MSV, CPB) is not 

preferable because it expresses the stative aspect in Mandarin. Auxiliary verbs such as 

yzngdang/diing (PK, JOHNM, SJ, LU, SB),yao (MSV, UV, WANG, BT, HSC, TCV, 

CRV, RCUV), or giii are necessary here to render the Greek subjunctive used in 

commands. 

11~ a11apTaVETE Two Catholic versions, SB and CLB, have buyaolbii zaifonzui le ;f 

~/)J1J ..jlj-~~.n. 1, denoting "do not continue/stop sinning," which reflects the Aktionsart

based understanding of the Greek present tense-form in the context of prohibitions (see 

discussions in chapter 5; cf. ESV, TNIV).39 Most Mandarin versions have buyao fonzui 

("do not sin," PK, JOHMN, UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, HSC, TCV, CRV, NCV), which is 

preferable here. The MSV uses the perfective aspect -le, which is not preferable because 

it does not reflect the aspect of the Greek. 

exouatv The aspect marker -zhe is preferable to the 0 morpheme (e.g. shi, "are," LU, 

CPB, CRV) because it morphologically reflects the imperfective aspect which is signaled 

by the present tense-form in Greek. 

AaAw The marker zai is preferable to the 0 morpheme (shuo, "say," e.g. MSV, PK, 

UV, ZHU, HSC, LU, SB, NCV, CPB, RCUV) because it morphologically expresses the 

imperfective aspect of the Greek present tense-form. 

39 The ESV has "do not go on sinning," whereas the TNIV has "stop sinning." 
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7.2.3. The Resurrection of the Body (vv. 35-49) it•tt-1l.7t 

This pericope may be divided into two sub-sections (vv. 35-41, 42-49). Smaller 

discourse boundaries, as noted in 7.1.2, are marked by the conjunctive ovTw<; Kai (v. 42). 

Paul uses the aorist tense-forms to lay down assumptions regarding the nature of 

resurrection (vv. 36, 38, 49). He employs the present tense-form to call attention to a 

number of significant details: the Corinthians' denial of the resurrection of the body (v. 

35), the analogies of plant organisms (vv. 36-38) and inanimate objects (v. 41), the 

application of the analogy of the plant organism to the resurrected body (vv. 42-44), and 

the contrast between the natural and spiritual body (v. 45). He utilizes a perfect tense

form to introduce the Old Testament quotation to highlight the contrast between the 

natural and spiritual body (v. 45). 

'AAA.a EpEt n<;· TIW<; EyEipoVTm Ol VEKpoi; rroicp bE awµan EPXOVTat; foppwv, au 

0 CTlTElpEt<; OU i;:cporrotElTOl EQV µ~ arro8civu· Kat 0 CT1TElpEt<;, OU TO awµa TO 

YEVf]aoµEvov CTlTElpEt<; aAAa yvµvov KOKKOV Ei TVXOl CTlTOV ~ nvo<; TWV Ao1rrwv· 0 

bE 8Eo<; 8i8waiv auT0 awµa Ka8w<; ~8EAf]CTEV, Kat EKaaTcp TWV arrEpµaTWV 1810v 

awµa. (15:35-38) 

;ff A-trJJ : I §tA.Jt-lio1oY1i~~? fCYA1t ltf!MJ~i;n~*~? J ~)j ~A ' 1tf,lf 

••~~~~~,~•*•Atk* 0 L~OC~~-a~'~Jt•a~~*t~ 

an,~Jt~~,att~•~'AJt~~-- 0 ~~ #~it*#>~~-, 

&.#>~~ftif.i~~i;n 0 

Youren hui wen, "Sfren shi ruhe filhu6 ne? Shiy! shenmeyang de qiitl guolai ne?" 

Hutti ren, n! suo bozhong de yao bu s!-qu, jiu wti:Ia bei jiu-le-qllai. Geng hekuang n! suo 
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bozhong de, bu shi bozhong na jianglai you de qiitl, ershi zm, shuo bu -ding shi maizi, 

huoshi qita giilei. Ran' er Shen suiyi shangci gei ta shenqu, ji gei gedeng giili qi quti. 

Some may ask, "How are the dead raised? With what kind of body are they coming?" 

Foolish people, if what you sow has not died, it is not made alive. Also, what you are 

sowing, is not the body that will be, but a grain, which might be of wheat or of some 

other grain. But God is giving it a body according to his wishes, and to every grain its 

own body. 

epei (v. 35) Auxiliary verbs such as yiw (BT, HSC, CRV), and hui (LU, NCV, RCUV) 

are necessary additions to the verb to convey the sense of expectation of the future form. 

eyeipoVTat (see also vv. 42-44) As in its previous occurrences (vv. 15-16, 29, 32), 

this present form is translated into Mandarin by the verb fahu6 ("come back to life," 

"resurrect") with the 0 morpheme. This helps to establish textual cohesion to the previous 

pericope (vv. 12-34) where the same Greek verb form is used. 

epxoVTat Morphologically expressed imperfective aspect morphemes, while 

grammatically acceptable, are not preferable in this context. PK and JOHNM use the 

RVC zhao (de-zhao, "get"), which does not reflect the imperfective aspect signaled by 

the present tense-form. Most Mandarin versions use monosyllabic verbs such as lai * 
("come," UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, CNT, HS, LU, CRV) or you ("have," TCV) with the 0 

morpheme. Disyllabic verbs such as huilai EI* ("return," HSC) and guo!ai i!* ("come 

over") with the 0 morpheme are preferable to monosyllabic verbs because they better 

reflect the more heavily marked Greek present tense-form. Some of these versions also 

add auxiliary verbs such as yao (LU, NCV) or hui (TCV), apparently to convey the 
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future-referring present tense-form, which are not suitable additions for translating the 

. d. . d. G k 40 m 1cat1ve moo m ree . 

aTteipet~ (vv. 36-37) Just as for EpxovTm (v. 35), morphologically expressed 

imperfective aspect morphemes are not an option here. Disyllabic verbs such as bozhong 

("sow," CNT, SB) or gengzhong ~tt ("till," CPB) with the 0 morpheme are preferable 

to the monosyllabic verb zhong ("plant," PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, HSC, LU, 

CRV, NCV, RCUV) with the 0 morpheme because they better reflect the more heavily 

marked present tense-form in Greek. 

~<pOTtOlEiTm (v. 36; cf. sCJ?OTTotf]8~CJOVTOl in V. 22) Some versions have sheng .1. 

("live," UV, WANG, HS, CRV),fiiya 1f 5f ("sprout," CPB), or hu6 1'-!i ("live," PK) with 

the 0 morpheme. Others use the IDVC qrtai (ZHU, BT, LU), which is preferable to the 0 

morpheme because it morphologically reflects the imperfective aspect of the present 

tense-form in Greek. The MSV and SB, on the other hand, use the RVC chUlai, which is 

not preferable because it expresses the perfective aspect. Several versions add auxiliary 

verbs such as neng (UV, ZHU, BT, CNT, HS, HSC, CLB, CRV, NCV, RCUV) or de 

(JOHNM, LU, SB), which are not preferable for translating the indicative mood in Greek. 

However, the expression bei jiu-le-qrtai ("be made alive") is ideal here because the two-

morpheme aspect compound -/e-IDVC establishes a better contrast to the aorist 

( aTto8avu) that follows. 

aTto8avu Auxiliary verbs such as yew or bilbixu (WV, CPB) are preferable here for 

rendering the sense of projection that is grarnmaticalized by the subjunctive verb form in 

Greek. The monosyllabic verb sf ("die") with either the RVC qu ("go," LU, CLB, NCV) 

40 See 4.2.2.2, pp. 185-87 above for the discussion of the Greek present tense-form used for future 
reference. 
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or -le (MSV, BT, HSC, SB, TCV) is preferable to the 0 morpheme (PK, JOHNM, UV, 

WANG, CNT, CRV, RCUV) because it formally reflects the perfective aspect of the 

Greek aorist tense-form. The shift in tense-forms from the present (sc::>orrotE'lTm) to 

aorist also justifies the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. 

TO yev11a6µevov (v. 37) The articular future participle is used here as a predicate to 

the noun TO awµa, thus it is translated most frequently by shi jianglcii delzhz k~~ ~a{; I 

Z ("that is coming in the future," e.g. GURY, PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, 

CRV). 

ei rux01 This aorist optative with the conditional marker ei may be formally 

understood as "if it should chance" or "if it should tum out that way." This expression is 

generally understood as an adverb meaning "perhaps," as some Mandarin versions (dagai 

shi k#tk, "probably," yexu shi -t!!.-Jtk, "maybe," CRV, NCV) have.41 Several 

Mandarin versions use the conjunctive huoshi ~k ("or," e.g. JOHNM, ZHU, CNT, 

HSC, LU) with no attempt to provide a formal translation of the Greek. However, the 

expression shuo bu -ding is an ideal choice here for three reasons. First, it translates 

n1xo1 as a verb (shuo, "speak"). Second, it contains the RVC ding ("fix"), which reflects 

the perfective aspect signaled by the aorist tense-form. Finally, since in modem speech 

shuobuding is used beyond its literal sense to express contingency, it is unnecessary to 

add an auxiliary verb such as keneng ("be possible"), hui ("can," "shall"), or deyi ("be 

able to," "so that ... may"), which is often the case (see 5.2.2). 

Ka0w~ ti0e)..11aev (v. 38) The Greek verb form here cannot simply be translated by a 

monosyllabic verb with the 0 morpheme in Mandarin. Most versions use expressions 

41 See, for example, Fee, First Epistle to the Corinthians, 781, 665 n. 35; Thiselton, Commentary, 1264; 
BDAG, s.v. It contains only the protasis of a fourth class conditional clause (see 5.4.5, pp. 291-93 above). 



such as zhao(zhe)lsui(zhe) zijf de yisi ,q{\(;f )/f)i(;f) §1 G MJ ~ ,tg. ("according to one's 

wishes," UV, WANG, HSC, LU, SB, CLB, NCV, CRV, RCUV),42 or suiyi ("as one 
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pleases," SL-MOR, MOR, MAR, GU 1840, DV, GURY, MSV, PK, JOHNM, ZHU, BT, 

CNT).43 Considering the less heavily marked aorist tense-form, suiyi with the 0 

morpheme is preferable. 

8iaqn~pE1 EV 86~1J· (15:39-41) 

JL~ ff J;oeit.~;tr ~ ~ : A.JC-;ft ' ikX..k-:ft ' .~ k-:ft ' .~,X..k-4'--:ft 0 * 
~*;ffkff'~~;~kff~~4k-4'~~~~4X..k~-4°E;ffE~· 

~'A;ffA~•·,£;ff£~•· 0 ~£~&£~**'~t~ 0 

Fan routi jie ge you but6ng: ren shi yiyang, shou you shi yiyang, niao shi yiyang, yli 

you shi ling yiyang. Jiexialai you tianti, diwii; dan tianti zhI guanghuI shi yiyang, diwii 

zhI guanghuI you shi ling yiyang. Ri you ri de r6ngguang, yue you yue de r6ngyao, xing 

you xing de r6nghua. Ci xing he bi xing de r6nghua, jie youbie. 

Not all flesh is the same; there is one kind for humans, another for animals, another 

for birds, and another for fish. There are also heavenly bodies and earthly bodies, but the 

glory of the heavenly bodies is of one kind, and the glory of the earthly bodies is of 

another. The sun has its glory, the moon has its glory, and the stars have their glory. This 

star and that star differ in their glory. 

42 SB has xlnyi •\.:~("intention") rather thanyisi. 
43 GURY has sui jl yi ~ l ~ ("according to one's wishes") instead of suiyi. 
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8tmpepe1 (v. 41) Here, morphologically expressed imperfective aspect morphemes are 

not an option. Several expressions are used: (ge)y6u but6ng ( -1$-);ff :f. Jiil ("each has its 

own difference," PK, JOHNM, ZHU), y6ufenbie ;ff-fr 41] ("have difference," UV, 

WANG, BT, CNT, HSC, SB, CRV),y6u chabie ;ff k$1J ("have difference," LU), and bu 

xiangt6ng :f. {!ii ]ii) ("not the same," CLB, CPB). Here, although the 0 morpheme is the 

only option, disyllabic verb phrases such as y6ubie ("differ") are preferable to adjectives 

such as but6ng :f. ]ii) ("different," NCV). 

Ovn.u<; Kal. ~ c'xvaITTacn<; Twv veKpwv. arreipETm Ev q>8op~. EyeipETm Ev 

c'xq>8apaict· arreipETm Ev c'xnµict, EyeipETm Ev 86!;u· arreipETm Ev c'xa8eveict, 

EyeipETat EV 8vvaµe1· CJTIEtpETat awµa ljJVXlKOV, EyetpETat awµa rrvevµanKOV. El 

EITTlV awµa ljJVXtKOV, ECJTlV Kat rrvevµanKOV. (15:42-44) 

ft A~l..i'%-~JC~ JJ:t 0 ?Jt 4i fl a9 JC '.ll- ;f? a9 , ?Jt ~i ~ a9 P.1J JC :f. ;f? a9 ; ?Jt 4i fl a9 JC 

~·~·Ma~~~JC*•~;M·fl~JC~~~·Ma~~~JC•%~;M• 

fl~JCAa~&B•Md~~JCA•~&n°~;ff•a~~·~;ff•~~n° 

Siren ruhu6 yeshi rucL Suo bozhong de shi bixiu de, suo fitlm6 de zeshi buxiu de; suo 

bozhong de shi chiru de, suo ruhu6 de queshi r6ngyao de; suo bozhong de shi nuoruo de, 

suo ruhu6 de naishi qiangjing de; suo bozhong de shi shu qi de zhitl, suo ruhu6 de shi shu 

ling de qiitL Ruo you xieqi zhI shen, ye you lingxing zhI tr. 

So is it with the resurrection of the body. What is sown is perishable, what is raised is 

imperishable; it is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory; it is sown in weakness, it is 

raised in power; it is sown a physical body, it is raised a spiritual body. If there is a 

physical body, there is also a spiritual body. 

c'xvaCJTaa1<; (v. 42) See v. 12. 
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ITTTEtpETat (vv. 42-44; see also vv. 36-37) In this sub-section (vv. 42-49), this present 

tense-form is repeated four times in connection with &yeipeTaL The verb bozhong with 

the 0 morpheme is used consistently for each occurrence. 

eyeipETat (vv. 42-44; &yeipovTat, v. 35) Paul repeats this present tense-form five 

times along with arreipETat in this sub-section. The verb fahu6 ("come back to life," 

"resurrect") with the 0 morpheme is repeatedly used here out of discourse and stylistic 

considerations. First, it helps to establish textual cohesion to the previous pericopes in 

which the same Greek verb form also occurs (vv. 15-16, 29, 35). Second, the 0 

morpheme is preferable because there is no shift in tense-form to justify the use of the 

formally expressed imperfective aspect morphemes. Third, the disyllabic verb with the 0 

morpheme is stylistically a better choice because it mirrors the other present tense-form 

that is also used in the repetition. 

OVTW~ KOl yEypaTITat· EYEVETO 0 rrpwTo~ av8pwrro~ 'A8aµ el~ \jJVX~V i;waav, 0 

ECJXOTO~ 'A8aµ Ei~ rrveuµa s~OlTOlOUV. O.>..:x.· OU rrpwTOV TO rrveuµanKOV 6.Ua TO 

\jJVXlKOV, ETIElTO TO rrvevµanKov. 0 rrpwrn~ av8pwrro~ EK y~~ xo1K6~. 0 bEVTEpo~ 

av8pwrro~ &~ oupavou. (15:45-47) 

-~~~~' rAA-~A~~~At**~~J ;~~~~~~Ar~~*k* 

~~i 0 ~~£t~~~'k£k~~~ 0 ~*~~A~ 0 --A*m*~~; 

-..::.Aili m *k 0 

Jing shang ji-zhe shuo, "T6u yige ren Yadang, chii cheng-le hu6-zhe de ren"; zuihou de 

Yadang, jing cheng-le shfren hu6-qllai de shenling. Ran' er shu ling buzai xian, shi shu 

xieqi zaixian. Houlai cai you shu ling. Di yI ren laizi yli h6ngchen; di er ren chiizi yli tian. 
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It is written in the scriptures, "The first man, Adam, became a living person." The last 

Adam became the life-giving spirit. But the spiritual does not come first but the physical. 

The spiritual comes later. The first man was from the dust of the earth; the second man is 

from heaven. 

yeypaTITm (v. 45) See example (17) in 4.2.4.2.44 

eyevcro Several earlier Chinese versions follow the KJV by rendering it with shiJU zao 

wei 1:::1!~ ("was made," SL-MOR, MOR, MAR, PK, JOHN, JOHNM, cf. TEV, TCV) 

with the 0 morpheme, while most versions have chengwei/wei ffe....~I ~ ("become," GO, 

BCV, GURY, CPB), and cheng ("become," GU 1840) with the 0 morpheme, or cheng-le 

(UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, CNT, HSC, LU, SB, CRV, NCV, RCUV) with the perfective 

aspect marker -le. The aspect marker -le is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it 

formally reflects the perfective aspect of the aorist. Also, the shift in tense-form from the 

perfect (yEyparnm) to aorist justifies the use of a formally expressed perfective aspect 

morpheme. This verb is not translated in the DV. 

'f'VX~V ~waav This phrase is expressed in at least a dozen different ways in Chinese: 

hu6(de)(/sheng) him iE(MJ)(l.i.)i>t ("living soul," SL-MOR, MOR, HS, CRV), hu6-zhe 

de hun iE~a!]i>t ("living soul," BT), hu6(/sheng) ling iE(/.i.)~ ("living spirit," MAR, 

GU 1840, BCV, SB), xieqi zhl hun ..i&.ft..Zi>t ("living soul," GURY), xieqi zhl(/de) 

ren(/hu6zhe) ..i&.ft..Z(/89)A(/iE~) ("living person," DV, GO, SJ, TRNT, MSV, PK, 

JOHNM), hu6de xieqi ren ;.[; 89 .mi. ft.A (lit. "living person that is alive," LU), you hu6 qi 

de ren ;ff;.!; flag A ("person with living 'chi' /spirit," ZHU), you xieroude shengming ;ff 

.mi.~ 89 .1. ~ ("life of flesh and blood," HSC),juyou xierou shengming de hu6 ren Jl.;;/f 

44 See Ellingworth and Hatton, who recommend the translation "it is written in the Scriptures." Ellingworth 
and Hatton, Handbook, 318. 
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k ~ .1. ~ MJ ~A ("living person with flesh and blood," CPB), you shengming de ren :ff" 

.1. ~ MJ A ("living person," CNT, CLB, TCV, NCV, RCUV), and you lingde hu6 ren :ff" 

'.fag 1'-13 A ("living person with spirit," UV, WANG). Ricci translates lJlUX~ by linghun ~ 

i,t or hun i_t, both of which are used in Chinese philosophy to denote "soul."45 Here, hu6 

ren ("living person") is preferable because it is a closer lexical translation of the Greek. 

The aspect marker -zhe is preferable to the 0 morpheme because it formally reflects the 

imperfective aspect that is signaled by the present participle in Greek. 

rrveupa Several terms are used in Chinese (and Japanese) versions to translate rrveupa 

in this context:feng ~("wind," SL-MOR, MOR, MAR), Shen ("God," Ricci, GU, DV, 

MSV, JOHNM, CNT, HSC, SB);46 ling ~ ("spirit," GO, BCV, SJ, PK, UV, WANG, 

ZHU, BT, HS, LU, TCV, CRV, NCV, RCUV, TRNT, RAGUET, JCV, CBT),fingshen 

:ft;fif ("spirit," CPB), shenling ("divine spirit," WV), and zhu _i_ ("Lord," CLB). In this 

context, shenling is preferable because it contains the character Shen ("God") with 

reference to Christ's divinity. 

The earliest documented reference to the Holy Spirit in Chinese may be traced back to 

the seventh-ninth centuries, when Nestorian and Manichaean missionaries were active in 

China. The Nestorians used several different terms, including Yuanfeng .it~ ("original 

wind"), Xuanfeng -f; ~ ("abstruse wind"), Jingfeng ~¥-~ ("pure wind"), and a 

transliterated term from the Syriac rG.i Cl i :i rCr.. :i CLO, luhe ningjitshii Jt "t,- jf 11-- ~.:J- or 

simply luhe (see chapter 2). Their contemporaries, the Manichaeans, adopted the term 

feng ("wind"): qfngjing weimiao feng ~-ff~¥- ,f;l-k}' ~ ("pure and delicate wind") or jingfa 

45 Ricci, T'ien-chu Shih-i, 166, line 163. 
46 Ricci uses the expression hUn nai Shen ye i.}blj i.P-1!!. ("a soul is a spirit"). Ricci, T'ien-chu Shih-i, 166, 
line 164. 
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feng ~tit- il. ("purifying wind").47 Like the Nestorians, the Manichaeans also used a 

transliterated term, hu6 shfyunneng yu yuerle i'-13at1; o~~ ff(/ ft )-f- r7fi *JJ ("Living and 

Chosen Spirit") from the Middle Persian [wad ziwandag ud wiZidag].48 From the 

seventeenth century onward, Catholic missionaries in China used the transliterated term 

slblliduo sanduo #r-ft.:f1J i-=.. i (from the Latin Spiritus Sanctus).49 

~cpoIT010uv Some versions have ci shengming ~ 1-• ("give life," PK, JOHNM, 

ZHU, BT, TCV, CRV, RCUV) orjiao(/shr) ren (sheng)hu6 11~(11t)A.(1.)i'-!3 with the 0 

.. 50 
morpheme ("make one live," UV, WANG, HSC, LU, SB, NCV, MSV). Others use 

four-character set phrases such as shlyu shengming ~ -t 1-• ("give life," CNT) or ci ren 

lingming ~A.'.f'. ("give people life," CLB) with the 0 morpheme. However, the IDVC 

qflai is preferable to 0 morpheme because it morphologically reflects the imperfective 

aspect signaled by the present tense-form in Greek. HSC adds the auxiliary verb neng, 

which is not suitable for rendering the Greek indicative mood. 

ITveuµanKov (v. 46; see also rrvevpa in v. 45) Several terms are found in Chinese 

(and Japanese) versions: shufeng zhe /li.Jffel.~ ("of the wind," SL-MOR, MOR, MAR), 

lingshen/shenling '.f' if /if '.f' ("divine spirit," GU, MSV), shu Shen (de) /Ii if(MJ) 

("divine," GURY, JOHNM, SB), Shen (DV), shenxing if•ti ("divine," Ricci, CNT, 

HSC), shu ling zhe/de /Ii '.f° ~(/fl-J) ("spiritual," BCV, TRNT, PK, SJ, UV, WANG, ZHU, 

BT, LU, TCV, CLB, CRV, NCV, RCUV, CBT, RAGUET),ju lingtf zhe J1..'.f°ff~ 

47 In the Incomplete Religious Scripture of a Persian Religion ((»k.J!JJ-;fi~M~)) (10 cent. C.E.). See Bryder, 
Chinese Transformation, 119, 123. 
48 In the Lower section: Hymnscroll ((T ~~)) (8-9 cent. C.E.). See Bryder, Chinese Transformation, 59, 
121; Boyce, Word-List, s.v. 
49 Ortiz, Commentary, 4, 6. In the opening sentence of his Shengjiao qie yao ((~<fH»*)), Ortiz includes 
yzn badeleJifeilueJi siblliduo sanduo ming zhe, ameng l!Sl nMt})/J.&. f4.&.JYi-&;f1J § ::- § ,,t ::t-, Sl...iiii: 0 

("In nomine Patris et Fillii et Spiritus Sancti, Amen."). See Ortiz, Abridgment of Christian Doctrine, 1. 
50 The MSV hasjiao renfohu6 "'I A.-ftm ("make one live again"). 
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("spiritual being," WV),ffngshen zhf ti ~;tio/-Z ft ("spiritual being," CPB), and chew 

ziran ti~ fil t.~ft ("supernatural being," HS). Shu ling ("spiritual") is preferable here 

because it is most commonly used in today's Chinese-speaking churches. 

lflUXll<ov (see also lJIVX~V in v. 45) This term is clearly used in contrast to 

rrveuµanKov. Ricci uses xingxing ff} •ti (lit. "pertaining to the form") to refer to lJIVXtKov 

and shenxing ("pertaining to God") to rrveuµanKov. 51 This is followed by two Catholic 

versions, WV and CNT, which have ju xingtf zhe J!.. :ff} ft ::t- ("one pertaining to the 

form," WV) and wuzhi de 4h Jr ag ("pertaining to the substance"). Ricci's contemporaries, 

Francesco Sambiasi (1582-1649) and Paul Hsu (1562-1633), use the transliterated term 

Yanimii Sl.Jt. J.i; (from Latin anima) in the Ling yan Ii shao ((I: ~ .& -fJ)) , which is 

explained by linghun I:~ ("soul") and lingxing I: •ti ("spiritual"). 52 This is followed by 

BT and CRV, which have shu hun de !Ii ife:. ag ("spiritual"). Basset, however, uses shu chu 

zhe !Ii 1f ::t- ("one belonging to the animals," SL-MOR, followed by MOR, MAR). Over 

a dozen Chinese versions have you xieqi ;{if" k. ~ ("pertaining to life," GU), (shu) xieqi 

zhe (de) (/li)k.~::t-(a9) ("pertaining to life," GO, BCV, GURY, TRNT, PK, JOHNM, 

SJ, UV, WANG, ZHU, LU, NCV), qieqi zhf ti k.~-Zft ("living being," HS), (you/shu) 

xierou de (;{if" I lfi )k ~ ag ("of flesh and blood," HSC, TCV, CLB, RCUV), or xierou zhf 

ti k. ~ -Z ft ("being of flesh and blood," CPB). SB has shu shengling de !Ii 1. I: ag ("of 

the living spirit"). Here, shu xieqi ("pertaining to life") is preferable to the other terms 

because it is a closer lexical translation of the Greek. 

51 Ricci, T'ien-chu Shih-i, 150, lines 142. 
52 Sambiasi and Hsii, Ling yan Ii shao, 1. 
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r , .. , "" , , .. , , r ,, , "" , , 
Oto<; 0 XOtKO<;, TOtoUTOt Kat Ot XOtKOt, Kat Oto<; 0 ETTOUpavto<;, TOtoUTOt Kat Ot 

EiKova Tov ETToupaviou. (15:48-49) 

RU.tong nawei shu h6ngchen de ren yiyang, zhong shu h6ngchen zhe yeshi ruc1; jiu xiang 

nawei shu tiantang de ren yiban, zhong shu tiantang zhe ye jiang wei ruc1. Womenji you-

le shu chen zhe zhI xfng, jianglai ye bi you shu tian zhe zhI tai. 

Just like that man of dust, so are those who are of the dust. Just as that man of heaven, so 

will be those who are of heaven. Just as we bear the image of the man of dust, we will 

also bear the image of the man of heaven in the future. 

E<popeaaµev (v. 49) Many Chinese versions use monosyllabic verbs such as you 

("have," PK, JOHN, JOHNM, SJ, UV, WANG, CRV, RCUV), dai ix. ("wear," GO), or 

fa ~ ("carry on the shoulder," GURY) with the 0 morpheme. 53 A few others use the 

imperfective -zhe (e.g. CNT, HSC), which does not reflect the perfective aspect of the 

aorist. The perfective -le (ZHU, BT, LU, TCV, NCV) is preferable to the 0 morpheme 

because it morphologically reflects the perfective aspect of the aorist tense-form in Greek. 

It also provides a better contrast to the future form that follows. 

<popeaoµev Auxiliary verbs such as bilbiyao (PK, JOHN, JOHNM, SJ, UV, WANG, 

CNT, LU, CLB, CRV, NCV, RCUV), hui (TCV), yao (MSV, ZHU, BT, HSC, SB), and 

Jiang (GO, DV) are necessary additions for conveying the expectation of the future form. 

53 GURY adds the temporal adverb ceng ("ever'') to the verb, which is acceptable but not absolutely 
necessary. 
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However, the 0 morpheme (GO, DV, PK, JOHN, JOHNM, SJ, UV, WANG, ZHU, SB, 

TCV, CLB, CRV, NCV) is preferable to the aspect marker -zhe (BT, CNT, HSC, LU). 

enoupavto<; Most translators follow Ricci by using the term tian/tiiintang kl k T for 

oupavo<;/erroupavto<;.54 For example, shu tian de /Ii k €rg ("of heaven," PK, UV, 

WANG, ZHU, BT, LU, CLB, NCV, RCUV), shu(yu) tian zhe(bei) /li(*)k;t(Jl.) ("of 

heaven," SL-MOR, GO, JOHNM, SJ, CNT, CRV), tianshang ren de kJ:.A.€rg ("of the 

one from heaven," HSC), shuyu tianshang !Ii* *..J:. ("of the heaven," SB), and c6ng 

tianshang tai de ren 1ft.kJ:."*-€r9 A. ("of the one from heaven," TCV). Shu tian zhe ("of 

heaven") is preferable here because it is a closer lexical translation of the Greek. 

7.2.4. Victory over Death (vv. 50-57) ?Rlt.-~J ~~ 

Paul uses the aorist tense-form to lay down assumptions regarding the inheritance of 

the kingdom of God (v. 50), the transformation of the perishables (v. 53), and the defeat 

of death (v. 54). He employs the present tense-form to call attention to a number of 

significant details: the perishables exempt from God's inheritance (v. 50), the 

introduction to the revelation of a mystery (v. 51), and thanksgiving to God's grace (v. 

57). He utilizes a perfect tense-form to introduce the Old Testament quotation to 

highlight God's victory over death (v. 53). 

Tofrro 8£ <pTJµl, abEA<poi, on aap~ Kat aiµa ~aa1A.Eiav 8rnu KATJpovoµ~am OU 

8vvaTm, ou8E ~ <p8opa T~V atp8apaiav KATJpovoµEt. i8ov µvmtjp10v uµ'tv A.e\w· 

otp8aA.µov, EV TlJ EO"XOTlJ aaArr1yy1· aaATTtO"El yap Kat Ot VEKpot eyEp8tjaovTm 

54 Ricci uses tiantang diyit :k... '.i' Jt/!.~ to refer to "heaven and earth." See Ricci, T'ien-chu Shih-i, e.g. 322, 
line 379. 
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~~~~~'~%~~~~,·~~-*~~~· #~-;~~~~~~ 

~*·~~~ 0 6~!~~~~~-~~*=~~~~l·,~~~-~-~· 

~,~~~~'~M*w~f~*~ 0 ~M~t,~A~a~A4~~*'~~ 

iti"~l-~ 0 

Dixiong j iemeimen, WO gaosu nimen shuo, xierou zhI tI bu nenggou de-zhao Shen de 

gu6; fan bixiu zhe ye juebu chengxi buxiu zhe. Ting-hao! Wo gaosu nimen yige mimi: 

women bu jiang changmian, er jie bi zhuanhua-zai shana, zhayan zhijian, haojiao mohui 

chuixiang de shihou. Haojiao yao xiang, sirenjiang filhu6 chengwei buxiu zhe, women 

jiu hui zhuanbian. 

Brothers and sisters, I tell you, flesh and blood are unable to inherit the kingdom of 

God. This also means that the perishable are unable to inherit the imperishable. Listen! I 

(shall) tell you a secret. We will not be sleeping, but will be changed, in a flash, in the 

twinkling of an eye, at the sound of the last trumpet. The trumpet will sound, the dead 

will be raised imperishable, and we will be changed. 

xA.ripovoµ~am ov 8uvaTat (v. 50) Here, the auxiliary verb neng (SL-MOR, MOR, 

MAR, GU, GO, BCV, GURY, MSV, PK, JOHN, JOHNM, BB, UV, UVW, UVB, ZHU, 

WANG, BT, WV, CNT, HSC, LU, SB, TCV, CLB, CRV, NCV, RCUV) is added to the 

main verb to translate the Greek catenative construction, 8vvaµm +infinitive (see 

5.3.1.4). RVCs such as zhao ("be on target," MSV) are preferable to the 0 morpheme (e.g. 

si '16,, "inherit," MAR, GO; huo ~{,"obtain," SL-MOR, MOR; cheng 7~, "carry," WV; 

de 1.'fJ-, "get," PK, JOHN, JOHNM, BB, SJ), because they morphologically reflect the 

perfective aspect signaled by the aorist tense-form in Greek (cf. bE'l ... ~aatAEVEtv, v. 25). 
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KAflpovoµei The disyllabic verb chengxi ("inherit") with the 0 morpheme is preferable 

to less heavily marked monosyllabic verbs such as de ("get," PK, JOHN, JOHNM, BB, 

SJ) or huo ("obtain," SL-MOR, MOR, MAR, GU) for translating the Greek present 

tense-form. The MSV uses the RVC zhao (de-zhao, "gain"), which is not preferable 

because RVCs express the perfective aspect. Here, it is not possible to express the 

imperfective aspect in Mandarin by using IDVCs such as qf or qz1ai, because bu qf 

always has the perfective meaning of "cannot afford" when used in a negative clause with 

verbs that are associated with spending, lifting, getting, or, in this case, inheriting. 55 

Most versions add auxiliary verbs such as neng (DV, GO, BCV, GURY, PK, JOHNM, 

BB, SJ, UV, UVW, UVB, ZHU, WANG, BT, WV, CNT, HSC, LU, SB, TCV, CLB, 

CRV, NCV) or ke (GU), even though the Greek verb is in the indicative mood. The only 

exceptions are SL-MOR, MOR, and MAR, which have/u huo 9fi~ ("do not obtain"). As 

noted in 4.2.2.2 above, in order to differentiate the present tense-form from the future 

form, it is preferable not to use an auxiliary verb for translating the Greek future-referring 

present tense-form into Mandarin. 

i8ou (v. 51) See also the discussions on John 19:5 (cf. 18e in John 18:21). 

As noted in chapter 6, t'ing-hiio ("Pay attention!" "Listen up!") is preferable to other 

expressions such as kan(na)! ("Behold!" BT, SB, CRV) because it better reflects the 

discourse function of the Greek to prompt the attention of the listener or reader. 56 A few 

other versions have (qfng)zhuyi (~~V.i ;t ("[please] pay attention," ZHU, LU) and 

55 See, for example, Liu ~1]}] *et al., Directional Verb Complements, 326-29. 
56 See, for example, Ellingworth and Hatton, Handbook, 321; Collins and Harrington, First Corinthians, 
580; Fee, First Epistle to the Corinthians, 800. 
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translate this word. 
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A.Eycu Morphologically expressed imperfective aspect morphemes, while 

grammatically acceptable, are not preferable in this context. Disyllabic verbs such as 

gaosu ("tell," PK, UV, ZHU, CNT, HS, SB, LU, NCV, CPB, RCUV) or zhldiiin ~~ ~,!; 

("direct," "advise," MSV) are preferable to monosyllabic ones because they better reflect 

the more heavily marked present tense-form in Greek. 

Ko1µ11611a6µe0a (See also v. 6). In order to render the expectation of the Greek future 

form, auxiliary verbs such as yao (PK, JOHNM, UV, WANG, BT, CNT, LU, CRV, 

RCUV), bi (ZHU, WV), hui (CPB), orjiang (GO) are preferable. Only SB and BB do not 

use an auxiliary verb. The 0 morpheme (e.g. yao shui ~fit "will sleep," JOHNM) is 

preferable to RVCs such as qu ("go," CPB) and wan ("end," MSV), and to the stative 

aspect marker -zhe (LU). The addition of shi .Ji:.. before the verb (e.g. PK, UV, WANG, 

ZHU, BT, CNT, HSC, LU, CRV) is redundant. Here,jiiing changmian ("will sleep/die") 

closely corresponds to the future form in Greek. 

aUay11a6µe0a (vv. 51, 52) Like the previous verb Ko1µ11811a6µe8a, the future form 

is preferably translated by auxiliary verbs such as yao (PK, UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, CNT, 

HSC, LU, SB, TCV, CRV, NCV), bixu (JOHN, JOHNM, SJ, BB, WV), orjiiing (SL

MOR, MOR, MAR, CPB). All of these versions use some variations of the monosyllabic 

verb bian ~ ("change") with the 0 morpheme. The DV does not use an auxiliary verb 

here (hua 1t., "change," with the 0 morpheme). The CNT uses the passive construction 

formed by the particle shiJU (yao shou giiibiim ~ ~ ?.l ~, "will be changed"), which is an 

optional addition. The MSV uses -le (douyao hua-le qu :l$~1t.1 -k, "we will all 
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change") for the first occurrence of aA.A.ayriaopE8a, which is not preferable not only 

because it signals the perfective aspect, but also because the expression is ungrammatical 

in Mandarin. 

aaAlTtCTEt (v. 52) Similarly, the future form here may be represented by auxiliary 

verbs such as bilbiyao (MOR, MAR, GU, PK, JOHN, JOHNM, BB, SJ, UV, WANG, 

ZHU, BT, LU, CRV),yao (MSV, UV, WANG, BT, NCV, CRV, RCUV), orjicmg(GO, 

UVE). The 0 morpheme is preferable to IDVCs (e.g. xiang-qi f~, '"sound," CPB) or 

RVCs (e.g. chuz-xiang 11kf, "blow a sound," NCV, RCUV) because the future tense

form does not grammaticalize either the imperfective or perfective aspect in Greek. The 

expression shi biyao }axiang de k ~-~1t f €i~ ("is necessary to sound," HSC) is not 

preferable because the shi ... de construction is reserved for translating periphrastic 

constructions in Greek. 

eyEp0~CTOVTat (see also V. 15) Jiangfahuo ("will be raised"), biyao fahuo ("must be 

raised," CNT, SB), or yao fahu6 ("will be raised," UV, WANG, BT, TCV, CLB, CRV, 

NCV, RCUV) with the 0 morpheme are preferable to the same verb forrn,fahu6(/sheng) 

(SL-MOR, MOR, PK, JOHN, JOHNM, SJ) without auxiliary verbs. ZHU, HSC, and LU 

use the IDVC qilai, which is not preferable for the future form in Greek. Similarly, the 

RVC guolai (lit. "come over," MSV) is not preferable because it expresses the perfective 

aspect in Mandarin. 

bEt yap TO <p8apTOV TOUTO ev8vaaa8m a<p8apaiav Kat TO 8vf)TOV TOUTO 

ev8vaaa8m a8avaaiav. OTOV 8e TO <p8apTOV TOUTO EVbVCTf)Tat a<p8apaiav KOl TO 

8vf)TOV TOUTO evbVCTf)Tat a8avaaiav, TOTE YEV~CTETat 0 Aoyo~ 0 yEypappEvo~· 
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KaTEm5811 o 8avaTo~ Ei~ v'tKo~. rrov aou, 8avaTE, To v1Ko~; rrov aou, 8avaTE, To 

KEVTpov; TO bE KEVTpov TOV eavaTOU ~ apapTia, ~ bE 8uvapt~ T~~ apapTia~ 0 vopo~· 

Tc{> bE 8Ec{> xapt~ Tc{> 8t86vn ~ptv TO VtKO~ 8ta TOV Kvpiou ~pwv 'Iriaov XptCJTOV. 

(15:53-57) 

~~~*~~·i~~~,~~~*~•i~~~o~~~~*~•i~~~' 

a~~~*•i~~~*~,•~k•~~r~~-~~~•rJ~•ar 0 

r~~~~!~~-~~~?~~*#~~~~~?J~~•*~~~,~~~ 

Zhe bixiu zhe, bixu huan-shang buxiu de, zhe bis! zhe yao huan-shang busr de. Dang zhe 

bixiu zhe, ji huan-shang buxiu de, ji er bis! zhe huan-shang busr de shihou, jing shang ji-

zhe dehua, "Si bei shengli gei tiin-diao le," jiu yingyan le. "Wlihii siwang! Ni de shengli 

hezai? Ni de shizhen you zai hechu ne?" sr de dushi jiushi zui, zui de quanshi jiushi lilfa. 

Ganxie Shen, zhangzhe WO zhu Yesii Jidii enci women shengli. 

This perishable one must put on imperishability, and this mortal body must put on 

immortality. When this perishable one puts on imperishability, and this mortal body puts 

on immortality, these words that are written in the scriptures will be fulfilled: "Death is 

swallowed up in victory. Where, 0 death, is your victory? Where, 0 death, is your 

sting?" The sting of death is sin, and the power of sin is the law. Thank God, who 

graciously gives us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ. 57 

8e't ev8uaaa0m (v. 53) Most Chinese versions use auxiliary verbs such as diing (SL-

MOR, MOR), yao (UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, HSC), bilbiyao (PK, BB, CRV), bixu (WV, 

LU, SB, NCV, RCUV), and y"fngglii (CNT, CPB) to translate the catenative construction, 

57 Thiselton calls Paul's thanksgiving in v. 57 a "classic illocutionary speech-act ... a verbal equivalent to 
throwing one's arm around someone in gratitude." Thiselton, Commentary, 1303. 
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8e1 +infinitive (see also v. 25; 5.3.1.4). The auxiliary verbjiiingyao (JOHNM) is not 

preferable here because it contains the character jiiing ("will"), which is primarily used 

for translating the future form in Greek. The perfective aspect of the aorist infinitive may 

be rendered by the RVC shang (e.g. BT, CNT, HSC, LU, SB, CRV, NCV, CPB). 

ev8uarrrm (v. 54; see ev8uaaa8m above) The verb huan ("change") with the RVC 

shang that is used to translate ev8uaaa8m may be used here for both occurrences of the 

Greek. 

yeypaµµevo~ (cf. yeyparnm, v. 45; see also example (17) in 4.2.4.2.) 

KaTeir6011 Most Chinese versions use disyllabic verbs such as xiiiomie ii1 i~ 

("destroy," DV, MSV, PK, JOHN, JOHNM, BB, SJ, UVE, TCV), tunmie ~i~ ("annex," 

OURY, UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, CNT, WV, LU, SB, CRV, NCV, RCUV),58 minmie ;~ 

*("annihilate," SL-MOR, MOR, MAR), or diibai ~T Jlt ("defeat," HSC) with the 0 

morpheme. RVCs such as diao are preferable to the 0 morpheme because they 

morphologically reflect the perfective aspect of the aorist tense-form in Greek. Also, the 

shift in tense-form from the perfect (yeypaµµevo~) to aorist also justifies the use of a 

formally expressed perfective aspect morpheme. The passive construction formed by the 

particle bei used in most Chinese versions (except the three wenli versions, GU, DV, SJ) 

is preferable here. 59 

8tc56vn (v. 57) Morphologically expressed imperfective aspect morphemes, while 

grammatically acceptable, are not preferable here. Some versions use RVCs (e.g. de-zhao 

~.ft:f-, ZHU) or -le (SB), neither of which reflects the aspect of the Greek. Disyllabic 

verbs such as enci ("graciously give") or shiingci 't PB,, ("bestow," CNT) with the 0 

58 The NCV adds yijlng ("already") to the front of the verb. 
59 See the commentary on crmvpw8iJ (John 19:16a) in chapter 6. 



morpheme are preferable to monosyllabic verbs such as ci (SL-MOR, MAR, DV, GO, 

GURY, MSV, JOHNM, BT, HS, LU, CPB, NCV) or de (CLB, TCV, CRV, RCUV) 

because they better represent the more marked present tense-form. 

7.2.5. Conclusion (v. 58) ~-
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In his conclusion, Paul makes his appeals to the believers by using two present tense

forms. He uses one perfective tense-form to emphasize that the believers know their toil 

is not in vain. 

''Q ITTE, abEA<.J>Ol µou ayaTTfJTOl, ebpa'fot yi VECJ8E, aµETaKi Vf]Tot, TTEptaCJEVOVTE<_; 

EV T0 Epycp TOV Kupiov TTOVTOTE, EiboTE<_; on 0 KOTTO<_; vµwv OUK EITTtV KEVO<_; EV 

Kupicp. (15:58) 

~~,~~t~~~*~~,#~•t~-,~~-,~~h~•:~4t~ 

~~,#~~*%~~-~k~~~o 

Guci, wo qin'ai de dixiong jiemeimen, nimen yingdang jianyi, bu dongyao, chang jieli 

zhushi; yinwei zhong-su6-zh6u-zhI, nimen de laoku zai zhu II bu shi tilran de. 

Therefore, my beloved brothers and sisters, be steadfast, immovable, and always do 

your utmost for the Lord's work, because as we all know, your toil is not in vain in the 

Lord. 

yivEa0E The present imperative is translated by auxiliary verbs such as diinglyfngdiing 

(G-0, DV, PK, JOHNM, JOHN, SJ, UVE, BB, L-0), yao (CNT, HSC, SB, TCV, CPB), 

wuyao (MSV, UV, WANG, ZHU, BT, CLB, CRV, NCV, RCUV), or yf (MAR, GO, 

GURY), all of which are suitable here. Formally expressed aspect morphemes are not an 

option here because auxiliary verbs cannot take aspect morphemes in Mandarin. 60 

60 See 5.2.2.1.b, pp. 239--41 above. 
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rreptoueuovTE~ For the present participle, it is preferable to use disyllabic verbs with 

the 0 morpheme such asjieli ("do one's utmost," WANG) or qinlao f/J !ff ("labor hard," 

HSC) rather than four-character phrases such as fa-fen-mian-li #-·t~ ~}J ("strive with 

determined effort," SB) or re-xzn-fu-wu -AA- 1-:; Jl!Lr! ("serve with zeal," CNT), because 

four-character phrases are reserved for translating perfect and pluperfect tense-forms in 

Greek. The verb phrase,fenwai de duo zuo ~9i'MJ ~ 1M:. ("do beyond one's duty," ZHU), 

is not preferable here because it uses more characters than necessary. 

eic56Te~ (cf. John 18 :4) The four-character set phrase zhong-su6-zhou-zh1 with the 0 

morpheme is ideal here because it marks frontgrounded prominence in Mandarin and 

reflects the stative aspect of the perfect tense-form in Greek. This is an example of the 

causal use of the participle (see 5.3.2.2.e.~). 

7.3. Conclusion 

Following the same format as Table 6.2, Table 7.1 is a compilation of all Mandarin 

aspect morphemes used in the five representative Mandarin versions and FOLEY (the 

author's own translation provided in this chapter) to translate the Greek verb forms in 1 

Corinthians 15.61 The rates at which the given Mandarin aspect morphemes are employed 

are as follows: for the aorist, PK (93%), UV (95%), SB (96%), LU (87%), NCV (92%); 

for the present, PK (89%), UV (87%), SB (80%), LU (96%), NCV (87%); and for the 

perfect, PK (86%), UV (64%), SB (57%), LU (36%), NCV (57%). The average rates for 

accuracy in translating aspect in the five representative versions are as follows: PK 

(89.3%), UV (82%), SB (77.7%), LU (73%), and NCV (78.7%). 

61 See Table 6.2, p. 407. 



PERFECTIVE IMPERFECTIVE STATIVE 

Aorist Present Imperfect Perfect Pluperfect 

0 -le -guo Verb 0 zai -zhe 0 zai -zhe 0 -zhe 0 -zhe 

T ~ 
RVC 

Red pl 
2-Me 

,/±_ t- rove 2-MC ,/±_ ;i-
rove 2-MC ;i- ;i-M D M D M D MID SP MID SP 

PK 17 15 3 2 5 26 22 12 
38% 33% 7% 4% 11% 

- -
48% 41% 

- - - - - - - - - -
86% 

- - - - -

UV 
12 14 9 6 2 23 24 8 1 

27% 31% 20% 
-

13% 
-

43% 44% 
- - - - - - - - - -

57% 
-

7% 
- - -

4% 

SB 9 15 8 1 7 3 16 22 1 4 8 
20% 33% 18% 2% 16% 

-
7% 30% 41% 

-
2% 7% 

- - - - - - -
57% 

- - - - -

LU 5 14 6 11 2 2 24 17 1 10 4 1 
31% 13% 

-
24% 4% 44% 

- - - - - - - -
29% 

-
7% 

- - -
11% 4% 31.5% 2% 18.5% 

NCV 9 8 10 1 10 2 2 24 23 7 1 
20% 18% 22% 2% 4% 44% 43% 

- - - - - - - - - -
50% 

-
7% 

- - -
22% 4% 

FO 12 7 4 20 2 37 2 6 5 4 12 2 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -

LEY 27% 16% 9% 44% 4% 69% 4% 11% 9% 7% 86% 14% 

Table 7.1. Summary of Greek tense-forms with their corresponding aspect morphemes used in 1Corinthians15 

in the representative Mandarin versions 
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Most of the representative versions, with the exception of PK, use Mandarin aspect 

morphemes at slightly lower rates in Paul's exposition of the resurrection than in John's 

Passion narrative. The perfect tense-form has the lowest percentage of Mandarin aspect 

morphemes, because, as in John 18-19, these versions tend to use the perfective aspect 

marker -le (esp. NCV) or IDVCs (esp. LU) to render the stative aspect in Greek. As for 

the aorist tense-form, all five versions use the formally expressed perfective aspect 

morphemes more frequently in the exposition than in the narrative. This increase is 

especially evident in the NCV, which employs 54% of the morphologically expressed 

perfective morphemes (vs. 27% in John 18-19). However, only LU and SB more 

frequently utilize the morphologically expressed imperfective aspect morphemes to 

translate the Greek present tense-form in 1 Corinthians 15. The other three Mandarin 

versions, on the other hand, use only the 0 morpheme. 

The data presented in Table 7.1 indicates that there is only a slight difference in the 

frequency with which monosyllabic and disyllabic verbs are used to translate the Greek 

present tense-forms (esp. PK, UV, NCV). The heavily marked two-morpheme 

imperfective aspect compounds are never used. None of these versions utilizes four

character set phrases for translating the most heavily marked perfective tense-form. As 

observed in the previous chapter, the translators of these sample versions have either 

deliberately, or more likely inadvertently, ignored aspect in relationship to grounding and 

markedness--either in Greek or Mandarin-and their critical functions at the discourse 

level. 

In conclusion, several points should be mentioned. First, this chapter further supports 

the claim that, generally, when the 0 morpheme is used, a monosyllabic verb is preferable 
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for translating the less heavily marked aorist tense-form in Greek, whereas a disyllabic 

verb is preferable for translating the more heavily marked present, and a four-character 

set phrase is preferable for translating the most heavily marked perfect tense-forms. 

Second, discourse prominence and verbal aspect in the original Greek may be 

indicated grammatically in Mandarin. In general, frontgrounded prominence, which is 

formally marked by the perfect (and pluperfect, although it does not occur in 1 

Corinthians 15) tense-form in Greek, may be translated in Mandarin by four-character set 

phrases with the 0 morpheme. In contexts where four-character set phrases are not 

available to the translator, four-character verb phrases or two disyllabic verbs may be 

used instead. Also, for stylistic reasons, the stative aspect marker -zhe may be used as an 

alternative. As Tables 6.2 and 7.1 demonstrate, the frequency with which the 0 

morpheme (86% in 1Corinthians15 vs. 83% in John 18-19) and -zhe (14% in 1 

Corinthians 15 vs. 1 7% in John 18-19) are used for translating the Greek perfect tense

form in the two sample passages is quite similar. 

Fore grounded prominence, on the other hand, which is indicated by the present (and 

imperfect, although it does not occur in 1 Corinthians 15) tense-form in Greek, may be 

reflected by two-morpheme imperfective aspect compounds. The rate at which these 

aspect compounds are used in the two sample passages is almost identical (7% in 1 

Corinthians 15 vs. 6% in John 18-19). This indicates that, in practice, the contexts in 

which the imperfective aspect compounds can be utilized in Mandarin are rather limited. 

However, as noted above, this limitation is compensated by the use of the more heavily 

marked disyllabic verbs as opposed to the less heavily marked monosyllabic ones. 
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The formally expressed perfective morphemes occur more frequently in 1 Corinthians 

15 than in John 18-19 (73% in 1Corinthians15 vs. 52.5% in John 18-19). This 

difference may be explained by the greater repetition of verbs and the more frequent shift 

in tense-form in the exposition. This explanation may also account for the differences in 

the frequency with which single aspect morphemes are used in 1 Corinthians 15 and John 

18-19: -le (16% vs. 15%), -guo (9% vs. 5.5%), RVCs (44% vs. 28%), and verb 

reduplication (4% vs. 3%). Two-morpheme perfective aspect compounds (cf. 1 % in the 

narrative) are not used in the exposition because there is no repetition of exact verb forms 

(one following immediately after the other; e.g. lxpov lxpov, John 19: 15). Similarly, the 

absence of disyllabic verbs with the 0 morpheme (cf. 12% in the narrative) in the 

exposition can be explained by the greater number of verbs in John 18-19 that have no 

monosyllabic equivalent in Mandarin (e.g. rrA.ripw8ij, 18:9, 32; 19:24, 36). 

In comparison to perfective aspect morphemes, the rates at which morphologically 

expressed imperfective aspect morphemes occur in these two passages are relatively 

similar (31 % in 1 Corinthians 15 and 41 % in John 18-19). These two passages also share 

a commonality: monosyllabic verbs with the 0 morpheme are never used to translate the 

present tense-form in Greek. Besides the two-morpheme aspect compounds already noted, 

the frequency at which single aspect morphemes are used in 1 Corinthians 15 and John 

18-19 may be compared further: IDVCs (9% vs. 0%), -zhe (11 % vs. 25%), and zai (4% 

vs. 10%). Again, the greater repetition of the present tense-form (e.g. 

EyEipoVTm/ EyEipnm) as well as the more frequent shift in tense-form in the exposition 

can account for these small but noticeable differences. 
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Third, as noted at the conclusion of chapter 6, the same conditions for justifying the 

use of formally expressed perfective aspect morphemes (e.g. shift in tense-form) apply to 

exposition. Fourth, auxiliary verbs should be primarily reserved for translating the non

indicative moods (including the future form) in Greek. Auxiliary verbs may also be used 

for translating the Greek catenative constructions (e.g. bEt + infinitive). Fifth, Greek 

periphrastic constructions may be consistently rendered by shi ... de in Mandarin. Sixth, in 

general, figurative speech is translated formally. Seventh, in general, the repetition of 

Greek verb forms may be consistently represented in Mandarin at both the lexical and 

grammatical level. This means that the same verb in Mandarin with the same aspect 

morpheme may be used for each occurrence of the same Greek verb. Finally, when 

encountering key biblical terms, such as OVOO'TOCJt<_;-, TTVEvµa, and xapt<;, the translator 

should follow the conventions used in today's Chinese Christian churches and maintain 

consistency throughout the Bible. 

This dissertation is the first monograph-length attempt to integrate three independent 

subjects-translation theory, Mandarin aspect, and Greek aspect-for the purpose of 

formulating a working theory applicable to translating the New Testament from the 

original Greek into Mandarin. Its potential contributions to scholarship are outlined 

below. 

In re-evaluating Nida's theory, this dissertation asserts that formal and functional 

equivalence are powerful tools whose applicational values in the practice of translation 

are diminished when understood as simply mutually exclusive categories. Translating 

figurative speech formally, for example, can in fact better fulfill the conditions required 

by the principles of functional equivalence. It is argued that categories such as these are 
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helpful insofar as they guide the translator to make crucial decisions in rendering the 

Bible into Chinese more accurately and meaningfully, while at the same time preserving 

the unique character of the biblical text. This dissertation applies Catford's theory, 

especially his commentary on translation shifts and grammatical and lexical translation, 

and extends it to the level of discourse. It is argued that in translating aspect, grammatical 

translation is preferable to lexical translation. 

Aspect is treated here as a grammatical category-as opposed to Aktionsart-and is 

described as the locutionary agent's subjective viewpoint expressed morphologically by a 

verb. For this reason, Porter's tripartite model of aspect in Greek, defined in terms 

ofbinary oppositions [±perfective], and [+imperfective] vs. [+stative], is adopted. In 

Mandarin, morphologically expressed aspect morphemes grammaticalize the perfective 

(-le, -guo, RVCs, verb reduplication), imperfective (zai, -zhe, IDVCs), and stative (-zhe) 

aspects. Operating on the linguistically based models of aspect in Greek and Mandarin, 

the proposed translation theory offers the translator a powerful tool applicable to the 

actual practice of translating. 

This dissertation offers an indepth treatment of aspect morphemes in Mandarin and 

pertinent issues relating to markedness and grounding that have been ignored or 

misunderstood in past scholarship. The perfective -le (differentiated from the post

sentential modal particle le) is used as a foregrounding device in Mandarin discourse only 

when the verb form is already marked with other aspect morphemes. Heavily marked 

four-character set phrases are utilized as the frontgrounding device in Mandarin discourse 

because of their morphological bulk, animated semantic content, rigid grammatical 



structure, and unique syntax. When the 0 morpheme is used, disyllabic verbs are more 

heavily marked than monosyllabic ones. 
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The fundamental problem underlying the Chinese Bible has persisted to be the lack of 

theoretically sound principles to assist the translator in creating a translation that would 

meet Yan Fu' s criteria of excellence: faithfulness, conveyance, and elegance. It is the 

hope of the author that this dissertation will answer this need and provide the impetus for 

future generations of researchers to make a more accessible and authentic rendering of 

the Bible in Chinese. 
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MANDARIN TRANSLATION (FOLEY) of JOHN 18-19 
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APPENDIX III. 

MANDARIN TRANSLATION (FOLEY) of 1 CORINTHIANS 15 
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